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Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) is used to assess categorical heat stress risk factors for 
individuals working in outdoor environments and to provide guidelines for work/rest ratios and 
water intake. The variables required to compute WBGT are used by meteorologists for many 
purposes and are available through the Copernicus Program which was implemented by 
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) to provide users access to 
ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA) historical database. WBGT values for Tennessee during National 
Weather Service (NWS) issued excessive heat warnings were calculated to determine the need 
for additional advisories based on WBGT guidelines. Monthly average WBGT values suggest 
work/rest ratio thresholds were exceeded in areas with no active heat warnings during the same 
time. Site assessment for an improved weather station infrastructure was conducted to determine 
favorability for placement of additional instrumentation to benefit forecasters and general public 
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Heat-Related Illness Monitoring 
Risk factors for heat-related illnesses (HRIs) are primarily assessed with the use of 
meteorological forecast data and existing environmental factors (Becker et al. 2013, Wexler 
2002). One of the methods most widely used for issuing weather statements related to elevated 
temperatures is the heat index (HI) (Robinson 2001). This value is calculated based on the air 
temperature and the percentage of relative humidity at any given point. Relative humidity affects 
the efficiency at which the human body’s natural cooling process operates (Steadman 1979). 
When the surface of the skin can no longer cool due to evaporation, risk for HRIs increase 
significantly (Becker et al. 2011).  
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) conducted an analysis of 
common HRIs including heat syncope, heat edema, heat cramps, heat exhaustion, and heat stroke 
for a 10 year period between 2001 and 2010 (EPA 2016). Hospital discharges with HRIs were 
used to determine the rate per 100,000 people. Tennessee was among the top five states with 
comprehensive medical records available for HRI rates falling between 3-4 cases per 100,000 
compared to the 10 year country-wide average of 1.8 per 100,000 (EPA 2016). The study 
showed that the number of hospitalizations by age group was highest for individuals 65 and 
older. In addition, men were twice as likely to be hospitalized compared to women due to 
occupational risk factors.  
Effectiveness of the Heat Index and Experimental Heat Risk Tools 
National Weather Service (NWS) watch and advisory criteria differ depending on 
geographic location based on that location’s climate and dominant synoptic scale air masses 
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(Kalkstein et al. 1996). Populations in climate zones that are not accustomed to regular extreme 
heat events are likely to be at greater risk for HRIs, while populations in naturally hotter climates 
tend to be more prepared and acclimatized (Alberini et al. 2008). There are three categories for 
extreme heat events used by the NWS: excessive heat watch, excessive heat warning, and heat 
advisory (NWS 2019).  
Generally, an excessive heat watch is issued when the forecast predicts a HI beyond the 
acceptable regional threshold within the next 24-48 hours. Excessive heat warnings are issued 
similarly when the forecast predicts a HI beyond the acceptable threshold within 12-24 hours. 
Heat advisories are issued for lower HI categories forecasted within 12-24 hours. For example, if 
the HI threshold for a warning is ≥110ºF then an advisory may be issued for temperatures 
between 105ºF and 109ºF. Early and late season extreme heat events may cause a slight 
alteration in these thresholds to account for acclimatization (OSHA 2018).  
There are four generalized HI categories for populations in any given region used by the 
NWS. Caution is advised for temperatures between 80ºF and 90ºF. These conditions may cause 
fatigue in individuals who are exposed to the elements or are physically active for prolonged 
periods of time. Extreme caution temperatures (90ºF-103ºF) increase risk for heat stroke among 
other HRIs given a similar level of activity. HRIs are likely to occur in temperatures of 103ºF-
124ºF (Danger) and highly likely ≥125ºF (Extreme Danger) (NWS 2019). Some further risk 
factors include age (especially over 65), obesity, and medications and will significantly affect the 
classification of these categories on an individual basis (NIOSH 2016).  HI values are usually 
calculated with the use of a chart that plots relative humidity (%) on the y axis and temperature 
(ºF) on the x axis. HI is divided into the four aforementioned categories depending on regional 
criteria. A multiple regression analysis was used to obtain the formula for approximating HI 
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found within the chart. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
describes the multiple regression equation as follows: 
HI = -42.379 + 2.04901523*T + 10.14333127*RH - .22475541*T*RH - 
.00683783*T*T - .05481717*RH*RH + .00122874*T*T*RH + .00085282*T*RH*RH 
- .00000199*T*T*RH*RH 
 
where T is temperature in ºF and RH is relative humidity in percentage. While a true equation for 
HI does not exist, this formula provides a close approximation with an error of ± 1.3ºF (Rothfusz 
1990).  
 Currently, an experimental heat risk tool is in production by NOAA that seeks to 
contextualize extreme heat for vulnerable population based on climatological normals, daily 
record max temperatures, and health factors informed through CDC collaboration (Iniguez et al. 
2017). You can explore the heat risk tool here: https://www.wrh.noaa.gov/wrh/heatrisk/.  Four 
risk zones are calculated: High, Moderate, Low, and None. This model indicates high risk when 
the temperature exceeds the 95th percentile of average high temperature for a given period as 
reported by the NWS. Low risk zones are based on collaborations with the CDC, though no 
specific details are available at this time. The moderate zone is then split between high and low 
risk zones. This primarily serves as a supplement to the NWS heat watch/warning/advisory 
program for a large portion of the western U.S. (NWS 2019). 
 On a global level, European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and 
NOAA forecasts are used to determine geographic occurrence of heat and cold waves. These 
waves are defined within a model produced by Perez et al. (2018) as maximums or minimums 
that exceed their 95th percentile values. Population density estimates from the Center for 
International Earth Science Information Network (CIESEN) are then used to determine at-risk 
populations to heat and cold waves globally. The model is validated with the use of hindcast data 
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from both NOAA and ECMWF. Methods such as these are especially beneficial to regions of the 
world where population density is high and meteorological data are scarce (Perez et al. 2018). 
Calculation of Wet Bulb Globe Temperature 
Another commonly used measurement of heat stress risk factors is the wet-bulb globe 
temperature (WBGT) which has been used by the United States military as early as 1956 to 
assess heat stress (Budd 2008). WBGT is well-suited for use in environments that are in direct 
contact with wind movement and incoming solar radiation. This provides a more precise heat 
stress assessment for individuals exposed to outdoor conditions for prolonged periods of time. 
Since HI uses fewer meteorological variables and tends to be more generalized for daily 
forecasts, there is a greater chance that calculated values may be significantly below or above an 
acceptable safety threshold during daily forecast periods where variables such as solar radiation 
and wind tend to fluctuate more than drybulb temperature and relative humidity. For example, it 
has been demonstrated that the Australian Bureau of Meteorology model for HI overestimates 
values for morning and evening periods and underestimates during periods with little to no wind 
(Grundstein and Cooper 2018). Estimation of WBGT during daily periods where this 
phenomenon is likely to occur can help identify critical safety thresholds for outdoor activity for 
specific hours of the day (Gaspar and Quintela 2009). 
WBGT and HI data in the northern hemisphere show an increasing trend in temperatures 
between 1973 and 2012 and are projected to exceed all historical maximums by the year 2030 
based on the representative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) scenario (Li et al. 2017). In 
addition, the Hadley climate model A1B scenario has been used to determine how temperature, 
RH, and WBGT will change thorougout the 2020s and 2050s with WGBT showing the most 
predictable changes in the mid-lattitudes. While some trend errors do occur in this study, the 
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model is in overall agreement with past observations indicating that increasing WBGT is the 
most reliably predicted variable globally with the assumption of constant RH for the majority of 
regions (Willett and Sherwood 2010).  
 Three measurements are needed to calculate WBGT for outdoor conditions where a solar 
load is present. The instruments used for this calculation monitor wet bulb temperature (Tw), dry 
bulb temperature (Td), and globe temperature (Tg) (Dimiceli et al. 2011). These variables are 
then weighted together in the following formula: 
WBGT= 0.7Tw + 0.2Tg + 0.1Td 
Tw is prioritized because it measures evaporative conditions in the atmosphere at a given 
time based on temperature, humidity, and wind. The measurement works by attaching a piece of 
cloth or wick string to the temperature sensor and exposing it to outdoor conditions. The sensor 
is cooled depending on how much evaporation is possible given the current status of the 
atmosphere. This relates to human physiological processes in the most ideal situations (proper 
clothing, hydration, etc.) and is a fair indicator of potential heat stress.  
Tw can be approximated independently using pressure, RH, and Td with the use of a 
formula found through gene expression programming (GEP). GEP uses a digital natural selection 
process that produces a best-fit function for predicting Tw values (Stull 2011). A version of this 
Tw best-fit function was produced by Stull (2011) and is statistically valid at temperature ranges 
of -20ºC-50ºC and 5%-99% RH. The approximation is as follows: 
Tw = T*atan [0.151977(RH% + 8.313659)1/2] + atan(T + RH%) - atan (RH% -
1.676331)+ 0.00391838(RH%)3/2 atan(0.023101RH%) - 4.686035 
 
where atan is the arc tangent function. Since the meteorological variables for days with 
excessive heat warnings in Tennessee fall within the validity ranges, it will be assumed that the 
above formula is equal to Tw for the rest of the study. 
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Tg is normally measured with the use of a spherical copper instrument that is painted 
with a black finish that contains a temperature sensor in the center. This is done to incorporate 
overall solar interaction with temperature fluctuations which provides an additional indicator of 
heat stress as it relates to human physiology in outdoor environments. While handheld sensors 
are available for individual assessments, a significant limitation for calculating Tg is that many 
sensors must be deployed for coverage of large areas. This type of instrumentation can prove to 
be costly as well (Dimiceli et al., 2011).  
The meteorological variables needed to approximate Tg are usually available through the 
NWS but can also be obtained through the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasts (ECMWF) on a global level. The general formula for this approximation provided by 
Dimiceli et al. (2011) is as follows: 
Tg=(B+C*Td+7680000)/(C+256000) 
The equation for B is: 
B=S[(fdb/4σcos(z))+(1.2/σ)*fdif]+(εa*Td4) 
S is the total solar irradiance in W/m2, fdb is the direct beam radiation fraction of total solar 
irradiance, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, z is the sun zenith angle (assumed to be 0.5 for the 
purposes of this study as it was in Dimiceli et al. (2011)), and εa is thermal emissivity, which is 
calculated using: 
εa=0.575ea1/7 




where Tdp is the dew point in Celsius and P is mean sea level pressure (msl) in millibars (mb). 





where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient and can be calculated using a model that 
approximates the value as a function of human body segments, blood flow model, effects of 
clothing, conductive heat transfer to the body, and radiation heat flux model (direct beam 
radiation to the skin). The weighted average for the convective heat transfer coefficient by body 
segments using this approximation is 3.37 W/m2 per K (Dear et al. 1997). The variable u is wind 
speed in meters per hour (m/h).  
ECMWF Re-Analysis Model 
 The ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA) climate model is available through the Copernicus 
Climate Change Service program, which archives a comprehensive set of meteorological 
variables on a global level (C3S 2017). The resolution for this dataset is 0.25º by 0.25º and can 
be requested on a single-level or a set of pressure levels on an hourly, daily, monthly, and yearly 
basis. ERA5 is the most recent iteration within the ERA suite and is currently undergoing further 
improvements and development. Access to the model inputs are not currently available. 
However, ECMWF has plans to release documentation on observations as they relate to the data 
assimilation systems and advance models used to produce ERA5 in the future (ECMWF 2018). 
 Improvements on the integrated ERA5/ERA-Interim model, which currently generates 
records based on atmospheric conditons, land surface, and ocean waves from 1950 to present 
within 5 days of real time, are still underway. A 2017 ERA-Interim survey revealed that 
ECMWF downloads totaled 1.4 Petabytes for the year with a total user base of 30,182. The top 
represented sector within this user base was academic/research with a total of 13,605 users alone. 
Further improvements on the more recent ERA5 will eventually lead to the production of a 
similar dataset where even more data sources will be assimilated known as ERA6, for which a 
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conceptual model diagram has been produced (ECMWF 2018).  A wide variety of ongoing 
research utilizes the ERA-Interim dataset, including reassesments of global temperature 
variations (e.g., Simmons et al. 2017), extratropical cyclones (e.g., Hodges et al. 2011), and 
global land surface properties like soil moisture, soil temperature, and snowpack (e.g., Balsamo 
et al. 2015). 
 Little research has been published using ERA5 to date. A comparison of ERA5 and ERA-
Interim as they are used for land surface model forcing has shown that the ERA5 model performs 
significantly better, especially when incorporating land surface variables (Albergel, Dutra et al. 
2018). Variables related to the terrestrial water cycle such as surface soil moisture and river 
discharges benefit most from models which use ERA5 as opposed to ERA-Interim. This is 
partially due to the increase in temporal and spatial resolution from 6 hour steps for ERA-Interim 
to 1 hour steps for ERA5 and 79 km to 31 km horizontal resolution, respectively. Modeling of 
land surface variables is also improved by ERA5’s updated data assimilation system (Albergel, 
Munier et al. 2018).  Future research utilizing ERA5 may examine changes in sea surface 
temperatures and sea ice concentrations (e.g., Hirahara et al. 2016). 
Study Objectives and Research Questions 
 WBGT and HI are both instrumental in assessing risk for HRIs especially during summer 
months in the southeast where some of the highest rates of HRIs exist. While HI is a common 
metric for this purpose in Tennessee, WBGT instrumentation is not currently available over large 
areas of the state primarily due to the absence of a state ‘mesonet,’ or system of research-grade 
weather stations.  
 Guidelines for WBGT are well established and can be used to help lower the instances of 
HRIs, particularly among workers and athletes that are exposed to elements during the hottest 
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days of the year (Brocherie and Millet 2015, Casa et al. 2017). Although instrumentation is not 
currently available, all values needed to calculate WBGT via formula approximation are 
available through ERA5. Using this archive as a primary source, this study will answer the 
questions: 
1. Can WBGT be accurately calculated using the ERA5 archive and formula approximation 
and validated using station data? 
2. How do interpolated WBGT values compare spatially to EH warnings and can calculated 
WBGT provide a more precise assessment of populations at greatest risk during heat 
waves and extreme heat events in Tennessee? 
3. What are the benefits of the implementation of physical WBGT instrumentation on board 
a weather station network vs. approximation using historical or near real time 
meteorological variables from ERA5? 
4. To what extent can a site location assessment be conducted for possible mesonet stations 
using inputs from this study as well as existing meteorological and land cover data? 
 
 






MODELING EXTREME HEAT EVENTS USING GLOBAL REANALYSIS CLIMATE 
DATA: APPROXIMATING WET BULB GLOBE TEMPERATURE AT THE STATE LEVEL 
2.1 Introduction 
Temperature and relative humidity (RH) alone provide a quantitative assessment of 
human comfort and physiological reaction to the environment (osha.gov, accessed May 1, 2019). 
This broad assessment typically spans a period of hours or days based on forecast data. While 
heat index (HI) variables tend to fluctuate during peak heating hours for a given region, so do the 
variables needed to calculate wet bulb globe temperature (WBGT). Windspeed, pressure, solar 
radiation, atmospheric pressure, and wet bulb temperature are also susceptible to significant 
variablility throughout the day and can provide additional insight into potentially hazardous 
conditions for individuals exposed to outdoor environments for extended periods of time (Lemke 
and Kjellstrom 2012).  
The U.S. Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventative Medicine Health 
Operations Division provides specific work/rest ratio WBGT thresholds for average sized, heat 
acclimatized soldiers (APHC 2019). This standard is broken down into five main heat categories 
and three work intensity subcategories. Moderate work guidelines include activities such as 
construction, patrolling, transporting heavy loads, calisthenics, and walking in difficult terrain. 
Table 2.1 shows temperature thresholds along with work/rest ratios and water intake 







Table 2.1. Guidelines for work/rest periods and water intake for outdoor workers and athletes. Guidelines are based 
on intake requirements for comparable environmental scenarios. Guidelines are based on US Army 
moderate work work/rest and water intake requirements. These guidelines are used as a proxy for outdoor 
workers and athletes during comparable environmental scenarios in this study.  
Category WBGT (ºF) Work/Rest (min) Water Intake (qt/hr) 
1 78-81.9 No Limit ¾ 
2 82-84.9 50/10 ¾ 
3 85-87.9 40/20 ¾ 
4 88-89.9 30/30 ¾ 
5 >90 20/40 1 
 
 While several states in the United States maintain a network of research-grade weather 
stations (i.e., a mesonet) capable of local WBGT calculations, there is no current method of 
monitoring WBGT in Tennessee without the aid of personal instrumentation on an individual 
level. Without a statewide system of instrumentation it is necessary to approximate WBGT using 
climatological variables that are available through various interpolation and data ingest methods 
using global reanalysis datasets such as ERA5 or ERA-Interim. The ERA5 archive is available 
on a global and hourly level and will be used to determine WBGT for the state of Tennessee for 
historical excessive heat warning events identified by the National Weather Service (NWS) 
between 2008 and 2017.  
 Further approximation of environmental data must be made with the use of historical 
excessive heat warnings issued by the NWS where HI is used to determine safety thresholds on a 
county level. WBGT thresholds can then be compared by county to illustrate the differences 
between broad HI forecasts and their associated categories with precise hourly variables from 
ERA5. A time of 12 CST was chosen to incorporate peak insolation values during warning times 
to identify how daily fluctuations in meteorological variables can influence the WBGT and how 
implementation of safety guidlelines should be approached within specific county levels.  
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2.2 Data and Methods 
2.2.1 Ten year heat data for Tennessee 
 Heat warning, watch, and advisory boxes were retrieved from the Iowa State University’s 
Iowa Environmental Mesonet (IEM) archive (mesonet.agron.iastate.edu, accessed December 1, 
2018). There were a total of 501 extreme heat events recorded for counties in Tennessee between 
2008 and 2017. Of these events there were 244 extreme heat advisories and 277 warnings 
distributed across west and middle Tennessee within three NWS jurisdictions: Memphis (MEG), 
Nashville (OHX), and Huntsville, Alabama (HUN). Significant weather statements issued by 
NWS offices throughout the United States were included in the database and were filtered 
specifically by extreme heat warnings and advisories in the state of Tennessee occurring within 
counties in Tennessee. EH events were then broken down by year and available significance 
level (advisory/warning) for comparison with approximated WBGT values. Figure 2.1 shows the 
breakdown of affected counties by Weather Forecast Office (WFO). 
 
 
Figure 2.1. NWS WFO’s reporting excessive heat, 2008-2017 
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Between 2008 and 2017 there were 20 overlapping events occurring between the issued 
and expired timestamps. Table 2.2 lists each year during the study period along with days where 
warnings were reported. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the spatial distribution of total events 
separated by heat advisories and heat warnings.  
Table 2.2. Dates represent individual days and periods for which excessive heat warnings were recorded in the IEM 
archive. These dates cover any time periods where excessive heat warnings existed between when they 




7/15-7/17/16, 8/1-8/6, 8/9-8/16, 8/20-
8/22 
2011 7/10-7/13, 7/21, 8/2-8/5, 8/6-8/8 
2012 6/29-6/30, 7/1, 7/20-7/21 
2013 None 
2014 None 
2015 7/25-7/30, 8/9 
2016 8/4-8/6 
2017 7/21-7/24, 7/26 
 
 




Figure 2.3. Excessive heat warnings by county, 2008-2017 according to the IEM 
2.2.2 ERA5 meteorological variables 
ERA5 provides global interpolations (currently 1979-present) for temperature at the 2 
meter (height above ground) level, direct beam radiation at the surface, dewpoint temperature at 
the 2 meter level, mean sea level pressure, wind speed, diffuse radiation at the surface, and RH at 
the 1000mb level. These values were filtered by latitudes between 33º and 38.25º and longitudes 
between -75º and -95º to form a bounding box around Tennessee. Table 2.2 identifies specific 
dates that were included in the study. Fields indicating ‘None’ represent years that either had no 
occurrence of excessive heat warnings specifically or had missing climatological data. Since 
these events were explicitly classified as excessive heat warnings it will be assumed that each 
date had a forecasted HI of greater than 110 ºF for periods of 12-24 hours within the date the 
event was issued. 
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Data were obtained in network common data form (netcdf) format, which allowed 
multiple bulk downloads for years with EH events. Values for the variables’ global grid were 
extracted from each netcdf file by pixel centroid with the use of the Arcmap “Make Netcdf Table 
View” multidimensional tool. Resulting tables were then exported to .csv format for organization 
and filtering in Microsoft Excel. The various components of the Dimiceli et al. (2011) WBGT 
approximation formula were then converted to the proper units needed to obtain a final WBGT 
value for all centroid points and calculated accordingly as shown in Figure 2.4 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Workflow for WBGT calculation. All variables are available in a singe netcdf dataset except for RH 
which is only available by pressure level. RH must be processed separately and then copied into the 
calculation table prior to interpolation and zonal statistics analysis.  
Post filtering latitude and longitude coordinates within the table were used to display data 
as a point shapefile representing WBGT values for 6Z (12CST). The resulting point distribution 
is pictured in Figure 2.5. Points extending beyond the state border were chosen to interpolate 
regional values and reduce edge effects, prior to being clipped to Tennessee in post processing. 
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This step eliminates the need for extrapolation to account for areas beyond the processing extent 
within the border when using only points located in Tennessee.  
 
Figure 2.5. This is an example of a WBGT point grid used to interpolate statewide values. Each point represents the 
centroid of the original WBGT pixels calculated from ERA5 variables. 
Ordinary kriging through the Geostatistical Analyst was used to interpolate points and 
construct a raster surface of WBGT values across Tennessee. This was achieved through the 
ordinary kriging function available in the ArcMap Geostatistical Analyst extension (ESRI 2019). 
The stable semivariogram in Figure 2.6 results from a kriging model for which there where no 
transformations or order of trend removals selected. This process was repeated for each day 
within the dataset for which EH events occurred. A raster surface, such as the one in Figure 2.7, 




Figure 2.6. Example of a typical stable semivariogram produced by the optimized kriging input paramers.   
 
 
Figure 2.7. Stretched values for the kriging output based on total variable point grid area for the first single day 
event in the data set (8/3/2008). 
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The automated model optimization feature within geostatistical wizard indicated a lag 
size of 0.2633 with a total of 12 lags. Using a standard neighborhood yielded a maximum of five 
and a minimum of two neighbors. This optimization procedure was performed for each of the 
variable grids throughout the study period with little to no difference in the automated input 
parameters.  
Since many of the excessive heat events by month overlapped throughout each year, the 
daily ERA-5 derived WBGT raster data were averaged post-interpolation to identify locations 
where WBGT was above and below safety thresholds. These averages were then compared to 
excessive heat warnings issued during the same month as their respective interpolations.  
The zonal statistics tool was used to determine monhthly average maximum WBGT for 
each county in Tennessee (Figure 2.8). This made it possible to identify counties with WBGT 
values above or below certain guideline thresholds inside and outside of the extent of NWS 
excessive heat events.  
 




Results indicate that each iteration of the model for daily WBGT performed well when 
parameter optimization was applied. Table 2.3 lists the root mean square (RMS) for each date in 
the dataset along with monthly averages. There were a total of 13 months between 2008 and 
2017 with both viable meteorological data and excessive heat warnings issued. The highest RMS 
occurred in July of 2015 at 1.1954. 
Each monthly average in the 13-month dataset with the exception of August 2008 
indicates that WBGT thresholds were exceded in counties outside excessive heat warning boxes 
at 12 CST. The monthly average maximums are presented in order of occurrence (Figs 2.9-2.21).  
Table 2.3. Dates are itilicised and accompanied by their respective RMS values. Averages are bolded below their 
months of occurrence.  
2008 2010 2011 2012 2015 2016 2017 
8/3. 1.0451 8/3. 1.0443 8/2. 0.7529 7/1. 0.7415 8/9. 1.0030 8/4. 1.0698 7/21. 1.2866 
8/4. 0.6851 8/4. 0.4694 8/3. 0.8254 7/20. 0.7506 Avg. 1.0030 8/5. 0.8388 7/22. 0.5175 
Avg. 0.8651 8/5. 0.8930 8/4. 2.3501 7/21. 0.7132 7/25. 1.6632 8/6. 1.09233 7/26. 0.6599 
 8/6. 0.6363 8/5. 1.9078 7/29. 0.6972 7/26. 1.3228 Avg. 1.0003 Avg. 0.8213 
 8/9. 2.8943 8/6. 0.9775 Avg. 0.7256 7/27. 0.8115 7/22. 1.0777  
 8/10. 1.2326 8/7. 0.3497 6/30. 1.0044 7/28. 1.0130 7/23. 0.7813  
 8/11. 1.8338 8/8. 0.4205 Avg. 1.0044 7/30. 1.16651 Avg. 0.9290  
 8/12. 1.6355 Avg. 1.0834  Avg. 1.1954 6/16. 0.3805  
 8/13. 1.2208 7/10. 0.8088   6/17. 1.2525  
 8/14. 0.4095 7/11. 0.5679   Avg. 0.8165  
 8/15. 1.6729 7/12. 0.5825     
 Avg. 1.2675 7/13. 2.4699     
 7/15. 0.8694 7/21. 0.9321     
 7/16. 0.7762 Avg. 1.0722     




















































Figure 2.21. WBGT categories for July 2017. 
 Validation of the WBGT values was performed by following the same process for North 
Carolina for 2017 values calculated for Tennessee. The spatial extent of the interpolation also 
encompassed North Carolina which allowed for a direct comparison to NC Econet 
meteorological observations recorded at the same time of day. The NC Econet stations record all 
of the necessary variables needed to calculate WBGT. Values from the ERA-5 derived WBGT 
rasters were then extracted using the lat/long coordinates of the 40 stations for which WBGT was 
calculated using station records. This new record was compared to the ERA-5 WBGT values 
using a paired two sample t-test. 
 The resulting t-statistic for the 2017 comparison was -3.60448 with a p-value of 0.000895 
at α=0.05 and a critical value of 1.685954. The mean of ERA-5 WBGT was 74.12738 and a 
station average of 76.85933 with a variance of 30.65073 and 18.97444 respectively.  
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2.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
 ERA5 variables are a viable input for WBGT estimation based on the Dimicelli et al. 
(2011) method outlined previously in this study. It was determined that single hour calculations 
at 12 CST produced values that are well within range of typical WBGT values. Counties that 
were issued excessive heat warnings throughout the study period were identified as having 
WBGT that exceeded established thresholds. However, each monthly average of WBGT also 
indicated the need for additional alerts for counties east of the warning boxes on an hourly level. 
This reflects the need for alerts on a monthly average and not necessarily for calculations 
performed for each day.    
 The warnings are based on broad assumptions of HI data related to forecasts that exceed 
their respective thresholds alone and are not currently issued based on any WBGT safety criteria. 
The greatest benefit of incorporating WBGT into this process is that hourly level alerts would be 
made available for each individual county as the necessary variables become available. 
Work/rest ratios for atheltes and outdoor workers could be determined via regional forecasts for 
specific times of day with greater precision.  
 Since WBGT incorporates many more variables than HI, it can be concluded that the 
accuracy of regional- and county-level heat monitoring would greatly benefit from the 
implementation of the intruments required to retrieve necessary variables in real time in the 
capacity that it would provide forecasters with an additional metric to assess heat stress in 
tandem with HI. Inputs for ERA5 are currently only avalilable within five days of real time and 
are derived mostly from satellite data (ECMWF 2018). To fully implement a system of real time 
measurements for WBGT it is necessary to equip weather stations in Tennessee with the 
capability to log and transmit variables that the infrastructure does not currently support.  
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 Comparisons to ERA-5 temperatures and Econet temperatures for both dry bulb and 
WBGT show that significant differences exist between the data sets. This is a potential limitation 
for accurately calculating WBGT with currently available data. Validation for the 2017 record is 
also limited by comparison to averages only. It is recommended that a comprehensive study 
using hourly data be conducted to verify each day at an hourly level.  
 The historical archive for WBGT that was reconstructed in this study is only the 
beginning when considering the overall possibilities using this estimation methodology. Ideally, 
future stations should be equipped with WBGT instrumentation but real time approximations and 
forecast data may be generated using the approximation formula given that enough stations 
collect the necessary individual data in the future. Dry bulb temperature is one of the most 
commonly reported variables for stations in Tennessee but approximation will require reliable 
measurements of the variables mentioned in the formula outline.  
 This methodology also makes it possible to conduct similar analyses for WBGT and 
other complex meteorological variables on a global scale. This would be particularly useful for 
areas with few or no existing weather stations both for the calculation of historical datasets and 
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IMPLEMENTATION AND OPTIMAL SITE LOCATION ASSESSMENT FOR A 
TENNESSEE STATE MESONET 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Mesonets are a statewide network of research-grade weather stations that typically record 
data on a 5 to 15-minute time interval. The locations of these stations and the frequency of 
available weather data provide meteorologists with crucial information when forecasting severe 
weather events. Mesonets provide critical opportunities for community outreach and 
involvement within multiple economic sectors. A properly located station collecting data 
continuously facilitates earlier and more accurate warnings for hazardous events, which 
ultimately saves lives and helps prevent property and crop damage (campbellsci.com, accessed 
May 8 2019) . Although various weather station networks exists in Tennessee (TN) (e.g., 
TDOT’s road sensor network, UT-Institute of Agriculture weather stations, COOP stations, etc.), 
a successfully deployed Mesonet does not currently exist.   
Mesonet systems from two states were studied for effectiveness, site placement, cost, 
funding, and overall timeline of implementation. The Oklahoma Mesonet is the most 
comprehensive system to date containing 120 stations, spanning 77 counties according to the 
most recently available shapefile (mesonet.org, accessed May 8 2019). The Oklahoma Mesonet 
sets the standard in the United States for weather station networks, collecting data every 5 
minutes that is then monitored, quality controlled, processed, and shared with the public by the 
Oklahoma Climatological Survey.  
The Kentucky Mesonet consists of 71 stations according to the established site listing as 
of 2019 and is currently being expanded and maintained by the Kentucky Climate Center 
(kymesonet.org, accessed May 8 2019). The geology and climate of Kentucky parallels that of 
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Tennessee, sharing a border almost the length of the both states. An ideal Tennessee Mesonet 
would span all counties in four distinct climate zones with at least one station per county, across 
diverse geological regions and changing elevations, reporting weather data at one minute 
intervals. Figure 3.1 shows these varied climate regions within the state.  
Objectives for this study include the following: 
 Locating possible site candidates for Tennessee mesonet stations using land cover data. 
 Scoring site candidates based on presence of exisiting ASOS/AWOS stations and 
meteorological phenomenon including drought, tornadoes, and flooding. 
 
Figure 3.1. The four Tennessee state climate divisions. 
Site location analysis for a mesonet in Tennessee will help to optimize the quality of data 
available to forecasters throughout the state and neighboring states. A standardized method of 
data collection and storage such as a synchronized automated station report would improve 
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existing climatological archives for the state and inform forecast models with accurate variables 
with greater temporal frequency. This increased frequency of data reporting can improve 
operational forecasts during severe weather events and extreme temperature monitoring.  
3.2 Data and Methods 
Several geological and meteorological factors were incorporated into a GIS-based spatial 
model to select suitable Mesonet site locations (Table 3.1). ESRI ArcMap 10.5 and ESRI 
ArcGIS Pro were used in this study to generate statistical models and maps showing hazard risk 
areas and to delineate suitable areas from non-suitable areas. Hazards vary locally across the 
state with severe weather tending toward greater intensity on average in the western part of the 
state. Natural hazards included tornadoes, floods, and droughts, and were selected based on the 
ability of Mesonet stations to report readings for wind speed and direction, temperature, 
precipitation, humidity, and soil conditions. The final suitability “score” will determine locations 
that should be prioritized based on areas of greatest need for updated station infrastructure.  
Table 3.1. Factors considered for Mesonet site locations 
Tornado density.  
Average drought intensity.   
Land cover/use.  
100 – year flood zones 
 
3.2.1 Tornado Density 
  A tornado density map was created using data obtained from the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Storm Prediction Center (SPC) website 
(https://www.spc.noaa.gov/), containing GIS tornado data recorded from 1980 to 2017 that were 
previously obtained from the United States severe storm report database. This date range was 
chosen to eliminate records prior to the wide spread implementation of Doppler radar on a 
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national level. The results from this analysis were used in the final geospatial model for site 
selection.  
There were 426 deaths and 2,117 injuries associated with the tornadoes used to calculate 
the line kernel density. The density analysis was conducted using ArcMap’s default search radius 
with tornado tracks in miles. The search radius is calculated using the height and width of the 
output extent which in this case is represented by a 100 mile buffer around the state used to 
include tornaodoes outside of the border. This value is then divided by 30 to determine which 
yielded a value of ~3.3 square miles for the search radius. 2010 census tracts that were affected 
by the storms contained a total population of 1,356,851. 
 
Figure 3.2. Tornado kernel density using line density of magnitude 3 or greater tornadoes 1980-2016.. 
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The kernel density estimation of tornadoes that occurred in TN between 1980 and 2016 
indicate high levels of clustering in Middle and West TN. This analysis was used to create the 
weighted tornado variable in the final geospatial site selection model.  
3.2.2 Drought Intensity 
TN drought data obtained from the National Drought Monitor database were used to 
create a map displaying average drought conditions from 2000 to 2017 
(https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/). A second map was generated that displayed the sum of 
drought events over the same time span. Both maps show overall trends indicating higher 
drought conditions in the southeastern portion of Tennessee.  
 
 
Figure 3.3. Average drought intensity for Tennessee (D1-D4) 
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The United States Drought Monitor defines D1 as moderate drought and D2 as severe 
drought. Much of East and Middle TN experience D2 conditions on average in weeks between 
2000 and 2017.  These drought conditions increase risk of wildfire hazards (especially near 
forested areas) and negatively affect crop production (droughtmonitor.unl.edu, accessed May 8 
2019).   
Table 3.2. Drought classifications according to the US Drought Monitor 
D0 
Abnormally Dry 
D1 Moderate Drought 
D2 Severe Drought 
D3 Extreme Drought 
D4 Exceptional Drought 
 
Conditions are displayed by values representing the summation of all available U.S. 
drought data for each week, recorded from 2000 to 2017. This overall trend identifies the highest 
drought frequencies for the eastern and middle-southern portion of TN. 
3.2.3 Flood Risk 
Flood data were retrieved from NOAA’s storm events database, dating from 1996 to 
2017 (NOAA NCEI 2018). Data were used to create a flood hazard risk map for TN, delineated 
at the county level. High risk counties were located in high elevation areas in the Appalachian 
Mountains and low elevation areas in the Nashville Basin and along the Mississippi River flood 
plain. The final GIS model included 100-year flood plains obtained from the Digital Flood 




Figure 3.4. Flood zones that eliminate favorable sites in the model. 
Flood zones represent areas of high risk and also unfavorable locations for station sites. 




Figure 3.5. Total flood events (1996-2017) 
Flood events were reported at the county level from 1996 to 2017 and obtained from the 
NOAA storm events database. High risk counties in East TN are in areas of high elevation in the 
Appalachian Mountains where major water bodies are fed by mountain streams. Flooding here 
can be caused by snowmelt and high precipitation (e.g., flash flooding). Western border counties 
rest on the floodplains of the Mississippi River and are at continued risk for both hydrological 
and meteorological flooding.  Vital infrastructure and residences within floodplains are subject to 
these recurring hazards and are often impacted by additional hazards such as contaminated flood 
waters, dangerous road conditions, or drowning. Electronic components needed to automate a 
mesonet station are also subject to flooding and must be carefully sited to minimize the potential 




3.2.4 Land Cover 
Land cover data from 2011, obtained from the National Land Cover database, was used 
to exclude areas containing water, wetlands, swamps, forests, barren rock, and developed land 
containing government, commercial and residential zones (Homer et al. 2015). Favorable land 
cover types for potential station sites include developed and open space such as city parks, areas 
with vegetation less than 5 meters high, grassland, pastureland, and cultivated cropland. Areas of 
potential flooding were eliminated from the study by masking out 100-year flood zones. 
 
Figure 3.6. Selected favorable land cover 
Favorable land cover types for potential station sites include developed and open space 
(21) such as city parks, vegetation less than 5 meters (52), grassland (71), pastureland (81), and 
cultivated cropland (82). By selecting only these types, the model excludes unfavorable land 
cover types such as water or forests by default. 
The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Central Operations integrates 
viable data from multiple types of weather stations across the country using the Meteorological 
Assimilation Data Ingest System (MADIS). Integrated Mesonet data are an important component 
in this aggregation process and accounts for the majority of the data that go into MADIS based 
on a March 2014 figure (madis.noaa.gov, accessed May 8 2019). MADIS also incorporates 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) station data, which is typically recorded using 
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Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS). Figure 3.9 shows the kernel density estimation 
for current FAA stations. 
 
Figure 3.7. FAA weather station density 
Figure 3.10 describes a step by step methodology and data management system used to 
develop a scoring system for site favorability. Each input is processed separately and clipped to 
the Tennessee state border prior to final analysis. Kernel densities are scored on a scale from 0-
100 and layers with multiple classifications are reclassified to reflect all unfavorable land cover 
types and floodzones as a binary raster where all values of 1 are used as a mask to eliminate sites 




Figure 3.8. General work flow for integrating site assessment inputs. 
3.3 Results 
The kernel density analyses for tornado occurrence and current station placement 
indicates the greatest measure of coverage gaps and land elimination due to flood zones in West 
and Middle Tennessee. Landcover data site elimination occurs mostly in the more mountainous 
regions of the state. The model suggests that mesonet sites may be located in many places in 
each county.  
Figure 3.11 shows the result of averaging the two density surfaces so that cell values 
range from 0% to 100%, with 100% representing the most favorable. Unfavorable land cover 
data and 100-year flood zones were converted to binary rasters and combined to mask 
unfavorable site locations. These results can be validated by using the same techniques for a state 




Figure 3.9. Final scoring of possible favorable mesonet sites rated on a scale from 0 to 100. 
 This analysis was completed for Kentucky using the same workflow. The results allowed 
for a comparison or validation of sorts to test the suitability index on existing Ketucky mesonet 
sites. Only two locations were “eliminated” when compared to the site location assessment with 




Figure 3.10. Point value extractions from the Kentucky mesonet site location assessment raster. 
3.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
A TN Mesonet will further contribute to the NWS MADIS system, increasing the 
availability of weather information for forecast meteorologists in TN, as well as bordering states. 
The preliminary Mesonet study was an exploration of Tennessee hazard risk zones, weather 
station coverage gaps, suitable land types, site parameter requirements, and construction and 
maintenance costs. Interviews were conducted with members of the Kentucky Climate Center 
and a field trip was made to Kentucky Mesonet Station #60 in Whitesburg, KY. Invaluable 
information was gained from the Kentucky team, including advice on using GIS techniques for 
Mesonet site selection. 
The generalized density surfaces used for the favorable site index were created using 
limited data and default kernel density parameters. The coverage gap model can be improved by 
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including additional ASOS and Automated Weather Observation Systems (AWOS) stations that 
are currently active. As these stations are updated or replaced, the density surface should be 
recalculated for incorporation in a new favorable site index. Other stations that report real time 
weather data could be included to identify more precise areas with existing coverage gaps. In 
addition, exclusion of additional land cover classes should be considered to eliminate 
erroneously indicated favorable zones when the newest landcover data set becomes available.  
The results of the study have shown that GIS techniques can be used to delineate suitable 
site locations, however, limitations of the GIS analysis have been proven to be problematic. 
Problems in the analysis were due to outdated and inaccurate datasets. For example, the available 
land cover data was from 2011 and as land variables change over time, some land deemed 
suitable by the analysis was found to be unsuitable upon reviewing more recent satellite imagery. 
A combination of techniques are recommended to complete the preliminary analysis. Remote 
sensing through the use of satellite imagery can be used to further explore and access suitable 
locations. In the end, the final assessment must be made at the local level by physically visiting 
potential site locations. Even before this final step it is recommended that suitable sites are 
chosen based on the availability and willingness of private and/or public land use. 
Forecasters outside of the state, particularly in borderstates, would be able to improve 
their models through cooperation with meteorologists in Tennessee with the use of a properly 
sited and implemented mesonet. Since many surrounding states currently have active, well 
maintained mesonets, eliminating the gap in high quality stations capable of producing robust 
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
Model performance of the WBGT approximation analysis using inputs from ERA5 
indicates agreement in many cases with historically issued excessive heat warnings in the state of 
Tennessee. Automation procedures for data processing and analysis must be implemented to 
produce a more robust archive of historical WBGT estimation and comparison to excessive heat 
events including watches and advisories along with warnings. As meteorological variables 
needed to make the approximation become more widely available, either through real time 
reanalysis datasets or improved weather station infrastructure, methods of automation would 
provide a feasible alternative to manual analysis of ‘big data’ on a state or national level.  
The process of issuing alerts and forecasting extreme heat events would benefit from 
additional inputs that are needed to calculate WBGT. While heat index provides a broad outlook 
based on forecast analysis, WBGT forecasts can pinpoint specific times of day where heat stress 
risk factors increase for both indoor and outdoor workers and individuals exposed to the 
elements.  
This study has shown that calculation of WBGT is possible given the availability of 
necessary variables. This means that an enhanced weather station infrastructure for the state of 
Tennessee, such as a mesonet, could provide real time WBGT data with automated formula 
calculation in place. These calculations could then be compared and validated using in situ 
WBGT instrumentation on a site-by-site basis similar to the comparison of ERA-5 derived 
WBGT and data retrieved from the North Carolina Econet. 
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Study One Summary and Conclusions 
It was determined that ERA5 is a viable data source for estimation of WBGT via formula 
calculation. Public heat safety may be enhanced by identifying precise hourly WBGT categories 
spatially. This conclusion is supported by the following points: 
 Values calculated for the state of Tennessee fell within range for typical WBGT 
during summer months with no outliers. 
 General spatial distribution of heat stress categories 1, 2, and 3 were largely in 
agreement with the warning-only historical alerts.  
 Future real-time, comprehensive datasets can be used to calculate WBGT with 
high temporal resolution for improved public safety. 
 An in-depth historical analysis of all extreme heat events with their associated 
WBGT values may be conducted through automated procedures.  
Study Two Summary and Conclusions  
Future improvements to weather station infrastructure in Tennessee will benefit 
forecasters in the state as well as those in bordering states therby improving overall regional 
forecasts and models. A state mesonet would make it possible to monitor all variables mentioned 
in study one including many others. Benefits to the public and to forecasters include the 
following: 
 Synchronized automated station reporting and proper site locating would provide 
more accurate, real-time interpolations of all weather variables across the state.  
 Coverage gaps for variables such as solar radiation, soil moisture, windspeed and 
direction, and atmospheric pressure could be eliminated.  
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 Routine maintenece would ensure accurate data collection and proper continued 
envornmental site placement parameters. 
Future Research  
 Formula approximation of WBGT can make it possible to create and maintain a real-time 
data set as variables become available. Future work should focus on automating this calculation 
procedure with the use of real-time and forecast data through scripting methods. The ERA5 
reanalysis archives are available from 1950 to present and could be used to calculate historic 
WBGT for further climatological studies involving how environments are changing in the 
midlattitudes and how that relates to heat stress, heat related illness, and the well-being of the 
general public. Assessment of the occurrence of injuries and deaths caused by excessive heat 
conditions will be necessary to determine statistically significant correlations between 
documented medical cases, geographic distribution of the cases, and heat hazard metrics such as 
HI and WBGT. Determination of specialized safety thresholds for geographically unique 
populations in Tennessee based on these assessments would improve hour-specific forecast 
models for the diverse range of climate divisions across the state.   
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Appendix A: Observations (satellite and in-situ) used as input into ERA5 are listed below 
Satellite Data 
Sensor Satellite Satellite agency Data provider+ Measurement 
Satellite radiances (infrared and microwave) 
AIRS AQUA NASA NOAA BT 
AMSR-2 GCOM-W1* JAXA   BT 
AMSRE AQUA* JAXA   BT 
AMSUA 
NOAA-15/16/17/18/19, 
AQUA, METOP-A/B NOAA,ESA,EUMETSAT   BT 
AMSUB NOAA-15/16/17 NOAA   BT 
ATMS NPP NOAA   BT 
CRIS NPP NOAA   BT 
HIRS 
TIROS-N, NOAA-6 
/7/8/9/11/14 NOAA   BT 
IASI METOP-A/B EUMETSAT/ESA EUMETSAT BT 





EUMETSAT/ESA   BT 
MSU 
TIROS-N, NOAA-6 to 12, 
NOAA-14     BT 
MWHS FY-3-A/B NRSCC   BT 
MWHS2 FY-3-C CMA   BT 
MWTS FY-3A/B NRSCC   BT 
MWTS2 FY-3C CMA   BT 
SSM/I DMSP-11*/13*/14*/15* US Navy NOAA,CMSAF* BT 
SSMIS DMSP-16/17/18 US Navy NOAA BT 
SSU 
TIROS-N, NOAA-
6/7/8/9/11/14 NOAA   BT 
TMI TRMM NASA/JAXA   BT 
MVIRI METEOSAT 5/7 EUMETSAT/ESA EUMETSAT BT 
SEVIRI METEOSAT-8*/9*/10 EUMETSAT/ESA EUMETSAT BT 
GOES IMAGER 
GOES-
8/9/10/11/12/13/15 NOAA CIMMS,NESDIS BT 
MTSAT IMAGER MTSAT-1R/MTSAT-2 JMA   BT 
AHI Himawari-8 JMA   BT 
Satellite retrievals from radiance data 
MVIRI 
METEOSAT-
2*/3*/4*/5*/7* EUMETSAT/ESA EUMETSAT wind vector 






S wind vector 
GMS IMAGER GMS-1*/2/3*/4*/5* JMA   wind vector 
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MTSAT IMAGER MTSAT-1R*/MTSAT2 JMA   wind vector 
AHI Himawari-8 JMA JMA wind vector 
AVHRR 
NOAA-7 /9/10/11/12/14 
to 18, METOP-A NOAA 
CIMMS,EUMET
SAT wind vector 
MODIS AQUA/TERRA NASA NESDIS,CIMMS wind vector 
GOME ERS-2* ESA   Ozone 
GOME-2 METOP*-A/B ESA/EUMETSAT   Ozone 
MIPAS ENVISAT* ESA   Ozone 
MLS EOS-AURA* NASA   Ozone 




/18/19 NOAA NASA Ozone 




PROBE NASA   Ozone 





COMAE GFZ,UCAR* Bending angle 
GRAS METOP-A/B EUMETSAT/ESA EUMETSAT Bending angle 
IGOR 
TerraSAR-X*, TanDEM-X, 
COSMIC*-1 to 6 NSPO/NOAA GFZ,UCAR* Bending angle 
Satellite scatterometer data 
AMI ERS-1,ERS-2 ESA   
Backscatter 
sigma0 






OSCAT OCEANSAT-2 ISRO KNMI 
Backscatter 
sigma0 
SEAWINDS QUIKSCAT NASA NASA 
Backscatter 
sigma0 
Satellite Altimeter data 
RA ERS-1*/2* ESA   Wave Height 
RA-2 ENVISAT* ESA   Wave Height 





AT Wave Height 
SIRAL CRYOSAT-2 ESA   Wave Height 
AltiKa SARAL CNES/ISRO EUMETSAT Wave Height 
* reprocessed dataset 
+ when different than the satellite agency 
In-situ data, provided by WMO WIS 
Dataset name Observation type Measurement     
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SYNOP Land station 
Surface Pressure, 
Temperature, wind, 
humidity     
METAR Land station 
Surface Pressure, 
Temperature, 




Drifting Buoy Drifting buoys 
10m-wind, Surface 
Pressure     
BUFR Moored Buoy Moored buoys 
10m-wind, Surface 
Pressure     
SHIP ship station 
Surface Pressure, 
Temperature, wind, 
humidity     
Land/ship PILOT Radiosondes wind profiles     
American Wind 
Profiler Radar wind profiles     
European Wind 
Profiler Radar wind profiles     
Japanese Wind 
Profiler Radar wind profiles     
TEMP SHIP Radiosondes 
Temperature, wind, 
humidity profiles     
DROP Sonde Aircraft-sondes 
Temperature, wind 
profiles     
Land/Mobile TEMP Radiosondes Temperature profiles     
AIREP Aircraft data 
Temperature, wind 
profiles     
AMDAR Aircraft data 
Temperature, wind 
profiles     
ACARS Aircraft data 
Temperature, wind 
profiles, humidity     
WIGOS AMDAR Aircraft data 
Temperature, wind 









Appendix B: ERA5 Database for Event 1 (August 3-4, 2008; only August 3rd showing) 
Part 1 
OID lat lon d2m fdir msl ssr t2m u10 r 
1 38.25 265 295.3678 2880686 101147.6 2720616 308.0967 0.812002 42.20137 
2 38.25 265.25 295.5676 2878741 101158.7 2715204 307.9608 0.321247 44.02562 
3 38.25 265.5 295.7564 2876547 101168.9 2701569 307.7355 0.166272 44.69904 
4 38.25 265.75 295.5121 2873006 101169.9 2680188 307.7838 0.286562 42.78433 
5 38.25 266 295.1013 2864577 101171.9 2699288 307.943 0.325675 42.28429 
6 38.25 266.25 295.0442 2857346 101179.5 2748417 307.8178 0.214978 44.46284 
7 38.25 266.5 294.9173 2846473 101196.5 2777862 307.5764 0.147084 48.07366 
8 38.25 266.75 295.2964 2840887 101220.5 2766084 307.1168 0.183983 53.37305 
9 38.25 267 295.8785 2836399 101241.8 2764864 306.6698 0.412018 59.03427 
10 38.25 267.25 296.264 2832758 101260.3 2779984 305.1267 0.65924 63.218 
11 38.25 267.5 296.2894 2834603 101276.8 2749637 305.4646 0.492458 66.60016 
12 38.25 267.75 295.8785 2832209 101307.3 2727831 306.2746 -0.10752 68.96466 
13 38.25 268 295.2996 2831561 101346.7 2730855 306.398 -0.85656 69.60038 
14 38.25 268.25 294.9458 2823731 101398.8 2720403 306.3211 -1.78715 70.27128 
15 38.25 268.5 295.1901 2827521 101440.8 2726611 305.4825 -1.86759 72.12067 
16 38.25 268.75 295.1806 2806076 101475.2 2717804 304.4507 -1.72516 74.24897 
17 38.25 269 294.5556 2760491 101492.7 2701940 303.6121 -1.30673 75.58826 
18 38.25 269.25 293.7625 2670320 101494.6 2670585 302.7288 -0.82778 75.01535 
19 38.25 269.5 293.2803 2513419 101498.3 2589039 301.7221 -0.59901 72.186 
20 38.25 269.75 292.7711 2365943 101500 2502718 300.9389 -0.64624 67.87412 
21 38.25 270 292.2175 2227146 101503.7 2398465 300.6116 -1.00637 63.50194 
22 38.25 270.25 291.4926 2166649 101513.1 2365252 300.4936 -1.23884 61.12488 
23 38.25 270.5 290.5599 2143857 101520.5 2359045 300.4507 -1.34068 60.26049 
24 38.25 270.75 289.5669 2169791 101528.3 2380691 300.4972 -1.29492 58.04174 
25 38.25 271 289.0022 2272331 101535.7 2472901 300.5866 -1.32001 55.12443 
26 38.25 271.25 289.0498 2428484 101537.3 2501286 300.6134 -1.4654 53.72483 
27 38.25 271.5 289.4543 2595660 101534.3 2557418 300.5938 -1.62996 52.63179 
28 38.25 271.75 289.3781 2743185 101528.7 2635091 300.7422 -1.83955 51.1367 
29 38.25 272 289.4146 2824329 101524.8 2696423 300.7511 -2.03659 50.20196 
30 38.25 272.25 289.2274 2878891 101526.5 2719236 300.9264 -1.99969 48.74959 
31 38.25 272.5 289.2956 2915598 101531.7 2735365 301.107 -1.78568 46.33987 
32 38.25 272.75 289.1005 2935796 101539.4 2790808 301.5272 -1.48385 44.6513 
33 38.25 273 289.0339 2940684 101547 2775687 301.7239 -1.2381 43.58841 
34 38.25 273.25 288.8689 2938090 101552.8 2793726 301.8741 -1.1215 42.29685 
35 38.25 273.5 288.7389 2930859 101563.8 2826991 301.8508 -1.25876 41.70636 
36 38.25 273.75 288.7055 2923378 101578.3 2804867 301.6631 -1.34142 42.43254 
37 38.25 274 288.7991 2916246 101587.8 2798448 301.6058 -1.25064 43.42508 
38 38.25 274.25 288.7769 2913603 101588.5 2815797 301.7543 -1.0477 43.25672 
39 38.25 274.5 288.3502 2919089 101589.8 2797811 301.8365 -0.90084 41.90235 
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40 38.25 274.75 287.9188 2926769 101588.2 2797758 301.8401 -0.95398 40.7289 
41 38.25 275 287.5286 2934001 101586.8 2812030 301.7292 -1.06098 39.96753 
42 38.25 275.25 287.2351 2937542 101583.7 2822004 301.7239 -1.12962 38.83177 
43 38.25 275.5 286.9147 2939337 101581.3 2797174 301.6702 -1.16061 38.03523 
44 38.25 275.75 286.7783 2940734 101582.5 2799403 301.5218 -1.12002 38.0101 
45 38.25 276 286.6672 2945671 101582.3 2810756 301.4449 -0.98128 37.68596 
46 38.25 276.25 286.5102 2949262 101584.3 2812932 301.3072 -0.79384 37.6357 
47 38.25 276.5 286.5134 2942679 101589.5 2848373 301.0408 -0.7348 38.91218 
48 38.25 276.75 286.7719 2912007 101593.2 2864130 300.7404 -0.70307 39.93989 
49 38.25 277 287.0432 2874153 101590.1 2841210 300.7207 -0.81819 40.34696 
50 38.25 277.25 287.5968 2813008 101594.1 2825400 300.372 -0.83074 42.75669 
51 38.25 277.5 288.2106 2779842 101603.8 2806035 299.8124 -0.81229 46.7796 
52 38.25 277.75 288.696 2763833 101614.6 2798395 299.1543 -0.67945 48.67421 
53 38.25 278 288.6802 2756152 101617.4 2789906 299.0453 -0.54366 48.44304 
54 38.25 278.25 288.5089 2753908 101626.8 2788420 298.6876 -0.42559 49.46321 
55 38.25 278.5 288.3122 2715406 101637.8 2783380 298.2281 -0.25954 51.90812 
56 38.25 278.75 288.0726 2629873 101653 2759187 297.5522 0.018676 53.60422 
57 38.25 279 287.4556 2587331 101671.5 2739663 296.3917 0.41128 54.89075 
58 38.25 279.25 286.8036 2591471 101685.3 2721093 295.1775 0.788386 56.56173 
59 38.25 279.5 286.2104 2636606 101685 2722154 294.2209 1.227483 56.03405 
60 38.25 279.75 285.606 2708473 101655.7 2730113 293.9402 1.406811 51.39049 
61 38.25 280 284.8177 2790465 101584.3 2770753 295.4297 1.280617 45.34733 
62 38.25 280.25 284.2387 2813806 101522.9 2773459 296.8745 1.078412 40.72136 
63 38.25 280.5 284.3783 2854004 101465.4 2806459 298.2925 0.888751 37.36935 
64 38.25 280.75 284.4465 2864378 101420.3 2800145 299.4565 0.784697 35.0928 
65 38.25 281 284.3862 2870313 101382 2796219 300.6188 0.824547 33.41177 
66 38.25 281.25 284.0388 2882731 101340.7 2810226 301.9206 1.07546 31.36891 
67 38.25 281.5 284.1768 2878143 101310.5 2813887 302.4534 0.905725 31.2106 
68 38.25 281.75 285.0984 2871659 101285.1 2808051 303.0954 0.605368 34.40431 
69 38.25 282 285.7218 2822035 101279.8 2791020 303.3332 0.437847 36.93967 
70 38.25 282.25 285.9502 2771114 101275.3 2793991 303.6747 0.860708 37.87693 
71 38.25 282.5 287.1066 2685382 101278.8 2783751 302.8361 0.924912 41.538 
72 38.25 282.75 288.1995 2569277 101274.3 2703638 302.2549 1.083577 46.43535 
73 38.25 283 289.5304 2448833 101265.3 2632438 301.4717 1.380982 48.09376 
74 38.25 283.25 290.0475 2353974 101258.3 2564527 300.7189 1.274713 49.39034 
75 38.25 283.5 290.0792 2312628 101252.2 2574024 300.1432 1.535219 53.6595 
76 38.25 283.75 290.249 2319411 101247.2 2698173 299.36 2.112318 57.25776 
77 38.25 284 290.5837 2351181 101226.7 2689048 299.3975 2.730743 55.50386 
78 38.25 284.25 289.8064 2384247 101193.7 2588031 300.7994 2.890884 47.97064 
79 38.25 284.5 288.6865 2416215 101168.5 2616840 302.0153 2.564698 41.40483 
80 38.25 284.75 289.0418 2447636 101158.7 2739132 301.8186 1.627467 46.03331 
81 38.25 285 290.6646 2510726 101171.8 2938885 298.8414 0.051147 59.79563 
82 38 265 294.6682 2882232 101159.2 2722685 308.5223 0.890227 40.00271 
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83 38 265.25 294.9886 2879190 101168.1 2718971 308.4097 0.322723 41.6159 
84 38 265.5 295.2298 2874951 101173.5 2706132 308.2666 0.154464 42.17875 
85 38 265.75 294.9537 2871659 101178.2 2700349 308.3417 0.064431 40.35952 
86 38 266 294.0734 2868617 101180.7 2700932 308.7279 0.110923 39.52529 
87 38 266.25 294.0052 2867270 101190.4 2759983 308.5885 -0.08464 41.10832 
88 38 266.5 294.0068 2865724 101211.5 2776430 308.3882 -0.08243 44.39751 
89 38 266.75 294.4192 2861385 101234.5 2786988 307.9322 -0.00642 49.9532 
90 38 267 295.1869 2853056 101257.5 2781682 307.2617 0.248187 56.73762 
91 38 267.25 295.7945 2844977 101279 2798129 305.2339 0.530832 62.68278 
92 38 267.5 295.6755 2841785 101300.7 2756587 305.7918 0.595036 67.5349 
93 38 267.75 295.3931 2847421 101321.2 2745605 306.3962 0.555924 70.50246 
94 38 268 294.6841 2851560 101356.8 2752130 306.6394 -0.06988 71.39448 
95 38 268.25 294.4763 2843032 101411.5 2737487 306.5053 -1.15692 73.07803 
96 38 268.5 294.7666 2784780 101466.5 2696316 305.7453 -1.83955 76.43757 
97 38 268.75 294.9331 2742936 101504.5 2678119 304.8441 -1.81594 78.76186 
98 38 269 294.5635 2657653 101527.7 2634826 304.0699 -1.46761 78.86991 
99 38 269.25 293.8783 2563591 101527 2598058 303.2295 -0.91413 77.51051 
100 38 269.5 293.3961 2444593 101524.2 2550574 302.1995 -0.63812 74.42737 
101 38 269.75 293.0756 2385543 101515.2 2543995 301.4807 -0.57023 69.31141 
102 38 270 292.6204 2275922 101514.8 2467012 301.132 -0.91855 64.06228 
103 38 270.25 291.9764 2219016 101525 2437619 300.9264 -1.12371 61.23293 
104 38 270.5 291.1547 2152186 101528.3 2421066 300.7386 -1.24991 59.96399 
105 38 270.75 290.2156 2185401 101533.7 2463935 300.7386 -1.26319 57.49898 
106 38 271 289.2338 2272131 101533.7 2543677 300.9174 -1.30747 54.21482 
107 38 271.25 289.0323 2455615 101532.6 2563519 301.0372 -1.54584 51.82017 
108 38 271.5 289.1418 2617405 101528 2600393 301.1034 -1.74509 50.2497 
109 38 271.75 289.2877 2780042 101522.2 2668356 301.1892 -1.92737 49.2647 
110 38 272 289.3258 2862034 101517.5 2728627 301.225 -2.11777 48.34001 
111 38 272.25 288.9625 2906870 101520.9 2740246 301.4932 -2.01445 46.53837 
112 38 272.5 289.0593 2928216 101529.3 2749955 301.5504 -1.76132 44.85734 
113 38 272.75 289.1481 2946070 101535.7 2777862 301.7829 -1.47056 44.14624 
114 38 273 289.1116 2953302 101542 2767941 302.0171 -1.1739 42.98786 
115 38 273.25 288.6802 2948614 101545.5 2803700 302.3175 -1.09641 41.1435 
116 38 273.5 288.5786 2941482 101554.8 2831925 302.2514 -1.21153 40.22635 
117 38 273.75 288.6199 2931208 101565.2 2825718 302.0797 -1.37315 40.84197 
118 38 274 288.8213 2922031 101577.3 2802904 301.9492 -1.31928 42.23655 
119 38 274.25 288.8055 2921483 101575.6 2797864 302.1226 -1.11486 42.8195 
120 38 274.5 288.6009 2927567 101577 2803435 302.0958 -1.09567 41.86717 
121 38 274.75 288.1044 2935697 101578.7 2813940 302.0386 -1.14142 40.87464 
122 38 275 287.7903 2943976 101581.7 2835268 301.7757 -1.27721 40.55803 
123 38 275.25 287.6491 2943826 101584.3 2813887 301.6112 -1.30083 40.01528 
124 38 275.5 287.481 2944774 101586.5 2796750 301.402 -1.29492 39.75395 
125 38 275.75 287.2874 2945322 101588.5 2803382 301.2268 -1.1739 40.09317 
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126 38 276 287.151 2952404 101588.5 2811446 301.1302 -0.97464 39.67857 
127 38 276.25 287.0543 2959785 101589.8 2867313 301.064 -0.81745 39.17351 
128 38 276.5 286.9972 2951656 101595.1 2874794 300.7297 -0.73996 40.12835 
129 38 276.75 287.1336 2913353 101599.2 2873998 300.4221 -0.75694 41.33196 
130 38 277 287.3541 2797298 101595.5 2828477 300.2791 -0.78203 42.05312 
131 38 277.25 287.7522 2677502 101594.2 2789747 300.0877 -0.72151 43.79696 
132 38 277.5 288.163 2624437 101601.8 2758656 299.6175 -0.64919 46.49063 
133 38 277.75 288.4565 2607879 101613 2727619 298.8915 -0.51636 48.63652 
134 38 278 288.4819 2633065 101619.7 2724277 298.4695 -0.39607 49.96827 
135 38 278.25 288.2503 2669223 101632.1 2734834 297.9491 -0.24552 51.27239 
136 38 278.5 287.9679 2727874 101643.8 2761097 297.3465 0.023842 53.21475 
137 38 278.75 287.6237 2715007 101656 2770222 296.6545 0.393569 54.68219 
138 38 279 287.1637 2741639 101659.4 2795689 296.068 0.803146 54.13441 
139 38 279.25 286.396 2802285 101651.6 2804761 295.621 1.147781 52.78004 
140 38 279.5 286.066 2890511 101623.5 2828848 295.5119 1.420833 51.03368 
141 38 279.75 285.7298 2959436 101573 2863228 296.3362 1.461422 46.31474 
142 38 280 284.7669 3055792 101490.5 2929335 298.2585 1.313088 39.59313 
143 38 280.25 284.1181 3042825 101434.8 2921483 299.7748 1.083577 34.91691 
144 38 280.5 283.9167 3021628 101400.2 2895751 300.3059 0.982474 32.668 
145 38 280.75 283.9881 2994697 101371.2 2872566 300.8441 0.873254 31.30358 
146 38 281 283.8627 2986368 101336.5 2864236 301.8311 0.752964 29.80095 
147 38 281.25 283.214 3000233 101289.2 2894584 303.3689 0.784697 27.44399 
148 38 281.5 283.9056 3006068 101255.8 2902011 304.1325 0.645957 26.80324 
149 38 281.75 285.1508 2966518 101249.8 2879834 304.0949 0.49172 30.05725 
150 38 282 286.02 2886571 101259 2847471 303.7623 0.308701 34.54502 
151 38 282.25 286.553 2780840 101270.4 2810279 303.3421 0.690973 38.47496 
152 38 282.5 287.5063 2662091 101276 2721730 302.972 0.827499 41.74153 
153 38 282.75 288.4089 2538754 101272.3 2616946 302.6215 0.969929 43.51805 
154 38 283 289.4543 2427387 101265.7 2533172 301.8955 1.218627 46.3072 
155 38 283.25 290.3616 2345844 101255 2541926 301.1534 1.150733 51.15932 
156 38 283.5 290.7391 2308539 101247.5 2611906 300.3434 1.428213 54.37815 
157 38 283.75 290.9342 2327940 101240.5 2731598 299.7069 1.894614 56.86577 
158 38 284 291.0341 2358312 101226 2795052 299.2956 2.785353 57.77538 
159 38 284.25 290.2299 2398211 101190.7 2672017 300.9997 2.81561 49.82756 
160 38 284.5 289.57 2451925 101175.2 2760142 301.5147 2.129291 41.55308 
161 38 284.75 289.6763 2498357 101169.2 2915593 301.0497 0.86735 50.33514 
162 38 285 291.7416 2555562 101181.5 3020590 298.0242 -0.80048 67.08763 
163 37.75 265 294.2257 2882931 101169.2 2710854 308.8209 0.982474 38.40963 
164 37.75 265.25 294.489 2880686 101177 2715788 308.7959 0.428254 40.05799 
165 37.75 265.5 294.1511 2878741 101183 2705707 308.8746 0.22162 39.666 
166 37.75 265.75 293.6007 2875799 101187.3 2699288 309.0659 0.115351 37.40956 
167 37.75 266 293.3929 2873355 101200.8 2717326 309.1213 -0.24773 37.00752 
168 37.75 266.25 293.2644 2871360 101220.7 2747196 309.0033 -0.40861 39.25391 
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169 37.75 266.5 293.2438 2870013 101242.2 2764492 308.8352 -0.35843 43.0758 
170 37.75 266.75 293.4373 2866772 101265 2755579 308.4919 -0.06914 47.99577 
171 37.75 267 293.9084 2859590 101286.8 2739663 307.9215 0.207598 52.83783 
172 37.75 267.25 294.4937 2852807 101310.3 2733508 307.3117 0.516811 57.99148 
173 37.75 267.5 294.654 2856647 101328.8 2747780 307.0417 0.650385 64.56232 
174 37.75 267.75 294.5191 2864278 101348.3 2763643 306.9345 0.634887 69.87678 
175 37.75 268 294.1448 2874352 101369 2780303 306.9398 0.510907 72.57799 
176 37.75 268.25 294.0908 2853505 101419 2756057 306.5804 -0.50529 76.31193 
177 37.75 268.5 294.3542 2772411 101478.5 2697431 305.8258 -1.35322 81.17159 
178 37.75 268.75 294.5953 2632816 101529.3 2606017 304.9389 -1.82479 82.79231 
179 37.75 269 294.6317 2503344 101560.9 2526699 304.027 -1.55838 81.1942 
180 37.75 269.25 293.8132 2419008 101561.2 2488181 303.3278 -0.95472 79.09606 
181 37.75 269.5 293.4167 2387139 101553.2 2495662 302.6877 -0.5658 75.54303 
182 37.75 269.75 293.1343 2355520 101542 2507175 302.0529 -0.4706 69.25613 
183 37.75 270 292.844 2338513 101527.7 2531262 301.756 -0.65215 63.17779 
184 37.75 270.25 292.4919 2210737 101526.8 2489667 301.4717 -0.83738 60.459 
185 37.75 270.5 291.6496 2120616 101528.3 2461388 301.2589 -1.00342 59.37349 
186 37.75 270.75 290.3806 2081615 101526.8 2457091 301.2572 -1.17832 56.37076 
187 37.75 271 289.0847 2161861 101523.5 2509297 301.5147 -1.27131 51.71463 
188 37.75 271.25 288.7991 2386391 101520.2 2569302 301.6881 -1.59159 48.15407 
189 37.75 271.5 288.7373 2636207 101515.8 2647665 301.8186 -1.84767 46.7218 
190 37.75 271.75 288.9165 2819342 101510.5 2712870 301.8741 -2.04987 46.24941 
191 37.75 272 288.7738 2903229 101506 2788314 302.0833 -2.12589 45.29959 
192 37.75 272.25 289.0022 2933053 101515.5 2769480 301.917 -2.07497 44.19146 
193 37.75 272.5 289.0926 2951207 101525 2764174 301.8973 -1.80339 44.199 
194 37.75 272.75 289.2258 2957840 101532.6 2768525 301.9384 -1.43145 44.21408 
195 37.75 273 289.1275 2963925 101534.6 2778817 302.2621 -1.07722 42.30439 
196 37.75 273.25 288.2915 2958638 101535.7 2813356 302.8486 -0.98202 39.60821 
197 37.75 273.5 288.079 2949063 101540.7 2806035 302.9201 -1.0632 38.18348 
198 37.75 273.75 288.1361 2937941 101550.2 2783539 302.7663 -1.21965 38.29153 
199 37.75 274 288.2122 2927767 101561.9 2776536 302.5392 -1.32813 39.51021 
200 37.75 274.25 288.4105 2928216 101562.8 2807255 302.4999 -1.26245 40.7289 
201 37.75 274.5 288.2566 2934899 101564.5 2804602 302.4498 -1.24991 40.80428 
202 37.75 274.75 288.0219 2944125 101569.5 2804655 302.221 -1.32592 40.61331 
203 37.75 275 287.8775 2952703 101575.3 2829803 301.8848 -1.46835 40.97263 
204 37.75 275.25 287.7712 2948115 101579.7 2822906 301.6756 -1.43514 40.99525 
205 37.75 275.5 287.6697 2937143 101584.7 2820094 301.402 -1.32887 40.749 
206 37.75 275.75 287.4524 2935547 101586.2 2828742 301.2375 -1.18201 40.85956 
207 37.75 276 287.3683 2945272 101590.8 2864236 301.1302 -0.99457 40.70879 
208 37.75 276.25 287.2652 2961431 101591.1 2894265 300.9836 -0.81598 40.52536 
209 37.75 276.5 287.197 2950509 101595.5 2888376 300.6331 -0.72447 41.02289 
210 37.75 276.75 287.0305 2860488 101595.1 2846993 300.4328 -0.64846 41.34703 
211 37.75 277 286.9496 2693960 101589.8 2798978 300.3524 -0.64255 41.27668 
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212 37.75 277.25 287.3699 2523393 101583.7 2738124 300.2648 -0.55473 41.86968 
213 37.75 277.5 287.5952 2401902 101587.5 2679922 299.7587 -0.45806 43.93768 
214 37.75 277.75 287.8014 2376566 101598.8 2645649 299.0077 -0.32375 48.041 
215 37.75 278 288.2233 2437811 101612.7 2638805 298.0815 -0.07209 51.86289 
216 37.75 278.25 287.6412 2545088 101620.7 2655995 297.6326 0.214978 51.93324 
217 37.75 278.5 287.3493 2632267 101632.8 2693823 297.0175 0.450393 51.15429 
218 37.75 278.75 286.9892 2744582 101634.9 2755367 296.5615 0.650385 52.70968 
219 37.75 279 286.7592 2826773 101623.7 2819033 296.4811 1.023801 51.99858 
220 37.75 279.25 285.7805 2901384 101593.1 2852246 296.9764 1.352939 47.60126 
221 37.75 279.5 285.1984 2959287 101555.1 2875961 297.6237 1.483561 44.62114 
222 37.75 279.75 284.6892 3015594 101505 2907688 298.5678 1.476181 42.45264 
223 37.75 280 284.7257 3049707 101440.8 2941750 299.8517 1.31604 38.00256 
224 37.75 280.25 284.2466 3047563 101393.5 2929494 300.9049 1.240767 33.76858 
225 37.75 280.5 283.9484 3030207 101358.8 2901693 301.427 1.152947 31.2885 
226 37.75 280.75 283.4678 3019284 101322.1 2888005 302.2174 1.054796 28.96421 
227 37.75 281 283.1886 3012651 101280.8 2885617 303.3046 0.812002 26.33838 
228 37.75 281.25 282.3891 3019434 101233.3 2914798 304.9478 0.702043 23.94373 
229 37.75 281.5 282.8412 2995794 101217 2908696 305.4396 0.561827 23.65226 
230 37.75 281.75 283.8025 2951856 101215 2887103 305.4914 0.456297 26.61227 
231 37.75 282 285.8582 2854952 101234.7 2831183 304.4186 0.325675 31.21814 
232 37.75 282.25 286.929 2741739 101251.8 2766986 303.875 0.566993 36.21851 
233 37.75 282.5 287.9616 2625235 101257.3 2687509 303.4798 0.704995 39.52529 
234 37.75 282.75 288.8071 2530475 101256.3 2615301 302.9702 0.837093 40.53039 
235 37.75 283 289.6303 2438459 101251.9 2534923 302.0439 1.063652 44.44023 
236 37.75 283.25 290.406 2379409 101237.8 2560814 301.8562 1.113834 50.03361 
237 37.75 283.5 290.2823 2379459 101230.4 2651432 301.7417 1.138188 50.43565 
238 37.75 283.75 290.2347 2405393 101222.6 2764492 301.4521 1.487251 51.30254 
239 37.75 284 291.5433 2458109 101220.5 2920475 299.7462 2.343305 55.58176 
240 37.75 284.25 291.2737 2521299 101199.8 2921536 300.2522 2.438504 52.3981 
241 37.75 284.5 290.6439 2579950 101186.3 3000906 300.499 1.690933 48.24453 
242 37.75 284.75 290.7455 2639748 101181.3 3069613 299.9268 0.686546 59.20514 
243 37.75 285 292.576 2696753 101189.4 3103992 297.5504 -0.57392 72.92977 
244 37.5 265 293.5832 2882731 101177 2688730 309.2858 0.956645 38.3242 
245 37.5 265.25 293.6959 2882881 101191.3 2707034 309.0927 0.625293 39.96502 
246 37.5 265.5 293.569 2882133 101199.5 2691541 309.0462 0.331579 37.71109 
247 37.5 265.75 293.2279 2880836 101215.8 2678543 309.0963 -0.0994 35.73355 
248 37.5 266 292.7076 2877943 101240.5 2705813 309.2751 -0.73775 37.55278 
249 37.5 266.25 292.8076 2873405 101266.3 2781682 309.1499 -0.87649 41.06812 
250 37.5 266.5 293.0027 2868168 101290.5 2757330 308.8245 -0.67428 45.65137 
251 37.5 266.75 293.247 2863879 101313.7 2709580 308.3953 -0.2684 50.98845 
252 37.5 267 293.5008 2860687 101335.3 2721199 307.9304 0.175865 54.30277 
253 37.5 267.25 293.8688 2857744 101355.2 2727248 307.4476 0.454083 57.53416 
254 37.5 267.5 294.0226 2863530 101371.8 2748151 307.2456 0.591347 64.40402 
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255 37.5 267.75 294.0163 2872008 101386.4 2771443 307.1437 0.637839 71.40202 
256 37.5 268 293.9037 2882182 101405.5 2792399 306.9488 0.579539 75.89733 
257 37.5 268.25 294.067 2854004 101449.5 2762423 306.3766 -0.21157 81.31984 
258 37.5 268.5 294.2542 2740392 101497.6 2688305 305.7453 -1.11486 86.05386 
259 37.5 268.75 294.3716 2573965 101544.7 2580868 304.9604 -1.70081 85.11158 
260 37.5 269 294.3415 2405892 101576.3 2472318 304.17 -1.52812 81.45553 
261 37.5 269.25 293.8434 2334124 101575.3 2441811 303.5907 -0.90232 79.42774 
262 37.5 269.5 293.4643 2331530 101566 2473432 303.1311 -0.46396 75.92748 
263 37.5 269.75 293.1391 2351480 101549.8 2525956 302.7771 -0.2588 68.31888 
264 37.5 270 292.8266 2376766 101530 2578428 302.5625 -0.39016 60.73289 
265 37.5 270.25 292.5173 2218667 101519.8 2517998 302.4963 -0.54366 57.16981 
266 37.5 270.5 291.7908 2092687 101510.8 2487279 302.3944 -0.75251 55.85564 
267 37.5 270.75 290.5123 2028201 101506.3 2481708 302.3962 -0.96431 53.17957 
268 37.5 271 288.612 2099021 101504 2507387 302.6805 -1.20268 48.71693 
269 37.5 271.25 287.7268 2359360 101496.7 2612542 303.0077 -1.41964 44.32213 
270 37.5 271.5 287.4477 2633464 101493 2725656 303.2813 -1.64841 41.29175 
271 37.5 271.75 287.4017 2839740 101492.7 2798076 303.4744 -1.82922 39.86954 
272 37.5 272 287.3842 2924675 101493.6 2789906 303.5066 -1.93549 39.72128 
273 37.5 272.25 288.1948 2950609 101503.4 2766615 302.9523 -1.97829 40.40978 
274 37.5 272.5 288.6881 2963825 101514.2 2752661 302.6465 -1.78568 41.52293 
275 37.5 272.75 288.972 2966718 101522.8 2750380 302.5857 -1.43071 42.1486 
276 37.5 273 288.9974 2964823 101526 2780250 302.7949 -0.99088 41.37467 
277 37.5 273.25 288.5564 2954200 101527.5 2799615 303.0417 -0.87575 39.54539 
278 37.5 273.5 288.3566 2945073 101531 2801206 303.1132 -0.94217 37.91713 
279 37.5 273.75 288.2392 2939287 101536.3 2791179 303.0632 -1.08755 37.44725 
280 37.5 274 287.9743 2931507 101545.3 2768365 302.9451 -1.2381 38.05784 
281 37.5 274.25 288.0266 2933502 101546.5 2779348 302.9058 -1.27131 38.74383 
282 37.5 274.5 287.9679 2941233 101549 2788155 302.7878 -1.31928 39.00264 
283 37.5 274.75 287.841 2950409 101555.8 2801472 302.4838 -1.40193 39.4876 
284 37.5 275 287.6555 2956244 101567.7 2820412 301.9062 -1.57314 40.40224 
285 37.5 275.25 287.6396 2942579 101579.4 2791922 301.4932 -1.56355 40.98017 
286 37.5 275.5 287.7046 2926470 101587.8 2800252 301.1678 -1.42776 41.43749 
287 37.5 275.75 287.8236 2915947 101595.1 2830069 300.8727 -1.244 42.34711 
288 37.5 276 287.9664 2923527 101601.2 2873149 300.6456 -1.05656 42.84966 
289 37.5 276.25 287.9838 2940085 101593.2 2890074 300.6975 -0.86911 42.59587 
290 37.5 276.5 287.9378 2918989 101588.2 2887793 300.6689 -0.68019 42.40993 
291 37.5 276.75 287.7252 2817098 101583.3 2847099 300.6403 -0.54883 42.00789 
292 37.5 277 287.1431 2578005 101578 2746294 300.6027 -0.47651 41.13596 
293 37.5 277.25 287.1907 2336618 101570.6 2650477 300.5115 -0.41378 41.01032 
294 37.5 277.5 287.5492 2197770 101574 2587713 299.925 -0.2957 43.2919 
295 37.5 277.75 288.0187 2170090 101583.3 2563307 299.0989 -0.08685 48.67421 
296 37.5 278 288.6024 2252681 101596.8 2575192 298.1601 0.259995 53.07654 
297 37.5 278.25 287.3763 2397912 101594.8 2620925 298.1458 0.625293 51.29249 
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298 37.5 278.5 286.2802 2548779 101598.9 2673344 297.7077 0.840045 47.93295 
299 37.5 278.75 285.5806 2697302 101599.5 2737063 297.2267 0.975833 48.90538 
300 37.5 279 285.6552 2838643 101579.7 2825294 297.2482 1.121214 48.25207 
301 37.5 279.25 284.7114 2922729 101538 2865562 298.3908 1.389838 42.87478 
302 37.5 279.5 284.5766 2962828 101504.3 2873839 298.8021 1.495369 39.98261 
303 37.5 279.75 284.7574 2981580 101463.7 2881479 299.2741 1.44002 39.42981 
304 37.5 280 284.851 2978089 101404.2 2908537 300.431 1.249622 35.83909 
305 37.5 280.25 284.3101 2993600 101352.7 2894424 301.8419 1.198702 31.77597 
306 37.5 280.5 283.7406 3003824 101308.3 2896016 302.9916 1.163279 29.52204 
307 37.5 280.75 283.0046 3005120 101265.3 2901799 304.1468 1.097599 26.85852 
308 37.5 281 282.2622 2990657 101225.3 2899624 305.3144 0.992068 24.08445 
309 37.5 281.25 282.0417 2953850 101203.5 2892037 305.892 0.854804 22.36573 
310 37.5 281.5 283.2346 2912057 101195.3 2869223 305.7239 0.654813 22.54162 
311 37.5 281.75 284.935 2855151 101198 2836753 305.2715 0.459987 25.5343 
312 37.5 282 286.3991 2773558 101212.9 2796803 304.8745 0.304273 29.76829 
313 37.5 282.25 287.6301 2683337 101228.4 2769639 304.3935 0.543378 33.93191 
314 37.5 282.5 288.2075 2609475 101233.5 2715098 303.9554 0.702043 37.19848 
315 37.5 282.75 288.723 2529727 101232.7 2647347 303.4065 0.85259 38.88454 
316 37.5 283 289.8445 2459306 101229.4 2602568 302.6251 1.00609 42.4828 
317 37.5 283.25 290.728 2419856 101226.7 2599597 302.0797 1.079149 47.94049 
318 37.5 283.5 290.8454 2431377 101225.3 2751759 301.2768 1.008304 50.11904 
319 37.5 283.75 290.9596 2474617 101225.3 2929229 300.3631 1.127856 52.59661 
320 37.5 284 291.9113 2539353 101224 3019582 299.4512 1.85255 57.93369 
321 37.5 284.25 291.5037 2613963 101208.9 3084627 299.7104 2.132243 58.58952 
322 37.5 284.5 291.9986 2684883 101200.5 3124419 299.3743 1.608279 58.79556 
323 37.5 284.75 292.6981 2749420 101196 3147710 298.6393 0.727134 67.85905 
324 37.5 285 292.9678 2803881 101192.4 3160602 297.7238 0.124207 75.61339 
325 37.25 265 293.7783 2880936 101188.4 2701622 309.259 1.034133 39.76149 
326 37.25 265.25 293.6721 2884726 101196.7 2693611 309.1589 0.854804 38.93228 
327 37.25 265.5 293.1597 2887220 101212.9 2697908 309.1642 0.358884 35.4873 
328 37.25 265.75 292.6537 2888267 101247.8 2701304 309.1446 -0.32301 37.22613 
329 37.25 266 292.6807 2885823 101307.3 2689791 308.9729 -1.0108 43.06073 
330 37.25 266.25 292.9361 2878641 101328.2 2710482 308.6046 -1.13478 46.44037 
331 37.25 266.5 293.1312 2870512 101349.3 2721624 308.2577 -1.01449 50.01099 
332 37.25 266.75 293.2819 2863979 101373 2722579 307.8857 -0.68462 56.42855 
333 37.25 267 293.3596 2860687 101402.5 2723162 307.4548 -0.19608 60.83089 
334 37.25 267.25 294.1638 2856647 101422.7 2731439 306.8021 0.008345 64.09997 
335 37.25 267.5 294.4477 2856597 101437.8 2737646 306.5518 0.290252 71.03013 
336 37.25 267.75 294.4128 2856597 101447.8 2744491 306.4803 0.501313 78.10855 
337 37.25 268 294.1765 2855301 101455.6 2759399 306.3855 0.459249 82.47822 
338 37.25 268.25 294.6936 2827970 101478.8 2759558 305.9152 -0.21674 87.22983 
339 37.25 268.5 294.8332 2747026 101508.5 2716902 305.7203 -1.13183 89.92349 
340 37.25 268.75 294.7571 2628078 101542.3 2643208 305.4682 -1.77239 86.54887 
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341 37.25 269 294.5826 2507534 101570 2566278 305.0444 -1.63734 81.79978 
342 37.25 269.25 294.2003 2426489 101571.3 2542456 304.3309 -0.86763 79.61117 
343 37.25 269.5 293.8402 2381753 101562.2 2554288 303.8213 -0.30087 75.87723 
344 37.25 269.75 293.4674 2351729 101544.3 2574661 303.4405 -0.00494 67.89674 
345 37.25 270 293.0407 2332279 101518.5 2584794 303.1401 -0.10752 59.41621 
346 37.25 270.25 292.8092 2249838 101501 2529882 303.1561 -0.44182 54.4284 
347 37.25 270.5 292.0668 2197521 101484.2 2521287 303.1436 -0.73775 52.55641 
348 37.25 270.75 290.9215 2190638 101473 2537841 303.1758 -1.01523 50.81507 
349 37.25 271 289.5891 2269039 101468.5 2565801 303.3153 -1.34289 47.22938 
350 37.25 271.25 287.979 2455316 101462.4 2641723 303.8821 -1.44178 42.24408 
351 37.25 271.5 287.4603 2656106 101460.7 2728680 304.2827 -1.59749 37.76385 
352 37.25 271.75 287.3017 2813457 101463.7 2785927 304.5348 -1.73623 35.4672 
353 37.25 272 286.9607 2900885 101471.8 2783911 304.5831 -1.82331 35.33151 
354 37.25 272.25 287.1494 2943477 101482.9 2826726 304.3596 -1.74509 36.00242 
355 37.25 272.5 287.4223 2962379 101494.6 2836117 304.0895 -1.59159 36.8467 
356 37.25 272.75 287.7982 2961531 101504.5 2831554 303.8303 -1.34658 38.186 
357 37.25 273 288.3312 2943128 101511.8 2833358 303.5317 -1.0322 39.27904 
358 37.25 273.25 288.3201 2918291 101511.5 2802904 303.6032 -0.8787 38.6207 
359 37.25 273.5 288.1059 2913802 101511.2 2806406 303.7176 -0.89789 36.95977 
360 37.25 273.75 287.9457 2921283 101513.2 2817176 303.7444 -0.99457 36.40948 
361 37.25 274 288.025 2931258 101520.5 2812295 303.5567 -1.1001 36.77634 
362 37.25 274.25 287.9949 2940983 101521.2 2777703 303.4333 -1.19087 36.7688 
363 37.25 274.5 287.868 2947417 101523.2 2797015 303.385 -1.30157 36.7286 
364 37.25 274.75 287.7157 2949960 101529 2823543 303.1848 -1.41964 37.38945 
365 37.25 275 287.6126 2945322 101540.7 2807945 302.634 -1.54657 38.55788 
366 37.25 275.25 287.9838 2931158 101556.5 2790065 302.0886 -1.55174 39.78913 
367 37.25 275.5 288.0726 2912106 101569.3 2816858 301.6827 -1.4713 41.01535 
368 37.25 275.75 288.1186 2895748 101580.4 2847577 301.2893 -1.35027 42.36972 
369 37.25 276 288.3042 2891160 101589.8 2838133 300.8316 -1.21153 43.24165 
370 37.25 276.25 288.1408 2888816 101586 2864236 300.9889 -0.96579 43.13611 
371 37.25 276.5 287.8791 2850513 101584.7 2860841 300.8977 -0.68757 42.90996 
372 37.25 276.75 287.5872 2724982 101585.5 2805398 300.558 -0.46101 43.15873 
373 37.25 277 287.3334 2448384 101590.5 2667242 299.7981 -0.33112 43.78691 
374 37.25 277.25 287.5111 2178768 101594.1 2521128 299.2437 -0.23224 44.98298 
375 37.25 277.5 287.6221 2036031 101595.8 2452263 298.777 -0.07726 46.87759 
376 37.25 277.75 287.7157 2023163 101598.5 2444888 298.2513 0.132325 49.84264 
377 37.25 278 287.9251 2144555 101604 2488765 297.5146 0.384713 52.15437 
378 37.25 278.25 286.856 2325246 101598.9 2573494 297.5021 0.800194 50.22457 
379 37.25 278.5 286.0105 2475465 101594.8 2634189 297.275 1.07546 46.86252 
380 37.25 278.75 285.4363 2608178 101581 2692921 297.2482 1.211247 46.66401 
381 37.25 279 285.192 2731565 101539.7 2771602 298.0671 1.192798 44.68648 
382 37.25 279.25 283.4963 2827970 101490.5 2814683 299.6479 1.37434 38.59306 
383 37.25 279.5 282.9935 2899588 101453 2851980 300.3488 1.423047 35.65566 
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384 37.25 279.75 283.0633 2956294 101410.2 2885776 301.0462 1.33449 35.35413 
385 37.25 280 283.2838 2993999 101347.3 2909068 302.4534 1.129332 31.76843 
386 37.25 280.25 282.6715 3025070 101300.3 2917238 303.9054 1.205344 28.08474 
387 37.25 280.5 282.5478 3034196 101264.6 2914798 304.6939 1.194274 26.93139 
388 37.25 280.75 282.6905 3013499 101235.5 2902489 305.1249 1.123428 25.49913 
389 37.25 281 283.3012 2942779 101214.8 2873733 305.141 1.028229 24.16988 
390 37.25 281.25 282.7984 2819142 101204.8 2818609 305.5326 1.048892 23.40601 
391 37.25 281.5 283.7454 2713261 101196.7 2777968 305.4932 0.958121 22.82305 
392 37.25 281.75 285.2269 2642192 101193.3 2750963 305.2733 0.817906 24.65484 
393 37.25 282 286.4578 2646780 101196.7 2745392 305.0855 0.637839 28.33602 
394 37.25 282.25 287.8315 2661742 101207.2 2771283 304.6045 0.651861 31.88905 
395 37.25 282.5 288.5564 2642890 101210.8 2749425 304.1968 0.766985 35.63053 
396 37.25 282.75 289.1751 2582643 101210.8 2699394 303.7176 0.92196 38.30661 
397 37.25 283 290.2569 2483844 101210.8 2649469 303.0685 1.033395 40.75654 
398 37.25 283.25 291.6163 2403348 101218.5 2638858 301.6452 0.899821 46.31474 
399 37.25 283.5 291.9907 2393074 101226 2748682 300.6653 0.767723 53.18208 
400 37.25 283.75 292.0462 2425991 101232 2887846 299.9071 0.827499 59.19006 
401 37.25 284 292.3491 2486637 101231 2979843 299.2938 1.324158 64.46684 
402 37.25 284.25 292.2841 2559302 101219.7 3043191 299.4118 1.728569 66.78861 
403 37.25 284.5 292.8853 2627828 101210.5 3078526 299.0417 1.547765 68.00981 
404 37.25 284.75 293.5008 2690768 101202.2 3096512 298.4891 1.07546 72.2262 
405 37.25 285 293.4405 2745330 101192 3105425 298.1798 0.774365 75.75159 
406 37 265 293.7958 2880138 101199.5 2698120 309.1446 1.124166 40.33942 
407 37 265.25 293.3136 2886521 101203.8 2717698 309.2018 1.096861 37.76888 
408 37 265.5 292.714 2892855 101230 2725125 309.1732 0.289514 34.79881 
409 37 265.75 292.2587 2895449 101276.8 2720563 309.0677 -0.60344 38.31917 
410 37 266 292.0668 2893703 101374.7 2695627 308.7905 -0.98719 45.26943 
411 37 266.25 292.7219 2884227 101379.7 2703320 308.3381 -1.20563 49.49588 
412 37 266.5 293.1343 2874452 101392.8 2718440 308.0735 -1.22555 54.59927 
413 37 266.75 293.6197 2865225 101408.5 2737328 307.9018 -1.05803 61.88875 
414 37 267 293.956 2860887 101439.8 2751547 307.6014 -0.50381 65.9569 
415 37 267.25 294.2939 2854852 101458.7 2751282 307.2849 -0.36876 69.5451 
416 37 267.5 294.4937 2845176 101472.2 2756481 307.158 0.003179 77.44016 
417 37 267.75 294.5445 2837546 101481.2 2763431 307.0382 0.299846 84.45575 
418 37 268 294.5382 2819641 101480.9 2756428 306.6036 0.344862 87.68966 
419 37 268.25 295.0029 2794156 101497 2740671 305.9528 -0.32522 90.44866 
420 37 268.5 295.0695 2747774 101521.2 2730219 305.7453 -1.22555 91.00649 
421 37 268.75 294.8602 2710319 101544 2728309 305.7346 -1.81003 87.34541 
422 37 269 294.6413 2647528 101567.3 2691064 305.6631 -1.582 82.9682 
423 37 269.25 294.259 2562494 101564.5 2671274 305.2822 -0.77686 78.9277 
424 37 269.5 293.883 2459954 101553.2 2652015 304.7494 -0.1636 73.15089 
425 37 269.75 293.5166 2387289 101534.3 2640396 304.2094 0.144132 65.879 
426 37 270 293.2565 2304200 101505.3 2560230 303.4905 0.060741 58.71013 
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427 37 270.25 292.8758 2325047 101482.2 2542987 303.487 -0.46913 53.43587 
428 37 270.5 292.3713 2332428 101464.7 2551476 303.5334 -0.81302 51.24978 
429 37 270.75 291.5497 2402949 101451.7 2594504 303.6962 -1.0691 50.08386 
430 37 271 290.011 2484791 101445.2 2636470 303.9447 -1.23293 46.66652 
431 37 271.25 288.3122 2592767 101441.5 2678384 304.5956 -1.37389 41.25657 
432 37 271.5 287.5349 2679896 101444.2 2774254 304.8727 -1.55026 36.96731 
433 37 271.75 287.4762 2788819 101449.8 2858029 304.8406 -1.69122 35.14808 
434 37 272 288.8388 2871160 101459.3 2919573 303.5996 -1.70155 34.47215 
435 37 272.25 287.5872 2932156 101473.2 2801472 304.5294 -1.63734 34.2259 
436 37 272.5 287.6206 2954998 101484.8 2802108 304.4347 -1.5141 34.97973 
437 37 272.75 287.8474 2950609 101494 2810756 304.1807 -1.36208 36.57784 
438 37 273 288.1964 2919887 101500 2806724 303.8732 -1.13331 37.79149 
439 37 273.25 288.0473 2885624 101499.3 2783168 303.9894 -0.91782 37.39699 
440 37 273.5 287.7855 2885374 101494.3 2769586 304.2022 -0.82852 35.74863 
441 37 273.75 287.5952 2900536 101493 2771283 304.2827 -0.8787 34.63297 
442 37 274 287.4699 2927866 101499 2795158 304.0824 -1.01375 34.45205 
443 37 274.25 287.4461 2945921 101502.4 2786616 303.9072 -1.13847 34.36662 
444 37 274.5 287.389 2951756 101503.7 2802108 303.8946 -1.26836 34.46461 
445 37 274.75 287.6491 2948364 101507 2851450 303.3743 -1.41152 35.06265 
446 37 275 288.2757 2937542 101517.5 2915116 301.908 -1.53698 36.3341 
447 37 275.25 287.8426 2913902 101534 2869382 302.5285 -1.50525 38.27143 
448 37 275.5 287.8426 2880636 101546.7 2854315 302.3944 -1.3975 39.666 
449 37 275.75 288.0266 2854652 101557.9 2858029 301.8455 -1.26836 40.1585 
450 37 276 288.033 2827322 101573.3 2805292 301.2786 -1.16873 41.27919 
451 37 276.25 288.1979 2798146 101590.8 2814523 300.4525 -0.90822 43.20898 
452 37 276.5 288.1202 2748073 101597.5 2806353 299.9769 -0.61008 44.56586 
453 37 276.75 288.1821 2610173 101608.5 2733243 299.1883 -0.36286 45.23426 
454 37 277 288.2741 2342403 101617.3 2569196 298.4212 -0.27282 46.77206 
455 37 277.25 287.8315 2089146 101622.3 2411463 297.8472 -0.26249 49.4205 
456 37 277.5 287.7712 1968951 101610.6 2347691 297.7936 -0.10752 50.66179 
457 37 277.75 287.8902 1970497 101600.8 2355649 297.6756 0.136753 49.94817 
458 37 278 287.6729 2117374 101586.5 2455977 297.8955 0.496147 49.33757 
459 37 278.25 286.4642 2310634 101580 2583362 297.9205 0.848901 47.78721 
460 37 278.5 285.43 2444394 101570.6 2642678 297.849 1.031181 44.9277 
461 37 278.75 284.7146 2535163 101549 2675731 298.0511 1.040037 43.81204 
462 37 279 284.7114 2627030 101513.1 2718069 298.7019 1.027491 42.19885 
463 37 279.25 283.3996 2726278 101481.9 2767941 299.5495 1.337442 37.37438 
464 37 279.5 283.2727 2834753 101452.5 2807361 299.866 1.33449 34.37667 
465 37 279.75 283.6089 2919538 101409 2842112 300.5008 1.166231 33.94448 
466 37 280 284.4275 3009210 101334.5 2894000 302.0904 0.862184 31.07994 
467 37 280.25 282.4906 3052201 101285.5 2949124 304.2254 1.20313 27.6425 
468 37 280.5 282.4113 3057737 101249.5 2941431 305.0283 1.257002 26.24541 
469 37 280.75 282.8618 3006317 101223.3 2903179 305.3538 1.202392 24.92371 
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470 37 281 283.1537 2890811 101204.2 2857127 305.6488 1.031181 24.37844 
471 37 281.25 283.8976 2700145 101199.2 2776907 305.4896 1.124166 24.73023 
472 37 281.5 285.0159 2520201 101194.3 2702736 305.2071 1.224531 24.24526 
473 37 281.75 286.2358 2435666 101190.4 2668409 304.9836 1.194274 24.85335 
474 37 282 287.0559 2537208 101186.7 2713294 304.896 1.117524 27.2681 
475 37 282.25 288.3851 2670021 101188.3 2770063 304.6546 0.999448 30.07735 
476 37 282.5 289.2131 2682938 101191.7 2757171 304.2487 1.037085 34.01734 
477 37 282.75 289.7985 2635758 101195.5 2685652 303.7462 1.123428 37.55027 
478 37 283 290.4092 2502696 101199.8 2560973 303.0936 1.293163 39.77154 
479 37 283.25 292.1318 2374322 101204.1 2525956 302.4999 1.191322 44.95283 
480 37 283.5 293.3421 2326842 101211.2 2584370 301.8776 0.898345 53.41325 
481 37 283.75 293.6943 2349036 101218.5 2711066 301.0104 0.761081 61.25303 
482 37 284 292.8266 2395917 101228.3 2900685 299.1668 0.547068 67.90428 
483 37 284.25 293.1105 2459256 101224.7 2959417 298.8611 0.769937 72.48753 
484 37 284.5 293.5737 2524540 101215.2 2994115 298.6805 0.950741 73.81175 
485 37 284.75 293.9497 2583940 101204.1 3012313 298.5732 1.207558 74.76408 
486 37 285 293.9861 2638900 101192.4 3024144 298.3836 1.180252 77.12858 
487 36.75 265 293.4595 2883479 101201.8 2737434 309.2697 1.316778 38.58552 
488 36.75 265.25 292.6077 2890960 101210.2 2775369 309.4629 1.445924 37.49499 
489 36.75 265.5 292.0969 2897494 101239 2774042 309.3287 0.505741 34.79127 
490 36.75 265.75 291.9272 2901882 101310 2745817 308.8942 -0.89346 35.00988 
491 36.75 266 291.932 2901384 101423 2722260 308.5116 -1.61963 39.54288 
492 36.75 266.25 292.595 2893504 101421.4 2779560 308.2952 -1.52443 46.4454 
493 36.75 266.5 293.1724 2886571 101417.7 2830015 308.3381 -1.63808 56.65972 
494 36.75 266.75 293.6625 2878791 101430 2853201 308.238 -1.55543 65.99961 
495 36.75 267 294.4604 2875250 101462.4 2817229 307.7463 -0.85804 68.94707 
496 36.75 267.25 294.7571 2867071 101483.2 2786882 307.6926 -0.73627 72.34179 
497 36.75 267.5 294.7888 2854154 101497.6 2785290 307.6139 -0.32522 81.24195 
498 36.75 267.75 294.6714 2829067 101503.7 2767039 307.4548 0.103544 87.89319 
499 36.75 268 294.8951 2802186 101499 2745976 306.8897 0.142656 89.5692 
500 36.75 268.25 294.9379 2769518 101510.2 2729688 306.5965 -0.57318 90.75773 
501 36.75 268.5 294.9791 2762736 101521.8 2735312 306.4767 -1.275 90.55419 
502 36.75 268.75 294.8792 2737849 101541.3 2735365 306.432 -1.76132 87.7374 
503 36.75 269 294.8031 2739594 101560.2 2757701 306.2031 -1.45506 83.77982 
504 36.75 269.25 294.2574 2679298 101553.1 2714196 305.942 -0.63148 77.65625 
505 36.75 269.5 293.8466 2575810 101541.4 2666712 305.4163 -0.05734 70.12052 
506 36.75 269.75 293.6197 2471276 101523.5 2585749 304.6278 0.142656 63.9869 
507 36.75 270 293.7022 2385344 101497.7 2542828 303.6622 0.006869 58.63223 
508 36.75 270.25 293.2041 2427736 101473 2549672 303.7748 -0.49865 53.62684 
509 36.75 270.5 292.7029 2506486 101453.7 2608935 303.9465 -0.83885 50.79497 
510 36.75 270.75 291.8685 2585486 101440.5 2663528 304.1307 -1.07722 49.43306 
511 36.75 271 290.774 2655408 101434 2675094 304.2433 -1.13552 46.44791 
512 36.75 271.25 288.5707 2692115 101431.2 2686554 304.9782 -1.27131 41.1636 
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513 36.75 271.5 287.8934 2762686 101435.5 2755367 305.1892 -1.47056 36.6306 
514 36.75 271.75 288.3455 2805377 101444.8 2837231 304.6975 -1.61668 34.96716 
515 36.75 272 289.6716 2874502 101453.3 2966155 303.4816 -1.57093 34.6581 
516 36.75 272.25 288.6342 2928315 101463.7 2845508 304.3524 -1.55764 34.84655 
517 36.75 272.5 288.3645 2950409 101471.8 2784759 304.499 -1.51336 35.96473 
518 36.75 272.75 288.5485 2945272 101479.8 2779189 304.2541 -1.37758 36.95224 
519 36.75 273 288.5247 2918391 101488.8 2761840 304.0609 -1.22334 37.59299 
520 36.75 273.25 288.5152 2891259 101495.6 2763060 303.7498 -0.96874 37.93975 
521 36.75 273.5 288.052 2890112 101488.2 2759664 304.0824 -0.82557 36.35169 
522 36.75 273.75 287.3445 2906571 101478.1 2776005 304.5759 -0.76358 33.84648 
523 36.75 274 287.1558 2928914 101478.5 2785767 304.6349 -0.937 33.15798 
524 36.75 274.25 287.2573 2950908 101481.2 2795264 304.3935 -1.10231 33.4369 
525 36.75 274.5 287.0717 2969211 101486.8 2869223 304.2558 -1.19308 33.37659 
526 36.75 274.75 287.2272 2970259 101492.3 2940264 303.689 -1.3023 33.81632 
527 36.75 275 287.4143 2959736 101513.1 2861955 302.9505 -1.3237 35.20085 
528 36.75 275.25 287.6888 2879290 101528.3 2861265 302.5768 -1.23146 37.21859 
529 36.75 275.5 287.5793 2825726 101539.7 2828689 302.5464 -1.14364 38.73377 
530 36.75 275.75 287.5857 2729221 101545.5 2784919 302.2281 -1.04549 38.94485 
531 36.75 276 287.6332 2664784 101553.8 2748947 301.8401 -0.92224 39.67354 
532 36.75 276.25 288.1615 2619350 101568 2746347 300.8602 -0.67871 42.13855 
533 36.75 276.5 288.65 2560499 101569.7 2713559 300.2397 -0.50529 44.1588 
534 36.75 276.75 288.8245 2426290 101575.7 2633871 299.5745 -0.31637 44.48043 
535 36.75 277 289.2893 2301008 101559.9 2539220 299.8821 -0.25733 45.51568 
536 36.75 277.25 289.4495 2196473 101560.8 2450618 299.6389 -0.41378 48.63652 
537 36.75 277.5 289.0815 2094033 101552.5 2389658 299.4976 -0.26471 50.40801 
538 36.75 277.75 288.2582 2131189 101550.5 2417724 299.2223 0.120517 48.64657 
539 36.75 278 287.5968 2252731 101552.5 2515398 298.8754 0.707209 46.65145 
540 36.75 278.25 286.0026 2407887 101561.8 2620554 298.2495 1.097599 45.27949 
541 36.75 278.5 284.8589 2498008 101556.5 2676792 297.942 1.07546 42.26419 
542 36.75 278.75 284.2292 2580848 101534.3 2711490 298.153 1.005352 40.1384 
543 36.75 279 284.7859 2643788 101491.7 2728574 298.9612 0.81274 40.24896 
544 36.75 279.25 284.4497 2730567 101456.3 2739716 299.6926 1.123428 38.62321 
545 36.75 279.5 284.2085 2837197 101421.4 2785608 300.2308 1.153685 35.58781 
546 36.75 279.75 284.2561 2935796 101367.8 2847683 301.3948 1.036347 33.51731 
547 36.75 280 284.5797 3022277 101299.6 2916867 303.1025 0.789124 30.62765 
548 36.75 280.25 283.2965 3061627 101260.7 2941909 304.5956 1.13376 27.52691 
549 36.75 280.5 283.5265 3062425 101236 2933951 304.9782 1.286521 26.28059 
550 36.75 280.75 284.0499 3009659 101212.8 2900526 305.2125 1.243718 25.47149 
551 36.75 281 283.9294 2878841 101200.8 2854315 305.5344 1.11531 25.15488 
552 36.75 281.25 285.2 2668375 101205.2 2789428 305.0444 1.206082 26.09213 
553 36.75 281.5 286.2215 2488632 101201.5 2720616 304.7619 1.344083 26.66755 
554 36.75 281.75 287.0638 2422001 101197.8 2696794 304.5419 1.499059 27.14749 
555 36.75 282 287.9362 2540151 101191.3 2730802 304.4364 1.497583 28.57976 
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556 36.75 282.25 289.072 2686280 101188.4 2784494 304.3113 1.400908 30.75328 
557 36.75 282.5 289.8365 2728872 101187.3 2755208 304.1003 1.386148 34.23344 
558 36.75 282.75 290.4234 2677502 101190.3 2672654 303.6425 1.467326 37.91964 
559 36.75 283 291.3641 2488582 101195 2506432 303.1132 1.682077 40.23389 
560 36.75 283.25 292.2651 2298514 101189.4 2378039 303.0256 1.769158 43.02304 
561 36.75 283.5 293.4421 2244751 101193.4 2418095 302.4248 1.488727 48.1013 
562 36.75 283.75 294.067 2243155 101197.3 2522985 301.318 0.946314 56.25768 
563 36.75 284 293.9401 2283453 101209.2 2730219 299.3957 0.271802 67.03738 
564 36.75 284.25 293.9671 2345096 101213.2 2838345 298.9558 0.169224 74.8269 
565 36.75 284.5 293.9893 2410929 101212.5 2909492 298.8235 0.564041 76.2064 
566 36.75 284.75 294.2273 2472622 101203.1 2933314 298.7592 0.93672 76.62854 
567 36.75 285 294.5794 2540849 101190 2965678 298.659 1.328586 79.58856 
568 36.5 265 292.3396 2890062 101204.8 2797652 309.867 1.541123 35.55766 
569 36.5 265.25 291.9304 2896446 101215.2 2789163 309.7686 1.608279 35.48228 
570 36.5 265.5 292.116 2901434 101253.5 2771920 309.2304 0.354456 33.93191 
571 36.5 265.75 292.0367 2905523 101325.5 2749000 308.7655 -1.08755 35.45212 
572 36.5 266 292.3079 2907718 101453 2815001 308.3757 -1.73254 40.22635 
573 36.5 266.25 292.3412 2905723 101451.3 2797174 308.4579 -1.45064 45.27697 
574 36.5 266.5 292.8948 2899887 101447.8 2837072 308.4776 -1.60045 54.66711 
575 36.5 266.75 293.5404 2898641 101454.3 2833305 308.3167 -1.68236 66.03479 
576 36.5 267 294.5334 2895150 101480.9 2840626 307.8679 -0.93627 70.91204 
577 36.5 267.25 294.7888 2885075 101498 2849752 307.9018 -0.86173 74.58819 
578 36.5 267.5 294.884 2859839 101516.2 2839937 307.9269 -0.55178 83.27727 
579 36.5 267.75 294.8316 2833007 101523.8 2817282 307.7498 -0.14884 89.29279 
580 36.5 268 295.0013 2790964 101515.8 2753404 307.3296 -0.05365 89.70488 
581 36.5 268.25 295.1029 2745529 101520.5 2738124 307.1383 -0.77096 90.11949 
582 36.5 268.5 295.1536 2740343 101530.5 2742156 306.9362 -1.43219 90.31046 
583 36.5 268.75 295.1917 2761838 101534.7 2744172 306.4374 -1.6617 87.7173 
584 36.5 269 294.9966 2777398 101546.5 2752130 306.1942 -1.4285 82.56616 
585 36.5 269.25 294.6079 2741390 101539.7 2697802 305.9921 -0.68535 75.67118 
586 36.5 269.5 294.4906 2701591 101530.3 2665969 305.2965 -0.09571 69.4471 
587 36.5 269.75 294.3288 2606383 101512.5 2600234 304.4507 0.133063 64.64775 
588 36.5 270 293.845 2555013 101488.8 2552272 304.2469 -0.0352 59.35842 
589 36.5 270.25 293.6657 2590922 101465.4 2611906 304.1897 -0.39828 54.18215 
590 36.5 270.5 293.1312 2663488 101445.8 2670585 304.3721 -0.71487 50.39795 
591 36.5 270.75 292.2096 2712713 101430.3 2699341 304.6939 -0.85656 47.56106 
592 36.5 271 290.9406 2769917 101422.4 2673768 305.0015 -0.98128 44.80709 
593 36.5 271.25 288.9292 2802385 101419 2708678 305.613 -1.11117 40.58064 
594 36.5 271.5 287.9124 2829516 101423.7 2747090 305.6595 -1.39603 36.02503 
595 36.5 271.75 288.2582 2871111 101433.2 2827257 305.1588 -1.56133 34.29123 
596 36.5 272 289.8794 2905224 101443.2 2989871 303.7266 -1.48901 34.28118 
597 36.5 272.25 288.7547 2929462 101451.5 2877447 304.8173 -1.48532 34.41687 
598 36.5 272.5 288.5453 2950708 101459 2819086 304.9407 -1.45949 35.35413 
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599 36.5 272.75 288.8626 2950409 101466.7 2805504 304.592 -1.45506 36.15569 
600 36.5 273 288.8864 2933951 101476.1 2790542 304.3274 -1.33773 37.43971 
601 36.5 273.25 289.1148 2917194 101484.2 2807785 303.8392 -1.06098 39.54288 
602 36.5 273.5 288.8324 2912306 101480.8 2822376 304.0288 -0.83885 38.43224 
603 36.5 273.75 288.171 2925772 101471.2 2835852 304.5205 -0.77686 35.2109 
604 36.5 274 288.0139 2925074 101472.8 2829060 304.3971 -0.92962 34.82645 
605 36.5 274.25 287.592 2952703 101475.2 2865722 304.2523 -0.92003 34.83148 
606 36.5 274.5 287.3541 2975446 101481.9 2918034 304.1056 -0.99161 33.28865 
607 36.5 274.75 286.8845 3003375 101498.7 2900207 303.8034 -0.95545 33.82386 
608 36.5 275 286.948 2997739 101520.2 2865403 303.1168 -0.98645 35.67576 
609 36.5 275.25 287.1637 2879789 101531.6 2837974 302.8003 -0.86025 36.37682 
610 36.5 275.5 287.1399 2702738 101543.7 2755897 302.3229 -0.85878 37.35428 
611 36.5 275.75 287.1336 2592019 101550.8 2705071 301.9617 -0.78719 38.62321 
612 36.5 276 287.8759 2446888 101542.3 2685546 301.8204 -0.67945 39.53785 
613 36.5 276.25 288.5104 2370482 101532.3 2639494 301.7239 -0.38278 41.1636 
614 36.5 276.5 289.1767 2317716 101532.6 2615142 301.1499 -0.23002 42.65869 
615 36.5 276.75 289.8714 2334024 101518.9 2616150 301.1838 -0.24183 43.0155 
616 36.5 277 289.7065 2319611 101503.4 2562246 301.5057 -0.24478 44.31208 
617 36.5 277.25 290.011 2328488 101510.5 2520386 301.1517 -0.36433 47.62388 
618 36.5 277.5 289.0831 2421452 101522.9 2552749 300.5115 -0.04479 49.58131 
619 36.5 277.75 288.1234 2471226 101524.2 2589516 300.1306 0.389879 47.62388 
620 36.5 278 286.4689 2512471 101551.8 2645118 298.6608 1.142616 45.05082 
621 36.5 278.25 285.3316 2556360 101559.9 2662786 297.8865 1.24667 43.9025 
622 36.5 278.5 284.3386 2644935 101545 2721093 297.824 1.201654 40.75402 
623 36.5 278.75 284.4401 2703686 101472.5 2760513 299.478 0.854804 36.48989 
624 36.5 279 284.7288 2765878 101418.6 2778711 300.8137 0.618652 35.45715 
625 36.5 279.25 284.6606 2840139 101381.7 2796485 301.7185 0.893917 35.00737 
626 36.5 279.5 284.4798 2896646 101349.3 2832297 302.5464 1.13007 32.10012 
627 36.5 279.75 284.4592 2987116 101298.3 2892567 303.689 1.062914 29.47178 
628 36.5 280 283.7771 3032152 101267.4 2931404 304.5419 0.905725 27.91388 
629 36.5 280.25 283.701 3053896 101252.8 2936073 304.7744 1.011256 26.62735 
630 36.5 280.5 283.9928 3054994 101230.7 2930024 305.082 1.154423 26.85852 
631 36.5 280.75 285.192 3014197 101229.4 2911614 304.6045 1.181728 28.02946 
632 36.5 281 285.7409 2902531 101224.6 2864873 304.5241 1.155161 28.97426 
633 36.5 281.25 286.645 2723735 101225.3 2791550 304.1736 1.305709 29.909 
634 36.5 281.5 286.9861 2598902 101215 2737912 304.3077 1.547765 30.01956 
635 36.5 281.75 287.7379 2540101 101209.2 2715629 304.1807 1.710858 29.5346 
636 36.5 282 288.8356 2641194 101199 2769851 304.1825 1.667317 30.55478 
637 36.5 282.25 289.9507 2748472 101197.3 2787253 303.8535 1.680601 33.47208 
638 36.5 282.5 290.7375 2782785 101195.7 2755738 303.6604 1.693885 37.02259 
639 36.5 282.75 291.3133 2662989 101193.3 2653501 303.5245 1.878379 40.04292 
640 36.5 283 291.8955 2452872 101192.7 2499641 303.2312 2.071729 41.62344 
641 36.5 283.25 292.476 2245000 101182.7 2355915 303.2366 2.244416 41.22893 
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642 36.5 283.5 293.7181 2142411 101172.5 2288959 302.9827 2.251057 41.45508 
643 36.5 283.75 294.4953 2137423 101175 2382601 301.9116 1.744067 49.27727 
644 36.5 284 295.3424 2164754 101189 2597369 300.111 0.589871 64.88646 
645 36.5 284.25 294.6651 2225649 101204.8 2741997 299.3385 -0.0625 76.15614 
646 36.5 284.5 294.6571 2293677 101204.5 2817919 299.1311 0.3456 77.72912 
647 36.5 284.75 294.7158 2375120 101199.5 2881744 298.8861 1.088005 78.26936 
648 36.5 285 295.0727 2450927 101186.6 2927000 298.8718 1.588354 81.34748 
649 36.25 265 291.5068 2896745 101212.5 2797440 310.2264 1.704216 33.43941 
650 36.25 265.25 291.8114 2900137 101229 2773512 309.7239 1.683553 32.98209 
651 36.25 265.5 291.9954 2905174 101267.3 2755897 309.1857 0.434895 33.33136 
652 36.25 265.75 292.1239 2908266 101329.2 2754094 308.6618 -0.64846 39.62077 
653 36.25 266 292.3063 2911508 101449.8 2819245 308.2362 -1.26245 45.74183 
654 36.25 266.25 292.1382 2912007 101464.4 2797015 308.2434 -1.36208 45.58101 
655 36.25 266.5 291.7908 2910211 101495.7 2804867 308.2916 -1.74583 50.06627 
656 36.25 266.75 292.4269 2908865 101502.7 2801684 308.1343 -1.82331 62.27572 
657 36.25 267 293.6514 2897593 101504.3 2803859 308.1271 -0.81893 70.12052 
658 36.25 267.25 293.7863 2876946 101508.8 2828052 308.4347 -0.66174 74.63593 
659 36.25 267.5 293.8878 2851411 101527 2818874 308.4561 -0.35548 83.0662 
660 36.25 267.75 294.351 2803532 101541.3 2817070 308.2255 -0.30382 89.31541 
661 36.25 268 294.6127 2755704 101534.6 2764864 307.909 -0.25733 89.57422 
662 36.25 268.25 295.0505 2713960 101536.3 2743695 307.5567 -0.88166 89.30284 
663 36.25 268.5 295.7151 2727026 101534 2737965 306.7217 -1.4285 89.40084 
664 36.25 268.75 295.7611 2748871 101538.4 2739981 306.2156 -1.66096 86.26744 
665 36.25 269 295.5803 2788919 101536 2686289 305.9063 -1.53698 79.52323 
666 36.25 269.25 294.9363 2802834 101530.5 2682045 305.9939 -0.95693 73.31171 
667 36.25 269.5 294.8205 2763733 101520.8 2650052 305.2983 -0.36138 70.62307 
668 36.25 269.75 294.7904 2766077 101505.7 2631801 304.7458 0.204646 67.28865 
669 36.25 270 294.1686 2737550 101479.5 2593655 304.7637 0.129373 60.35095 
670 36.25 270.25 293.956 2759594 101456.7 2660080 304.7172 -0.18353 53.92837 
671 36.25 270.5 293.469 2766576 101437.1 2662679 304.7941 -0.42337 49.51849 
672 36.25 270.75 292.5458 2815302 101421.4 2689897 305.1159 -0.56728 45.80716 
673 36.25 271 291.1277 2845426 101411.5 2676049 305.4092 -0.82705 43.21652 
674 36.25 271.25 289.4051 2878193 101406.8 2733826 305.942 -0.94734 39.68611 
675 36.25 271.5 288.3883 2905473 101411.7 2772610 305.9921 -1.23293 35.16567 
676 36.25 271.75 288.4724 2925074 101419.3 2831872 305.3538 -1.45949 33.33388 
677 36.25 272 289.9587 2943726 101429.3 2969232 303.6926 -1.40857 32.9243 
678 36.25 272.25 288.8531 2953850 101438.1 2871080 304.9443 -1.42555 32.58005 
679 36.25 272.5 288.8309 2950359 101449.8 2842961 305.0569 -1.49565 34.16308 
680 36.25 272.75 289.1497 2949960 101457.6 2829432 304.7011 -1.49196 35.73606 
681 36.25 273 289.1576 2948913 101466.5 2844393 304.4776 -1.48089 37.17587 
682 36.25 273.25 289.7477 2942928 101472.2 2884928 304.0609 -1.23146 40.04292 
683 36.25 273.5 289.4654 2937592 101469 2898563 304.2433 -1.00637 39.95246 
684 36.25 273.75 288.9927 2907368 101470.5 2853094 304.1611 -0.80122 37.51509 
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685 36.25 274 288.815 2895698 101475.5 2840680 303.8213 -0.8787 38.0302 
686 36.25 274.25 288.263 2924475 101478.2 2881532 303.7999 -0.72151 37.48243 
687 36.25 274.5 287.2922 2976692 101494 2883018 303.6568 -0.54735 34.17565 
688 36.25 274.75 286.8116 3005070 101510.8 2865403 303.3546 -0.51119 34.26862 
689 36.25 275 287.0241 3014646 101533.3 2882381 302.5482 -0.74587 36.02503 
690 36.25 275.25 287.5666 2840438 101529.7 2811340 302.4713 -0.56728 36.05016 
691 36.25 275.5 287.5603 2662341 101542 2728945 301.9957 -0.56433 37.84175 
692 36.25 275.75 288.3962 2453271 101530.5 2640980 301.9098 -0.52521 40.3947 
693 36.25 276 289.2211 2285846 101510.8 2605804 302.0797 -0.44182 40.82438 
694 36.25 276.25 289.8032 2195626 101491.7 2550839 302.432 -0.16656 41.53046 
695 36.25 276.5 289.4828 2155727 101487 2558532 302.6573 -0.03372 42.74161 
696 36.25 276.75 290.1474 2172335 101474.1 2560018 302.693 -0.04479 43.34216 
697 36.25 277 289.808 2373075 101479.8 2590418 302.1566 0.037126 45.13877 
698 36.25 277.25 288.9244 2607929 101504 2665279 301.3555 0.263685 47.64649 
699 36.25 277.5 287.9997 2702090 101516.8 2698226 300.6975 0.582491 48.08874 
700 36.25 277.75 286.8052 2782984 101540.3 2736108 299.3582 0.789124 46.36248 
701 36.25 278 285.357 2789119 101560.5 2754200 298.0779 1.239291 44.79955 
702 36.25 278.25 284.9795 2784979 101537.3 2758285 298.1083 1.168445 43.60097 
703 36.25 278.5 285.5061 2797996 101455.3 2785396 300.0341 1.070294 39.51021 
704 36.25 278.75 285.6124 2856847 101382.4 2824763 301.7042 0.730086 33.52987 
705 36.25 279 285.3189 2918740 101342.3 2841210 302.7932 0.600202 31.10004 
706 36.25 279.25 285.0619 2964075 101320.2 2861159 303.3975 0.757391 30.83872 
707 36.25 279.5 284.8526 3020032 101287.9 2896971 304.2362 0.996496 28.7456 
708 36.25 279.75 283.7739 3022027 101275.5 2915646 304.7655 1.172135 27.4063 
709 36.25 280 283.5693 3043922 101258 2935171 304.9657 1.048892 28.14254 
710 36.25 280.25 283.9468 3054744 101248.5 2938195 304.8477 1.032657 28.68529 
711 36.25 280.5 285.2507 3042625 101247.2 2932359 304.4257 0.969191 29.88136 
712 36.25 280.75 286.4594 3001679 101246.1 2913790 303.9483 0.996496 32.21068 
713 36.25 281 287.1558 2938739 101246.8 2880206 303.7087 1.192798 33.78115 
714 36.25 281.25 287.9029 2841785 101239.8 2840945 303.6461 1.387624 34.25606 
715 36.25 281.5 288.2455 2717451 101229.4 2786457 303.7784 1.630418 33.74094 
716 36.25 281.75 288.704 2694808 101219.3 2737275 303.9376 1.754399 32.93938 
717 36.25 282 289.7509 2774655 101209.2 2785874 303.9787 1.704216 34.36159 
718 36.25 282.25 290.8565 2849416 101207.2 2794362 303.6479 1.78318 38.2262 
719 36.25 282.5 291.5735 2785977 101204.5 2749743 303.5638 2.012691 41.45508 
720 36.25 282.75 292.1477 2665084 101202.1 2647400 303.4315 2.199399 42.46269 
721 36.25 283 292.0589 2425791 101191 2502506 303.546 2.382417 42.55315 
722 36.25 283.25 292.806 2194129 101176 2401860 303.2259 2.74255 41.73651 
723 36.25 283.5 294.0321 2090742 101165.5 2335170 302.9773 2.748454 40.48767 
724 36.25 283.75 294.8443 2045058 101164.8 2382018 302.2245 2.318951 46.04085 
725 36.25 284 295.9404 2061267 101178.5 2564103 300.2612 1.160327 61.66763 
726 36.25 284.25 295.3471 2120566 101196.3 2681832 299.4976 0.4039 75.44001 
727 36.25 284.5 295.2361 2193431 101200 2759558 299.385 0.605368 79.15134 
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728 36.25 284.75 295.2964 2275024 101195 2823861 299.1472 1.347773 80.20167 
729 36.25 285 295.62 2346542 101183.6 2883389 299.1043 2.042948 82.79985 
730 36 265 291.6512 2899389 101220.5 2781841 310.1584 1.818603 33.57259 
731 36 265.25 291.9494 2901683 101241.8 2770116 309.6417 1.786132 33.457 
732 36 265.5 291.7702 2903977 101272.5 2765235 309.2483 1.364747 33.34644 
733 36 265.75 291.8986 2907219 101334.7 2763378 308.7226 0.278444 37.60052 
734 36 266 291.8431 2913453 101417 2783911 308.1361 -0.76137 42.06065 
735 36 266.25 291.7083 2913752 101490.7 2790967 307.8446 -2.03216 43.67133 
736 36 266.5 291.3609 2911957 101522.2 2798872 307.8965 -2.41739 50.55877 
737 36 266.75 291.2737 2871310 101551.2 2782956 308.1057 -1.93844 62.21039 
738 36 267 292.2682 2847271 101541.7 2759877 308.3059 -0.78424 69.69838 
739 36 267.25 292.4935 2813706 101541.4 2761574 308.5706 -0.5075 75.95261 
740 36 267.5 293.3659 2746627 101541.4 2744491 308.238 -0.25142 84.67436 
741 36 267.75 293.8307 2698648 101555.8 2742740 308.0073 -0.19977 89.53402 
742 36 268 294.1813 2646680 101550.8 2732288 308.0198 -0.43444 89.32043 
743 36 268.25 295.206 2660046 101544 2722685 307.5156 -0.88535 88.78522 
744 36 268.5 295.8738 2673163 101542 2716902 306.6787 -1.43514 87.7952 
745 36 268.75 295.9991 2757848 101533 2695680 306.4749 -1.82479 83.92807 
746 36 269 295.8658 2807721 101528 2626071 306.1709 -1.76501 77.67384 
747 36 269.25 295.2504 2831361 101522.8 2652281 306.153 -1.21965 73.14336 
748 36 269.5 295.1949 2834703 101514.1 2640343 305.6881 -0.54883 72.39707 
749 36 269.75 295.1631 2837047 101499 2622039 305.1356 0.018676 69.96724 
750 36 270 294.4985 2841087 101474.8 2642890 305.3019 0.361836 62.76068 
751 36 270.25 294.3177 2842733 101452.3 2712127 305.0748 0.247449 55.24002 
752 36 270.5 293.8291 2849715 101432.5 2714727 305.1535 0.006869 49.33004 
753 36 270.75 292.8552 2866323 101412.3 2670850 305.3037 -0.35991 44.92519 
754 36 271 291.5227 2890362 101401.8 2684432 305.4557 -0.65436 42.59336 
755 36 271.25 289.8461 2924375 101397.2 2746772 306.0028 -0.80048 39.02525 
756 36 271.5 288.9498 2952205 101400.2 2804337 306.1727 -1.13183 34.29626 
757 36 271.75 289.0339 2971905 101407.8 2863812 305.5326 -1.35839 32.72579 
758 36 272 289.781 2973201 101415.3 2929494 304.4347 -1.33108 32.45693 
759 36 272.25 289.4114 2971705 101425.7 2880471 304.9335 -1.40119 32.30365 
760 36 272.5 289.3876 2968214 101437.5 2852139 305.0444 -1.4713 34.73348 
761 36 272.75 289.505 2951157 101449.5 2826885 304.719 -1.50672 36.43963 
762 36 273 289.4384 2943826 101458 2840149 304.5759 -1.52517 36.61553 
763 36 273.25 289.8794 2924425 101462.4 2869648 304.3095 -1.30452 38.6408 
764 36 273.5 289.6969 2854602 101465.7 2836276 304.2058 -1.06025 39.01771 
765 36 273.75 289.2211 2824329 101467.3 2790808 304.1217 -0.85509 37.41961 
766 36 274 288.8911 2801388 101478.2 2761840 303.5978 -0.76653 38.19353 
767 36 274.25 288.0901 2833905 101479.5 2788155 303.8571 -0.37098 37.14069 
768 36 274.5 287.1161 2886272 101495.3 2789587 303.714 -0.19681 33.75602 
769 36 274.75 287.2779 2936844 101515.5 2820359 303.0149 -0.26249 34.65558 
770 36 275 287.7475 2954948 101537.3 2839512 302.1512 -0.59901 36.86931 
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771 36 275.25 288.769 2792809 101524 2788526 302.0135 -0.42854 37.81913 
772 36 275.5 289.3781 2688873 101498.3 2767304 302.8057 -0.29054 41.48775 
773 36 275.75 290.2172 2479106 101486.8 2678967 302.7181 -0.25069 43.43764 
774 36 276 289.3353 2342104 101463 2618431 303.7158 -0.12006 40.46003 
775 36 276.25 289.6462 2223704 101458.6 2553863 303.3922 -0.00051 39.41222 
776 36 276.5 289.3226 2183656 101453.7 2561556 303.6211 0.133063 41.76917 
777 36 276.75 289.4209 2201261 101480.9 2573016 302.2996 0.224572 44.34223 
778 36 277 289.3464 2435516 101495 2625912 301.4109 0.395783 46.51073 
779 36 277.25 287.8395 2716802 101515.1 2739716 300.7404 0.820857 45.9328 
780 36 277.5 286.9147 2897942 101516.2 2821421 300.2272 1.045203 43.45272 
781 36 277.75 285.7171 2979136 101539.7 2859408 298.8861 1.251836 43.45272 
782 36 278 286.2262 2958539 101509.8 2852458 299.1168 0.780269 44.01557 
783 36 278.25 286.1977 2914800 101431.8 2845455 300.9764 0.730824 40.82438 
784 36 278.5 286.7243 2927866 101349.3 2872619 302.9094 0.633411 34.7184 
785 36 278.75 285.2951 2970608 101318.5 2883336 303.9912 0.758867 30.00197 
786 36 279 285.0191 3029259 101294.5 2895857 304.4776 0.691711 29.56475 
787 36 279.25 284.7875 3065966 101282.1 2913206 304.6761 0.7906 30.27335 
788 36 279.5 284.3148 3087511 101271 2937346 304.8567 1.005352 28.80842 
789 36 279.75 283.233 3089456 101258.5 2956075 305.3859 1.18099 27.85106 
790 36 280 283.6391 3089207 101249.5 2957136 305.1928 1.191322 28.5496 
791 36 280.25 284.6781 3069906 101244.8 2943554 304.7136 0.923436 29.62003 
792 36 280.5 285.9867 3057787 101243.5 2937717 304.2916 0.85997 32.48206 
793 36 280.75 287.6967 3018038 101251.9 2938832 303.6872 0.976571 35.95216 
794 36 281 288.1488 2969361 101252.8 2923021 303.5781 1.271024 37.08039 
795 36 281.25 288.8864 2900685 101245.1 2891719 303.596 1.437068 37.3392 
796 36 281.5 289.5669 2858991 101239.2 2823490 303.4691 1.547027 38.05282 
797 36 281.75 290.0285 2836299 101229 2774201 303.6264 1.672483 38.45988 
798 36 282 290.7486 2872956 101220 2786669 303.7605 1.732997 39.51524 
799 36 282.25 291.7067 2888915 101215.5 2790914 303.6425 1.917492 41.97522 
800 36 282.5 292.4253 2825277 101212.8 2746135 303.5603 2.147741 43.98039 
801 36 282.75 292.5554 2690120 101203.2 2655570 303.7444 2.380941 43.51554 
802 36 283 292.365 2455466 101189.3 2514390 303.9626 2.565436 42.26921 
803 36 283.25 293.2819 2226098 101174.5 2434648 303.5334 2.940328 42.56823 
804 36 283.5 294.2399 2087600 101162.8 2383450 303.4226 2.981655 42.425 
805 36 283.75 295.0537 2041716 101162 2430510 302.668 2.549938 44.20905 
806 36 284 296.1752 2009747 101168.5 2533490 300.7422 1.549241 55.69734 
807 36 284.25 296.0403 2062962 101190.3 2637478 299.4798 0.631197 72.01765 
808 36 284.5 295.9261 2135977 101194 2715522 299.3671 0.834141 80.55848 
809 36 284.75 295.896 2165552 101192.7 2767357 299.4369 1.72488 82.07367 
810 36 285 296.1942 2209989 101182.6 2814895 299.3921 2.528537 83.28732 
811 35.75 265 292.2762 2897743 101225 2814152 310.0887 1.96915 33.44444 
812 35.75 265.25 291.932 2898292 101248.8 2784335 309.917 1.873213 33.55751 
813 35.75 265.5 291.6893 2900685 101277.8 2782849 309.5433 1.562525 32.71825 
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814 35.75 265.75 291.5084 2905623 101293.8 2794946 309.5541 0.912367 32.70318 
815 35.75 266 291.4418 2913653 101353.8 2808528 308.9425 -0.44773 34.95209 
816 35.75 266.25 291.4482 2910910 101455 2811977 308.5724 -2.14655 43.54569 
817 35.75 266.5 291.3911 2869864 101553.2 2797174 308.4651 -2.9598 58.4086 
818 35.75 266.75 291.3466 2824629 101587.2 2778552 308.6707 -2.44322 69.29885 
819 35.75 267 291.4704 2749370 101570.6 2739663 308.7029 -1.0108 73.84944 
820 35.75 267.25 292.1794 2666580 101561.8 2701251 308.2541 -0.492 80.65396 
821 35.75 267.5 293.1375 2595710 101557.8 2682151 307.9018 -0.2315 87.98365 
822 35.75 267.75 293.8703 2528131 101551.5 2685122 307.6139 -0.20272 89.33802 
823 35.75 268 294.1099 2478856 101546 2680559 307.791 -0.59089 88.92091 
824 35.75 268.25 295.1949 2535163 101536.6 2689791 307.3654 -1.03294 89.80037 
825 35.75 268.5 295.9039 2667278 101527.2 2673131 307.0703 -1.48237 88.00375 
826 35.75 268.75 295.9912 2761788 101516.2 2649150 306.9845 -1.86021 83.15917 
827 35.75 269 295.5803 2833606 101516.8 2619705 306.9702 -1.99084 78.16383 
828 35.75 269.25 295.7849 2843531 101513.8 2642200 306.2764 -1.47499 74.67362 
829 35.75 269.5 295.6454 2846024 101504.7 2628141 305.9116 -0.8145 72.80665 
830 35.75 269.75 295.363 2841286 101494.3 2638805 305.7096 -0.12302 70.06021 
831 35.75 270 294.6635 2848169 101476.2 2686448 305.9063 0.440061 64.91662 
832 35.75 270.25 294.6682 2848767 101454.3 2754200 305.4289 0.479912 58.34578 
833 35.75 270.5 294.0591 2862981 101426.7 2719608 305.2786 0.296894 50.81256 
834 35.75 270.75 293.0122 2880138 101405.2 2666712 305.4539 -0.09866 44.65632 
835 35.75 271 291.7622 2909064 101391.7 2703956 305.6399 -0.45658 41.51036 
836 35.75 271.25 290.2997 2940584 101388.3 2773671 306.0458 -0.76653 37.87441 
837 35.75 271.5 289.386 2967915 101391.3 2831766 306.2085 -1.10305 33.76104 
838 35.75 271.75 289.1513 2984722 101398.1 2867207 306.1369 -1.33404 32.85394 
839 35.75 272 289.5447 2987066 101403.9 2910872 305.8312 -1.29271 33.12783 
840 35.75 272.25 289.7144 2990906 101415.7 2885140 305.4879 -1.36872 33.39418 
841 35.75 272.5 289.8683 2992901 101430.8 2867950 305.0229 -1.39529 35.6833 
842 35.75 272.75 289.9555 2975446 101442.9 2840839 304.7082 -1.42555 37.12813 
843 35.75 273 289.8096 2915248 101448.2 2790330 304.6832 -1.38569 36.93213 
844 35.75 273.25 289.57 2815601 101452 2744331 304.5706 -1.19308 37.80657 
845 35.75 273.5 289.4685 2739794 101456.3 2714620 304.4168 -0.95029 37.53519 
846 35.75 273.75 289.1148 2668276 101467 2659125 304.0627 -0.75399 36.74619 
847 35.75 274 288.7024 2647079 101479.5 2620925 303.5871 -0.6241 37.68596 
848 35.75 274.25 287.7348 2682090 101480.8 2634613 303.8893 -0.19386 35.73606 
849 35.75 274.5 287.8601 2729221 101495.7 2679869 303.4744 -0.08169 33.457 
850 35.75 274.75 288.1742 2779244 101515.5 2719608 302.7163 -0.14589 37.62816 
851 35.75 275 289.2163 2820589 101518.5 2760460 302.3265 -0.4706 41.42744 
852 35.75 275.25 290.2458 2792510 101483.8 2811499 302.4463 -0.3171 40.81936 
853 35.75 275.5 290.682 2705481 101454 2796591 303.5692 -0.15918 41.84958 
854 35.75 275.75 289.9856 2706828 101458.7 2812826 303.6479 0.105758 41.99784 
855 35.75 276 287.7427 2617804 101448 2762742 304.7637 0.312391 38.78403 
856 35.75 276.25 287.8537 2488382 101465.3 2689472 303.419 0.347814 38.47496 
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857 35.75 276.5 287.362 2363250 101502 2627504 301.9599 0.33822 41.72143 
858 35.75 276.75 287.5983 2372377 101534.6 2630316 300.381 0.417184 45.36241 
859 35.75 277 287.841 2488881 101530.5 2670532 299.9018 0.556662 46.61124 
860 35.75 277.25 286.1787 2701142 101490.5 2786033 300.9532 1.048154 41.58826 
861 35.75 277.5 285.3792 2883978 101487.8 2864554 300.5562 1.214199 36.36928 
862 35.75 277.75 286.526 2981331 101455.6 2903974 300.9442 0.961073 38.45235 
863 35.75 278 288.1282 2974348 101398.2 2922968 301.9349 0.21055 40.05297 
864 35.75 278.25 287.3081 2946768 101323.1 2903232 304.0931 0.374381 35.19331 
865 35.75 278.5 285.9233 2978089 101301.7 2901375 304.7261 0.601678 30.33114 
866 35.75 278.75 284.0452 3019733 101277.2 2908537 305.7614 0.768461 29.13256 
867 35.75 279 283.6375 3063273 101265 2957507 305.9993 0.727872 29.45671 
868 35.75 279.25 283.9659 3093945 101259.7 2941644 305.6416 0.716065 29.59993 
869 35.75 279.5 283.6645 3117136 101248.9 2965784 305.7275 0.933768 29.50947 
870 35.75 279.75 284.2038 3126911 101245.1 2986369 305.4163 1.153685 29.93162 
871 35.75 280 284.1514 3131499 101233.3 2989181 305.6148 1.254788 29.88639 
872 35.75 280.25 285.292 3098483 101230.4 2961486 305.1195 0.898345 30.41406 
873 35.75 280.5 286.8528 3061178 101242.1 2942970 304.6081 0.815692 34.48723 
874 35.75 280.75 288.7008 3017838 101252.2 2943500 303.925 0.927126 38.58552 
875 35.75 281 289.1941 2978538 101254 2961062 303.8625 1.32711 39.19361 
876 35.75 281.25 289.6478 2940933 101251.9 2880683 303.7766 1.360319 40.01779 
877 35.75 281.5 290.4361 2902481 101246.8 2816380 303.5781 1.459208 42.15614 
878 35.75 281.75 291.2023 2888167 101238.2 2791550 303.4852 1.58983 43.12355 
879 35.75 282 291.7749 2912206 101229.3 2789800 303.6765 1.730783 43.41754 
880 35.75 282.25 292.6363 2913603 101223.6 2792399 303.6497 1.933727 44.16634 
881 35.75 282.5 292.8567 2843830 101214.5 2741626 303.8142 2.227442 45.16641 
882 35.75 282.75 292.9345 2709321 101204.5 2649469 304.0198 2.462119 44.70155 
883 35.75 283 293.0582 2532969 101187.6 2565642 304.4007 2.631116 42.80694 
884 35.75 283.25 293.7847 2342602 101176.8 2469559 304.2272 2.752144 43.29944 
885 35.75 283.5 294.8316 2197571 101164.5 2412312 304.0967 2.803064 44.36233 
886 35.75 283.75 295.1631 2067850 101155.5 2376977 304.1325 2.763952 43.38236 
887 35.75 284 295.9943 2005708 101155.7 2458311 302.6447 1.854764 49.82002 
888 35.75 284.25 296.007 2054833 101180 2598324 300.7708 0.809788 66.8439 
889 35.75 284.5 296.4908 2083211 101191.4 2685865 299.3939 0.795028 80.22177 
890 35.75 284.75 296.4385 2110192 101191.3 2737010 299.4422 1.704954 83.44311 
891 35.75 285 296.5955 2027153 101184.6 2708307 299.7176 2.86284 83.82003 
892 35.5 265 292.4729 2896895 101227.3 2851131 310.2747 2.165452 33.35398 
893 35.5 265.25 291.886 2896446 101238 2810067 310.4213 1.978006 32.34385 
894 35.5 265.5 291.7035 2897743 101242.1 2801578 310.7414 1.627467 31.99458 
895 35.5 265.75 291.556 2902680 101251.8 2813781 310.947 0.990592 31.38147 
896 35.5 266 291.3562 2912555 101267.7 2828159 310.9738 -0.03077 30.76334 
897 35.5 266.25 291.3895 2903279 101380.7 2816699 310.5983 -2.2875 39.41724 
898 35.5 266.5 291.3324 2853206 101492.7 2802692 310.4159 -3.20481 57.70503 
899 35.5 266.75 291.4799 2768770 101567.3 2768471 310.2782 -3.20481 70.31903 
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900 35.5 267 291.8051 2668475 101553.8 2714196 309.8831 -1.63808 74.36707 
901 35.5 267.25 292.5141 2562793 101533.6 2677588 309.1428 -1.08534 79.95542 
902 35.5 267.5 293.1692 2475016 101508.8 2663210 308.6886 -0.36507 85.60157 
903 35.5 267.75 293.772 2402251 101499 2671062 308.4526 -0.247 86.51118 
904 35.5 268 294.2923 2367439 101505.5 2675943 308.1039 -0.73332 86.97101 
905 35.5 268.25 295.3138 2479555 101507 2664643 307.3511 -1.15618 88.02134 
906 35.5 268.5 296.1752 2626033 101497.7 2645171 307.0525 -1.61373 86.25991 
907 35.5 268.75 296.3877 2743086 101494.7 2627133 306.997 -1.82405 82.68175 
908 35.5 269 295.6691 2822783 101498.7 2625541 307.2188 -1.94434 79.39005 
909 35.5 269.25 295.7025 2825726 101501.7 2629255 306.8129 -1.4927 76.61598 
910 35.5 269.5 295.4534 2835451 101497.7 2650265 306.7986 -0.99088 74.28917 
911 35.5 269.75 295.1536 2828020 101487 2674617 306.6501 -0.31415 71.31156 
912 35.5 270 295.1187 2832708 101476.8 2739450 306.0869 0.359622 66.72077 
913 35.5 270.25 294.6587 2838194 101454.3 2694725 305.8151 0.713113 60.61228 
914 35.5 270.5 294.2019 2855500 101425.3 2692072 305.5093 0.523453 53.29515 
915 35.5 270.75 293.3739 2884726 101401.1 2721146 305.3824 0.138967 46.31976 
916 35.5 271 291.8035 2917942 101384.4 2766455 305.8884 -0.29865 41.12089 
917 35.5 271.25 290.6011 2948265 101379 2815478 306.128 -0.6979 36.93716 
918 35.5 271.5 290.2886 2964823 101379 2831872 306.0994 -1.08681 33.86658 
919 35.5 271.75 290.2252 2979984 101385.4 2860363 305.9939 -1.30821 33.03486 
920 35.5 272 289.9349 2984622 101398.1 2897926 305.8938 -1.2809 33.3967 
921 35.5 272.25 290.1062 3004921 101419.3 2894531 305.3108 -1.29492 34.3239 
922 35.5 272.5 290.2014 3006467 101433 2875378 304.8674 -1.31632 36.17831 
923 35.5 272.75 290.2347 2970508 101438.1 2837443 304.6671 -1.27647 37.51509 
924 35.5 273 290.2267 2881734 101439.8 2777066 304.6385 -1.15766 38.05282 
925 35.5 273.25 290.2045 2739395 101441.2 2702736 304.5169 -0.96136 38.09302 
926 35.5 273.5 289.8524 2604986 101445.8 2633552 304.4883 -0.82852 36.71352 
927 35.5 273.75 289.3464 2522546 101456.7 2566809 304.195 -0.67945 36.81655 
928 35.5 274 289.1814 2506387 101480.9 2512109 303.1848 -0.41156 39.28909 
929 35.5 274.25 289.0466 2539453 101503.7 2539220 302.7342 -0.06841 38.98254 
930 35.5 274.5 289.3147 2584339 101514.2 2586174 302.4749 -0.01896 38.79659 
931 35.5 274.75 289.6176 2640496 101500 2653236 302.7842 -0.1363 43.7844 
932 35.5 275 290.7312 2695407 101478.2 2724436 303.0632 -0.36802 46.10869 
933 35.5 275.25 289.9634 2744582 101439.5 2766190 304.4132 -0.12966 42.33454 
934 35.5 275.5 289.4812 2833157 101438.5 2821102 304.4275 0.251139 40.20876 
935 35.5 275.75 288.8277 2876497 101450 2865297 303.9501 0.564041 40.95504 
936 35.5 276 287.5539 2902531 101492.5 2891082 302.4624 0.74706 42.35716 
937 35.5 276.25 287.1399 2753210 101530.7 2796697 300.946 0.690973 43.80701 
938 35.5 276.5 286.1961 2607181 101561.5 2727672 299.8159 0.686546 42.82202 
939 35.5 276.75 285.5251 2483146 101561.8 2672282 299.4047 0.75444 42.1084 
940 35.5 277 285.9867 2515015 101537.3 2681302 299.3045 0.722706 41.9325 
941 35.5 277.25 284.134 2663637 101461 2764545 301.2983 0.976571 36.04513 
942 35.5 277.5 285.2856 2743884 101407.2 2804761 302.28 0.730824 30.96687 
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943 35.5 277.75 287.1923 2834354 101362.8 2846197 303.0256 0.437109 34.17565 
944 35.5 278 288.1551 2854602 101311.3 2852564 304.3399 0.09764 35.61294 
945 35.5 278.25 286.4388 2868417 101286.2 2837390 305.3681 0.526405 32.00212 
946 35.5 278.5 285.9724 2900087 101273.3 2832403 305.2947 0.676214 31.5649 
947 35.5 278.75 285.3348 2968064 101262 2876757 305.4467 0.696877 32.09258 
948 35.5 279 283.7549 3009609 101238 2999421 306.7986 0.734514 29.74818 
949 35.5 279.25 283.5027 3037688 101231.7 2931192 306.7503 0.688022 28.96672 
950 35.5 279.5 284.7035 3013100 101239.8 2907211 305.9116 0.574373 31.51967 
951 35.5 279.75 285.8678 3021130 101241.2 2930608 305.2125 0.724182 34.34651 
952 35.5 280 286.4055 2991804 101237.5 2919466 305.0569 1.051844 34.72594 
953 35.5 280.25 287.1431 2982228 101242.5 2897077 304.9639 0.956645 34.66815 
954 35.5 280.5 288.4486 2945970 101254.5 2882381 304.5723 0.879896 38.12066 
955 35.5 280.75 289.6398 2968214 101260.7 2911933 304.2433 0.876206 41.91743 
956 35.5 281 290.1411 2938689 101262 2910341 304.1754 1.186894 42.99037 
957 35.5 281.25 290.9057 2915797 101261.7 2828742 303.8303 1.151471 44.69904 
958 35.5 281.5 291.6147 2915149 101252.8 2807255 303.6836 1.279879 46.64642 
959 35.5 281.75 292.3491 2905922 101243.2 2796485 303.6407 1.420833 46.93287 
960 35.5 282 292.6569 2907767 101236.3 2785449 303.7963 1.562525 47.57614 
961 35.5 282.25 293.1978 2883729 101228.4 2770169 303.816 1.769896 48.09376 
962 35.5 282.5 293.3802 2817397 101217.7 2723534 304.0413 2.096082 47.48819 
963 35.5 282.75 293.515 2703736 101205.1 2660080 304.4168 2.387583 46.13131 
964 35.5 283 293.937 2560050 101186.6 2628300 304.8888 2.56396 43.9628 
965 35.5 283.25 294.6762 2393074 101177.8 2539751 304.6117 2.501232 44.76437 
966 35.5 283.5 295.3741 2237519 101173.9 2512374 304.077 2.700485 48.42042 
967 35.5 283.75 295.593 2096976 101166.1 2474811 304.1593 2.746978 49.23706 
968 35.5 284 294.949 1972941 101161.5 2435073 304.2201 2.555842 52.51871 
969 35.5 284.25 296.0562 1963465 101177.2 2536143 301.6094 1.213461 64.90154 
970 35.5 284.5 296.6479 1978227 101190.4 2615089 299.9947 1.160327 77.28688 
971 35.5 284.75 296.8081 1906809 101194.3 2603523 299.5906 1.802367 82.0812 
972 35.5 285 296.8128 1758785 101190.3 2535029 300.0555 3.12556 83.19938 
973 35.25 265 292.319 2901882 101233.3 2845189 310.3122 2.226704 33.22583 
974 35.25 265.25 292.0208 2900586 101225.3 2799721 310.8272 2.069515 31.52721 
975 35.25 265.5 291.9446 2901633 101229.7 2792134 311.1437 1.661414 31.41414 
976 35.25 265.75 291.8939 2905773 101240.5 2803063 311.2653 1.11531 32.0373 
977 35.25 266 291.4418 2916795 101246.8 2806088 311.4012 0.406852 29.64767 
978 35.25 266.25 291.7146 2908715 101334 2826408 310.9005 -1.94139 32.70318 
979 35.25 266.5 292.2571 2854453 101433.8 2838398 310.5894 -3.67269 47.42789 
980 35.25 266.75 292.7314 2764980 101515.5 2809642 310.398 -4.20993 63.00693 
981 35.25 267 292.5982 2659248 101531.3 2694725 310.4714 -3.01441 72.33174 
982 35.25 267.25 293.6277 2564240 101487.5 2654138 309.7633 -1.4403 78.60859 
983 35.25 267.5 294.1733 2487036 101460.7 2627504 309.2072 -0.62558 81.75203 
984 35.25 267.75 294.6286 2441352 101443.8 2614611 308.6332 -0.41083 82.19428 
985 35.25 268 294.9791 2417811 101449.8 2616362 308.0431 -0.63812 82.78729 
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986 35.25 268.25 296.007 2498806 101449 2612648 307.3743 -1.38422 82.69432 
987 35.25 268.5 296.237 2570623 101452 2598960 307.149 -1.66982 82.139 
988 35.25 268.75 296.1323 2663039 101458 2587023 307.0757 -1.68458 82.52345 
989 35.25 269 296.0403 2733460 101468.7 2554022 306.8307 -1.40193 81.58368 
990 35.25 269.25 296.3274 2778895 101477.5 2631112 306.3068 -1.09346 78.99806 
991 35.25 269.5 296.0181 2807622 101475.8 2650954 306.4588 -0.68757 77.28688 
992 35.25 269.75 295.5771 2832558 101468.7 2683848 306.7181 -0.27799 75.10079 
993 35.25 270 295.5882 2839990 101459.3 2791285 306.3193 0.230476 69.84663 
994 35.25 270.25 294.9125 2847022 101441.2 2750910 306.2585 0.55002 63.40394 
995 35.25 270.5 294.2193 2869515 101426 2744703 306.0636 0.628983 57.61206 
996 35.25 270.75 293.3088 2901932 101406.5 2769480 305.9277 0.404638 50.22206 
997 35.25 271 292.0827 2938988 101385.7 2833623 305.9349 -0.11416 41.58826 
998 35.25 271.25 291.4053 2960633 101373.5 2854951 305.9635 -0.82114 36.21851 
999 35.25 271.5 291.0088 2968663 101373.7 2855959 305.9671 -1.15987 34.49979 
1000 35.25 271.75 290.7946 2963925 101382.7 2855482 305.8938 -1.26171 33.83894 
1001 35.25 272 290.5107 2959536 101399.2 2870284 305.681 -1.21817 34.5802 
1002 35.25 272.25 290.5694 2987216 101422.4 2878030 305.0569 -1.19899 36.66578 
1003 35.25 272.5 290.6043 2996043 101433.2 2848903 304.7351 -1.17832 38.1282 
1004 35.25 272.75 290.6043 2961132 101436.1 2804549 304.6385 -1.13035 38.72875 
1005 35.25 273 290.6979 2859789 101432.2 2759611 304.6457 -0.95693 39.19109 
1006 35.25 273.25 290.4028 2693561 101432.8 2680559 304.6796 -0.78277 39.14335 
1007 35.25 273.5 290.1363 2549976 101439.8 2615726 304.5402 -0.64255 38.6207 
1008 35.25 273.75 290.3045 2455366 101453.5 2569090 304.0735 -0.46248 39.4675 
1009 35.25 274 291.2293 2437262 101476.2 2531474 303.0095 -0.14442 42.26167 
1010 35.25 274.25 291.2419 2467186 101499.7 2543730 302.482 -0.01527 44.98047 
1011 35.25 274.5 291.4973 2510975 101494.7 2578640 302.4695 -0.15032 47.17912 
1012 35.25 274.75 291.6163 2569227 101470 2644800 303.0489 -0.29349 47.84751 
1013 35.25 275 291.05 2644037 101429.7 2748364 304.3095 -0.17172 44.36987 
1014 35.25 275.25 290.6614 2763085 101424.7 2776536 304.4525 0.236379 40.55803 
1015 35.25 275.5 289.9444 2889364 101438.8 2853360 304.0198 0.67031 40.76408 
1016 35.25 275.75 289.0323 2996043 101464 2924666 303.2116 0.989854 42.1084 
1017 35.25 276 288.263 3058684 101507.7 2922119 301.7632 1.05332 43.98793 
1018 35.25 276.25 287.2351 2903429 101514.1 2864767 300.9585 0.960335 45.10862 
1019 35.25 276.5 286.7624 2727675 101500 2774573 300.7815 1.050368 40.96007 
1020 35.25 276.75 286.3484 2575411 101482.2 2694513 300.7833 1.218627 37.6357 
1021 35.25 277 286.3405 2481550 101475.5 2642890 300.4257 1.245194 38.86192 
1022 35.25 277.25 286.7449 2489878 101406.2 2651962 301.6756 1.035609 35.81899 
1023 35.25 277.5 287.5555 2522346 101344.7 2668940 302.9434 0.61939 31.59254 
1024 35.25 277.75 288.1155 2532021 101301 2665810 304.1432 0.278444 33.79622 
1025 35.25 278 288.4819 2533767 101265.7 2656313 305.4002 0.301321 34.66815 
1026 35.25 278.25 287.7268 2550076 101254.5 2629042 305.6363 0.761081 32.64287 
1027 35.25 278.5 287.4873 2622292 101246.2 2662467 305.5576 0.873254 33.8515 
1028 35.25 278.75 286.5387 2718199 101234.5 2728150 306.0028 0.875468 33.50977 
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1029 35.25 279 284.364 2829367 101216 2816433 307.4637 0.946314 30.60001 
1030 35.25 279.25 284.7447 2822584 101226.3 2785555 306.9488 0.645957 31.59757 
1031 35.25 279.5 286.3135 2732911 101240 2700561 305.9599 0.368477 35.17572 
1032 35.25 279.75 287.776 2568778 101249.9 2590471 305.1034 0.304273 38.26138 
1033 35.25 280 288.0615 2447985 101255 2557683 304.9103 0.662192 40.51029 
1034 35.25 280.25 288.8753 2514366 101265 2603470 304.6278 0.744108 41.57821 
1035 35.25 280.5 289.8492 2638551 101271.7 2697484 304.3506 0.701305 43.85727 
1036 35.25 280.75 290.8977 2729769 101272.7 2766031 304.1271 0.648909 47.0962 
1037 35.25 281 291.5941 2811462 101262.3 2816433 304.1593 0.697615 48.77221 
1038 35.25 281.25 291.9446 2842932 101251.8 2778287 304.1289 0.749274 50.17432 
1039 35.25 281.5 292.484 2857395 101242.5 2762105 304.0252 0.927864 50.83769 
1040 35.25 281.75 293.0154 2861884 101235.5 2766508 303.959 1.145567 50.24468 
1041 35.25 282 293.2707 2854802 101231.7 2784123 303.9948 1.318254 50.92061 
1042 35.25 282.25 293.864 2813656 101221 2752502 304.2272 1.513818 51.21711 
1043 35.25 282.5 294.1178 2720792 101210.2 2704062 304.601 1.758089 49.619 
1044 35.25 282.75 294.2748 2597705 101198.5 2638539 305.0069 2.012691 48.3576 
1045 35.25 283 294.6413 2446888 101188.4 2563838 305.1696 2.180212 47.75203 
1046 35.25 283.25 296.053 2290136 101187.6 2563838 303.9304 2.117483 50.20699 
1047 35.25 283.5 296.3385 2133234 101190.4 2559540 302.9398 2.397915 57.07684 
1048 35.25 283.75 296.2878 1981120 101195.5 2521606 302.2174 2.900477 62.65012 
1049 35.25 284 296.6225 1833794 101196.3 2439158 301.8061 3.338836 66.11269 
1050 35.25 284.25 296.7763 1736641 101200.8 2407590 300.9603 2.690892 71.48243 
1051 35.25 284.5 296.9651 1608766 101202.8 2355225 300.4024 2.665063 76.48783 
1052 35.25 284.75 297.165 1487573 101203.2 2309969 300.0985 3.015602 78.99806 
1053 35.25 285 297.2332 1327629 101200 2238026 300.2183 3.752103 80.54591 
1054 35 265 291.2816 2909613 101241.1 2835905 310.9452 1.796463 30.42411 
1055 35 265.25 290.5614 2906172 101243.2 2823596 311.6104 1.592782 29.66275 
1056 35 265.5 290.9406 2903977 101261 2829962 311.2116 1.259954 29.58988 
1057 35 265.75 291.4418 2904825 101279.8 2846356 310.7199 0.890227 30.92918 
1058 35 266 291.0151 2911408 101281.2 2856755 311.2617 0.537474 29.73311 
1059 35 266.25 291.0532 2905922 101294.7 2870709 311.301 -0.95988 29.45922 
1060 35 266.5 291.096 2861435 101364.9 2845189 311.369 -2.82918 37.6357 
1061 35 266.75 291.3641 2789318 101462.7 2796272 311.2546 -4.114 53.35043 
1062 35 267 292.0874 2708274 101568 2740405 310.7378 -4.12949 71.09547 
1063 35 267.25 292.7171 2654361 101532.7 2718971 310.4427 -1.79749 82.40535 
1064 35 267.5 293.6197 2622442 101474.2 2705283 309.8205 -0.68462 81.31984 
1065 35 267.75 294.7174 2611121 101419.6 2693611 308.9443 -0.49865 76.35716 
1066 35 268 295.8357 2601595 101403.8 2674192 307.9 -1.08534 76.80694 
1067 35 268.25 296.3052 2566634 101402.9 2598324 307.4566 -1.46097 78.81463 
1068 35 268.5 296.3845 2533617 101408 2535188 307.1776 -1.48016 79.62876 
1069 35 268.75 296.421 2539153 101417 2494972 306.8611 -1.2536 81.60127 
1070 35 269 296.8208 2587132 101429.3 2477623 306.2103 -0.78793 82.74457 
1071 35 269.25 296.6082 2690818 101438.1 2582566 306.0189 -0.48536 81.49573 
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1072 35 269.5 296.5067 2777099 101437.8 2683265 306.0297 -0.24773 80.29464 
1073 35 269.75 296.2053 2841536 101434.2 2760832 306.2943 -0.0935 78.31459 
1074 35 270 295.4312 2857794 101432 2777597 306.829 0.031222 72.93731 
1075 35 270.25 295.1378 2862532 101430.3 2769798 306.3819 0.100592 67.1203 
1076 35 270.5 294.5271 2885374 101429.3 2778711 306.0887 0.377333 62.7456 
1077 35 270.75 293.5864 2919089 101419.6 2807308 305.9581 0.489506 54.24497 
1078 35 271 292.3269 2956693 101394.8 2860628 305.9814 0.158154 42.10086 
1079 35 271.25 291.564 2969660 101375.3 2865615 306.0529 -0.7193 35.30638 
1080 35 271.5 291.1214 2962429 101370.8 2889862 306.1745 -1.10822 34.04499 
1081 35 271.75 291.0326 2940933 101377 2908590 306.1817 -1.22998 33.65551 
1082 35 272 291.3149 2917593 101391 2894212 305.8616 -1.27647 36.11298 
1083 35 272.25 292.1477 2943178 101406.5 2850495 305.0784 -1.19382 40.72638 
1084 35 272.5 292.3031 2954200 101415.3 2821951 304.6939 -1.06689 43.2919 
1085 35 272.75 292.0779 2926221 101417 2797387 304.6367 -0.90011 43.74168 
1086 35 273 291.702 2837845 101411.3 2769851 304.8459 -0.65141 42.5431 
1087 35 273.25 291.5735 2687626 101416.7 2660398 304.7225 -0.60122 41.49529 
1088 35 273.5 292.2952 2552819 101432.2 2590737 304.1807 -0.50529 43.46025 
1089 35 273.75 293.0344 2457710 101446.8 2560601 303.63 -0.3385 45.32974 
1090 35 274 292.7457 2423248 101448.2 2571372 303.5442 -0.05069 44.72165 
1091 35 274.25 292.7917 2439407 101449.5 2615938 303.419 -0.07578 45.86496 
1092 35 274.5 292.8996 2486537 101439.8 2652175 303.326 -0.14884 49.02348 
1093 35 274.75 292.522 2558604 101421.7 2685016 303.6729 -0.12154 47.65403 
1094 35 275 290.885 2654610 101400.1 2703850 304.8316 0.211288 41.68625 
1095 35 275.25 290.2156 2786376 101419.7 2794415 304.1933 0.522715 39.70872 
1096 35 275.5 289.4225 2914750 101435.1 2880259 303.7677 0.896869 41.90486 
1097 35 275.75 288.3645 3017090 101440.8 2952679 303.5674 1.208296 40.06804 
1098 35 276 286.9813 3069706 101433 2992311 303.5996 1.355891 37.10049 
1099 35 276.25 287.9346 2919887 101441.5 2885617 302.4266 1.211247 38.38199 
1100 35 276.5 288.3582 2737300 101430.5 2764015 302.0457 1.079149 38.33927 
1101 35 276.75 288.5913 2554614 101406.5 2659761 302.153 1.024539 37.47237 
1102 35 277 289.3353 2389783 101372 2594663 302.5339 1.047416 39.48257 
1103 35 277.25 288.6897 2286644 101317.5 2511684 303.9179 1.082101 37.56535 
1104 35 277.5 288.1995 2215026 101277.5 2458470 305.3037 0.786173 33.18311 
1105 35 277.75 287.6983 2141962 101258 2404407 306.3658 0.442275 34.57266 
1106 35 278 287.4984 2077575 101255.2 2349548 306.7825 0.2873 36.8467 
1107 35 278.25 288.355 2068099 101248.9 2337451 306.1495 0.601678 36.50245 
1108 35 278.5 288.6516 2180015 101242.8 2396714 305.9188 0.67769 37.03516 
1109 35 278.75 288.3804 2352078 101238.2 2497837 306.094 0.628245 36.40446 
1110 35 279 287.9822 2550325 101242.2 2625806 306.4409 0.526405 35.89688 
1111 35 279.25 288.0013 2503594 101253.5 2543411 305.9242 0.378809 38.69106 
1112 35 279.5 288.7515 2271483 101257.7 2367640 305.2608 0.277706 40.87464 
1113 35 279.75 289.6684 1944114 101257.3 2156905 304.6385 0.248187 42.84714 
1114 35 280 290.4155 1663477 101257.5 2006228 304.17 0.275492 46.94041 
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1115 35 280.25 291.0262 1871798 101260.3 2167834 304.0699 0.127159 49.3225 
1116 35 280.5 291.4133 2156375 101261.3 2374484 304.0162 0.099116 50.29242 
1117 35 280.75 291.8035 2419008 101258.3 2553916 304.027 0.208336 52.08401 
1118 35 281 292.2064 2628377 101247.2 2677641 304.1986 0.526405 52.46846 
1119 35 281.25 292.392 2708972 101232 2709103 304.499 0.718279 51.7875 
1120 35 281.5 292.7203 2749719 101221.7 2713294 304.7029 0.903511 51.33772 
1121 35 281.75 293.239 2763584 101214.8 2716106 304.7565 1.084315 50.76733 
1122 35 282 294.048 2752262 101209.8 2731333 304.508 1.245194 51.10404 
1123 35 282.25 294.6286 2691068 101201.2 2715788 304.7619 1.386148 51.40557 
1124 35 282.5 294.8681 2572419 101195 2671434 305.0301 1.556621 50.73718 
1125 35 282.75 295.2234 2416964 101190 2615248 304.9711 1.71012 50.84271 
1126 35 283 296.2687 2232332 101188 2570894 303.9912 1.755137 52.28503 
1127 35 283.25 296.4115 2069645 101196.7 2503355 303.487 1.802367 56.59942 
1128 35 283.5 296.632 1926658 101207.2 2465155 302.6126 2.2208 64.47186 
1129 35 283.75 296.9302 1787412 101217.5 2409553 301.7507 2.918927 71.34925 
1130 35 284 297.4505 1632904 101223 2306838 301.1856 3.734392 74.95254 
1131 35 284.25 297.341 1376755 101222 2155790 301.0265 4.023679 76.75669 
1132 35 284.5 297.3728 1122301 101219.3 2010685 300.7028 4.275329 77.38488 
1133 35 284.75 297.4695 923605.1 101215.8 1908978 300.3595 4.54838 78.64376 
1134 35 285 297.5108 809295.3 101209.9 1869080 300.1396 4.89892 80.73437 
1135 34.75 265 289.9254 2910062 101265.7 2844553 311.0811 1.663627 28.31592 
1136 34.75 265.25 290.2839 2898042 101278 2854845 310.8522 1.422309 28.77324 
1137 34.75 265.5 290.847 2881783 101293.2 2850389 310.3927 1.163279 28.93657 
1138 34.75 265.75 291.1721 2872058 101305.7 2848956 310.1477 0.831927 29.7909 
1139 34.75 266 290.9501 2853206 101301.3 2843969 310.618 0.363312 29.42153 
1140 34.75 266.25 290.4583 2832908 101274.5 2848532 311.4155 -0.24478 28.23048 
1141 34.75 266.5 290.4092 2804779 101314.8 2856331 311.6032 -1.83586 30.35878 
1142 34.75 266.75 290.5837 2781737 101393 2848903 311.4852 -3.45129 40.03035 
1143 34.75 267 291.1515 2749270 101527.5 2773140 310.9059 -4.58483 59.12724 
1144 34.75 267.25 292.4935 2744682 101547.2 2753669 310.3551 -3.03507 76.88484 
1145 34.75 267.5 293.6245 2769917 101506.7 2759240 309.9492 -1.95467 79.03827 
1146 34.75 267.75 294.6682 2781638 101445.9 2755632 309.2697 -1.55617 72.83178 
1147 34.75 268 295.8754 2784331 101397.1 2708201 308.0091 -1.83069 73.0529 
1148 34.75 268.25 296.2164 2631918 101384.3 2565376 307.5639 -1.56797 77.26175 
1149 34.75 268.5 296.4052 2530475 101380.6 2494017 307.1222 -1.26762 79.01063 
1150 34.75 268.75 296.5844 2439107 101376.3 2442501 306.609 -0.75546 80.15895 
1151 34.75 269 296.8366 2460553 101381 2402497 306.1191 -0.49127 81.63896 
1152 34.75 269.25 296.8461 2592468 101391.7 2553068 305.9206 -0.2588 81.87767 
1153 34.75 269.5 296.5511 2722737 101396.8 2664218 306.3426 -0.16877 81.18164 
1154 34.75 269.75 296.0562 2805178 101397.1 2735896 306.888 -0.10235 78.77945 
1155 34.75 270 295.298 2824778 101401.8 2789747 307.3725 -0.12449 72.7966 
1156 34.75 270.25 295.225 2825427 101418 2765553 306.8075 -0.08538 66.28104 
1157 34.75 270.5 294.4969 2848019 101422.7 2781841 306.5858 0.344124 61.51436 
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1158 34.75 270.75 293.3136 2882631 101415.3 2812348 306.575 0.671786 52.75994 
1159 34.75 271 291.9621 2921433 101382.3 2836647 306.5983 0.240807 40.3746 
1160 34.75 271.25 291.2943 2935447 101359.5 2835639 306.584 -0.67945 33.76858 
1161 34.75 271.5 290.9897 2927767 101352 2856172 306.7628 -1.15028 32.77353 
1162 34.75 271.75 291.0341 2906670 101358.5 2871505 306.7878 -1.32001 33.29116 
1163 34.75 272 291.8051 2880437 101380 2843385 306.212 -1.44326 37.82416 
1164 34.75 272.25 293.1438 2882482 101394.2 2830334 305.2894 -1.2167 43.67384 
1165 34.75 272.5 293.6197 2882881 101399.8 2831872 304.8763 -1.02335 46.53083 
1166 34.75 272.75 293.9544 2851909 101396.8 2841475 304.4722 -0.75989 47.72439 
1167 34.75 273 294.1083 2779693 101390.3 2801472 303.8642 -0.47946 46.00316 
1168 34.75 273.25 292.9694 2663039 101393.5 2695415 304.7476 -0.48389 43.9025 
1169 34.75 273.5 292.7092 2557257 101404.2 2624214 304.6063 -0.35105 47.32235 
1170 34.75 273.75 293.0201 2466438 101415.7 2594769 304.0627 -0.12744 49.93561 
1171 34.75 274 292.8837 2392376 101416 2621456 303.9858 0.22162 46.07351 
1172 34.75 274.25 292.1747 2368387 101424.7 2576253 303.8553 0.03934 43.76932 
1173 34.75 274.5 292.2635 2421801 101416.7 2609094 303.7176 -0.09866 46.53335 
1174 34.75 274.75 292.4586 2526934 101400.2 2666606 303.8195 -0.06103 47.11128 
1175 34.75 275 292.0985 2657852 101377.7 2728945 304.5706 0.397997 43.1939 
1176 34.75 275.25 291.1261 2790914 101395.5 2813462 304.1629 0.879158 41.00279 
1177 34.75 275.5 289.5558 2893254 101412 2863122 303.9662 1.256264 41.47267 
1178 34.75 275.75 288.1821 2971955 101416 2906521 303.8839 1.493155 37.91211 
1179 34.75 276 287.7601 2986667 101384.3 2919944 304.0502 1.380982 32.94691 
1180 34.75 276.25 289.0053 2844179 101370 2831554 303.3993 0.963287 34.64051 
1181 34.75 276.5 289.7763 2661293 101352.7 2713878 303.4047 0.712375 38.33173 
1182 34.75 276.75 290.2569 2459705 101324.2 2593018 304.2809 0.592085 38.88454 
1183 34.75 277 290.2807 2264700 101292.8 2489560 305.3341 0.79429 39.49011 
1184 34.75 277.25 290.0792 2099320 101263 2365146 305.7704 1.031181 38.24881 
1185 34.75 277.5 289.3115 1934090 101249.9 2258664 306.0565 0.787648 35.10537 
1186 34.75 277.75 288.8388 1815541 101242.2 2183220 306.398 0.368477 36.40194 
1187 34.75 278 290.4885 1691456 101258 2104115 305.098 -0.09719 39.99517 
1188 34.75 278.25 290.5218 1651657 101262.7 2080399 305.1767 0.16332 41.25406 
1189 34.75 278.5 290.6931 1778933 101259.3 2154995 305.1517 0.324199 41.90235 
1190 34.75 278.75 290.5868 2005608 101256.7 2292673 305.3609 0.392831 42.17373 
1191 34.75 279 290.3251 2246546 101256.7 2439052 305.5773 0.286562 42.65869 
1192 34.75 279.25 290.3584 2190090 101259 2362387 305.3538 0.087308 44.81211 
1193 34.75 279.5 290.479 1880526 101255.5 2138176 304.9461 -0.1791 46.43535 
1194 34.75 279.75 290.9897 1503184 101251.8 1888499 304.415 -0.33481 47.81234 
1195 34.75 280 291.5735 1150728 101241.2 1653942 304.0824 -0.42485 50.36529 
1196 34.75 280.25 292.0113 1464881 101239 1867064 304.1056 -0.43518 52.18703 
1197 34.75 280.5 292.5427 1823869 101242.5 2116158 303.9715 -0.33186 53.77258 
1198 34.75 280.75 292.9503 2216273 101245.5 2384883 304.0109 0.041554 55.33802 
1199 34.75 281 292.9932 2479505 101238.2 2568453 304.5169 0.555186 54.49122 
1200 34.75 281.25 293.7799 2562793 101225.6 2645224 304.6278 0.730086 52.92829 
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1201 34.75 281.5 294.3668 2600248 101216.8 2683318 304.5777 0.884324 52.76748 
1202 34.75 281.75 294.8776 2608577 101210.2 2689897 304.5491 1.050368 52.6745 
1203 34.75 282 295.4772 2598104 101204.1 2676527 304.7744 1.254788 52.74989 
1204 34.75 282.25 295.7723 2533268 101204.5 2680718 304.7726 1.33449 53.66955 
1205 34.75 282.5 296.2973 2413572 101203.2 2655941 304.6349 1.555883 54.94854 
1206 34.75 282.75 296.835 2252980 101206.5 2619970 304.2773 1.873951 56.33055 
1207 34.75 283 297.1174 2067152 101208.2 2560389 304.0681 2.144051 58.45885 
1208 34.75 283.25 297.4013 1913193 101219.3 2516353 302.5214 2.41415 63.37379 
1209 34.75 283.5 297.6519 1793596 101229 2447063 301.4521 2.956564 70.1557 
1210 34.75 283.75 297.8661 1667117 101237.5 2364934 300.8298 3.634765 74.83192 
1211 34.75 284 297.6345 1512360 101241.1 2248902 300.9836 4.246548 77.44518 
1212 34.75 284.25 297.5457 1105992 101240.5 1974713 300.6742 4.76387 79.17144 
1213 34.75 284.5 297.4854 773685.7 101237.5 1765570 300.4382 5.180827 79.58604 
1214 34.75 284.75 297.3981 497786.2 101232.7 1597120 300.3095 5.640587 80.74191 
1215 34.75 285 297.3506 413949 101226.6 1573881 300.2451 5.994078 82.39279 
1216 34.5 265 290.2347 2896646 101268.4 2860098 310.7467 1.600161 28.06464 
1217 34.5 265.25 290.314 2851660 101280.2 2837337 310.7396 1.33818 28.70539 
1218 34.5 265.5 290.9691 2818444 101293 2817229 310.255 1.14114 28.99939 
1219 34.5 265.75 291.4719 2736203 101298.3 2755208 309.9242 0.923436 29.59993 
1220 34.5 266 291.3054 2660795 101297 2715416 310.1334 0.425302 29.46676 
1221 34.5 266.25 291.3228 2603340 101280.2 2681143 310.5339 -0.13335 29.18533 
1222 34.5 266.5 291.2166 2612617 101272.5 2686183 310.8719 -0.7134 29.60747 
1223 34.5 266.75 291.2943 2614013 101334.3 2680665 310.8469 -1.97903 31.6629 
1224 34.5 267 292.1493 2721341 101391 2750380 310.5071 -3.331 41.79933 
1225 34.5 267.25 292.0557 2814604 101487 2793938 311.1669 -3.80995 59.63482 
1226 34.5 267.5 293.1502 2842733 101481.9 2807096 310.652 -2.88231 71.74124 
1227 34.5 267.75 294.167 2868417 101489 2804284 309.7633 -2.4565 73.35443 
1228 34.5 268 295.5185 2863630 101441.8 2727566 308.415 -2.31924 72.9549 
1229 34.5 268.25 296.1292 2704883 101411 2608457 307.8285 -1.84914 75.1234 
1230 34.5 268.5 296.5892 2541847 101383 2508183 307.2206 -1.19382 78.34223 
1231 34.5 268.75 296.816 2444145 101374.3 2442819 306.6948 -0.67059 80.67406 
1232 34.5 269 297.2316 2417911 101363.5 2410031 305.8044 -0.54661 80.92031 
1233 34.5 269.25 297.249 2501698 101373.7 2494070 305.715 -0.63074 79.87501 
1234 34.5 269.5 296.9381 2617205 101385.4 2586439 306.221 -0.4861 79.50564 
1235 34.5 269.75 296.4321 2670520 101406.8 2619280 306.9792 -0.1636 78.96791 
1236 34.5 270 295.8563 2679298 101419.3 2668569 307.3278 0.197267 73.92985 
1237 34.5 270.25 295.3741 2678350 101430.8 2747674 306.9899 0.21424 64.55478 
1238 34.5 270.5 294.6159 2697152 101421.7 2754253 306.7342 0.314605 55.85564 
1239 34.5 270.75 293.5261 2730867 101406.5 2754730 306.6448 0.461463 47.2344 
1240 34.5 271 292.8885 2776950 101354 2733402 306.5965 -0.07431 38.11564 
1241 34.5 271.25 292.4522 2829815 101338 2754306 306.7878 -0.80122 33.82638 
1242 34.5 271.5 292.292 2843830 101332.5 2788632 306.8522 -1.22629 33.94699 
1243 34.5 271.75 292.6711 2883130 101347.3 2841104 306.4856 -1.30821 35.86673 
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1244 34.5 272 293.2644 2886272 101374.3 2835533 305.6667 -1.39234 40.70628 
1245 34.5 272.25 293.4976 2843531 101391.3 2796750 305.225 -1.16578 44.26433 
1246 34.5 272.5 293.4754 2759993 101392 2744915 305.2411 -0.93996 44.98801 
1247 34.5 272.75 293.745 2703686 101386.7 2726717 304.9353 -0.68462 47.30476 
1248 34.5 273 294.1924 2649074 101382 2694778 304.7744 -0.33924 48.30483 
1249 34.5 273.25 294.0797 2617554 101380.7 2688783 304.7637 -0.33112 47.73444 
1250 34.5 273.5 293.8608 2521648 101389.7 2644375 304.6439 -0.20124 51.22967 
1251 34.5 273.75 293.8529 2415916 101396.8 2595883 304.1182 0.032698 53.39064 
1252 34.5 274 293.22 2278066 101398.5 2470779 304.0019 0.355932 49.60141 
1253 34.5 274.25 292.7933 2198668 101398.2 2411304 303.9358 0.191363 47.15148 
1254 34.5 274.5 292.852 2250736 101379.3 2458576 304.1736 0.048933 48.07617 
1255 34.5 274.75 293.0201 2370382 101358.8 2533649 304.449 0.102806 47.32989 
1256 34.5 275 292.2746 2602293 101338.7 2681408 305.2554 0.555924 43.72912 
1257 34.5 275.25 291.1119 2765928 101340 2801472 305.5272 1.160327 40.16353 
1258 34.5 275.5 289.9095 2847121 101351.5 2838716 305.3019 1.518984 38.85439 
1259 34.5 275.75 289.3654 2836997 101342.3 2820412 305.1875 1.600161 36.95475 
1260 34.5 276 289.018 2796849 101312 2797864 305.2965 1.399432 33.42182 
1261 34.5 276.25 290.0872 2651319 101289.8 2681620 305.2357 0.93303 33.65802 
1262 34.5 276.5 290.8977 2480702 101278.2 2556145 305.3055 0.618652 37.05275 
1263 34.5 276.75 291.3546 2284650 101257 2435763 305.9528 0.522715 38.70613 
1264 34.5 277 290.985 2118870 101263.7 2400905 306.4266 0.716803 39.98261 
1265 34.5 277.25 290.617 1984013 101259 2316972 306.4964 0.855542 40.53039 
1266 34.5 277.5 290.2331 1831151 101244.1 2216379 306.5965 0.643743 38.53527 
1267 34.5 277.75 290.5107 1715694 101236.8 2144171 306.2228 0.257043 38.47999 
1268 34.5 278 291.4894 1599489 101246.9 2070902 305.3555 -0.12597 41.64354 
1269 34.5 278.25 292.1144 1554005 101252.2 2041987 305.0212 0.045981 43.9628 
1270 34.5 278.5 292.5458 1611708 101250.2 2089790 304.8388 0.141918 45.18651 
1271 34.5 278.75 292.5109 1806015 101246.9 2213886 304.98 0.186935 45.9529 
1272 34.5 279 292.1921 1965610 101240.2 2309491 305.225 0.207598 45.54081 
1273 34.5 279.25 291.7353 1991494 101239 2321588 305.4289 -0.15475 46.12879 
1274 34.5 279.5 292.1334 1774894 101238.2 2147779 304.871 -0.47503 49.51347 
1275 34.5 279.75 292.9027 1649263 101237.5 2024001 304.1807 -0.71045 52.89311 
1276 34.5 280 293.2549 1463883 101227.7 1881230 304.0413 -0.60049 53.461 
1277 34.5 280.25 293.3897 1738187 101222.7 2084113 304.3041 -0.44699 53.67458 
1278 34.5 280.5 293.6863 2017578 101227.4 2261901 304.3381 -0.18648 56.23004 
1279 34.5 280.75 294.0385 2360706 101231.3 2487916 304.4043 0.184721 57.98394 
1280 34.5 281 294.3415 2472622 101233.7 2580762 304.6617 0.691711 56.88587 
1281 34.5 281.25 294.738 2417263 101229.7 2551529 304.8584 0.824547 56.13959 
1282 34.5 281.5 295.2869 2425741 101222 2579383 304.7869 0.953693 56.4587 
1283 34.5 281.75 295.5962 2373973 101219.5 2571531 304.6761 1.045941 56.09938 
1284 34.5 282 296.0419 2369833 101217.3 2576836 304.7619 1.210509 56.34563 
1285 34.5 282.25 296.2275 2343849 101224.6 2654509 303.7677 1.408287 59.1976 
1286 34.5 282.5 296.7446 2312579 101237 2747462 302.4588 1.991289 64.37386 
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1287 34.5 282.75 297.2681 2184504 101243.2 2744119 301.8884 2.446621 69.29885 
1288 34.5 283 297.387 2111739 101249.9 2703797 301.6613 3.482741 72.30661 
1289 34.5 283.25 297.5774 2029497 101254 2654827 301.3627 4.090835 75.41237 
1290 34.5 283.5 297.7899 1909801 101262.3 2590418 300.533 4.479011 78.70156 
1291 34.5 283.75 297.9168 1779332 101265.7 2499535 300.5348 4.727709 80.09362 
1292 34.5 284 297.9613 1604676 101268.4 2371778 300.5151 5.219202 81.47061 
1293 34.5 284.25 297.6155 1175815 101264.7 2057744 300.0037 5.764567 82.9682 
1294 34.5 284.5 297.2935 745108.2 101257.3 1733259 299.5441 6.222851 81.73444 
1295 34.5 284.75 297.1586 452800.4 101250.9 1540351 299.3528 6.649402 80.3851 
1296 34.5 285 296.9556 307220 101244.1 1455462 299.3671 6.82135 80.97559 
1297 34.25 265 290.3663 2878791 101247.5 2858453 311.1169 1.498321 27.71286 
1298 34.25 265.25 290.5837 2817846 101255 2845932 311.0775 1.310874 28.67022 
1299 34.25 265.5 291.0072 2731465 101257.3 2762688 311.0918 1.142616 28.71796 
1300 34.25 265.75 291.6766 2603690 101259 2673291 310.7199 1.020849 28.87375 
1301 34.25 266 291.7004 2465590 101258.7 2591055 310.7002 0.573635 28.84611 
1302 34.25 266.25 291.6115 2345944 101256 2513807 310.7968 -0.0566 29.60496 
1303 34.25 266.5 292.2698 2369783 101259.3 2528450 310.4875 -0.4337 31.42921 
1304 34.25 266.75 292.4634 2513868 101255 2624851 310.6591 -0.72742 31.42168 
1305 34.25 267 292.8377 2674560 101292.8 2731280 310.6931 -1.70302 32.74087 
1306 34.25 267.25 292.5062 2829815 101359.2 2824710 311.3583 -2.43362 42.0104 
1307 34.25 267.5 293.2549 2889464 101444.8 2863705 310.7038 -3.22178 56.12702 
1308 34.25 267.75 294.3113 2900586 101495.3 2872566 309.6935 -2.8705 66.73836 
1309 34.25 268 295.3646 2861834 101474.8 2771336 308.685 -2.41222 71.45479 
1310 34.25 268.25 296.0578 2732413 101448.2 2656207 308.0502 -1.83734 73.96 
1311 34.25 268.5 296.7906 2583092 101420.7 2574979 307.1472 -1.38643 77.11099 
1312 34.25 268.75 296.7192 2442698 101396.1 2507069 307.056 -0.86911 79.43277 
1313 34.25 269 297.2601 2421303 101391.3 2479745 306.1119 -0.93036 79.78706 
1314 34.25 269.25 297.4679 2460403 101401.1 2497360 305.7453 -0.99752 79.20662 
1315 34.25 269.5 297.2586 2499404 101423.3 2457621 306.0744 -0.76801 79.1639 
1316 34.25 269.75 297.0286 2506387 101455 2494123 306.8433 -0.24109 80.70924 
1317 34.25 270 296.4527 2495664 101459.6 2575934 307.1598 0.67031 78.28444 
1318 34.25 270.25 295.8103 2489330 101449.8 2674776 307.0972 0.828237 66.04987 
1319 34.25 270.5 295.1457 2501399 101418.6 2664059 306.9201 0.780269 51.70207 
1320 34.25 270.75 294.1908 2536560 101373.3 2636735 306.6126 -0.10161 43.86983 
1321 34.25 271 294.1955 2589625 101334.5 2618219 306.2371 -0.65141 40.1384 
1322 34.25 271.25 293.6784 2660695 101319.5 2639919 306.5446 -1.12888 37.72867 
1323 34.25 271.5 293.469 2735405 101319.8 2702789 306.7932 -1.22703 36.73614 
1324 34.25 271.75 293.339 2819442 101332.2 2789906 306.6948 -1.18644 37.97241 
1325 34.25 272 293.542 2872756 101355 2820094 305.9528 -1.19603 41.59328 
1326 34.25 272.25 293.8513 2758197 101369 2760619 305.6863 -0.95841 43.42005 
1327 34.25 272.5 294.113 2626182 101371.2 2691701 305.318 -0.75989 43.86732 
1328 34.25 272.75 294.5223 2537408 101367.2 2635462 305.2357 -0.51931 47.65152 
1329 34.25 273 294.9886 2486587 101365.8 2596042 305.0802 -0.22264 50.94322 
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1330 34.25 273.25 294.6762 2497808 101369.5 2589941 305.166 -0.10826 51.92822 
1331 34.25 273.5 294.6476 2490676 101381.6 2584052 304.7923 -0.1053 55.13197 
1332 34.25 273.75 294.5493 2326793 101382.3 2504469 304.4025 0.109447 56.7929 
1333 34.25 274 293.937 2119569 101377 2313099 304.3435 0.343386 53.9359 
1334 34.25 274.25 293.9052 1942718 101362.5 2192717 304.4329 0.312391 51.85535 
1335 34.25 274.5 293.2692 1990646 101349.5 2233410 304.871 0.390617 50.42559 
1336 34.25 274.75 292.3 2236821 101332 2418201 305.4879 0.490244 46.84744 
1337 34.25 275 291.5386 2512022 101316.8 2624055 306.0726 0.873992 42.90996 
1338 34.25 275.25 290.9152 2750467 101312.3 2823437 306.2532 1.352939 39.75646 
1339 34.25 275.5 290.5726 2756352 101303.7 2805610 306.2174 1.650344 37.91211 
1340 34.25 275.75 290.6899 2685332 101295.5 2722313 305.8991 1.737425 36.90952 
1341 34.25 276 290.8216 2575361 101272.7 2637266 305.8401 1.494631 35.02244 
1342 34.25 276.25 291.6147 2420904 101251.9 2507387 305.8669 1.086529 34.32641 
1343 34.25 276.5 292.3206 2247693 101244.5 2385519 305.5791 0.725658 36.5703 
1344 34.25 276.75 293.3754 2082862 101247.8 2300525 305.2822 0.53526 39.50016 
1345 34.25 277 293.8037 1956882 101254 2291983 305.6524 0.668834 42.06819 
1346 34.25 277.25 293.937 1851649 101251.8 2261158 305.8491 0.788386 43.24416 
1347 34.25 277.5 293.8386 1767862 101241.2 2248372 305.9921 0.707947 41.83451 
1348 34.25 277.75 293.5134 1686718 101235.7 2176588 306.0225 0.571421 41.33949 
1349 34.25 278 294.251 1593405 101240 2112497 305.2751 0.314605 44.25177 
1350 34.25 278.25 294.7047 1539442 101241.2 2066552 304.8531 0.310915 47.14394 
1351 34.25 278.5 294.4953 1572358 101235 2080505 304.8871 0.311653 48.11889 
1352 34.25 278.75 294.7808 1621882 101228.3 2152077 304.6832 0.402424 48.60888 
1353 34.25 279 294.1384 1720781 101220 2193725 305.4414 0.442275 47.97566 
1354 34.25 279.25 293.745 1796539 101215 2236806 305.7793 0.120517 47.37009 
1355 34.25 279.5 294.2209 1799631 101214.2 2209535 305.2983 -0.27873 51.40054 
1356 34.25 279.75 294.5873 1897682 101218.3 2233675 304.5455 -0.38057 57.73016 
1357 34.25 280 294.9093 2024211 101220.5 2292726 304.3578 0.087308 59.12724 
1358 34.25 280.25 294.9696 2198718 101211.8 2426160 304.9371 0.417184 57.56431 
1359 34.25 280.5 294.8237 2341106 101216.2 2522985 305.1553 0.431943 58.75787 
1360 34.25 280.75 295.1346 2475415 101228.4 2596201 304.9657 0.651861 60.60725 
1361 34.25 281 295.3995 2489729 101236.5 2615301 304.9407 1.011994 60.73792 
1362 34.25 281.25 295.5708 2343550 101240.5 2535718 304.8459 1.152947 60.95904 
1363 34.25 281.5 295.9753 2181162 101240.8 2478260 304.6135 1.20313 61.05452 
1364 34.25 281.75 296.191 2128845 101239 2460221 304.2988 1.307184 60.83089 
1365 34.25 282 296.4892 2125304 101240.8 2498421 303.8642 1.565476 62.57976 
1366 34.25 282.25 296.7621 2137922 101250.8 2651909 302.3604 2.11158 67.33891 
1367 34.25 282.5 297.1253 2182259 101263.6 2713931 301.3698 2.932948 74.24897 
1368 34.25 282.75 297.5187 2207047 101276.8 2793195 300.7225 3.706348 80.1891 
1369 34.25 283 297.6408 2197620 101286.5 2806618 300.5705 4.622178 82.28725 
1370 34.25 283.25 297.782 2176374 101293.8 2811075 300.4632 5.319567 82.53099 
1371 34.25 283.5 297.7899 2114881 101299.6 2787571 300.626 5.549078 82.60888 
1372 34.25 283.75 297.6393 1985110 101305 2703744 300.6867 5.805894 81.65404 
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1373 34.25 284 297.6742 1754545 101305 2529193 300.5956 6.298862 81.67163 
1374 34.25 284.25 297.4108 1367378 101299 2226884 300.2093 6.881865 82.70688 
1375 34.25 284.5 297.4267 937270.4 101286.5 1877941 299.8159 7.376309 81.4882 
1376 34.25 284.75 296.9477 542971.5 101275.8 1560299 298.8074 7.678142 80.19916 
1377 34.25 285 296.6843 415694.6 101268 1494670 298.566 7.886989 81.50327 
1378 34 265 290.6725 2869365 101228 2825930 311.3297 1.237815 28.16264 
1379 34 265.25 291.5164 2806325 101236.5 2805451 310.9005 1.14114 30.28089 
1380 34 265.5 291.9383 2721540 101233.7 2758020 310.9667 1.061438 29.99946 
1381 34 265.75 292.4586 2571820 101231.4 2649734 310.8469 0.898345 29.10492 
1382 34 266 291.8923 2415617 101231 2548080 311.3422 0.697615 29.12 
1383 34 266.25 291.8923 2279812 101235.3 2446639 311.124 0.133063 29.80095 
1384 34 266.5 292.6648 2311531 101243.5 2474440 310.6573 -0.26028 31.43675 
1385 34 266.75 292.6632 2460503 101249.8 2608775 310.8433 -0.41673 32.44939 
1386 34 267 292.6791 2670769 101265.7 2748470 311.1651 -0.91782 31.91669 
1387 34 267.25 292.9487 2828269 101282.8 2859461 311.0757 -1.34363 33.43187 
1388 34 267.5 293.5928 2872008 101355 2881214 310.4356 -2.28307 40.63593 
1389 34 267.75 294.5382 2864777 101416.3 2872194 309.5433 -2.21592 52.52123 
1390 34 268 295.1378 2811761 101478.5 2827310 308.9515 -2.36573 65.04225 
1391 34 268.25 295.8278 2705980 101463.7 2714939 308.2577 -1.86021 74.77916 
1392 34 268.5 296.9619 2615559 101484.8 2599915 307.1043 -1.88383 79.38251 
1393 34 268.75 296.9905 2515862 101482.2 2599703 306.9541 -1.38422 79.70917 
1394 34 269 297.3823 2468433 101479.2 2549884 306.314 -1.31116 80.59617 
1395 34 269.25 297.4045 2413373 101475.2 2458895 306.1799 -0.34736 81.41281 
1396 34 269.5 297.3617 2413572 101495 2408439 306.2872 0.111661 79.28451 
1397 34 269.75 297.2966 2377414 101507.7 2414169 306.7825 0.648909 79.79963 
1398 34 270 296.8017 2330683 101488.8 2483777 306.9058 1.37803 80.15393 
1399 34 270.25 296.2767 2319112 101454.3 2543411 306.888 1.547765 67.17558 
1400 34 270.5 295.6517 2313925 101375 2546648 306.7163 0.35298 48.52596 
1401 34 270.75 294.5524 2350333 101330.2 2504628 306.8093 -0.79974 42.29685 
1402 34 271 294.5968 2410929 101317.5 2499376 306.3766 -1.21744 44.18644 
1403 34 271.25 294.2082 2502397 101310 2528662 306.5929 -1.09346 42.47274 
1404 34 271.5 293.6213 2607630 101308.7 2610951 307.0292 -1.11338 39.08053 
1405 34 271.75 293.8941 2698898 101314.8 2696210 306.8272 -1.04696 39.50016 
1406 34 272 294.3208 2759294 101334.3 2736744 306.0368 -0.98719 42.77679 
1407 34 272.25 294.8237 2641843 101343.4 2678861 305.672 -0.71561 44.72919 
1408 34 272.5 294.8649 2511174 101338 2604796 305.5701 -0.42337 45.64383 
1409 34 272.75 295.4725 2392177 101336 2537098 305.2143 -0.19903 48.26966 
1410 34 273 295.574 2320957 101337.3 2505530 305.3198 -0.05365 50.74471 
1411 34 273.25 295.2218 2322354 101351 2500543 305.191 0.073287 53.20721 
1412 34 273.5 295.2234 2309437 101366.8 2484732 304.7744 0.085094 58.13471 
1413 34 273.75 295.474 2118571 101367.5 2347638 304.6135 0.233428 60.94145 
1414 34 274 295.1393 1872247 101355 2167940 304.6296 0.410542 58.64731 
1415 34 274.25 294.6793 1664574 101346.4 1994025 304.6546 0.526405 56.01144 
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1416 34 274.5 293.653 1762475 101353.5 2068462 304.8495 0.664406 54.0138 
1417 34 274.75 292.3618 2037876 101342 2273255 305.5397 0.86735 50.13663 
1418 34 275 291.0437 2468533 101324.5 2599756 306.6197 0.997234 45.70163 
1419 34 275.25 290.4504 2738996 101311.5 2827257 306.9613 1.310874 42.46018 
1420 34 275.5 290.6281 2732812 101298 2801578 306.7539 1.671007 40.29168 
1421 34 275.75 290.9612 2601495 101288.8 2683955 306.4588 1.83779 39.21371 
1422 34 276 291.5497 2458358 101273.7 2557736 306.2049 1.652558 39.23632 
1423 34 276.25 293.5579 2247793 101266.4 2408651 305.3734 1.425999 40.08061 
1424 34 276.5 294.3589 2065805 101259.7 2289171 305.0533 1.091695 41.636 
1425 34 276.75 295.4851 1887308 101260.7 2207785 304.7923 0.997234 43.85476 
1426 34 277 295.4566 1768261 101256.3 2201206 305.0587 0.960335 46.18156 
1427 34 277.25 295.9182 1694548 101254.5 2223542 305.402 1.069556 47.90028 
1428 34 277.5 296.3401 1621334 101245.8 2251343 305.1374 1.124166 48.71441 
1429 34 277.75 296.0911 1542584 101239.2 2193619 305.1731 1.107931 48.99835 
1430 34 278 296.2307 1456951 101239.5 2101886 304.7762 0.996496 49.85018 
1431 34 278.25 295.3741 1398400 101234 1993282 305.0212 1.0607 50.97589 
1432 34 278.5 295.1901 1380545 101227.3 1983786 304.9353 1.056272 50.98342 
1433 34 278.75 295.4756 1460043 101217.5 2058116 305.1428 1.226745 50.83769 
1434 34 279 294.949 1574253 101206.2 2139662 305.7453 1.229697 50.98342 
1435 34 279.25 294.692 1713899 101198 2228741 306.1262 0.980999 50.61154 
1436 34 279.5 294.8205 1921621 101200.2 2358992 306.0207 0.854804 52.94839 
1437 34 279.75 295.206 2106602 101208.8 2443986 305.2769 0.845211 58.70259 
1438 34 280 295.7897 2295921 101217.3 2553969 304.9049 1.178038 61.20277 
1439 34 280.25 295.934 2405493 101216 2605009 305.2339 1.434855 59.59964 
1440 34 280.5 295.8674 2510327 101220.3 2672707 305.4628 1.459946 60.24542 
1441 34 280.75 296.1371 2494966 101232.4 2661035 305.1481 1.406811 63.26825 
1442 34 281 296.3592 2418161 101246.1 2610420 304.8531 1.604589 65.27343 
1443 34 281.25 296.4147 2259015 101255.5 2592010 304.2898 1.673221 66.82379 
1444 34 281.5 296.6923 2096078 101265.7 2600021 303.2885 1.873213 68.74856 
1445 34 281.75 296.9429 2004561 101266.4 2564421 302.879 1.967674 71.06029 
1446 34 282 297.0698 1886161 101271.7 2423719 302.3586 2.658421 74.49522 
1447 34 282.25 297.3521 1873493 101280.2 2495237 301.2482 3.426655 78.60105 
1448 34 282.5 297.6218 1929152 101290.5 2542191 300.7011 4.214815 82.20182 
1449 34 282.75 297.6519 2057027 101300.3 2680135 300.7672 4.746158 84.12658 
1450 34 283 297.7884 2112337 101312.7 2748735 300.6492 5.534318 84.03864 
1451 34 283.25 297.6821 2229689 101328.2 2886148 300.6331 5.866408 83.94064 
1452 34 283.5 297.6345 2219266 101337.3 2900048 300.6993 6.168241 84.51103 
1453 34 283.75 297.4997 2111788 101341.6 2831024 300.7118 6.654568 83.97079 
1454 34 284 297.5869 1963964 101336.5 2706821 300.7386 7.54383 83.14661 
1455 34 284.25 297.579 1612456 101328.5 2420270 300.5365 8.140854 83.34763 
1456 34 284.5 297.5679 1265687 101314.8 2129104 300.3416 8.627919 83.41296 
1457 34 284.75 297.276 922059 101304.3 1848760 299.2598 8.817579 83.76726 
1458 34 285 296.9381 744310.3 101295.7 1737557 298.609 9.041186 84.99851 
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1459 33.75 265 290.9184 2876846 101220.3 2791232 311.3386 0.93672 28.57222 
1460 33.75 265.25 292.0874 2829067 101230 2768578 310.6394 0.815692 31.27594 
1461 33.75 265.5 292.4427 2752013 101226.6 2738124 310.7664 0.760343 31.24578 
1462 33.75 265.75 292.8092 2681841 101227 2705707 310.8361 0.690973 30.29848 
1463 33.75 266 292.2143 2525488 101226.6 2604266 311.3511 0.488768 30.78846 
1464 33.75 266.25 292.5966 2432325 101234 2529670 310.9148 0.281396 31.18296 
1465 33.75 266.5 292.4189 2451077 101242.1 2556039 311.074 -0.09719 31.18548 
1466 33.75 266.75 292.3349 2598154 101248.9 2693717 311.3028 -0.25142 31.67044 
1467 33.75 267 292.8107 2665233 101260.3 2766190 311.0918 -0.5658 32.472 
1468 33.75 267.25 293.2121 2813956 101273.5 2872778 310.8987 -0.88756 33.8515 
1469 33.75 267.5 293.8894 2802036 101305.7 2860045 310.2228 -1.21375 36.16323 
1470 33.75 267.75 294.0877 2745230 101336 2811287 309.9832 -1.29492 40.81936 
1471 33.75 268 294.6888 2692015 101398.2 2766296 309.3895 -1.44621 51.61664 
1472 33.75 268.25 295.7596 2674560 101470.2 2726611 308.3417 -2.19378 67.90176 
1473 33.75 268.5 296.9175 2616557 101516.8 2608616 307.1991 -2.41222 80.24941 
1474 33.75 268.75 297.2126 2567382 101543.7 2652228 306.8522 -1.99453 84.10145 
1475 33.75 269 297.1126 2511573 101577 2548399 306.8075 -1.41448 86.23729 
1476 33.75 269.25 297.1364 2456364 101572.7 2457197 306.6734 -0.4492 87.03132 
1477 33.75 269.5 297.4854 2368537 101567.3 2424462 306.162 1.206082 82.75713 
1478 33.75 269.75 297.4045 2297267 101562.8 2384193 306.4999 1.954391 82.37771 
1479 33.75 270 296.9588 2230836 101536.6 2426000 306.6412 2.500494 85.33019 
1480 33.75 270.25 296.5321 2160914 101455.3 2408121 306.5411 2.200137 73.26397 
1481 33.75 270.5 295.9071 2155727 101376 2411304 306.3694 1.000924 51.27239 
1482 33.75 270.75 294.8617 2198319 101308.3 2384830 306.8075 -1.16209 43.31954 
1483 33.75 271 294.857 2264900 101313.3 2397298 306.4892 -1.54288 46.88513 
1484 33.75 271.25 294.5223 2353774 101305.4 2425470 306.668 -1.32518 45.73681 
1485 33.75 271.5 294.5318 2405842 101300.3 2456401 306.7521 -1.11781 42.22147 
1486 33.75 271.75 294.8316 2496761 101306.3 2540493 306.5375 -1.05434 43.6864 
1487 33.75 272 295.7596 2533717 101323.2 2576783 305.4789 -0.75768 47.17158 
1488 33.75 272.25 295.9753 2474617 101323.5 2548080 305.1231 -0.42928 48.64657 
1489 33.75 272.5 295.9753 2344747 101317.8 2473485 305.0516 -0.1304 48.30483 
1490 33.75 272.75 295.6358 2265997 101311 2441864 305.4449 0.019414 47.27712 
1491 33.75 273 295.5613 2189940 101311.7 2411888 305.6613 0.124207 47.79475 
1492 33.75 273.25 295.4153 2114930 101334 2377455 305.1982 0.168486 52.50615 
1493 33.75 273.5 295.9372 1983863 101344.7 2307687 304.6725 0.279182 58.8232 
1494 33.75 273.75 296.1863 1792449 101345.4 2170168 304.5115 0.428254 60.80325 
1495 33.75 274 295.6565 1558094 101340.6 2015566 304.6153 0.649647 58.56188 
1496 33.75 274.25 295.225 1361743 101340 1845842 304.3703 0.764033 57.11202 
1497 33.75 274.5 294.654 1508670 101357.1 1948026 304.2201 0.849639 57.17484 
1498 33.75 274.75 293.5341 1943216 101351.5 2235585 304.9586 0.834141 55.13951 
1499 33.75 275 292.2143 2375170 101334 2562936 306.0404 0.964025 50.76733 
1500 33.75 275.25 291.0421 2756202 101319.8 2835798 307.0596 1.067342 47.88269 
1501 33.75 275.5 291.4656 2750866 101307.3 2813197 306.7467 1.392052 46.90523 
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1502 33.75 275.75 291.7083 2606582 101299.7 2696263 306.5285 1.623039 45.58101 
1503 33.75 276 292.8314 2394570 101293 2556781 305.9456 1.763992 45.43276 
1504 33.75 276.25 294.8443 2183357 101285.8 2407166 305.1106 1.536695 47.45553 
1505 33.75 276.5 295.6565 1934189 101281.1 2254579 304.8495 1.519722 49.37024 
1506 33.75 276.75 296.5416 1704473 101277.8 2153138 304.6921 1.611231 50.91809 
1507 33.75 277 296.31 1580437 101271.3 2144437 304.9389 1.555883 52.31518 
1508 33.75 277.25 296.5717 1435705 101258 2143747 304.8871 1.577284 53.15947 
1509 33.75 277.5 297.0793 1361344 101249.2 2173935 304.5419 1.621563 54.42087 
1510 33.75 277.75 297.0238 1249677 101239.5 2121729 304.5205 1.686505 55.0189 
1511 33.75 278 296.4416 1134569 101239.5 1957205 304.6349 1.84517 54.12436 
1512 33.75 278.25 295.5803 1075968 101234.3 1847752 304.8817 1.912326 54.13441 
1513 33.75 278.5 295.4169 1164493 101232.7 1858098 304.9443 2.183163 54.4862 
1514 33.75 278.75 295.6279 1279601 101222 1946010 305.3126 2.386845 53.38561 
1515 33.75 279 295.114 1489618 101206.1 2115256 305.8956 2.364706 52.63179 
1516 33.75 279.25 294.8395 1704123 101198.2 2279038 306.2085 2.272459 52.94086 
1517 33.75 279.5 294.968 1912445 101200.8 2409659 306.103 2.147741 54.28769 
1518 33.75 279.75 295.4249 1978626 101212.2 2469081 305.5969 1.940369 57.54924 
1519 33.75 280 296.026 2127947 101224 2541767 305.1803 2.072467 60.11224 
1520 33.75 280.25 296.2957 2207146 101228 2552006 305.2268 2.237774 60.26552 
1521 33.75 280.5 296.5876 2258865 101235.3 2558426 304.9961 2.154382 61.3862 
1522 33.75 280.75 296.8588 2243504 101247.8 2546701 304.6814 2.10051 64.36884 
1523 33.75 281 296.9968 2261159 101261.7 2635250 303.6068 2.186115 67.21327 
1524 33.75 281.25 297.1491 2186499 101276.2 2724277 302.6912 2.260651 70.97234 
1525 33.75 281.5 297.395 2044759 101289.2 2750910 301.5915 2.575767 76.1285 
1526 33.75 281.75 297.4664 1876286 101298.3 2586758 301.4306 3.372045 80.27956 
1527 33.75 282 297.5933 1755643 101303.7 2443243 300.9103 4.073123 82.92046 
1528 33.75 282.25 297.5933 1575101 101309.7 2233994 300.7064 4.736565 84.8 
1529 33.75 282.5 297.7122 1582083 101316.2 2242217 300.6367 5.273812 85.23219 
1530 33.75 282.75 297.7202 1719534 101325.8 2390825 300.7458 5.772685 84.53365 
1531 33.75 283 297.6805 1948104 101337 2666446 300.8387 5.946847 84.60903 
1532 33.75 283.25 297.5425 2086153 101353.8 2825930 300.8226 6.189642 86.11919 
1533 33.75 283.5 297.4679 2173033 101370.5 2895486 300.7905 6.548299 87.82786 
1534 33.75 283.75 297.4711 2206448 101374.5 2901109 300.7547 7.614676 88.33795 
1535 33.75 284 297.5599 2058175 101369.5 2776536 300.7815 8.50689 87.7575 
1536 33.75 284.25 297.6393 1963465 101357.8 2696051 300.7601 9.204279 87.14691 
1537 33.75 284.5 297.6091 1673152 101343.7 2455340 300.651 9.665515 87.01373 
1538 33.75 284.75 297.579 1398250 101334.3 2241687 299.8159 9.804254 87.04137 
1539 33.75 285 297.5266 1195914 101327.2 2113452 299.3206 9.872148 86.72476 
1540 33.5 265 290.6487 2883030 101216.8 2781576 311.639 0.786173 27.6827 
1541 33.5 265.25 291.5798 2862582 101222.6 2778923 311.04 0.504265 29.64014 
1542 33.5 265.5 291.8162 2842284 101224 2799721 311.2367 0.396521 30.19545 
1543 33.5 265.75 292.3285 2778895 101225 2770859 311.1991 0.329365 30.52965 
1544 33.5 266 292.7647 2752512 101231.7 2739450 311.0257 0.236379 31.68551 
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1545 33.5 266.25 293.0836 2692364 101239.8 2706874 310.7342 0.150774 31.84633 
1546 33.5 266.5 292.0668 2695656 101245.1 2725815 311.4942 -0.10457 31.11512 
1547 33.5 266.75 292.1556 2707326 101254.5 2772981 311.4065 -0.50381 30.71811 
1548 33.5 267 292.6331 2774606 101265.7 2845720 311.1955 -0.81893 31.72069 
1549 33.5 267.25 293.1518 2760342 101282.1 2843226 310.9881 -0.88092 34.92947 
1550 33.5 267.5 293.9877 2697651 101300.6 2804231 310.2872 -0.65141 37.17838 
1551 33.5 267.75 293.8941 2625135 101311 2740246 310.1853 -0.72816 36.91203 
1552 33.5 268 294.8237 2578254 101345 2693717 309.3377 -1.20563 41.77169 
1553 33.5 268.25 295.988 2564589 101417.6 2656525 308.2147 -2.06021 56.77531 
1554 33.5 268.5 296.77 2604088 101481.9 2639547 307.301 -2.52882 73.03028 
1555 33.5 268.75 297.2633 2623190 101530.7 2700667 306.8522 -2.47642 81.96813 
1556 33.5 269 297.019 2562295 101572.7 2592753 306.9148 -1.91261 86.65189 
1557 33.5 269.25 297.138 2454718 101605.2 2525638 306.6108 -1.13183 88.59174 
1558 33.5 269.5 297.6821 2355769 101603.2 2508607 305.8473 0.72492 86.09658 
1559 33.5 269.75 297.4568 2241160 101595.5 2388809 306.153 2.175784 86.61672 
1560 33.5 270 296.9714 2140565 101578.7 2356657 306.6251 3.029623 90.98387 
1561 33.5 270.25 296.421 2065456 101495.6 2321641 306.6984 2.745502 82.81995 
1562 33.5 270.5 296.2307 2040819 101409.5 2287739 306.2246 1.854026 61.48671 
1563 33.5 270.75 295.5867 2085106 101326.9 2292567 306.0976 -0.63812 48.64657 
1564 33.5 271 295.7358 2150540 101323.8 2316548 305.942 -1.42555 48.92046 
1565 33.5 271.25 295.3519 2194678 101307.4 2320527 306.4463 -1.33256 48.67923 
1566 33.5 271.5 295.382 2244352 101302.3 2349230 306.516 -1.12666 46.68914 
1567 33.5 271.75 295.8278 2242257 101301.6 2366950 306.1173 -0.93627 48.4355 
1568 33.5 272 296.6891 2255673 101317 2389551 305.0408 -0.50086 50.40047 
1569 33.5 272.25 296.5717 2244202 101314 2387482 304.8674 -0.18132 49.94315 
1570 33.5 272.5 296.5543 2251085 101308.3 2411782 304.8584 0.080666 48.90789 
1571 33.5 272.75 296.2196 2175427 101301.6 2383344 305.2608 0.23269 47.18666 
1572 33.5 273 295.9071 2055830 101303.7 2308218 305.4163 0.172913 47.44799 
1573 33.5 273.25 296.1418 1891198 101324.9 2218873 304.8978 0.160368 52.62425 
1574 33.5 273.5 296.8779 1717589 101328.2 2133242 304.4025 0.369215 56.91351 
1575 33.5 273.75 296.7748 1464582 101323.2 2000339 304.4811 0.704995 55.87323 
1576 33.5 274 295.9642 1231922 101318.2 1850670 304.6993 0.939672 54.2299 
1577 33.5 274.25 296.2418 1092875 101332.2 1772732 303.8356 0.842259 55.08172 
1578 33.5 274.5 296.5051 1303291 101337 1905370 303.5817 0.809788 56.34563 
1579 33.5 274.75 294.7935 1761428 101330.8 2197810 304.5062 0.764033 55.60437 
1580 33.5 275 293.3421 2265299 101317 2498951 305.7936 0.993544 52.54887 
1581 33.5 275.25 292.6553 2670121 101307 2778764 306.7109 1.056272 50.76482 
1582 33.5 275.5 292.8345 2686280 101300 2782213 306.4803 1.072508 51.63674 
1583 33.5 275.75 293.3199 2548629 101301.6 2701304 306.1369 1.113834 51.79504 
1584 33.5 276 294.3208 2331530 101294.5 2561769 305.5934 1.296115 51.81263 
1585 33.5 276.25 295.4138 2071541 101288.2 2402921 304.989 1.597947 53.70473 
1586 33.5 276.5 296.1625 1797436 101283.5 2229272 304.6367 1.70643 55.36315 
1587 33.5 276.75 296.6923 1525178 101281.1 2104751 304.4454 1.927085 56.38835 
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1588 33.5 277 296.954 1328727 101274.3 2047027 304.179 2.032616 56.97884 
1589 33.5 277.25 297.2173 1183545 101261 2046338 304.1271 2.054017 55.81042 
1590 33.5 277.5 297.111 1042104 101253 2029519 304.3274 2.153644 55.16715 
1591 33.5 277.75 296.9191 900015 101242.1 1959858 304.3935 2.205303 56.35066 
1592 33.5 278 296.6923 768498.9 101244.5 1782388 304.3417 2.446621 56.85069 
1593 33.5 278.25 296.5162 704760.7 101245.2 1677233 304.2558 2.657683 57.11704 
1594 33.5 278.5 296.4052 794682.4 101245.1 1686730 304.2809 2.947708 57.49396 
1595 33.5 278.75 296.191 1117962 101236.3 1885899 304.8459 3.259134 55.53401 
1596 33.5 279 295.5089 1462038 101216.2 2131279 305.8866 3.256182 52.97101 
1597 33.5 279.25 295.1473 1675945 101209.5 2296599 306.2371 3.183861 53.21726 
1598 33.5 279.5 295.3773 1724422 101214 2368064 305.8759 2.947708 55.33802 
1599 33.5 279.75 295.9166 1755393 101225.7 2425576 305.2804 2.710817 57.84574 
1600 33.5 280 296.237 1712053 101243.1 2383238 304.5938 2.539606 60.13988 
1601 33.5 280.25 296.5733 1767911 101251.8 2341802 304.5974 2.537393 61.08468 
1602 33.5 280.5 296.8303 1827011 101257.5 2348115 304.4132 2.476878 61.98675 
1603 33.5 280.75 297.1872 1947007 101268.4 2456401 303.5227 2.55658 65.14276 
1604 33.5 281 297.2633 2005059 101283.1 2606759 302.0296 2.60381 70.12303 
1605 33.5 281.25 297.5615 2081864 101301.7 2774467 301.0497 2.917451 75.91241 
1606 33.5 281.5 297.6361 2118471 101315.5 2845561 300.7869 3.787526 81.19923 
1607 33.5 281.75 297.69 1938478 101324.5 2668993 300.6796 4.603729 83.80244 
1608 33.5 282 297.6631 1624875 101331.2 2324028 300.676 5.249459 84.53113 
1609 33.5 282.25 297.5726 1359598 101337.3 2029784 300.6653 5.783754 85.27742 
1610 33.5 282.5 297.6456 1315261 101343.4 2000074 300.5991 6.19776 84.92815 
1611 33.5 282.75 297.6266 1449869 101351.3 2190382 300.6653 6.582984 83.66675 
1612 33.5 283 297.5853 1679087 101362.5 2466747 300.7636 6.757884 84.1894 
1613 33.5 283.25 297.5298 1931496 101375.5 2741679 300.8924 6.797735 86.39308 
1614 33.5 283.5 297.487 2092088 101396.5 2847948 300.9174 7.143846 88.14698 
1615 33.5 283.75 297.441 2181362 101401.9 2881479 300.9496 8.343059 88.83045 
1616 33.5 284 297.433 2266994 101397.8 2915540 301.0086 9.199113 88.6445 
1617 33.5 284.25 297.5092 2191785 101385.4 2849858 300.9711 9.901667 88.24498 
1618 33.5 284.5 297.5964 2106452 101373.7 2808793 300.9389 10.18062 88.49123 
1619 33.5 284.75 297.717 1944812 101365.8 2713453 300.6045 10.35552 88.73748 
1620 33.5 285 297.6979 1734397 101358.8 2577261 300.1575 10.40644 88.09672 
1621 33.25 265 290.5837 2892656 101212.2 2798076 311.732 0.689498 27.4063 
1622 33.25 265.25 291.5893 2892357 101212.8 2807785 311.2063 0.332317 28.11992 
1623 33.25 265.5 291.7448 2892107 101218 2865881 311.3529 0.149298 28.51442 
1624 33.25 265.75 292.0842 2886920 101225.6 2875643 311.2653 -0.00346 29.56978 
1625 33.25 266 292.4173 2883828 101234.3 2858931 311.1258 -0.10235 31.31865 
1626 33.25 266.25 292.5934 2874502 101241.2 2802427 311.1491 -0.14737 31.80361 
1627 33.25 266.5 292.273 2858393 101253 2848213 311.4083 -0.3112 31.50208 
1628 33.25 266.75 292.1747 2830713 101264.7 2853094 311.3887 -0.69569 31.79105 
1629 33.25 267 292.4919 2795153 101280.5 2843067 311.2045 -0.94586 33.12281 
1630 33.25 267.25 292.9773 2733759 101296.7 2817335 310.9917 -1.03589 35.60791 
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1631 33.25 267.5 293.6832 2631469 101309.3 2747674 310.5715 -0.78424 37.41207 
1632 33.25 267.75 293.975 2539702 101316.2 2678702 310.5858 -0.77391 38.48752 
1633 33.25 268 294.9157 2498058 101344 2633977 309.6756 -1.13626 43.00293 
1634 33.25 268.25 295.9372 2500950 101377.7 2605062 308.3846 -1.54436 52.64686 
1635 33.25 268.5 296.7763 2569676 101417.7 2612489 307.2599 -1.9746 64.40904 
1636 33.25 268.75 297.1031 2620098 101451.7 2712339 306.9041 -2.29783 74.22635 
1637 33.25 269 296.9714 2533268 101488.5 2627769 307.0256 -2.52218 79.67148 
1638 33.25 269.25 297.0476 2418560 101525.5 2558426 306.7825 -1.92442 82.04854 
1639 33.25 269.5 297.3506 2282605 101555.8 2520279 306.2299 -0.81598 83.74213 
1640 33.25 269.75 297.2015 2151787 101563 2381010 306.3372 0.876206 86.49862 
1641 33.25 270 296.7288 2049746 101562.2 2324877 306.6484 2.196447 90.59188 
1642 33.25 270.25 296.6494 2019024 101529.3 2284555 306.2496 3.355809 87.88063 
1643 33.25 270.5 296.6336 1994636 101454.6 2246356 305.6345 2.76469 71.5352 
1644 33.25 270.75 296.3084 2012141 101362.8 2235851 305.4628 0.448179 54.0917 
1645 33.25 271 296.0832 2057975 101337 2259885 305.6846 -1.35027 49.07374 
1646 33.25 271.25 296.0134 2081864 101318.8 2246515 306.1226 -1.28164 49.90546 
1647 33.25 271.5 296.3021 2062015 101306 2243225 306.0404 -1.02704 49.49839 
1648 33.25 271.75 296.7399 2038425 101302.7 2252881 305.5934 -0.78498 50.46329 
1649 33.25 272 296.8239 2013488 101306.3 2255375 305.3287 -0.33112 50.87789 
1650 33.25 272.25 296.4892 2066354 101297.7 2288322 305.5862 -0.1304 48.7521 
1651 33.25 272.5 296.5828 2100866 101295.3 2323710 305.2751 0.110923 47.8048 
1652 33.25 272.75 296.632 2096727 101295 2324559 305.0355 0.22162 48.1013 
1653 33.25 273 296.5146 1979325 101300.3 2249008 304.9514 0.144132 49.15414 
1654 33.25 273.25 297.2316 1772051 101312.3 2138548 304.6403 0.180293 52.80265 
1655 33.25 273.5 297.1428 1562882 101310.7 2037849 304.9729 0.514597 55.59181 
1656 33.25 273.75 297.5552 1309625 101309.4 1913753 304.6814 0.825285 55.37068 
1657 33.25 274 297.9232 1049286 101315.8 1786261 304.0574 0.930078 56.02149 
1658 33.25 274.25 297.7075 924602.5 101333.2 1745992 303.4118 0.692449 57.60452 
1659 33.25 274.5 296.6145 1138809 101323.9 1885899 303.7534 0.699829 57.97138 
1660 33.25 274.75 296.3401 1460093 101314 2070584 304.1039 0.992068 57.66734 
1661 33.25 275 295.0569 1960024 101299.3 2358567 305.3627 1.299067 55.55411 
1662 33.25 275.25 293.8307 2293377 101290.2 2533225 306.4856 1.519722 52.16693 
1663 33.25 275.5 293.7894 2324349 101281.1 2564156 306.2138 1.175087 51.44326 
1664 33.25 275.75 295.0093 2199316 101288.8 2499270 305.3466 0.908677 53.5213 
1665 33.25 276 295.5851 2036779 101285.8 2427380 304.9872 1.009042 55.70488 
1666 33.25 276.25 296.5336 1777836 101281.1 2278454 304.4525 1.371388 56.68736 
1667 33.25 276.5 296.9968 1524779 101274.5 2107351 304.1539 1.738163 56.33558 
1668 33.25 276.75 297.184 1255064 101275.5 1965641 303.9304 2.048114 56.20994 
1669 33.25 277 297.1221 1050633 101271.3 1900118 303.8124 2.229656 56.56927 
1670 33.25 277.25 296.9508 947444.5 101266 1892425 303.9233 2.386845 55.6697 
1671 33.25 277.5 296.8128 799021.4 101262 1861440 304.111 2.530751 55.26766 
1672 33.25 277.75 296.7478 653191.6 101261 1790346 304.0752 2.524847 57.42109 
1673 33.25 278 296.8128 513596 101261 1664818 304.0341 2.679822 59.09709 
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1674 33.25 278.25 296.5543 451254.3 101259.5 1570539 304.0431 2.864316 58.48398 
1675 33.25 278.5 296.3639 536388.2 101256.7 1588631 304.1682 3.113753 57.38591 
1676 33.25 278.75 295.9896 913929.6 101250.8 1801011 304.8155 3.51964 55.59683 
1677 33.25 279 295.8167 1315759 101234.7 2073130 305.6202 3.498239 53.21475 
1678 33.25 279.25 295.5533 1498745 101230.3 2188366 305.7293 3.296033 53.1268 
1679 33.25 279.5 295.8119 1521786 101235 2237761 305.3341 3.048811 55.47119 
1680 33.25 279.75 296.2545 1491713 101246.2 2272724 304.8119 2.853985 58.11712 
1681 33.25 280 296.6558 1362740 101265.3 2271769 303.5173 2.713031 60.76807 
1682 33.25 280.25 296.6256 1416554 101275 2179718 304.1468 2.658421 63.13508 
1683 33.25 280.5 296.8509 1511064 101286.2 2239246 303.5334 2.853985 65.8388 
1684 33.25 280.75 297.2712 1646320 101298 2357771 302.5947 2.957302 70.94721 
1685 33.25 281 297.6091 1805267 101314.2 2510889 301.3698 3.495287 77.17129 
1686 33.25 281.25 297.7233 1989000 101330.8 2700083 300.5741 4.129209 81.64399 
1687 33.25 281.5 297.579 2085356 101342.7 2811393 300.5866 5.165329 84.14417 
1688 33.25 281.75 297.5631 1992691 101352.3 2687403 300.583 5.851648 85.06886 
1689 33.25 282 297.5457 1665871 101360.1 2328114 300.5491 6.464169 85.37039 
1690 33.25 282.25 297.5695 1397951 101366.2 2035249 300.5008 6.744601 86.04883 
1691 33.25 282.5 297.6266 1330622 101372.2 1994450 300.558 6.998465 85.68951 
1692 33.25 282.75 297.5726 1463085 101381 2192399 300.6438 7.376309 84.04617 
1693 33.25 283 297.5028 1649662 101390 2437301 300.7887 7.649361 83.6366 
1694 33.25 283.25 297.4632 1913043 101400.1 2728945 300.9299 7.753416 85.01358 
1695 33.25 283.5 297.4426 2106103 101412 2846834 300.9675 8.078126 86.47098 
1696 33.25 283.75 297.3997 2249140 101415.3 2908007 301.0497 8.889901 86.89814 
1697 33.25 284 297.3744 2368138 101412 2968383 301.1374 9.702413 86.13929 
1698 33.25 284.25 297.4235 2425941 101406.8 3016080 301.1302 10.13487 85.29501 
1699 33.25 284.5 297.4949 2419956 101397.5 3051574 301.1678 10.30386 85.75233 
1700 33.25 284.75 297.5393 2336318 101391.7 3034968 301.0891 10.50238 86.64687 
1701 33.25 285 297.487 2147448 101387.3 2923180 300.9639 10.70016 86.56646 
1702 33 265 290.5456 2895100 101217.3 2845614 311.5782 0.440799 27.51435 
1703 33 265.25 291.2435 2891509 101217 2839512 311.2206 0.181769 28.24054 
1704 33 265.5 291.7257 2882182 101221.3 2842324 311.099 0.012772 28.99436 
1705 33 265.75 292.1398 2872008 101228.3 2833517 310.9506 -0.15622 29.81603 
1706 33 266 292.3951 2854852 101237.2 2807361 310.9327 -0.28389 31.2684 
1707 33 266.25 292.4856 2839341 101244.8 2772981 311.1705 -0.33555 32.14032 
1708 33 266.5 292.0129 2824180 101258.5 2808528 311.4799 -0.54957 32.0976 
1709 33 266.75 292.2587 2802036 101278 2806830 311.3261 -0.82778 32.78861 
1710 33 267 292.7283 2771114 101296 2798129 311.0793 -0.99678 34.91691 
1711 33 267.25 293.3247 2732113 101307.7 2785396 310.8254 -1.01375 36.69342 
1712 33 267.5 293.8608 2657104 101311.7 2721040 310.7467 -0.88756 37.02511 
1713 33 267.75 294.5699 2577905 101324.5 2680135 310.2961 -1.01892 39.59313 
1714 33 268 295.1282 2529129 101350 2641086 309.504 -1.01818 46.09613 
1715 33 268.25 295.7849 2518506 101378 2605062 308.4186 -1.17463 52.68707 
1716 33 268.5 296.659 2524241 101398.1 2562458 307.2527 -1.74288 60.58966 
110 
 
1717 33 268.75 297.0555 2520650 101434.5 2645755 306.6412 -2.46831 70.75625 
1718 33 269 296.697 2407188 101463.4 2559912 306.7199 -2.6528 75.93753 
1719 33 269.25 296.7795 2246147 101490 2466428 306.3479 -2.37458 77.74169 
1720 33 269.5 297.2522 2090443 101516.8 2406158 305.731 -1.61816 83.26722 
1721 33 269.75 297.3141 1988152 101543.5 2345993 305.9349 -0.3385 87.38059 
1722 33 270 297.0809 1988402 101547.2 2329069 306.0815 1.102765 87.45597 
1723 33 270.25 296.8541 2005708 101523.8 2318458 305.8258 2.697534 85.32265 
1724 33 270.5 296.6161 2027153 101468.3 2306732 305.6381 3.087186 73.20869 
1725 33 270.75 296.1656 2020221 101382.4 2275112 305.8115 1.299067 54.54148 
1726 33 271 296.0134 2009398 101345.7 2233463 305.9671 -1.14069 46.50319 
1727 33 271.25 296.4416 1974936 101324.2 2220306 305.8419 -1.34511 48.39278 
1728 33 271.5 296.6225 1940872 101309.3 2211498 305.833 -1.08534 49.62905 
1729 33 271.75 296.5844 1904714 101299 2209907 305.8938 -0.76432 50.72964 
1730 33 272 296.8128 1874690 101296.7 2234896 305.6756 -0.32817 51.84781 
1731 33 272.25 296.6732 1921920 101286.5 2249486 305.7686 -0.08833 50.39042 
1732 33 272.5 296.6939 1962418 101281.1 2264978 305.7364 0.164058 48.99082 
1733 33 272.75 296.743 1980372 101279 2274103 305.6112 0.281396 48.84759 
1734 33 273 296.7177 1973440 101278.5 2271663 305.5183 0.203171 49.12399 
1735 33 273.25 297.1808 1873743 101286.2 2219404 305.3806 0.121255 51.34777 
1736 33 273.5 297.6044 1717839 101298 2166720 304.9139 0.301321 55.08423 
1737 33 273.75 297.7249 1476302 101310.3 2050582 304.449 0.543378 57.9563 
1738 33 274 297.6456 1183495 101319.2 1894759 304.0985 0.665144 59.30062 
1739 33 274.25 297.5837 911037 101323.5 1760317 303.9393 0.576587 59.85845 
1740 33 274.5 297.4489 884304.8 101326.2 1727847 303.968 0.660716 61.39626 
1741 33 274.75 297.2887 1055570 101326.8 1823877 304.0413 0.999448 64.11254 
1742 33 275 297.257 1235064 101327.9 1891841 304.0931 1.393528 64.4593 
1743 33 275.25 297.3426 1435256 101323.8 1955507 304.2219 1.694623 60.70525 
1744 33 275.5 297.4616 1457899 101305.7 1975509 304.0931 1.497583 57.05674 
1745 33 275.75 297.303 1405133 101297.3 1965959 304.0967 1.205344 57.28289 
1746 33 276 297.3426 1292868 101291.5 1931049 304.1039 1.295377 58.53675 
1747 33 276.25 297.2681 1163396 101285.8 1875924 304.1432 1.616397 57.50401 
1748 33 276.5 296.9445 984450.6 101280.8 1760370 304.0824 1.90347 56.52152 
1749 33 276.75 296.8493 818571.7 101284.5 1664075 303.993 2.200137 56.90597 
1750 33 277 296.559 772987.5 101276.2 1666038 304.1432 2.48352 55.89836 
1751 33 277.25 296.3703 735083.7 101270.4 1681318 304.2612 2.622998 54.18718 
1752 33 277.5 296.3877 717578.1 101272.3 1705777 304.2487 2.565436 55.1973 
1753 33 277.75 296.3544 633741 101280.5 1684820 304.2701 2.506397 58.28799 
1754 33 278 296.4829 512648.4 101283.5 1637441 304.3381 2.752144 60.14239 
1755 33 278.25 296.5543 441080.1 101282.2 1618766 304.347 2.962467 59.74538 
1756 33 278.5 296.5955 485816.6 101278.8 1628051 304.3417 3.164673 58.69505 
1757 33 278.75 296.6891 643915.2 101276.2 1663757 304.3703 3.33736 57.80303 
1758 33 279 296.3909 887796 101267.3 1767374 304.685 3.270942 56.78285 
1759 33 279.25 296.7541 1067440 101262.6 1877251 304.3971 3.072426 56.60947 
111 
 
1760 33 279.5 296.862 1188532 101264.3 1979860 304.2612 2.917451 57.76785 
1761 33 279.75 296.816 1239054 101272.3 2059071 304.2362 2.769855 59.73784 
1762 33 280 296.8921 1287681 101286.9 2157913 304.0413 2.722625 63.24061 
1763 33 280.25 296.9366 1370770 101304.3 2229696 303.3296 2.896049 68.18319 
1764 33 280.5 297.1301 1460342 101320.2 2322649 302.1155 3.565395 73.51022 
1765 33 280.75 297.2586 1563281 101334.7 2393425 301.1463 4.516647 78.95283 
1766 33 281 297.2887 1698089 101349.5 2458099 300.5598 5.468638 82.87775 
1767 33 281.25 297.2808 1847360 101360.2 2546754 300.4275 6.115844 84.31253 
1768 33 281.5 297.3188 1953540 101371.5 2587288 300.3631 6.77781 84.9784 
1769 33 281.75 297.3791 1953989 101380.6 2544313 300.3166 7.244211 85.28496 
1770 33 282 297.4108 1931446 101387.4 2491470 300.3595 7.469294 85.01861 
1771 33 282.25 297.3855 1853195 101393.5 2393478 300.4722 7.576301 85.04122 
1772 33 282.5 297.4489 1870202 101398.1 2429184 300.5705 7.66412 84.59144 
1773 33 282.75 297.4521 1968702 101404.9 2568188 300.6653 7.914295 83.20189 
1774 33 283 297.3823 2100168 101413.7 2748682 300.8191 8.224983 82.39279 
1775 33 283.25 297.276 2208044 101421.3 2887739 301.0426 8.528292 82.5134 
1776 33 283.5 297.1888 2319810 101425.3 2959046 301.2393 8.89359 82.928 
1777 33 283.75 297.2062 2406191 101427.3 2995388 301.2947 9.336377 83.42804 
1778 33 284 297.2554 2461052 101427.5 3025736 301.2643 9.664039 83.23707 
1779 33 284.25 297.3363 2510127 101425.3 3068498 301.1695 9.981369 82.43299 
1780 33 284.5 297.4346 2529727 101422.4 3107494 301.0515 10.0928 82.74206 
1781 33 284.75 297.4568 2480452 101418.3 3107441 300.9961 10.31198 83.64665 






d2m C msl mb t2m C fdir m/m2 u10 m/s diffuse surf total 
22.217759 1011.4757 34.946731 800.19062 0.8120017 199.80938 755.72659 
22.417625 1011.5875 34.810834 799.65033 0.3212469 200.34967 754.22336 
22.606388 1011.6893 34.58553 799.04076 0.1662717 200.95924 750.43581 
22.362107 1011.6993 34.633809 798.05715 0.2865619 201.94285 744.49658 
21.95127 1011.7194 34.792952 795.71587 0.3256747 204.28413 749.80209 
21.894166 1011.7954 34.667784 793.70708 0.2149782 206.29292 763.44906 
21.767266 1011.9646 34.426387 790.68697 0.1470843 209.31303 771.6284 
22.146378 1012.2055 33.96684 789.13536 0.1839831 210.86464 768.35666 
22.728529 1012.4177 33.519809 787.88852 0.4120181 212.11148 768.0177 
23.113985 1012.6027 31.976659 786.8772 0.6592405 213.1228 772.2179 
23.139365 1012.7676 32.314614 787.38979 0.4924576 212.61021 763.78802 
22.728529 1013.073 33.124634 786.72481 0.1075179 213.27519 757.73089 
22.149551 1013.4673 33.248014 786.54471 0.8565648 213.45529 758.57093 
21.795819 1013.9878 33.171125 784.36968 1.7871541 215.63032 755.66763 
22.0401 1014.4079 32.332495 785.42256 1.8675936 214.57744 757.39193 
22.030582 1014.752 31.300748 779.46546 1.725164 220.53454 754.9455 
21.405603 1014.9269 30.462119 766.80317 1.3067309 233.19683 750.53897 
20.612482 1014.9456 29.578786 741.75565 0.8277837 258.24435 741.82908 
20.130265 1014.9828 28.572073 698.17186 0.5990107 301.82814 719.17747 
19.621081 1015.0001 27.788875 657.20642 0.6462413 342.79358 695.19949 
19.067483 1015.0373 27.461648 618.65153 1.0063742 381.34847 666.24021 
18.342571 1015.1305 27.343632 601.84697 1.238837 398.15303 657.01451 
17.409861 1015.2051 27.300717 595.51583 1.3406779 404.48417 655.29021 
16.416873 1015.2825 27.347208 602.71976 1.2949233 397.28024 661.30313 
15.852171 1015.3571 27.436615 631.203 1.3200145 368.797 686.91699 
15.899759 1015.3729 27.463436 674.57898 1.465396 325.42102 694.80157 
16.30425 1015.3427 27.443767 721.01664 1.6299649 278.98336 710.3939 
16.228111 1015.2868 27.592181 761.99593 1.8395505 238.00407 731.96966 
16.264594 1015.2481 27.601122 784.53592 2.0365904 215.46408 749.00626 
16.077418 1015.2653 27.776358 799.69189 1.9996915 200.30811 755.34341 
16.145626 1015.3169 27.956958 809.88822 1.7856781 190.11178 759.82362 
15.950518 1015.3944 28.377167 815.49898 1.4838454 184.50102 775.22436 
15.883896 1015.4704 28.573861 816.85664 1.238099 183.14336 771.02416 
15.718927 1015.5277 28.724063 816.13625 1.1214986 183.86375 776.03492 
15.588855 1015.6381 28.700818 814.12746 1.2587624 185.87254 785.27536 
15.555544 1015.7829 28.513065 812.0494 1.3414158 187.9506 779.12981 
15.649132 1015.8776 28.455845 810.06832 1.2506446 189.93168 777.34656 
15.626925 1015.8847 28.604259 809.33408 1.0477009 190.66592 782.16574 
15.200226 1015.8976 28.686513 810.85798 0.9008434 189.14202 777.16971 
14.768768 1015.8819 28.690089 812.99146 0.9539778 187.00854 777.15498 
14.378553 1015.8675 28.579225 815.00025 1.0609845 184.99976 781.11938 
113 
 
14.085098 1015.8374 28.573861 815.98386 1.1296164 184.01614 783.89003 
13.764677 1015.813 28.520217 816.48259 1.1606114 183.51741 776.99286 
13.628261 1015.8245 28.371803 816.8705 1.1200227 183.1295 777.61184 
13.517224 1015.8231 28.294914 818.24201 0.9812829 181.75799 780.76567 
13.360186 1015.8432 28.157228 819.23948 0.7938367 180.76052 781.36991 
13.363358 1015.8948 27.890798 817.41079 0.7347985 182.58921 791.21459 
13.621916 1015.9321 27.590393 808.89076 0.7030655 191.10924 795.59165 
13.893163 1015.9005 27.570724 798.37579 0.81819 201.62421 789.22503 
14.446761 1015.9407 27.22204 781.39113 0.8307356 218.60887 784.83324 
15.060637 1016.0382 26.662357 772.17841 0.8122862 227.82159 779.45403 
15.546027 1016.1457 26.004328 767.73137 0.6794503 232.26863 777.33183 
15.530164 1016.1744 25.895253 765.59789 0.5436624 234.40211 774.97382 
15.35885 1016.2676 25.537628 764.97448 0.4255861 235.02552 774.56117 
15.162156 1016.378 25.07808 754.27941 0.2595412 245.72059 773.1611 
14.922634 1016.53 24.40217 730.52029 0.0186762 269.47971 766.44078 
14.305586 1016.7149 23.241678 718.70307 0.4112801 281.29693 761.01736 
13.65364 1016.8526 22.027543 719.85293 0.7883865 280.14708 755.85922 
13.060386 1016.8497 21.070897 732.39054 1.2274829 267.60946 756.15397 
12.456028 1016.5572 20.790162 752.35374 1.4068114 247.64626 758.36461 
11.667666 1015.8432 22.279668 775.12925 1.2806173 224.87075 769.65357 
11.088688 1015.2295 23.724471 781.61279 1.0784115 218.38721 770.40518 
11.228277 1014.6545 25.142453 792.77889 0.8887514 207.22112 779.57193 
11.296485 1014.2028 26.306521 795.66046 0.7846966 204.33954 777.81817 
11.236208 1013.82 27.468801 797.30905 0.8245474 202.69095 776.72759 
10.888821 1013.407 28.770554 800.75863 1.0754596 199.24137 780.6183 
11.026824 1013.1045 29.303415 799.48408 0.9057248 200.51592 781.63519 
11.948431 1012.8507 29.945351 797.6831 0.6053681 202.3169 780.01406 
12.571824 1012.7977 30.183171 783.89865 0.4378473 216.10135 775.28331 
12.800242 1012.7532 30.524703 769.75401 0.8607082 230.24599 776.10861 
13.956613 1012.7876 29.686073 745.93947 0.9249123 254.06053 773.26426 
15.049533 1012.7432 29.104933 713.68802 1.0835774 286.31198 751.01057 
16.38039 1012.6528 28.321735 680.2313 1.3809822 319.7687 731.23278 
16.897505 1012.5826 27.568936 653.88153 1.2747135 346.11847 712.36873 
16.929229 1012.5224 26.99316 642.3968 1.5352194 357.6032 715.00675 
17.098957 1012.4722 26.209962 644.28091 2.1123176 355.71909 749.4926 
17.433654 1012.2671 26.247513 653.10572 2.7307426 346.89428 746.95775 
16.656396 1011.9374 27.649401 662.29074 2.8908836 337.70926 718.89746 
15.536509 1011.685 28.865325 671.17097 2.5646977 328.82903 726.89995 
15.891827 1011.5875 28.668631 679.89881 1.6274666 320.10119 760.86999 
17.514553 1011.718 25.691407 697.42376 0.0511472 302.57624 816.35685 
21.518226 1011.5918 35.372304 800.62009 0.8902273 199.37991 756.30135 
21.838647 1011.6807 35.259652 799.77501 0.3227228 200.22499 755.26972 
22.079756 1011.7352 35.116603 798.59745 0.154464 201.40255 751.70324 
114 
 
21.80375 1011.7825 35.191704 797.6831 0.0644308 202.3169 750.09684 
20.923386 1011.8069 35.577938 796.83802 0.1109234 203.16198 750.25896 
20.855177 1011.9044 35.438465 796.46397 0.0846406 203.53603 766.66184 
20.856764 1012.1152 35.238195 796.03451 0.0824267 203.96549 771.23048 
21.269186 1012.3446 34.782224 794.82924 0.006415 205.17077 774.16325 
22.036927 1012.5754 34.111678 792.51566 0.2481871 207.48434 772.6895 
22.644458 1012.7905 32.083946 790.27136 0.5308324 209.72864 777.25814 
22.52549 1013.007 32.64184 789.38472 0.5950364 210.61528 765.71864 
22.243139 1013.212 33.246226 790.95019 0.5559236 209.04981 762.66797 
21.534089 1013.5676 33.489411 792.10005 0.0698811 207.89995 764.48069 
21.326291 1014.1154 33.355302 789.73107 1.1569215 210.26893 760.41312 
21.616573 1014.6645 32.595349 773.54993 1.8395505 226.45007 748.97679 
21.783129 1015.0445 31.694135 761.92666 1.8159352 238.07334 743.92181 
21.413534 1015.2768 30.919878 738.23681 1.4676099 261.76319 731.89597 
20.728278 1015.2696 30.07946 712.1087 0.914127 287.8913 721.68286 
20.246061 1015.2424 29.049501 679.05373 0.6381235 320.94627 708.49275 
19.92564 1015.152 28.330676 662.65093 0.5702296 337.34907 706.6653 
19.470388 1015.1477 27.981992 632.20047 0.9185549 367.79953 685.28112 
18.826374 1015.2495 27.776358 616.39338 1.1237125 383.60662 677.11652 
18.004701 1015.2825 27.588605 597.8294 1.2499067 402.1706 672.5184 
17.065646 1015.337 27.588605 607.05597 1.2631902 392.94403 684.42634 
16.083763 1015.337 27.767417 631.14758 1.3074689 368.85242 706.57687 
15.88231 1015.3255 27.887222 682.1154 1.5458355 317.8846 712.08871 
15.991761 1015.2797 27.953382 727.05686 1.7450894 272.94314 722.33131 
16.137695 1015.2223 28.039212 772.23382 1.9273698 227.76618 741.2101 
16.175765 1015.175 28.074974 795.00933 2.1177679 204.99067 757.95195 
15.812515 1015.2094 28.343193 807.46382 2.0144511 192.53618 761.17948 
15.909276 1015.2926 28.400413 813.39321 1.7613249 186.60679 763.87645 
15.998106 1015.3571 28.632869 818.35284 1.4705619 181.64716 771.6284 
15.961622 1015.4202 28.867113 820.36163 1.173895 179.63837 768.87248 
15.530164 1015.4546 29.167518 819.05938 1.0964074 180.94062 778.80558 
15.428645 1015.5478 29.101357 817.0783 1.2115318 182.9217 786.64596 
15.469887 1015.6525 28.929697 814.22444 1.3731489 185.77556 784.92166 
15.67134 1015.7729 28.799164 811.67535 1.3192765 188.32465 778.58452 
15.655477 1015.7557 28.972612 811.52296 1.1148568 188.47704 777.18445 
15.450852 1015.77 28.94579 813.21312 1.0956694 186.78688 778.73189 
14.954359 1015.7872 28.88857 815.47127 1.141424 184.52873 781.64993 
14.640283 1015.8173 28.625716 817.77099 1.2772118 182.22901 787.57442 
14.499107 1015.8432 28.461209 817.72943 1.3008271 182.27057 781.63519 
14.330966 1015.8647 28.251999 817.99265 1.2949233 182.00735 776.87496 
14.137444 1015.8847 28.076763 818.14504 1.173895 181.85496 778.71716 
14.001027 1015.8847 27.980204 820.11227 0.9746411 179.88773 780.95726 
13.904267 1015.8976 27.914043 822.16262 0.817452 177.83738 796.4759 
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13.847162 1015.9507 27.579664 819.90446 0.7399644 180.09554 798.55389 
13.983579 1015.9923 27.272107 809.26481 0.7569379 190.73519 798.33283 
14.204066 1015.955 27.129057 777.02721 0.7820291 222.97279 785.68801 
14.602213 1015.9421 26.937728 743.75058 0.721515 256.24942 774.92961 
15.01305 1016.0181 26.467452 729.01023 0.6491932 270.98977 766.29341 
15.306504 1016.1299 25.741474 724.4108 0.5163573 275.5892 757.67194 
15.331884 1016.1973 25.319477 731.40692 0.396067 268.59308 756.74348 
15.100293 1016.3206 24.799133 741.45087 0.2455196 258.54913 759.67625 
14.817942 1016.4382 24.196536 757.74284 0.0238421 242.25716 766.97133 
14.473727 1016.5601 23.504532 754.16858 0.3935686 245.83142 769.50619 
14.013717 1016.5945 22.918028 761.56646 0.803146 238.43354 776.58021 
13.245976 1016.5156 22.470997 778.41258 1.1477814 221.58742 779.10033 
12.916038 1016.2346 22.361922 802.91981 1.420833 197.0802 785.79118 
12.579755 1015.7299 23.186246 822.06564 1.4614217 177.93436 795.34111 
11.616906 1014.9054 25.108479 848.83102 1.3130883 151.16898 813.70409 
10.968133 1014.3477 26.624807 845.22905 1.0835774 154.77095 811.52293 
10.766681 1014.0021 27.155879 839.34122 0.9824745 160.65878 804.37522 
10.838062 1013.7125 27.694104 831.86022 0.8732539 168.13978 797.93491 
10.712748 1013.3655 28.681148 829.54665 0.7529636 170.45335 795.62112 
10.063976 1012.8923 30.218934 833.39798 0.7846966 166.60202 804.051 
10.755577 1012.5582 30.982462 835.01886 0.6459569 164.98114 806.11425 
12.000777 1012.498 30.944912 824.03287 0.4917196 175.96713 799.95396 
12.870037 1012.5898 30.612321 801.82536 0.3087013 198.17464 790.96406 
13.403014 1012.7045 30.192112 772.45548 0.6909735 227.54452 780.63304 
14.356345 1012.7604 29.821971 739.46979 0.8274993 260.53021 756.03607 
15.258917 1012.7231 29.471499 705.20955 0.9699289 294.79045 726.92942 
16.30425 1012.6571 28.745521 674.2742 1.2186272 325.7258 703.65884 
17.21158 1012.5496 28.00345 651.62338 1.1507333 348.37663 706.09053 
17.589106 1012.475 27.19343 641.2608 1.4282127 358.7392 725.52935 
17.784214 1012.4048 26.556858 646.64989 1.8946143 353.35011 758.77726 
17.884147 1012.26 26.14559 655.0868 2.7853529 344.9132 776.40336 
17.079922 1011.9072 27.849671 666.16978 2.8156099 333.83022 742.22699 
16.420046 1011.7524 28.36465 681.09023 2.1292911 318.90977 766.70606 
16.526324 1011.6922 27.899738 693.98804 0.86735 306.01196 809.88706 
18.591611 1011.8155 24.874234 709.87825 0.8004785 290.12175 839.05267 
21.075665 1011.6922 35.670921 800.81404 0.9824745 199.18596 753.01488 
21.338981 1011.7696 35.645887 800.19062 0.4282536 199.80938 754.38547 
21.001112 1011.8298 35.724564 799.65033 0.22162 200.34967 751.58533 
20.450686 1011.8728 35.915894 798.83296 0.1153512 201.16704 749.80209 
20.242888 1012.0076 35.971325 798.15413 0.2477336 201.84587 754.81286 
20.114403 1012.2069 35.853309 797.59998 0.4086126 202.40002 763.1101 
20.093781 1012.422 35.685226 797.22593 0.3584302 202.77407 767.91454 
20.287303 1012.65 35.341906 796.32544 0.0691431 203.67456 765.43863 
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20.758417 1012.8679 34.771495 794.3305 0.2075984 205.6695 761.01736 
21.34374 1013.1031 34.161745 792.4464 0.5168108 207.5536 759.30781 
21.50395 1013.288 33.891738 793.51313 0.6503847 206.48687 763.27221 
21.36912 1013.483 33.784451 795.63275 0.6348872 204.36725 767.67873 
20.994767 1013.6895 33.789815 798.4312 0.510907 201.5688 772.30632 
20.940834 1014.1899 33.430403 792.64035 0.5052876 207.35965 765.57127 
21.204151 1014.785 32.675815 770.11421 1.3532235 229.88579 749.28628 
21.445259 1015.2926 31.788906 731.33766 1.8247909 268.66234 723.89349 
21.481743 1015.6094 30.876963 695.37341 1.5583811 304.62659 701.86086 
20.663242 1015.6123 30.177807 671.94678 0.9547158 328.05322 691.1614 
20.266682 1015.532 29.537659 663.09425 0.5658018 336.90575 693.23939 
19.984331 1015.4202 28.902875 654.311 0.4706027 345.689 696.43744 
19.694049 1015.2768 28.606047 649.58688 0.6521451 350.41312 703.12829 
19.341903 1015.2682 28.321735 614.09366 0.8373774 385.90634 691.57405 
18.499609 1015.2825 28.108949 589.05999 1.0034223 410.94001 683.71894 
17.230615 1015.2682 28.107161 578.22639 1.1783229 421.77361 682.5252 
15.934656 1015.2352 28.36465 600.51702 1.271308 399.48298 697.02694 
15.649132 1015.2022 28.538098 662.88645 1.5915901 337.11355 713.69511 
15.587269 1015.1578 28.668631 732.27971 1.8476682 267.72029 735.46246 
15.766514 1015.1047 28.724063 783.15055 2.049874 216.84945 753.5749 
15.623753 1015.0603 28.933274 806.4525 2.1258856 193.5475 774.53169 
15.852171 1015.1549 28.766978 814.73702 2.0749652 185.26298 769.29986 
15.942587 1015.2495 28.747309 819.77978 1.8033896 180.22022 767.82611 
16.075831 1015.3255 28.788436 821.62232 1.4314491 178.37768 769.03459 
15.977484 1015.3456 29.112086 823.31247 1.07722 176.68753 771.89367 
15.141535 1015.3571 29.69859 821.84398 0.9820209 178.15602 781.48781 
14.928979 1015.4073 29.770115 819.18407 1.0631984 180.81593 779.45403 
14.986083 1015.5019 29.616336 816.09469 1.2196496 183.90531 773.20531 
15.062223 1015.6195 29.389245 813.26853 1.3281322 186.73147 771.25996 
15.260503 1015.6281 29.349906 813.39321 1.2624523 186.60679 779.793 
15.106638 1015.6453 29.299839 815.24961 1.2499067 184.75039 779.05612 
14.871874 1015.6955 29.070959 817.81255 1.3259183 182.18745 779.07086 
14.727526 1015.7528 28.734792 820.19539 1.4683479 179.80461 786.05645 
14.621248 1015.7973 28.525581 818.92085 1.4351389 181.07915 784.14057 
14.519728 1015.8475 28.251999 815.87303 1.3288702 184.12697 783.35948 
14.302413 1015.8618 28.087491 815.42971 1.1820128 184.57029 785.7617 
14.218342 1015.9077 27.980204 818.13118 0.9945665 181.86882 795.62112 
14.115237 1015.9105 27.833578 822.61979 0.815976 177.38021 803.96257 
14.047028 1015.955 27.483106 819.58583 0.7244669 180.41418 802.3267 
13.880473 1015.9507 27.282836 794.57987 0.6484552 205.42013 790.83142 
13.799575 1015.8976 27.20237 748.32231 0.6425514 251.67769 777.49394 
14.219929 1015.8374 27.114752 700.9426 0.5547321 299.0574 760.58998 
14.445175 1015.8747 26.608714 667.19495 0.4580571 332.80505 744.42289 
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14.651386 1015.988 25.857702 660.15726 0.3237452 339.84274 734.90243 
15.073327 1016.1271 24.931454 677.16963 0.072095 322.83037 733.00129 
14.491176 1016.2074 24.482635 706.96897 0.2149782 293.03103 737.77625 
14.199308 1016.3278 23.867521 731.18526 0.4503929 268.81474 748.28412 
13.839231 1016.3493 23.41155 762.38383 0.6503847 237.61617 765.37968 
13.609226 1016.2375 23.331084 785.21476 1.0238012 214.78524 783.06473 
12.630515 1015.9306 23.826394 805.93992 1.3529391 194.06009 792.29043 
12.048364 1015.5507 24.473695 822.02408 1.483561 177.97592 798.87812 
11.53918 1015.0502 25.417824 837.66492 1.4761813 162.33508 807.69117 
11.575664 1014.4079 26.701696 847.14087 1.3160402 152.85913 817.15267 
11.096619 1013.9347 27.7549 846.54516 1.2407665 153.45484 813.7483 
10.798406 1013.5877 28.277032 841.72406 1.1529472 158.27594 806.02583 
10.317774 1013.2206 29.067383 838.6901 1.0547963 161.3099 802.22354 
10.038596 1012.8077 30.154561 836.84755 0.8120017 163.15245 801.56035 
9.23913 1012.3331 31.797846 838.73166 0.7020431 161.26834 809.666 
9.6912088 1012.1696 32.28958 832.165 0.5618275 167.835 807.97118 
10.652471 1012.1496 32.341436 819.95988 0.4562967 180.04012 801.973 
12.70824 1012.3474 31.268562 793.04211 0.3256747 206.95789 786.43963 
13.778954 1012.5181 30.724973 761.59417 0.5669933 238.40583 768.6072 
14.811597 1012.5725 30.329798 729.23189 0.704995 270.76811 746.53036 
15.657064 1012.5625 29.820182 702.90983 0.837093 297.09017 726.47256 
16.480323 1012.5195 28.893935 677.34973 1.063652 322.65027 704.14518 
17.255995 1012.3775 28.706182 660.94693 1.1138344 339.05307 711.3371 
17.132268 1012.3044 28.591742 660.96078 1.1381877 339.03922 736.50883 
17.084681 1012.2256 28.302066 668.16471 1.4872509 331.83529 767.91454 
18.39333 1012.2055 26.596197 682.80809 2.3433045 317.19191 811.24292 
18.123669 1011.9976 27.102236 700.36075 2.4385036 299.63925 811.53767 
17.493931 1011.8628 27.348997 716.65272 1.6909326 283.34728 833.58504 
17.595451 1011.8126 26.776797 733.26332 0.6865456 266.73668 852.67016 
19.425974 1011.8943 24.400382 749.09812 0.5739195 250.90188 862.22009 
20.433237 1011.7696 36.135833 800.75863 0.9566453 199.24137 746.86932 
20.54586 1011.913 35.942715 800.80019 0.6252935 199.19981 751.95377 
20.418961 1011.9947 35.896224 800.59238 0.3315786 199.40762 747.65041 
20.077919 1012.1582 35.946292 800.23218 0.0994001 199.76782 744.03971 
19.557632 1012.4048 36.125104 799.42867 0.7377505 200.57133 751.61481 
19.657565 1012.6629 35.999935 798.16798 0.8764902 201.83202 772.6895 
19.852673 1012.9052 35.674497 796.71334 0.6742844 203.28666 765.92497 
20.096954 1013.1375 35.245347 795.52192 0.2683969 204.47808 752.66118 
20.350753 1013.3526 34.780436 794.63528 0.1758654 205.36472 755.8887 
20.718761 1013.5519 34.297642 793.81791 0.4540828 206.18209 757.56878 
20.872626 1013.7182 34.095584 795.42494 0.5913465 204.57506 763.37537 
20.866281 1013.8644 33.993661 797.78008 0.6378391 202.21992 769.84515 
20.753658 1014.0551 33.798756 800.60623 0.5795389 199.39377 775.66648 
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20.917041 1014.4953 33.226557 792.77889 0.2115727 207.22112 767.33977 
21.104217 1014.9757 32.595349 761.22012 1.1148568 238.77988 746.75142 
21.221599 1015.4474 31.810363 714.99027 1.7008107 285.00973 716.90789 
21.191461 1015.7629 31.020013 668.30325 1.5281241 331.69675 686.75487 
20.693381 1015.7528 30.440661 648.36775 0.9023194 351.63225 678.28078 
20.314269 1015.6596 29.981114 647.64736 0.4639609 352.35264 687.06436 
19.989089 1015.4976 29.627065 653.18884 0.2588032 346.81116 701.65453 
19.6766 1015.2997 29.41249 660.21268 0.3901632 339.78732 716.22996 
19.367283 1015.1979 29.34633 616.2964 0.5436624 383.7036 699.4439 
18.640784 1015.1076 29.244407 581.30191 0.75251 418.69809 690.91086 
17.362273 1015.0631 29.246195 563.38906 0.9643095 436.61094 689.36342 
15.461956 1015.0402 29.530507 583.06134 1.2026761 416.93866 696.49639 
14.576833 1014.9671 29.857733 655.37773 1.4196414 344.62227 725.70621 
14.297655 1014.9298 30.131316 731.51775 1.6484144 268.48225 757.12665 
14.251654 1014.9269 30.324433 788.81672 1.8292188 211.18328 777.2434 
14.234205 1014.9355 30.356619 812.4096 1.9354875 187.5904 774.97382 
15.044774 1015.0345 29.802301 819.61353 1.9782902 180.38647 768.50404 
15.538095 1015.142 29.496532 823.28477 1.7856781 176.71523 764.62806 
15.822033 1015.228 29.435736 824.08828 1.4307111 175.91172 763.99435 
15.847413 1015.2596 29.644946 823.56184 0.9908766 176.43816 772.29159 
15.406437 1015.2754 29.891707 820.611 0.8757522 179.389 777.67079 
15.206571 1015.3098 29.963232 818.07577 0.9421701 181.92423 778.11292 
15.089189 1015.3628 29.913165 816.46874 1.0875517 183.53126 775.32752 
14.824287 1015.4532 29.795149 814.30756 1.238099 185.69244 768.99038 
14.876633 1015.4646 29.75581 814.86171 1.271308 185.13829 772.04105 
14.817942 1015.4904 29.637794 817.00903 1.3192765 182.99097 774.48748 
14.691042 1015.5578 29.333813 819.55812 1.40193 180.44188 778.1866 
14.505452 1015.6768 28.756249 821.179 1.5731407 178.821 783.44791 
14.48959 1015.7944 28.343193 817.38308 1.563547 182.61692 775.53385 
14.554626 1015.8776 28.017755 812.90833 1.4277592 187.09167 777.84764 
14.673594 1015.9507 27.722714 809.9852 1.2440028 190.0148 786.13014 
14.816356 1016.0124 27.495623 812.09096 1.0565566 187.90904 798.09703 
14.833804 1015.9321 27.547478 816.6904 0.8691104 183.3096 802.7983 
14.787803 1015.8819 27.518868 810.83028 0.6801882 189.16972 802.16459 
14.575247 1015.8331 27.490258 782.52714 0.5488283 217.47286 790.86089 
13.993096 1015.7801 27.452708 716.11242 0.4765065 283.88758 762.85956 
14.040683 1015.7055 27.361513 649.06044 0.4137784 350.93956 736.24355 
14.399174 1015.7399 26.775009 610.49169 0.2957021 389.50831 718.80903 
14.868702 1015.8331 25.948896 602.80288 0.0868545 397.19712 712.02976 
15.452438 1015.9679 25.010132 625.74463 0.2599948 374.25537 715.33097 
14.226274 1015.9478 24.995827 666.08665 0.6252935 333.91335 728.03474 
13.130181 1015.9894 24.557737 707.99414 0.8400449 292.00586 742.59543 
12.430648 1015.9951 24.076732 749.25051 0.9758327 250.74949 760.29522 
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12.505202 1015.7973 24.098189 788.51194 1.1212142 211.48806 784.80376 
11.561388 1015.38 25.2408 811.86931 1.3898379 188.13069 795.98956 
11.426557 1015.0431 25.652068 823.00769 1.4953687 176.99231 798.28862 
11.607389 1014.6373 26.124132 828.21669 1.4400204 171.78331 800.41082 
11.700977 1014.0422 27.281048 827.24693 1.2496222 172.75307 807.92697 
11.160069 1013.5275 28.691877 831.55544 1.1987018 168.44456 804.00678 
10.590608 1013.083 29.84164 834.39545 1.1632789 165.60455 804.44891 
9.8545917 1012.6528 30.996767 834.75564 1.0975989 165.24436 806.0553 
9.1122306 1012.2528 32.164412 830.73807 0.9920682 169.26193 805.45106 
8.8917431 1012.0349 32.741975 820.51402 0.8548044 179.48598 803.34359 
10.084597 1011.9531 32.573892 808.90461 0.6548126 191.09539 797.00645 
11.785048 1011.9804 32.121497 793.09752 0.4599866 206.90248 787.98707 
13.249149 1012.1295 31.724533 770.43284 0.3042734 229.56716 776.8897 
14.480072 1012.2843 31.243528 745.37147 0.543378 254.62853 769.34408 
15.057464 1012.3345 30.805438 724.85412 0.7020431 275.14588 754.19388 
15.572993 1012.3274 30.256484 702.70203 0.8525905 297.29798 735.37404 
16.694466 1012.2944 29.475075 683.14058 1.0060898 316.85942 722.93555 
17.578002 1012.2671 28.929697 672.18229 1.0791495 327.81771 722.11024 
17.695384 1012.2528 28.12683 675.3825 1.0083037 324.6175 764.37752 
17.809593 1012.2528 27.213099 687.39367 1.127856 312.60633 813.67461 
18.761338 1012.2399 26.301157 705.37579 1.8525496 294.62421 838.77265 
18.353674 1012.0893 26.560434 726.10095 2.132243 273.89905 856.84088 
18.848582 1012.0047 26.224267 745.80093 1.6082792 254.19907 867.89404 
19.548114 1011.9603 25.489349 763.72764 0.7271344 236.27236 874.36382 
19.817775 1011.9245 24.57383 778.8559 0.124207 221.1441 877.94505 
20.628345 1011.8843 36.109011 800.25989 1.0341329 199.74011 750.45054 
20.522067 1011.9675 36.008876 801.31277 0.8548044 198.68723 748.22517 
20.009711 1012.1295 36.01424 802.00546 0.3588837 197.99454 749.41892 
19.5037 1012.4779 35.994571 802.29639 0.3230072 197.70361 750.36212 
19.530666 1013.073 35.822911 801.61756 1.010802 198.38244 747.16407 
19.786051 1013.2823 35.454558 799.62262 1.1347822 200.37738 752.91171 
19.981158 1013.4931 35.107662 797.36446 1.0144919 202.63554 756.0066 
20.131851 1013.7297 34.735732 795.54963 0.6846161 204.45037 756.27187 
20.209577 1014.025 34.304795 794.63528 0.1960752 205.36472 756.43399 
21.013802 1014.2272 33.65213 793.51313 0.0083445 206.48687 758.73304 
21.297739 1014.3778 33.401793 793.49928 0.2902518 206.50072 760.45734 
21.262841 1014.4781 33.330268 793.49928 0.5013133 206.50072 762.35848 
21.026491 1014.5556 33.235497 793.13908 0.4592486 206.86092 766.49973 
21.543606 1014.7878 32.765221 785.54725 0.2167385 214.45275 766.54394 
21.683196 1015.0847 32.570316 763.06266 1.1318303 236.93734 754.69496 
21.607056 1015.423 32.31819 730.02155 1.7723945 269.97845 734.22451 
21.432569 1015.6998 31.894405 696.53712 1.6373447 303.46288 712.85507 
21.050285 1015.7127 31.180944 674.02483 0.8676344 325.97517 706.23791 
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20.690208 1015.6223 30.671329 661.59805 0.3008679 338.40195 709.52438 
20.317441 1015.4431 30.290459 653.25811 0.0049391 346.74189 715.1836 
19.890742 1015.185 29.990054 647.85516 0.1075179 352.14484 717.99847 
19.659151 1015.0101 30.006147 624.95497 0.4418216 375.04503 702.74511 
18.91679 1014.8423 29.99363 610.42242 0.7377505 389.57758 700.35763 
17.771524 1014.7305 30.025817 608.51061 1.0152299 391.48939 704.95574 
16.439081 1014.6846 30.16529 630.28865 1.3428918 369.71135 712.72243 
14.829045 1014.6244 30.732125 682.03228 1.4417807 317.96772 733.81186 
14.310344 1014.6072 31.132665 737.80734 1.5974939 262.19266 757.96669 
14.15172 1014.6373 31.38479 781.51581 1.7362337 218.48419 773.8685 
13.810678 1014.7176 31.433069 805.80138 1.823315 194.19862 773.30848 
13.999441 1014.8294 31.209554 817.63245 1.7450894 182.36755 785.20168 
14.272275 1014.9456 30.939547 822.88301 1.5915901 177.11699 787.81022 
14.648214 1015.0445 30.68027 822.6475 1.3465817 177.3525 786.54279 
15.181191 1015.1176 30.381653 817.53548 1.0322034 182.46453 787.04387 
15.170087 1015.1148 30.453178 810.63632 0.8787041 189.36368 778.58452 
14.955945 1015.1119 30.567618 809.38949 0.8978915 190.61051 779.5572 
14.795734 1015.132 30.59444 811.46755 0.9945665 188.53245 782.54892 
14.875046 1015.2051 30.406687 814.23829 1.1000973 185.76171 781.19306 
14.844908 1015.2123 30.283306 816.93977 1.1908685 183.06023 771.58418 
14.718009 1015.2323 30.235027 818.72689 1.3015651 181.27311 776.94865 
14.565729 1015.2897 30.034757 819.43343 1.4196414 180.56657 784.31742 
14.462624 1015.4073 29.484015 818.14504 1.5465735 181.85496 779.98458 
14.833804 1015.565 28.938638 814.21058 1.5517393 185.78942 775.01803 
14.922634 1015.6926 28.532734 808.91846 1.4712998 191.08154 782.46049 
14.968635 1015.8044 28.139347 804.37445 1.3502716 195.62556 790.99353 
15.154225 1015.8976 27.681587 803.0999 1.2115318 196.9001 788.37025 
14.990842 1015.8604 27.838942 802.44878 0.9657854 197.55122 795.62112 
14.729112 1015.8475 27.747748 791.80912 0.687568 208.19088 794.67792 
14.437244 1015.8546 27.408005 756.93932 0.461009 243.06068 779.27718 
14.183445 1015.9048 26.648052 680.10661 0.331125 319.89339 740.90061 
14.361104 1015.9407 26.093734 605.21343 0.232236 394.78657 700.31341 
14.472141 1015.9579 25.627034 565.56409 0.0772608 434.43591 681.18408 
14.565729 1015.9851 25.101326 561.98983 0.1323247 438.01017 679.13556 
14.775113 1016.0396 24.364619 595.70978 0.3847129 404.29022 691.32351 
13.705986 1015.9894 24.352103 645.90179 0.8001941 354.09821 714.85937 
12.86052 1015.9478 24.125011 687.62918 1.0754596 312.37082 731.71912 
12.2863 1015.8102 24.098189 724.49392 1.2112474 275.50608 748.03359 
12.042019 1015.3972 24.917149 758.76801 1.192798 241.23199 769.88937 
10.346327 1014.9054 26.49785 785.54725 1.3743404 214.45275 781.85625 
9.843488 1014.5298 27.198794 805.44118 1.4230469 194.55882 792.21675 
9.9132827 1014.1025 27.896162 821.19286 1.3344896 178.80714 801.60456 
10.13377 1013.473 29.303415 831.66627 1.129332 168.33374 808.07435 
121 
 
9.521481 1013.0027 30.755371 840.29713 1.2053436 159.70287 810.34393 
9.3977541 1012.6457 31.543933 842.83236 1.1942739 157.16764 809.666 
9.5405159 1012.3546 31.974871 837.08307 1.1234281 162.91693 806.24689 
10.151219 1012.1481 31.990964 817.4385 1.0282291 182.5615 798.25914 
9.6483803 1012.0478 32.382563 783.09514 1.0488924 216.90486 782.94683 
10.595367 1011.9675 32.343224 753.6837 0.9581212 246.3163 771.65787 
12.076916 1011.9331 32.123285 733.94215 0.8179056 266.05785 764.15646 
13.30784 1011.9675 31.935532 735.2167 0.6378391 264.7833 762.60902 
14.681525 1012.0721 31.454527 739.37281 0.6518607 260.62719 769.80094 
15.406437 1012.108 31.046835 734.13611 0.7669851 265.86389 763.72907 
16.025072 1012.108 30.567618 717.40082 0.9219603 282.59918 749.83157 
17.106888 1012.108 29.918529 689.95661 1.0333949 310.04339 735.96354 
18.466298 1012.1854 28.495183 667.59671 0.899821 332.40329 733.01603 
18.840651 1012.26 27.515292 664.74284 0.7677231 335.25716 763.52275 
18.896169 1012.3202 26.757128 673.8863 0.8274993 326.1137 802.17933 
19.199141 1012.3102 26.143802 690.73241 1.3241579 309.26759 827.73423 
19.134105 1012.1969 26.261818 710.91728 1.7285695 289.08272 845.33086 
19.735291 1012.1051 25.891676 729.95228 1.547765 270.04772 855.14607 
20.350753 1012.022 25.339146 747.43567 1.0754596 252.56433 860.14209 
20.290475 1011.9201 25.029801 762.59164 0.7743649 237.40836 862.618 
20.645793 1011.9947 35.994571 800.03823 1.1241661 199.96177 749.47787 
20.163576 1012.0377 36.051791 801.81151 1.096861 198.18849 754.91602 
19.563977 1012.3001 36.023181 803.57093 0.2895139 196.42907 756.97928 
19.108725 1012.7676 35.917682 804.29132 0.6034386 195.70868 755.71185 
18.91679 1013.7469 35.640523 803.80644 0.9871868 196.19356 748.7852 
19.571908 1013.7971 35.188128 801.17424 1.205628 198.82576 750.92215 
19.984331 1013.9275 34.923485 798.45891 1.2255534 201.54109 755.12235 
20.469721 1014.0853 34.751826 795.89597 1.0580326 204.10403 760.36891 
20.806004 1014.3978 34.451421 794.6907 0.5038117 205.3093 764.31857 
21.143873 1014.5871 34.134923 793.0144 0.3687618 206.9856 764.24489 
21.34374 1014.7219 34.007966 790.32678 0.0031787 209.67322 765.68917 
21.3945 1014.8122 33.888162 788.20716 0.2998455 211.79284 767.61978 
21.388155 1014.8094 33.453648 783.23367 0.3448622 216.76633 765.67443 
21.852923 1014.9699 32.802772 776.15443 0.3252212 223.84557 761.29738 
21.919546 1015.2123 32.595349 763.27047 1.2255534 236.72953 758.39408 
21.710162 1015.4402 32.584621 752.86633 1.8100314 247.13367 757.86353 
21.49126 1015.6725 32.513096 735.4245 1.5819964 264.5755 747.51777 
21.108976 1015.6453 32.132225 711.80392 0.7768632 288.19608 742.02067 
20.733037 1015.532 31.599365 683.32068 0.1636042 316.67932 736.67094 
20.366615 1015.3427 31.059352 663.13581 0.1441323 336.86419 733.44342 
20.106471 1015.0531 30.340526 640.05552 0.0607409 359.94448 711.17499 
19.725773 1014.8223 30.33695 645.84638 0.4691267 354.15362 706.38528 
19.221349 1014.6473 30.383441 647.89673 0.8130241 352.10327 708.74329 
122 
 
18.399675 1014.5168 30.54616 667.48588 1.0691022 332.51412 720.69544 
16.861021 1014.4523 30.794709 690.21983 1.2329332 309.78017 732.35284 
15.162156 1014.415 31.445586 720.21312 1.3738868 279.78688 743.9955 
14.384898 1014.4423 31.722745 744.41556 1.5502634 255.58444 770.62624 
14.326207 1014.4982 31.690559 774.67208 1.691217 225.32792 793.89683 
15.688788 1014.5928 30.449602 797.54456 1.7015487 202.45544 810.99238 
14.437244 1014.7319 31.379426 814.48766 1.6373447 185.51234 778.1866 
14.470555 1014.8481 31.284655 820.83266 1.5141025 179.16734 778.36345 
14.697387 1014.9398 31.030742 819.61353 1.3620792 180.38647 780.76567 
15.046361 1015.0001 30.723185 811.07964 1.1333063 188.92036 779.64562 
14.897254 1014.9929 30.839413 801.56214 0.9178169 198.43786 773.10215 
14.635524 1014.9427 31.052199 801.49287 0.8285217 198.50713 769.32934 
14.445175 1014.9298 31.132665 805.7044 0.8787041 194.2956 769.80094 
14.319862 1014.99 30.932395 813.29624 1.0137539 186.70376 776.43284 
14.296068 1015.0244 30.757159 818.31128 1.1384721 181.68872 774.06009 
14.238964 1015.0373 30.744642 819.93217 1.2683561 180.06783 778.36345 
14.499107 1015.0703 30.224298 818.99012 1.4115237 181.00988 792.06937 
15.125673 1015.175 28.758037 815.98386 1.5369798 184.01614 809.75443 
14.692629 1015.3399 29.378516 809.4172 1.5052468 190.5828 797.05066 
14.692629 1015.4675 29.244407 800.17677 1.3975021 199.82323 792.8652 
14.876633 1015.5793 28.695453 792.95898 1.2683561 207.04102 793.89683 
14.882978 1015.7328 28.128618 785.36715 1.1687292 214.63285 779.24771 
15.047947 1015.9077 27.302505 777.26272 0.9082232 222.73728 781.81204 
14.970221 1015.9751 26.826865 763.35359 0.6100804 236.64641 779.54246 
15.032084 1016.0855 26.038302 725.04807 0.362858 274.95193 759.23412 
15.124086 1016.1729 25.271198 650.66747 0.2728248 349.33253 713.66563 
14.681525 1016.2231 24.69721 580.3183 0.2624931 419.6817 669.85091 
14.621248 1016.1056 24.643567 546.93085 0.1075179 453.06916 652.13638 
14.740216 1016.0081 24.52555 547.36031 0.1367526 452.63969 654.34701 
14.522901 1015.8647 24.74549 588.1595 0.4961475 411.8405 682.21571 
13.314185 1015.8001 24.770523 641.84265 0.8489006 358.15735 717.60056 
12.279955 1015.7055 24.698998 678.99832 1.031181 321.00168 734.07713 
11.56456 1015.4904 24.901056 704.21208 1.0400367 295.78792 743.25862 
11.561388 1015.1305 25.551933 729.73062 1.0274911 270.26938 755.01918 
10.249566 1014.8194 26.399503 757.29952 1.3374415 242.70048 768.87248 
10.122667 1014.5255 26.716001 787.43135 1.3344896 212.56865 779.82247 
10.45895 1014.0896 27.350785 810.98267 1.1662308 189.01733 789.47556 
11.27745 1013.3454 28.940426 835.89165 0.8621842 164.10835 803.88888 
9.3406494 1012.855 31.075445 847.83355 1.2031297 152.16645 819.20119 
9.2613374 1012.4951 31.878312 849.37131 1.257002 150.62869 817.06425 
9.71183 1012.2327 32.20375 835.08813 1.2023917 164.91187 806.43848 
10.003698 1012.042 32.498791 803.00293 1.031181 196.99707 793.64629 
10.747646 1011.9918 32.339648 750.04017 1.1241661 249.95983 771.36312 
123 
 
11.865946 1011.9431 32.057124 700.05597 1.224531 299.94403 750.76003 
13.085766 1011.9044 31.833609 676.57392 1.1942739 323.42608 741.22484 
13.905853 1011.8671 31.745991 704.78008 1.1175243 295.21992 753.6928 
15.235123 1011.8829 31.504594 741.67253 0.999448 258.32747 769.46198 
16.063141 1011.9173 31.09869 745.26064 1.0370848 254.73936 765.88075 
16.648465 1011.9546 30.596228 732.15502 1.1234281 267.84498 746.01454 
17.259168 1011.9976 29.943563 695.19331 1.2931629 304.80669 711.38131 
18.981826 1012.0406 29.349906 659.53385 1.191322 340.46615 701.65453 
20.192128 1012.1123 28.727639 646.34511 0.8983451 353.65489 717.88057 
20.544274 1012.1854 27.8604 652.51001 0.7610813 347.48999 753.07383 
19.6766 1012.2829 26.016845 665.53251 0.5470679 334.46749 805.74581 
19.960537 1012.2471 25.711076 683.12672 0.769937 316.87328 822.06028 
20.42372 1012.1524 25.530476 701.26124 0.9507415 298.73876 831.69863 
20.799659 1012.0406 25.423188 717.76101 1.2075575 282.23899 836.75361 
20.836142 1011.9245 25.233647 733.02781 1.1802524 266.97219 840.04008 
20.30951 1012.0177 36.11974 800.96643 1.3167782 199.03357 760.39839 
19.457699 1012.1022 36.312857 803.04449 1.4459242 196.95551 770.93573 
18.946929 1012.3905 36.178748 804.85933 0.5057412 195.14068 770.56729 
18.777201 1013.1002 35.744234 806.07845 0.8934637 193.92155 762.72692 
18.78196 1014.2301 35.361575 805.93992 1.6196333 194.06009 756.18345 
19.445009 1014.2143 35.145213 803.75103 1.5244342 196.24897 772.1 
20.022401 1014.177 35.188128 801.82536 1.6380827 198.17464 786.1154 
20.512549 1014.3003 35.087993 799.66418 1.5554292 200.33582 792.55571 
21.310429 1014.6244 34.596259 798.68057 0.8580407 201.31943 782.56366 
21.607056 1014.8323 34.542615 796.40856 0.7362745 203.59144 774.13378 
21.638781 1014.9757 34.463938 792.82045 0.3252212 207.17955 773.69165 
21.521399 1015.0373 34.304795 785.85203 0.1035436 214.14797 768.62194 
21.745059 1014.99 33.739748 778.38487 0.1426564 221.61513 762.77113 
21.787887 1015.1019 33.446496 769.31069 0.5731815 230.68931 758.24671 
21.82913 1015.218 33.326692 767.42659 1.2749979 232.57342 759.80889 
21.729197 1015.413 33.281988 760.51358 1.7613249 239.48642 759.82362 
21.653057 1015.6023 33.053109 760.99846 1.4550643 239.00154 766.02813 
21.10739 1015.5306 32.792043 744.24932 0.6314817 255.75068 753.94334 
20.696553 1015.4144 32.266335 715.50286 0.0573354 284.49714 740.75324 
20.469721 1015.2352 31.477772 686.46547 0.1426564 313.53453 718.26374 
20.552205 1014.9771 30.512186 662.59552 0.0068686 337.40448 706.34107 
20.054125 1014.7305 30.624838 674.37118 0.4986458 325.62882 708.24221 
19.552873 1014.5369 30.796498 696.24619 0.8388533 303.75381 724.70405 
18.71851 1014.405 30.980674 718.19048 1.07722 281.80952 739.86899 
17.624003 1014.3405 31.093326 737.61339 1.1355202 262.38661 743.08177 
15.420714 1014.3118 31.828245 747.80972 1.271308 252.19028 746.26508 
14.743388 1014.3548 32.039243 767.41273 1.4705619 232.58727 765.37968 
15.195467 1014.448 31.547509 779.27151 1.6166813 220.72849 788.11971 
124 
 
16.521565 1014.5326 30.331586 798.47276 1.5709268 201.52724 823.93194 
15.484163 1014.6373 31.202402 813.42092 1.5576432 186.57908 790.41877 
15.214502 1014.7176 31.349028 819.55812 1.5133645 180.44188 773.54428 
15.398506 1014.7979 31.104055 818.13118 1.3775767 181.86882 771.99684 
15.374713 1014.8882 30.910937 810.66403 1.2233395 189.33597 767.17766 
15.365195 1014.9556 30.599804 803.12761 0.9687373 196.87239 767.51662 
14.902013 1014.8825 30.932395 802.80898 0.8255697 197.19102 766.57342 
14.194549 1014.7807 31.425917 807.3807 0.7635797 192.6193 771.11258 
14.005786 1014.785 31.484925 813.58717 0.9370043 186.41283 773.82429 
14.107306 1014.8122 31.243528 819.69665 1.1023112 180.30335 776.46231 
13.921715 1014.8681 31.105843 824.78097 1.1930824 175.21903 797.00645 
14.077167 1014.9226 30.539008 825.0719 1.302303 174.9281 816.74002 
14.264343 1015.1305 29.800513 822.14876 1.3237044 177.85124 794.98741 
14.538763 1015.2825 29.426795 799.80272 1.2314572 200.19728 794.79582 
14.429313 1015.3972 29.396397 784.92383 1.1436379 215.07617 785.74696 
14.435658 1015.4546 29.078111 758.11689 1.045487 241.88311 773.58849 
14.483245 1015.5377 28.690089 740.21789 0.9222448 259.78211 763.59643 
15.011463 1015.6797 27.710197 727.59715 0.6787123 272.40285 762.87429 
15.500026 1015.6969 27.089719 711.24977 0.5052876 288.75023 753.76649 
15.674512 1015.7571 26.424537 673.96942 0.3163655 326.03058 731.6307 
16.139281 1015.5994 26.732094 639.16888 0.2573273 360.83112 705.33892 
16.299491 1015.608 26.488909 610.1315 0.4137784 389.8685 680.72722 
15.931483 1015.5248 26.347648 581.67596 0.264707 418.32404 663.79378 
15.108224 1015.5048 26.072277 591.99698 0.1205171 408.00302 671.58994 
14.446761 1015.5248 25.725381 625.75849 0.707209 374.24151 698.72176 
12.852588 1015.618 25.099538 668.8574 1.0975989 331.1426 727.93157 
11.708908 1015.565 24.791981 693.89106 1.0754596 306.10894 743.55337 
11.07917 1015.3427 25.002979 716.90208 1.0053518 283.09792 753.19173 
11.635941 1014.9169 25.811211 734.38547 0.8127397 265.61453 757.93722 
11.299658 1014.5627 26.542553 758.49094 1.1234281 241.50906 761.0321 
11.058549 1014.2143 27.080778 788.11018 1.1536852 211.88982 773.78008 
11.106136 1013.678 28.244846 815.49898 1.0363468 184.50102 791.02301 
11.42973 1012.9955 29.952504 839.52132 0.7891244 160.47868 810.24077 
10.14646 1012.607 31.445586 850.4519 1.1337598 149.5481 817.19689 
10.376465 1012.3603 31.828245 850.67356 1.2865211 149.32644 814.98625 
10.899925 1012.1281 32.062489 836.01633 1.2437184 163.98367 805.7016 
10.779371 1012.0076 32.384351 799.67804 1.1153104 200.32196 792.8652 
12.04995 1012.0521 31.894405 741.21535 1.2060816 258.78465 774.84118 
13.07149 1012.0148 31.611882 691.28656 1.3440833 308.71344 755.72659 
13.913784 1011.9775 31.391943 672.778 1.4990585 327.222 749.10943 
14.786217 1011.913 31.286443 705.59745 1.4975826 294.40255 758.55619 
15.921966 1011.8843 31.161275 746.18884 1.4009076 253.81116 773.47059 
16.686534 1011.8728 30.950276 758.01991 1.386148 241.98009 765.33546 
125 
 
17.273444 1011.9029 30.492517 743.75058 1.4673255 256.24942 742.40384 
18.214085 1011.9503 29.963232 691.27271 1.6820769 308.72729 696.23111 
19.11507 1011.8943 29.875614 638.4762 1.7691582 361.5238 660.56626 
20.292062 1011.9345 29.274805 623.54189 1.4887269 376.45811 671.6931 
20.917041 1011.9732 28.167957 623.09857 0.9463136 376.90143 700.82923 
20.790141 1012.0922 26.245725 634.29238 0.2718024 365.70762 758.39408 
20.817108 1012.1324 25.805846 651.41557 0.1692236 348.58443 788.4292 
20.839315 1012.1252 25.673525 669.70247 0.5640414 330.29753 808.19225 
21.077251 1012.0306 25.609153 686.83952 0.9367199 313.16048 814.8094 
21.429397 1011.9001 25.509018 705.7914 1.3285858 294.2086 823.79931 
19.189624 1012.0478 36.716973 802.79512 1.5411232 197.20488 777.1255 
18.780373 1012.1524 36.618626 804.5684 1.6082792 195.4316 774.76749 
18.965964 1012.5353 36.080401 805.95377 0.3544559 194.04623 769.97779 
18.886652 1013.2551 35.615489 807.08977 1.0875517 192.91023 763.61117 
19.157899 1014.5298 35.225678 807.69934 1.7325438 192.30066 781.94468 
19.19121 1014.5125 35.307932 807.14519 1.4506365 192.85481 776.99286 
19.744808 1014.4781 35.327601 805.5243 1.6004458 194.4757 788.0755 
20.390409 1014.5427 35.16667 805.17796 1.6823613 194.82204 787.02913 
21.383396 1014.8094 34.717851 804.2082 0.9362663 195.7918 789.06291 
21.638781 1014.98 34.751826 801.40975 0.8617306 198.59025 791.59777 
21.733955 1015.1621 34.776859 794.39977 0.5517802 205.60023 788.87132 
21.681609 1015.2381 34.599835 786.94647 0.1488446 213.05353 782.57839 
21.851337 1015.1578 34.179626 775.26779 0.0536456 224.73221 764.83439 
21.952857 1015.2051 33.988297 762.64705 0.7709594 237.35295 760.58998 
22.003616 1015.3055 33.786239 761.20627 1.432187 238.79373 761.71003 
22.041686 1015.347 33.287353 767.17722 1.661698 232.82278 762.27006 
21.846578 1015.4646 33.044168 771.49958 1.4284971 228.50042 764.48069 
21.457949 1015.3972 32.84211 761.49719 0.6853541 238.50281 749.38944 
21.340567 1015.3026 32.14653 750.44193 0.0957103 249.55807 740.54691 
21.178771 1015.1248 31.300748 723.99519 0.1330627 276.00481 722.28709 
20.694967 1014.8882 31.096902 709.72586 0.0351961 290.27414 708.96435 
20.515722 1014.6545 31.039682 719.70053 0.3982809 280.29947 725.52935 
19.981158 1014.4581 31.222071 739.85769 0.7148732 260.14231 741.82908 
19.059552 1014.3032 31.543933 753.53131 0.8565648 246.46869 749.81683 
17.790559 1014.2243 31.85149 769.42152 0.9812829 230.57848 742.71333 
15.779204 1014.1899 32.463028 778.44029 1.1111669 221.55971 752.41064 
14.762423 1014.2372 32.509519 785.97671 1.3960261 214.02329 763.08062 
15.108224 1014.3319 32.008845 797.53071 1.5613331 202.46929 785.34905 
16.729363 1014.4323 30.576558 807.00665 1.4890113 192.99335 830.51963 
15.604718 1014.5154 31.667313 813.73956 1.4853214 186.26044 799.29077 
15.395334 1014.59 31.790694 819.64124 1.4594922 180.35876 783.07947 
15.712582 1014.6674 31.44201 819.55812 1.4550643 180.44188 779.30666 
15.736376 1014.7606 31.177368 814.98639 1.3377259 185.01361 775.15067 
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15.964794 1014.8423 30.68921 810.33154 1.0609845 189.66846 779.94037 
15.682443 1014.8079 30.878751 808.97388 0.8388533 191.02612 783.9932 
15.020981 1014.7119 31.370485 812.71438 0.7768632 187.28562 787.73653 
14.863943 1014.7276 31.247105 812.52043 0.9296245 187.47957 785.85013 
14.442003 1014.752 31.102267 820.19539 0.9200308 179.80461 796.03377 
14.204066 1014.8194 30.955641 826.51268 0.9916146 173.48732 810.56499 
13.734539 1014.9872 30.653448 834.27076 0.9554537 165.72924 805.61318 
13.797988 1015.2022 29.966809 832.70529 0.9864488 167.29471 795.94535 
14.013717 1015.3155 29.650311 799.94126 0.8602547 200.05874 788.32604 
13.989924 1015.4374 29.172882 750.76057 0.8587787 249.23944 765.52705 
13.983579 1015.5076 28.811681 720.00532 0.7871949 279.99468 751.40848 
14.72594 1015.423 28.670419 679.691 0.6794503 320.309 745.98507 
15.360436 1015.3227 28.573861 658.46711 0.3827834 341.53289 733.19288 
16.026658 1015.3255 27.999873 643.80988 0.2300221 356.19012 726.42835 
16.721432 1015.1893 28.033848 648.34004 0.2418298 351.65996 726.70836 
16.556463 1015.0345 28.35571 644.33632 0.2447817 355.66368 711.73501 
16.861021 1015.1047 28.001661 646.80228 0.364334 353.19772 700.10709 
15.93307 1015.2295 27.361513 672.62561 0.0447898 327.37439 709.09699 
14.973393 1015.2424 26.980643 686.45162 0.3898788 313.54838 719.31011 
13.318943 1015.5177 25.510806 697.90864 1.1426155 302.09136 734.75506 
12.181608 1015.5994 24.736549 710.09991 1.2466703 289.90009 739.66266 
11.188621 1015.4503 24.673965 734.70411 1.2016537 265.29589 755.85922 
11.29014 1014.7248 26.327978 751.02379 0.8548044 248.97621 766.80922 
11.578836 1014.1856 27.663706 768.29937 0.6186517 231.70063 771.8642 
11.510628 1013.8171 28.568496 788.92755 0.8939172 211.07245 776.80127 
11.329796 1013.4931 29.396397 804.62381 1.1300699 195.37619 786.74912 
11.309175 1012.9826 30.539008 829.75445 1.062914 170.24555 803.49097 
10.627091 1012.6744 31.391943 842.26436 0.9057248 157.73564 814.27885 
10.550952 1012.5281 31.624399 848.30458 1.0112556 151.69542 815.57576 
10.84282 1012.3073 31.931956 848.60936 1.1544232 151.39064 813.89568 
12.042019 1012.2944 31.454527 837.27702 1.1817283 162.72298 808.78175 
12.590859 1012.2456 31.374061 806.25855 1.1551612 193.74145 795.79797 
13.495016 1012.2528 31.023589 756.59298 1.3057085 243.40702 775.43068 
13.836058 1012.1496 31.157698 721.91713 1.547765 278.08287 760.53102 
14.587937 1012.0922 31.030742 705.5836 1.710858 294.4164 754.34126 
15.685616 1011.9904 31.03253 733.66508 1.6673174 266.33492 769.40303 
16.800744 1011.9732 30.703515 763.46442 1.6806009 236.53558 774.23694 
17.58752 1011.9574 30.510398 772.99578 1.6938845 227.00422 765.48284 
18.163325 1011.9331 30.374501 739.71915 1.8783788 260.28085 737.08359 
18.745476 1011.9273 30.081248 681.35345 2.0717289 318.64655 694.34471 
19.32604 1011.8269 30.086613 623.61116 2.2444156 376.38884 654.4207 
20.568068 1011.7251 29.832699 595.11407 2.2510573 404.88593 635.82192 
21.345326 1011.7495 28.761614 593.7287 1.744067 406.2713 661.83368 
127 
 
22.192379 1011.89 26.960974 601.32053 0.5898706 398.67947 721.49127 
21.515054 1012.0478 26.188505 618.23592 0.0625013 381.76408 761.66582 
21.507123 1012.0449 25.981083 637.13239 0.3456001 362.86761 782.75524 
21.565814 1011.9947 25.73611 659.75551 1.0880052 340.24449 800.48451 
21.922718 1011.8657 25.721805 680.81315 1.5883538 319.18685 813.05564 
18.356847 1012.1252 37.076385 804.65152 1.7042162 195.34848 777.06655 
18.661405 1012.2901 36.573923 805.59357 1.6835529 194.40643 770.41992 
18.845409 1012.6729 36.035698 806.9928 0.4348954 193.0072 765.52705 
18.973895 1013.2923 35.511778 807.85173 0.6484552 192.14827 765.02598 
19.156313 1014.4982 35.086205 808.75222 1.2624523 191.24778 783.12368 
18.988171 1014.6445 35.093357 808.89076 1.3620792 191.10924 776.94865 
18.640784 1014.957 35.141636 808.39202 1.7458274 191.60798 779.12981 
19.276867 1015.0273 34.984282 808.01797 1.823315 191.98203 778.24555 
20.501446 1015.0431 34.977129 804.88703 0.818928 195.11297 778.84979 
20.636276 1015.0875 35.284686 799.15159 0.6617388 200.84841 785.57011 
20.737796 1015.2696 35.306144 792.05849 0.3554782 207.94151 783.02052 
21.200978 1015.413 35.075476 778.75892 0.3038198 221.24108 782.51944 
21.462708 1015.3456 34.758978 765.47321 0.2573273 234.52679 768.0177 
21.900511 1015.3628 34.406718 753.87765 0.881656 246.12235 762.13742 
22.565146 1015.3399 33.571664 757.50732 1.4284971 242.49268 760.54576 
22.611147 1015.3843 33.065626 763.57525 1.66096 236.42475 761.10579 
22.430315 1015.36 32.75628 774.69979 1.5369798 225.30021 746.19139 
21.786301 1015.3055 32.843898 778.56497 0.9569297 221.43503 745.01239 
21.670506 1015.208 32.148319 767.70366 0.3613821 232.29634 736.12565 
21.640367 1015.0574 31.595789 768.35478 0.2046465 231.64522 731.05593 
21.01856 1014.795 31.61367 760.43046 0.1293728 239.56954 720.45964 
20.806004 1014.567 31.567179 766.5538 0.1835296 233.4462 738.91105 
20.319028 1014.3706 31.644068 768.49332 0.4233722 231.50668 739.63319 
19.395835 1014.2143 31.96593 782.0284 0.5672777 217.9716 747.19355 
17.977735 1014.1154 32.259182 790.39605 0.8270457 209.60395 743.34705 
16.255077 1014.0681 32.792043 799.49794 0.947336 200.50206 759.39623 
15.238296 1014.1168 32.84211 807.07592 1.2329332 192.92408 770.16938 
15.322367 1014.1928 32.20375 812.52043 1.4594922 187.47957 786.63122 
16.808675 1014.2932 30.542584 817.70172 1.4085718 182.29828 824.78672 
15.703065 1014.3806 31.79427 820.51402 1.4255452 179.48598 797.52226 
15.680857 1014.4982 31.906922 819.54426 1.4956531 180.45574 789.71136 
15.999692 1014.5756 31.551085 819.43343 1.4919632 180.56657 785.95329 
16.007623 1014.6645 31.32757 819.14251 1.4808935 180.85749 790.10928 
16.597705 1014.7219 30.910937 817.48006 1.2314572 182.51994 801.36876 
16.315354 1014.6903 31.093326 815.99771 1.0063742 184.00229 805.15631 
15.842654 1014.7047 31.011072 807.60236 0.8012165 192.39764 792.52624 
15.664995 1014.7549 30.671329 804.36059 0.8787041 195.63941 789.07765 
15.112983 1014.7821 30.649872 812.35419 0.721515 187.64581 800.42556 
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14.142203 1014.9398 30.506822 826.85903 0.5473523 173.14097 800.83821 
13.661572 1015.1076 30.204629 834.74179 0.5111914 165.25821 795.94535 
13.874128 1015.3327 29.398185 837.4017 0.7458682 162.5983 800.66136 
14.416623 1015.2969 29.321296 789.01067 0.5672777 210.98933 780.92779 
14.410278 1015.4202 28.845655 739.53906 0.5643258 260.46094 758.04038 
15.246227 1015.3055 28.759826 681.46428 0.525213 318.53572 733.60553 
16.071073 1015.1076 28.929697 634.95736 0.4418216 365.04265 723.83454 
16.653223 1014.9169 29.281957 609.89598 0.1665561 390.10402 708.56644 
16.332803 1014.8696 29.507261 598.81301 0.0337202 401.18699 710.70338 
16.997438 1014.7405 29.543023 603.4263 0.0447898 396.5737 711.11604 
16.657982 1014.7979 29.006587 659.1875 0.0371256 340.8125 719.56065 
15.774445 1015.0402 28.205507 724.42465 0.2636847 275.57535 740.35533 
14.849667 1015.1678 27.547478 750.58047 0.5824908 249.41953 749.50734 
13.655227 1015.403 26.208174 773.05119 0.7891244 226.94881 760.02995 
12.206988 1015.6051 24.927878 774.7552 1.2392906 225.2448 765.05545 
11.829463 1015.3729 24.958276 773.60534 1.1684447 226.39466 766.19024 
12.356095 1014.5527 26.884085 777.22116 1.0702938 222.77884 773.72113 
12.462373 1013.8243 28.554191 793.56855 0.7300863 206.43145 784.65639 
12.168918 1013.4228 29.643158 810.76101 0.6002023 189.23899 789.22503 
11.911947 1013.202 30.247544 823.35404 0.7573914 176.64596 794.76634 
11.702563 1012.8794 31.086174 838.8979 0.996496 161.1021 804.71419 
10.623919 1012.7546 31.615458 839.45205 1.1721346 160.54795 809.9018 
10.419294 1012.5797 31.815728 845.53383 1.0488924 154.46617 815.32522 
10.796819 1012.4851 31.697712 848.54009 1.0326569 151.45991 816.16526 
12.10071 1012.4722 31.275715 845.17364 0.9691909 154.82636 814.54413 
13.309426 1012.4607 30.798286 833.79974 0.996496 166.20026 809.38599 
14.005786 1012.4679 30.558677 816.31635 1.192798 183.68365 800.05712 
14.752906 1012.3976 30.496093 789.38472 1.387624 210.61528 789.15134 
15.095534 1012.2944 30.628414 754.84741 1.6304185 245.15259 774.01588 
15.553958 1012.1926 30.787557 748.55782 1.7543987 251.44218 760.35417 
16.600877 1012.0922 30.828684 770.73762 1.7042162 229.26238 773.85377 
17.706488 1012.0721 30.497881 791.50434 1.7831798 208.49566 776.21177 
18.423469 1012.0449 30.413839 773.88242 2.0126907 226.11758 763.8175 
18.997688 1012.0205 30.281518 740.30101 2.1993989 259.69899 735.38877 
18.908859 1011.9101 30.395958 673.83088 2.3824173 326.16912 695.14054 
19.655979 1011.7596 30.075884 609.48037 2.7425502 390.51963 667.18341 
20.882143 1011.6549 29.827335 580.76162 2.748454 419.23838 648.65832 
21.694299 1011.6477 29.074535 568.07162 2.3189513 431.92838 661.67157 
22.790392 1011.7854 27.111176 572.57407 1.160327 427.42593 712.25083 
22.197138 1011.9632 26.347648 589.04614 0.4039003 410.95386 744.95344 
22.086101 1012.0004 26.234996 609.28642 0.6053681 390.71358 766.54394 
22.146378 1011.9503 25.997176 631.9511 1.3477732 368.0489 784.40585 
22.469971 1011.8356 25.954261 651.81733 2.0429478 348.18267 800.94137 
129 
 
18.501195 1012.2055 37.008437 805.38577 1.8186027 194.61423 772.73371 
18.799408 1012.4177 36.491669 806.02304 1.7861317 193.97696 769.47671 
18.620163 1012.7245 36.098282 806.66031 1.3647467 193.33969 768.12086 
18.748649 1013.3468 35.572574 807.5608 0.2784442 192.4392 767.60505 
18.69313 1014.1699 34.98607 809.29251 0.7613657 190.70749 773.30848 
18.5583 1014.9069 34.694606 809.37564 2.0321625 190.62436 775.26857 
18.210913 1015.2223 34.746461 808.8769 2.4173866 191.1231 777.46446 
18.123669 1015.5119 34.955672 797.58612 1.9384394 202.41388 773.0432 
19.118243 1015.4173 35.155941 790.90863 0.784243 209.09137 766.63237 
19.343489 1015.4144 35.420584 781.58508 0.5075016 218.41492 767.10397 
20.215922 1015.4144 35.087993 762.95184 0.2514235 237.04817 762.35848 
20.680691 1015.5578 34.857325 749.62456 0.1997651 250.37544 761.87214 
21.03125 1015.5076 34.869842 735.18899 0.4344418 264.81101 758.96885 
22.055962 1015.4402 34.365591 738.90178 0.8853459 261.09822 756.30135 
22.72377 1015.4202 33.528749 742.54531 1.4351389 257.45469 754.69496 
22.849083 1015.3298 33.324903 766.06892 1.8247909 233.93108 748.79994 
22.715839 1015.2797 33.020923 779.92264 1.7650148 220.07736 729.46428 
22.100377 1015.228 33.003041 786.4893 1.2196496 213.5107 736.74463 
22.044859 1015.1406 32.538129 787.4175 0.5488283 212.5825 733.42868 
22.013134 1014.99 31.985599 788.06862 0.0186762 211.93138 728.34423 
21.348499 1014.7477 32.151895 789.19077 0.3618356 210.80923 734.13608 
21.167667 1014.5226 31.924803 789.64795 0.2474492 210.35205 753.36858 
20.679105 1014.3247 32.003481 791.58747 0.0068686 208.41253 754.09072 
19.705152 1014.1225 32.153683 796.20075 0.3599061 203.79925 741.90277 
18.372709 1014.0179 32.305673 802.87824 0.654359 197.12176 745.67558 
16.696052 1013.972 32.852839 812.32648 0.8004785 187.67352 762.99219 
15.799825 1014.0021 33.022711 820.05685 1.1318303 179.94315 778.98243 
15.883896 1014.0781 32.382563 825.52907 1.3583893 174.47093 795.50322 
16.631016 1014.1527 31.284655 825.88927 1.3310842 174.11073 813.7483 
16.261422 1014.2573 31.783541 825.47365 1.401192 174.52635 800.13081 
16.237628 1014.3749 31.894405 824.50389 1.4712998 175.49611 792.26096 
16.35501 1014.4953 31.568967 819.76592 1.5067227 180.23408 785.24589 
16.288388 1014.5799 31.425917 817.72943 1.5251722 182.27057 788.93027 
16.729363 1014.6244 31.159487 812.34033 1.304517 187.65967 797.12435 
16.546945 1014.6574 31.055775 792.94513 1.0602465 207.05487 787.85443 
16.071073 1014.6731 30.971734 784.53592 0.8550888 215.46408 775.22436 
15.741134 1014.7821 30.447814 778.16321 0.7665316 221.83679 767.17766 
14.940082 1014.795 30.707091 787.19584 0.3709758 212.80416 774.48748 
13.96613 1014.9527 30.564042 801.74224 0.1968131 198.25776 774.88539 
14.127927 1015.1549 29.864886 815.78991 0.2624931 184.21009 783.43317 
14.597454 1015.3729 29.001222 820.81881 0.5990107 179.18119 788.75342 
15.618994 1015.2395 28.863537 775.78038 0.428538 224.21962 774.59064 
16.228111 1014.9828 29.655675 746.90923 0.2905363 253.09077 768.69562 
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17.067232 1014.8681 29.568057 688.6405 0.2506855 311.3595 744.15761 
16.185282 1014.6301 30.56583 650.58435 0.1200635 349.41565 727.34207 
16.496185 1014.5857 30.242179 617.69563 0.0005112 382.30438 709.40648 
16.172592 1014.5369 30.471059 606.57109 0.1330627 393.42891 711.54342 
16.270939 1014.8094 29.149636 611.46145 0.2245719 388.53855 714.72673 
16.196386 1014.9499 28.260939 676.53236 0.3957826 323.46764 729.42007 
14.689456 1015.1506 27.590393 754.66731 0.8208575 245.33269 761.0321 
13.764677 1015.1621 27.077202 804.98401 1.0452025 195.01599 783.72792 
12.567065 1015.3972 25.73611 827.53786 1.2518362 172.46214 794.28 
13.076248 1015.0976 25.966778 821.81627 0.7802687 178.18373 792.34939 
13.047696 1014.3175 27.826425 809.66656 0.7308242 190.33344 790.40403 
13.574328 1013.4931 29.759386 813.29624 0.6334112 186.70376 797.94965 
12.145125 1013.1848 30.841201 825.16887 0.7588674 174.83113 800.92664 
11.869119 1012.9454 31.32757 841.46084 0.6917115 158.53916 804.4047 
11.637527 1012.8206 31.526052 851.65718 0.7906004 148.34282 809.22387 
11.164827 1012.7102 31.706652 857.64198 1.0053518 142.35802 815.92946 
10.083011 1012.5855 32.235937 858.18228 1.1809904 141.81772 821.13181 
10.489088 1012.4951 32.042819 858.11301 1.191322 141.88699 821.42656 
11.528077 1012.4478 31.563602 852.75162 0.9234363 147.24838 817.65375 
12.836726 1012.4349 31.141605 849.38517 0.8599703 150.61483 816.03262 
14.546694 1012.5195 30.53722 838.34376 0.9765707 161.65624 816.34211 
14.998773 1012.5281 30.428144 824.82253 1.2710236 175.17747 811.95032 
15.736376 1012.4507 30.446026 805.74596 1.4370685 194.25404 803.25517 
16.416873 1012.3919 30.319069 794.16426 1.5470271 205.83574 784.30269 
16.87847 1012.2901 30.476424 787.86082 1.6724832 212.13918 770.61151 
17.598623 1012.1997 30.610533 798.0433 1.7329973 201.9567 774.07483 
18.556713 1012.1553 30.492517 802.47649 1.9174916 197.52351 775.25383 
19.275281 1012.1281 30.410263 784.79914 2.1477405 215.20086 762.81534 
19.405353 1012.032 30.59444 747.25558 2.3809413 252.74443 737.65835 
19.215004 1011.8929 30.812591 682.07384 2.5654357 317.92616 698.44175 
20.131851 1011.7452 30.383441 618.3606 2.9403281 381.6394 676.29122 
21.089941 1011.6276 30.272578 579.88883 2.9816548 420.11117 662.06948 
21.903683 1011.6205 29.51799 567.14342 2.5499381 432.85658 675.14169 
23.025156 1011.685 27.592181 558.26318 1.549241 441.73682 703.74726 
22.890325 1011.9029 26.329766 573.0451 0.6311973 426.9549 732.63285 
22.776116 1011.9402 26.217115 593.32694 0.8341411 406.67306 754.31178 
22.745977 1011.9273 26.286852 601.54219 1.7248796 398.45781 768.71036 
23.044191 1011.8255 26.242148 613.88585 2.5285368 386.11415 781.9152 
19.126174 1012.2499 36.9387 804.92859 1.96915 195.07141 781.70888 
18.78196 1012.488 36.76704 805.08098 1.873213 194.91902 773.42638 
18.539265 1012.7776 36.393322 805.74596 1.5625246 194.25404 773.01373 
18.358433 1012.9382 36.404051 807.11748 0.9123666 192.88252 776.37389 
18.291811 1013.5375 35.792513 809.34793 0.4477254 190.65207 780.1467 
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18.298156 1014.5498 35.422372 808.58597 2.146549 191.41403 781.10464 
18.241051 1015.532 35.315084 797.18437 2.9597999 202.81563 776.99286 
18.196636 1015.8718 35.520718 784.61905 2.4432158 215.38095 771.81998 
18.320363 1015.7055 35.552905 763.71379 1.010802 236.28621 761.01736 
19.029413 1015.618 35.104086 740.71662 0.492004 259.28338 750.34738 
19.987503 1015.5779 34.751826 721.03049 0.2314981 278.96951 745.04186 
20.720347 1015.5148 34.463938 702.25871 0.202717 297.74129 745.86717 
20.959869 1015.4603 34.640962 688.57124 0.590893 311.42877 744.59974 
22.044859 1015.3657 34.215389 704.21208 1.0329413 295.78792 747.16407 
22.753909 1015.2725 33.920348 740.91057 1.4823695 259.08943 742.53648 
22.841152 1015.1621 33.834518 767.16336 1.8602138 232.83664 735.87511 
22.430315 1015.1678 33.820214 787.11272 1.9908358 212.88728 727.69577 
22.63494 1015.1377 33.126422 789.8696 1.4749897 210.1304 733.94449 
22.495351 1015.0474 32.761645 790.56229 0.8145001 209.43771 730.03904 
22.213 1014.9427 32.559587 789.24619 0.1230154 210.75381 733.00129 
21.513468 1014.762 32.75628 791.158 0.4400612 208.842 746.23561 
21.518226 1014.5427 32.278852 791.32424 0.479912 208.67576 765.05545 
20.90911 1014.2674 32.128649 795.27255 0.2968936 204.72745 755.44657 
19.86219 1014.0523 32.303885 800.03823 0.0986622 199.96177 740.75324 
18.612232 1013.9175 32.48985 808.07339 0.4565811 191.92661 751.099 
17.149717 1013.8831 32.895754 816.82894 0.7665316 183.17106 770.46413 
16.236042 1013.9132 33.058473 824.42077 1.1030492 175.57923 786.60174 
16.001278 1013.9806 32.986948 829.08947 1.3340361 170.91053 796.44642 
16.394666 1014.0394 32.681179 829.7406 1.2927093 170.2594 808.57542 
16.564394 1014.157 32.33786 830.80733 1.368721 169.19267 801.42771 
16.718259 1014.3075 31.872948 831.36148 1.3952882 168.63852 796.65275 
16.805503 1014.4294 31.558238 826.51268 1.4255452 173.48732 789.12186 
16.659568 1014.4824 31.533204 809.79125 1.3856945 190.20875 775.09172 
16.420046 1014.5197 31.420553 782.11152 1.1930824 217.88848 762.31427 
16.318526 1014.5627 31.266774 761.05388 0.9502879 238.94612 754.06124 
15.964794 1014.6703 30.912726 741.18765 0.753986 258.81235 738.64577 
15.552372 1014.795 30.437085 735.29982 0.624102 264.70018 728.03474 
14.584764 1014.8079 30.739278 745.02513 0.1938612 254.97487 731.83702 
14.710077 1014.957 30.324433 758.11689 0.0816887 241.88311 744.40815 
15.024153 1015.1549 29.566269 772.01217 0.1458927 227.98784 755.44657 
16.066314 1015.185 29.176458 783.4969 0.4706027 216.5031 766.79448 
17.095785 1014.838 29.296262 775.69725 0.3171034 224.30275 780.972 
17.532001 1014.5398 30.419204 751.52252 0.1591763 248.47748 776.83075 
16.835641 1014.5871 30.497881 751.89657 0.1057575 248.10343 781.34044 
14.592695 1014.4796 31.61367 727.16769 0.3123912 272.83231 767.4282 
14.703732 1014.6531 30.269001 691.21729 0.3478141 308.78271 747.07565 
14.211997 1015.0201 28.809893 656.45832 0.3382204 343.54168 729.86219 
14.448347 1015.3456 27.23098 658.99355 0.4171839 341.00645 730.64328 
132 
 
14.691042 1015.3055 26.751764 691.35583 0.5566616 308.64417 741.81434 
13.028661 1014.9054 27.80318 750.31725 1.0481545 249.68275 773.89798 
12.229195 1014.8782 27.406217 801.10497 1.2141993 198.89503 795.70955 
13.376048 1014.5556 27.794239 828.14742 0.9610731 171.85258 806.65954 
14.978152 1013.982 28.784859 826.2079 0.2105503 173.7921 811.93558 
14.158065 1013.2307 30.943124 818.5468 0.3743812 181.4532 806.45322 
12.773276 1013.017 31.576119 827.24693 0.6016782 172.75307 805.9374 
10.895166 1012.7719 32.611442 838.81478 0.7684611 161.18522 807.92697 
10.487502 1012.65 32.849263 850.90908 0.7278723 149.09092 821.52972 
10.815854 1012.5969 32.491638 859.42911 0.7160647 140.57089 817.1232 
10.514468 1012.4894 32.577468 865.87109 0.933768 134.12891 823.82878 
11.05379 1012.4507 32.266335 868.58642 1.1536852 131.41358 829.54695 
11.001444 1012.3331 32.464816 869.86096 1.2547881 130.13904 830.32804 
12.141952 1012.3044 31.969506 860.6898 0.8983451 139.3102 822.63504 
13.702814 1012.4206 31.458103 850.32722 0.8156916 149.67278 817.49164 
15.550785 1012.5224 30.77504 838.28834 0.9271262 161.71166 817.63901 
16.044107 1012.5396 30.712456 827.37161 1.3271099 172.62839 822.51714 
16.497772 1012.5195 30.626626 816.92591 1.3603188 183.07409 800.18976 
17.286134 1012.4679 30.428144 806.2447 1.4592078 193.7553 782.32785 
18.052288 1012.3818 30.335162 802.26868 1.5898297 197.73132 775.43068 
18.624922 1012.2929 30.526491 808.94617 1.7307834 191.05383 774.94434 
19.486251 1012.2356 30.499669 809.33408 1.9337271 190.66592 775.66648 
19.706738 1012.1453 30.664177 789.95273 2.2274421 210.04727 761.56265 
19.784464 1012.0449 30.869811 752.58926 2.4621188 247.41074 735.96354 
19.908191 1011.8757 31.250681 703.60252 2.6311156 296.39748 712.67822 
20.63469 1011.7682 31.077233 650.72288 2.7521439 349.27712 685.98852 
21.681609 1011.6448 30.9467 610.43628 2.8030643 389.56372 670.08671 
22.013134 1011.5545 30.982462 574.40276 2.7639515 425.59724 660.2715 
22.844324 1011.5574 29.494744 557.14103 1.8547636 442.85897 682.86416 
22.857014 1011.7997 27.620791 570.78694 0.8097878 429.21306 721.75654 
23.340818 1011.9144 26.243937 578.66971 0.7950283 421.33029 746.07349 
23.288472 1011.913 26.292216 586.16457 1.7049542 413.83543 760.28049 
23.44551 1011.8456 26.567587 563.09813 2.8628405 436.90187 752.30747 
19.322868 1012.2729 37.124665 804.69308 2.165452 195.30692 791.98095 
18.735959 1012.3804 37.271291 804.5684 1.9780058 195.4316 780.57409 
18.553541 1012.4206 37.591365 804.92859 1.6274666 195.07141 778.21608 
18.40602 1012.5181 37.796999 806.30011 0.9905922 193.69989 781.60571 
18.206154 1012.6772 37.823821 809.04315 0.0307683 190.95685 785.59959 
18.239465 1013.8071 37.448315 806.46636 2.2875027 193.53364 782.41628 
18.18236 1014.9269 37.265926 792.55723 3.2048084 207.44277 778.52557 
18.329881 1015.6725 37.128241 769.10288 3.2048084 230.89712 769.01985 
18.65506 1015.5377 36.733066 741.24306 1.6380827 258.75694 753.94334 
19.36411 1015.3356 35.992783 711.88704 1.0853377 288.11296 743.77444 
133 
 
20.019228 1015.0875 35.5386 687.5045 0.365072 312.4955 739.78056 
20.622 1014.99 35.302567 667.29193 0.2469956 332.70807 741.96172 
21.142287 1015.0545 34.953883 657.62203 0.7333226 342.37797 743.31757 
22.163827 1015.0703 34.201084 688.76519 1.1561835 311.23481 740.17847 
23.025156 1014.9771 33.902467 729.45355 1.6137294 270.54645 734.7698 
23.237712 1014.947 33.847035 761.96822 1.8240529 238.03178 729.75903 
22.519145 1014.9872 34.068763 784.10646 1.9443432 215.89354 729.3169 
22.552456 1015.0173 33.662859 784.92383 1.4927012 215.07617 730.34853 
22.303416 1014.9771 33.648554 787.6253 0.9908766 212.3747 736.1846 
22.003616 1014.8696 33.500139 785.5611 0.3141515 214.4389 742.94913 
21.968719 1014.7678 32.936881 786.86335 0.3596217 213.13665 760.95841 
21.508709 1014.5427 32.665086 788.38726 0.7131128 211.61274 748.53466 
21.051871 1014.253 32.359317 793.1945 0.5234526 206.8055 747.79779 
20.223853 1014.0107 32.23236 801.31277 0.1389665 198.68723 755.87396 
18.653474 1013.8444 32.738399 810.53935 0.298654 189.46065 768.45982 
17.451103 1013.7899 32.978008 818.96241 0.6978997 181.03759 782.07732 
17.138613 1013.7899 32.949398 823.56184 1.0868137 176.43816 786.63122 
17.075164 1013.8544 32.843898 827.77337 1.3082069 172.22663 794.54528 
16.784881 1013.9806 32.743763 829.06177 1.2809017 170.93823 804.97946 
16.956195 1014.1928 32.160835 834.70023 1.2949233 165.29977 804.03626 
17.05137 1014.3304 31.717381 835.12969 1.3163246 164.87031 798.716 
17.084681 1014.3806 31.517111 825.14117 1.2764738 174.85884 788.17866 
17.07675 1014.3978 31.488501 800.48155 1.1576595 199.51845 771.40733 
17.054542 1014.4122 31.366909 760.94305 0.9613576 239.05695 750.76003 
16.702397 1014.4581 31.338299 723.60728 0.8285217 276.39272 731.54227 
16.196386 1014.567 31.045047 700.70709 0.6794503 299.29291 713.00244 
16.031417 1014.8094 30.034757 696.21849 0.4115645 303.78151 697.80803 
15.896586 1015.0373 29.58415 705.4035 0.0684051 294.5965 705.33892 
16.164661 1015.142 29.324872 717.87184 0.0189606 282.12816 718.38165 
16.467633 1015.0001 29.634218 733.47113 0.136299 266.52887 737.0099 
17.581175 1014.7821 29.913165 748.72407 0.3680239 251.27593 756.78769 
16.813434 1014.395 31.263198 762.38383 0.1296572 237.61617 768.38614 
16.331216 1014.3849 31.277503 786.98803 0.251139 213.01197 783.6395 
15.677685 1014.4996 30.800074 799.02691 0.5640414 200.97309 795.91587 
14.403933 1014.9255 29.312356 806.25855 0.7470597 193.74145 803.07832 
13.989924 1015.3069 27.796027 764.78053 0.6909735 235.21947 776.86023 
13.04611 1015.6152 26.665934 724.21685 0.6865456 275.78315 757.68668 
12.37513 1015.618 26.254665 689.76265 0.7544395 310.23735 742.30068 
12.836726 1015.3729 26.15453 698.61518 0.7227065 301.38482 744.80606 
10.983996 1014.61 28.148288 739.89925 0.9765707 260.10075 767.92927 
12.135607 1014.0724 29.129967 762.18988 0.7308242 237.81012 779.10033 
14.04227 1013.6279 29.875614 787.32052 0.4371093 212.67948 790.61035 
15.005118 1013.1131 31.189885 792.94513 0.0976398 207.05487 792.37886 
134 
 
13.288805 1012.8622 32.218055 796.78261 0.5264046 203.21739 788.16392 
12.82245 1012.7331 32.144742 805.57972 0.6762139 194.42028 786.77859 
12.184781 1012.6199 32.296733 824.46233 0.6968773 175.53767 799.09918 
10.604884 1012.3804 33.648554 836.00248 0.7345141 163.99752 833.17239 
10.352672 1012.3173 33.600274 843.80212 0.6880216 156.19788 814.2199 
11.553457 1012.3976 32.761645 836.97224 0.5743731 163.02776 807.55853 
12.717758 1012.412 32.062489 839.20269 0.7241824 160.79731 814.05779 
13.255494 1012.3747 31.906922 831.0567 1.0518443 168.9433 810.9629 
13.993096 1012.4249 31.81394 828.39679 0.9566453 171.60321 804.74366 
15.298573 1012.5453 31.422341 818.32514 0.8798956 181.67486 800.66136 
16.48984 1012.607 31.093326 824.50389 0.8762058 175.49611 808.87017 
16.991093 1012.6199 31.025377 816.30249 1.1868942 183.69751 808.42805 
17.755661 1012.617 30.68027 809.94364 1.1514713 190.05636 785.7617 
18.464711 1012.5281 30.533644 809.76354 1.2798793 190.23646 779.793 
19.199141 1012.432 30.490729 807.2006 1.420833 192.7994 776.80127 
19.506872 1012.3632 30.646295 807.71319 1.5625246 192.28681 773.73587 
20.04778 1012.2843 30.665965 801.0357 1.7698962 198.9643 769.49145 
20.230198 1012.1768 30.891268 782.61026 2.0960821 217.38974 756.53715 
20.365029 1012.0506 31.266774 751.03764 2.3875831 248.96236 738.91105 
20.786969 1011.8657 31.738838 711.12508 2.5639597 288.87492 730.08326 
21.526158 1011.7782 31.461679 664.74284 2.5012316 335.25716 705.48629 
22.224104 1011.7395 30.927031 621.5331 2.7004855 378.4669 697.88172 
22.443005 1011.6606 31.009284 582.49333 2.7469781 417.50667 687.44754 
21.798991 1011.6147 31.07008 548.03914 2.5558419 451.96086 676.40912 
22.906188 1011.7725 28.459421 545.40694 1.2134614 454.59306 704.48414 
23.497856 1011.9044 26.844746 549.50764 1.160327 450.49236 726.41361 
23.658066 1011.9431 26.44063 529.66912 1.8023672 470.33089 723.20082 
23.662825 1011.9029 26.905542 488.55129 3.1255604 511.44871 704.17465 
19.169003 1012.3331 37.162215 806.07845 2.2267041 193.92155 790.33034 
18.870789 1012.2528 37.677195 805.71826 2.0695149 194.28174 777.70027 
18.79465 1012.2973 37.993692 806.00918 1.6614135 193.99082 775.5928 
18.74389 1012.4048 38.115285 807.15904 1.1153104 192.84096 778.62873 
18.291811 1012.4679 38.251182 810.22071 0.4068522 189.77929 779.46877 
18.564644 1013.3397 37.750508 807.97641 1.9413913 192.02359 785.11325 
19.107139 1014.3376 37.439374 792.90357 3.6726859 207.09643 788.44394 
19.581425 1015.1549 37.248045 768.05 4.2099333 231.95 780.45619 
19.448181 1015.3126 37.321358 738.68012 3.0144102 261.31988 748.53466 
20.477652 1014.8753 36.613262 712.2888 1.4403048 287.7112 737.26044 
21.023319 1014.6072 36.057155 690.84324 0.6255779 309.15676 729.86219 
21.47857 1014.438 35.483168 678.15324 0.4108265 321.84676 726.28097 
21.82913 1014.4982 34.893087 671.61429 0.6381235 328.38571 726.76731 
22.857014 1014.4896 34.224329 694.11272 1.3842185 305.88728 725.73568 
23.087019 1014.5197 33.999026 714.06207 1.6698157 285.93793 721.93339 
135 
 
22.982327 1014.5799 33.925713 739.73301 1.6845752 260.26699 718.61745 
22.890325 1014.6875 33.68074 759.29445 1.40193 240.70555 709.45069 
23.177435 1014.7749 33.15682 771.91519 1.0934555 228.08481 730.86435 
22.868118 1014.7577 33.30881 779.89493 0.687568 220.10507 736.37619 
22.427143 1014.6875 33.568088 786.82179 0.2779906 213.17821 745.51347 
22.438247 1014.5928 33.169337 788.88599 0.2304757 211.11401 775.357 
21.762508 1014.4122 33.108541 790.83936 0.5500198 209.16064 764.14172 
21.06932 1014.2602 32.913635 797.08739 0.6289834 202.91261 762.41743 
20.158817 1014.0652 32.777738 806.09231 0.4046383 193.90769 769.29986 
18.932653 1013.8573 32.78489 816.38562 0.1141597 183.61438 787.11756 
18.255327 1013.7354 32.8135 822.39813 0.8211419 177.60187 793.04205 
17.858767 1013.7368 32.817077 824.62858 1.1598734 175.37142 793.32206 
17.644624 1013.8272 32.743763 823.31247 1.2617143 176.68753 793.18943 
17.360687 1013.9921 32.530977 822.09335 1.2181736 177.90665 797.3012 
17.419378 1014.2243 31.906922 829.78216 1.1989862 170.21784 799.45288 
17.454275 1014.3319 31.58506 832.23427 1.1783229 167.76573 791.36197 
17.454275 1014.3606 31.488501 822.53667 1.1303543 177.46333 779.04138 
17.547864 1014.3218 31.495654 794.38592 0.9569297 205.61408 766.55868 
17.252823 1014.3276 31.529628 748.21148 0.7827671 251.78852 744.59974 
16.986334 1014.3978 31.390154 708.32663 0.6425514 291.67337 726.59046 
17.154476 1014.5355 30.923454 682.04613 0.4624849 317.95387 713.63616 
18.079255 1014.762 29.859521 677.01724 0.1444168 322.98276 703.18724 
18.091944 1014.9972 29.332025 685.32947 0.0152707 314.67053 706.59161 
18.347329 1014.947 29.319508 697.49303 0.1503206 302.50697 716.28891 
18.466298 1014.7004 29.89886 713.67417 0.2934882 286.32583 734.66663 
17.900009 1014.2975 31.159487 734.45474 0.1717219 265.54526 763.43432 
17.51138 1014.2473 31.302536 767.52356 0.2363795 232.47644 771.25996 
16.794399 1014.3878 30.869811 802.60117 0.6703101 197.39883 792.59992 
15.88231 1014.6402 30.061579 832.23427 0.9898543 167.76573 812.40718 
15.112983 1015.0775 28.613199 849.63453 1.0533203 150.36547 811.69978 
14.085098 1015.1406 27.808544 806.50792 0.9603352 193.49208 795.7685 
13.612398 1015.0001 27.63152 757.68742 1.0503684 242.31258 770.71467 
13.198389 1014.8223 27.633308 715.39203 1.2186272 284.60797 748.47571 
13.190458 1014.7549 27.275684 689.31934 1.2451944 310.68066 734.13608 
13.59495 1014.0623 28.525581 691.63291 1.0356088 308.36709 736.6562 
14.405519 1013.4472 29.793361 700.65168 0.6193897 299.34833 741.37222 
14.965462 1013.0099 30.993191 703.3393 0.2784442 296.6607 740.5027 
15.331884 1012.6571 32.250242 703.82418 0.3013215 296.17582 737.86468 
14.576833 1012.5453 32.486274 708.35434 0.7610813 291.64566 730.28958 
14.337311 1012.4621 32.407596 728.41452 0.8732539 271.58548 739.57424 
13.388738 1012.3446 32.852839 755.05522 0.8754678 244.94478 757.81932 
11.214001 1012.1596 34.313735 785.93515 0.9463136 214.06485 782.34259 
11.594699 1012.2628 33.798756 784.05104 0.6459569 215.94896 773.76534 
136 
 
13.163492 1012.4005 32.809924 759.14206 0.3684774 240.85794 750.15579 
14.626007 1012.4994 31.953413 713.54948 0.3042734 286.45052 719.57539 
14.91153 1012.5496 31.760296 679.99578 0.6621924 320.00422 710.46758 
15.725272 1012.65 31.477772 698.43508 0.7441078 301.56492 723.18609 
16.699224 1012.7174 31.200613 732.93083 0.7013052 267.06917 749.30102 
17.74773 1012.7274 30.977098 758.26928 0.6489088 241.73072 768.34192 
18.44409 1012.6227 31.009284 780.96167 0.6976153 219.03833 782.34259 
18.79465 1012.5181 30.978886 789.70336 0.7492737 210.29664 771.7463 
19.333972 1012.4249 30.875175 793.72094 0.9278642 206.27906 767.25135 
19.865363 1012.3546 30.809014 794.96777 1.1455675 205.03223 768.47456 
20.120748 1012.3173 30.844777 793.00054 1.3182541 206.99946 773.36743 
20.714002 1012.2098 31.077233 781.57123 1.5138181 218.42877 764.58385 
20.967801 1012.1022 31.450951 755.77561 1.7580886 244.22439 751.12847 
21.124838 1011.9847 31.856855 721.58464 2.0126907 278.41536 732.9276 
21.49126 1011.8843 32.019574 679.691 2.1802115 320.309 712.17714 
22.903015 1011.8757 30.780405 636.14877 2.1174835 363.85123 712.17714 
23.188539 1011.9044 29.789784 592.56498 2.3979148 407.43502 710.9834 
23.137779 1011.9546 29.067383 550.31115 2.9004773 449.68885 700.44605 
23.472476 1011.9632 28.656114 509.38728 3.3388358 490.61272 677.54391 
23.626341 1012.0076 27.810332 482.40024 2.6908918 517.59976 668.77507 
23.815104 1012.0277 27.252438 446.87931 2.6650626 553.12069 654.22911 
24.014971 1012.032 26.948457 413.21478 3.0156018 586.78522 641.65798 
24.083179 1012.0004 27.068261 368.78591 3.752103 631.21409 621.67387 
18.131601 1012.4105 37.795211 808.22578 1.7964634 191.77422 787.75127 
17.411447 1012.432 38.460393 807.26987 1.5927817 192.73013 784.33216 
17.790559 1012.6098 38.061641 806.66031 1.2599539 193.33969 786.10067 
18.291811 1012.7977 37.569907 806.89582 0.8902273 193.10418 790.65457 
17.865112 1012.812 38.111709 808.72451 0.5374742 191.27549 793.54313 
17.903182 1012.9468 38.151047 807.2006 0.9598816 192.7994 797.4191 
17.94601 1013.6494 38.218996 794.84309 2.8291779 205.15691 790.33034 
18.214085 1014.6273 38.104556 774.81062 4.1139963 225.18938 776.74232 
18.937411 1015.6797 37.587789 752.29833 4.1294938 247.70167 761.22369 
19.567149 1015.327 37.292748 737.32246 1.7974858 262.67754 755.26972 
20.469721 1014.742 36.670481 728.45608 0.6846161 271.54392 751.46743 
21.5674 1014.1957 35.794301 725.31129 0.4986458 274.68871 748.22517 
22.6857 1014.0379 34.750037 722.66523 1.0853377 277.33477 742.83123 
23.155228 1014.0293 34.306583 712.95377 1.4609681 287.04623 721.75654 
23.23454 1014.0795 34.027636 703.78261 1.4801556 296.21739 704.21886 
23.271023 1014.1699 33.711138 705.32038 1.2535965 294.67962 693.0478 
23.670756 1014.2932 33.060261 718.64765 0.7879329 281.35235 688.22863 
23.4582 1014.3806 32.868932 747.44953 0.4853622 252.55047 717.37949 
23.35668 1014.3778 32.879661 771.41646 0.2477336 228.58354 745.35135 
23.055295 1014.3419 33.144303 789.31546 0.0934963 210.68454 766.89764 
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22.281209 1014.3204 33.678952 793.83177 0.0312218 206.16823 771.55471 
21.987754 1014.3032 33.231921 795.14787 0.1005917 204.85213 769.38829 
21.377051 1014.2932 32.938669 801.49287 0.3773331 198.50713 771.8642 
20.43641 1014.1957 32.808136 810.85798 0.4895057 189.14202 779.80773 
19.176934 1013.9476 32.831382 821.30369 0.1581539 178.69631 794.61897 
18.413952 1013.7526 32.902906 824.90565 0.719301 175.09435 796.0043 
17.97139 1013.7082 33.024499 822.89686 1.108215 177.10314 802.73935 
17.882561 1013.7698 33.031651 816.92591 1.2299813 183.07409 807.94171 
18.164912 1013.9103 32.711577 810.44237 1.2764738 189.55763 803.94783 
18.997688 1014.0652 31.928379 817.54933 1.1938204 182.45067 791.8041 
19.15314 1014.1527 31.543933 820.611 1.0668883 179.389 783.8753 
18.927894 1014.1699 31.486713 812.83907 0.9001054 187.16093 777.05181 
18.551955 1014.1125 31.695923 788.29028 0.6514071 211.70972 769.40303 
18.423469 1014.167 31.572543 746.56289 0.6012247 253.43711 738.99947 
19.145209 1014.3218 31.030742 709.1163 0.5052876 290.8837 719.64907 
19.884398 1014.4681 30.48 682.69726 0.3385048 317.30274 711.27815 
19.595702 1014.4824 30.39417 673.12434 0.0506936 326.87566 714.26987 
19.641703 1014.4953 30.269001 677.61295 0.0757849 322.38705 726.64941 
19.749567 1014.3978 30.176019 690.70471 0.1488446 309.29529 736.71515 
19.372041 1014.2172 30.522915 710.72333 0.1215395 289.27667 745.83769 
17.73504 1014.0007 31.681618 737.39173 0.2112883 262.60827 751.06952 
17.065646 1014.1971 31.043259 773.99325 0.5227147 226.00675 776.22651 
16.272525 1014.3505 30.617685 809.65271 0.8968691 190.34729 800.07186 
15.214502 1014.4079 30.417416 838.08054 1.2082955 161.91946 820.18861 
13.8313 1014.3304 30.449602 852.69621 1.355891 147.30379 831.19755 
14.784631 1014.415 29.276593 811.07964 1.2112474 188.92036 801.56035 
15.208157 1014.3046 28.895723 760.36119 1.0791495 239.63881 767.7819 
15.441335 1014.0652 29.00301 709.61503 1.0245392 290.38497 738.82262 
16.185282 1013.7196 29.38388 663.8285 1.0474165 336.1715 720.73965 
15.539682 1013.1748 30.767888 635.17901 1.0821014 364.82099 697.69013 
15.049533 1012.7747 32.153683 615.28508 0.7861725 384.71492 682.90837 
14.548281 1012.5797 33.215828 594.98939 0.4422751 405.01062 667.89082 
14.348414 1012.5525 33.632461 577.10424 0.2872999 422.89576 652.65219 
15.204985 1012.4894 32.999465 574.47203 0.6016782 425.52797 649.29203 
15.501612 1012.4277 32.768797 605.55977 0.6776899 394.44023 665.75387 
15.230365 1012.3818 32.944033 653.35509 0.6282454 346.64491 693.84363 
14.832218 1012.422 33.290929 708.42361 0.5264046 291.57639 729.39059 
14.851253 1012.5353 32.774162 695.44268 0.3788091 304.55732 706.50318 
15.601545 1012.5769 32.110768 630.96748 0.2777062 369.03252 657.6777 
16.518393 1012.5725 31.488501 540.03169 0.2481871 459.96831 599.14017 
17.265513 1012.5754 31.020013 462.07684 0.2754923 537.92316 557.28554 
17.876216 1012.6027 30.919878 519.94381 0.1271589 480.05619 602.1761 
18.263259 1012.6127 30.866234 598.99311 0.0991157 401.00689 659.57884 
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18.653474 1012.5826 30.876963 671.94678 0.2083364 328.05322 709.42122 
19.056379 1012.4722 31.048623 730.10467 0.5264046 269.89533 743.78917 
19.24197 1012.3202 31.349028 752.49228 0.7182786 247.50772 752.52854 
19.570322 1012.217 31.552874 763.81077 0.9035109 236.18923 753.6928 
20.089023 1012.1481 31.606517 767.6621 1.0843153 232.3379 754.47389 
20.898006 1012.0979 31.357968 764.5173 1.2451944 235.4827 758.70357 
21.47857 1012.0119 31.611882 747.5188 1.386148 252.4812 754.38547 
21.718093 1011.9503 31.8801 714.56081 1.5566208 285.43919 742.06488 
22.073411 1011.9001 31.821092 671.37877 1.71012 328.62123 726.45782 
23.118744 1011.88 30.841201 620.09232 1.7551366 379.90768 714.13723 
23.261506 1011.9675 30.33695 574.9015 1.8023672 425.0985 695.37634 
23.481993 1012.0721 29.462558 535.18289 2.2208003 464.81711 684.7653 
23.780207 1012.1754 28.600683 496.50332 2.9189267 503.49668 669.32036 
24.300494 1012.2299 28.035636 453.58451 3.7343916 546.41549 640.78847 
24.191044 1012.2198 27.876493 382.43182 4.0236787 617.56818 598.83068 
24.222768 1012.1926 27.552843 311.75017 4.2753289 688.24983 558.52349 
24.319529 1012.1582 27.209523 256.55696 4.5483805 743.44304 530.27162 
24.360771 1012.0994 26.989584 224.80425 4.8989197 775.19575 519.18898 
16.775364 1012.6571 37.931108 808.35046 1.6636275 191.64954 790.15349 
17.133855 1012.7805 37.702228 805.01172 1.4223089 194.98828 793.01257 
17.69697 1012.9324 37.242681 800.4954 1.1632789 199.5046 791.77462 
18.02215 1013.0572 36.997708 797.79393 0.8319271 202.20607 791.37671 
17.800076 1013.0127 37.467984 792.55723 0.3633116 207.44277 789.99138 
17.308341 1012.7446 38.265487 786.91876 0.2447817 213.08124 791.25881 
17.259168 1013.1475 38.45324 779.10527 1.8358606 220.89473 793.42523 
17.433654 1013.9304 38.335224 772.70485 3.4512928 227.29515 791.36197 
18.001529 1015.2754 37.755872 763.68608 4.5848258 236.31392 770.31675 
19.343489 1015.4718 37.20513 762.41154 3.0350736 237.58846 764.90808 
20.474479 1015.0674 36.799226 769.42152 1.9546749 230.57848 766.45552 
21.518226 1014.4595 36.11974 772.67714 1.5561672 227.32286 765.45337 
22.725356 1013.9706 34.859113 773.42524 1.8306947 226.57476 752.278 
23.066398 1013.8429 34.41387 731.08829 1.5679748 268.91171 712.60453 
23.255161 1013.8057 33.972204 702.90983 1.2676181 297.09017 692.78253 
23.434406 1013.7626 33.459013 677.52982 0.7554619 322.47018 678.47237 
23.686619 1013.81 32.969067 683.48692 0.4912661 316.51308 667.36026 
23.696136 1013.9175 32.770585 720.13 0.2588032 279.87 709.18542 
23.401095 1013.9677 33.192582 756.31591 0.16877 243.6841 740.06057 
22.906188 1013.9706 33.73796 779.2161 0.1023521 220.7839 759.971 
22.147964 1014.0179 34.222541 784.66061 0.1244914 215.33939 774.92961 
22.074997 1014.1799 33.657494 784.84071 0.0853786 215.15929 768.20929 
21.346912 1014.2272 33.435767 791.11644 0.3441242 208.88356 772.73371 
20.163576 1014.1527 33.425038 800.73092 0.6717861 199.26908 781.2078 
18.812098 1013.8229 33.448284 811.50911 0.2408074 188.49089 787.9576 
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18.14429 1013.5949 33.433979 815.402 0.6794503 184.598 787.67758 
17.839732 1013.5203 33.612791 813.26853 1.1502797 186.73147 793.38101 
17.884147 1013.5848 33.637825 807.40841 1.3200145 192.59159 797.64016 
18.65506 1013.7999 33.062049 800.12135 1.4432567 199.87865 789.82926 
19.993848 1013.9419 32.139378 800.68936 1.2166977 199.31064 786.20383 
20.469721 1013.9978 31.726322 800.80019 1.0233476 199.19981 786.63122 
20.804418 1013.9677 31.322206 792.19703 0.7598898 207.80297 789.29871 
20.958283 1013.9032 30.714244 772.13685 0.4794584 227.86315 778.1866 
19.819362 1013.9347 31.597577 739.73301 0.4838863 260.26699 748.72625 
19.559218 1014.0422 31.456315 710.34928 0.3510504 289.65072 728.94847 
19.870121 1014.157 30.912726 685.12166 0.1274433 314.87834 720.76913 
19.733705 1014.1598 30.835836 664.54889 0.22162 335.45111 728.18211 
19.024655 1014.2473 30.705303 657.88525 0.0393396 342.11475 715.62572 
19.113484 1014.167 30.567618 672.72258 0.0986622 327.27742 724.74826 
19.308592 1014.0021 30.669541 701.92622 0.0610253 298.07378 740.72376 
18.948515 1013.777 31.420553 738.29222 0.3979965 261.70778 758.04038 
17.976149 1013.9548 31.01286 775.25393 0.8791577 224.74607 781.51729 
16.40577 1014.1197 30.816167 803.68176 1.256264 196.31824 795.31163 
15.032084 1014.1598 30.733913 825.54292 1.4931547 174.45708 807.36694 
14.610144 1013.8429 30.900209 829.62977 1.3809822 170.37023 811.09554 
15.855344 1013.6996 30.249332 790.0497 0.9632871 209.9503 786.54279 
16.626257 1013.5275 30.254696 739.24813 0.7123748 260.75187 753.85492 
17.106888 1013.2422 31.130877 683.25141 0.5920845 316.74859 720.28279 
17.130682 1012.9281 32.184081 629.08338 0.7942903 370.91662 691.54458 
16.929229 1012.6299 32.620383 583.14446 1.031181 416.85554 656.98503 
16.161488 1012.4994 32.906483 537.2471 0.7876485 462.7529 627.40678 
15.688788 1012.422 33.248014 504.31682 0.3684774 495.68318 606.44999 
17.33848 1012.5797 31.948049 469.84877 0.0971862 530.15123 584.47631 
17.371791 1012.627 32.026726 458.79351 0.1633198 541.20649 577.88863 
17.543105 1012.5926 32.001692 494.14819 0.3241988 505.85181 598.60961 
17.436827 1012.5668 32.210903 557.11333 0.3928307 442.88667 636.85354 
17.175097 1012.5668 32.427266 624.04063 0.2865619 375.95937 677.51443 
17.208408 1012.5898 32.20375 608.35822 0.0873081 391.64178 656.21868 
17.328962 1012.5553 31.796058 522.36821 0.1791017 477.63179 593.93781 
17.839732 1012.5181 31.264986 417.55099 0.3348149 582.44901 524.58292 
18.423469 1012.412 30.932395 319.64678 0.4248481 680.35322 459.42824 
18.861272 1012.3905 30.955641 406.91134 0.4351798 593.08866 518.62896 
19.392663 1012.4249 30.821531 506.63039 0.331863 493.36961 587.82173 
19.800327 1012.455 30.86087 615.63142 0.0415535 384.36858 662.4674 
19.843155 1012.3818 31.366909 688.75133 0.5551857 311.24867 713.45931 
20.629931 1012.2557 31.477772 711.88704 0.7300863 288.11296 734.78453 
21.21684 1012.1682 31.427705 722.29118 0.8843235 277.70882 745.36609 
21.72761 1012.1022 31.399095 724.60475 1.0503684 275.39525 747.19355 
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22.32721 1012.0406 31.624399 721.69547 1.2547881 278.30453 743.47968 
22.622251 1012.0449 31.62261 703.68564 1.3344896 296.31436 744.64395 
23.147297 1012.032 31.484925 670.43672 1.5558828 329.56328 737.76152 
23.685032 1012.065 31.1273 625.82776 1.873951 374.17224 727.76946 
23.967383 1012.0822 30.91809 574.20881 2.1440507 425.79119 711.2192 
24.251321 1012.1926 29.371364 531.44239 2.4141503 468.55761 698.98704 
24.501947 1012.2901 28.302066 498.22118 2.9565636 501.77882 679.7398 
24.716089 1012.3747 27.679799 463.08816 3.6347647 536.91184 656.92608 
24.484498 1012.4105 27.833578 420.10008 4.2465478 579.89992 624.69507 
24.395669 1012.4048 27.524233 307.22 4.7638698 692.78 548.53144 
24.335391 1012.3747 27.2882 214.91269 5.180827 785.08731 490.43603 
24.248148 1012.3274 27.159456 138.27394 5.6405868 861.72606 443.64433 
24.200561 1012.2657 27.095083 114.98584 5.9940779 885.01416 437.18928 
17.084681 1012.6844 37.596729 804.62381 1.6001614 195.37619 794.47159 
17.163993 1012.802 37.589577 792.12776 1.3381795 207.87224 788.14918 
17.819111 1012.9296 37.104995 782.90119 1.1411396 217.09881 782.56366 
18.32195 1012.9826 36.774193 760.05641 0.9234363 239.94359 765.33546 
18.155394 1012.9697 36.983403 739.10959 0.4253017 260.89041 754.28231 
18.172843 1012.802 37.383943 723.15011 0.1333471 276.84989 744.76185 
18.066565 1012.7245 37.721898 725.7269 0.7133972 274.2731 746.16192 
18.14429 1013.3425 37.696864 726.1148 1.9790282 273.8852 744.62921 
18.999275 1013.9103 37.357121 755.928 3.3310025 244.072 763.99435 
18.905686 1014.8696 38.016938 781.83445 3.8099497 218.16555 776.09387 
20.000193 1014.8194 37.501959 789.64795 2.8823123 210.35205 779.74878 
21.016974 1014.8896 36.613262 796.78261 2.4564994 203.21739 778.96769 
22.368452 1014.4179 35.265017 795.45265 2.3192357 204.54735 757.6572 
22.979155 1014.1096 34.678513 751.35627 1.8491442 248.64373 724.57141 
23.439165 1013.83 34.070551 706.06848 1.1938204 293.93152 696.71745 
23.665998 1013.7426 33.544843 678.92905 0.6705945 321.07095 678.5608 
24.081593 1013.635 32.654357 671.64199 0.5466144 328.35801 669.45299 
24.099041 1013.7368 32.564951 694.91624 0.6307438 305.08376 692.79727 
23.788138 1013.8544 33.07099 727.00144 0.4861002 272.99856 718.45533 
23.282127 1014.0681 33.829154 741.81106 0.1636042 258.18894 727.57787 
22.706321 1014.1928 34.177838 744.24932 0.1972667 255.75068 741.26905 
22.224104 1014.3075 33.839883 743.9861 0.2142402 256.0139 763.24273 
21.46588 1014.2172 33.584181 749.20895 0.3146051 250.79105 765.07019 
20.376132 1014.0652 33.494775 758.57406 0.4614626 241.42594 765.20283 
19.738463 1013.5404 33.446496 771.37489 0.0743089 228.62511 759.27833 
19.302247 1013.3798 33.637825 786.05983 0.8012165 213.94017 765.08493 
19.142036 1013.3253 33.702197 789.95273 1.2262914 210.04727 774.62012 
19.521148 1013.473 33.335632 800.86946 1.3082069 199.13055 789.19555 
20.114403 1013.7426 32.516672 801.74224 1.3923363 198.25776 787.64811 
20.34758 1013.9132 32.075006 789.8696 1.1657773 210.1304 776.87496 
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20.325373 1013.9204 32.091099 766.66463 0.9399562 233.33537 762.47638 
20.595034 1013.8673 31.78533 751.02379 0.6846161 248.97621 757.4214 
21.042354 1013.82 31.624399 735.85397 0.3392427 264.14603 748.5494 
20.929731 1013.8071 31.61367 727.09842 0.331125 272.90158 746.88406 
20.710829 1013.8974 31.493866 700.45772 0.201241 299.54228 734.54873 
20.702898 1013.9677 30.968157 671.08785 0.0326978 328.91215 721.07862 
20.069988 1013.9849 30.851929 632.79618 0.3559318 367.20382 686.32748 
19.643289 1013.982 30.785769 610.74106 0.1913629 389.25894 669.8067 
19.70198 1013.7928 31.023589 625.20434 0.0489333 374.79566 682.93785 
19.870121 1013.5877 31.29896 658.4394 0.1028056 341.5606 703.79148 
19.124588 1013.387 32.105404 722.85918 0.5559236 277.14082 744.83554 
17.961873 1013.3999 32.377198 768.31322 1.160327 231.68678 778.1866 
16.759502 1013.5146 32.151895 790.86707 1.5189839 209.13293 788.53236 
16.215421 1013.4228 32.037455 788.05477 1.6001614 211.94523 783.44791 
15.868034 1013.1203 32.14653 776.90253 1.3994316 223.09747 777.18445 
16.937161 1012.898 32.085734 736.47738 0.93303 263.52262 744.89449 
17.74773 1012.7819 32.155471 689.08382 0.6186517 310.91618 710.04019 
18.204568 1012.5697 32.802772 634.62487 0.5227147 365.37513 676.6007 
17.834973 1012.6371 33.276624 588.57511 0.7168027 411.42489 666.91814 
17.466965 1012.5898 33.346361 551.11467 0.8555424 448.88533 643.60334 
17.083095 1012.4406 33.446496 508.65303 0.6437429 491.34697 615.66095 
17.360687 1012.3675 33.072778 476.58168 0.2570429 523.41832 595.60316 
18.339398 1012.4693 32.205538 444.30252 0.1259673 555.69748 575.25061 
18.964377 1012.5224 31.871159 431.66793 0.0459814 568.33207 567.21864 
19.395835 1012.5023 31.688771 447.69668 0.1419184 552.30332 580.49717 
19.360938 1012.4693 31.830033 501.67076 0.186935 498.32924 614.96829 
19.042103 1012.4019 32.075006 546.00265 0.2075984 453.99735 641.52535 
18.585266 1012.3905 32.278852 553.19272 0.1547484 446.80728 644.88551 
18.983412 1012.3818 31.720957 493.02604 0.4750306 506.97396 596.60531 
19.752739 1012.3747 31.030742 458.12853 0.7104453 541.87147 562.22262 
20.104885 1012.2772 30.891268 406.63427 0.6004867 593.36573 522.56388 
20.239716 1012.227 31.154122 482.8297 0.4469874 517.1703 578.92025 
20.536343 1012.2743 31.188097 560.43822 0.1864815 439.56178 628.30577 
20.888488 1012.313 31.254257 655.75178 0.1847211 344.24822 691.08771 
21.191461 1012.3374 31.511747 686.83952 0.6917115 313.16048 716.87842 
21.588021 1012.2973 31.70844 671.4619 0.8245474 328.5381 708.75803 
22.136861 1012.2198 31.636915 673.81703 0.9536934 326.18297 716.49524 
22.446178 1012.1954 31.526052 659.43687 1.0459405 340.56313 714.31408 
22.891912 1012.1725 31.611882 658.28701 1.2105094 341.71299 715.78784 
23.077502 1012.2456 30.617685 651.06923 1.4082873 348.93077 737.3636 
23.594617 1012.3704 29.308779 642.38295 1.9912894 357.61705 763.18378 
24.118076 1012.432 28.738368 606.8066 2.4466213 393.1934 762.25532 
24.237045 1012.4994 28.511276 586.59403 3.4827414 413.40597 751.05478 
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24.427394 1012.5396 28.21266 563.74926 4.0908346 436.25074 737.45203 
24.63995 1012.6227 27.382971 530.50034 4.4790106 469.49966 719.56065 
24.766849 1012.6571 27.384759 494.25902 4.727709 505.74098 694.31523 
24.811264 1012.6844 27.36509 445.74331 5.2192018 554.2567 658.82722 
24.465463 1012.6471 26.853687 326.6152 5.764567 673.3848 571.59569 
24.143456 1012.5725 26.394139 206.97451 6.2228508 793.02549 481.46087 
24.008626 1012.5095 26.20281 125.77789 6.6494017 874.22211 427.87515 
23.805587 1012.4406 26.217115 85.338889 6.8213504 914.66111 404.29508 
17.216339 1012.475 37.966871 799.66418 1.4983206 200.33582 794.01473 
17.433654 1012.5496 37.927532 782.73494 1.3108744 217.26506 790.53667 
17.857181 1012.5725 37.941837 758.74031 1.1426155 241.25969 767.41346 
18.526575 1012.5898 37.569907 723.24709 1.0208493 276.75291 742.58069 
18.550368 1012.5869 37.550238 684.88615 0.5736351 315.11385 719.7375 
18.461539 1012.5596 37.646797 651.65108 0.0565975 348.34892 698.27963 
19.119829 1012.5926 37.337451 658.27316 0.4337038 341.72684 702.3472 
19.313351 1012.5496 37.509111 698.29654 0.7274188 301.70346 729.12532 
19.687704 1012.9281 37.543085 742.93322 1.7030247 257.06678 758.68883 
19.356179 1013.592 38.208267 786.05983 2.4336221 213.94017 784.64165 
20.104885 1014.448 37.553814 802.62888 3.2217818 197.37112 795.47374 
21.161322 1014.9527 36.543525 805.71826 2.8705047 194.28174 797.93491 
22.214586 1014.7477 35.535023 794.95392 2.4122208 205.04608 769.81568 
22.907774 1014.4824 34.90024 759.00353 1.8373365 240.99647 737.83521 
23.640618 1014.2071 33.997238 717.5255 1.3864324 282.4745 715.27202 
23.569237 1013.9605 33.906043 678.52729 0.8691104 321.47271 696.40797 
24.110145 1013.9132 32.961914 672.58405 0.9303625 327.41595 688.81813 
24.317943 1014.0107 32.595349 683.44536 0.9975184 316.55464 693.71099 
24.108559 1014.2329 32.924364 694.27897 0.7680075 305.72103 682.67257 
23.878554 1014.5498 33.693257 696.21849 0.2410918 303.78151 692.812 
23.302748 1014.5957 34.009755 693.23994 0.6703101 306.76006 715.5373 
22.66032 1014.4982 33.94717 691.48052 0.8282372 308.51948 742.99335 
21.995685 1014.1856 33.770146 694.83311 0.7802687 305.16689 740.01636 
21.040768 1013.7325 33.462589 704.59998 0.1016141 295.40002 732.42653 
21.045526 1013.3454 33.087083 719.34034 0.6514071 280.65966 727.28312 
20.528412 1013.1948 33.39464 739.08188 1.1288784 260.91812 733.31078 
20.319028 1013.1977 33.643189 759.83475 1.2270294 240.16525 750.77477 
20.188956 1013.3225 33.544843 783.17826 1.1864406 216.82174 774.97382 
20.391995 1013.5504 32.802772 797.98788 1.1960343 202.01212 783.35948 
20.701312 1013.6895 32.536341 766.1659 0.9584056 233.8341 766.83869 
20.963042 1013.7125 32.167988 729.49511 0.7598898 270.50489 747.69462 
21.372292 1013.6723 32.085734 704.8355 0.5193092 295.1645 732.07282 
21.838647 1013.658 31.930168 690.71856 0.2226423 309.28144 721.12283 
21.526158 1013.6953 32.015997 693.83565 0.1082559 306.16435 719.42801 
21.497605 1013.8157 31.64228 691.85457 0.105304 308.14543 717.79214 
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21.399258 1013.8229 31.252469 646.33126 0.1094474 353.66874 695.68583 
20.786969 1013.7698 31.193461 588.76907 0.3433862 411.23093 642.5275 
20.755244 1013.625 31.282867 539.64379 0.3123912 460.35621 609.08801 
20.119161 1013.4945 31.720957 552.95721 0.3906167 447.04279 620.39171 
19.149968 1013.3196 32.33786 621.33915 0.4902437 378.66085 671.72258 
18.388572 1013.1676 32.922576 697.78396 0.8739918 302.21604 728.90425 
17.765179 1013.1231 33.103176 764.01857 1.3529391 235.98143 784.28795 
17.422551 1013.0371 33.067414 765.65331 1.6503439 234.34669 779.33613 
17.539932 1012.9554 32.749128 745.92562 1.7374252 254.07438 756.19819 
17.67159 1012.7274 32.69012 715.37818 1.4946307 284.62183 732.5739 
18.464711 1012.5195 32.716942 672.47322 1.0865293 327.52678 696.49639 
19.170589 1012.4449 32.429054 624.35926 0.7256584 375.64074 662.64425 
20.225439 1012.4779 32.132225 578.57273 0.5352603 421.42727 639.0347 
20.653725 1012.5396 32.502367 543.57825 0.6688342 456.42175 636.66196 
20.786969 1012.5181 32.69906 514.34691 0.7883865 485.65309 628.09944 
20.688622 1012.412 32.84211 491.07266 0.707947 508.92734 624.54769 
20.363442 1012.3575 32.872508 468.53267 0.5714212 531.46733 604.6078 
21.101045 1012.4005 32.125073 442.61237 0.3146051 557.38764 586.80484 
21.55471 1012.412 31.703076 427.62264 0.3109152 572.37736 574.04213 
21.345326 1012.3503 31.73705 436.7661 0.3116532 563.2339 577.9181 
21.63085 1012.2829 31.533204 450.52284 0.4024244 549.47716 597.79905 
20.988422 1012.1997 32.291368 477.99476 0.4422751 522.00524 609.36802 
20.595034 1012.1496 32.629324 499.03855 0.1205171 500.96145 621.33491 
21.070906 1012.1424 32.148319 499.89748 0.2787286 500.10252 613.75981 
21.437328 1012.1825 31.395519 527.13389 0.3805695 472.86612 620.46539 
21.759335 1012.2055 31.207766 562.28076 0.0873081 437.71924 636.86828 
21.819612 1012.118 31.787118 610.75491 0.4171839 389.24509 673.93321 
21.673678 1012.1625 32.005269 650.30727 0.4319435 349.69273 700.82923 
21.984581 1012.2843 31.815728 687.61533 0.6518607 312.38467 721.16704 
22.249484 1012.3646 31.790694 691.59135 1.0119936 308.40866 726.47256 
22.420798 1012.4048 31.695923 650.9861 1.1529472 349.0139 704.36624 
22.825289 1012.4077 31.463467 605.87841 1.2031297 394.12159 688.40548 
23.041018 1012.3905 31.148758 591.34586 1.3071845 408.65414 683.39471 
23.339232 1012.4077 30.714244 590.36224 1.5654765 409.63776 694.00575 
23.612065 1012.508 29.210433 593.86723 2.1115797 406.13277 736.64146 
23.975315 1012.6356 28.219812 606.18319 2.9329483 393.81681 753.86965 
24.368703 1012.7676 27.572512 613.06848 3.7063485 386.93152 775.88755 
24.490843 1012.8651 27.420521 610.45013 4.6221782 389.54987 779.61615 
24.632019 1012.9382 27.313234 604.54845 5.3195667 395.45155 780.8541 
24.63995 1012.9955 27.475953 587.46682 5.5490776 412.53318 774.32537 
24.489257 1013.05 27.536749 551.41945 5.8058937 448.58055 751.04005 
24.524154 1013.05 27.445555 487.37372 6.2988625 512.62628 702.55352 
24.260838 1012.9898 27.059321 379.82733 6.8818645 620.17267 618.57899 
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24.276701 1012.8651 26.665934 260.35288 7.3763093 739.64712 521.65015 
23.797656 1012.7575 25.657432 150.8254 7.6781419 849.1746 433.41647 
23.534339 1012.6801 25.416036 115.47072 7.8869895 884.52928 415.18613 
17.522484 1012.28 38.179657 797.04583 1.2378146 202.95417 784.98061 
18.366364 1012.3646 37.750508 779.53473 1.1411396 220.46527 779.29192 
18.788305 1012.3374 37.816668 755.98342 1.061438 244.01658 766.11655 
19.308592 1012.3145 37.696864 714.39456 0.8983451 285.60544 736.03722 
18.742304 1012.3102 38.192174 671.00472 0.6976153 328.99528 707.80009 
18.742304 1012.3532 37.974023 633.28106 0.1330627 366.71894 679.6219 
19.514803 1012.4349 37.507323 642.09202 0.2602792 357.90798 687.34437 
19.513217 1012.498 37.693288 683.47307 0.4167304 316.52693 724.65984 
19.529079 1012.6571 38.01515 741.88033 0.9178169 258.11967 763.4638 
19.79874 1012.8278 37.925744 785.63037 1.3436298 214.36963 794.29474 
20.442755 1013.5504 37.285596 797.78008 2.2830748 202.21992 800.33713 
21.388155 1014.1627 36.393322 795.77129 2.2159189 204.22871 797.83175 
21.987754 1014.785 35.801454 781.04479 2.3657282 218.95521 785.36379 
22.677769 1014.6373 35.107662 751.66106 1.8602138 248.33894 754.14967 
23.811932 1014.8481 33.954323 726.54427 1.8838291 273.45573 722.19867 
23.840484 1014.8223 33.80412 698.85069 1.3842185 301.14931 722.13972 
24.232286 1014.7921 33.163972 685.67581 1.3111588 314.32419 708.30116 
24.254493 1014.752 33.029863 670.38131 0.3473605 329.61869 683.02627 
24.211665 1014.9499 33.137151 670.43672 0.1116613 329.56328 669.01087 
24.146629 1015.0775 33.632461 660.39278 0.6489088 339.60722 670.60252 
23.651721 1014.8882 33.755841 647.41185 1.3780303 352.58815 689.93818 
23.126675 1014.5427 33.73796 644.19778 1.547765 355.80222 706.50318 
22.501696 1013.7497 33.5663 642.757 0.3529799 357.243 707.40217 
21.402431 1013.3024 33.659282 652.87021 0.7997405 347.12979 695.73004 
21.446846 1013.1748 33.226557 669.70247 1.2174357 330.29753 694.27102 
21.058216 1013.1002 33.44292 695.11019 1.0934555 304.88981 702.40615 
20.471307 1013.0873 33.879222 724.34153 1.1133809 275.65847 725.26408 
20.74414 1013.1475 33.677164 749.69383 1.0469629 250.30617 748.94731 
21.170839 1013.3425 32.886813 766.47068 0.9871868 233.52932 760.2068 
21.673678 1013.4343 32.522036 733.84518 0.7156111 266.15482 744.12814 
21.71492 1013.3798 32.420113 697.54844 0.4233722 302.45156 723.55452 
22.322451 1013.3597 32.064277 664.49348 0.1990271 335.50652 704.74942 
22.42397 1013.3726 32.169776 644.71037 0.0536456 355.28963 695.98058 
22.071825 1013.5103 32.041031 645.09827 0.0732865 354.90173 694.59525 
22.073411 1013.668 31.624399 641.51016 0.0850942 358.48984 690.20346 
22.324037 1013.6752 31.463467 588.49199 0.2334276 411.50801 652.12164 
21.98934 1013.5504 31.479561 520.06849 0.4105421 479.93151 602.20558 
21.52933 1013.4644 31.504594 462.38162 0.5264046 537.61838 553.8959 
20.503032 1013.5347 31.6995 489.57646 0.6644063 510.42354 574.57268 
19.211831 1013.42 32.389715 566.07668 0.86735 433.92332 631.4596 
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17.893664 1013.245 33.469741 685.70352 0.997234 314.29648 722.15446 
17.30041 1013.1145 33.811273 760.83222 1.3108744 239.16778 785.34905 
17.478069 1012.9798 33.603851 759.11436 1.6710072 240.88564 778.21608 
17.81118 1012.888 33.30881 722.63752 1.8377901 277.36248 745.54294 
18.399675 1012.7374 33.054897 682.87736 1.6525578 317.12264 710.48232 
20.407857 1012.6643 32.22342 624.38697 1.4259988 375.61303 669.06982 
21.208909 1012.5969 31.903346 573.83476 1.0916951 426.16524 635.88087 
22.335141 1012.607 31.64228 524.25231 0.997234 475.74769 613.27347 
22.306588 1012.5625 31.90871 491.18349 0.9603352 508.81651 611.44602 
22.768185 1012.5453 32.25203 470.7077 1.0695558 529.2923 617.65052 
23.190125 1012.4578 31.987387 450.37045 1.1241661 549.62955 625.373 
22.941085 1012.3919 32.02315 428.49543 1.1079306 571.50457 609.33855 
23.080674 1012.3948 31.626187 404.7086 0.996496 595.2914 583.85733 
22.224104 1012.3403 31.871159 388.44434 1.0607001 611.55566 553.68958 
22.0401 1012.2729 31.78533 383.48471 1.0562722 616.51529 551.05156 
22.325623 1012.1754 31.992752 405.56753 1.2267449 594.43247 571.69886 
21.798991 1012.0621 32.595349 437.29254 1.2296969 562.70746 594.35046 
21.54202 1011.9804 32.976219 476.08294 0.9809985 523.91706 619.0948 
21.670506 1012.0019 32.87072 533.78367 0.8548044 466.21633 655.27548 
22.055962 1012.0879 32.126861 585.1671 0.8452107 414.8329 678.88502 
22.639699 1012.1725 31.754932 637.75581 1.1780384 362.24419 709.43596 
22.784047 1012.1596 32.083946 668.19242 1.4348545 331.80758 723.61347 
22.717425 1012.2026 32.312826 697.31293 1.4599458 302.68707 742.41858 
22.987086 1012.3245 31.998116 693.04599 1.4068114 306.95402 739.17632 
23.20916 1012.4607 31.703076 671.71126 1.6045893 328.28874 725.1167 
23.264678 1012.5553 31.139817 627.50406 1.6732212 372.49594 720.00278 
23.542271 1012.6571 30.138468 582.24397 1.873213 417.75603 722.22814 
23.792897 1012.6643 29.728988 556.8224 1.9676741 443.1776 712.33925 
23.919796 1012.7174 29.208644 523.93368 2.6584208 476.06632 673.25528 
24.202147 1012.802 28.09822 520.41483 3.4266551 479.58517 693.12149 
24.471808 1012.9052 27.551054 535.87558 4.2148148 464.12442 706.16422 
24.501947 1013.0027 27.617215 571.39651 4.7461584 428.60349 744.48184 
24.638364 1013.1274 27.499199 586.76028 5.5343181 413.23972 763.53748 
24.532085 1013.2823 27.483106 619.35807 5.8664078 380.64193 801.70773 
24.484498 1013.3726 27.549266 616.46264 6.1682405 383.53736 805.56896 
24.349668 1013.4157 27.561783 586.60789 6.6545675 413.39211 786.39542 
24.436911 1013.3655 27.588605 545.54547 7.5438301 454.45453 751.89482 
24.42898 1013.2852 27.386547 447.90448 8.1408537 552.09552 672.29734 
24.417876 1013.1475 27.191642 351.5796 8.6279186 648.4204 591.41769 
24.126008 1013.0429 26.109827 256.1275 8.8175788 743.8725 513.5445 
23.788138 1012.9568 25.458951 206.75285 9.0411859 793.24715 482.65461 
17.768351 1012.2026 38.188598 799.12389 0.9367199 200.87611 775.34226 
18.937411 1012.3001 37.489442 785.85203 0.8156916 214.14797 769.04933 
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19.292729 1012.2657 37.616399 764.44804 0.7603433 235.55196 760.58998 
19.659151 1012.27 37.686135 744.95586 0.6909735 255.04414 751.58533 
19.064311 1012.2657 38.201115 701.52446 0.4887677 298.47554 723.40715 
19.446595 1012.3403 37.764813 675.64572 0.2813961 324.35428 702.68616 
19.268936 1012.4206 37.923956 680.85472 0.0971862 319.14528 710.01072 
19.184865 1012.4894 38.152835 721.70932 0.2514235 278.29068 748.25465 
19.660737 1012.6027 37.941837 740.34257 0.5658018 259.65743 768.38614 
20.062057 1012.7346 37.74872 781.65435 0.8875598 218.34565 797.99387 
20.739382 1013.0572 37.072809 778.34331 1.2137458 221.65669 794.45685 
20.937662 1013.3597 36.833201 762.56393 1.2949233 237.43607 780.91305 
21.538848 1013.982 36.239544 747.78202 1.4462086 252.21798 768.41561 
22.609561 1014.7018 35.191704 742.93322 2.1937795 257.06678 757.39193 
23.767517 1015.1678 34.049093 726.82134 2.4122208 273.17866 724.61563 
24.062558 1015.4374 33.702197 713.16158 1.9945257 286.83842 736.72989 
23.962625 1015.77 33.657494 697.65927 1.4144756 302.34073 707.88851 
23.986418 1015.727 33.523385 682.32321 0.4492014 317.67679 682.55467 
24.335391 1015.6725 33.011982 657.92682 1.2060816 342.07318 673.46161 
24.254493 1015.6281 33.349937 638.12986 1.9543905 361.87014 662.27581 
23.808759 1015.3657 33.491199 619.67671 2.5004937 380.32329 673.889 
23.38206 1014.5527 33.391064 600.2538 2.2001369 399.7462 668.92244 
22.757081 1013.7598 33.219404 598.81301 1.0009239 401.18699 669.8067 
21.711748 1013.083 33.657494 610.64408 1.1620874 389.35592 662.45266 
21.706989 1013.1332 33.339208 629.13879 1.5428836 370.86121 665.91598 
21.372292 1013.0543 33.518021 653.82612 1.3251803 346.17388 673.74162 
21.38181 1013.0027 33.602063 668.2894 1.1178087 331.71061 682.33361 
21.681609 1013.0629 33.387488 693.54472 1.0543427 306.45528 705.69262 
22.609561 1013.2321 32.328919 703.81032 0.7576758 296.18968 715.7731 
22.825289 1013.235 31.973083 687.39367 0.429276 312.60633 707.80009 
22.825289 1013.1776 31.901558 651.31859 0.1303952 348.68141 687.0791 
22.485834 1013.1102 32.294945 629.44358 0.0194142 370.55642 678.29552 
22.41128 1013.1174 32.511308 608.31666 0.124207 391.68334 669.96881 
22.265346 1013.3397 32.048184 587.48067 0.1684856 412.51933 660.40414 
22.78722 1013.4472 31.522476 551.07311 0.2791822 448.92689 641.02427 
23.03626 1013.4544 31.361544 497.90254 0.4282536 502.09746 602.82455 
22.506455 1013.4056 31.465256 432.80393 0.6496467 567.19607 559.87935 
22.074997 1013.3999 31.220283 378.26186 0.7640332 621.73814 512.73394 
21.50395 1013.5705 31.07008 419.0749 0.8496386 580.9251 541.11845 
20.384064 1013.5146 31.808575 539.78233 0.8341411 460.21767 620.99595 
19.064311 1013.3397 32.89039 659.76936 0.9640251 340.23064 711.9266 
17.892078 1013.1977 33.90962 765.61175 1.0673419 234.38825 787.7218 
18.315605 1013.073 33.596698 764.1294 1.3920518 235.8706 781.4436 
18.5583 1012.997 33.378547 724.0506 1.6230387 275.9494 748.96205 
19.681359 1012.9296 32.795619 665.15846 1.7639924 334.84154 710.21705 
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21.694299 1012.8579 31.960566 606.48797 1.5366954 393.51203 668.65717 
22.506455 1012.8106 31.6995 537.27481 1.5197219 462.7252 626.27199 
23.391578 1012.7776 31.542145 473.46459 1.6112311 526.53541 598.0938 
23.159986 1012.7131 31.788906 439.0104 1.5558828 560.9896 595.67684 
23.421716 1012.5797 31.73705 398.80692 1.5772841 601.19308 595.48526 
23.929314 1012.4923 31.391943 378.15103 1.6215628 621.84897 603.87092 
23.873795 1012.3948 31.370485 347.13256 1.6865048 652.86744 589.36917 
23.291645 1012.3948 31.484925 315.15818 1.8451699 684.84182 543.66805 
22.430315 1012.3431 31.731686 298.88006 1.9123258 701.11994 513.26449 
22.266932 1012.3274 31.79427 323.47041 2.1831634 676.52959 516.13831 
22.477903 1012.2198 32.162624 355.44479 2.3868452 644.55521 540.55842 
21.96396 1012.0607 32.745552 413.78278 2.3647058 586.21722 587.57119 
21.68954 1011.9818 33.058473 473.36761 2.2724587 526.63239 633.066 
21.818026 1012.0076 32.952974 531.23459 2.1477405 468.76542 669.34983 
22.274864 1012.1223 32.446935 549.61847 1.9403689 450.38153 685.85588 
22.876049 1012.2399 32.030302 591.09649 2.0724669 408.90351 706.04632 
23.14571 1012.28 32.076794 613.09619 2.2377738 386.90381 708.89067 
23.437579 1012.3532 31.846126 627.46249 2.1543823 372.53751 710.67391 
23.708826 1012.4779 31.531416 623.19555 2.10051 376.80445 707.41691 
23.846829 1012.617 30.456754 628.09977 2.1861154 371.90023 732.01387 
23.999108 1012.7618 29.541235 607.36075 2.2606511 392.63925 756.74348 
24.244976 1012.8923 28.44154 567.98849 2.5757673 432.01151 764.14172 
24.316357 1012.9826 28.280609 521.19064 3.3720448 478.80936 718.54376 
24.443256 1013.0371 27.760265 487.6785 4.0731231 512.3215 678.6787 
24.443256 1013.0973 27.556419 437.52805 4.7365647 562.47195 620.55382 
24.562224 1013.1619 27.486682 439.46757 5.2738121 560.53243 622.83814 
24.570155 1013.2579 27.595758 477.64841 5.7726847 522.35159 664.118 
24.530499 1013.3698 27.68874 541.13999 5.9468473 458.86001 740.67955 
24.392496 1013.5375 27.672647 579.48708 6.1896419 420.51292 784.98061 
24.317943 1013.7053 27.640461 603.62025 6.5482988 396.37975 804.30153 
24.321115 1013.7454 27.604698 612.90224 7.6146759 387.09776 805.86371 
24.409945 1013.6953 27.63152 571.71514 8.5068904 428.28486 771.25996 
24.489257 1013.5777 27.610063 545.40694 9.2042789 454.59306 748.9031 
24.459118 1013.4372 27.500987 464.76446 9.6655146 535.23554 682.03886 
24.42898 1013.3425 26.665934 388.40278 9.8042544 611.59722 622.69076 
24.376634 1013.2723 26.170624 332.19825 9.8721483 667.80175 587.07012 
17.49869 1012.1682 38.489003 800.84175 0.7861725 199.15825 772.66002 
18.429814 1012.2256 37.889981 795.16172 0.5042652 204.83828 771.92315 
18.666164 1012.2399 38.086675 789.52326 0.3965206 210.47674 777.70027 
19.17852 1012.2499 38.049124 771.91519 0.3293646 228.08481 769.68304 
19.614736 1012.3173 37.875676 764.58657 0.2363795 235.41343 760.95841 
19.933571 1012.3976 37.584212 747.87899 0.1507741 252.12101 751.90956 
18.91679 1012.4507 38.344165 748.79334 0.104566 251.20666 757.17086 
148 
 
19.00562 1012.5453 38.256547 752.03511 0.5038117 247.96489 770.27254 
19.483078 1012.6571 38.045548 770.72377 0.818928 229.27623 790.47772 
20.001779 1012.8206 37.838126 766.76161 0.880918 233.23839 789.78505 
20.837729 1013.0056 37.137182 749.34749 0.6514071 250.65251 778.95296 
20.74414 1013.1102 37.035259 729.20418 0.7281568 270.79582 761.17948 
21.673678 1013.4501 36.187688 716.18169 1.205628 283.81831 748.25465 
22.837979 1014.1756 35.064747 712.38577 2.0602057 287.61423 737.92363 
23.619997 1014.8194 34.151016 723.35792 2.5288212 276.64208 733.20762 
24.113318 1015.3069 33.702197 728.66389 2.4764248 271.33611 750.18527 
23.869036 1015.727 33.764782 711.7485 1.9126102 288.2515 720.2091 
23.988005 1016.0525 33.460801 681.86604 1.1318303 318.13396 701.56611 
24.532085 1016.0324 32.697272 654.38026 0.7249204 345.61974 696.83535 
24.306839 1015.955 33.003041 622.54443 2.1757837 377.45557 663.55798 
23.821449 1015.7872 33.475106 594.60148 3.0296233 405.39852 654.62702 
23.271023 1014.9556 33.548419 573.73779 2.7455021 426.26222 644.90024 
23.080674 1014.0953 33.074566 566.89405 1.8540256 433.10595 635.48295 
22.43666 1013.2694 32.94761 579.19615 0.6381235 420.80385 636.82407 
22.585767 1013.2379 32.792043 597.37222 1.4255452 402.62778 643.48544 
22.201897 1013.0744 33.296293 609.63276 1.3325601 390.36724 644.59076 
22.232035 1013.0228 33.36603 623.43106 1.1266645 376.56894 652.56377 
22.677769 1013.0156 32.967279 622.84921 0.9362663 377.15079 657.48611 
23.539098 1013.1705 31.890829 626.57586 0.5008598 373.42414 663.7643 
23.421716 1013.1404 31.717381 623.3895 0.1813156 376.6105 663.18954 
23.404268 1013.083 31.70844 625.30132 0.0806663 374.69869 669.93933 
23.069571 1013.0156 32.110768 604.28523 0.2326896 395.71477 662.04001 
22.757081 1013.0371 32.266335 571.06402 0.1729135 428.93598 641.17165 
22.991845 1013.2493 31.747779 525.3329 0.1603678 474.6671 616.35362 
23.727861 1013.2823 31.252469 477.10812 0.3692154 522.89188 592.56722 
23.624755 1013.2321 31.331146 406.82822 0.704995 593.17178 555.64967 
22.814186 1013.1819 31.549297 342.20063 0.9396718 657.79937 514.07505 
23.091778 1013.3225 30.685634 303.57647 0.8422588 696.42353 492.4256 
23.355094 1013.3698 30.431721 362.0253 0.8097878 637.9747 529.26946 
21.643539 1013.3081 31.35618 489.28553 0.7640332 510.71447 610.50281 
20.192128 1013.1705 32.643629 629.24962 0.9935441 370.75038 694.15312 
19.505286 1013.0701 33.560936 741.70024 1.0562722 258.29977 771.87893 
19.684531 1012.9998 33.330268 746.18884 1.0725077 253.81116 772.83688 
20.169921 1013.0156 32.986948 707.95258 1.1138344 292.04742 750.36212 
21.170839 1012.9454 32.443359 647.64736 1.2961148 352.35264 711.60237 
22.26376 1012.8823 31.838973 575.42794 1.5979475 424.57206 667.47816 
23.012466 1012.8349 31.486713 499.28792 1.7064301 500.71208 619.24218 
23.542271 1012.8106 31.295384 423.66048 1.9270853 576.33952 584.65316 
23.804001 1012.7432 31.028954 369.0907 2.0326161 630.9093 568.61871 
24.067317 1012.6098 30.977098 328.76253 2.0540174 671.23747 568.42712 
149 
 
23.961038 1012.5295 31.177368 289.47339 2.1536444 710.52661 563.75532 
23.769103 1012.4206 31.243528 250.00415 2.2053028 749.99585 544.40492 
23.542271 1012.4449 31.191673 213.47191 2.4466213 786.52809 495.10783 
23.366198 1012.4521 31.105843 195.76686 2.6576828 804.23314 465.89802 
23.255161 1012.4507 31.130877 220.74511 2.9477079 779.25489 468.53604 
23.041018 1012.3632 31.695923 310.54489 3.2591343 689.45511 523.86079 
22.358934 1012.1625 32.736611 406.12168 3.2561823 593.87832 592.02193 
21.997271 1012.0951 33.087083 465.54026 3.1838606 534.45974 637.94412 
22.227276 1012.1395 32.725882 479.00608 2.9477079 520.99392 657.7956 
22.766599 1012.2571 32.130437 487.60923 2.7108172 512.39077 673.7711 
23.087019 1012.4306 31.443798 475.57036 2.5396064 524.42965 662.01053 
23.423303 1012.5181 31.447374 491.08652 2.5373925 508.91348 650.50051 
23.680274 1012.5754 31.263198 507.50317 2.4768784 492.49683 652.25428 
24.037178 1012.6844 30.372712 540.83521 2.5565799 459.16479 682.33361 
24.113318 1012.8306 28.87963 556.96094 2.6038105 443.03907 724.09981 
24.411531 1013.017 27.899738 578.29566 2.9174508 421.70434 770.68519 
24.486084 1013.1547 27.636884 588.46428 3.787526 411.53572 790.4335 
24.540017 1013.245 27.529597 538.46622 4.6037288 461.53378 741.38695 
24.513051 1013.3124 27.526021 451.35406 5.2494589 548.64594 645.56343 
24.422635 1013.3726 27.515292 377.66615 5.7837544 622.33385 563.82901 
24.495602 1013.4343 27.449131 365.35019 6.1977596 634.64981 555.57598 
24.476567 1013.5132 27.515292 402.74137 6.5829837 597.25863 608.43956 
24.435325 1013.625 27.613639 466.41305 6.7578843 533.58695 685.20743 
24.379806 1013.7555 27.742384 536.5267 6.7977351 463.4733 761.57739 
24.336978 1013.9648 27.767417 581.13567 7.1438464 418.86433 791.09669 
24.290977 1014.0193 27.799604 605.93382 8.3430594 394.06618 800.41082 
24.283046 1013.9777 27.858612 629.72065 9.199113 370.27935 809.87233 
24.359185 1013.8544 27.821061 608.82925 9.9016674 391.17075 791.62725 
24.446428 1013.7368 27.788875 585.12554 10.180623 414.87446 780.22039 
24.566983 1013.658 27.454496 540.22565 10.355523 459.77435 753.73702 
24.547948 1013.5877 27.007465 481.77682 10.406444 518.22318 715.90574 
17.433654 1012.1223 38.581985 803.51551 0.6894975 196.48449 777.2434 
18.439331 1012.1281 38.056277 803.43239 0.3323165 196.56761 779.94037 
18.594783 1012.1797 38.202903 803.36312 0.1492982 196.63688 796.07798 
18.934239 1012.2557 38.115285 801.92234 0.0034631 198.07766 798.78969 
19.26735 1012.3431 37.975811 801.06341 0.1023521 198.93659 794.14737 
19.443422 1012.412 37.999057 798.47276 0.1473687 201.52724 778.45188 
19.123002 1012.5295 38.258335 793.99801 0.3111996 206.00199 791.17038 
19.024655 1012.6471 38.238665 786.3092 0.6956858 213.6908 792.52624 
19.341903 1012.8048 38.054489 776.4315 0.94586 223.5685 789.74084 
19.827293 1012.9669 37.841702 759.37758 1.0358933 240.62242 782.59313 
20.53317 1013.093 37.421493 730.96361 0.784243 269.03639 763.24273 
20.825039 1013.1619 37.435798 705.47277 0.7739113 294.52723 744.08392 
150 
 
21.76568 1013.44 36.525644 693.90492 1.1362582 306.09508 731.66017 
22.78722 1013.777 35.234619 694.70843 1.5443596 305.29157 723.62821 
23.626341 1014.177 34.109889 713.79885 1.9746003 286.20115 725.69147 
23.953107 1014.5168 33.754053 727.80496 2.2978343 272.19504 753.42753 
23.821449 1014.8853 33.875645 703.68564 2.5221794 296.31436 729.93588 
23.897589 1015.2553 33.632461 671.82209 1.9244179 328.17791 710.67391 
24.200561 1015.5578 33.079931 634.05686 0.815976 365.94314 700.07761 
24.051454 1015.6295 33.187218 597.71857 0.8762058 402.28143 661.39156 
23.578754 1015.6223 33.498351 569.37386 2.196447 430.62614 645.79923 
23.499442 1015.2926 33.0996 560.83998 3.3558093 439.16002 634.5987 
23.48358 1014.5455 32.484486 554.06551 2.7646895 445.93449 623.98767 
23.1584 1013.6279 32.312826 558.92816 0.448179 441.07184 621.06963 
22.933154 1013.3698 32.534553 571.65973 1.3502716 428.34027 627.74574 
22.863359 1013.1877 32.972643 578.29566 1.2816397 421.70434 624.03188 
23.152055 1013.0601 32.89039 572.78188 1.0270375 427.21812 623.11815 
23.589858 1013.0271 32.443359 566.22907 0.784981 433.77093 625.80039 
23.673929 1013.0629 32.178717 559.30221 0.331125 440.69779 626.49305 
23.339232 1012.9769 32.436206 573.98715 0.1303952 426.01285 635.64507 
23.43282 1012.9525 32.125073 583.57392 0.1109234 416.42608 645.47501 
23.481993 1012.9497 31.885464 582.42406 0.22162 417.57594 645.71081 
23.364612 1013.0027 31.801423 549.81242 0.1441323 450.18758 624.72455 
24.081593 1013.1231 31.490289 492.23638 0.1802932 507.76363 594.04098 
23.992763 1013.1074 31.82288 434.13389 0.5145969 565.86611 566.06911 
24.405186 1013.0945 31.531416 363.78472 0.8252853 636.21528 531.598 
24.773194 1013.1576 30.907361 291.46833 0.9300781 708.53167 496.18367 
24.557465 1013.3325 30.261849 256.83404 0.6924494 743.16596 484.99788 
23.464545 1013.2393 30.60338 316.33575 0.6998292 683.66425 523.86079 
23.190125 1013.1404 30.953852 405.58138 0.9920682 594.41862 575.16218 
21.906856 1012.9927 32.212691 544.45103 1.2990667 455.54897 655.15758 
20.680691 1012.9023 33.335632 637.04927 1.5197219 362.95073 703.67358 
20.639449 1012.8106 33.063838 645.65242 1.1750865 354.34758 712.26556 
21.859268 1012.888 32.196598 610.92116 0.9086768 389.07884 694.24155 
22.435074 1012.8579 31.837185 565.7719 1.0090417 434.2281 674.27217 
23.383647 1012.8106 31.302536 493.84341 1.3713885 506.15659 632.90388 
23.846829 1012.7446 31.00392 423.54965 1.7381632 576.45035 585.3753 
24.034006 1012.7546 30.780405 348.62876 2.0481136 651.37124 546.01132 
23.972142 1012.7131 30.662388 291.84238 2.229656 708.15762 527.81045 
23.800828 1012.66 30.773252 263.17904 2.3868452 736.82096 525.6735 
23.662825 1012.6199 30.961005 221.95038 2.5307507 778.04962 517.06678 
23.597789 1012.6098 30.925242 181.44212 2.5248469 818.55788 497.31847 
23.662825 1012.6098 30.884116 142.66557 2.6798221 857.33444 462.44943 
23.404268 1012.5955 30.893056 125.34842 2.8643164 874.65158 436.26082 
23.213919 1012.5668 31.018225 148.99671 3.1137527 851.00329 441.28632 
151 
 
22.839566 1012.508 31.665525 253.86934 3.5196402 746.13066 500.28071 
22.666665 1012.3474 32.470181 365.48873 3.4982389 634.51127 575.86958 
22.403349 1012.303 32.579256 416.31801 3.2960331 583.68199 607.87953 
22.661907 1012.3503 32.184081 422.71843 3.0488107 577.28157 621.60019 
23.104468 1012.4621 31.661949 414.36464 2.8539848 585.63536 631.31223 
23.505787 1012.6528 30.367348 378.53893 2.7130311 621.46107 631.04695 
23.475649 1012.7503 30.996767 393.48709 2.6584208 606.51291 605.47731 
23.700895 1012.8622 30.383441 419.73988 2.8539848 580.26012 622.01284 
24.121249 1012.9798 29.444677 457.31116 2.9573016 542.68884 654.93651 
24.459118 1013.1418 28.219812 501.46295 3.495287 498.53705 697.46907 
24.573328 1013.3081 27.424098 552.50004 4.1292094 447.49996 750.02316 
24.42898 1013.4271 27.436615 579.26542 5.1653295 420.73458 780.94253 
24.413117 1013.5232 27.433038 553.52521 5.8516483 446.47479 746.50088 
24.395669 1013.6006 27.399064 462.74181 6.4641694 537.25819 646.69823 
24.419462 1013.6623 27.350785 388.31965 6.7446007 611.68035 565.34698 
24.476567 1013.7225 27.408005 369.61714 6.9984649 630.38286 554.0138 
24.422635 1013.81 27.493835 406.41261 7.3763093 593.58739 608.99958 
24.35284 1013.9003 27.638672 458.23936 7.6493608 541.76064 677.02809 
24.313184 1014.0007 27.779934 531.40083 7.7534156 468.59917 758.04038 
24.292563 1014.1197 27.817485 585.02856 8.0781256 414.97144 790.78721 
24.249734 1014.1527 27.899738 624.76102 8.8899006 375.23898 807.7796 
24.224355 1014.1197 27.987356 657.81599 9.7024135 342.18401 824.55092 
24.273528 1014.0681 27.980204 673.87244 10.134868 326.12756 837.79997 
24.344909 1013.9749 28.017755 672.21 10.303865 327.79 847.65939 
24.389324 1013.9175 27.939077 648.97732 10.502381 351.02268 843.04654 
24.336978 1013.8731 27.813909 596.51329 10.700159 403.48671 811.99453 
17.395584 1012.1725 38.428206 804.19435 0.4407992 195.80565 790.44824 
18.093531 1012.1696 38.070582 803.19688 0.1817692 196.80312 788.75342 
18.575748 1012.2127 37.948989 800.60623 0.0127724 199.39377 789.53451 
18.989757 1012.2829 37.800575 797.78008 0.1562244 202.21992 787.08808 
19.245142 1012.3718 37.782694 793.0144 0.2838945 206.9856 779.82247 
19.335558 1012.4478 38.020514 788.70589 0.3355529 211.29411 770.27254 
18.862858 1012.5855 38.32986 784.49436 0.5495663 215.50564 780.1467 
19.108725 1012.7805 38.176081 778.34331 0.8277837 221.65669 779.6751 
19.578253 1012.9597 37.92932 769.75401 0.9967805 230.24599 777.25814 
20.17468 1013.0773 37.675407 758.9204 1.0137539 241.0796 773.72113 
20.710829 1013.1174 37.596729 738.08442 0.8875598 261.91559 755.84449 
21.419879 1013.245 37.146122 716.08471 1.0189198 283.91529 744.48184 
21.978236 1013.5002 36.353984 702.53578 1.0181818 297.46422 733.635 
22.63494 1013.7798 35.268593 699.58494 1.174633 300.41506 723.62821 
23.50896 1013.9806 34.102737 701.17812 1.7428755 298.82188 711.79396 
23.90552 1014.3448 33.491199 700.18065 2.4683071 299.81935 734.93191 
23.547029 1014.6344 33.569876 668.66345 2.6528014 331.33655 711.08656 
152 
 
23.629514 1014.8997 33.197947 623.9298 2.374584 376.0702 685.11901 
24.102214 1015.1678 32.581044 580.6785 1.6181573 419.3215 668.37715 
24.164077 1015.4345 32.78489 552.26453 0.3385048 447.73547 651.66478 
23.9309 1015.4718 32.931516 552.33379 1.1027648 447.66621 646.9635 
23.704067 1015.2381 32.675815 557.14103 2.6975336 442.85897 644.01599 
23.466131 1014.6832 32.488062 563.09813 3.0871856 436.90187 640.75899 
23.015638 1013.8243 32.66151 561.17246 1.2990667 438.82754 631.97542 
22.863359 1013.4572 32.817077 558.16621 1.140686 441.83379 620.40644 
23.291645 1013.2422 32.691908 548.59329 1.3451057 451.40671 616.75153 
23.472476 1013.093 32.682967 539.1312 1.0853377 460.8688 614.3051 
23.434406 1012.9898 32.743763 529.08726 0.7643176 470.91274 613.86297 
23.662825 1012.9669 32.525612 520.74732 0.3281731 479.25268 620.80436 
23.523236 1012.8651 32.618595 533.86679 0.0883305 466.13321 624.85718 
23.543857 1012.8106 32.586409 545.11601 0.1640577 454.88399 629.16055 
23.59303 1012.7905 32.46124 550.10335 0.2813961 449.89665 631.6954 
23.567651 1012.7848 32.368258 548.17768 0.2031705 451.82232 631.01748 
24.030833 1012.8622 32.230572 520.4841 0.121255 479.5159 616.50099 
24.45436 1012.9798 31.763872 477.17739 0.3013215 522.82261 601.86661 
24.574914 1013.1031 31.29896 410.08384 0.543378 589.91616 569.60613 
24.495602 1013.192 30.948488 328.74868 0.6651443 671.25132 526.32196 
24.433738 1013.235 30.789345 253.06583 0.576587 746.93417 488.97702 
24.298908 1013.2622 30.817955 245.64023 0.6607164 754.35977 479.95764 
24.138698 1013.268 30.891268 293.21389 0.999448 706.78611 506.63259 
24.106973 1013.2794 30.943124 343.07342 1.3935278 656.92658 525.51139 
24.19263 1013.2379 31.071869 398.68223 1.6946225 601.31777 543.19644 
24.311598 1013.0572 30.943124 404.97182 1.4975826 595.02818 548.7525 
24.152974 1012.9726 30.9467 390.31459 1.2053436 609.68541 546.09974 
24.19263 1012.9152 30.953852 359.12987 1.2953768 640.87013 536.40244 
24.118076 1012.8579 30.993191 323.16563 1.6163969 676.83437 521.09013 
23.794483 1012.8077 30.932395 273.4585 1.9034701 726.5415 488.99175 
23.699309 1012.845 30.842989 227.38104 2.2001369 772.61896 462.24311 
23.409026 1012.7618 30.993191 214.71874 2.4835202 785.28126 462.7884 
23.220264 1012.7045 31.111207 204.18992 2.6229979 795.81008 467.03281 
23.237712 1012.7231 31.09869 199.32726 2.5654357 800.67274 473.82682 
23.204401 1012.8048 31.120148 176.03917 2.5063975 823.96083 468.00549 
23.332887 1012.8349 31.188097 142.40234 2.7521439 857.59766 454.84486 
23.404268 1012.822 31.197037 122.52226 2.9624674 877.47774 449.65724 
23.44551 1012.7876 31.191673 134.94905 3.1646732 865.05095 452.23631 
23.539098 1012.7618 31.220283 178.86532 3.3373598 821.13468 462.15468 
23.240885 1012.6729 31.534992 246.60999 3.2709419 753.39001 490.93711 
23.604134 1012.6256 31.247105 296.51108 3.072426 703.48892 521.45857 
23.711999 1012.6428 31.111207 330.1479 2.9174508 669.8521 549.96098 
23.665998 1012.7231 31.086174 344.18171 2.7698553 655.81829 571.96413 
153 
 
23.742137 1012.8694 30.891268 357.68909 2.7226248 642.31091 599.42018 
23.786552 1013.0429 30.179595 380.76938 2.8960495 619.23062 619.36008 
23.980073 1013.202 28.96546 405.65065 3.5653948 594.34935 645.18026 
24.108559 1013.3468 27.996297 434.24472 4.5166475 565.75528 664.84014 
24.138698 1013.4945 27.409793 471.69131 5.4686381 528.30869 682.80521 
24.130766 1013.6021 27.277472 513.15549 6.1158441 486.84451 707.43165 
24.168836 1013.7153 27.213099 542.65005 6.7778097 457.34995 718.69113 
24.229113 1013.8057 27.166608 542.77473 7.2442113 457.22527 706.75372 
24.260838 1013.8745 27.209523 536.51285 7.4692944 463.48715 692.07513 
24.235458 1013.9347 27.322175 514.77637 7.5763011 485.22363 664.85488 
24.298908 1013.9806 27.420521 519.50049 7.6641204 480.49951 674.77325 
24.30208 1014.0494 27.515292 546.86158 7.9142947 453.13842 713.38562 
24.232286 1014.1369 27.669071 583.37997 8.2249831 416.62003 763.52275 
24.126008 1014.2129 27.892586 613.34556 8.5282917 386.65444 802.14985 
24.038764 1014.253 28.089279 644.39174 8.8935904 355.60826 821.95711 
24.056213 1014.2731 28.144711 668.38637 9.3363768 331.61363 832.05233 
24.105386 1014.2745 28.114313 683.62546 9.6640387 316.37454 840.48221 
24.186285 1014.253 28.019543 697.25751 9.9813689 302.74249 852.36067 
24.284632 1014.2243 27.901527 702.70203 10.092803 297.29798 863.19277 
24.306839 1014.1828 27.846095 689.01455 10.311983 310.98545 863.17803 







fdir frac diff frac stefan wind m/h Ta4 eax eay eaz ea Ea 
0.8001906 0.1998094 0.0000000567 2923.2063 1491510.2 0.4289283 1.0041997 56.092461 24.160686 0.8936554 
0.7996503 0.2003497 0.0000000567 1156.4888 1468445 0.4388849 1.0042001 55.67155 24.536024 0.8956256 
0.7990408 0.2009592 0.0000000567 598.57797 1430796.1 0.451383 1.0042004 54.979773 24.921175 0.8976207 
0.7980572 0.2019428 0.0000000567 1031.623 1438802.1 0.4423674 1.0042005 55.127379 24.488991 0.8953802 
0.7957159 0.2042841 0.0000000567 1172.4291 1465430.2 0.4253606 1.0042005 55.616372 23.756386 0.8915036 
0.7937071 0.2062929 0.0000000567 773.92136 1444456 0.427214 1.0042008 55.231455 23.694772 0.8911729 
0.790687 0.209313 0.0000000567 529.5033 1404642.5 0.4303097 1.0042014 54.495651 23.548529 0.8903851 
0.7891354 0.2108646 0.0000000567 662.3392 1331130.3 0.4555446 1.0042022 53.118425 24.299497 0.8943871 
0.7878885 0.2121115 0.0000000567 1483.2651 1262426.6 0.4885888 1.004203 51.807854 25.419127 0.9001612 
0.7868772 0.2131228 0.0000000567 2373.2656 1045520 0.5557821 1.0042036 47.49739 26.509168 0.9055769 
0.7873898 0.2126102 0.0000000567 1772.8473 1090425.2 0.5444184 1.0042042 48.4137 26.468121 0.9053765 
0.7867248 0.2132752 0.0000000567 387.06443 1203938.6 0.5015733 1.0042052 50.672823 25.523014 0.9006858 
0.7865447 0.2134553 0.0000000567 3083.6332 1221976.5 0.4779603 1.0042066 51.024853 24.490442 0.8953877 
0.7843697 0.2156303 0.0000000567 6433.7547 1210711.9 0.4687662 1.0042084 50.805223 23.915999 0.8923569 
0.7854226 0.2145774 0.0000000567 6723.337 1092840.8 0.504144 1.0042099 48.462608 24.53499 0.8956202 
0.7794655 0.2205345 0.0000000567 6210.5904 959884.27 0.5396187 1.004211 45.709964 24.76982 0.8968398 
0.7668032 0.2331968 0.0000000567 4704.2313 861073.89 0.5465679 1.0042116 43.573879 23.916387 0.8923589 
0.7417557 0.2582444 0.0000000567 2980.0212 765458.01 0.54888 1.0042117 41.418493 22.829531 0.8864496 
0.6981719 0.3018281 0.0000000567 2156.4386 666449.09 0.5678954 1.0042118 39.075898 22.284489 0.8833949 
0.6572064 0.3427936 0.0000000567 2326.4686 596326.14 0.5778093 1.0042119 37.334178 21.662895 0.8798319 
0.6186515 0.3813485 0.0000000567 3622.947 568730.35 0.5684158 1.004212 36.626784 20.906935 0.8753787 
0.601847 0.398153 0.0000000567 4459.8132 559016.74 0.5447538 1.0042124 36.374543 19.898639 0.8692191 
0.5955158 0.4044842 0.0000000567 4826.4403 555515.56 0.5117834 1.0042126 36.283196 18.647363 0.8611917 
0.6027198 0.3972802 0.0000000567 4661.7238 559309.25 0.4756467 1.0042129 36.382165 17.37796 0.8525616 
0.631203 0.368797 0.0000000567 4752.0522 566659.39 0.4541793 1.0042131 36.573151 16.680753 0.847589 
0.674579 0.325421 0.0000000567 5275.4256 568878.49 0.4548881 1.0042132 36.630617 16.733035 0.847968 
0.7210166 0.2789834 0.0000000567 5867.8738 567250.51 0.4687765 1.0042131 36.588467 17.224077 0.8514789 
0.7619959 0.2380041 0.0000000567 6622.3817 579621.03 0.4615669 1.0042129 36.907553 17.107074 0.8506502 
155 
 
0.7845359 0.2154641 0.0000000567 7331.7254 580372.65 0.4624827 1.0042128 36.926853 17.149977 0.8509547 
0.7996919 0.2003081 0.0000000567 7198.8895 595252.46 0.4509619 1.0042128 37.306902 16.894869 0.8491347 
0.8098882 0.1901118 0.0000000567 6428.4413 610885.3 0.4476194 1.004213 37.702152 16.947315 0.8495108 
0.815499 0.184501 0.0000000567 5341.8436 648449.5 0.4289895 1.0042133 38.635963 16.644256 0.8473238 
0.8168566 0.1831434 0.0000000567 4457.1565 666615.94 0.4212714 1.0042135 39.079954 16.532635 0.8465097 
0.8161363 0.1838638 0.0000000567 4037.395 680743.48 0.4120905 1.0042137 39.421992 16.313883 0.8449004 
0.8141275 0.1858725 0.0000000567 4531.5446 678542.52 0.4089171 1.0042141 39.368887 16.166451 0.8438054 
0.8120494 0.1879506 0.0000000567 4829.097 660960.63 0.4132 1.0042146 38.942248 16.158754 0.843748 
0.8100683 0.1899317 0.0000000567 4502.3207 655670.92 0.417604 1.0042149 38.813028 16.276796 0.8446258 
0.8093341 0.1906659 0.0000000567 3771.7232 669457.17 0.4127426 1.004215 39.148966 16.226553 0.8442528 
0.810858 0.189142 0.0000000567 3243.0363 677190.74 0.3980595 1.004215 39.336239 15.724163 0.8404682 
0.8129915 0.1870085 0.0000000567 3434.32 677528.49 0.3857922 1.004215 39.344398 15.24274 0.836743 
0.8150002 0.1849998 0.0000000567 3819.5441 667116.68 0.3779328 1.0042149 39.092125 14.836467 0.8335199 
0.8159839 0.1840161 0.0000000567 4066.6189 666615.94 0.3701266 1.0042148 39.079954 14.525496 0.8310014 
0.8164826 0.1835174 0.0000000567 4178.2011 661624.09 0.3629568 1.0042147 38.958427 14.199824 0.8283138 
0.8168705 0.1831295 0.0000000567 4032.0816 647959.3 0.3630609 1.0042148 38.623916 14.081938 0.8273279 
0.818242 0.181758 0.0000000567 3532.6186 640963.78 0.3620511 1.0042147 38.451603 13.98012 0.8264707 
0.8192395 0.1807605 0.0000000567 2857.8122 628578.61 0.3613449 1.0042148 38.144717 13.841493 0.825295 
0.8174108 0.1825892 0.0000000567 2645.2748 605123.12 0.3681137 1.004215 37.556936 13.883495 0.8256523 
0.8088908 0.1911092 0.0000000567 2531.0359 579470.8 0.3829138 1.0042151 36.903694 14.190497 0.8282361 
0.7983758 0.2016242 0.0000000567 2945.4839 577820.13 0.3910334 1.004215 36.861271 14.474742 0.830586 
0.7813911 0.2186089 0.0000000567 2990.6481 549139.47 0.4168042 1.0042152 36.116246 15.116857 0.8357523 
0.7721784 0.2278216 0.0000000567 2924.2302 505352.22 0.4525486 1.0042155 34.947853 15.882273 0.8416703 
0.7677314 0.2322686 0.0000000567 2446.0209 457280.36 0.4899854 1.0042159 33.616475 16.541023 0.846571 
0.7655979 0.2344021 0.0000000567 1957.1848 449656.22 0.4930894 1.004216 33.40012 16.538679 0.8465539 
0.7649745 0.2350255 0.0000000567 1532.1099 425326.29 0.4991668 1.0042163 32.699266 16.391208 0.8454714 
0.7542794 0.2457206 0.0000000567 934.34834 395527.93 0.5079425 1.0042167 31.817553 16.229636 0.8442757 
0.7305203 0.2694797 0.0000000567 67.234363 354579.63 0.5229987 1.0042172 30.558474 16.049443 0.8429302 
0.7187031 0.2812969 0.0000000567 1480.6084 291789.68 0.5420051 1.0042178 28.498094 15.51126 0.838833 
0.7198529 0.2801471 0.0000000567 2838.1913 235431.3 0.5624784 1.0042183 26.473554 14.953617 0.834457 
0.7323905 0.2676095 0.0000000567 4418.9385 197120.63 0.5759668 1.0042183 24.968186 14.441508 0.8303133 
156 
 
0.7523537 0.2476463 0.0000000567 5064.521 186823.48 0.5625083 1.0042173 24.540899 13.862677 0.8254753 
0.7751293 0.2248707 0.0000000567 4610.2222 246396.68 0.4795697 1.0042148 26.883285 12.946747 0.8174537 
0.7816128 0.2183872 0.0000000567 3882.2815 316800.73 0.4160291 1.0042127 29.340009 12.257719 0.8110921 
0.7927789 0.2072211 0.0000000567 3199.5049 399604.69 0.3809074 1.0042107 31.939796 12.217332 0.8107098 
0.7956605 0.2043395 0.0000000567 2824.9077 478909.73 0.3531233 1.0042091 34.222291 12.135555 0.8099323 
0.7973091 0.202691 0.0000000567 2968.3705 569323.09 0.3243319 1.0042078 36.64212 11.934214 0.8079989 
0.8007586 0.1992414 0.0000000567 3871.6546 685161.45 0.2887841 1.0042064 39.528388 11.463187 0.8033641 
0.7994841 0.2005159 0.0000000567 3260.6095 737348.73 0.2811647 1.0042053 40.765859 11.510122 0.8038331 
0.7976831 0.2023169 0.0000000567 2179.3252 804114.02 0.2879722 1.0042045 42.30138 12.232836 0.8108567 
0.7838987 0.2161013 0.0000000567 1576.2502 829964.43 0.2966344 1.0042043 42.882913 12.774029 0.8158868 
0.769754 0.230246 0.0000000567 3098.5497 868172.01 0.2946491 1.0042041 43.730228 12.939244 0.817386 
0.7459395 0.2540605 0.0000000567 3329.6841 776624.37 0.3397454 1.0042042 41.675221 14.218491 0.8284693 
0.713688 0.286312 0.0000000567 3900.8785 717573.57 0.3826688 1.0042041 40.301031 15.486782 0.8386437 
0.6802313 0.3197687 0.0000000567 4971.5359 643397.61 0.4440022 1.0042038 38.511636 17.171133 0.8511045 
0.6538815 0.3461185 0.0000000567 4588.9685 577670.24 0.4847414 1.0042035 36.857416 17.941417 0.8564568 
0.6423968 0.3576032 0.0000000567 5526.79 530902.69 0.5051838 1.0042033 35.63438 18.07758 0.8573823 
0.6442809 0.3557191 0.0000000567 7604.3435 471916.95 0.5391428 1.0042032 34.027689 18.422894 0.8597031 
0.6531057 0.3468943 0.0000000567 9830.6732 474627.2 0.5505376 1.0042024 34.103252 18.854023 0.8625487 
0.6622907 0.3377093 0.0000000567 10407.181 584444.02 0.4739505 1.0042013 37.031221 17.624702 0.8542804 
0.671171 0.328829 0.0000000567 9232.9116 694233.86 0.4028399 1.0042004 39.74605 16.078548 0.8431484 
0.6798988 0.3201012 0.0000000567 5858.8797 675503.86 0.4187978 1.0042001 39.295461 16.525971 0.8464609 
0.6974238 0.3025762 0.0000000567 184.12996 435663.85 0.5749044 1.0042005 32.999043 19.050984 0.8638302 
0.8006201 0.1993799 0.0000000567 3204.8184 1565501.2 0.3970409 1.0042001 57.42852 22.897241 0.8868247 
0.799775 0.200225 0.0000000567 1161.8022 1545653.4 0.4091144 1.0042004 57.072193 23.447134 0.8898364 
0.7985974 0.2014026 0.0000000567 556.07048 1520722.5 0.4200467 1.0042006 56.622486 23.883994 0.8921862 
0.7976831 0.2023169 0.0000000567 231.95088 1533773.3 0.4099678 1.0042008 56.858197 23.407951 0.8896238 
0.796838 0.203162 0.0000000567 399.32412 1602223.5 0.3755794 1.0042009 58.083943 21.906776 0.8812401 
0.796464 0.203536 0.0000000567 304.70616 1577246.6 0.3772774 1.0042012 57.63869 21.837134 0.8808394 
0.7960345 0.2039655 0.0000000567 296.73601 1541894.3 0.3824045 1.0042019 57.00454 21.89039 0.8811459 
0.7948292 0.2051708 0.0000000567 23.09405 1463623.5 0.4058285 1.0042027 55.583288 22.652085 0.885462 
0.7925157 0.2074843 0.0000000567 893.47368 1353980.2 0.4477558 1.0042035 53.549188 24.077749 0.8932165 
157 
 
0.7902714 0.2097286 0.0000000567 1910.9967 1059622.4 0.5343462 1.0042043 47.786632 25.641959 0.9012843 
0.7893847 0.2106153 0.0000000567 2142.1312 1135268.4 0.5107116 1.004205 49.315544 25.291925 0.8995163 
0.7909502 0.2090498 0.0000000567 2001.3251 1221713.6 0.4811261 1.0042057 51.019736 24.650164 0.8962197 
0.7921001 0.2078999 0.0000000567 251.57181 1257853.4 0.4506477 1.0042069 51.719765 23.405448 0.8896102 
0.7897311 0.2102689 0.0000000567 4164.9175 1237825.7 0.4481571 1.0042088 51.332694 23.101936 0.887953 
0.7735499 0.2264501 0.0000000567 6622.3817 1128814.4 0.4810738 1.0042107 49.186528 23.761986 0.8915336 
0.7619267 0.2380733 0.0000000567 6537.3667 1009056.8 0.5167722 1.0042121 46.742998 24.257226 0.8941647 
0.7382368 0.2617632 0.0000000567 5283.3958 914010.29 0.5304218 1.0042129 44.728801 23.825082 0.8918714 
0.7121087 0.2878913 0.0000000567 3290.8573 818615.87 0.5350736 1.0042128 42.628461 22.905458 0.8868702 
0.6790537 0.3209463 0.0000000567 2297.2447 712122.54 0.5544395 1.0042127 40.172042 22.366796 0.8838602 
0.6626509 0.3373491 0.0000000567 2052.8266 644210.43 0.5690477 1.0042124 38.531665 22.01872 0.881882 
0.6322005 0.3677995 0.0000000567 3306.7976 613076.28 0.5644364 1.0042124 37.757227 21.401324 0.8783063 
0.6163934 0.3836066 0.0000000567 4045.3652 595252.46 0.547244 1.0042128 37.306902 20.501986 0.8729361 
0.5978294 0.4021706 0.0000000567 4499.664 579320.59 0.5233059 1.0042129 36.899836 19.391253 0.8660177 
0.607056 0.392944 0.0000000567 4547.4849 579320.59 0.4898755 1.0042131 36.899836 18.152483 0.8578889 
0.6311476 0.3688524 0.0000000567 4706.888 594486.43 0.4514402 1.0042131 37.287429 16.903963 0.8492 
0.6821154 0.3178846 0.0000000567 5565.0079 604812.82 0.441395 1.004213 37.5491 16.643811 0.8473206 
0.7270569 0.2729431 0.0000000567 6282.3218 610572.79 0.4428508 1.0042129 37.69429 16.763271 0.8481867 
0.7722338 0.2277662 0.0000000567 6938.5311 618106.37 0.4448696 1.0042127 37.883375 16.924158 0.8493449 
0.7950093 0.2049907 0.0000000567 7623.9644 621265.84 0.4449923 1.0042125 37.962404 16.964138 0.8496312 
0.8074638 0.1925362 0.0000000567 7252.0239 645349.67 0.4257675 1.0042126 38.559721 16.486636 0.8461728 
0.8133932 0.1866068 0.0000000567 6340.7696 650576.86 0.4270518 1.0042129 38.688204 16.591472 0.8469394 
0.8183528 0.1816472 0.0000000567 5294.0227 672139.55 0.4230188 1.0042131 39.214016 16.658154 0.8474248 
0.8203616 0.1796384 0.0000000567 4226.022 694405.9 0.4152407 1.0042134 39.750166 16.575432 0.8468224 
0.8190594 0.1809406 0.0000000567 3947.0666 723765.49 0.394441 1.0042135 40.447097 16.021217 0.8427183 
0.8170783 0.1829217 0.0000000567 4361.5146 717220.94 0.3933469 1.0042138 40.292698 15.915793 0.8419239 
0.8142244 0.1857756 0.0000000567 4943.3359 700447.44 0.399162 1.0042142 39.89449 15.991471 0.8424946 
0.8116754 0.1883246 0.0000000567 4749.3955 687890.86 0.4085913 1.0042146 39.593988 16.245943 0.8443969 
0.811523 0.188477 0.0000000567 4013.4846 704612.94 0.4033291 1.0042145 39.993719 16.198615 0.844045 
0.8132131 0.1867869 0.0000000567 3944.4099 702007.33 0.3981794 1.0042146 39.931676 15.966983 0.8423102 
0.8154713 0.1845287 0.0000000567 4109.1264 696472.87 0.3857161 1.0042146 39.799598 15.416044 0.8380954 
158 
 
0.817771 0.182229 0.0000000567 4597.9625 671468.2 0.3839208 1.0042147 39.197745 15.112255 0.8357159 
0.8177294 0.1822706 0.0000000567 4682.9775 656165.48 0.3843334 1.0042148 38.825127 14.984685 0.8347044 
0.8179926 0.1820074 0.0000000567 4661.7238 637084.01 0.3851764 1.0042149 38.35572 14.835986 0.8335161 
0.818145 0.181855 0.0000000567 4226.022 621424.14 0.384418 1.004215 37.966359 14.65647 0.8320677 
0.8201123 0.1798877 0.0000000567 3508.7081 612919.59 0.3831739 1.004215 37.75329 14.527051 0.8310141 
0.8221626 0.1778374 0.0000000567 2942.8272 607143.01 0.382232 1.004215 37.607902 14.435535 0.8302642 
0.8199045 0.1800955 0.0000000567 2663.8718 578570 0.3894956 1.0042152 36.880549 14.425363 0.8301806 
0.8092648 0.1907352 0.0000000567 2724.9763 553190.59 0.4017461 1.0042153 36.222409 14.613553 0.8317192 
0.7770272 0.2229728 0.0000000567 2815.3047 541675.03 0.4122076 1.0042152 35.919807 14.86883 0.8337794 
0.7437506 0.2562494 0.0000000567 2597.4538 526555.15 0.4297701 1.0042152 35.518526 15.329145 0.8374189 
0.7290102 0.2709898 0.0000000567 2337.0955 490736.69 0.4570619 1.0042154 34.548789 15.8575 0.8414826 
0.7244108 0.2755892 0.0000000567 1858.8862 439069.88 0.4904426 1.0042158 33.097161 16.30069 0.8448028 
0.7314069 0.2685931 0.0000000567 1425.8412 410978.33 0.5056879 1.004216 32.278084 16.391455 0.8454732 
0.7414509 0.2585491 0.0000000567 883.8707 378221.32 0.5154496 1.0042165 31.292544 16.197738 0.8440385 
0.7577428 0.2422572 0.0000000567 85.831387 342777.87 0.5264841 1.0042169 30.184165 15.958497 0.8422462 
0.7541686 0.2458314 0.0000000567 1416.8471 305215.4 0.5387153 1.0042173 28.953811 15.663641 0.8400053 
0.7615665 0.2384335 0.0000000567 2891.3256 275872.86 0.5428114 1.0042174 27.945602 15.233166 0.8366679 
0.7784126 0.2215874 0.0000000567 4132.013 254970.17 0.5299924 1.0042171 27.197909 14.475474 0.830592 
0.8029198 0.1970802 0.0000000567 5114.9987 250055.54 0.5215608 1.0042162 27.018152 14.15102 0.8279065 
0.8220656 0.1779344 0.0000000567 5261.1181 289015.93 0.4810094 1.0042144 28.402796 13.719589 0.8242527 
0.848831 0.151169 0.0000000567 4727.1178 397449.16 0.3927986 1.0042116 31.875228 12.573277 0.8140426 
0.8452291 0.1547709 0.0000000567 3900.8785 502511.32 0.337165 1.0042096 34.870658 11.806657 0.8067594 
0.8393412 0.1606588 0.0000000567 3536.9081 543820.37 0.3201549 1.0042084 35.976376 11.566485 0.8043943 
0.8318602 0.1681398 0.0000000567 3143.7139 588232.88 0.3100367 1.0042074 37.128089 11.559503 0.8043249 
0.8295466 0.1704534 0.0000000567 2710.6688 676684.34 0.2868028 1.0042062 39.324001 11.325674 0.8019802 
0.833398 0.166602 0.0000000567 2824.9077 833904.94 0.2454825 1.0042046 42.970961 10.592972 0.7943542 
0.8350189 0.1649811 0.0000000567 2325.4447 921432.91 0.2451934 1.0042035 44.888754 11.052693 0.7991898 
0.8240329 0.1759671 0.0000000567 1770.1906 916973.95 0.2697811 1.0042032 44.792723 12.135025 0.8099273 
0.8018254 0.1981746 0.0000000567 1111.3246 878183.01 0.2943853 1.0042036 43.949939 12.992603 0.8178667 
0.7724555 0.2275445 0.0000000567 2487.5045 830948.25 0.3151307 1.004204 42.90491 13.577493 0.8230277 
0.7394698 0.2605302 0.0000000567 2978.9973 790943.3 0.3465232 1.0042042 42.002399 14.615995 0.8317391 
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0.7052095 0.2947905 0.0000000567 3491.7439 754412.5 0.3788777 1.004204 41.163145 15.661365 0.8399878 
0.6742742 0.3257258 0.0000000567 4387.0579 682779.87 0.4290572 1.0042038 39.471067 17.00654 0.8499343 
0.6516234 0.3483766 0.0000000567 4142.6398 614958.95 0.4812202 1.0042034 37.804489 18.268755 0.8586718 
0.6412608 0.3587392 0.0000000567 5141.5658 546834.55 0.5220448 1.0042032 36.055704 18.901808 0.8628607 
0.6466499 0.3533501 0.0000000567 6820.6116 497401.14 0.5525164 1.0042029 34.731349 19.270294 0.8652439 
0.6550868 0.3449132 0.0000000567 10027.27 467297.84 0.5720738 1.0042024 33.898491 19.473936 0.8665442 
0.6661698 0.3338302 0.0000000567 10136.196 601561.84 0.4817645 1.0042012 37.466912 18.126062 0.8577104 
0.6810902 0.3189098 0.0000000567 7665.448 647306.16 0.4439588 1.0042007 38.607859 17.212301 0.8513957 
0.693988 0.306012 0.0000000567 3122.4601 605899.4 0.4616831 1.0042005 37.576531 17.421322 0.8528651 
0.7098783 0.2901218 0.0000000567 2881.7227 382823.77 0.6547058 1.0042009 31.433142 20.665912 0.8739298 
0.800814 0.199186 0.0000000567 3536.9081 1619038.9 0.3772823 1.0042005 58.382437 22.119184 0.8824557 
0.8001906 0.1998094 0.0000000567 1541.7129 1614498.7 0.3849839 1.0042007 58.301942 22.539597 0.8848325 
0.7996503 0.2003497 0.0000000567 797.83182 1628800 0.3739622 1.0042009 58.55525 21.989442 0.8817144 
0.798833 0.201167 0.0000000567 415.26442 1663974.6 0.355117 1.0042011 59.17524 21.102418 0.8765433 
0.7981541 0.2018459 0.0000000567 891.84085 1674271 0.3486247 1.0042015 59.355926 20.779887 0.8746168 
0.7976 0.2024 0.0000000567 1471.0054 1652406.8 0.3482013 1.0042022 58.971815 20.620351 0.8736543 
0.7972259 0.2027741 0.0000000567 1290.3486 1621637.5 0.3516314 1.004203 58.428477 20.631636 0.8737226 
0.7963254 0.2036746 0.0000000567 248.91508 1560126.7 0.364786 1.0042038 57.332178 21.001893 0.8759456 
0.7943305 0.2056695 0.0000000567 747.35418 1461818.5 0.3918001 1.0042045 55.550222 21.85609 0.8809486 
0.7924464 0.2075536 0.0000000567 1860.519 1361946.9 0.4251985 1.0042053 53.698799 22.928667 0.8869985 
0.7935131 0.2064869 0.0000000567 2341.385 1319396.7 0.4377987 1.004206 52.896255 23.255313 0.8887928 
0.7956328 0.2043673 0.0000000567 2285.5939 1302769.1 0.4368113 1.0042067 52.580271 23.064273 0.887746 
0.7984312 0.2015688 0.0000000567 1839.2653 1303596.8 0.4253709 1.0042074 52.596031 22.466949 0.8844245 
0.7926403 0.2073597 0.0000000567 1819.0355 1249011.5 0.4340672 1.0042091 51.549142 22.469973 0.8844416 
0.7701142 0.2298858 0.0000000567 4871.6045 1140002.2 0.4649726 1.0042112 49.41001 23.071048 0.8877833 
0.7313377 0.2686623 0.0000000567 6569.2473 1021180 0.5016518 1.0042129 46.994882 23.674386 0.8910634 
0.6953734 0.3046266 0.0000000567 5610.1721 908946.49 0.5344541 1.004214 44.619406 23.947518 0.8925248 
0.6719468 0.3280532 0.0000000567 3436.9767 829374.55 0.5291763 1.004214 42.869719 22.781238 0.8861815 
0.6630943 0.3369057 0.0000000567 2036.8863 761209.66 0.5373679 1.0042137 41.320447 22.297846 0.8834705 
0.654311 0.345689 0.0000000567 1694.1697 697853.41 0.5498539 1.0042134 39.832581 21.994381 0.8817427 
0.6495869 0.3504131 0.0000000567 2347.7223 669624.59 0.5497328 1.0042129 39.153029 21.614383 0.8795501 
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0.6140937 0.3859063 0.0000000567 3014.5586 643397.61 0.5467931 1.0042128 38.511636 21.146611 0.8768053 
0.58906 0.41094 0.0000000567 3612.3201 624278.56 0.5230484 1.0042129 38.037615 19.979331 0.8697218 
0.5782264 0.4217736 0.0000000567 4241.9623 624119.72 0.4784922 1.0042128 38.033653 18.275474 0.8587169 
0.600517 0.399483 0.0000000567 4576.7088 647306.16 0.4288696 1.0042127 38.607859 16.627489 0.8472018 
0.6628864 0.3371136 0.0000000567 5729.7244 663284.91 0.4152685 1.0042126 38.998899 16.263237 0.8445252 
0.7322797 0.2677203 0.0000000567 6651.6056 675503.86 0.4097691 1.0042124 39.295461 16.169895 0.8438311 
0.7831506 0.2168494 0.0000000567 7379.5463 680743.48 0.4134965 1.0042123 39.421992 16.369518 0.8453115 
0.8064525 0.1935475 0.0000000567 7653.1883 700793.86 0.4034938 1.0042121 39.902751 16.168328 0.8438194 
0.814737 0.185263 0.0000000567 7469.8747 684820.84 0.4148233 1.0042124 39.520195 16.462958 0.8459991 
0.8197798 0.1802202 0.0000000567 6492.2025 682949.78 0.4180734 1.0042128 39.475159 16.573039 0.8468049 
0.8216223 0.1783777 0.0000000567 5153.2166 686866.37 0.4208916 1.004213 39.569377 16.724584 0.8479068 
0.8233125 0.1766875 0.0000000567 3877.9919 718279.19 0.4088343 1.0042131 40.317701 16.552706 0.8466564 
0.821844 0.178156 0.0000000567 3535.2753 777935.03 0.3699024 1.0042131 41.705262 15.491872 0.8386831 
0.8191841 0.1808159 0.0000000567 3827.5143 785456.34 0.3624901 1.0042133 41.877292 15.244064 0.8367533 
0.8160947 0.1839053 0.0000000567 4390.7385 769352.44 0.3678361 1.0042136 41.50819 15.332544 0.8374454 
0.8132685 0.1867315 0.0000000567 4781.2761 746025.56 0.3756487 1.004214 40.968309 15.454546 0.8383941 
0.8133932 0.1866068 0.0000000567 4544.8282 742039.23 0.3820804 1.0042141 40.87541 15.683507 0.8401574 
0.8152496 0.1847504 0.0000000567 4499.664 736988.85 0.379163 1.0042141 40.757442 15.51884 0.8388915 
0.8178125 0.1821875 0.0000000567 4773.3059 714228.92 0.3786767 1.0042143 40.221931 15.295296 0.8371545 
0.8201954 0.1798046 0.0000000567 5286.0525 681761.1 0.3834717 1.0042145 39.446523 15.190375 0.8363317 
0.8189208 0.1810792 0.0000000567 5166.5002 662122 0.3860309 1.0042147 38.970564 15.107247 0.8356763 
0.815873 0.184127 0.0000000567 4783.9328 637084.01 0.3904603 1.0042148 38.35572 15.03951 0.83514 
0.8154297 0.1845703 0.0000000567 4255.2459 622374.52 0.3887413 1.0042149 37.990098 14.830567 0.8334726 
0.8181312 0.1818688 0.0000000567 3580.4395 612919.59 0.3892406 1.004215 37.75329 14.757055 0.8328811 
0.8226198 0.1773802 0.0000000567 2937.5138 600172.57 0.3902569 1.0042151 37.431736 14.669566 0.8321739 
0.8195858 0.1804142 0.0000000567 2608.0807 570509.96 0.397789 1.0042152 36.672809 14.649532 0.8320115 
0.7945799 0.2054201 0.0000000567 2334.4388 554061.6 0.398473 1.0042152 36.245194 14.503611 0.8308224 
0.7483223 0.2516777 0.0000000567 2313.185 547554.05 0.3983459 1.004215 36.074614 14.430746 0.8302249 
0.7009426 0.2990574 0.0000000567 1997.0356 540533.45 0.4130836 1.0042148 35.889668 14.88792 0.8339323 
0.667195 0.332805 0.0000000567 1649.0055 501297.47 0.4346396 1.0042149 34.83762 15.205632 0.8364516 
0.6601573 0.3398427 0.0000000567 1165.4828 447053.71 0.4643799 1.0042153 33.325919 15.541124 0.8390635 
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0.6771696 0.3228304 0.0000000567 259.54196 386358.48 0.509834 1.0042158 31.540635 16.14828 0.8436698 
0.706969 0.293031 0.0000000567 773.92136 359279.68 0.504432 1.0042161 30.706043 15.554415 0.839166 
0.7311853 0.2688147 0.0000000567 1621.4144 324510.88 0.5153377 1.0042165 29.593606 15.315006 0.8373085 
0.7623838 0.2376162 0.0000000567 2341.385 300414.34 0.5182612 1.0042166 28.791882 14.984634 0.834704 
0.7852148 0.2147852 0.0000000567 3685.6843 296305.49 0.5126607 1.0042162 28.652391 14.750885 0.8328314 
0.8059399 0.1940601 0.0000000567 4870.5806 322279.96 0.4619104 1.0042151 29.520501 13.693303 0.8240269 
0.8220241 0.1779759 0.0000000567 5340.8197 358755.16 0.4235199 1.0042138 30.689616 13.052433 0.8184036 
0.8376649 0.1623351 0.0000000567 5314.2525 417400.97 0.3822958 1.0042121 32.467371 12.46442 0.813032 
0.8471409 0.1528591 0.0000000567 4737.7447 508341.29 0.3506965 1.0042099 35.028884 12.336223 0.8118321 
0.8465452 0.1534548 0.0000000567 4466.7595 593415.24 0.3146955 1.0042082 37.260183 11.774955 0.8064496 
0.8417241 0.1582759 0.0000000567 4150.61 639345.06 0.2968562 1.004207 38.411626 11.450699 0.803239 
0.8386901 0.1613099 0.0000000567 3797.2665 713877.53 0.2710941 1.0042057 40.213612 10.947524 0.798099 
0.8368476 0.1631524 0.0000000567 2923.2063 826822.08 0.2461159 1.0042043 42.812587 10.581159 0.7942276 
0.8387317 0.1612683 0.0000000567 2527.3553 1022329.3 0.2065589 1.0042027 47.018706 9.752948 0.7850335 
0.832165 0.167835 0.0000000567 2022.5788 1087050.2 0.2065689 1.0042021 48.345301 10.028601 0.7881655 
0.8199599 0.1800401 0.0000000567 1642.6682 1094050 0.2213679 1.004202 48.487078 10.778583 0.7963278 
0.7930421 0.2069579 0.0000000567 1172.4291 955942.21 0.2780217 1.0042027 45.62633 12.738424 0.8155615 
0.7615942 0.2384058 0.0000000567 2041.1759 891181.2 0.3122791 1.0042033 44.233838 13.871364 0.8255492 
0.7292319 0.2707681 0.0000000567 2537.9821 846209.78 0.3459247 1.0042035 43.244913 15.022364 0.8350039 
0.7029098 0.2970902 0.0000000567 3013.5347 790753.61 0.3807249 1.0042035 41.99808 16.056928 0.8429864 
0.6773497 0.3226503 0.0000000567 3829.1471 696990.32 0.430111 1.0042033 39.811964 17.195539 0.8512773 
0.6609469 0.3390531 0.0000000567 4009.8039 679049.95 0.4602819 1.0042028 39.381137 18.202606 0.8582269 
0.6609608 0.3390392 0.0000000567 4097.4756 668286.16 0.4598228 1.0042026 39.120537 18.064111 0.857291 
0.6681647 0.3318353 0.0000000567 5354.1033 641612.13 0.4673671 1.0042023 38.467604 18.054044 0.8572228 
0.6828081 0.3171919 0.0000000567 8435.8962 500354.89 0.5749632 1.0042022 34.811942 20.099697 0.8704684 
0.7003607 0.2996393 0.0000000567 8778.6128 539536.05 0.5453049 1.0042015 35.863315 19.638608 0.8675872 
0.7166527 0.2833473 0.0000000567 6087.3575 559455.54 0.5131358 1.004201 36.385976 18.749384 0.8618632 
0.7332633 0.2667367 0.0000000567 2471.5642 514084.51 0.5372131 1.0042009 35.184036 18.980727 0.8633744 
0.7490981 0.2509019 0.0000000567 2066.1102 354475.72 0.7158345 1.0042012 30.555202 21.964358 0.8815707 
0.8007586 0.1992414 0.0000000567 3443.923 1705109.5 0.3494939 1.0042007 59.894979 21.020864 0.8760586 
0.8008002 0.1991998 0.0000000567 2251.0566 1668950.8 0.3568783 1.0042012 59.262609 21.238391 0.8773479 
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0.8005924 0.1994076 0.0000000567 1193.6828 1660332.5 0.3547864 1.0042015 59.111241 21.059976 0.8762912 
0.8002322 0.1997678 0.0000000567 357.84053 1669615.1 0.3451418 1.0042021 59.274267 20.543995 0.8731914 
0.7994287 0.2005713 0.0000000567 2655.9016 1703085.4 0.3286166 1.0042029 59.859694 19.753566 0.8683109 
0.798168 0.201832 0.0000000567 3155.3646 1679603.9 0.3337623 1.0042038 59.44937 19.925371 0.8693858 
0.7967133 0.2032867 0.0000000567 2427.4239 1619688.2 0.3459066 1.0042047 58.393943 20.28378 0.8716028 
0.7955219 0.2044781 0.0000000567 966.22896 1543146.6 0.3622358 1.0042055 57.027083 20.744126 0.8744016 
0.7946353 0.2053647 0.0000000567 633.11531 1463322.5 0.3804688 1.0042062 55.577776 21.23455 0.8773253 
0.7938179 0.2061821 0.0000000567 1634.698 1383748.2 0.403287 1.0042069 54.106719 21.912334 0.8812721 
0.7954249 0.2045751 0.0000000567 2128.8476 1351426.9 0.4132142 1.0042075 53.501176 22.200461 0.8829182 
0.7977801 0.2022199 0.0000000567 2296.2208 1335339.7 0.4158536 1.004208 53.197968 22.215656 0.8830045 
0.8006062 0.1993938 0.0000000567 2086.3401 1304977 0.4179916 1.0042086 52.622307 22.088253 0.8822793 
0.7927789 0.2072211 0.0000000567 761.66167 1218825 0.4392885 1.0042102 50.963478 22.481927 0.8845088 
0.7612201 0.2387799 0.0000000567 4013.4846 1128814.4 0.4642342 1.0042118 49.186528 22.930242 0.8870072 
0.7149903 0.2850097 0.0000000567 6122.9187 1023940 0.4932233 1.0042134 47.052076 23.304961 0.8890636 
0.6683032 0.3316968 0.0000000567 5501.2467 925908.13 0.5188583 1.0042145 44.984965 23.439195 0.8897934 
0.6483678 0.3516322 0.0000000567 3248.3498 858650.29 0.5210415 1.0042145 43.520385 22.771493 0.8861273 
0.6476474 0.3523526 0.0000000567 1670.2592 807962.18 0.5233656 1.0042142 42.388387 22.278114 0.8833588 
0.6531888 0.3468112 0.0000000567 931.69162 770467.87 0.523961 1.0042136 41.533849 21.853813 0.8809355 
0.6602127 0.3397873 0.0000000567 1404.5874 748388.65 0.5201284 1.0042129 41.023289 21.427269 0.8784584 
0.6162964 0.3837036 0.0000000567 1957.1848 741677.63 0.5113025 1.0042126 40.866974 20.98341 0.8758354 
0.5813019 0.4186981 0.0000000567 2709.036 731427.47 0.4893128 1.0042123 40.627181 19.963136 0.869621 
0.5633891 0.4366109 0.0000000567 3471.5141 731606.38 0.4470969 1.0042121 40.631377 18.242681 0.8584966 
0.5830613 0.4169387 0.0000000567 4329.634 760472.62 0.3829109 1.004212 41.303416 15.882144 0.8416693 
0.6553777 0.3446223 0.0000000567 5110.7091 794744.11 0.3512516 1.0042118 42.08887 14.846051 0.8335968 
0.7315178 0.2684822 0.0000000567 5934.2917 824275.5 0.3378096 1.0042117 42.755522 14.504056 0.8308261 
0.7888167 0.2111833 0.0000000567 6585.1876 845611.27 0.3322528 1.0042116 43.231622 14.424323 0.8301721 
0.8124096 0.1875904 0.0000000567 6967.755 849207.1 0.3310994 1.0042117 43.31142 14.400782 0.8299784 
0.8196135 0.1803865 0.0000000567 7121.8447 788858.66 0.3647331 1.004212 41.954906 15.366798 0.8377125 
0.8232848 0.1767152 0.0000000567 6428.4413 756979.02 0.3859068 1.0042124 41.222603 15.975092 0.8423713 
0.8240883 0.1759117 0.0000000567 5150.5599 750757.36 0.3954911 1.0042127 41.078334 16.314554 0.8449054 
0.8235618 0.1764382 0.0000000567 3567.1559 772329.6 0.390604 1.0042128 41.576645 16.308418 0.84486 
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0.820611 0.179389 0.0000000567 3152.7079 798367.57 0.3720975 1.0042129 42.171161 15.757892 0.8407255 
0.8180758 0.1819242 0.0000000567 3391.8125 806036.38 0.3649848 1.004213 42.344864 15.520346 0.8389032 
0.8164687 0.1835313 0.0000000567 3915.186 800662.44 0.3631437 1.0042132 42.223207 15.397692 0.8379528 
0.8143076 0.1856924 0.0000000567 4457.1565 788101.64 0.3591401 1.0042135 41.937648 15.124951 0.8358162 
0.8148617 0.1851383 0.0000000567 4576.7088 783947.73 0.361474 1.0042135 41.842836 15.188827 0.8363195 
0.817009 0.182991 0.0000000567 4749.3955 771584.5 0.36286 1.0042136 41.559522 15.143829 0.8359651 
0.8195581 0.1804419 0.0000000567 5046.9479 740413.07 0.3671013 1.0042138 40.83746 15.054656 0.8352601 
0.821179 0.178821 0.0000000567 5663.3065 683799.79 0.3768179 1.0042142 39.495624 14.945377 0.8343913 
0.8173831 0.1826169 0.0000000567 5628.7691 645349.67 0.3871864 1.0042146 38.559721 14.992724 0.8347684 
0.8129083 0.1870917 0.0000000567 5139.933 616216.47 0.3977735 1.0042149 37.836026 15.113603 0.8357266 
0.8099852 0.1900148 0.0000000567 4478.4102 590667.39 0.4093797 1.0042152 37.190199 15.28909 0.837106 
0.812091 0.187909 0.0000000567 3803.6038 571550 0.4200763 1.0042154 36.699681 15.481654 0.8386041 
0.8166904 0.1833096 0.0000000567 3128.7975 575873.9 0.4191134 1.0042151 36.811189 15.493094 0.8386926 
0.8108303 0.1891697 0.0000000567 2448.6776 573485.28 0.4185502 1.004215 36.74963 15.446399 0.838331 
0.7825271 0.2174729 0.0000000567 1975.7818 571104.1 0.4130155 1.0042148 36.688162 15.216645 0.8365382 
0.7161124 0.2838876 0.0000000567 1715.4235 567990.07 0.3970704 1.0042146 36.607621 14.597067 0.8315851 
0.6490604 0.3509396 0.0000000567 1489.6024 560480.44 0.4009378 1.0042143 36.412664 14.660738 0.8321024 
0.6104917 0.3895083 0.0000000567 1064.5275 513947.2 0.4282997 1.0042145 35.180335 15.131228 0.8358657 
0.6028029 0.3971971 0.0000000567 312.67632 453393.78 0.4687051 1.0042148 33.506372 15.770798 0.8408238 
0.6257446 0.3742554 0.0000000567 935.98116 391258.62 0.5209073 1.0042152 31.688962 16.576592 0.8468308 
0.6660867 0.3339133 0.0000000567 2251.0566 390364.23 0.477891 1.0042152 31.661948 15.194741 0.836366 
0.7079941 0.2920059 0.0000000567 3024.1616 363708.41 0.4552847 1.0042153 30.844336 14.102151 0.8274975 
0.7492505 0.2507495 0.0000000567 3512.9977 336039.34 0.4475037 1.0042153 29.967943 13.467295 0.8220701 
0.7885119 0.2114881 0.0000000567 4036.3711 337238.87 0.4492519 1.0042147 30.006569 13.537323 0.8226794 
0.8118693 0.1881307 0.0000000567 5003.4165 405893.82 0.3876414 1.0042132 32.127349 12.506361 0.8134223 
0.8230077 0.1769923 0.0000000567 5383.3272 433001.62 0.3730555 1.004212 32.922128 12.333511 0.8118066 
0.8282167 0.1717833 0.0000000567 5184.0733 465765.69 0.3658611 1.0042106 33.855521 12.438573 0.8127909 
0.8272469 0.1727531 0.0000000567 4498.6401 553916.36 0.3400179 1.0042086 36.241396 12.374584 0.8121923 
0.8315554 0.1684446 0.0000000567 4315.3265 677697.43 0.2962733 1.0042068 39.348479 11.706948 0.8057826 
0.8343954 0.1656046 0.0000000567 4187.8041 793032.05 0.2621712 1.0042053 42.049939 11.070642 0.7993751 
0.8347556 0.1652444 0.0000000567 3951.3561 923135.84 0.2288833 1.0042038 44.925385 10.325896 0.7914617 
164 
 
0.8307381 0.1692619 0.0000000567 3571.4455 1070292.4 0.1993926 1.0042024 48.004569 9.6119806 0.7834024 
0.820514 0.179486 0.0000000567 3077.2959 1149263.2 0.1882923 1.0042016 49.594423 9.3774827 0.7806431 
0.8089046 0.1910954 0.0000000567 2357.3253 1125845 0.2086548 1.0042014 49.127082 10.293668 0.7911083 
0.7930975 0.2069025 0.0000000567 1655.9518 1064591.7 0.2447244 1.0042015 47.888229 11.768654 0.806388 
0.7704328 0.2295672 0.0000000567 1095.3842 1012933.6 0.2804069 1.004202 46.823663 13.184847 0.8195846 
0.7453715 0.2546285 0.0000000567 1956.1609 952884.56 0.3172102 1.0042025 45.561373 14.513271 0.8309015 
0.7248541 0.2751459 0.0000000567 2527.3553 900553.59 0.340879 1.0042027 44.437599 15.211506 0.8364978 
0.702702 0.297298 0.0000000567 3069.3258 838057.58 0.3673341 1.0042027 43.063581 15.885204 0.8416925 
0.6831406 0.3168594 0.0000000567 3621.9231 754778.74 0.4198152 1.0042025 41.171634 17.357116 0.8524154 
0.6721823 0.3278177 0.0000000567 3884.9382 700447.44 0.463804 1.0042024 39.89449 18.580984 0.8607531 
0.6753825 0.3246175 0.0000000567 3629.8933 625868.59 0.4937665 1.0042024 38.077252 18.88028 0.8627202 
0.6873937 0.3126063 0.0000000567 4060.2816 548418.4 0.5294726 1.0042024 36.097317 19.192858 0.8647463 
0.7053758 0.2946242 0.0000000567 6669.1787 478519.22 0.6016982 1.0042024 34.211455 20.671475 0.8739634 
0.726101 0.273899 0.0000000567 7676.0749 497669.11 0.574764 1.0042018 34.738669 20.050433 0.8701633 
0.7458009 0.2541991 0.0000000567 5789.805 472948.06 0.6084895 1.0042015 34.056458 20.810067 0.8747981 
0.7637276 0.2362724 0.0000000567 2617.6837 422119.05 0.6709259 1.0042014 32.605642 21.967878 0.8815909 
0.7788559 0.2211441 0.0000000567 447.14504 364662.73 0.7267621 1.0042013 30.874041 22.53235 0.8847919 
0.8002599 0.1997401 0.0000000567 3722.8784 1700052.6 0.3549971 1.0042011 59.8068 21.320436 0.8778313 
0.8013128 0.1986872 0.0000000567 3077.2959 1681273.1 0.3547033 1.0042014 59.478598 21.185892 0.8770378 
0.8020055 0.1979945 0.0000000567 1291.9814 1682275.2 0.3419108 1.004202 59.49614 20.427851 0.8724845 
0.8022964 0.1977036 0.0000000567 1162.8261 1678603 0.3302368 1.0042032 59.43184 19.709076 0.8680313 
0.8016176 0.1983824 0.0000000567 3638.8873 1646810 0.3347108 1.0042052 58.873228 19.788374 0.8685294 
0.7996226 0.2003774 0.0000000567 4085.2159 1580113.5 0.3493904 1.004206 57.689914 20.241076 0.8713404 
0.7973645 0.2026355 0.0000000567 3652.1709 1519174.4 0.3626061 1.0042067 56.594482 20.607833 0.8735786 
0.7955496 0.2044504 0.0000000567 2464.6179 1455813.8 0.3757507 1.0042075 55.440122 20.919316 0.8754527 
0.7946353 0.2053647 0.0000000567 705.87059 1384902.8 0.3888905 1.0042085 54.128263 21.138555 0.8767576 
0.7935131 0.2064869 0.0000000567 30.040308 1282478.9 0.429874 1.0042092 52.19282 22.530775 0.884783 
0.7934993 0.2065007 0.0000000567 1044.9066 1244741.3 0.4458799 1.0042097 51.466592 23.044523 0.8876374 
0.7934993 0.2065007 0.0000000567 1804.728 1234113.8 0.4469236 1.0042101 51.26072 23.006077 0.8874257 
0.7931391 0.2068609 0.0000000567 1653.295 1220137.4 0.4423984 1.0042104 50.989043 22.652444 0.885464 
0.7855472 0.2144528 0.0000000567 780.2587 1152530.4 0.4732527 1.0042112 49.659359 23.600396 0.890665 
165 
 
0.7630627 0.2369373 0.0000000567 4074.5891 1125350.6 0.4841098 1.0042122 49.117181 23.878269 0.8921556 
0.7300216 0.2699784 0.0000000567 6380.6203 1090908 0.4897198 1.0042134 48.423478 23.81385 0.8918114 
0.6965371 0.3034629 0.0000000567 5894.4409 1034803.8 0.4976965 1.0042143 47.276671 23.628593 0.8908169 
0.6740248 0.3259752 0.0000000567 3123.484 945272.53 0.5083155 1.0042144 45.399334 23.17444 0.8883506 
0.6615981 0.338402 0.0000000567 1083.1246 884973.73 0.5129517 1.0042141 44.098449 22.715698 0.8858168 
0.6532581 0.3467419 0.0000000567 17.780616 841828.08 0.5127463 1.0042134 43.14753 22.216953 0.8830119 
0.6478552 0.3521448 0.0000000567 387.06443 808926.38 0.5078704 1.0042125 42.410163 21.629602 0.8796386 
0.624955 0.375045 0.0000000567 1590.5577 810664.1 0.4991962 1.0042119 42.449385 21.279825 0.8775923 
0.6104224 0.3895776 0.0000000567 2655.9016 809312.3 0.4743233 1.0042114 42.418876 20.204997 0.8711184 
0.6085106 0.3914894 0.0000000567 3654.8276 812791.79 0.436587 1.004211 42.497365 18.631928 0.8610898 
0.6302887 0.3697113 0.0000000567 4834.4104 827999.42 0.3933431 1.0042108 42.838948 16.92136 0.8493248 
0.6820323 0.3179677 0.0000000567 5190.4107 892011.33 0.3369608 1.0042106 44.251917 14.973946 0.8346189 
0.7378073 0.2621927 0.0000000567 5750.9782 939431.63 0.3156943 1.0042105 45.274676 14.353139 0.8295856 
0.7815158 0.2184842 0.0000000567 6250.4412 970234.94 0.3067076 1.0042106 45.928972 14.146081 0.8278652 
0.8058014 0.1941986 0.0000000567 6563.9339 976218.78 0.2981489 1.0042109 46.055197 13.789129 0.8248482 
0.8176325 0.1823675 0.0000000567 6282.3218 948746.64 0.3069766 1.0042113 45.473347 14.018038 0.8267906 
0.822883 0.177117 0.0000000567 5729.7244 916338.27 0.3190132 1.0042117 44.779018 14.345262 0.8295205 
0.8226475 0.1773525 0.0000000567 4847.694 886006.05 0.3337447 1.0042121 44.120989 14.787169 0.8331237 
0.8175355 0.1824645 0.0000000567 3715.9321 852011.77 0.3540513 1.0042123 43.373573 15.421156 0.8381351 
0.8106363 0.1893637 0.0000000567 3163.3348 860063.43 0.3520428 1.0042123 43.551583 15.396605 0.8379444 
0.8093895 0.1906105 0.0000000567 3232.4095 873064.6 0.3439249 1.0042123 43.837722 15.140394 0.835938 
0.8114675 0.1885325 0.0000000567 3580.4395 876132.95 0.3393278 1.0042124 43.905023 14.96095 0.8345154 
0.8142383 0.1857617 0.0000000567 3960.3502 854823.4 0.345697 1.0042126 43.435804 15.078881 0.835452 
0.8169398 0.1830602 0.0000000567 4287.1265 841033.23 0.3478656 1.0042126 43.129845 15.066592 0.8353547 
0.8187269 0.1812731 0.0000000567 4685.6342 835682.76 0.3458196 1.0042127 43.010634 14.936579 0.8343211 
0.8194334 0.1805666 0.0000000567 5110.7091 813760.31 0.3467405 1.0042129 42.51919 14.805235 0.833269 
0.818145 0.181855 0.0000000567 5567.6646 755694.94 0.3573857 1.0042133 41.192865 14.783767 0.8330963 
0.8142106 0.1857894 0.0000000567 5586.2616 701313.72 0.3810713 1.0042139 39.915145 15.27461 0.8369927 
0.8089185 0.1910815 0.0000000567 5296.6794 662786.33 0.3943134 1.0042143 38.986753 15.437787 0.8382642 
0.8043744 0.1956256 0.0000000567 4860.9776 626983.42 0.406405 1.0042147 38.105019 15.551338 0.8391423 
0.8030999 0.1969001 0.0000000567 4361.5146 587170.14 0.4249395 1.004215 37.100944 15.832108 0.84129 
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0.8024488 0.1975512 0.0000000567 3476.8275 600635.39 0.4154992 1.0042149 37.443458 15.623302 0.8396959 
0.7918091 0.2081909 0.0000000567 2475.2448 592803.77 0.4103134 1.0042148 37.244621 15.346377 0.8375533 
0.7569393 0.2430607 0.0000000567 1659.6324 564299.51 0.4112465 1.0042149 36.51194 15.078696 0.8354505 
0.6801066 0.3198934 0.0000000567 1192.05 504268.56 0.4253983 1.004215 34.918428 14.916851 0.8341636 
0.6052134 0.3947866 0.0000000567 836.04978 463601.61 0.4475435 1.0042152 33.794727 15.188363 0.8363159 
0.5655641 0.4344359 0.0000000567 278.13898 431313.83 0.4657702 1.0042152 32.873264 15.375926 0.8377835 
0.5619898 0.4380102 0.0000000567 476.36894 396996.48 0.48608 1.0042153 31.861649 15.552594 0.8391519 
0.5957098 0.4042902 0.0000000567 1384.9665 352402.13 0.5188865 1.0042155 30.48982 15.887449 0.8417095 
0.6459018 0.3540982 0.0000000567 2880.6988 351678.53 0.4812415 1.0042153 30.466966 14.723773 0.8326125 
0.6876292 0.3123708 0.0000000567 3871.6546 338742.8 0.4600498 1.0042152 30.054914 13.88504 0.8256654 
0.7244939 0.2755061 0.0000000567 4360.4907 337238.87 0.4422065 1.0042147 30.006569 13.325025 0.8208238 
0.758768 0.241232 0.0000000567 4294.0728 385472.52 0.4105414 1.0042133 31.513732 12.992202 0.8178631 
0.7855472 0.2144528 0.0000000567 4947.6254 492995.04 0.3248824 1.0042116 34.610765 11.291784 0.8016369 
0.8054412 0.1945588 0.0000000567 5122.9688 547266.17 0.298053 1.0042103 36.067049 10.795151 0.7965025 
0.8211929 0.1788071 0.0000000567 4804.1626 605588.8 0.2853867 1.0042088 37.568692 10.766731 0.7962026 
0.8316663 0.1683337 0.0000000567 4065.595 737348.73 0.2630269 1.0042066 40.765859 10.767624 0.7962121 
0.8402971 0.1597029 0.0000000567 4339.237 894713.24 0.2269809 1.004205 44.310718 10.099981 0.7889644 
0.8428324 0.1571676 0.0000000567 4299.3862 990064.21 0.2128098 1.0042038 46.346193 9.9043851 0.7867634 
0.8370831 0.1629169 0.0000000567 4044.3413 1045286.1 0.2087523 1.0042027 47.492582 9.9558514 0.7873461 
0.8174385 0.1825615 0.0000000567 3701.6247 1047392.1 0.218403 1.004202 47.535867 10.425603 0.7925489 
0.7830951 0.2169049 0.0000000567 3776.0128 1099625.6 0.2045654 1.0042017 48.599778 9.9836034 0.7876593 
0.7536837 0.2463163 0.0000000567 3449.2364 1094292 0.2203884 1.0042014 48.491973 10.731969 0.7958349 
0.7339422 0.2660578 0.0000000567 2944.46 1064828.8 0.2500837 1.0042013 47.893071 12.027594 0.808899 
0.7352167 0.2647833 0.0000000567 2296.2208 1040151.5 0.2775643 1.0042014 47.386918 13.208176 0.8197916 
0.7393728 0.2606272 0.0000000567 2346.6984 978887.14 0.3172872 1.0042018 46.111394 14.69203 0.8323558 
0.7341361 0.2658639 0.0000000567 2761.1465 929114.68 0.3438894 1.0042019 45.053797 15.558626 0.8391984 
0.7174008 0.2825992 0.0000000567 3319.0573 873064.6 0.3715238 1.0042019 43.837722 16.355191 0.8452057 
0.6899566 0.3100434 0.0000000567 3720.2217 801236.93 0.4195086 1.0042019 42.236227 17.792913 0.8554404 
0.6675967 0.3324033 0.0000000567 3239.3557 659304.17 0.5084123 1.0042022 38.901826 19.861276 0.8689857 
0.6647428 0.3352572 0.0000000567 2763.8032 573187.23 0.557506 1.0042024 36.741942 20.569936 0.8733489 
0.6738863 0.3261137 0.0000000567 2978.9973 512575.65 0.5889793 1.0042026 35.143343 20.785691 0.8746517 
167 
 
0.6907324 0.3092676 0.0000000567 4766.9686 467170.02 0.6268046 1.0042026 33.894909 21.334769 0.8779156 
0.7109173 0.2890827 0.0000000567 6222.8501 475662.74 0.6190607 1.0042022 34.132077 21.218621 0.8772312 
0.7299523 0.2700477 0.0000000567 5571.9542 449407.87 0.6614935 1.0042019 33.393047 22.1821 0.8828139 
0.7474357 0.2525643 0.0000000567 3871.6546 412256.88 0.7160029 1.0042016 32.315864 23.235468 0.8886844 
0.7625916 0.2374084 0.0000000567 2787.7136 392490.9 0.7279931 1.0042012 31.726139 23.193445 0.8884546 
0.8000382 0.1999618 0.0000000567 4046.998 1678603 0.3581675 1.0042015 59.43184 21.375988 0.8781577 
0.8018115 0.1981885 0.0000000567 3948.6994 1689302.3 0.3448023 1.0042017 59.619064 20.643164 0.8737924 
0.8035709 0.1964291 0.0000000567 1042.2499 1683946.3 0.331024 1.0042026 59.525388 19.787143 0.8685216 
0.8042913 0.1957087 0.0000000567 2172.379 1664306 0.3227057 1.0042042 59.181062 19.178359 0.864653 
0.8038064 0.1961936 0.0000000567 3553.8723 1613527.1 0.3242946 1.0042076 58.284706 18.980941 0.8633758 
0.8011742 0.1988258 0.0000000567 4340.2609 1533149.9 0.3503196 1.0042077 56.846953 19.998397 0.8698403 
0.7984589 0.2015411 0.0000000567 4411.9923 1487545.7 0.3671952 1.0042082 56.020267 20.656937 0.8738756 
0.795896 0.204104 0.0000000567 3808.9173 1458513.6 0.3844133 1.0042087 55.489643 21.420735 0.8784201 
0.7946907 0.2053093 0.0000000567 1813.722 1408732.6 0.4016175 1.0042098 54.571559 22.009158 0.8818273 
0.7930144 0.2069856 0.0000000567 1327.5426 1357674.7 0.4200426 1.0042105 53.618605 22.616929 0.8852656 
0.7903268 0.2096732 0.0000000567 11.443284 1337588.9 0.4295834 1.0042109 53.240433 22.967517 0.8872131 
0.7882072 0.2117928 0.0000000567 1079.4439 1318839.9 0.4345693 1.0042113 52.885696 23.079286 0.8878286 
0.7832337 0.2167663 0.0000000567 1241.5037 1252489.1 0.4471515 1.0042112 51.616299 23.177505 0.8883673 
0.7761544 0.2238456 0.0000000567 1170.7962 1157823 0.4823156 1.0042118 49.764411 24.103246 0.8933516 
0.7632705 0.2367295 0.0000000567 4411.9923 1128814.4 0.4912858 1.0042126 49.186528 24.266438 0.8942132 
0.7528663 0.2471337 0.0000000567 6516.113 1127329 0.4845541 1.0042134 49.156798 23.91949 0.8923755 
0.7354245 0.2645755 0.0000000567 5695.1871 1117463.3 0.4795285 1.0042142 48.958991 23.576171 0.8905343 
0.7118039 0.2881961 0.0000000567 2796.7077 1066014.8 0.4789744 1.0042141 47.917291 23.047875 0.8876558 
0.6833207 0.3166793 0.0000000567 588.975 997041.9 0.4835205 1.0042137 46.49229 22.574698 0.8850292 
0.6631358 0.3368642 0.0000000567 518.87643 930613.91 0.4886806 1.0042131 45.08595 22.125456 0.8824915 
0.6400555 0.3599445 0.0000000567 218.66729 847407.76 0.5035831 1.0042121 43.271505 21.882584 0.881101 
0.6458464 0.3541536 0.0000000567 1688.8563 847008.29 0.4905077 1.0042113 43.262639 21.310023 0.8777701 
0.6478967 0.3521033 0.0000000567 2926.8869 852212.38 0.4720194 1.0042107 43.378016 20.561478 0.8732976 
0.6674859 0.3325141 0.0000000567 3848.768 870615.72 0.4406492 1.0042102 43.783946 19.374591 0.8659113 
0.6902198 0.3097802 0.0000000567 4438.5594 899299.68 0.3884302 1.00421 44.410384 17.322957 0.8521755 
0.7202131 0.2797869 0.0000000567 4945.9926 977774.67 0.3287786 1.0042099 46.087972 15.21653 0.8365373 
168 
 
0.7444156 0.2555844 0.0000000567 5580.9482 1012705.2 0.3048392 1.00421 46.818914 14.332325 0.8294136 
0.7746721 0.2253279 0.0000000567 6088.3814 1008601.5 0.3042037 1.0042102 46.733516 14.27636 0.8289502 
0.7975446 0.2024554 0.0000000567 6125.5754 859659.5 0.3655664 1.0042105 43.542667 15.984758 0.8424441 
0.8144877 0.1855123 0.0000000567 5894.4409 969571.76 0.3132904 1.004211 45.914965 14.445291 0.8303444 
0.8208327 0.1791673 0.0000000567 5450.769 957911.72 0.3160984 1.0042114 45.66813 14.496416 0.8307636 
0.8196135 0.1803865 0.0000000567 4903.4851 927189.76 0.3270018 1.0042117 45.012487 14.781156 0.8330753 
0.8110796 0.1889204 0.0000000567 4079.9025 890973.76 0.3425248 1.0042119 44.229319 15.213447 0.836513 
0.8015621 0.1984379 0.0000000567 3304.1408 904532.93 0.336158 1.0042119 44.523877 15.030098 0.8350653 
0.8014929 0.1985071 0.0000000567 2982.678 929756.98 0.3250549 1.0042117 45.067574 14.711137 0.8325104 
0.8057044 0.1942956 0.0000000567 3163.3348 939431.63 0.3188158 1.0042117 45.274676 14.495072 0.8307526 
0.8132962 0.1867038 0.0000000567 3649.5142 915491.22 0.3202798 1.0042119 44.760752 14.396346 0.8299419 
0.8183113 0.1816887 0.0000000567 4098.4995 894921.34 0.3235877 1.004212 44.315244 14.400267 0.8299741 
0.8199322 0.1800678 0.0000000567 4566.0819 893465.45 0.3225194 1.004212 44.283571 14.342469 0.8294974 
0.8189901 0.1810099 0.0000000567 5081.4852 834497.23 0.340617 1.0042121 42.984182 14.702816 0.8324431 
0.8159839 0.1840161 0.0000000567 5533.1273 683969.88 0.3940018 1.0042125 39.499719 15.62852 0.839736 
0.8094172 0.1905828 0.0000000567 5418.8884 744936.79 0.3660219 1.0042131 40.942955 15.049155 0.8352165 
0.8001768 0.1998232 0.0000000567 5031.0076 731427.47 0.3693967 1.0042135 40.627181 15.070782 0.8353879 
0.792959 0.207041 0.0000000567 4566.0819 678035.37 0.3886606 1.0042139 39.356641 15.360832 0.837666 
0.7853671 0.2146329 0.0000000567 4207.425 626027.75 0.4042072 1.0042144 38.081217 15.457573 0.8384176 
0.7772627 0.2227373 0.0000000567 3269.6035 555661.11 0.4327842 1.004215 36.286998 15.770635 0.8408226 
0.7633536 0.2366464 0.0000000567 2196.2894 517940.26 0.4446068 1.0042153 35.287804 15.755333 0.840706 
0.7250481 0.2749519 0.0000000567 1306.2889 459674.77 0.4713065 1.0042157 33.684114 15.942469 0.8421253 
0.6506675 0.3493325 0.0000000567 982.16927 407852.66 0.4999325 1.004216 32.185515 16.158423 0.8437455 
0.5803183 0.4196817 0.0000000567 944.97521 372041.68 0.5038505 1.0042161 31.102611 15.737137 0.8405672 
0.5469308 0.4530692 0.0000000567 387.06443 368819.81 0.5035411 1.0042157 31.003052 15.677125 0.8401086 
0.5473603 0.4526397 0.0000000567 492.30925 361805.4 0.5119347 1.0042154 30.785001 15.826344 0.8412463 
0.5881595 0.4118405 0.0000000567 1786.1309 374959.36 0.4965524 1.0042149 31.192453 15.55397 0.8391626 
0.6418427 0.3581573 0.0000000567 3056.0422 376478.97 0.4546402 1.0042147 31.239127 14.262423 0.8288345 
0.6789983 0.3210017 0.0000000567 3712.2515 372149.43 0.4240336 1.0042143 31.105935 13.24555 0.8201226 
0.7042121 0.2957879 0.0000000567 3744.1321 384477.63 0.3969651 1.0042136 31.48349 12.550509 0.8138318 
0.7297306 0.2702694 0.0000000567 3698.9679 426280.08 0.3793754 1.0042124 32.727052 12.468137 0.8130666 
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0.7572995 0.2427005 0.0000000567 4814.7895 485716.68 0.324779 1.0042113 34.410604 11.222906 0.8009365 
0.7874314 0.2125686 0.0000000567 4804.1626 509431.51 0.3147223 1.0042103 35.058391 11.080111 0.7994727 
0.8109827 0.1890173 0.0000000567 4198.4309 559601.87 0.3087254 1.0042088 36.389787 11.281735 0.801535 
0.8358916 0.1641084 0.0000000567 3103.8631 701487.07 0.2937549 1.0042062 39.919277 11.775808 0.806458 
0.8478336 0.1521664 0.0000000567 4331.2668 932544.17 0.2189403 1.0042045 45.127319 9.9217311 0.7869601 
0.8493713 0.1506287 0.0000000567 4525.2072 1032716.8 0.2057478 1.0042032 47.233591 9.7590575 0.7851037 
0.8350881 0.1649119 0.0000000567 4328.6101 1075538.1 0.2081359 1.0042023 48.11143 10.055795 0.7884704 
0.8030029 0.1969971 0.0000000567 3712.2515 1115498 0.2084662 1.0042017 48.919512 10.240915 0.7905278 
0.7500402 0.2499598 0.0000000567 4046.998 1093808.1 0.2229905 1.0042015 48.482183 10.856488 0.7971475 
0.700056 0.299944 0.0000000567 4408.3117 1056083.5 0.247307 1.0042013 47.714178 11.849625 0.8071782 
0.6765739 0.3234261 0.0000000567 4299.3862 1026936.3 0.2749719 1.0042012 47.114105 13.009482 0.8180184 
0.7047801 0.2952199 0.0000000567 4023.0875 1015676.8 0.2938569 1.0042011 46.880675 13.834086 0.8252319 
0.7416725 0.2583275 0.0000000567 3598.0126 985134.57 0.3291954 1.0042011 46.242753 15.286856 0.8370885 
0.7452606 0.2547394 0.0000000567 3733.5053 935337.61 0.3593139 1.0042012 45.187132 16.304578 0.8448316 
0.732155 0.267845 0.0000000567 4044.3413 876337.8 0.3877593 1.0042014 43.909512 17.097856 0.8505847 
0.6951933 0.3048067 0.0000000567 4655.3864 803921.97 0.4233562 1.0042015 42.297034 17.981949 0.8567329 
0.6595338 0.3404662 0.0000000567 4288.7593 742039.23 0.4975953 1.0042017 40.87541 20.42487 0.8724663 
0.6463451 0.3536549 0.0000000567 3234.0423 681082.56 0.5644157 1.0042019 39.430167 22.348518 0.883757 
0.65251 0.34749 0.0000000567 2739.8927 602489.35 0.6128718 1.0042022 37.490378 23.073348 0.8877959 
0.6655325 0.3344675 0.0000000567 1969.4445 458161.42 0.6533176 1.0042025 33.641381 22.070872 0.8821801 
0.6831267 0.3168733 0.0000000567 2771.7733 436999.56 0.6799866 1.0042024 33.037559 22.559505 0.8849441 
0.7012612 0.2987388 0.0000000567 3422.6693 424849.99 0.7104169 1.004202 32.685381 23.317821 0.8891337 
0.717761 0.282239 0.0000000567 4347.2071 417753.45 0.7340998 1.0042017 32.477723 23.942064 0.8924957 
0.7330278 0.2669722 0.0000000567 4248.9086 405433.94 0.7453073 1.0042013 32.113677 24.035112 0.8929904 
0.8009664 0.1990336 0.0000000567 4740.4014 1702074 0.3468123 1.0042016 59.842058 20.841163 0.8749847 
0.8030445 0.1969555 0.0000000567 5205.3271 1738768.1 0.3221886 1.0042019 60.479791 19.567778 0.8671395 
0.8048593 0.1951407 0.0000000567 1820.6683 1713223.9 0.3134291 1.0042029 60.036298 18.896208 0.8628242 
0.8060785 0.1939215 0.0000000567 3216.4691 1632390.1 0.3188311 1.0042053 58.618725 18.768066 0.8619858 
0.8059399 0.1940601 0.0000000567 5830.6797 1563602.7 0.327269 1.0042092 57.394501 18.862505 0.8626041 
0.803751 0.196249 0.0000000567 5487.9631 1525684.4 0.3481717 1.0042092 56.71218 19.828691 0.8687819 
0.8018254 0.1981746 0.0000000567 5897.0977 1533149.9 0.3617111 1.0042091 56.846953 20.648723 0.873826 
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0.7996642 0.2003358 0.0000000567 5599.5452 1515772.7 0.3769983 1.0042095 56.532915 21.402529 0.8783134 
0.7986806 0.2013194 0.0000000567 3088.9467 1432572.3 0.412086 1.0042106 55.012544 22.765351 0.8860932 
0.7964086 0.2035914 0.0000000567 2650.5882 1423707.8 0.4222385 1.0042113 54.848857 23.256829 0.888801 
0.7928204 0.2071796 0.0000000567 1170.7962 1410780.9 0.4254005 1.0042118 54.609547 23.328774 0.8891933 
0.785852 0.214148 0.0000000567 372.75694 1384902.8 0.4264252 1.004212 54.128263 23.178874 0.8883748 
0.7783849 0.2216151 0.0000000567 513.56299 1295887.6 0.4497525 1.0042119 52.449096 23.688466 0.8911391 
0.7693107 0.2306893 0.0000000567 2063.4535 1251418.3 0.4599932 1.0042123 51.595627 23.833609 0.891917 
0.7674266 0.2325734 0.0000000567 4589.9924 1233584.2 0.4650094 1.0042127 51.250445 23.932332 0.8924439 
0.7605136 0.2394864 0.0000000567 6340.7696 1226978.8 0.4631678 1.0042133 51.122161 23.777905 0.8916189 
0.7609985 0.2390015 0.0000000567 5238.2316 1193573.7 0.467803 1.004214 50.469716 23.709375 0.8912514 
0.7442493 0.2557507 0.0000000567 2273.3342 1156309 0.4582777 1.0042137 49.734377 22.888198 0.8867747 
0.7155029 0.2844971 0.0000000567 206.4076 1083923.3 0.4612522 1.0042133 48.281864 22.363946 0.8838441 
0.6864655 0.3135345 0.0000000567 513.56299 981784.03 0.478608 1.0042127 46.172342 22.191546 0.8828676 
0.6625955 0.3374045 0.0000000567 24.726874 866748.89 0.5134987 1.0042118 43.698919 22.533848 0.8848003 
0.6743712 0.3256288 0.0000000567 1795.125 879620.19 0.4922769 1.004211 43.981405 21.7422 0.8802913 
0.6962462 0.3037538 0.0000000567 3019.872 899508.59 0.4698857 1.0042103 44.414919 20.957803 0.8756826 
0.7181905 0.2818095 0.0000000567 3877.9919 921220.21 0.4376635 1.0042098 44.884177 19.726865 0.8681432 
0.7376134 0.2623866 0.0000000567 4087.8727 934692.42 0.4019387 1.0042096 45.173323 18.233342 0.8584338 
0.7478097 0.2521903 0.0000000567 4576.7088 1026244.3 0.3263682 1.0042095 47.099784 15.436579 0.8382548 
0.7674127 0.2325873 0.0000000567 5294.0227 1053729.1 0.3062209 1.0042097 47.665929 14.65775 0.8320781 
0.7792715 0.2207285 0.0000000567 5820.0528 990513.28 0.3272883 1.00421 46.355606 15.235518 0.8366863 
0.7984728 0.2015272 0.0000000567 5655.3363 846409.36 0.391225 1.0042103 43.249344 16.991464 0.8498266 
0.8134209 0.1865791 0.0000000567 5607.5154 947877.21 0.3421775 1.0042106 45.454834 15.619112 0.8396637 
0.8195581 0.1804419 0.0000000567 5448.1123 965820.22 0.3322141 1.0042109 45.835665 15.291376 0.8371238 
0.8181312 0.1818688 0.0000000567 4959.2762 935983.14 0.3423525 1.0042112 45.200945 15.539823 0.8390535 
0.810664 0.189336 0.0000000567 4404.0221 912953.59 0.3462981 1.0042115 44.705991 15.546799 0.8391073 
0.8031276 0.1968724 0.0000000567 3487.4544 876747.59 0.3534878 1.0042117 43.918493 15.590038 0.8394403 
0.802809 0.197191 0.0000000567 2972.0511 915491.22 0.3341428 1.0042115 44.760752 15.019474 0.834981 
0.8073807 0.1926193 0.0000000567 2748.8868 975330.55 0.3068037 1.0042111 46.036478 14.18364 0.8281789 
0.8135872 0.1864128 0.0000000567 3373.2155 982676.67 0.3013704 1.0042112 46.191109 13.979253 0.8264634 
0.8196967 0.1803033 0.0000000567 3968.3204 952884.56 0.308689 1.0042113 45.561373 14.123522 0.8276765 
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0.824781 0.175219 0.0000000567 4295.0967 936198.39 0.307415 1.0042114 45.20555 13.955388 0.8262617 
0.8250719 0.1749281 0.0000000567 4688.2909 869800.59 0.3232609 1.0042116 43.766034 14.207434 0.8283772 
0.8221488 0.1778512 0.0000000567 4765.3358 788669.36 0.344721 1.0042124 41.950591 14.522167 0.8309742 
0.7998027 0.2001973 0.0000000567 4433.246 749845.65 0.3607739 1.0042129 41.057156 14.874752 0.8338269 
0.7849238 0.2150762 0.0000000567 4117.0966 746752.07 0.3586701 1.0042133 40.985219 14.762109 0.8329219 
0.7581169 0.2418831 0.0000000567 3763.7531 714932.08 0.3667452 1.0042135 40.238572 14.819482 0.8333835 
0.7402179 0.2597821 0.0000000567 3320.0812 677528.49 0.3779222 1.0042138 39.344398 14.931778 0.8342828 
0.7275972 0.2724028 0.0000000567 2443.3642 589601.36 0.4197924 1.0042143 37.163015 15.666498 0.8400272 
0.7112498 0.2887502 0.0000000567 1819.0355 538540.02 0.4535297 1.0042143 35.836979 16.321632 0.8449578 
0.6739694 0.3260306 0.0000000567 1138.9156 487561.66 0.4805062 1.0042145 34.461458 16.628731 0.8472108 
0.6391689 0.3608311 0.0000000567 926.37819 510660.1 0.4863124 1.004214 35.091612 17.1374 0.8508655 
0.6101315 0.3898685 0.0000000567 1489.6024 492330.01 0.5000621 1.004214 34.592527 17.371307 0.8525149 
0.581676 0.418324 0.0000000567 952.94537 481911.61 0.4919148 1.0042137 34.305472 16.946476 0.8495048 
0.591997 0.408003 0.0000000567 433.86145 462078.57 0.4727711 1.0042136 33.751872 16.024145 0.8427403 
0.6257585 0.3742415 0.0000000567 2545.9523 437972.92 0.4618045 1.0042137 33.065595 15.334182 0.8374582 
0.6688574 0.3311426 0.0000000567 3951.3561 396883.37 0.4299167 1.004214 31.858255 13.754112 0.8245486 
0.6938911 0.3061089 0.0000000567 3871.6546 377785.17 0.4042031 1.0042139 31.279182 12.696418 0.8151768 
0.7169021 0.2830979 0.0000000567 3619.2664 390811.23 0.3804377 1.0042131 31.675453 12.101305 0.8096054 
0.7343855 0.2656145 0.0000000567 2925.863 443847.23 0.3746588 1.0042116 33.234251 12.503947 0.8133998 
0.7584909 0.2415091 0.0000000567 4044.3413 496330.29 0.3474712 1.0042104 34.702083 12.108743 0.8096764 
0.7881102 0.2118898 0.0000000567 4153.2667 537829.42 0.3288441 1.0042092 35.818178 11.828174 0.8069693 
0.815499 0.184501 0.0000000567 3730.8486 636439.1 0.304389 1.0042073 38.33976 11.7193 0.805904 
0.8395213 0.1604787 0.0000000567 2840.848 804882.55 0.2769625 1.004205 42.318769 11.769998 0.8064011 
0.8504519 0.1495481 0.0000000567 4081.5353 977774.67 0.2267788 1.0042036 46.087972 10.495712 0.7933081 
0.8506736 0.1493264 0.0000000567 4631.476 1026244.3 0.2246839 1.0042028 47.099784 10.627041 0.7947186 
0.8360163 0.1639837 0.0000000567 4477.3863 1056790.5 0.2299484 1.004202 47.728661 11.021248 0.7988646 
0.799678 0.200322 0.0000000567 4015.1174 1099868.5 0.2228312 1.0042015 48.604683 10.876144 0.7973535 
0.7412154 0.2587846 0.0000000567 4341.8937 1034803.8 0.2535626 1.0042017 47.276671 12.037962 0.8089986 
0.6912866 0.3087134 0.0000000567 4838.7 998622.59 0.2789086 1.0042016 46.525335 13.030837 0.8182101 
0.672778 0.327222 0.0000000567 5396.6108 971119.69 0.3012615 1.0042014 45.947653 13.900415 0.8257959 
0.7055975 0.2944025 0.0000000567 5391.2973 958130.74 0.3234142 1.0042012 45.672777 14.833283 0.8334944 
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0.7461888 0.2538112 0.0000000567 5043.2673 942889.62 0.3541642 1.0042011 45.348511 16.128294 0.8435206 
0.7580199 0.2419801 0.0000000567 4990.1329 917609.94 0.3795796 1.0042011 44.80643 17.079059 0.8504511 
0.7437506 0.2562494 0.0000000567 5282.3719 864516.09 0.4083119 1.0042012 43.649759 17.897592 0.8561576 
0.6912727 0.3087273 0.0000000567 6055.4768 806036.38 0.4523675 1.0042013 42.344864 19.235918 0.8650232 
0.6384762 0.3615238 0.0000000567 6368.9696 796649.65 0.484799 1.0042012 42.132164 20.511441 0.8729937 
0.6235419 0.3764581 0.0000000567 5359.4167 734473.34 0.5478766 1.0042013 40.698569 22.391472 0.8839995 
0.6230986 0.3769014 0.0000000567 3406.7289 629537.18 0.6159734 1.0042014 38.168553 23.609591 0.8907146 
0.6342924 0.3657076 0.0000000567 978.48865 474497.88 0.6943694 1.0042018 34.099651 23.777243 0.8916154 
0.6514156 0.3485844 0.0000000567 609.20484 443478.36 0.7164085 1.004202 33.223688 23.901746 0.8922809 
0.6697025 0.3302975 0.0000000567 2030.549 434452.23 0.7238673 1.004202 32.964062 23.961873 0.8926012 
0.6868395 0.3131605 0.0000000567 3372.1916 430111.3 0.7388454 1.0042016 32.8384 24.364442 0.8947282 
0.7057914 0.2942086 0.0000000567 4782.9089 423423.5 0.7617792 1.0042012 32.643757 24.971806 0.897881 
0.8027951 0.1972049 0.0000000567 5548.0437 1817470.9 0.3075895 1.0042017 61.833432 19.099225 0.8641424 
0.8045684 0.1954316 0.0000000567 5789.805 1798076.5 0.3006601 1.004202 61.501608 18.568783 0.8606723 
0.8059538 0.1940462 0.0000000567 1276.0411 1694671.1 0.3159424 1.0042034 59.712868 18.945124 0.8631429 
0.8070898 0.1929102 0.0000000567 3915.186 1608998.5 0.3241412 1.0042059 58.204329 18.945768 0.8631471 
0.8076993 0.1923007 0.0000000567 6237.1576 1539704.7 0.3392762 1.0042103 56.965108 19.408274 0.8661262 
0.8071452 0.1928548 0.0000000567 5222.2913 1554136.3 0.3382074 1.0042102 57.224669 19.43529 0.8662984 
0.8055243 0.1944757 0.0000000567 5761.605 1557602.3 0.3513485 1.0042101 57.28689 20.2124 0.871164 
0.805178 0.194822 0.0000000567 6056.5007 1529413.7 0.371795 1.0042103 56.779532 21.199225 0.8771166 
0.8042082 0.1957918 0.0000000567 3370.5588 1452818.5 0.4108518 1.0042112 55.385144 22.85091 0.8865682 
0.8014098 0.1985903 0.0000000567 3102.2303 1458513.6 0.4173165 1.0042118 55.489643 23.254278 0.8887871 
0.7943998 0.2056002 0.0000000567 1986.4087 1462720.8 0.4194026 1.0042125 55.566753 23.403014 0.889597 
0.7869465 0.2130535 0.0000000567 535.84064 1433164.7 0.4228289 1.0042127 55.023472 23.363526 0.8893824 
0.7752678 0.2247322 0.0000000567 193.12401 1364800.7 0.4400123 1.0042124 53.752319 23.751313 0.8914764 
0.7626471 0.2373529 0.0000000567 2775.454 1334497.1 0.4488148 1.0042126 53.182051 23.96944 0.8926414 
0.7612063 0.2387937 0.0000000567 5155.8733 1303045 0.4565002 1.004213 52.585524 24.106436 0.8933685 
0.7671772 0.2328228 0.0000000567 5982.1126 1227770.1 0.4731594 1.0042131 51.137541 24.29815 0.89438 
0.7714996 0.2285004 0.0000000567 5142.5897 1192282.8 0.4744156 1.0042135 50.444378 24.032434 0.8929762 
0.7614972 0.2385028 0.0000000567 2467.2747 1163387 0.4680371 1.0042133 49.874674 23.441548 0.8898061 
0.7504419 0.2495581 0.0000000567 344.55694 1067914.4 0.4862817 1.0042129 47.956064 23.418402 0.8896806 
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0.7239952 0.2760048 0.0000000567 479.02566 959884.27 0.5087773 1.0042123 45.709964 23.354153 0.8893314 
0.7097259 0.2902741 0.0000000567 126.70606 935122.51 0.4987219 1.0042115 45.182529 22.628417 0.8853298 
0.7197005 0.2802995 0.0000000567 1433.8113 928258.79 0.4944319 1.0042107 45.035433 22.360714 0.8838259 
0.7398577 0.2601423 0.0000000567 2573.5434 950269.56 0.4705485 1.00421 45.50576 21.502814 0.8789001 
0.7535313 0.2464687 0.0000000567 3083.6332 990064.21 0.43163 1.0042095 46.346193 20.088614 0.8703998 
0.7694215 0.2305785 0.0000000567 3532.6186 1029245.6 0.3863998 1.0042092 47.161868 18.300043 0.8588817 
0.7784403 0.2215597 0.0000000567 4000.201 1110596 0.3207766 1.0042091 48.820938 15.72653 0.8404863 
0.7859767 0.2140233 0.0000000567 5025.6941 1116971.8 0.2969372 1.0042093 48.949118 14.595994 0.8315764 
0.7975307 0.2024693 0.0000000567 5620.799 1049735.8 0.3151288 1.0042096 47.584002 15.058215 0.8352883 
0.8070067 0.1929933 0.0000000567 5360.4406 874086.48 0.3905313 1.0042099 43.860145 17.200869 0.8513149 
0.8137396 0.1862604 0.0000000567 5347.157 1005645.4 0.3344023 1.0042102 46.671923 15.672906 0.8400763 
0.8196412 0.1803588 0.0000000567 5254.1719 1021409.8 0.3266035 1.0042105 46.999646 15.414883 0.8380864 
0.8195581 0.1804419 0.0000000567 5238.2316 977329.93 0.3422399 1.0042107 46.078605 15.836339 0.8413221 
0.8149864 0.1850136 0.0000000567 4815.8134 944838.93 0.3490693 1.0042111 45.39009 15.911009 0.8418877 
0.8103315 0.1896685 0.0000000567 3819.5441 887039.27 0.3668662 1.0042114 44.143539 16.262974 0.8445233 
0.8089739 0.1910261 0.0000000567 3019.872 909157.05 0.3548635 1.0042112 44.623959 15.902099 0.8418203 
0.8127144 0.1872856 0.0000000567 2796.7077 968467.24 0.3270984 1.0042109 45.891629 15.074287 0.8354156 
0.8125204 0.1874796 0.0000000567 3346.6483 953320.91 0.3261247 1.004211 45.570648 14.924295 0.834223 
0.8201954 0.1798046 0.0000000567 3312.111 935767.93 0.3194064 1.004211 45.19634 14.496792 0.8307666 
0.8265127 0.1734873 0.0000000567 3569.8126 918246.28 0.3170786 1.0042113 44.820142 14.271357 0.8289086 
0.8342708 0.1657292 0.0000000567 3439.6335 882911.78 0.3127983 1.0042119 44.0534 13.837868 0.8252641 
0.8327053 0.1672947 0.0000000567 3551.2156 806421.26 0.329428 1.0042126 42.353565 14.011225 0.8267332 
0.7999413 0.2000587 0.0000000567 3096.9168 772888.78 0.3419991 1.004213 41.589491 14.283493 0.8290093 
0.7507606 0.2492394 0.0000000567 3091.6034 724298.08 0.3527781 1.0042134 40.459638 14.333414 0.8294226 
0.7200053 0.2799947 0.0000000567 2833.9017 689087.54 0.3614652 1.0042137 39.622717 14.382583 0.8298285 
0.679691 0.320309 0.0000000567 2446.0209 675672.41 0.3851205 1.0042134 39.299537 15.198826 0.8363982 
0.6584671 0.3415329 0.0000000567 1378.0203 666615.94 0.4057744 1.004213 39.079954 15.924454 0.8419893 
0.6438099 0.3561901 0.0000000567 828.07962 614644.87 0.4425498 1.004213 37.796609 16.797353 0.8484328 
0.64834 0.35166 0.0000000567 870.58711 617633.48 0.4638681 1.0042126 37.871533 17.6414 0.854396 
0.6443363 0.3556637 0.0000000567 881.21398 646490.41 0.4485564 1.004212 38.587795 17.381707 0.8525878 
0.6468023 0.3531977 0.0000000567 1311.6023 614801.9 0.4695008 1.0042123 37.800549 17.822146 0.8556411 
174 
 
0.6726256 0.3273744 0.0000000567 161.24339 560480.44 0.4591438 1.0042127 36.412664 16.789078 0.8483731 
0.6864516 0.3135484 0.0000000567 1403.5635 529918.64 0.4400571 1.0042127 35.608191 15.735648 0.8405559 
0.6979086 0.3020914 0.0000000567 4113.4159 423542.24 0.4322112 1.0042137 32.647224 14.169954 0.8280647 
0.7100999 0.2899001 0.0000000567 4488.0132 374417.76 0.4199312 1.004214 31.175799 13.14686 0.8192468 
0.7347041 0.2652959 0.0000000567 4325.9534 370642.95 0.3923514 1.0042135 31.059435 12.237558 0.8109014 
0.7510238 0.2489762 0.0000000567 3077.2959 480474.17 0.352434 1.0042109 34.265668 12.127239 0.809853 
0.7682994 0.2317006 0.0000000567 2227.1461 585654.46 0.3281638 1.0042091 37.062195 12.213664 0.810675 
0.7889276 0.2110724 0.0000000567 3218.102 666115.49 0.3066769 1.0042078 39.067786 12.0316 0.8089375 
0.8046238 0.1953762 0.0000000567 4068.2517 746752.07 0.2857193 1.0042067 40.985219 11.75953 0.8062986 
0.8297545 0.1702455 0.0000000567 3826.4904 869800.59 0.26355 1.0042049 43.766034 11.58304 0.8045587 
0.8422644 0.1577356 0.0000000567 3260.6095 971119.69 0.2360234 1.0042039 45.947653 10.890309 0.7975018 
0.8483046 0.1516954 0.0000000567 3640.5201 1000205.2 0.2309115 1.0042033 46.558401 10.796058 0.7965121 
0.8486094 0.1513906 0.0000000567 4155.9234 1039685.7 0.2310482 1.0042026 47.377323 10.992449 0.798566 
0.837277 0.162723 0.0000000567 4254.222 978887.14 0.261239 1.0042025 46.111394 12.096721 0.8095615 
0.8062586 0.1937415 0.0000000567 4158.5802 968908.94 0.2736183 1.0042024 45.900963 12.612122 0.8144014 
0.756593 0.243407 0.0000000567 4700.5506 926335.19 0.2996327 1.0042024 44.994137 13.538369 0.8226884 
0.7219171 0.2780829 0.0000000567 5571.9542 942456.85 0.3044064 1.004202 45.339276 13.859559 0.8254488 
0.7055836 0.2944164 0.0000000567 6159.0888 927189.76 0.3244067 1.0042018 45.012487 14.66371 0.8321264 
0.7336651 0.2663349 0.0000000567 6002.3425 927403.49 0.351243 1.0042015 45.017075 15.878365 0.8416407 
0.7634644 0.2365356 0.0000000567 6050.1634 888694.31 0.389161 1.0042014 44.179639 17.265229 0.8517693 
0.7729958 0.2270042 0.0000000567 6097.9843 866545.73 0.4170286 1.0042014 43.694448 18.298392 0.8588707 
0.7397192 0.2602808 0.0000000567 6762.1638 851209.73 0.4384038 1.0042013 43.355807 19.087206 0.8640647 
0.6813534 0.3186466 0.0000000567 7458.224 818810.54 0.4658927 1.0042013 42.632837 19.945773 0.8695129 
0.6236112 0.3763888 0.0000000567 8079.896 819394.77 0.4850799 1.0042009 42.645967 20.773604 0.874579 
0.5951141 0.4048859 0.0000000567 8103.8065 792082.11 0.5379774 1.0042006 42.028324 22.705263 0.8857587 
0.5937287 0.4062713 0.0000000567 6278.6412 684310.17 0.6096921 1.0042007 39.507908 24.188842 0.8938041 
0.6013205 0.3986795 0.0000000567 2123.5341 528375.04 0.7282305 1.0042011 35.56707 26.009838 0.9031202 
0.6182359 0.3817641 0.0000000567 225.00462 470373.46 0.7322711 1.0042017 33.984575 24.990485 0.8979769 
0.6371324 0.3628676 0.0000000567 1244.1605 455647.47 0.7420696 1.0042017 33.570264 25.016142 0.8981085 
0.6597555 0.3402445 0.0000000567 3916.8188 438704 0.7572944 1.0042015 33.086636 25.1616 0.8988527 
0.6808132 0.3191868 0.0000000567 5718.0737 437729.42 0.7765325 1.0042011 33.058584 25.77891 0.9019704 
175 
 
0.8046515 0.1953485 0.0000000567 6135.1784 1889685.6 0.2827514 1.004202 63.05936 17.905042 0.8562085 
0.8055936 0.1944064 0.0000000567 6060.7903 1789312.4 0.2989958 1.0042025 61.35129 18.42087 0.8596896 
0.8069928 0.1930072 0.0000000567 1565.6233 1686288 0.314166 1.0042038 59.566356 18.792392 0.8621454 
0.8078517 0.1921483 0.0000000567 2334.4388 1590338.8 0.3284579 1.004206 57.872363 19.088587 0.8640736 
0.8087522 0.1912478 0.0000000567 4544.8282 1515463.8 0.3424358 1.0042102 56.527321 19.438473 0.8663186 
0.8088908 0.1911092 0.0000000567 4903.4851 1516699.9 0.3381864 1.0042107 56.5497 19.204868 0.8648236 
0.808392 0.191608 0.0000000567 6284.9785 1525063.5 0.3288133 1.0042118 56.700962 18.722555 0.8616869 
0.808018 0.191982 0.0000000567 6563.9339 1497931.1 0.3477681 1.004212 56.209251 19.63012 0.8675337 
0.804887 0.195113 0.0000000567 2948.1406 1496706.5 0.3795084 1.004212 56.186989 21.41325 0.8783762 
0.7991516 0.2008484 0.0000000567 2382.2597 1550047.6 0.375334 1.0042122 57.15121 21.54115 0.8791238 
0.7920585 0.2079415 0.0000000567 1279.7217 1553821.5 0.377491 1.0042128 57.219015 21.69066 0.8799929 
0.7787589 0.2212411 0.0000000567 1093.7514 1513611 0.3960614 1.0042133 56.493766 22.469271 0.8844376 
0.7654732 0.2345268 0.0000000567 926.37819 1459714.7 0.412009 1.0042131 55.511665 22.967666 0.8872139 
0.7538777 0.2461223 0.0000000567 3173.9617 1401435.1 0.434897 1.0042132 54.436074 23.773829 0.8915971 
0.7575073 0.2424927 0.0000000567 5142.5897 1270256.7 0.4814426 1.0042131 51.958424 25.120388 0.8986422 
0.7635753 0.2364247 0.0000000567 5979.4559 1195382.7 0.4994808 1.0042132 50.505209 25.332669 0.8997232 
0.7746998 0.2253002 0.0000000567 5533.1273 1151273 0.5035265 1.0042131 49.634375 25.097521 0.8985253 
0.778565 0.221435 0.0000000567 3444.9469 1163640.4 0.4787788 1.004213 49.87969 23.981951 0.892708 
0.7677037 0.2322963 0.0000000567 1300.9754 1068152 0.4974783 1.0042126 47.960912 23.960022 0.8925913 
0.7683548 0.2316452 0.0000000567 736.72731 996590.61 0.5150617 1.0042121 46.482852 24.042381 0.893029 
0.7604305 0.2395695 0.0000000567 465.74207 998848.56 0.4927468 1.0042112 46.530057 23.024091 0.8875249 
0.7665538 0.2334462 0.0000000567 660.70638 992985.86 0.4870293 1.0042104 46.40741 22.696929 0.8857122 
0.7684933 0.2315067 0.0000000567 1524.1398 1002695.9 0.4683565 1.0042097 46.610402 21.922185 0.8813287 
0.7820284 0.2179716 0.0000000567 2042.1998 1044117.5 0.4296119 1.0042092 47.46855 20.478894 0.8727956 
0.790396 0.209604 0.0000000567 2977.3645 1082962.5 0.3809436 1.0042088 48.262359 18.462619 0.8599676 
0.7994979 0.2005021 0.0000000567 3410.4096 1156309 0.3246728 1.0042087 49.734377 16.215359 0.8441696 
0.8070759 0.1929241 0.0000000567 4438.5594 1163387 0.3005274 1.0042088 49.874674 15.051792 0.8352374 
0.8125204 0.1874796 0.0000000567 5254.1719 1075538.1 0.3158446 1.0042091 48.11143 15.259697 0.8368759 
0.8177017 0.1822983 0.0000000567 5070.8583 870208.08 0.3936588 1.0042095 43.77499 17.304948 0.8520489 
0.820514 0.179486 0.0000000567 5131.9629 1021869.5 0.3338894 1.0042098 47.009175 15.761943 0.8407564 
0.8195443 0.1804557 0.0000000567 5384.3511 1036429.2 0.3308026 1.0042102 47.310201 15.716226 0.8404076 
176 
 
0.8194334 0.1805666 0.0000000567 5371.0675 990962.49 0.3468252 1.0042104 46.365021 16.148265 0.8436697 
0.8191425 0.1808575 0.0000000567 5331.2167 963178.64 0.3523456 1.0042107 45.779761 16.19822 0.8440421 
0.8174801 0.1825199 0.0000000567 4433.246 912953.59 0.3781804 1.0042109 44.705991 16.978124 0.8497312 
0.8159977 0.1840023 0.0000000567 3622.947 934692.42 0.3660273 1.0042108 45.173323 16.604292 0.8470328 
0.8076024 0.1923976 0.0000000567 2884.3794 924841.13 0.355766 1.0042109 44.962041 16.063324 0.8430343 
0.8043606 0.1956394 0.0000000567 3163.3348 884973.73 0.3594647 1.0042111 44.098449 15.918587 0.841945 
0.8123542 0.1876458 0.0000000567 2597.4538 882499.83 0.3459109 1.0042111 44.044395 15.299595 0.8371881 
0.826859 0.173141 0.0000000567 1970.4684 866139.51 0.3255164 1.0042117 43.685507 14.280239 0.8289823 
0.8347418 0.1652582 0.0000000567 1840.2892 832327.07 0.3208758 1.0042123 42.935723 13.835069 0.8252402 
0.8374017 0.1625983 0.0000000567 2685.1255 746933.77 0.3444512 1.0042131 40.989447 14.178347 0.8281347 
0.7890107 0.2109893 0.0000000567 2042.1998 739150.13 0.3601888 1.0042129 40.807964 14.760497 0.8329089 
0.7395391 0.2604609 0.0000000567 2031.5729 692343.54 0.3719487 1.0042134 39.700789 14.828872 0.833459 
0.6814643 0.3185357 0.0000000567 1890.7668 684140.01 0.3973828 1.004213 39.503813 15.764273 0.8407741 
0.6349574 0.3650426 0.0000000567 1590.5577 700447.44 0.416722 1.0042123 39.89449 16.69494 0.8476919 
0.609896 0.390104 0.0000000567 599.60187 735191.4 0.4241099 1.0042116 40.715383 17.340521 0.8522989 
0.598813 0.401187 0.0000000567 121.39262 758080.96 0.4082267 1.0042114 41.248108 16.909494 0.8492397 
0.6034263 0.3965737 0.0000000567 161.24339 761762.79 0.4269924 1.004211 41.333224 17.72329 0.8549615 
0.6591875 0.3408125 0.0000000567 133.65231 707923.77 0.4322632 1.0042112 40.072428 17.394783 0.8526794 
0.7244247 0.2755753 0.0000000567 949.26475 632900.83 0.4286141 1.004212 38.252082 16.46444 0.84601 
0.7505805 0.2494195 0.0000000567 2096.967 575873.9 0.4195908 1.0042125 36.811189 15.510699 0.8388287 
0.7730512 0.2269488 0.0000000567 2840.848 471788.18 0.4220822 1.0042133 34.024094 14.421471 0.8301486 
0.7747552 0.2252448 0.0000000567 4461.446 386136.85 0.4151789 1.004214 31.533907 13.147384 0.8192515 
0.7736053 0.2263947 0.0000000567 4206.4011 388023.78 0.403098 1.0042132 31.591133 12.787973 0.816014 
0.7772212 0.2227788 0.0000000567 3853.0576 522373.35 0.3666543 1.0042104 35.406723 13.036686 0.8182625 
0.7935685 0.2064315 0.0000000567 2628.3106 664782.33 0.3292704 1.0042078 39.035356 12.907272 0.8170972 
0.810761 0.189239 0.0000000567 2160.7282 772143.27 0.2988857 1.0042064 41.572364 12.477652 0.8131552 
0.823354 0.176646 0.0000000567 2726.6091 837067.46 0.2812533 1.0042057 43.041513 12.156478 0.8101316 
0.8388979 0.1611021 0.0000000567 3587.3858 933832.68 0.2612953 1.0042046 45.154916 11.848377 0.8071661 
0.8394521 0.1605479 0.0000000567 4219.6847 999074.57 0.2323281 1.0042041 46.53478 10.856788 0.7971506 
0.8455338 0.1544662 0.0000000567 3776.0128 1024630.9 0.2256078 1.0042035 47.066384 10.663177 0.7951041 
0.8485401 0.1514599 0.0000000567 3717.565 1009512.3 0.2340282 1.0042032 46.752481 10.987387 0.7985135 
177 
 
0.8451736 0.1548264 0.0000000567 3489.0872 956817.17 0.2656456 1.0042032 45.644904 12.176331 0.8103205 
0.8337997 0.1662003 0.0000000567 3587.3858 899717.51 0.300191 1.0042031 44.419454 13.390364 0.8213975 
0.8163163 0.1836837 0.0000000567 4294.0728 872043.61 0.321147 1.0042031 43.815309 14.130297 0.8277332 
0.7893847 0.2106153 0.0000000567 4995.4463 864921.73 0.3405582 1.0042029 43.658694 14.930814 0.8342751 
0.7548474 0.2451526 0.0000000567 5869.5066 880031.13 0.3459809 1.0042025 43.990399 15.283799 0.8370646 
0.7485578 0.2514422 0.0000000567 6315.8352 898464.48 0.3537801 1.0042022 44.392248 15.771091 0.8408261 
0.7707376 0.2292624 0.0000000567 6135.1784 903274.88 0.3803861 1.0042018 44.496615 16.997012 0.8498662 
0.7915043 0.2084957 0.0000000567 6419.4472 865124.6 0.4209221 1.0042018 43.663161 18.456014 0.8599237 
0.7738824 0.2261176 0.0000000567 7245.6865 855627.99 0.4453478 1.0042017 43.453599 19.433274 0.8662855 
0.740301 0.259699 0.0000000567 7917.8362 840834.61 0.4678677 1.0042016 43.125425 20.26177 0.8714676 
0.6738309 0.3261691 0.0000000567 8576.7023 853617.56 0.4613887 1.0042012 43.409124 20.112623 0.8705483 
0.6094804 0.3905196 0.0000000567 9873.1807 818226.62 0.4967541 1.0042007 42.61971 21.260453 0.8774781 
0.5807616 0.4192384 0.0000000567 9894.4344 791512.54 0.5499915 1.0042003 42.01536 23.205151 0.8885186 
0.5680716 0.4319284 0.0000000567 8348.2245 714580.44 0.6115564 1.0042003 40.230251 24.706409 0.8965115 
0.5725741 0.4274259 0.0000000567 4177.1772 540248.34 0.750729 1.0042008 35.882137 27.050921 0.9081979 
0.5890461 0.4109539 0.0000000567 1454.0412 481911.61 0.7587926 1.0042014 34.305472 26.140106 0.903765 
0.6092864 0.3907136 0.0000000567 2179.3252 473722.49 0.7587866 1.0042015 34.078048 25.966609 0.9029057 
0.6319511 0.3680489 0.0000000567 4851.9836 456777.47 0.7740309 1.0042013 33.602251 26.118453 0.9036581 
0.6518173 0.3481827 0.0000000567 7354.612 453768.81 0.7933566 1.004201 33.517013 26.70265 0.9065182 
0.8053858 0.1946142 0.0000000567 6546.9697 1875871 0.2870286 1.0042022 62.825988 18.108631 0.8575926 
0.806023 0.193977 0.0000000567 6430.0741 1773270.2 0.3036582 1.004203 61.075539 18.624035 0.8610377 
0.8066603 0.1933397 0.0000000567 4913.0881 1698033 0.3078225 1.004204 59.771561 18.47638 0.8600592 
0.8075608 0.1924392 0.0000000567 1002.3991 1601257.4 0.3218802 1.0042062 58.066763 18.769155 0.861993 
0.8092925 0.1907075 0.0000000567 2740.9166 1498237.4 0.3335271 1.004209 56.214818 18.82808 0.8623791 
0.8093756 0.1906244 0.0000000567 7315.7851 1448931.4 0.3368779 1.0042116 55.313742 18.712456 0.8616205 
0.8088769 0.1911231 0.0000000567 8702.5919 1457613.3 0.3274452 1.0042127 55.473132 18.240929 0.8584848 
0.7975861 0.2024139 0.0000000567 6978.3819 1493037.1 0.3208346 1.0042137 56.120249 18.081189 0.8574068 
0.7909086 0.2090914 0.0000000567 2823.2749 1527548.2 0.339908 1.0042133 56.745847 19.369639 0.8658797 
0.7815851 0.2184149 0.0000000567 1827.0056 1574065.7 0.3393226 1.0042133 57.581822 19.62114 0.867477 
0.7629518 0.2370482 0.0000000567 905.12445 1515772.7 0.3691741 1.0042133 56.532915 20.958421 0.8756863 
0.7496246 0.2503754 0.0000000567 719.15418 1476305.4 0.3874305 1.0042138 55.815236 21.715645 0.8801376 
178 
 
0.735189 0.264811 0.0000000567 1563.9905 1478427 0.3967766 1.0042137 55.853975 22.25493 0.8832274 
0.7389018 0.2610982 0.0000000567 3187.2452 1394746.5 0.4408378 1.0042134 54.311687 24.043523 0.893035 
0.7425453 0.2574547 0.0000000567 5166.5002 1263774 0.4881385 1.0042134 51.833787 25.408675 0.9001083 
0.7660689 0.2339311 0.0000000567 6569.2473 1233319.5 0.4990836 1.004213 51.245308 25.683443 0.9014924 
0.7799226 0.2200774 0.0000000567 6354.0532 1188931.4 0.5045961 1.0042129 50.37855 25.527914 0.9007105 
0.7864893 0.2135107 0.0000000567 4390.7385 1186358.2 0.4841608 1.0042127 50.327964 24.469479 0.8952782 
0.7874175 0.2125825 0.0000000567 1975.7818 1120908.9 0.4974562 1.0042124 49.028144 24.492092 0.8953964 
0.7880686 0.2119314 0.0000000567 67.234363 1046689.7 0.5149573 1.0042119 47.521435 24.574578 0.8958265 
0.7891908 0.2108092 0.0000000567 1302.6083 1068627.3 0.4863755 1.004211 47.970611 23.429979 0.8897434 
0.7896479 0.2103521 0.0000000567 890.81696 1038754.5 0.4876397 1.0042102 47.358136 23.19094 0.8884409 
0.7915875 0.2084125 0.0000000567 24.726874 1049032.3 0.4688618 1.0042096 47.569557 22.397437 0.8840331 
0.7962008 0.2037992 0.0000000567 1295.662 1068865.1 0.4335627 1.0042089 47.975461 20.887914 0.8752649 
0.8028782 0.1971218 0.0000000567 2355.6925 1089218.9 0.3905754 1.0042085 48.389262 18.979197 0.8633645 
0.8123265 0.1876735 0.0000000567 2881.7227 1164908 0.3338002 1.0042083 49.904782 16.728328 0.8479339 
0.8200569 0.1799431 0.0000000567 4074.5891 1189189 0.3092348 1.0042084 50.383611 15.645935 0.8398696 
0.8255291 0.1744709 0.0000000567 4890.2015 1099625.6 0.3249974 1.0042087 48.599778 15.861278 0.8415113 
0.8258893 0.1741107 0.0000000567 4791.9029 957911.72 0.3695821 1.004209 45.66813 16.949164 0.849524 
0.8254737 0.1745263 0.0000000567 5044.2912 1020490.9 0.3478875 1.0042093 46.980593 16.41276 0.8456301 
0.8245039 0.1754961 0.0000000567 5296.6794 1034803.8 0.3446818 1.0042097 47.276671 16.364009 0.8452708 
0.8197659 0.1802341 0.0000000567 5424.2018 993210.88 0.3553895 1.0042102 46.412122 16.563826 0.8467376 
0.8177294 0.1822706 0.0000000567 5490.6198 975330.55 0.357147 1.0042104 46.036478 16.511018 0.8463515 
0.8123403 0.1876597 0.0000000567 4696.2611 942673.22 0.3753753 1.0042106 45.343894 17.092645 0.8505477 
0.7929451 0.2070549 0.0000000567 3816.8874 930185.38 0.3731166 1.0042107 45.076761 16.889705 0.8490977 
0.7845359 0.2154641 0.0000000567 3078.3198 920157.27 0.3626398 1.0042108 44.861298 16.336995 0.8450713 
0.7781632 0.2218368 0.0000000567 2759.5136 859457.59 0.3669923 1.0042111 43.53821 16.045476 0.8429005 
0.7871958 0.2128042 0.0000000567 1335.5128 889108.43 0.3402693 1.0042112 44.188668 15.099366 0.835614 
0.8017422 0.1982578 0.0000000567 708.52731 872656.1 0.3201002 1.0042117 43.828756 14.088684 0.8273845 
0.8157899 0.1842101 0.0000000567 944.97521 795505.92 0.3398145 1.0042124 42.106183 14.368566 0.8297129 
0.8208188 0.1791812 0.0000000567 2156.4386 707400.23 0.3730219 1.0042132 40.059991 15.006213 0.8348756 
0.7757804 0.2242196 0.0000000567 1542.7368 694061.86 0.4052789 1.0042127 39.741933 16.174418 0.8438648 
0.7469092 0.2530908 0.0000000567 1045.9305 773448.25 0.4011125 1.0042118 41.602341 16.757505 0.848145 
179 
 
0.6886405 0.3113595 0.0000000567 902.46772 764348.03 0.4283881 1.0042114 41.392896 17.8069 0.8555365 
0.6505843 0.3494157 0.0000000567 432.22863 872860.33 0.3758713 1.0042106 43.833239 16.545027 0.8466003 
0.6176956 0.3823044 0.0000000567 1.8403092 836473.8 0.3928951 1.0042105 43.028277 16.97678 0.8497216 
0.6065711 0.3934289 0.0000000567 479.02566 862085.23 0.3779584 1.0042103 43.596184 16.546921 0.8466141 
0.6114615 0.3885385 0.0000000567 808.4587 721992.29 0.4164338 1.0042112 40.405316 16.896997 0.84915 
0.6765324 0.3234676 0.0000000567 1424.8173 637890.84 0.4400424 1.0042117 38.375678 16.958048 0.8495876 
0.7546673 0.2453327 0.0000000567 2955.0869 579470.8 0.4135752 1.0042124 36.903694 15.326746 0.8374002 
0.804984 0.195016 0.0000000567 3762.7292 537545.37 0.4007734 1.0042125 35.810659 14.412416 0.8300741 
0.8275379 0.1724621 0.0000000567 4506.6102 438704 0.4030339 1.0042133 33.086636 13.391219 0.821405 
0.8218163 0.1781837 0.0000000567 2808.9674 454644.8 0.4115806 1.0042122 33.541854 13.863328 0.8254808 
0.8096666 0.1903334 0.0000000567 2630.9673 599555.9 0.3613526 1.0042095 37.416112 13.577326 0.8230262 
0.8132962 0.1867038 0.0000000567 2280.2805 784324.68 0.3287428 1.0042067 41.851448 13.816238 0.8250797 
0.8251689 0.1748311 0.0000000567 2731.9226 904742.74 0.2746497 1.0042056 44.528422 12.281151 0.8113134 
0.8414608 0.1585392 0.0000000567 2490.1612 963178.64 0.2601733 1.0042048 45.779761 11.960754 0.8082553 
0.8516572 0.1483428 0.0000000567 2846.1614 987821.18 0.2522298 1.0042044 46.29915 11.727122 0.8059808 
0.857642 0.142358 0.0000000567 3619.2664 1010651.8 0.2404361 1.004204 46.776198 11.293966 0.801659 
0.8581823 0.1418177 0.0000000567 4251.5653 1079844.4 0.2136011 1.0042035 48.199016 10.338638 0.7916011 
0.858113 0.141887 0.0000000567 4288.7593 1054199.7 0.2232437 1.0042032 47.675575 10.688008 0.7953684 
0.8527516 0.1472484 0.0000000567 3324.3707 992535.96 0.2495262 1.0042031 46.397988 11.626176 0.804986 
0.8493852 0.1506148 0.0000000567 3095.8929 940511.23 0.2831422 1.004203 45.297738 12.879609 0.8168467 
0.8383438 0.1616562 0.0000000567 3515.6544 869596.88 0.3345507 1.0042033 43.761557 14.701998 0.8324365 
0.8248225 0.1751775 0.0000000567 4575.6849 857238.89 0.3482992 1.0042033 43.489207 15.210923 0.8364932 
0.805746 0.194254 0.0000000567 5173.4464 859255.71 0.3669113 1.0042031 43.533753 16.040161 0.8428606 
0.7941643 0.2058357 0.0000000567 5569.2974 845013.07 0.3886342 1.0042029 43.218335 16.866715 0.8489324 
0.7878608 0.2121392 0.0000000567 6020.9395 862692.47 0.3974069 1.0042025 43.609573 17.403578 0.852741 
0.7980433 0.2019567 0.0000000567 6238.7904 877977.84 0.4145389 1.0042022 43.945446 18.293648 0.8588388 
0.8024765 0.1975235 0.0000000567 6902.9699 864516.09 0.4471732 1.0042021 43.649759 19.601025 0.8673499 
0.7847991 0.2152009 0.0000000567 7731.8659 855225.62 0.4729535 1.004202 43.444701 20.633663 0.8737349 
0.7472556 0.2527444 0.0000000567 8571.3888 876132.95 0.4714114 1.0042016 43.905023 20.78429 0.8746432 
0.6820738 0.3179262 0.0000000567 9235.5683 901390.26 0.4583857 1.0042011 44.455751 20.463489 0.8727018 
0.6183606 0.3816394 0.0000000567 10585.181 852212.38 0.5030248 1.0042006 43.378016 21.911878 0.8812695 
180 
 
0.5798888 0.4201112 0.0000000567 10733.957 839842.02 0.5415932 1.0042002 43.103329 23.44252 0.8898114 
0.5671434 0.4328566 0.0000000567 9179.7773 759184.11 0.6023335 1.0042002 41.273627 24.964908 0.8978455 
0.5582632 0.4417368 0.0000000567 5577.2676 579621.03 0.7387592 1.0042004 36.907553 27.380324 0.9097696 
0.5730451 0.4269549 0.0000000567 2272.3103 480604.71 0.7960109 1.0042012 34.269285 27.393328 0.9098313 
0.5933269 0.4066731 0.0000000567 3002.9078 472432.29 0.7958508 1.0042013 34.042071 27.206231 0.908941 
0.6015422 0.3984578 0.0000000567 6209.5665 477479.01 0.7905725 1.0042013 34.182571 27.137335 0.9086118 
0.6138859 0.3861141 0.0000000567 9102.7324 474239.31 0.8089631 1.0042009 34.092449 27.695391 0.9112578 
0.8049286 0.1950714 0.0000000567 7088.9402 1861771.7 0.301658 1.0042024 62.587255 18.959286 0.863235 
0.805081 0.194919 0.0000000567 6743.5668 1827404.4 0.2977029 1.0042032 62.002958 18.536045 0.8604554 
0.805746 0.194254 0.0000000567 5625.0885 1754231.2 0.300008 1.0042042 60.74725 18.301278 0.85889 
0.8071175 0.1928825 0.0000000567 3284.5199 1756300.6 0.2959088 1.0042048 60.782989 18.061848 0.8572757 
0.8093479 0.1906521 0.0000000567 1611.8114 1641227.4 0.3068998 1.0042068 58.774784 18.11385 0.8576279 
0.808586 0.191414 0.0000000567 7727.5764 1574383.5 0.3148073 1.0042103 57.587506 18.205296 0.8582451 
0.7971844 0.2028156 0.0000000567 10655.28 1555396 0.315796 1.0042137 57.247288 18.15464 0.8579035 
0.784619 0.215381 0.0000000567 8795.577 1591941 0.3104482 1.0042149 57.900915 18.051001 0.8572021 
0.7637138 0.2362862 0.0000000567 3638.8873 1597718.8 0.3125448 1.0042143 58.003807 18.205191 0.8582443 
0.7407166 0.2592834 0.0000000567 1771.2145 1518555.5 0.3389394 1.004214 56.583283 19.259124 0.8651722 
0.7210305 0.2789695 0.0000000567 833.39306 1458513.6 0.3715302 1.0042139 55.489643 20.702954 0.8741535 
0.7022587 0.2977413 0.0000000567 729.78105 1410780.9 0.3988713 1.0042137 54.609547 21.873966 0.8810515 
0.6885712 0.3114288 0.0000000567 2127.2147 1439991 0.400874 1.0042135 55.149275 22.201063 0.8829217 
0.7042121 0.2957879 0.0000000567 3718.5889 1370521.7 0.4449218 1.0042132 53.859499 24.064229 0.8931449 
0.7409106 0.2590894 0.0000000567 5336.5302 1323857.4 0.4766069 1.0042128 52.980796 25.357391 0.8998486 
0.7671634 0.2328366 0.0000000567 6696.7698 1310509 0.482228 1.0042125 52.727525 25.533798 0.9007402 
0.7871127 0.2128873 0.0000000567 7167.0089 1308294.1 0.4691593 1.0042125 52.685416 24.821976 0.8971094 
0.7898696 0.2101304 0.0000000567 5309.963 1204198.6 0.4982862 1.0042124 50.67791 25.358472 0.899854 
0.7905623 0.2094377 0.0000000567 2932.2003 1152027.3 0.5056113 1.0042121 49.649364 25.209015 0.8990945 
0.7892462 0.2107538 0.0000000567 442.8555 1123868.6 0.5025544 1.0042117 49.087486 24.773032 0.8968565 
0.791158 0.208842 0.0000000567 1584.2204 1151273 0.4725441 1.0042111 49.634375 23.5532 0.8904103 
0.7913242 0.2086758 0.0000000567 1727.6831 1085606.2 0.4879897 1.0042103 48.316014 23.676986 0.8910773 
0.7952726 0.2047274 0.0000000567 1068.8171 1065540.3 0.4724694 1.0042094 47.907602 22.730154 0.8858973 
0.8000382 0.1999618 0.0000000567 355.18381 1088977.8 0.4339777 1.0042086 48.384376 21.086114 0.8764465 
181 
 
0.8080734 0.1919266 0.0000000567 1643.6921 1114271 0.3923724 1.0042082 48.894853 19.265723 0.8652146 
0.8168289 0.1831711 0.0000000567 2759.5136 1171006.7 0.3438818 1.004208 50.025374 17.275203 0.8518395 
0.8244208 0.1755792 0.0000000567 3970.9771 1194348.8 0.3184021 1.0042081 50.484925 16.142151 0.8436241 
0.8290895 0.1709105 0.0000000567 4802.5298 1184045.9 0.3145567 1.0042084 50.282474 15.883254 0.8416777 
0.8297406 0.1702594 0.0000000567 4653.7536 1140751 0.3304483 1.0042086 49.42494 16.401123 0.8455444 
0.8308073 0.1691927 0.0000000567 4927.3956 1093566.2 0.3424178 1.004209 48.477288 16.669355 0.8475062 
0.8313615 0.1686385 0.0000000567 5023.0374 1032021.9 0.3573384 1.0042095 47.219239 16.944275 0.849489 
0.8265127 0.1734873 0.0000000567 5131.9629 991861.39 0.3673494 1.0042099 46.383857 17.110814 0.8506768 
0.8097912 0.1902088 0.0000000567 4988.5001 988717.94 0.3641406 1.0042101 46.317962 16.93726 0.8494388 
0.7821115 0.2178885 0.0000000567 4295.0967 974664.77 0.3606775 1.0042102 46.022443 16.669146 0.8475047 
0.7610539 0.2389461 0.0000000567 3421.0364 955723.56 0.3618175 1.0042104 45.621688 16.576222 0.8468281 
0.7411876 0.2588124 0.0000000567 2714.3494 913164.87 0.3613241 1.0042108 44.710552 16.223026 0.8442266 
0.7352998 0.2647002 0.0000000567 2246.7671 858246.85 0.3622979 1.0042112 43.511475 15.830502 0.8412778 
0.7450251 0.2549749 0.0000000567 697.90044 892842.03 0.3308689 1.0042112 44.270002 14.709253 0.8324952 
0.7581169 0.2418831 0.0000000567 294.07929 845611.27 0.3435125 1.0042118 43.231622 14.91315 0.834134 
0.7720122 0.2279878 0.0000000567 525.21376 764163.16 0.3701131 1.0042124 41.388631 15.383004 0.8378386 
0.7834969 0.2165031 0.0000000567 1694.1697 724653.31 0.4096409 1.0042125 40.468001 16.647183 0.8473451 
0.7756973 0.2243027 0.0000000567 1141.5724 736629.09 0.4372424 1.0042113 40.749027 17.892236 0.856121 
0.7515225 0.2484775 0.0000000567 573.03469 856231.81 0.4179592 1.0042103 43.466949 18.243901 0.8585048 
0.7518966 0.2481034 0.0000000567 380.72709 865124.6 0.3956166 1.0042105 43.663161 17.346602 0.8523416 
0.7271677 0.2728323 0.0000000567 1124.6081 998848.56 0.3118228 1.0042101 46.530057 14.570219 0.8313665 
0.6912173 0.3087827 0.0000000567 1252.1306 839445.23 0.3446593 1.0042107 43.094493 14.915461 0.8341525 
0.6564583 0.3435417 0.0000000567 1217.5933 688916.49 0.3675472 1.004212 39.618612 14.623045 0.8317964 
0.6589936 0.3410064 0.0000000567 1501.8621 549861.24 0.4165966 1.0042131 36.135184 15.117216 0.8357551 
0.6913558 0.3086442 0.0000000567 2003.9818 512164.73 0.4380562 1.004213 35.132253 15.45474 0.8383956 
0.7503172 0.2496828 0.0000000567 3773.356 597554.98 0.3614302 1.0042116 37.365373 13.56185 0.8228921 
0.801105 0.198895 0.0000000567 4371.1176 564152.27 0.3504002 1.0042115 36.508118 12.846325 0.8165449 
0.8281474 0.1718526 0.0000000567 3459.8633 596786.73 0.3709088 1.0042104 37.345874 13.910234 0.8258792 
0.8262079 0.1737921 0.0000000567 757.98105 686525.13 0.3891269 1.0042084 39.561176 15.459105 0.8384295 
0.8185468 0.1814532 0.0000000567 1347.7725 916762.01 0.3162865 1.0042058 44.788154 14.225466 0.8285273 
0.8272469 0.1727531 0.0000000567 2166.0416 994111.3 0.2735002 1.004205 46.430975 12.75228 0.8156882 
182 
 
0.8388148 0.1611852 0.0000000567 2766.4599 1131045.4 0.2212664 1.0042042 49.231154 10.938997 0.7980101 
0.8509091 0.1490909 0.0000000567 2620.3404 1164400.8 0.2110383 1.0042038 49.894744 10.573967 0.7941504 
0.8594291 0.1405709 0.0000000567 2577.8329 1114516.3 0.2217854 1.0042036 48.899784 10.890848 0.7975074 
0.8658711 0.1341289 0.0000000567 3361.5647 1126339.5 0.2155057 1.0042032 49.136986 10.633812 0.7947909 
0.8685864 0.1314136 0.0000000567 4153.2667 1083923.3 0.2293557 1.0042031 48.281864 11.120265 0.799886 
0.869861 0.130139 0.0000000567 4517.2371 1110840.7 0.2253278 1.0042027 48.825863 11.048063 0.799142 
0.8606898 0.1393102 0.0000000567 3234.0423 1044584.8 0.2539843 1.0042026 47.478161 12.109386 0.8096826 
0.8503272 0.1496728 0.0000000567 2936.4899 979332.39 0.2952893 1.004203 46.120766 13.676207 0.8238798 
0.8382883 0.1617117 0.0000000567 3337.6543 897004.27 0.3540012 1.0042033 44.360527 15.769687 0.8408154 
0.8273716 0.1726284 0.0000000567 4777.5955 889729.88 0.3683821 1.0042034 44.202215 16.351749 0.8451803 
0.8169259 0.1830741 0.0000000567 4897.1478 879825.64 0.382806 1.0042033 43.985902 16.908844 0.849235 
0.8062447 0.1937553 0.0000000567 5253.148 857238.89 0.4104674 1.0042031 43.489207 17.92593 0.8563511 
0.8022687 0.1977313 0.0000000567 5723.3871 846808.61 0.4361327 1.0042028 43.258207 18.945611 0.8631461 
0.8089462 0.1910538 0.0000000567 6230.8202 868375.46 0.4483003 1.0042025 43.734703 19.688675 0.8679029 
0.8093341 0.1906659 0.0000000567 6961.4177 865327.52 0.4771189 1.0042023 43.66763 20.922204 0.87547 
0.7899527 0.2100473 0.0000000567 8018.7915 884148.52 0.4792123 1.004202 44.080425 21.212644 0.8771959 
0.7525893 0.2474107 0.0000000567 8863.6278 908104.57 0.4752193 1.0042017 44.601196 21.284406 0.8776192 
0.7036025 0.2963975 0.0000000567 9472.0163 953757.42 0.4672555 1.0042011 45.579924 21.386942 0.878222 
0.6507229 0.3492771 0.0000000567 9907.718 932758.83 0.49729 1.0042007 45.131917 22.537929 0.8848232 
0.6104363 0.3895637 0.0000000567 10091.032 917185.91 0.5393632 1.0042003 44.797291 24.263496 0.8941977 
0.5744028 0.4255972 0.0000000567 9950.2255 921432.91 0.5505089 1.0042 44.888754 24.815445 0.8970757 
0.557141 0.442859 0.0000000567 6677.1489 756795.48 0.6432597 1.0042 41.218354 26.625464 0.9061434 
0.5707869 0.4292131 0.0000000567 2915.2361 582028.78 0.72904 1.0042008 36.969342 27.065349 0.9082671 
0.5786697 0.4213303 0.0000000567 2862.1017 474368.58 0.8251069 1.0042012 34.096049 28.251078 0.9138476 
0.5861646 0.4138354 0.0000000567 6137.8351 477868.89 0.8195952 1.0042012 34.1934 28.142485 0.913345 
0.5630981 0.4369019 0.0000000567 10306.226 498205.4 0.8132957 1.004201 34.753313 28.38346 0.9144581 
0.8046931 0.1953069 0.0000000567 7795.6272 1899547.5 0.3021465 1.0042025 63.225634 19.183688 0.8646873 
0.8045684 0.1954316 0.0000000567 7120.8208 1929735.3 0.2868061 1.0042028 63.732948 18.355821 0.8592552 
0.8049286 0.1950714 0.0000000567 5858.8797 1996881.9 0.2770102 1.004203 64.852669 18.040359 0.8571299 
0.8063001 0.1936999 0.0000000567 3566.132 2040935.5 0.2702926 1.0042033 65.581018 17.800573 0.855493 
0.8090431 0.1909569 0.0000000567 110.76575 2046734.9 0.2659213 1.0042039 65.676541 17.53821 0.8536803 
183 
 
0.8064664 0.1935336 0.0000000567 8235.0095 1966659.3 0.2734088 1.0042078 64.350143 17.667926 0.8545794 
0.7925572 0.2074428 0.0000000567 11537.31 1928624.5 0.2756536 1.0042116 63.714326 17.63705 0.8543659 
0.7691029 0.2308971 0.0000000567 11537.31 1900279.5 0.2812147 1.0042142 63.237965 17.858389 0.8558894 
0.7412431 0.2587569 0.0000000567 5897.0977 1820659.4 0.2956706 1.0042138 61.887879 18.375533 0.859387 
0.711887 0.288113 0.0000000567 3907.2158 1678269.5 0.3269995 1.0042131 59.425997 19.514139 0.8667996 
0.6875045 0.3124955 0.0000000567 1314.259 1595148.9 0.3532304 1.0042122 57.958058 20.55878 0.8732812 
0.6672919 0.3327081 0.0000000567 889.18413 1553192.1 0.3745076 1.0042119 57.20771 21.514959 0.878971 
0.657622 0.342378 0.0000000567 2639.9613 1492731.6 0.3976466 1.0042121 56.11469 22.407803 0.8840916 
0.6887652 0.3112348 0.0000000567 4162.2608 1368231.1 0.4490461 1.0042121 53.816605 24.26793 0.894221 
0.7294536 0.2705465 0.0000000567 5809.426 1321068.1 0.4861974 1.0042118 52.927944 25.841815 0.9022845 
0.7619682 0.2380318 0.0000000567 6566.5906 1312449.3 0.4951904 1.0042117 52.764395 26.238465 0.9042501 
0.7841065 0.2158935 0.0000000567 6999.6356 1347179.4 0.4643255 1.0042119 53.421239 24.90932 0.8975597 
0.7849238 0.2150762 0.0000000567 5373.7242 1284115.2 0.4781156 1.004212 52.224142 25.074348 0.8984068 
0.7876253 0.2123747 0.0000000567 3567.1559 1281933.8 0.4703874 1.0042118 52.182383 24.649318 0.8962153 
0.7855611 0.2144389 0.0000000567 1130.9455 1259466 0.4652756 1.0042114 51.75084 24.179807 0.8937564 
0.7868633 0.2131367 0.0000000567 1294.6381 1176873.7 0.4818813 1.0042111 50.141179 24.263845 0.8941995 
0.7883873 0.2116127 0.0000000567 2567.206 1138505.7 0.475269 1.0042103 49.380161 23.56767 0.8904885 
0.7931945 0.2068055 0.0000000567 1884.4295 1096471.6 0.4698935 1.0042093 48.53605 22.902777 0.8868554 
0.8013128 0.1986872 0.0000000567 500.2794 1079365.3 0.44727 1.0042085 48.189278 21.644326 0.8797241 
0.8105393 0.1894607 0.0000000567 1075.1544 1148761.2 0.3869848 1.0042079 49.584439 19.269166 0.8652366 
0.8189624 0.1810376 0.0000000567 2512.4389 1182762.8 0.349453 1.0042077 50.257217 17.636432 0.8543616 
0.8235618 0.1764382 0.0000000567 3912.5293 1178663.7 0.34236 1.0042077 50.17647 17.250699 0.8516668 
0.8277734 0.1722266 0.0000000567 4709.5447 1163640.4 0.343248 1.0042079 49.87969 17.19315 0.8512604 
0.8290618 0.1709382 0.0000000567 4611.2461 1149514.3 0.3384418 1.0042084 49.599415 16.85716 0.8488637 
0.8347002 0.1652998 0.0000000567 4661.7238 1069816.5 0.3564644 1.0042091 47.994865 17.180473 0.8511707 
0.8351297 0.1648703 0.0000000567 4738.7686 1012020.4 0.3698657 1.0042096 46.804672 17.384314 0.8526061 
0.8251412 0.1748588 0.0000000567 4595.3058 986701.1 0.3758183 1.0042098 46.275644 17.464449 0.8531664 
0.8004816 0.1995184 0.0000000567 4167.5742 983123.22 0.3763345 1.0042098 46.200495 17.460035 0.8531356 
0.760943 0.239057 0.0000000567 3460.8872 968025.69 0.378848 1.0042099 45.882298 17.455594 0.8531046 
0.7236073 0.2763927 0.0000000567 2982.678 964498.75 0.3701286 1.00421 45.807706 17.026123 0.850074 
0.7007071 0.2992929 0.0000000567 2446.0209 928900.64 0.3641033 1.0042104 45.049205 16.471626 0.8460627 
184 
 
0.6962185 0.3037815 0.0000000567 1481.6323 813760.31 0.3854257 1.0042112 42.51919 16.457002 0.8459554 
0.7054035 0.2945965 0.0000000567 246.25837 766013.45 0.3936111 1.004212 41.431296 16.376508 0.845363 
0.7178718 0.2821282 0.0000000567 68.258257 739510.81 0.4083857 1.0042124 40.816389 16.739044 0.8480115 
0.7334711 0.2665289 0.0000000567 490.67643 771212.15 0.4086351 1.0042119 41.550963 17.050695 0.8502492 
0.7487241 0.2512759 0.0000000567 1324.8859 800662.44 0.4340349 1.0042111 42.223207 18.40352 0.8595738 
0.7623838 0.2376162 0.0000000567 466.76597 955286.37 0.3749938 1.0042098 45.612404 17.176375 0.8511417 
0.786988 0.213012 0.0000000567 904.10055 957036 0.3618837 1.0042098 45.649548 16.589371 0.8469241 
0.7990269 0.2009731 0.0000000567 2030.549 899926.47 0.3566496 1.0042102 44.423989 15.910501 0.8418839 
0.8062586 0.1937415 0.0000000567 2689.4151 738249.02 0.3600782 1.0042116 40.786906 14.748332 0.8328108 
0.7647805 0.2352195 0.0000000567 2487.5045 596940.33 0.387736 1.004213 37.349773 14.542862 0.8311433 
0.7242168 0.2757832 0.0000000567 2471.5642 505623.41 0.3913763 1.004214 34.955213 13.738291 0.8244131 
0.6897627 0.3102373 0.0000000567 2715.9823 475144.76 0.383475 1.004214 34.117662 13.138405 0.8191716 
0.6986152 0.3013848 0.0000000567 2601.7434 467937.35 0.3993037 1.0042132 33.91641 13.600005 0.8232225 
0.7398993 0.2601007 0.0000000567 3515.6544 627780.63 0.3036753 1.0042106 38.124863 11.626329 0.8049875 
0.7621899 0.2378101 0.0000000567 2630.9673 720045.55 0.3089175 1.0042087 40.359402 12.520196 0.8135508 
0.7873205 0.2126795 0.0000000567 1573.5935 796649.65 0.3374536 1.0042072 42.132164 14.277466 0.8289593 
0.7929451 0.2070549 0.0000000567 351.50319 946357.16 0.3307798 1.0042054 45.422452 15.088015 0.8355243 
0.7967826 0.2032174 0.0000000567 1895.0564 1077450.4 0.2718381 1.0042045 48.15034 13.144132 0.8192226 
0.8055797 0.1944203 0.0000000567 2434.3701 1067676.8 0.2639453 1.0042041 47.951216 12.709708 0.8152986 
0.8244623 0.1755377 0.0000000567 2508.7582 1088013.7 0.2490983 1.0042037 48.364835 12.098245 0.8095761 
0.8360025 0.1639975 0.0000000567 2644.2509 1281933.8 0.2014094 1.0042028 52.182383 10.554194 0.7939381 
0.8438021 0.1561979 0.0000000567 2476.8776 1274592.3 0.1982547 1.0042026 52.041659 10.360862 0.791844 
0.8369722 0.1630278 0.0000000567 2067.7431 1152027.3 0.2300877 1.0042029 49.649364 11.471721 0.8034495 
0.8392027 0.1607973 0.0000000567 2607.0568 1056790.5 0.2633938 1.0042029 47.728661 12.624271 0.8145134 
0.8310567 0.1689433 0.0000000567 3786.6396 1036429.2 0.2770388 1.0042028 47.310201 13.161848 0.8193802 
0.8283968 0.1716032 0.0000000567 3443.923 1024400.6 0.2943684 1.004203 47.061614 13.911677 0.8258915 
0.8183251 0.1816749 0.0000000567 3167.6243 974886.66 0.3325773 1.0042034 46.027121 15.371918 0.8377523 
0.8245039 0.1754961 0.0000000567 3154.3407 934692.42 0.3706437 1.0042036 45.173323 16.813588 0.8485499 
0.8163025 0.1836975 0.0000000567 4272.819 926548.78 0.3859709 1.0042037 44.998724 17.441206 0.8530041 
0.8099436 0.1900564 0.0000000567 4145.2966 886006.05 0.4172146 1.0042037 44.120989 18.485301 0.8601185 
0.8097635 0.1902365 0.0000000567 4607.5655 869189.6 0.4430505 1.0042033 43.752604 19.466092 0.8664944 
185 
 
0.8072006 0.1927994 0.0000000567 5114.9987 864313.32 0.4678961 1.004203 43.645292 20.507295 0.8729684 
0.8077132 0.1922868 0.0000000567 5625.0885 882088.02 0.4731243 1.0042028 44.035392 20.921774 0.8754674 
0.8010357 0.1989643 0.0000000567 6371.6263 884354.76 0.4907042 1.0042025 44.08493 21.72357 0.8801835 
0.7826103 0.2173897 0.0000000567 7545.8957 910632.08 0.4895372 1.0042021 44.655845 21.95256 0.881503 
0.7510376 0.2489624 0.0000000567 8595.2993 955723.56 0.4818864 1.0042017 45.621688 22.076843 0.8822142 
0.7111251 0.2888749 0.0000000567 9230.2549 1014761.8 0.4808343 1.0042011 46.861664 22.627356 0.8853239 
0.6647428 0.3352572 0.0000000567 9004.4339 979777.81 0.5155981 1.0042008 46.13014 23.884526 0.892189 
0.6215331 0.3784669 0.0000000567 9721.7478 914856.32 0.5606137 1.0042006 44.747056 25.191188 0.8990036 
0.5824933 0.4175067 0.0000000567 9889.121 924627.84 0.5659964 1.0042003 44.957458 25.552639 0.9008351 
0.5480391 0.4519609 0.0000000567 9201.031 931900.42 0.539295 1.0042002 45.113525 24.431687 0.8950806 
0.5454069 0.4545931 0.0000000567 4368.4609 656000.6 0.6918882 1.0042007 38.821094 26.972688 0.9078222 
0.5495076 0.4504924 0.0000000567 4177.1772 519322.56 0.8013174 1.0042012 35.324928 28.425399 0.914651 
0.5296691 0.4703309 0.0000000567 6488.5219 488750.49 0.8319021 1.0042013 34.494185 28.816345 0.9164376 
0.4885513 0.5114487 0.0000000567 11252.017 524043.07 0.8069678 1.0042012 35.451407 28.728333 0.9160372 
0.8060785 0.1939215 0.0000000567 8016.1348 1907244.5 0.2980718 1.0042027 63.35522 18.963768 0.8632642 
0.8057183 0.1942817 0.0000000567 7450.2538 2015181.8 0.2817984 1.0042024 65.155817 18.437967 0.8598035 
0.8060092 0.1939908 0.0000000567 5981.0887 2083751.9 0.2743415 1.0042025 66.28433 18.260963 0.8586195 
0.807159 0.192841 0.0000000567 4015.1174 2110555 0.2711061 1.0042029 66.722371 18.164866 0.8579725 
0.8102207 0.1897793 0.0000000567 1464.6681 2140816.5 0.259971 1.0042031 67.214915 17.547372 0.853744 
0.8079764 0.1920236 0.0000000567 6989.0088 2030912.4 0.2742739 1.0042062 65.41573 18.017291 0.8569733 
0.7929036 0.2070964 0.0000000567 13221.669 1964781.8 0.2912661 1.0042096 64.318848 18.812765 0.8622788 
0.76805 0.23195 0.0000000567 15155.76 1924925.6 0.3052611 1.0042124 63.652285 19.512419 0.8667887 
0.7386801 0.2613199 0.0000000567 10851.877 1940125.2 0.3008723 1.004213 63.906985 19.308845 0.8654909 
0.7122888 0.2877112 0.0000000567 5185.0972 1797023.1 0.3395693 1.0042115 61.483552 20.965856 0.8757307 
0.6908432 0.3091568 0.0000000567 2252.0805 1690308 0.3663188 1.0042105 59.636643 21.938006 0.8814195 
0.6781532 0.3218468 0.0000000567 1478.9755 1585220 0.3930213 1.00421 57.781076 22.804797 0.8863124 
0.6716143 0.3283857 0.0000000567 2297.2447 1482373.3 0.4189456 1.0042102 55.925982 23.528587 0.8902773 
0.6941127 0.3058873 0.0000000567 4983.1866 1371954.7 0.4704327 1.0042101 53.886323 25.456615 0.9003507 
0.7140621 0.2859379 0.0000000567 6011.3365 1336182.8 0.4851618 1.0042102 53.213889 25.926043 0.902704 
0.739733 0.260267 0.0000000567 6064.4709 1324695.1 0.4840158 1.0042104 52.99666 25.759225 0.901872 
0.7592945 0.2407055 0.0000000567 5046.9479 1286845.8 0.4888295 1.0042108 52.276382 25.661841 0.9013841 
186 
 
0.7719152 0.2280848 0.0000000567 3936.4397 1208624.7 0.5162148 1.0042111 50.764452 26.315717 0.9046299 
0.7798949 0.2201051 0.0000000567 2475.2448 1230938.9 0.5002728 1.0042111 51.199098 25.721375 0.9016825 
0.7868218 0.2131782 0.0000000567 1000.7663 1269715.5 0.4769804 1.0042108 51.948027 24.882528 0.8974217 
0.788886 0.211114 0.0000000567 829.71244 1210450.8 0.4901634 1.0042105 50.800125 25.005204 0.8980524 
0.7908394 0.2091606 0.0000000567 1980.0714 1201600.6 0.4696365 1.0042099 50.627062 23.876413 0.8921457 
0.7970874 0.2029126 0.0000000567 2264.3402 1173554.9 0.453366 1.0042093 50.075695 22.798179 0.8862756 
0.8060923 0.1939077 0.0000000567 1456.6979 1154292.6 0.4292567 1.0042087 49.694355 21.421411 0.878424 
0.8163856 0.1836144 0.0000000567 410.97489 1155300.4 0.3934927 1.0042079 49.714362 19.644555 0.8676248 
0.8223981 0.1776019 0.0000000567 2956.1108 1159338.4 0.3742763 1.0042075 49.794462 18.715303 0.8616392 
0.8246286 0.1753714 0.0000000567 4175.5444 1159843.9 0.3637441 1.0042075 49.804482 18.192311 0.8581576 
0.8233125 0.1766875 0.0000000567 4542.1715 1149514.3 0.3599958 1.0042078 49.599415 17.930714 0.8563838 
0.8220933 0.1779067 0.0000000567 4385.4251 1119923.6 0.3578668 1.0042084 49.008377 17.612278 0.8541944 
0.8297822 0.1702178 0.0000000567 4316.3504 1036429.2 0.3748886 1.0042092 47.310201 17.810708 0.8555626 
0.8322343 0.1677657 0.0000000567 4241.9623 995237.69 0.3841055 1.0042096 46.454549 17.918562 0.8563008 
0.8225367 0.1774633 0.0000000567 4069.2756 983123.22 0.3866251 1.0042097 46.200495 17.937467 0.8564298 
0.7943859 0.2056141 0.0000000567 3444.9469 984016.77 0.3890263 1.0042096 46.219273 18.056203 0.8572374 
0.7482115 0.2517885 0.0000000567 2817.9614 988269.49 0.3800424 1.0042096 46.308555 17.673301 0.8546165 
0.7083266 0.2916734 0.0000000567 2313.185 970898.45 0.3764093 1.0042098 45.942982 17.366168 0.8524789 
0.6820461 0.3179539 0.0000000567 1664.9458 914433.24 0.39321 1.0042103 44.737928 17.665467 0.8545624 
0.6770172 0.3229828 0.0000000567 519.90033 794934.51 0.451233 1.0042111 42.093198 19.073824 0.8639781 
0.6853295 0.3146705 0.0000000567 54.974668 740232.55 0.4680199 1.0042119 40.833245 19.191265 0.8647361 
0.697493 0.302507 0.0000000567 541.15407 738969.84 0.476911 1.0042117 40.803751 19.541718 0.8669745 
0.7136742 0.2863258 0.0000000567 1056.5574 799131.97 0.4624843 1.0042109 42.188503 19.593682 0.8673034 
0.7344547 0.2655453 0.0000000567 618.19889 942673.22 0.4080734 1.0042095 45.343894 18.581528 0.8607567 
0.7675236 0.2324764 0.0000000567 850.96619 960103.64 0.3931215 1.0042093 45.714614 18.047047 0.8571753 
0.8026012 0.1973988 0.0000000567 2413.1164 908104.57 0.384618 1.0042098 44.601196 17.226638 0.851497 
0.8322343 0.1677657 0.0000000567 3563.4753 816671.04 0.3806253 1.0042107 42.584723 16.277074 0.8446278 
0.8496345 0.1503655 0.0000000567 3791.9531 670294.55 0.3975573 1.0042122 39.169284 15.637625 0.8398058 
0.8065079 0.1934921 0.0000000567 3457.2066 598016.28 0.3900773 1.0042124 37.377077 14.641365 0.8319452 
0.7576874 0.2423126 0.0000000567 3781.3262 582933.62 0.3815698 1.0042119 36.992536 14.174687 0.8281042 
0.715392 0.284608 0.0000000567 4387.0579 583084.53 0.3702277 1.0042113 36.996403 13.754776 0.8245543 
187 
 
0.6893193 0.3106807 0.0000000567 4482.6998 553480.81 0.3792364 1.0042111 36.230003 13.797594 0.8249205 
0.6916329 0.3083671 0.0000000567 3728.1918 662122 0.3583753 1.0042087 38.970564 14.024867 0.8268481 
0.7006517 0.2993483 0.0000000567 2229.8029 787912.47 0.3484452 1.0042065 41.933334 14.672933 0.8322012 
0.7033393 0.2966607 0.0000000567 1002.3991 922709.89 0.3342934 1.004205 44.916225 15.078337 0.8354477 
0.7038242 0.2961758 0.0000000567 1084.7574 1081762.4 0.3150617 1.0042038 48.237988 15.261833 0.8368926 
0.7083543 0.2916457 0.0000000567 2739.8927 1113780.5 0.2933986 1.0042034 48.884992 14.403075 0.8299973 
0.7284145 0.2715855 0.0000000567 3143.7139 1103029.9 0.2898518 1.0042031 48.66849 14.165944 0.8280312 
0.7550552 0.2449448 0.0000000567 3151.684 1164908 0.2621519 1.0042027 49.904782 13.137615 0.8191645 
0.7859351 0.2140649 0.0000000567 3406.7289 1386347.1 0.2013978 1.0042021 54.155203 10.952572 0.7981516 
0.784051 0.215949 0.0000000567 2325.4447 1304977 0.2148018 1.0042024 52.622307 11.35087 0.8022348 
0.7591421 0.2408579 0.0000000567 1326.5187 1158833.1 0.2585778 1.0042029 49.784443 12.927255 0.8172777 
0.7135495 0.2864505 0.0000000567 1095.3842 1042483.1 0.3053958 1.0042032 47.434922 14.547317 0.8311797 
0.6799958 0.3200042 0.0000000567 2383.8925 1017508.8 0.3159704 1.0042034 46.918717 14.88724 0.8339268 
0.6984351 0.3015649 0.0000000567 2678.7882 981784.03 0.34172 1.0042038 46.172342 15.844338 0.8413828 
0.7329308 0.2670692 0.0000000567 2524.6986 947659.94 0.3735206 1.004204 45.450207 17.047958 0.8502297 
0.7582693 0.2417307 0.0000000567 2336.0716 920794.93 0.4086917 1.004204 44.875024 18.417154 0.8596648 
0.7809617 0.2190383 0.0000000567 2511.415 924627.84 0.4284368 1.0042037 44.957458 19.342397 0.8657056 
0.7897034 0.2102966 0.0000000567 2697.3852 921007.55 0.4400727 1.0042033 44.879601 19.833304 0.8688108 
0.7937209 0.2062791 0.0000000567 3340.311 908735.95 0.460289 1.004203 44.614853 20.622038 0.8736645 
0.7949678 0.2050322 0.0000000567 4124.0428 900971.85 0.4798683 1.0042027 44.446674 21.418188 0.8784052 
0.7930005 0.2069995 0.0000000567 4745.7148 905162.46 0.4873312 1.0042026 44.537513 21.795733 0.8806006 
0.7815712 0.2184288 0.0000000567 5449.7451 932758.83 0.5000395 1.0042022 45.131917 22.662579 0.8855206 
0.7557756 0.2442244 0.0000000567 6329.1188 978442.04 0.4963792 1.0042019 46.102024 22.980241 0.8872833 
0.7215846 0.2784154 0.0000000567 7245.6865 1029939.2 0.4884016 1.0042015 47.176205 23.13774 0.8881494 
0.679691 0.320309 0.0000000567 7848.7615 1051143.9 0.4955717 1.0042011 47.612903 23.694737 0.8911728 
0.6361488 0.3638512 0.0000000567 7622.9405 897629.86 0.5930408 1.0042011 44.374119 26.426217 0.9051716 
0.592565 0.407435 0.0000000567 8632.4933 787534.22 0.6457266 1.0042012 41.924708 27.185631 0.9088426 
0.5503112 0.4496888 0.0000000567 10441.718 713877.53 0.6750605 1.0042014 40.213612 27.260675 0.9092006 
0.5093873 0.4906127 0.0000000567 12019.809 674324.92 0.7095762 1.0042014 39.266938 27.979948 0.9125895 
0.4824002 0.5175998 0.0000000567 9687.2104 598170.11 0.758233 1.0042015 37.380979 28.462576 0.9148218 
0.4468793 0.5531207 0.0000000567 9594.2253 551596.41 0.7967504 1.0042016 36.18067 28.948083 0.917035 
188 
 
0.4132148 0.5867852 0.0000000567 10856.166 527394.52 0.8238525 1.0042016 35.540924 29.403505 0.9190822 
0.3687859 0.6312141 0.0000000567 13507.571 536835.76 0.8210909 1.0042015 35.79187 29.511853 0.9195653 
0.8082258 0.1917742 0.0000000567 6467.2681 2040549.3 0.2649974 1.0042029 65.574654 17.450148 0.8530666 
0.8072699 0.1927301 0.0000000567 5734.014 2188037.9 0.2403831 1.004203 67.979341 16.409765 0.8456081 
0.8066603 0.1933397 0.0000000567 4535.8341 2098698.4 0.2538912 1.0042036 66.528809 16.962082 0.8496165 
0.8068958 0.1931042 0.0000000567 3204.8184 1992326.4 0.2722045 1.0042043 64.777074 17.706742 0.8548474 
0.8087245 0.1912755 0.0000000567 1934.9071 2109763 0.2544113 1.0042043 66.709451 17.042992 0.8501943 
0.8072006 0.1927994 0.0000000567 3455.5738 2118487.2 0.2544402 1.0042048 66.851683 17.081278 0.8504669 
0.7948431 0.2051569 0.0000000567 10185.041 2133620.1 0.2540655 1.0042072 67.097976 17.119005 0.850735 
0.7748106 0.2251894 0.0000000567 14810.387 2108179.7 0.2610787 1.0042106 66.683619 17.482975 0.8532957 
0.7522983 0.2477017 0.0000000567 14866.178 1996122.1 0.284866 1.0042143 64.840065 18.548573 0.8605384 
0.7373225 0.2626775 0.0000000567 6470.9488 1934183 0.3040346 1.004213 63.807485 19.481417 0.8665918 
0.7284561 0.2715439 0.0000000567 2464.6179 1808283.2 0.3380807 1.004211 61.676376 20.939397 0.8755727 
0.7253113 0.2746887 0.0000000567 1795.125 1641555.4 0.3873611 1.0042091 58.780571 22.865148 0.8866471 
0.7226652 0.2773348 0.0000000567 3907.2158 1458213.5 0.4489438 1.0042086 55.484139 25.014092 0.898098 
0.7129538 0.2870462 0.0000000567 5259.4853 1385191.6 0.4776159 1.0042085 54.13365 25.963905 0.9028922 
0.7037826 0.2962174 0.0000000567 5328.56 1340686.1 0.4891943 1.0042087 53.298871 26.18324 0.9039779 
0.7053204 0.2946796 0.0000000567 4512.9476 1291497.7 0.5008155 1.004209 52.365294 26.335735 0.9047282 
0.7186477 0.2813523 0.0000000567 2836.5585 1194607.2 0.5374077 1.0042095 50.489995 27.247932 0.9091399 
0.7474495 0.2525505 0.0000000567 1747.3041 1167192.2 0.5363879 1.0042098 49.949974 26.905353 0.9074981 
0.7714165 0.2285835 0.0000000567 891.84085 1168716.9 0.5322898 1.0042097 49.980122 26.715906 0.9065825 
0.7893155 0.2106845 0.0000000567 336.58678 1206800.7 0.5123218 1.0042096 50.728802 26.098879 0.9035613 
0.7938318 0.2061682 0.0000000567 112.39857 1286572.5 0.4687156 1.0042095 52.271156 24.603442 0.8959768 
0.7951479 0.2048521 0.0000000567 362.13007 1219612.3 0.4731347 1.0042095 50.978816 24.221379 0.8939758 
0.8014929 0.1985071 0.0000000567 1358.3993 1177129.3 0.4624218 1.0042095 50.146219 23.286317 0.888962 
0.810858 0.189142 0.0000000567 1762.2205 1158580.5 0.436808 1.0042091 49.779435 21.835576 0.8808304 
0.8213037 0.1786963 0.0000000567 569.35407 1161867.6 0.3991092 1.0042083 49.844581 19.977146 0.8697082 
0.8249057 0.1750943 0.0000000567 2589.4837 1172025.5 0.3762521 1.0042076 50.045497 18.908949 0.8629072 
0.8228969 0.1771031 0.0000000567 3989.5741 1189446.6 0.3615787 1.0042074 50.388672 18.29613 0.8588555 
0.8169259 0.1830741 0.0000000567 4427.9326 1190477.3 0.359116 1.0042076 50.408923 18.178821 0.8580666 
0.8104424 0.1895576 0.0000000567 4595.3058 1145001.2 0.3744401 1.0042081 49.509618 18.616398 0.8609873 
189 
 
0.8175493 0.1824507 0.0000000567 4297.7534 1039220 0.4187723 1.0042087 47.367729 19.919778 0.8693509 
0.820611 0.179389 0.0000000567 3840.7979 990064.21 0.4344862 1.004209 46.346193 20.221537 0.8712202 
0.8128391 0.1871609 0.0000000567 3240.3796 982899.93 0.429291 1.004209 46.195802 19.914914 0.8693206 
0.7882903 0.2117097 0.0000000567 2345.0656 1009284.6 0.4121823 1.0042088 46.747739 19.349687 0.8657522 
0.7465629 0.2534371 0.0000000567 2164.4088 993661.01 0.4118612 1.004209 46.421548 19.199709 0.8647904 
0.7091163 0.2908837 0.0000000567 1819.0355 927189.76 0.449498 1.0042096 45.012487 20.318196 0.8718139 
0.6826973 0.3173027 0.0000000567 1218.6172 863097.46 0.4912312 1.0042101 43.6185 21.516974 0.8789828 
0.6731243 0.3268757 0.0000000567 182.49714 853416.72 0.4842058 1.0042101 43.404679 21.105278 0.8765603 
0.6776129 0.3223871 0.0000000567 272.82555 839445.23 0.4898655 1.0042102 43.094493 21.199382 0.8771176 
0.6907047 0.3092953 0.0000000567 535.84064 829178 0.4966594 1.0042098 42.865322 21.379091 0.8781759 
0.7107233 0.2892767 0.0000000567 437.54207 867968.6 0.4725788 1.0042092 43.725754 20.750844 0.874442 
0.7373917 0.2626083 0.0000000567 760.63777 1007463.8 0.3893215 1.0042084 46.709818 18.261666 0.8586242 
0.7739932 0.2260068 0.0000000567 1881.7728 928686.66 0.3875626 1.0042091 45.044614 17.531089 0.8536307 
0.8096527 0.1903473 0.0000000567 3228.7288 878798.73 0.376901 1.0042097 43.963422 16.639609 0.84729 
0.8380805 0.1619195 0.0000000567 4349.8639 856030.5 0.3540394 1.0042099 43.462498 15.452214 0.8383761 
0.8526962 0.1473038 0.0000000567 4881.2075 859659.5 0.3194616 1.0042096 43.542667 13.968768 0.8263748 
0.8110796 0.1889204 0.0000000567 4360.4907 734652.81 0.3710431 1.0042099 40.702772 15.166061 0.8361403 
0.7603612 0.2396388 0.0000000567 3884.9382 697162.88 0.3926357 1.0042095 39.816087 15.699025 0.8402761 
0.709615 0.290385 0.0000000567 3688.3411 707574.71 0.3963568 1.0042087 40.064136 15.946524 0.8421559 
0.6638285 0.3361715 0.0000000567 3770.6993 745481.02 0.4073493 1.0042075 40.95563 16.753443 0.8481156 
0.635179 0.364821 0.0000000567 3895.5651 896170.66 0.35389 1.0042056 44.342409 15.758332 0.8407289 
0.6152851 0.3847149 0.0000000567 2830.2211 1068865.1 0.3106944 1.0042042 47.975461 14.968372 0.8345746 
0.5949894 0.4050106 0.0000000567 1592.1905 1217251.5 0.2785185 1.0042035 50.932814 14.245362 0.8286928 
0.5771042 0.4228958 0.0000000567 1034.2797 1279483.1 0.2667324 1.0042034 52.135438 13.964664 0.8263401 
0.574472 0.425528 0.0000000567 2166.0416 1185844.1 0.2965932 1.0042032 50.317852 14.986659 0.8347201 
0.6055598 0.3944402 0.0000000567 2439.6836 1153033.7 0.3078853 1.004203 49.669355 15.356737 0.8376341 
0.6533551 0.3466449 0.0000000567 2261.6835 1177896.3 0.2982701 1.0042028 50.161343 15.024513 0.835021 
0.7084236 0.2915764 0.0000000567 1895.0564 1228297.8 0.2829228 1.004203 51.147796 14.531697 0.8310521 
0.6954427 0.3045573 0.0000000567 1363.7128 1153788.9 0.2935105 1.0042034 49.684354 14.644176 0.831968 
0.6309675 0.3690325 0.0000000567 999.7424 1063170.1 0.324366 1.0042035 47.859182 15.589146 0.8394334 
0.5400317 0.4599683 0.0000000567 893.47368 983123.22 0.3615628 1.0042035 46.200495 16.774596 0.8482685 
190 
 
0.4620768 0.5379232 0.0000000567 991.77224 925908.13 0.3937525 1.0042035 44.984965 17.787397 0.8554026 
0.5199438 0.4800562 0.0000000567 457.77191 914010.29 0.414037 1.0042036 44.728801 18.597228 0.8608605 
0.5989931 0.4010069 0.0000000567 356.81663 907683.83 0.4270953 1.0042036 44.592094 19.125133 0.8643097 
0.6719468 0.3280532 0.0000000567 750.0109 908946.49 0.438716 1.0042035 44.619406 19.657531 0.8677066 
0.7301047 0.2698953 0.0000000567 1895.0564 929328.75 0.4461607 1.0042032 45.058389 20.187782 0.8710123 
0.7524923 0.2475077 0.0000000567 2585.8031 965820.22 0.4429814 1.0042026 45.835665 20.389681 0.8722514 
0.7638108 0.2361892 0.0000000567 3252.6393 991187.17 0.4471558 1.0042023 46.36973 20.821624 0.8748675 
0.7676621 0.2323379 0.0000000567 3903.5352 997944.93 0.4620469 1.004202 46.51117 21.580647 0.8793539 
0.7645173 0.2354827 0.0000000567 4482.6998 966922.49 0.4970571 1.0042019 45.858977 22.890308 0.8867864 
0.7475188 0.2524812 0.0000000567 4990.1329 998622.59 0.5087817 1.0042016 46.525335 23.770696 0.8915803 
0.7145608 0.2854392 0.0000000567 5603.8348 1032948.6 0.5081199 1.0042013 47.238376 24.103604 0.8933535 
0.6713788 0.3286212 0.0000000567 6156.4321 1025322.1 0.5227956 1.0042012 47.080696 24.716988 0.8965663 
0.6200923 0.3799077 0.0000000567 6318.4919 904742.74 0.5994149 1.0042011 44.528422 26.803131 0.9070048 
0.5749015 0.4250985 0.0000000567 6488.5219 847008.29 0.6258341 1.0042014 43.262639 27.18899 0.9088587 
0.5351829 0.4648171 0.0000000567 7994.881 753497.46 0.6731285 1.0042018 41.141928 27.810165 0.9117964 
0.4965033 0.5034967 0.0000000567 10508.136 669122.44 0.7271056 1.0042021 39.140842 28.579116 0.915356 
0.4535845 0.5464155 0.0000000567 13443.81 617791.08 0.7815689 1.0042023 37.87548 29.726696 0.9205186 
0.3824318 0.6175682 0.0000000567 14485.243 603882.62 0.7840578 1.0042023 37.525602 29.54588 0.9197167 
0.3117502 0.6882498 0.0000000567 15391.184 576322.58 0.8026885 1.0042022 36.822741 29.681394 0.9203181 
0.256557 0.743443 0.0000000567 16374.17 548130.17 0.826402 1.0042021 36.089748 29.949966 0.9215031 
0.2248042 0.7751958 0.0000000567 17636.111 530621.39 0.8407885 1.0042019 35.626896 30.080549 0.922076 
0.8083505 0.1916495 0.0000000567 5989.0589 2070056.1 0.2378165 1.0042038 66.059842 15.776164 0.8408647 
0.8050117 0.1949883 0.0000000567 5120.3121 2020542.9 0.2479672 1.0042042 65.244467 16.246506 0.8444011 
0.8004954 0.1995046 0.0000000567 4187.8041 1923816.9 0.2665298 1.0042047 63.633683 17.031587 0.850113 
0.7977939 0.2022061 0.0000000567 2994.9377 1873696.6 0.2774534 1.0042052 62.789209 17.49434 0.8533749 
0.7925572 0.2074428 0.0000000567 1307.9217 1970794.4 0.2644744 1.004205 64.419039 17.108828 0.8506627 
0.7869188 0.2130812 0.0000000567 881.21398 2144020.8 0.2417465 1.0042041 67.266945 16.329915 0.845019 
0.7791053 0.2208947 0.0000000567 6609.0981 2186410.8 0.2378326 1.0042055 67.953083 16.229424 0.8442742 
0.7727049 0.2272951 0.0000000567 12424.654 2159693 0.2428236 1.0042082 67.521092 16.46471 0.846012 
0.7636861 0.2363139 0.0000000567 16505.373 2032067 0.2632038 1.0042129 65.434783 17.295237 0.8519806 
0.7624115 0.2375885 0.0000000567 10926.265 1916069.8 0.3009617 1.0042135 63.503602 19.19268 0.8647452 
191 
 
0.7694215 0.2305785 0.0000000567 7036.8297 1833811.8 0.335293 1.0042121 62.112151 20.913488 0.8754179 
0.7726771 0.2273229 0.0000000567 5602.202 1702074 0.3777393 1.00421 59.842058 22.699865 0.8857286 
0.7734252 0.2265748 0.0000000567 6590.5011 1476608.4 0.4469333 1.0042083 55.820769 25.053153 0.8982982 
0.7310883 0.2689117 0.0000000567 5644.7094 1402600.8 0.471331 1.0042079 54.457732 25.775623 0.901954 
0.7029098 0.2970902 0.0000000567 4563.4252 1331971.4 0.4916921 1.0042078 53.134325 26.235661 0.9042363 
0.6775298 0.3224702 0.0000000567 2719.6629 1253292.6 0.5149996 1.0042076 51.631807 26.70224 0.9065162 
0.6834869 0.3165131 0.0000000567 1768.5578 1181480.7 0.5412461 1.0042078 50.231972 27.302258 0.9093986 
0.72013 0.27987 0.0000000567 931.69162 1153285.4 0.5487545 1.0042082 49.674354 27.373734 0.9097383 
0.7563159 0.2436841 0.0000000567 607.57202 1213847.6 0.5229661 1.0042083 50.866432 26.713369 0.9065702 
0.7792161 0.2207839 0.0000000567 368.4674 1295612.9 0.4875112 1.0042083 52.443855 25.67456 0.9014479 
0.7846606 0.2153394 0.0000000567 448.16894 1371668 0.4479114 1.0042085 53.880957 24.235463 0.89405 
0.7848407 0.2151593 0.0000000567 307.36288 1283296.8 0.4627168 1.0042091 52.208479 24.259423 0.8941762 
0.7911164 0.2088836 0.0000000567 1238.847 1249813.4 0.4463992 1.0042092 51.564633 23.115301 0.8880263 
0.8007309 0.1992691 0.0000000567 2418.4298 1248210 0.4111709 1.004209 51.533655 21.278324 0.8775834 
0.8115091 0.1884909 0.0000000567 866.90649 1251685.9 0.373092 1.0042078 51.600795 19.332854 0.8656446 
0.815402 0.184598 0.0000000567 2446.0209 1249546 0.3560869 1.004207 51.559469 18.436891 0.8597963 
0.8132685 0.1867315 0.0000000567 4141.007 1276492.6 0.3442228 1.0042068 52.078111 18.001888 0.8568686 
0.8074084 0.1925916 0.0000000567 4752.0522 1280299.6 0.3447366 1.004207 52.151082 18.054021 0.8572226 
0.8001214 0.1998786 0.0000000567 5195.7241 1194865.7 0.3786768 1.0042077 50.495066 19.201767 0.8648037 
0.8006894 0.1993106 0.0000000567 4380.1117 1066964.2 0.4428678 1.0042082 47.936674 21.318949 0.8778226 
0.8008002 0.1991998 0.0000000567 3684.0515 1013162 0.4707109 1.0042084 46.828411 22.135408 0.8825482 
0.792197 0.207803 0.0000000567 2735.6032 962519.08 0.4950167 1.0042083 45.765794 22.750169 0.8860087 
0.7721368 0.2278632 0.0000000567 1726.0503 889937.11 0.5210795 1.0042081 44.206731 23.132156 0.8881188 
0.739733 0.260267 0.0000000567 1741.9906 996816.23 0.4536746 1.0042082 46.487571 21.178982 0.8769969 
0.7103493 0.2896507 0.0000000567 1263.7814 979109.75 0.4497146 1.0042086 46.11608 20.826357 0.8748959 
0.6851217 0.3148783 0.0000000567 458.79581 913164.87 0.4766994 1.004209 44.710552 21.403201 0.8783173 
0.6645489 0.3354511 0.0000000567 797.83182 904113.44 0.4746161 1.004209 44.514788 21.216359 0.8772179 
0.6578853 0.3421147 0.0000000567 141.62247 888901.35 0.4555724 1.0042093 44.184153 20.213809 0.8711726 
0.6727226 0.3272774 0.0000000567 355.18381 873064.6 0.462692 1.004209 43.837722 20.368737 0.8721234 
0.7019262 0.2980738 0.0000000567 219.69119 884767.36 0.4658665 1.0042084 44.093943 20.62834 0.8737027 
0.7382922 0.2617078 0.0000000567 1432.7874 974664.77 0.4318353 1.0042077 46.022443 19.95774 0.8695874 
192 
 
0.7752539 0.2247461 0.0000000567 3164.9676 925054.45 0.4143712 1.0042083 44.966625 18.711286 0.8616128 
0.8036818 0.1963182 0.0000000567 4522.5505 901808.8 0.3754208 1.0042089 44.464829 16.763279 0.8481867 
0.8255429 0.1744571 0.0000000567 5375.357 892218.96 0.3419197 1.004209 44.256438 15.195838 0.8363747 
0.8296298 0.1703702 0.0000000567 4971.5359 911686.77 0.3278484 1.0042079 44.678633 14.709456 0.8324968 
0.7900497 0.2099503 0.0000000567 3467.8335 837265.41 0.3750601 1.0042074 43.045926 16.212735 0.8441501 
0.7392481 0.2607519 0.0000000567 2564.5493 837859.49 0.3962301 1.0042068 43.059167 17.133112 0.8508351 
0.6832514 0.3167486 0.0000000567 2131.5043 939215.81 0.3864038 1.0042058 45.270065 17.566096 0.853874 
0.6290834 0.3709166 0.0000000567 2859.445 1072912.9 0.3603871 1.0042047 48.057974 17.392298 0.852662 
0.5831445 0.4168555 0.0000000567 3712.2515 1132286.2 0.3448529 1.0042037 49.255962 17.057465 0.8502974 
0.5372471 0.4627529 0.0000000567 2835.5346 1172535.1 0.3199792 1.0042032 50.055561 16.084063 0.8431897 
0.5043168 0.4956832 0.0000000567 1326.5187 1221976.5 0.3020729 1.004203 51.024853 15.478006 0.8385758 
0.4698488 0.5301512 0.0000000567 349.87037 1041783.2 0.3716893 1.0042035 47.420516 17.699787 0.8547994 
0.4587935 0.5412065 0.0000000567 587.9511 1052083.4 0.3705957 1.0042037 47.632179 17.726485 0.8549835 
0.4941482 0.5058518 0.0000000567 1167.1156 1048797.8 0.3757988 1.0042036 47.564743 17.949912 0.8565147 
0.5571133 0.4428867 0.0000000567 1414.1904 1076493.9 0.3677087 1.0042035 48.130882 17.77254 0.8553005 
0.6240406 0.3759594 0.0000000567 1031.623 1105710.2 0.3556257 1.0042035 48.722537 17.399822 0.8527147 
0.6083582 0.3916418 0.0000000567 314.30914 1075538.1 0.3619181 1.0042036 48.11143 17.485591 0.8533139 
0.5223682 0.4776318 0.0000000567 644.76608 1022099.4 0.3752806 1.0042034 47.01394 17.717582 0.8549221 
0.417551 0.582449 0.0000000567 1205.3336 955504.95 0.4034416 1.0042033 45.617046 18.48117 0.860091 
0.3196468 0.6803532 0.0000000567 1529.4532 915491.22 0.4300375 1.0042029 44.760752 19.329704 0.8656245 
0.4069113 0.5930887 0.0000000567 1566.6472 918246.28 0.4428367 1.0042029 44.820142 19.931421 0.8694235 
0.5066304 0.4933696 0.0000000567 1194.7067 902436.91 0.4638579 1.004203 44.478449 20.718394 0.8742466 
0.6156314 0.3843686 0.0000000567 149.59262 907052.99 0.4760323 1.0042031 44.578443 21.309973 0.8777698 
0.6887513 0.3112487 0.0000000567 1998.6684 968025.69 0.4615201 1.0042028 45.882298 21.264602 0.8775025 
0.711887 0.288113 0.0000000567 2628.3106 981784.03 0.4839815 1.0042024 46.172342 22.440469 0.8842756 
0.7222912 0.2777088 0.0000000567 3183.5646 975552.56 0.5058166 1.0042021 46.041157 23.386244 0.8895059 
0.7246048 0.2753953 0.0000000567 3781.3262 972005.05 0.5250121 1.0042019 45.96634 24.23429 0.8940438 
0.7216955 0.2783045 0.0000000567 4517.2371 1000205.2 0.5390212 1.0042017 46.558401 25.201408 0.8990557 
0.7036856 0.2963144 0.0000000567 4804.1626 999978.98 0.5501268 1.0042017 46.553676 25.718033 0.9016658 
0.6704367 0.3295633 0.0000000567 5601.1781 982676.67 0.5755022 1.0042016 46.191109 26.694777 0.90648 
0.6258278 0.3741722 0.0000000567 6746.2235 938784.31 0.6112883 1.0042017 45.260843 27.783677 0.9116722 
193 
 
0.5742088 0.4257912 0.0000000567 7718.5823 913798.88 0.6317937 1.0042018 44.724238 28.37522 0.9144202 
0.5314424 0.4685576 0.0000000567 8690.9411 744211.61 0.713272 1.0042022 40.926059 29.314079 0.9186824 
0.4982212 0.5017788 0.0000000567 10643.629 641612.13 0.7783719 1.0042025 38.467604 30.067935 0.9220208 
0.4630882 0.5369118 0.0000000567 13085.153 587018.44 0.8226303 1.0042028 37.097067 30.64543 0.92453 
0.4201001 0.5798999 0.0000000567 15287.572 600172.57 0.8018553 1.0042029 37.431736 30.140987 0.9223405 
0.30722 0.69278 0.0000000567 17149.931 573932.58 0.8135439 1.0042029 36.761166 30.032517 0.9218656 
0.2149127 0.7850873 0.0000000567 18650.977 554497.48 0.8229937 1.0042028 36.256591 29.964354 0.9215664 
0.1382739 0.8617261 0.0000000567 20306.112 544106.9 0.8251985 1.0042027 35.983924 29.818674 0.920925 
0.1149858 0.8850142 0.0000000567 21578.68 538966.72 0.8260851 1.0042024 35.848264 29.738165 0.9205694 
0.8046238 0.1953762 0.0000000567 5760.5811 1998021.9 0.2488506 1.0042039 64.87158 16.211197 0.8441387 
0.7921278 0.2078722 0.0000000567 4817.4462 1996501.9 0.2504194 1.0042043 64.846367 16.307063 0.84485 
0.7829012 0.2170988 0.0000000567 4108.1025 1895525 0.2714216 1.0042047 63.157846 17.21448 0.8514111 
0.7600564 0.2399436 0.0000000567 3324.3707 1828826.8 0.2878499 1.0042049 62.027209 17.9296 0.8563762 
0.7391096 0.2608904 0.0000000567 1531.086 1870800.5 0.2804149 1.0042049 62.740198 17.667263 0.8545748 
0.7231501 0.2768499 0.0000000567 480.04956 1953171.6 0.273277 1.0042043 64.125111 17.597595 0.8540926 
0.7257269 0.2742731 0.0000000567 2568.2299 2024762.7 0.2650581 1.004204 65.314194 17.384835 0.8526097 
0.7261148 0.2738852 0.0000000567 7124.5014 2019393.2 0.2670092 1.0042062 65.225462 17.489054 0.853338 
0.755928 0.244072 0.0000000567 11991.609 1947572.2 0.2906171 1.0042081 64.031549 18.68697 0.8614528 
0.7818344 0.2181656 0.0000000567 13715.819 2088856.2 0.2761192 1.0042114 66.367879 18.402622 0.8595678 
0.7896479 0.2103521 0.0000000567 10376.324 1977952.2 0.3092371 1.0042113 64.538193 20.041651 0.8701088 
0.7967826 0.2032174 0.0000000567 8843.398 1797023.1 0.3528022 1.0042115 61.483552 21.782887 0.8805265 
0.7954527 0.2045473 0.0000000567 8349.2484 1546594.2 0.4243807 1.0042099 57.089118 24.329517 0.8945449 
0.7513563 0.2486437 0.0000000567 6656.919 1446244.9 0.4603473 1.0042088 55.264358 25.547871 0.9008111 
0.7060685 0.2939315 0.0000000567 4297.7534 1347462.3 0.49473 1.0042079 53.426565 26.542947 0.9057417 
0.678929 0.321071 0.0000000567 2414.1403 1266202.1 0.5202876 1.0042075 51.880495 27.106352 0.9084635 
0.671642 0.328358 0.0000000567 1967.8117 1137010.7 0.5677293 1.0042072 49.350329 28.135504 0.9133126 
0.6949162 0.3050838 0.0000000567 2270.6775 1124609.4 0.5717704 1.0042075 49.102331 28.193386 0.9135808 
0.7270014 0.2729986 0.0000000567 1749.9608 1196158.6 0.5413578 1.0042079 50.520426 27.464714 0.9101697 
0.7418111 0.2581889 0.0000000567 588.975 1309678.1 0.497296 1.0042087 52.711731 26.323655 0.9046689 
0.7442493 0.2557507 0.0000000567 710.16013 1364515.1 0.4669907 1.0042091 53.746965 25.204981 0.8990739 
0.7439861 0.2560139 0.0000000567 771.26464 1311340.3 0.4618936 1.0042095 52.743324 24.464354 0.8952514 
194 
 
0.7492089 0.2507911 0.0000000567 1132.5783 1272152.2 0.4456848 1.0042092 51.994825 23.270846 0.8888776 
0.7585741 0.2414259 0.0000000567 1661.2652 1258659.5 0.4154194 1.0042087 51.735301 21.582297 0.8793635 
0.7713749 0.2286251 0.0000000567 267.51211 1251418.3 0.3984561 1.0042069 51.595627 20.645082 0.8738039 
0.7860598 0.2139402 0.0000000567 2884.3794 1280299.6 0.3814104 1.0042063 52.151082 19.974631 0.8696925 
0.7899527 0.2100473 0.0000000567 4414.649 1290128.2 0.37547 1.0042061 52.33913 19.734429 0.8681907 
0.8008695 0.1991305 0.0000000567 4709.5447 1234908.5 0.3953161 1.0042066 51.276135 20.355551 0.8720427 
0.8017422 0.1982578 0.0000000567 5012.4105 1117955.1 0.4354738 1.0042075 48.968864 21.414382 0.8783829 
0.7898696 0.2101304 0.0000000567 4196.7981 1058441.7 0.4559412 1.0042081 47.76247 21.86852 0.8810201 
0.7666646 0.2333354 0.0000000567 3383.8424 1060567.6 0.4547431 1.0042082 47.805969 21.830917 0.8808035 
0.7510238 0.2489762 0.0000000567 2464.6179 1020720.6 0.4729728 1.004208 46.985355 22.31631 0.883575 
0.735854 0.264146 0.0000000567 1221.2739 1000205.2 0.4932084 1.0042078 46.558401 23.05962 0.8877204 
0.7270984 0.2729016 0.0000000567 1192.05 998848.56 0.4897142 1.0042078 46.530057 22.882309 0.8867421 
0.7004577 0.2995423 0.0000000567 724.46762 983793.33 0.4861917 1.0042081 46.214578 22.563696 0.8849676 
0.6710878 0.3289122 0.0000000567 117.712 919732.35 0.5033121 1.0042083 44.85215 22.669631 0.88556 
0.6327962 0.3672038 0.0000000567 1281.3545 906002.33 0.4853756 1.0042084 44.5557 21.71726 0.880147 
0.6107411 0.3892589 0.0000000567 688.90639 898255.77 0.4732107 1.0042084 44.387715 21.093138 0.8764882 
0.6252043 0.3747957 0.0000000567 176.1598 926335.19 0.4676321 1.0042077 44.994137 21.129235 0.8767023 
0.6584394 0.3415606 0.0000000567 370.10022 959664.95 0.4645052 1.004207 45.705314 21.319675 0.8778268 
0.7228592 0.2771408 0.0000000567 2001.3251 1062459.9 0.417538 1.0042063 47.844664 20.060993 0.8702287 
0.7683132 0.2316868 0.0000000567 4177.1772 1098897.2 0.3774904 1.0042064 48.585065 18.417542 0.8596674 
0.7908671 0.2091329 0.0000000567 5468.3422 1068627.3 0.3516751 1.0042068 47.970611 16.941035 0.8494658 
0.7880548 0.2119452 0.0000000567 5760.5811 1053493.9 0.3407971 1.0042064 47.661106 16.31109 0.8448798 
0.7769025 0.2230975 0.0000000567 5037.9538 1067914.4 0.3298863 1.0042054 47.956064 15.886577 0.8417029 
0.7364774 0.2635226 0.0000000567 3358.908 1059858.6 0.357796 1.0042046 47.791466 17.171493 0.8511071 
0.6890838 0.3109162 0.0000000567 2227.1461 1069102.9 0.3773826 1.0042042 47.980311 18.183062 0.8580952 
0.6346249 0.3653751 0.0000000567 1881.7728 1157823 0.3731949 1.0042035 49.764411 18.649892 0.8612084 
0.5885751 0.4114249 0.0000000567 2580.4896 1226187.9 0.3520164 1.0042037 51.106786 18.066054 0.8573042 
0.5511147 0.4488853 0.0000000567 3079.9526 1236499 0.3412331 1.0042036 51.306979 17.581234 0.8539791 
0.508653 0.491347 0.0000000567 2317.4745 1251418.3 0.329693 1.004203 51.595627 17.082212 0.8504735 
0.4765817 0.5234183 0.0000000567 925.35429 1196417.4 0.3449711 1.0042028 50.5255 17.50309 0.8534358 
0.4443025 0.5556975 0.0000000567 453.48238 1075777 0.3922938 1.0042031 48.116292 18.955061 0.8632075 
195 
 
0.4316679 0.5683321 0.0000000567 165.53293 1031790.3 0.4194006 1.0042033 47.214456 19.885004 0.869134 
0.4476967 0.5523033 0.0000000567 510.90628 1008373.9 0.43769 1.0042033 46.728775 20.538688 0.8731592 
0.5016708 0.4983292 0.0000000567 672.96608 1026474.9 0.4324902 1.0042031 47.104557 20.457885 0.8726677 
0.5460026 0.4539974 0.0000000567 747.35418 1058441.7 0.4159626 1.0042029 47.76247 19.950904 0.8695449 
0.5531927 0.4468073 0.0000000567 557.09438 1085606.2 0.3972329 1.0042029 48.316014 19.273373 0.8652636 
0.493026 0.506974 0.0000000567 1710.11 1012476.9 0.4242328 1.0042028 46.814166 19.943574 0.8694992 
0.4581285 0.5418715 0.0000000567 2557.6031 927189.76 0.4690716 1.0042028 45.012487 21.202817 0.8771379 
0.4066343 0.5933657 0.0000000567 2161.7521 910632.08 0.4852775 1.0042025 44.655845 21.761547 0.8804032 
0.4828297 0.5171703 0.0000000567 1609.1547 942024.22 0.4813108 1.0042023 45.330043 21.909525 0.8812559 
0.5604382 0.4395618 0.0000000567 671.33326 946140.16 0.4902484 1.0042025 45.417828 22.359589 0.8838196 
0.6557518 0.3442482 0.0000000567 664.99592 954194.08 0.5001835 1.0042026 45.589202 22.898798 0.8868333 
0.6868395 0.3131605 0.0000000567 2490.1612 986029.5 0.5021025 1.0042027 46.261546 23.325657 0.8891763 
0.6714619 0.3285381 0.0000000567 2968.3705 1010879.8 0.5093612 1.0042025 46.780943 23.928538 0.8924237 
0.673817 0.326183 0.0000000567 3433.2961 1001789.6 0.5315608 1.0042023 46.591486 24.87028 0.8973586 
0.6594369 0.3405631 0.0000000567 3765.3859 987821.18 0.5470117 1.0042022 46.29915 25.432601 0.9002294 
0.658287 0.341713 0.0000000567 4357.834 998622.59 0.5607933 1.0042021 46.525335 26.200732 0.9040642 
0.6510692 0.3489308 0.0000000567 5069.8344 878798.73 0.6066529 1.0042024 43.963422 26.782616 0.9069055 
0.6423829 0.3576171 0.0000000567 7168.6417 737888.81 0.6852113 1.0042028 40.778486 28.059313 0.9129589 
0.6068066 0.3931934 0.0000000567 8807.8367 682100.57 0.7370764 1.004203 39.454703 29.20336 0.9181859 
0.586594 0.413406 0.0000000567 12537.869 660794.84 0.7542066 1.0042032 38.938204 29.490887 0.9194719 
0.5637493 0.4362507 0.0000000567 14727.005 633543.05 0.7790804 1.0042034 38.26801 29.939178 0.9214557 
0.5305003 0.4694997 0.0000000567 16124.438 562240.67 0.834635 1.0042037 36.458454 30.557418 0.9241502 
0.494259 0.505741 0.0000000567 17019.752 562387.54 0.8416134 1.0042038 36.462273 30.816139 0.925264 
0.4457433 0.5542567 0.0000000567 18789.126 560773.52 0.8451969 1.0042039 36.420292 30.911724 0.9256734 
0.3266152 0.6733848 0.0000000567 20752.441 520014.74 0.8542917 1.0042038 35.343504 30.320587 0.9231236 
0.2069745 0.7930255 0.0000000567 22402.263 485322.01 0.8619211 1.0042035 34.399715 29.774473 0.9207298 
0.1257779 0.8742221 0.0000000567 23937.846 471402.03 0.8650789 1.0042033 34.013312 29.547879 0.9197255 
0.0853389 0.9146611 0.0000000567 24556.861 472432.29 0.8526451 1.004203 34.042071 29.1478 0.9179361 
0.7996642 0.2003358 0.0000000567 5393.954 2077874 0.2450328 1.0042032 66.18804 16.286407 0.844697 
0.7827349 0.2172651 0.0000000567 4719.1477 2069275.6 0.2496209 1.0042034 66.047034 16.556022 0.8466806 
0.7587403 0.2412597 0.0000000567 4113.4159 2072399.2 0.2572014 1.0042035 66.098279 17.072029 0.8504011 
196 
 
0.7232471 0.2767529 0.0000000567 3675.0575 1992326.4 0.2768708 1.0042036 64.777074 18.010268 0.8569255 
0.6848861 0.3151139 0.0000000567 2065.0863 1988157.4 0.2777158 1.0042036 64.707845 18.045928 0.8571677 
0.6516511 0.3483489 0.0000000567 203.75088 2008686.3 0.2741454 1.0042035 65.048312 17.907658 0.8562264 
0.6582732 0.3417268 0.0000000567 1561.3338 1943473.7 0.2935384 1.0042036 63.963013 18.854527 0.862552 
0.6982965 0.3017035 0.0000000567 2618.7076 1979461.6 0.2942357 1.0042034 64.563302 19.076678 0.8639966 
0.7429332 0.2570668 0.0000000567 6130.8888 1986643.1 0.3015614 1.0042047 64.682687 19.587817 0.8672663 
0.7860598 0.2139402 0.0000000567 8761.0397 2131225.3 0.2815922 1.004207 67.059035 18.962745 0.8632575 
0.8026289 0.1973711 0.0000000567 11598.415 1988915 0.310479 1.00421 64.720428 20.178929 0.8709577 
0.8057183 0.1942817 0.0000000567 10333.817 1783371.1 0.3580845 1.0042117 61.249256 22.024785 0.8819167 
0.7949539 0.2050461 0.0000000567 8683.9949 1594507 0.4123808 1.004211 57.946625 23.996703 0.8927864 
0.7590035 0.2409965 0.0000000567 6614.4115 1483589.1 0.4513903 1.0042101 55.948155 25.360776 0.8998657 
0.7175255 0.2824745 0.0000000567 4991.1568 1335901.8 0.5040711 1.0042092 53.208581 26.9338 0.9076351 
0.6785273 0.3214727 0.0000000567 3128.7975 1321625.6 0.5046399 1.0042083 52.938511 26.827308 0.9071216 
0.672584 0.327416 0.0000000567 3349.305 1180455.7 0.5573998 1.0042081 50.211783 28.105817 0.9131749 
0.6834454 0.3165546 0.0000000567 3591.0664 1128814.4 0.5791905 1.0042085 49.186528 28.608262 0.9154893 
0.694279 0.305721 0.0000000567 2764.8271 1175085.8 0.5587231 1.0042092 50.105909 28.113169 0.913209 
0.6962185 0.3037815 0.0000000567 867.93039 1288759.7 0.5227692 1.0042103 52.312977 27.462756 0.9101604 
0.6932399 0.3067601 0.0000000567 2413.1164 1337870.2 0.4920814 1.0042105 53.245743 26.31156 0.9046095 
0.6914805 0.3085195 0.0000000567 2981.6541 1328049.6 0.472689 1.0042102 53.060159 25.186546 0.8989799 
0.6948331 0.3051669 0.0000000567 2808.9674 1300564.1 0.4567375 1.0042091 52.538264 24.0972 0.8933196 
0.7046 0.2954 0.0000000567 365.81068 1253828.5 0.4361733 1.0042075 51.642149 22.619703 0.8852811 
0.7193403 0.2806597 0.0000000567 2345.0656 1198488.6 0.4474004 1.0042062 50.566103 22.718454 0.8858322 
0.7390819 0.2609181 0.0000000567 4063.9622 1243675.5 0.4227106 1.0042057 51.445973 21.838219 0.8808456 
0.7598347 0.2401653 0.0000000567 4417.3057 1281116.5 0.4096623 1.0042057 52.16673 21.460621 0.8786536 
0.7831783 0.2168217 0.0000000567 4271.1862 1266202.1 0.4086124 1.0042061 51.880495 21.288179 0.8776415 
0.7979879 0.2020121 0.0000000567 4305.7235 1157823 0.4356066 1.0042069 49.764411 21.7689 0.8804457 
0.7661659 0.2338341 0.0000000567 3450.2603 1120662.5 0.453148 1.0042074 49.023202 22.308233 0.8835293 
0.7294951 0.2705049 0.0000000567 2735.6032 1070768.5 0.4730026 1.0042074 48.014275 22.806434 0.8863214 
0.7048355 0.2951645 0.0000000567 1869.5131 1059858.6 0.4893347 1.0042073 47.791466 23.484412 0.8900384 
0.6907186 0.3092814 0.0000000567 801.51244 1039452.8 0.5106677 1.0042073 47.372526 24.2934 0.894355 
0.6938356 0.3061644 0.0000000567 389.72114 1050674.4 0.4968905 1.0042074 47.603268 23.753132 0.8914862 
197 
 
0.6918546 0.3081454 0.0000000567 379.09427 1002469.3 0.508421 1.0042078 46.605672 23.79501 0.8917105 
0.6463313 0.3536687 0.0000000567 394.01068 953975.73 0.5182723 1.0042078 45.584563 23.724627 0.8913333 
0.5887691 0.4112309 0.0000000567 1236.1903 946791.28 0.4986907 1.0042076 45.431702 22.751699 0.8860173 
0.5396438 0.4603562 0.0000000567 1124.6081 957692.74 0.4946265 1.0042071 45.663484 22.681394 0.8856256 
0.5529572 0.4470428 0.0000000567 1406.2203 1012476.9 0.459484 1.0042067 46.814166 21.600849 0.8794715 
0.6213392 0.3786608 0.0000000567 1764.8772 1093566.2 0.4117962 1.0042061 48.477288 20.046729 0.8701403 
0.697784 0.302216 0.0000000567 3146.3706 1174830.5 0.3750746 1.0042056 50.100872 18.870596 0.862657 
0.7640186 0.2359814 0.0000000567 4870.5806 1200822.1 0.354394 1.0042054 50.611816 18.011952 0.856937 
0.7656533 0.2343467 0.0000000567 5941.238 1195641.3 0.3466327 1.0042051 50.510281 17.582139 0.8539854 
0.7459256 0.2540744 0.0000000567 6254.7307 1150267.8 0.3571775 1.0042048 49.614395 17.795659 0.8554593 
0.7153782 0.2846218 0.0000000567 5380.6705 1141999.9 0.3620027 1.004204 49.449833 17.976228 0.856694 
0.6724732 0.3275268 0.0000000567 3911.5054 1145752.5 0.3823805 1.0042033 49.524575 19.016831 0.8636088 
0.6243593 0.3756407 0.0000000567 2612.3703 1105954.1 0.4098744 1.0042031 48.727453 20.05608 0.8701983 
0.5785727 0.4214273 0.0000000567 1926.937 1066014.8 0.450331 1.0042032 47.917291 21.669338 0.8798693 
0.5435782 0.4564218 0.0000000567 2407.803 1115989.1 0.452671 1.0042034 48.929379 22.242012 0.8831541 
0.5143469 0.4856531 0.0000000567 2838.1913 1143249.7 0.4509349 1.0042033 49.474736 22.403662 0.8840682 
0.4910727 0.5089273 0.0000000567 2548.609 1163387 0.4435813 1.0042029 49.874674 22.216454 0.8830091 
0.4685327 0.5314673 0.0000000567 2057.1162 1167700.3 0.4327099 1.0042028 49.960022 21.70905 0.8800994 
0.4426124 0.5573876 0.0000000567 1132.5783 1065065.9 0.4789389 1.0042029 47.897914 23.036591 0.8875937 
0.4276226 0.5723774 0.0000000567 1119.2947 1010195.9 0.50837 1.0042029 46.76671 23.874717 0.8921366 
0.4367661 0.5632339 0.0000000567 1121.9514 1014533.1 0.4999151 1.0042027 46.856912 23.522925 0.8902467 
0.4505228 0.5494772 0.0000000567 1448.7277 988717.94 0.5168742 1.0042025 46.317962 24.041172 0.8930226 
0.4779948 0.5220052 0.0000000567 1592.1905 1087291 0.4699496 1.0042022 48.350184 22.817635 0.8863836 
0.4990385 0.5009615 0.0000000567 433.86145 1133528.1 0.4470043 1.004202 49.28078 22.121286 0.8824677 
0.4998975 0.5001025 0.0000000567 1003.423 1068152 0.4771943 1.004202 47.960912 22.982846 0.8872976 
0.5271339 0.4728661 0.0000000567 1370.0501 971562.29 0.5147048 1.0042022 45.956996 23.753686 0.8914891 
0.5622808 0.4377192 0.0000000567 314.30914 948529.22 0.5329124 1.0042022 45.468718 24.332666 0.8945614 
0.6107549 0.3892451 0.0000000567 1501.8621 1020950.3 0.5148781 1.0042019 46.990119 24.295845 0.8943679 
0.6503073 0.3496927 0.0000000567 1554.9965 1049266.8 0.5023534 1.0042021 47.574372 23.999573 0.8928017 
0.6876153 0.3123847 0.0000000567 2346.6984 1024630.9 0.5197866 1.0042025 47.066384 24.567289 0.8957886 
0.6915913 0.3084087 0.0000000567 3643.1769 1021409.8 0.5302501 1.0042028 46.999646 25.026308 0.8981607 
198 
 
0.6509861 0.3490139 0.0000000567 4150.61 1009284.6 0.5399294 1.0042029 46.747739 25.346563 0.8997937 
0.6058784 0.3941216 0.0000000567 4331.2668 980000.57 0.5637632 1.0042029 46.134828 26.118433 0.903658 
0.5913459 0.4086541 0.0000000567 4705.8641 941375.58 0.5842114 1.0042029 45.316196 26.585507 0.905949 
0.5903622 0.4096378 0.0000000567 5635.7154 889937.11 0.6136254 1.0042029 44.206731 27.240381 0.9091039 
0.5938672 0.4061328 0.0000000567 7601.6867 728034.48 0.6904973 1.0042033 40.547523 28.115637 0.9132204 
0.6061832 0.3938168 0.0000000567 10558.614 634185.76 0.7554809 1.0042037 38.283945 29.044373 0.9174701 
0.6130685 0.3869315 0.0000000567 13342.854 577970.05 0.809499 1.0042042 36.865126 29.967744 0.9215813 
0.6104501 0.3895499 0.0000000567 16639.842 565331.04 0.824343 1.0042045 36.538709 30.24707 0.9228035 
0.6045484 0.3954516 0.0000000567 19150.44 556535.03 0.8380369 1.0042048 36.309818 30.556916 0.9241481 
0.5874668 0.4125332 0.0000000567 19976.679 569916.3 0.8295365 1.004205 36.657462 30.53657 0.9240601 
0.5514194 0.4485806 0.0000000567 20901.217 574977.29 0.8179632 1.0042052 36.788094 30.217847 0.9226761 
0.4873737 0.5126263 0.0000000567 22675.905 567398.37 0.8248127 1.0042052 36.592298 30.308712 0.923072 
0.3798273 0.6201727 0.0000000567 24774.712 536126.84 0.831373 1.0042049 35.77309 29.86584 0.9211329 
0.2603529 0.7396471 0.0000000567 26554.713 505623.41 0.8541399 1.0042045 34.955213 29.982175 0.9216447 
0.1508254 0.8491746 0.0000000567 27641.311 433363.93 0.8843145 1.0042041 32.932607 29.245217 0.9183738 
0.1154707 0.8845293 0.0000000567 28393.162 417283.53 0.8829257 1.0042039 32.46392 28.783726 0.9162893 
0.7970458 0.2029542 0.0000000567 4456.1326 2124849.1 0.2469933 1.0042025 66.955289 16.607009 0.8470526 
0.7795347 0.2204653 0.0000000567 4108.1025 2030912.4 0.2703637 1.0042028 65.41573 17.760372 0.8552168 
0.7559834 0.2440166 0.0000000567 3821.177 2045187.1 0.2775055 1.0042027 65.651056 18.295096 0.8588485 
0.7143946 0.2856054 0.0000000567 3234.0423 2019393.2 0.2904453 1.0042026 65.225462 19.024046 0.8636556 
0.6710047 0.3289953 0.0000000567 2511.415 2127636.9 0.2696742 1.0042026 67.000661 18.144284 0.8578336 
0.6332811 0.3667189 0.0000000567 479.02566 2079440.2 0.2736675 1.0042027 66.213706 18.196692 0.8581871 
0.642092 0.357908 0.0000000567 937.00506 1979084.2 0.2985604 1.004203 64.557024 19.355181 0.8657874 
0.6834731 0.3165269 0.0000000567 1500.2293 2018627 0.2948199 1.0042032 65.212794 19.306843 0.8654781 
0.7418803 0.2581197 0.0000000567 3304.1408 2088463.2 0.2888425 1.0042038 66.361449 19.248588 0.8651046 
0.7856304 0.2143696 0.0000000567 4837.0672 2068885.3 0.2962639 1.0042044 66.040631 19.647715 0.8676447 
0.7977801 0.2022199 0.0000000567 8219.0692 1932699.5 0.3238203 1.0042069 63.782631 20.741001 0.8743828 
0.7957713 0.2042287 0.0000000567 7977.3079 1754231.2 0.367528 1.004209 60.74725 22.420288 0.8841619 
0.7810448 0.2189552 0.0000000567 8516.6217 1642867.9 0.3987603 1.0042112 58.803723 23.547334 0.8903787 
0.7516611 0.2483389 0.0000000567 6696.7698 1519174.4 0.4381699 1.0042106 56.594482 24.902413 0.8975241 
0.7265443 0.2734557 0.0000000567 6781.7848 1329169.3 0.5114846 1.0042114 53.08134 27.264626 0.9092194 
199 
 
0.6988507 0.3011493 0.0000000567 4983.1866 1305805.7 0.5176006 1.0042113 52.638078 27.360239 0.9096742 
0.6856758 0.3143242 0.0000000567 4720.1716 1209668 0.5546155 1.0042112 50.784834 28.284666 0.9140027 
0.6703813 0.3296187 0.0000000567 1250.4978 1190219.6 0.5603938 1.004211 50.403859 28.364955 0.9143729 
0.6704367 0.3295633 0.0000000567 401.98083 1205759.4 0.5548173 1.0042117 50.708439 28.252412 0.9138538 
0.6603928 0.3396072 0.0000000567 2336.0716 1279483.1 0.5345909 1.0042122 52.135438 27.988527 0.9126295 
0.6474118 0.3525882 0.0000000567 4960.909 1298361.8 0.5125748 1.0042115 52.496286 27.021599 0.9080572 
0.6441978 0.3558022 0.0000000567 5571.9542 1295612.9 0.4949811 1.0042103 52.443855 26.068012 0.9034085 
0.642757 0.357243 0.0000000567 1270.7276 1269445 0.4795049 1.0042076 51.94283 25.011639 0.8980854 
0.6528702 0.3471298 0.0000000567 2879.066 1283569.6 0.4414994 1.004206 52.213699 23.149275 0.8882127 
0.6697025 0.3302975 0.0000000567 4382.7684 1218825 0.4558371 1.0042056 50.963478 23.328743 0.8891931 
0.6951102 0.3048898 0.0000000567 3936.4397 1250883.1 0.43728 1.0042053 51.585294 22.652075 0.885462 
0.7243415 0.2756585 0.0000000567 4008.1711 1317448.6 0.4075818 1.0042053 52.859305 21.635091 0.8796705 
0.7496938 0.2503062 0.0000000567 3769.0665 1286299.3 0.4211227 1.0042055 52.26593 22.102935 0.8823631 
0.7664707 0.2335293 0.0000000567 3553.8723 1169734.2 0.457406 1.0042062 50.00023 22.966602 0.887208 
0.7338452 0.2661548 0.0000000567 2576.2001 1118693 0.4853492 1.0042065 48.983678 23.874197 0.8921339 
0.6975484 0.3024516 0.0000000567 1524.1398 1104735 0.4900559 1.0042063 48.702877 23.967526 0.8926313 
0.6644935 0.3355065 0.0000000567 716.49746 1057026.3 0.523317 1.0042062 47.73349 25.084819 0.8984603 
0.6447104 0.3552896 0.0000000567 193.12401 1071006.6 0.523308 1.0042063 48.019129 25.234494 0.8992242 
0.6450983 0.3549017 0.0000000567 263.8315 1053964.4 0.5151445 1.0042067 47.670752 24.660631 0.896274 
0.6415102 0.3584898 0.0000000567 306.33899 1000205.2 0.5296825 1.0042073 46.558401 24.764925 0.8968145 
0.588492 0.411508 0.0000000567 840.33931 980000.57 0.5446994 1.0042073 46.134828 25.235341 0.8992285 
0.5200685 0.4799315 0.0000000567 1477.9516 982007.13 0.5317221 1.0042069 46.177033 24.65664 0.8962533 
0.4623816 0.5376184 0.0000000567 1895.0564 985134.57 0.5142378 1.0042066 46.242753 23.879803 0.8921638 
0.4895765 0.5104235 0.0000000567 2391.8627 1009740.2 0.4726541 1.0042068 46.757224 22.192967 0.8828757 
0.5660767 0.4339233 0.0000000567 3122.4601 1100597.5 0.4121596 1.0042064 48.619401 20.123246 0.870614 
0.6857035 0.3142965 0.0000000567 3590.0425 1254900.9 0.3489139 1.0042058 51.662837 18.101694 0.8575456 
0.7608322 0.2391678 0.0000000567 4719.1477 1306911.2 0.3267174 1.0042054 52.659113 17.276998 0.8518522 
0.7591144 0.2408856 0.0000000567 6015.6261 1275135 0.3356032 1.0042049 52.052072 17.542298 0.8537087 
0.7226375 0.2773625 0.0000000567 6616.0443 1230938.9 0.3506531 1.0042046 51.199098 18.028606 0.8570501 
0.6828774 0.3171226 0.0000000567 5949.2081 1193832 0.3720351 1.0042041 50.474785 18.857338 0.8625704 
0.624387 0.375613 0.0000000567 5133.5957 1078168.2 0.4533399 1.0042038 48.164939 21.926877 0.8813556 
200 
 
0.5738348 0.4261652 0.0000000567 3930.1024 1035964.6 0.4897398 1.0042036 47.300619 23.26237 0.8888313 
0.5242523 0.4757477 0.0000000567 3590.0425 1002469.3 0.5386747 1.0042036 46.605672 25.210831 0.8991037 
0.4911835 0.5088165 0.0000000567 3457.2066 1036661.5 0.5281794 1.0042035 47.314992 25.09585 0.8985168 
0.4707077 0.5292923 0.0000000567 3850.4009 1082002.3 0.5329308 1.0042034 48.242861 25.818176 0.9021665 
0.4503704 0.5496296 0.0000000567 4046.998 1046923.8 0.5582897 1.0042031 47.526245 26.644935 0.9062381 
0.4284954 0.5715046 0.0000000567 3988.5502 1051613.6 0.5475454 1.0042029 47.62254 26.185097 0.9039871 
0.4047086 0.5952914 0.0000000567 3587.3858 1000431.4 0.5675482 1.0042029 46.563126 26.537885 0.905717 
0.3884443 0.6115557 0.0000000567 3818.5202 1031790.3 0.5264992 1.0042027 47.214456 24.962845 0.8978349 
0.3834847 0.6165153 0.0000000567 3802.5799 1020720.6 0.5228384 1.0042025 46.985355 24.668984 0.8963174 
0.4055675 0.5944325 0.0000000567 4416.2818 1047626.3 0.525926 1.0042021 47.540679 25.107944 0.8985786 
0.4372925 0.5627075 0.0000000567 4426.9087 1128814.4 0.4871994 1.0042017 49.186528 24.064338 0.8931455 
0.4760829 0.5239171 0.0000000567 3531.5947 1182506.3 0.4665907 1.0042015 50.252167 23.545705 0.8903698 
0.5337837 0.4662163 0.0000000567 3077.2959 1167446.2 0.4740978 1.0042015 49.954998 23.783062 0.8916466 
0.5851671 0.4148329 0.0000000567 3042.7586 1065303.1 0.5116502 1.0042018 47.902758 24.612441 0.8960236 
0.6377558 0.3622442 0.0000000567 4240.9384 1016821.5 0.5459685 1.0042021 46.904448 25.71596 0.9016554 
0.6681924 0.3318076 0.0000000567 5165.4763 1059622.4 0.5394959 1.0042021 47.786632 25.889026 0.9025198 
0.6973129 0.3026871 0.0000000567 5255.8047 1090183.9 0.5289358 1.0042022 48.408811 25.712753 0.9016393 
0.693046 0.306954 0.0000000567 5064.521 1048329.1 0.5501877 1.0042026 47.555116 26.2742 0.9044259 
0.6717113 0.3282887 0.0000000567 5776.5214 1010195.9 0.569647 1.0042031 46.76671 26.752488 0.9067597 
0.6275041 0.3724959 0.0000000567 6023.5962 940295.23 0.5935495 1.0042034 45.293125 26.996716 0.9079377 
0.582244 0.417756 0.0000000567 6743.5668 825058.43 0.6463166 1.0042038 42.773073 27.761162 0.9115667 
0.5568224 0.4431776 0.0000000567 7083.6267 781124.96 0.6754212 1.0042038 41.778299 28.336574 0.9142422 
0.5239337 0.4760663 0.0000000567 9570.3148 727856.23 0.705065 1.004204 40.543334 28.705858 0.9159348 
0.5204148 0.4795852 0.0000000567 12335.958 623325.99 0.7732407 1.0042043 38.01385 29.517435 0.9195901 
0.5358756 0.4641244 0.0000000567 15173.333 576172.99 0.8162417 1.0042047 36.81889 30.179475 0.9225086 
0.5713965 0.4286035 0.0000000567 17086.17 581727.41 0.814324 1.004205 36.961614 30.225294 0.9227086 
0.5867603 0.4132397 0.0000000567 19923.545 571847.42 0.8281793 1.0042054 36.707361 30.528121 0.9240236 
0.6193581 0.3806419 0.0000000567 21119.068 570509.96 0.8232084 1.004206 36.672809 30.316341 0.9231051 
0.6164626 0.3835374 0.0000000567 22205.666 576023.43 0.8170291 1.0042063 36.815039 30.205479 0.9226222 
0.5866079 0.4133921 0.0000000567 23956.443 577071 0.8090434 1.0042064 36.842001 29.932157 0.9214248 
0.5455455 0.4544545 0.0000000567 27157.788 579320.59 0.8123296 1.0042062 36.899836 30.100912 0.9221652 
201 
 
0.4479045 0.5520955 0.0000000567 29307.073 562534.44 0.8227915 1.004206 36.466091 30.130184 0.9222932 
0.3515796 0.6484204 0.0000000567 31060.507 546690.74 0.8328195 1.0042055 36.051923 30.151014 0.9223843 
0.2561275 0.7438725 0.0000000567 31743.284 464746.36 0.8772339 1.0042051 33.8269 29.798886 0.9208376 
0.2067529 0.7932471 0.0000000567 32548.269 420109.01 0.8954268 1.0042048 32.546814 29.265832 0.9184662 
0.7991239 0.2008761 0.0000000567 3372.1916 2126840.1 0.2513135 1.0042022 66.987695 16.905654 0.8492122 
0.785852 0.214148 0.0000000567 2936.4899 1975312.9 0.2867586 1.0042026 64.494272 18.572011 0.8606937 
0.764448 0.235552 0.0000000567 2737.236 2002206.4 0.2916879 1.0042024 64.940961 19.0221 0.863643 
0.7449559 0.2550441 0.0000000567 2487.5045 2017095.3 0.2980679 1.0042025 65.187466 19.511944 0.8667856 
0.7015245 0.2984755 0.0000000567 1759.5638 2129629.9 0.2758592 1.0042024 67.033086 18.569402 0.8606764 
0.6756457 0.3243543 0.0000000567 1013.026 2033992.5 0.2920053 1.0042027 65.466549 19.196918 0.8647725 
0.6808547 0.3191453 0.0000000567 349.87037 2068495.2 0.2852287 1.004203 66.034228 18.914017 0.8629403 
0.7217093 0.2782907 0.0000000567 905.12445 2118884.4 0.2791749 1.0042032 66.858154 18.743572 0.861825 
0.7403426 0.2596574 0.0000000567 2036.8863 2072399.2 0.2930273 1.0042036 66.098279 19.450019 0.8663921 
0.7816544 0.2183456 0.0000000567 3195.2154 2030527.6 0.3055116 1.0042041 65.40938 20.067335 0.870268 
0.7783433 0.2216567 0.0000000567 4369.4848 1888956.6 0.3354657 1.0042052 63.047058 21.239065 0.8773519 
0.7625639 0.2374361 0.0000000567 4661.7238 1840593.3 0.3457095 1.0042062 62.227592 21.603157 0.8794849 
0.747782 0.252218 0.0000000567 5206.351 1724768.8 0.3752782 1.0042084 60.236997 22.700765 0.8857336 
0.7429332 0.2570668 0.0000000567 7897.6063 1533773.3 0.4336707 1.0042109 56.858197 24.761567 0.8967972 
0.7268213 0.2731787 0.0000000567 8683.9949 1344071 0.506743 1.0042125 53.362685 27.155076 0.9086966 
0.7131616 0.2868384 0.0000000567 7180.2925 1290128.2 0.5290841 1.0042134 52.33913 27.808479 0.9117885 
0.6976593 0.3023407 0.0000000567 5092.1121 1283296.8 0.5270317 1.0042146 52.208479 27.631491 0.9109572 
0.6823232 0.3176768 0.0000000567 1617.1249 1262965.4 0.5325883 1.0042144 51.818226 27.714089 0.9113457 
0.6579268 0.3420732 0.0000000567 4341.8937 1187644.3 0.5641564 1.0042142 50.353251 28.526822 0.9151165 
0.6381299 0.3618701 0.0000000567 7035.8058 1237029.6 0.5486809 1.0042141 51.317263 28.275456 0.9139602 
0.6196767 0.3803233 0.0000000567 9001.7772 1258122 0.5272705 1.0042132 51.724943 27.387944 0.9098058 
0.6002538 0.3997462 0.0000000567 7920.4929 1243142.8 0.5154648 1.0042104 51.435665 26.624903 0.9061407 
0.598813 0.401187 0.0000000567 3603.3261 1217775.8 0.4994109 1.0042076 50.943034 25.548553 0.9008145 
0.6106441 0.3893559 0.0000000567 4183.5145 1283296.8 0.4511762 1.0042053 52.208479 23.654277 0.8909552 
0.6291388 0.3708612 0.0000000567 5554.381 1235438.5 0.4606935 1.0042054 51.286415 23.726683 0.8913443 
0.6538261 0.3461739 0.0000000567 4770.6492 1262157.2 0.4447431 1.0042052 51.802669 23.135761 0.8881386 
0.6682894 0.3317106 0.0000000567 4024.1114 1274863.7 0.4425504 1.004205 52.046866 23.130218 0.8881082 
202 
 
0.6935447 0.3064553 0.0000000567 3795.6337 1242610.3 0.4584039 1.0042052 51.42536 23.672718 0.8910544 
0.7038103 0.2961897 0.0000000567 2727.633 1092357.3 0.5244646 1.0042058 48.452823 25.518669 0.9006639 
0.6873937 0.3126063 0.0000000567 1545.3935 1045052.3 0.5450201 1.0042058 47.487775 25.990645 0.903025 
0.6513186 0.3486814 0.0000000567 469.42268 1035732.4 0.5476126 1.0042056 47.295828 26.008717 0.9031147 
0.6294436 0.3705564 0.0000000567 69.89108 1087772.8 0.5211904 1.0042054 48.359951 25.310735 0.8996119 
0.6083167 0.3916833 0.0000000567 447.14504 1117217.5 0.5111183 1.0042054 48.954054 25.126537 0.8986736 
0.5874807 0.4125193 0.0000000567 606.54812 1054905.8 0.5218194 1.0042062 47.690048 24.990266 0.8979758 
0.5510731 0.4489269 0.0000000567 1005.0558 987373.04 0.5600973 1.0042065 46.289746 26.035826 0.9032491 
0.4979025 0.5020975 0.0000000567 1541.7129 967363.65 0.5758408 1.0042066 45.868304 26.523947 0.9056491 
0.4328039 0.5671961 0.0000000567 2338.7283 980223.37 0.5515042 1.0042064 46.139515 25.553171 0.9008378 
0.3782619 0.6217381 0.0000000567 2750.5196 950051.89 0.5441771 1.0042064 45.501129 24.864827 0.8973305 
0.4190749 0.5809251 0.0000000567 3058.6989 931900.42 0.5284258 1.004207 45.113525 23.939442 0.8924818 
0.5397823 0.4602177 0.0000000567 3002.9078 1023709.8 0.4653343 1.0042068 47.047308 21.984822 0.881688 
0.6597694 0.3402306 0.0000000567 3470.4902 1170243 0.3943704 1.0042062 50.010286 19.805533 0.8686369 
0.7656117 0.2343883 0.0000000567 3842.4307 1322183.3 0.338653 1.0042057 52.949079 18.006776 0.8569018 
0.7641294 0.2358706 0.0000000567 5011.3866 1274049.8 0.3565343 1.0042052 52.031249 18.628936 0.8610701 
0.7240506 0.2759494 0.0000000567 5842.9394 1241279.9 0.3681386 1.004205 51.399605 19.001744 0.8635109 
0.6651585 0.3348415 0.0000000567 6350.3725 1156813.5 0.414579 1.0042047 49.744386 20.709694 0.8741941 
0.606488 0.393512 0.0000000567 5532.1034 1043416.8 0.5045717 1.0042045 47.454135 24.044685 0.8930412 
0.5372748 0.4627252 0.0000000567 5470.9989 1009740.2 0.5429891 1.0042043 46.757224 25.495406 0.9005466 
0.4734646 0.5265354 0.0000000567 5800.4319 989839.74 0.5829687 1.0042042 46.341486 27.129214 0.908573 
0.4390104 0.5609896 0.0000000567 5601.1781 1021180 0.5645151 1.004204 46.994882 26.640851 0.9062182 
0.3988069 0.6011931 0.0000000567 5678.2229 1014533.1 0.5766797 1.0042035 46.856912 27.135014 0.9086007 
0.378151 0.621849 0.0000000567 5837.626 971119.69 0.610741 1.0042032 45.947653 28.180068 0.9135191 
0.3471326 0.6528674 0.0000000567 6071.4172 968467.24 0.6093054 1.0042029 45.891629 28.079539 0.9130528 
0.3151582 0.6848418 0.0000000567 6642.6115 982676.67 0.5812043 1.0042029 46.191109 26.959305 0.9077579 
0.2988801 0.7011199 0.0000000567 6884.3729 1013847.4 0.5390006 1.0042027 46.84266 25.354331 0.899833 
0.3234704 0.6765296 0.0000000567 7859.3884 1021869.5 0.5307615 1.0042027 47.009175 25.055521 0.8983104 
0.3554448 0.6445552 0.0000000567 8592.6426 1070054.4 0.525505 1.0042023 47.999716 25.330088 0.8997101 
0.4137828 0.5862172 0.0000000567 8512.941 1149765.4 0.4878965 1.0042017 49.604408 24.303508 0.8944082 
0.4733676 0.5266324 0.0000000567 8180.8513 1194348.8 0.468823 1.0042015 50.484925 23.767935 0.8915655 
203 
 
0.5312346 0.4687654 0.0000000567 7731.8659 1179175.5 0.4763607 1.0042015 50.186557 24.007349 0.892843 
0.5496185 0.4503815 0.0000000567 6985.3282 1108395.4 0.5085008 1.0042019 48.776636 24.907177 0.8975486 
0.5910965 0.4089035 0.0000000567 7460.8807 1052553.4 0.5448496 1.0042024 47.64182 26.066709 0.9034021 
0.6130962 0.3869038 0.0000000567 8055.9855 1058677.8 0.5533069 1.0042025 47.767302 26.54105 0.9057325 
0.6274625 0.3725375 0.0000000567 7755.7764 1028552.4 0.5731511 1.0042027 47.147534 27.136231 0.9086065 
0.6231956 0.3768045 0.0000000567 7561.836 988493.69 0.5961323 1.0042032 46.313258 27.724874 0.9113963 
0.6280998 0.3719002 0.0000000567 7870.0153 860467.5 0.6460516 1.0042037 43.5605 28.260632 0.9138917 
0.6073608 0.3926392 0.0000000567 8138.3438 761578.38 0.6934387 1.0042042 41.328965 28.779592 0.9162705 
0.5679885 0.4320115 0.0000000567 9272.7624 654353.47 0.7580887 1.0042046 38.780782 29.522884 0.9196144 
0.5211906 0.4788094 0.0000000567 12139.361 639668.56 0.7698546 1.0042049 38.419619 29.701891 0.9204089 
0.4876785 0.5123215 0.0000000567 14663.243 593874.14 0.8035257 1.0042051 37.271858 30.074834 0.922051 
0.4375281 0.5624719 0.0000000567 17051.633 576621.86 0.8144004 1.0042053 36.830444 30.120866 0.9222525 
0.4394676 0.5605324 0.0000000567 18985.724 570806.98 0.8246691 1.0042055 36.680485 30.376477 0.9233665 
0.4776484 0.5223516 0.0000000567 20781.665 579921.59 0.819194 1.0042059 36.915272 30.367959 0.9233295 
0.54114 0.45886 0.0000000567 21408.65 587777.24 0.8120381 1.0042063 37.116453 30.266749 0.9228893 
0.5794871 0.4205129 0.0000000567 22282.711 586411.93 0.8054482 1.0042068 37.081565 29.992925 0.9216919 
0.6036203 0.3963798 0.0000000567 23573.876 583688.46 0.8031515 1.0042074 37.011875 29.851212 0.9210685 
0.6129022 0.3870978 0.0000000567 27412.833 580673.5 0.8052194 1.0042076 36.934575 29.86557 0.9211317 
0.5717151 0.4282849 0.0000000567 30624.805 582933.62 0.8085773 1.0042074 36.992536 30.037174 0.921886 
0.5454069 0.4545931 0.0000000567 33135.404 581125 0.8140188 1.004207 36.946161 30.201394 0.9226043 
0.4647645 0.5352355 0.0000000567 34795.853 571996.17 0.8182481 1.0042065 36.711202 30.165232 0.9224464 
0.3884028 0.6115972 0.0000000567 35295.316 505623.41 0.8628384 1.0042062 34.955213 30.287562 0.9229799 
0.3321983 0.6678017 0.0000000567 35539.734 469090.11 0.8883963 1.0042059 33.948684 30.286736 0.9229763 
0.8008417 0.1991583 0.0000000567 2830.2211 2194555.8 0.2414542 1.0042021 68.084462 16.50836 0.846332 
0.7951617 0.2048383 0.0000000567 1815.3548 2061092.9 0.2690659 1.0042023 65.912681 17.809384 0.8555535 
0.7895233 0.2104767 0.0000000567 1427.474 2104225.3 0.2701055 1.0042024 66.619077 18.0698 0.8573296 
0.7719152 0.2280848 0.0000000567 1185.7127 2095939.1 0.2810007 1.0042024 66.483714 18.760482 0.8619361 
0.7645866 0.2354134 0.0000000567 850.96619 2057982.1 0.2933613 1.0042026 65.861561 19.402436 0.866089 
0.747879 0.252121 0.0000000567 542.78689 1995362.5 0.3060736 1.0042029 64.827462 19.925368 0.8693858 
0.7487933 0.2512067 0.0000000567 376.43755 2161708.4 0.2703185 1.0042031 67.553735 18.337775 0.8591345 
0.7520351 0.2479649 0.0000000567 1813.722 2142017.7 0.2736694 1.0042034 67.234423 18.477343 0.8600656 
204 
 
0.7707238 0.2292762 0.0000000567 2948.1406 2095151.2 0.2873012 1.0042038 66.470835 19.177431 0.864647 
0.7667616 0.2332384 0.0000000567 3171.3049 2049832.9 0.3023783 1.0042044 65.727536 19.958142 0.8695899 
0.7493475 0.2506525 0.0000000567 2345.0656 1902110.6 0.3363651 1.004205 63.268803 21.370904 0.8781279 
0.7292042 0.2707958 0.0000000567 2621.3643 1881315 0.3364228 1.0042054 62.918019 21.256068 0.8774522 
0.7161817 0.2838183 0.0000000567 4340.2609 1714918 0.3801652 1.0042065 60.065776 22.930974 0.8870113 
0.7123858 0.2876142 0.0000000567 7416.7404 1511760 0.4443352 1.004209 56.460229 25.192861 0.8990121 
0.7233579 0.2766421 0.0000000567 9103.7563 1360236.8 0.4982629 1.0042113 53.666709 26.85274 0.9072444 
0.7286639 0.2713361 0.0000000567 8915.1294 1290128.2 0.5309245 1.004213 52.33913 27.905194 0.9122408 
0.7117485 0.2882515 0.0000000567 6885.3968 1299737.9 0.5199647 1.0042144 52.522519 27.424953 0.9099813 
0.681866 0.318134 0.0000000567 4074.5891 1253560.6 0.5348528 1.0042155 51.636978 27.734605 0.911442 
0.6543803 0.3456197 0.0000000567 2609.7135 1142999.6 0.5837459 1.0042155 49.469754 28.9995 0.9172675 
0.6225444 0.3774556 0.0000000567 7832.8212 1186358.2 0.5633925 1.0042152 50.327964 28.473914 0.9148739 
0.5946015 0.4053985 0.0000000567 10906.644 1255705.6 0.5282907 1.0042146 51.678357 27.41626 0.9099401 
0.5737378 0.4262622 0.0000000567 9883.8075 1266742.2 0.5062425 1.0042117 51.89088 26.380008 0.9049453 
0.566894 0.433106 0.0000000567 6674.4921 1196676.1 0.5155949 1.0042088 50.530574 26.162959 0.9038779 
0.5791961 0.4208039 0.0000000567 2297.2447 1178407.9 0.4973836 1.0042059 50.171428 25.059403 0.8983302 
0.5973722 0.4026278 0.0000000567 5131.9629 1156309 0.5077481 1.0042058 49.734377 25.358743 0.8998554 
0.6096328 0.3903672 0.0000000567 4797.2164 1229089.6 0.4781591 1.0042052 51.163182 24.567018 0.8957872 
0.6234311 0.3765689 0.0000000567 4055.992 1239419 0.4769416 1.0042051 51.363566 24.600435 0.8959611 
0.6228492 0.3771508 0.0000000567 3370.5588 1181224.4 0.5050686 1.004205 50.226924 25.474717 0.9004422 
0.6265759 0.3734241 0.0000000567 1803.0951 1034339.8 0.5754317 1.0042056 47.267095 27.313372 0.9094515 
0.6233895 0.3766105 0.0000000567 652.73623 1012020.4 0.5774311 1.0042055 46.804672 27.14013 0.9086252 
0.6253013 0.3746987 0.0000000567 290.39868 1010879.8 0.5770852 1.0042053 46.780943 27.110116 0.9084816 
0.6042852 0.3957148 0.0000000567 837.6826 1063170.1 0.5491901 1.004205 47.859182 26.394315 0.9050154 
0.571064 0.428936 0.0000000567 622.48843 1083923.3 0.5320189 1.0042051 48.281864 25.794881 0.9020502 
0.5253329 0.4746671 0.0000000567 577.32423 1015905.7 0.5595789 1.0042058 46.885429 26.346443 0.9047807 
0.4771081 0.5228919 0.0000000567 1329.1754 953975.73 0.6080171 1.004206 45.584563 27.832768 0.9119022 
0.4068282 0.5931718 0.0000000567 2537.9821 963618.52 0.6006343 1.0042058 45.789074 27.618157 0.9108944 
0.3422006 0.6577994 0.0000000567 3382.8185 990737.87 0.5601356 1.0042056 46.360314 26.077273 0.9034544 
0.3035765 0.6964235 0.0000000567 3032.1317 886625.87 0.6045147 1.0042061 44.134517 26.792185 0.9069518 
0.3620253 0.6379747 0.0000000567 2915.2361 857641.97 0.625888 1.0042063 43.498113 27.339462 0.9095755 
205 
 
0.4892855 0.5107145 0.0000000567 2750.5196 966701.95 0.5234672 1.004206 45.854313 24.104187 0.8933566 
0.6292496 0.3707504 0.0000000567 3576.7589 1135517.2 0.4341459 1.0042056 49.320512 21.50235 0.8788974 
0.7417002 0.2582998 0.0000000567 3802.5799 1268633.7 0.3889407 1.0042052 51.92724 20.28155 0.8715891 
0.7461888 0.2538112 0.0000000567 3861.0277 1234113.8 0.4000507 1.004205 51.26072 20.59312 0.8734894 
0.7079526 0.2920474 0.0000000567 4009.8039 1184045.9 0.4236105 1.004205 50.282474 21.389752 0.8782385 
0.6476474 0.3523526 0.0000000567 4666.0133 1107906.8 0.4711504 1.0042048 48.766796 23.073108 0.8877946 
0.5754279 0.4245721 0.0000000567 5752.611 1027628.7 0.5290707 1.0042046 47.128429 25.039111 0.8982263 
0.4992879 0.5007121 0.0000000567 6143.1485 982899.93 0.5701535 1.0042044 46.195802 26.449436 0.9052852 
0.4236605 0.5763395 0.0000000567 6937.5072 959226.42 0.598686 1.0042043 45.696016 27.472584 0.9102069 
0.3690907 0.6309093 0.0000000567 7317.4179 926976.05 0.620269 1.0042041 45.007899 28.034371 0.9128429 
0.3287625 0.6712375 0.0000000567 7394.4627 920794.93 0.6336122 1.0042036 44.875024 28.552886 0.9152359 
0.2894734 0.7105266 0.0000000567 7753.1197 944838.93 0.6207966 1.0042034 45.39009 28.296455 0.9140571 
0.2500042 0.7499958 0.0000000567 7939.0899 952884.56 0.6100846 1.004203 45.561373 27.913117 0.9122778 
0.2134719 0.7865281 0.0000000567 8807.8367 946574.19 0.6028086 1.0042031 45.427077 27.498927 0.9103316 
0.1957669 0.8042331 0.0000000567 9567.6581 936198.39 0.5990173 1.0042031 45.20555 27.192722 0.9088765 
0.2207451 0.7792549 0.0000000567 10611.748 939215.81 0.5935158 1.0042031 45.270065 26.981428 0.9078642 
0.3105449 0.6894551 0.0000000567 11732.883 1009284.6 0.5633997 1.0042028 46.747739 26.448353 0.9052799 
0.4061217 0.5938783 0.0000000567 11722.256 1148510.2 0.5017065 1.0042021 49.579448 24.978855 0.8979172 
0.4655403 0.5344597 0.0000000567 11461.898 1198488.6 0.4780331 1.0042018 50.566103 24.27384 0.8942521 
0.4790061 0.5209939 0.0000000567 10611.748 1147005.4 0.4975182 1.004202 49.549511 24.75537 0.8967651 
0.4876092 0.5123908 0.0000000567 9758.9418 1065777.5 0.5371899 1.0042024 47.912446 25.846244 0.9023066 
0.4755704 0.5244296 0.0000000567 9142.5832 977552.29 0.5747004 1.004203 46.083289 26.595395 0.9059972 
0.4910865 0.5089135 0.0000000567 9134.6131 977997.08 0.5879086 1.0042033 46.092655 27.212169 0.9089693 
0.5075032 0.4924968 0.0000000567 8916.7622 955286.37 0.605623 1.0042035 45.612404 27.740038 0.9114675 
0.5408352 0.4591648 0.0000000567 9203.6877 851009.31 0.658071 1.0042039 43.351366 28.648209 0.9156718 
0.5569609 0.4430391 0.0000000567 9373.7177 695611.07 0.7300001 1.0042044 39.778995 29.160762 0.9179944 
0.5782957 0.4217043 0.0000000567 10502.823 605899.4 0.7944833 1.004205 37.576531 29.979462 0.9216327 
0.5884643 0.4115357 0.0000000567 13635.093 583386.43 0.8124085 1.0042055 37.004138 30.188905 0.9225498 
0.5384662 0.4615338 0.0000000567 16573.424 574380.13 0.8211232 1.0042058 36.772704 30.321916 0.9231294 
0.4513541 0.5486459 0.0000000567 18898.052 574081.73 0.8198417 1.0042061 36.765012 30.268267 0.9228959 
0.3776661 0.6223339 0.0000000567 20821.516 573187.23 0.8154897 1.0042063 36.741942 30.088705 0.9221118 
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0.3653502 0.6346498 0.0000000567 22311.935 567694.16 0.8230505 1.0042065 36.599959 30.250327 0.9228177 
0.4027414 0.5972586 0.0000000567 23698.741 573187.23 0.8184285 1.0042068 36.741942 30.197151 0.9225858 
0.466413 0.533587 0.0000000567 24328.384 581426.14 0.8109038 1.0042071 36.953887 30.092119 0.9221267 
0.5365267 0.4634733 0.0000000567 24471.846 592345.5 0.8010726 1.0042076 37.232953 29.951795 0.9215112 
0.5811357 0.4188643 0.0000000567 25717.847 594486.43 0.7974658 1.0042083 37.287429 29.860587 0.9211098 
0.6059338 0.3940662 0.0000000567 30035.014 597247.59 0.7933314 1.0042085 37.357572 29.761661 0.9206732 
0.6297207 0.3702794 0.0000000567 33116.807 602334.69 0.7898295 1.0042084 37.486466 29.732517 0.9205444 
0.6088292 0.3911708 0.0000000567 35646.002 599093.7 0.7958287 1.0042079 37.404398 29.892754 0.9212515 
0.5851255 0.4148745 0.0000000567 36650.242 596326.14 0.802181 1.0042075 37.334178 30.074778 0.9220508 
0.5402256 0.4597744 0.0000000567 37279.884 568138.07 0.8266827 1.0042073 36.611453 30.393391 0.9234399 
0.4817768 0.5182232 0.0000000567 37463.198 532028.98 0.8503273 1.004207 35.664332 30.453938 0.9237025 
0.8035155 0.1964845 0.0000000567 2482.1911 2215839.3 0.2387997 1.0042019 68.42708 16.409024 0.8456026 
0.8034324 0.1965676 0.0000000567 1196.3395 2097515.5 0.266248 1.004202 66.509479 17.782423 0.8553684 
0.8033631 0.1966369 0.0000000567 537.47346 2130028.7 0.2666156 1.0042021 67.039572 17.948906 0.8565078 
0.8019223 0.1980777 0.0000000567 12.467182 2110555 0.2748631 1.0042024 66.722371 18.416591 0.859661 
0.8010634 0.1989366 0.0000000567 368.4674 2079831.9 0.2842033 1.0042027 66.220123 18.899073 0.8628428 
0.7984728 0.2015272 0.0000000567 530.5272 2084929 0.2873791 1.0042029 66.303603 19.134356 0.8643693 
0.793998 0.206002 0.0000000567 1120.3186 2142418.2 0.2759659 1.0042034 67.240926 18.6342 0.8611048 
0.7863092 0.2136908 0.0000000567 2504.4687 2138015.7 0.274376 1.0042038 67.169418 18.507148 0.8602636 
0.7764315 0.2235685 0.0000000567 3405.0961 2097121.3 0.2842259 1.0042043 66.503037 18.981357 0.8633785 
0.7593776 0.2406224 0.0000000567 3729.2157 2050608 0.2985501 1.0042049 65.74029 19.709301 0.8680327 
0.7309636 0.2690364 0.0000000567 2823.2749 1961030.9 0.3229609 1.0042053 64.256297 20.839538 0.874975 
0.7054728 0.2945272 0.0000000567 2786.0808 1964031.2 0.3294202 1.0042055 64.306333 21.272894 0.8775514 
0.6939049 0.3060951 0.0000000567 4090.5294 1779883.2 0.374113 1.0042065 61.189305 22.988006 0.8873261 
0.6947084 0.3052916 0.0000000567 5559.6945 1541268.5 0.4378096 1.0042077 56.993271 25.057194 0.8983189 
0.7137989 0.2862011 0.0000000567 7108.5611 1353696.3 0.4998383 1.0042091 53.543852 26.875914 0.9073562 
0.727805 0.272195 0.0000000567 8272.2036 1298086.7 0.5233392 1.0042102 52.491041 27.586276 0.9107441 
0.7036856 0.2963144 0.0000000567 9079.8459 1316892.4 0.5144873 1.0042115 52.848752 27.304525 0.9094094 
0.6718221 0.3281779 0.0000000567 6927.9043 1279483.1 0.5255585 1.0042128 52.135438 27.515656 0.9104106 
0.6340569 0.3659431 0.0000000567 2937.5138 1197452.7 0.5564951 1.0042138 50.545798 28.247019 0.9138288 
0.5977186 0.4022814 0.0000000567 3154.3407 1213063.1 0.5469726 1.0042141 50.851124 27.931381 0.912363 
207 
 
0.5693739 0.4306261 0.0000000567 7907.2093 1259197.1 0.518776 1.0042141 51.74566 26.957529 0.9077493 
0.56084 0.43916 0.0000000567 12080.913 1200303.2 0.5297566 1.0042129 50.601655 26.919495 0.9075662 
0.5540655 0.4459345 0.0000000567 9952.8822 1113535.3 0.5511686 1.0042103 48.880062 27.054585 0.9082155 
0.5589282 0.4410718 0.0000000567 1613.4443 1090183.9 0.5451938 1.0042072 48.408811 26.50322 0.9055479 
0.5716597 0.4283403 0.0000000567 4860.9776 1120416.2 0.5289982 1.0042063 49.01826 26.03964 0.903268 
0.5782957 0.4217043 0.0000000567 4613.9028 1181993.4 0.5113867 1.0042056 50.242069 25.801182 0.9020817 
0.5727819 0.4272181 0.0000000567 3697.3351 1170243 0.5244938 1.0042052 50.010286 26.340386 0.904751 
0.5662291 0.4337709 0.0000000567 2825.9316 1107906.8 0.5567018 1.0042051 48.766796 27.262724 0.9092104 
0.5593022 0.4406978 0.0000000567 1192.05 1072197.7 0.5697951 1.0042052 48.043404 27.49001 0.9102894 
0.5739872 0.4260128 0.0000000567 469.42268 1106930.1 0.5474969 1.0042049 48.747121 26.801122 0.906995 
0.5835739 0.4164261 0.0000000567 399.32412 1065065.9 0.562482 1.0042048 47.897914 27.055 0.9082175 
0.5824241 0.4175759 0.0000000567 797.83182 1033644 0.5733968 1.0042048 47.252733 27.208493 0.9089518 
0.5498124 0.4501876 0.0000000567 518.87643 1022789.4 0.5719924 1.004205 47.028238 27.012909 0.9080155 
0.4922364 0.5077636 0.0000000567 649.05561 983346.56 0.6130921 1.0042054 46.205189 28.447165 0.914751 
0.4341339 0.5658661 0.0000000567 1852.5489 1025552.6 0.5961632 1.0042054 47.085467 28.188671 0.9135589 
0.3637847 0.6362153 0.0000000567 2971.0272 988493.69 0.6249905 1.0042053 46.313258 29.06707 0.9175725 
0.2914683 0.7085317 0.0000000567 3348.2812 912531.18 0.6676233 1.0042055 44.69687 29.966168 0.9215743 
0.256834 0.743166 0.0000000567 2492.8179 838652.08 0.6865848 1.0042061 43.076827 29.700294 0.9204018 
0.3163357 0.6836643 0.0000000567 2519.3851 877157.53 0.6234359 1.0042058 43.927476 27.501147 0.910342 
0.4055814 0.5944186 0.0000000567 3571.4455 918034.13 0.59786 1.0042055 44.815571 26.906114 0.9075018 
0.544451 0.455549 0.0000000567 4676.6402 1076733 0.50352 1.004205 48.135746 24.339226 0.8945959 
0.6370493 0.3629507 0.0000000567 5470.9989 1234908.5 0.4289397 1.0042046 51.276135 22.086849 0.8822713 
0.6456524 0.3543476 0.0000000567 4230.3115 1195124.2 0.435549 1.0042043 50.500137 22.087761 0.8822765 
0.6109212 0.3890788 0.0000000567 3271.2363 1074582.9 0.5024033 1.0042046 48.091985 24.263161 0.8941959 
0.5657719 0.4342281 0.0000000567 3632.55 1027397.8 0.5354106 1.0042045 47.123654 25.336587 0.8997431 
0.4938434 0.5061566 0.0000000567 4936.9985 960103.64 0.5919703 1.0042043 45.714614 27.17547 0.9087941 
0.4235497 0.5764503 0.0000000567 6257.3874 923988.19 0.623105 1.0042041 44.94371 28.122386 0.9132517 
0.3486288 0.6513712 0.0000000567 7373.209 897629.86 0.6404501 1.0042041 44.374119 28.53889 0.9151718 
0.2918424 0.7081576 0.0000000567 8026.7616 883942.3 0.6427641 1.004204 44.07592 28.449521 0.9147619 
0.263179 0.736821 0.0000000567 8592.6426 896795.82 0.6307068 1.0042038 44.355997 28.093234 0.9131164 
0.2219504 0.7780496 0.0000000567 9110.7026 918882.95 0.6171164 1.0042037 44.833857 27.784016 0.9116738 
208 
 
0.1814421 0.8185579 0.0000000567 9089.4489 914644.76 0.6158501 1.0042036 44.742492 27.670498 0.9111408 
0.1426656 0.8573344 0.0000000567 9647.3596 909788.99 0.6202627 1.0042036 44.637622 27.80344 0.9117649 
0.1253484 0.8746516 0.0000000567 10311.539 910842.94 0.6090931 1.0042036 44.660402 27.316691 0.9094673 
0.1489967 0.8510033 0.0000000567 11209.51 925694.66 0.5962822 1.0042035 44.980379 26.933741 0.9076348 
0.2538693 0.7461307 0.0000000567 12670.705 1005418.3 0.5568004 1.0042033 46.667189 26.09353 0.9035348 
0.3654887 0.6345113 0.0000000567 12593.66 1111575.1 0.5216149 1.0042027 48.840639 25.583073 0.9009883 
0.416318 0.583682 0.0000000567 11865.719 1126586.8 0.5085373 1.0042026 49.141938 25.095534 0.8985152 
0.4227184 0.5772816 0.0000000567 10975.719 1072912.9 0.5314428 1.0042027 48.057974 25.647403 0.9013116 
0.4143646 0.5856354 0.0000000567 10274.345 1004964.2 0.5671268 1.0042031 46.65772 26.572061 0.9058836 
0.3785389 0.6214611 0.0000000567 9766.912 850408.26 0.6350277 1.0042038 43.338047 27.63655 0.910981 
0.3934871 0.6065129 0.0000000567 9570.3148 923135.84 0.6078718 1.0042041 44.925385 27.423682 0.9099753 
0.4197399 0.5802601 0.0000000567 10274.345 852212.38 0.642803 1.0042045 43.378016 28.000757 0.9126864 
0.4573112 0.5426888 0.0000000567 10646.286 751669.89 0.7036421 1.0042049 41.099523 29.040958 0.9174547 
0.501463 0.4985371 0.0000000567 12583.033 634185.76 0.7803669 1.0042055 38.283945 30.001165 0.921728 
0.5525 0.4475 0.0000000567 14865.154 565626.03 0.828691 1.004206 36.54636 30.413022 0.9235251 
0.5792654 0.4207346 0.0000000567 18595.186 566659.39 0.8200791 1.0042065 36.573151 30.119041 0.9222445 
0.5535252 0.4464748 0.0000000567 21065.934 566364 0.8194052 1.0042068 36.565495 30.088001 0.9221087 
0.4627418 0.5372582 0.0000000567 23271.01 563563.56 0.8202882 1.0042071 36.49283 30.060576 0.9219886 
0.3883197 0.6116803 0.0000000567 24280.563 559601.87 0.8242112 1.0042073 36.389787 30.119057 0.9222446 
0.3696171 0.6303829 0.0000000567 25194.474 564299.51 0.8242389 1.0042075 36.51194 30.221183 0.9226907 
0.4064126 0.5935874 0.0000000567 26554.713 571401.34 0.8166445 1.0042078 36.695841 30.093554 0.922133 
0.4582394 0.5417606 0.0000000567 27537.699 583537.42 0.8051205 1.0042081 37.008006 29.92129 0.921377 
0.5314008 0.4685992 0.0000000567 27912.296 595559.08 0.7955416 1.0042084 37.314694 29.810321 0.9208881 
0.5850286 0.4149714 0.0000000567 29081.252 598785.72 0.7924799 1.0042089 37.39659 29.76078 0.9206693 
0.624761 0.375239 0.0000000567 32003.642 605899.4 0.7859359 1.004209 37.576531 29.657047 0.9202102 
0.657816 0.342184 0.0000000567 34928.689 613546.54 0.7800784 1.0042089 37.769037 29.586815 0.9198986 
0.6738724 0.3261276 0.0000000567 36485.525 612919.59 0.783019 1.0042087 37.75329 29.685958 0.9203383 
0.67221 0.32779 0.0000000567 37093.914 616216.47 0.7848196 1.0042084 37.836026 29.819421 0.9209283 
0.6489773 0.3510227 0.0000000567 37808.571 609323.92 0.7912494 1.0042082 37.662856 29.92612 0.9213983 
0.5965133 0.4034867 0.0000000567 38520.571 598477.86 0.7950236 1.004208 37.388784 29.850049 0.9210633 
0.8041943 0.1958057 0.0000000567 1586.8771 2180722.7 0.2406281 1.0042021 67.861249 16.397943 0.845521 
209 
 
0.8031969 0.1968031 0.0000000567 654.36905 2100671.1 0.2593957 1.0042021 66.561035 17.338197 0.8522826 
0.8006062 0.1993938 0.0000000567 45.980618 2073962.3 0.2708454 1.0042023 66.123914 17.98462 0.8567511 
0.7977801 0.2022199 0.0000000567 562.40781 2041708 0.2818765 1.0042025 65.593747 18.567038 0.8606608 
0.7930144 0.2069856 0.0000000567 1022.02 2037847.5 0.2874582 1.0042028 65.530121 18.91634 0.8629554 
0.7887059 0.2112941 0.0000000567 1207.9903 2089642.3 0.2847457 1.0042031 66.380741 18.981077 0.8633767 
0.7844944 0.2155056 0.0000000567 1978.4385 2158484.4 0.2695255 1.0042035 67.501512 18.269855 0.8586792 
0.7783433 0.2216567 0.0000000567 2980.0212 2124053.1 0.2772116 1.0042042 66.942331 18.635212 0.8611115 
0.769754 0.230246 0.0000000567 3588.4097 2069665.8 0.2915412 1.0042048 66.053438 19.338276 0.8656793 
0.7589204 0.2410796 0.0000000567 3649.5142 2014799.3 0.3094989 1.0042052 65.149489 20.24849 0.871386 
0.7380844 0.2619156 0.0000000567 3195.2154 1998021.9 0.3232588 1.0042054 64.87158 21.058496 0.8762824 
0.7160847 0.2839153 0.0000000567 3668.1112 1903942.9 0.350312 1.0042058 63.299655 22.26789 0.8833008 
0.7025358 0.2974642 0.0000000567 3665.4545 1746658.6 0.3841058 1.0042067 60.616364 23.381043 0.8894777 
0.6995849 0.3004151 0.0000000567 4228.6787 1547221.7 0.4322246 1.0042077 57.100403 24.784044 0.8969134 
0.7011781 0.2988219 0.0000000567 6274.3516 1352561.2 0.4960541 1.0042084 53.52251 26.661793 0.9063199 
0.7001806 0.2998194 0.0000000567 8885.9055 1258122 0.5307756 1.0042096 51.724943 27.569908 0.9106669 
0.6686634 0.3313366 0.0000000567 9550.085 1269986.1 0.5152037 1.0042106 51.953225 26.879197 0.907372 
0.6239298 0.3760702 0.0000000567 8548.5023 1214632.5 0.5310337 1.0042116 50.881745 27.133719 0.9085945 
0.5806785 0.4193215 0.0000000567 5825.3663 1126834.2 0.5712866 1.0042125 49.146891 28.195232 0.9135893 
0.5522645 0.4477355 0.0000000567 1218.6172 1155300.4 0.5660301 1.0042134 49.714362 28.258391 0.9138814 
0.5523338 0.4476662 0.0000000567 3969.9532 1176107.2 0.5517286 1.0042135 50.126061 27.772511 0.9116199 
0.557141 0.442859 0.0000000567 9711.1209 1140002.2 0.5525039 1.0042127 49.41001 27.414228 0.9099305 
0.5630981 0.4369019 0.0000000567 11113.868 1114025.7 0.5503807 1.0042108 48.889922 27.021373 0.9080561 
0.5611725 0.4388275 0.0000000567 4676.6402 1138007.2 0.5275447 1.0042078 49.370216 26.154587 0.9038365 
0.5581662 0.4418338 0.0000000567 4106.4697 1159843.9 0.5166915 1.0042066 49.804482 25.841804 0.9022844 
0.5485933 0.4514067 0.0000000567 4842.3806 1142249.7 0.5365513 1.0042058 49.454812 26.646644 0.9062464 
0.5391312 0.4608688 0.0000000567 3907.2158 1141000.7 0.5435622 1.0042053 49.429918 26.981225 0.9078633 
0.5290873 0.4709127 0.0000000567 2751.5435 1149514.3 0.5399695 1.0042049 49.599415 26.894791 0.9074472 
0.5207473 0.4792527 0.0000000567 1181.4231 1119185.1 0.556449 1.0042049 48.993557 27.377049 0.9097541 
0.5338668 0.4661332 0.0000000567 317.98976 1132038 0.5477828 1.0042045 49.250999 27.092283 0.9083962 
0.545116 0.454884 0.0000000567 590.60782 1127576.4 0.5497258 1.0042043 49.161752 27.139105 0.9086203 
0.5501033 0.4498967 0.0000000567 1013.026 1110351.3 0.5561642 1.0042043 48.816014 27.263864 0.9092158 
210 
 
0.5481777 0.4518223 0.0000000567 731.41387 1097683.9 0.5586262 1.0042042 48.560552 27.241247 0.909108 
0.5204841 0.4795159 0.0000000567 436.51817 1079125.8 0.5818281 1.0042045 48.184409 28.152919 0.9133933 
0.4771774 0.5228226 0.0000000567 1084.7574 1017967.1 0.6175353 1.0042049 46.928232 29.1017 0.9177286 
0.4100838 0.5899162 0.0000000567 1956.1609 959664.95 0.6419714 1.0042053 45.705314 29.464895 0.9193561 
0.3287487 0.6712513 0.0000000567 2394.5194 917397.91 0.6534665 1.0042056 44.801861 29.39964 0.9190649 
0.2530658 0.7469342 0.0000000567 2075.7132 898673.23 0.6576076 1.0042058 44.396781 29.318454 0.918702 
0.2456402 0.7543598 0.0000000567 2378.5791 902018.13 0.6504167 1.0042059 44.469368 29.04527 0.9174741 
0.2932139 0.7067861 0.0000000567 3598.0126 910632.08 0.6403008 1.0042059 44.655845 28.713435 0.9159693 
0.3430734 0.6569266 0.0000000567 5016.7001 916762.01 0.6367432 1.0042059 44.788154 28.638502 0.9156275 
0.3986822 0.6013178 0.0000000567 6100.6411 932114.97 0.6350265 1.0042058 45.118123 28.771706 0.9162347 
0.4049718 0.5950282 0.0000000567 5391.2973 916762.01 0.6456208 1.0042052 44.788154 29.037763 0.9174403 
0.3903146 0.6096854 0.0000000567 4339.237 917185.91 0.6385787 1.0042049 44.797291 28.726882 0.9160306 
0.3591299 0.6408701 0.0000000567 4663.3566 918034.13 0.6399927 1.0042047 44.815571 28.802237 0.9163735 
0.3231656 0.6768344 0.0000000567 5819.0289 922709.89 0.6351191 1.0042045 44.916225 28.647095 0.9156667 
0.2734585 0.7265415 0.0000000567 6852.4923 915491.22 0.6238377 1.0042043 44.760752 28.040845 0.912873 
0.227381 0.772619 0.0000000567 7920.4929 904952.58 0.623495 1.0042044 44.532967 27.882824 0.9121363 
0.2147187 0.7852813 0.0000000567 8940.6726 922709.89 0.6052647 1.0042042 44.916225 27.3005 0.9093902 
0.2041899 0.7958101 0.0000000567 9442.7924 936844.37 0.5928768 1.004204 45.219368 26.922222 0.9075794 
0.1993273 0.8006727 0.0000000567 9235.5683 935337.61 0.5940752 1.004204 45.187132 26.957411 0.9077487 
0.1760392 0.8239608 0.0000000567 9023.0309 937921.74 0.591885 1.0042043 45.242406 26.890885 0.9074284 
0.1424023 0.8575977 0.0000000567 9907.718 946140.16 0.5944126 1.0042044 45.417828 27.110435 0.9084831 
0.1225223 0.8774777 0.0000000567 10664.883 947225.54 0.5969579 1.0042044 45.440954 27.240385 0.9091039 
0.134949 0.865051 0.0000000567 11392.823 946574.19 0.5988501 1.0042042 45.427077 27.318382 0.9094753 
0.1788653 0.8211347 0.0000000567 12014.495 950051.89 0.6015386 1.0042042 45.501129 27.485754 0.9102692 
0.24661 0.75339 0.0000000567 11775.391 988942.22 0.5772757 1.0042038 46.322666 26.853362 0.9072474 
0.2965111 0.7034889 0.0000000567 11060.734 953320.91 0.6031358 1.0042037 45.570648 27.60083 0.9108127 
0.3301479 0.6698521 0.0000000567 10502.823 936844.37 0.6130618 1.0042037 45.219368 27.838806 0.9119304 
0.3441817 0.6558183 0.0000000567 9971.4792 933832.68 0.6121607 1.004204 45.154916 27.758273 0.9115531 
0.3576891 0.6423109 0.0000000567 9801.4493 910632.08 0.6233175 1.0042045 44.655845 27.951803 0.9124583 
0.3807694 0.6192306 0.0000000567 10425.778 829571.14 0.6553167 1.0042051 42.874116 28.214274 0.9136774 
0.4056507 0.5943493 0.0000000567 12835.421 703917.4 0.7193987 1.0042057 39.977166 28.880474 0.9167287 
211 
 
0.4342447 0.5657553 0.0000000567 16259.931 614330.91 0.7735967 1.0042062 37.788729 29.356198 0.9188708 
0.4716913 0.5283087 0.0000000567 19687.097 564446.79 0.8057645 1.0042067 36.515763 29.546881 0.9197211 
0.5131555 0.4868445 0.0000000567 22017.039 553625.96 0.8124041 1.0042071 36.2338 29.560328 0.9197809 
0.54265 0.45735 0.0000000567 24400.115 548418.4 0.8179409 1.0042075 36.097317 29.649698 0.9201776 
0.5427747 0.4572253 0.0000000567 26079.161 544680.3 0.8237622 1.0042078 35.999025 29.779418 0.9207517 
0.5365129 0.4634871 0.0000000567 26889.46 548130.17 0.8231731 1.004208 36.089748 29.833121 0.9209887 
0.5147764 0.4852236 0.0000000567 27274.684 557264.09 0.8156931 1.0042082 36.328845 29.757892 0.9206566 
0.5195005 0.4804995 0.0000000567 27590.833 565331.04 0.8138564 1.0042084 36.538709 29.862406 0.9211178 
0.5468616 0.4531384 0.0000000567 28491.461 573187.23 0.8089544 1.0042086 36.741942 29.847646 0.9210527 
0.58338 0.41662 0.0000000567 29609.939 586108.85 0.7970614 1.0042089 37.073816 29.674482 0.9202875 
0.6133456 0.3866544 0.0000000567 30701.85 605278.32 0.7798231 1.0042092 37.560854 29.41411 0.9191296 
0.6443917 0.3556083 0.0000000567 32016.926 622533.02 0.7652732 1.0042093 37.994056 29.198223 0.9181628 
0.6683864 0.3316136 0.0000000567 33610.956 627461.65 0.7633693 1.0042094 38.116924 29.21977 0.9182596 
0.6836255 0.3163745 0.0000000567 34790.539 624755.24 0.7674287 1.0042094 38.049502 29.323196 0.9187232 
0.6972575 0.3027425 0.0000000567 35932.928 616373.79 0.7764417 1.0042093 37.83997 29.504201 0.9195312 
0.702702 0.297298 0.0000000567 36334.092 606054.75 0.7876796 1.0042092 37.580451 29.725951 0.9205153 
0.6890146 0.3109854 0.0000000567 37123.138 601252.9 0.7917406 1.0042091 37.459093 29.782717 0.9207662 






B C Tg Tg F Tw 
3804202618 6084786285 35.971233 96.748219 24.94884 
3806473046 3553602638 36.563388 97.814098 25.222302 
3798390678 2425363659 37.143418 98.858152 25.174205 
3786038127 3325745671 36.488039 97.67847 24.814526 
3855418013 3581929696 36.534746 97.762543 24.839806 
3962545519 2815081714 36.933144 98.479659 25.194053 
4061111575 2258867063 37.296403 99.133526 25.723163 
4072542158 2572015074 36.484276 97.671697 26.348805 
4093734530 4105383477 35.10012 95.180216 26.98694 
4134710373 5391973195 33.188862 91.739952 26.317603 
4080209323 4552775343 33.733177 92.719719 27.191915 
4060074087 1883480514 36.530401 97.754722 28.334276 
4067868623 6276293133 34.271644 93.68896 28.55484 
4091789750 9615154150 33.839511 92.91112 28.594687 
4081862338 9863841192 32.984224 91.371603 28.113334 
4176507337 9420282270 31.988679 89.579623 27.482165 
4379258589 8018447065 31.284741 88.312534 26.897541 
4769081733 6153101378 30.6871 87.23678 25.973127 
5356045419 5100518929 29.967487 85.941477 24.596193 
5831008765 5330049169 29.165945 84.4987 23.216752 
6167344505 6891325942 28.54255 83.37659 22.253473 
6327837626 7774106920 28.311454 82.960618 21.782245 
6403142268 8138614267 28.230996 82.815793 21.610301 
6356321443 7976343206 28.29548 82.931864 21.307002 
6165419668 8065623368 28.371553 83.068796 20.92522 
5552048287 8569514046 28.296741 82.934134 20.724293 
4912885671 9115189123 28.186356 82.735441 20.530347 
4354473340 9777663404 28.255966 82.860738 20.414716 
4052151544 10372093730 28.215157 82.787283 20.267963 
3810555207 10262681155 28.384182 83.091528 20.175443 
3645473258 9610547657 28.596861 83.47435 19.917657 
3613661013 8631926206 29.095912 84.372642 19.974896 
3568619778 7771420577 29.365684 84.858231 19.948735 
3605428578 7338132732 29.569314 85.224765 19.838273 
3686730237 7846386029 29.503975 85.107155 19.710558 
3697227398 8141212316 29.284294 84.711729 19.68901 
3726168498 7816997416 29.260403 84.668725 19.821311 
3763218720 7054072758 29.502667 85.1048 19.914061 
3710433331 6462475263 29.657937 85.384287 19.734894 
3670073089 6680892506 29.625732 85.326318 19.520595 
3650621663 7105809028 29.459846 85.027723 19.288019 
213 
 
3644803694 7368893140 29.424366 84.963858 19.069516 
3603300601 7485497289 29.349274 84.828693 18.874558 
3598814970 7332529898 29.218168 84.592702 18.750643 
3587322389 6791144281 29.209911 84.57784 18.627173 
3571095933 6005461411 29.190638 84.543148 18.507358 
3651313463 5742220954 28.98927 84.180686 18.533309 
3836279646 5597058653 28.743143 83.737657 18.479211 
4006537156 6111639110 28.639888 83.551799 18.537224 
4305171742 6165818340 28.310816 82.959469 18.680458 
4447582339 6086022341 27.77691 81.998438 18.898675 
4517973384 5487237249 27.247325 81.045185 18.649326 
4543685623 4821623606 27.311081 81.159947 18.519047 
4552752164 4183261324 27.170509 80.906916 18.375737 
4741075884 3140088997 27.291975 81.125555 18.359927 
5129585033 682416931.5 34.928469 94.871244 18.0277 
5303863327 4101116977 25.016833 77.0303 17.198133 
5247557984 5981512381 23.234121 73.821418 16.361312 
5027387749 7732701732 21.984841 71.572713 15.442858 
4684793738 8369106622 21.607889 70.894201 14.568857 
4337130793 7925114047 23.120316 73.616569 14.981258 
4221736481 7173272242 24.64285 76.357131 15.46366 
4062684349 6412019837 26.160125 79.088225 16.047606 
3999547189 5965259125 27.391844 81.305319 16.560407 
3963096519 6139137231 28.518504 83.333307 17.14676 
3917954303 7161877260 29.668766 85.403779 17.732472 
3947188213 6482762878 30.299475 86.539055 18.1055 
3973008046 5131846136 31.205391 88.169703 19.278444 
4206344716 4252745890 31.734989 89.122981 19.988369 
4473724772 6293884209 31.602536 88.884565 20.45143 
4894711802 6562066128 30.761384 87.370491 20.488202 
5322375131 7193181988 30.112033 86.201659 20.903176 
5748361971 8279638538 29.221354 84.598437 20.529033 
6028803469 7903902701 28.525357 83.345643 20.105347 
6237103098 8804022796 27.870045 82.166082 20.302393 
6505936448 10594065217 26.971692 80.549045 20.173504 
6334580521 12295469930 26.892967 80.40734 19.936993 
5946509150 12708668301 28.242008 82.835615 19.935729 
5865354599 11856138818 29.498807 85.097852 19.789787 
5987159573 9107083093 29.520102 85.136183 20.46405 
6093632030 1224105989 32.298712 90.137681 20.093508 
3799295658 6418193804 36.343502 97.418303 24.817432 
3809535691 3563063108 37.009537 98.617166 25.07994 
3812929567 2323925229 37.792924 100.02726 25.083964 
214 
 
3821361923 1399511709 39.633885 103.34099 24.749422 
3837547360 1917854499 38.82569 101.88624 24.877627 
3928318062 1639449187 39.323544 102.78238 25.115678 
3959684339 1614438814 39.210285 102.57851 25.656605 
3997191732 367178214.3 52.345141 126.22125 26.398998 
4032607919 3059667712 36.226067 97.20692 27.099612 
4098216032 4755296530 33.458453 92.225216 26.324933 
4053798357 5080863831 33.911321 93.040378 27.649106 
4008975935 4884398335 34.557544 94.20358 28.703056 
3997346821 1467002258 37.855605 100.14009 29.078201 
4019455265 7471685019 34.212018 93.581633 29.230163 
4249719206 9777663404 33.260191 91.868344 29.055677 
4427203836 9704663766 32.373851 90.272931 28.563327 
4766086643 8577020862 31.709162 89.076491 27.839214 
5141239209 6517575751 31.150354 88.070638 26.828395 
5588860125 5291113185 30.415971 86.748748 25.383613 
5839603007 4956911457 29.823273 85.681891 23.936378 
6135425085 6535867736 29.131302 84.436344 22.813703 
6302205637 7346531183 28.810188 83.858338 22.189587 
6537056630 7814321754 28.579738 83.443529 21.823119 
6512641918 7862382632 28.578156 83.440681 21.436643 
6342767941 8021073239 28.734523 83.722141 21.069706 
5567008741 8839282163 28.705385 83.669692 20.782865 
4893306595 9483235694 28.671709 83.609076 20.579102 
4228500486 10045741901 28.681238 83.626229 20.487224 
3909454341 10609910985 28.670331 83.606595 20.36091 
3696784637 10306547097 28.943832 84.098897 20.278136 
3599898794 9534308168 29.044332 84.279797 20.030876 
3543302650 8587022554 29.347877 84.826178 20.098184 
3493023738 7535069446 29.675715 85.416287 20.082967 
3562887335 7242458678 30.021907 86.039432 19.988605 
3636706375 7674259758 29.91907 85.854325 19.761543 
3683236213 8252366578 29.692846 85.447123 19.737485 
3701739610 8063007709 29.577905 85.24023 19.889117 
3697975391 7312895508 29.829943 85.693897 20.139435 
3673346967 7239630894 29.810587 85.659056 19.941668 
3644170143 7413470318 29.732411 85.518341 19.709982 
3627669395 7912883835 29.418604 84.953487 19.436209 
3601094562 7997415200 29.23987 84.631766 19.201003 
3574169264 7976343206 29.027553 84.249596 18.982334 
3579738631 7535069446 28.899431 84.018976 18.902789 
3552585810 6764446141 28.895562 84.012011 18.747778 
3583333174 6108441266 28.943527 84.098349 18.600644 
215 
 
3636638279 5765600771 28.678265 83.620877 18.5048 
3842228563 5841941795 28.379528 83.08315 18.470131 
4392037010 5953489320 28.267188 82.880939 18.480217 
4945121849 5681782285 28.187211 82.73698 18.625258 
5155874256 5344156718 27.815196 82.067352 18.685988 
5179521347 4679651060 27.275322 81.095579 18.41881 
5048978578 4012435936 27.084902 80.752823 18.267853 
4888904562 3040551122 27.097375 80.775275 18.020864 
4640024684 786251701.5 32.911077 91.239938 17.79003 
4720610567 3997736624 25.23571 77.424278 17.399165 
4627504156 6046208325 24.057908 75.304235 16.805618 
4329120123 7437391009 23.372205 74.06997 16.221966 
3902477850 8417386047 23.128125 73.630625 15.878354 
3579844626 8556026354 23.920448 75.056806 15.888805 
3128231693 8041050128 25.863967 78.55514 16.403246 
3191986303 7193181988 27.473595 81.45247 16.777607 
3280430176 6795925888 28.057602 82.503683 16.757811 
3400670124 6346931157 28.667048 83.600687 16.896801 
3435954022 5824131725 29.743419 85.538154 17.329599 
3396620829 5965259125 31.258638 88.265548 17.944689 
3373367814 5328688480 32.145371 89.861667 18.352714 
3562696161 4548816986 32.327958 90.190324 19.095161 
3949628968 3472438556 32.485345 90.47362 19.830114 
4449398178 5541022196 31.417389 88.551301 20.304356 
4901136143 6151875096 30.956254 87.721256 20.638445 
5295175011 6745457743 30.525746 86.946343 20.681551 
5627831828 7700295559 29.685126 85.433227 20.577194 
6011901145 7448479132 29.012849 84.223129 20.774019 
6347521331 8442715885 28.122867 82.62116 20.592412 
6545880631 9946364458 27.375315 81.275568 20.421212 
6549339249 12437492202 26.806829 80.252291 20.195249 
6073799465 12515676698 28.467225 83.241005 20.419285 
6012068146 10643356657 29.097429 84.375373 19.406311 
6109844095 6322008043 29.176198 84.517157 20.547193 
6020442926 6034553033 26.224087 79.203357 20.409357 
3779300133 6795925888 36.583801 97.850842 24.699792 
3797549688 4198448902 37.128008 98.830415 25.052216 
3793284838 2865203203 37.890511 100.20292 25.028178 
3799124075 1961892394 39.076496 102.33769 24.665322 
3836889974 3056423371 38.016446 100.4296 24.615485 
3889245482 4085668393 37.401754 99.323158 25.039317 
3920633343 3786665356 37.367678 99.26182 25.746935 
3924589989 1457996721 39.704617 103.46831 26.486843 
216 
 
3938486319 2758621992 37.073067 98.731521 26.94944 
3964057206 4682034739 35.519768 95.935583 27.372807 
3965083159 5349843596 35.084006 95.151211 28.293487 
3948697212 5275532526 34.995516 94.991929 29.100343 
3920297786 4650938331 35.164291 95.295723 29.556097 
3993063994 4621199492 34.817152 94.670873 29.828877 
4312995687 8182699730 33.475647 92.256165 29.883321 
4831559417 9732085089 32.485179 90.473322 29.279846 
5272769631 8880819210 31.662642 88.992755 28.15426 
5564886022 6683889573 31.24492 88.240856 27.163383 
5721764591 4934550326 31.00749 87.813482 26.014338 
5887314836 4434471323 30.568282 87.022907 24.459721 
6019214817 5358237352 30.007603 86.013686 23.244937 
6472302855 6194362308 29.578157 85.240682 22.560063 
6778486956 6879594752 29.267541 84.681574 22.197415 
6929351885 7551541082 29.176623 84.517921 21.716962 
6733800160 7891648696 29.377982 84.880368 21.179316 
5893848708 8990097628 29.368975 84.864155 20.723685 
4892143754 9802666004 29.369844 84.86572 20.5852 
4102019075 10411278090 29.341116 84.81401 20.548901 
3780661242 10633480350 29.526835 85.148304 20.55611 
3600340285 10485003197 29.355072 84.83913 20.218113 
3499153356 9665720559 29.377563 84.879613 20.203071 
3470108539 8453806683 29.507466 85.113439 20.240077 
3451194803 7168674233 29.960219 85.928395 20.159627 
3522135601 6794106048 30.607313 87.093163 20.128345 
3563532210 7114405230 30.640371 87.152667 19.907127 
3593135739 7704041887 30.418554 86.753397 19.804831 
3637101961 8094355195 30.15521 86.279379 19.858615 
3674969210 7859718167 30.147265 86.265077 20.059496 
3636315828 7814321754 30.098086 86.176555 20.032876 
3587755034 8086526577 29.838371 85.709068 19.809894 
3574246580 8579522076 29.461076 85.029938 19.602512 
3589880427 8466438988 29.261682 84.671028 19.435565 
3644428359 8096963520 29.025686 84.246235 19.166487 
3664066483 7565247594 28.918841 84.053913 19.052353 
3657696346 6844313916 28.905582 84.030047 18.937125 
3608036710 6102041948 28.872857 83.971142 18.783965 
3660043819 5695253217 28.601257 83.482263 18.587683 
4087147617 5340632358 28.517916 83.332248 18.48161 
4877483023 5312376615 28.532347 83.358224 18.403139 
5615464612 4878323598 28.650798 83.571437 18.436146 
6074240912 4365516783 28.381603 83.086885 18.375538 
217 
 
6114485329 3569605719 28.021563 82.438813 18.422362 
5813567893 1493782046 29.953835 85.916903 18.225786 
5343684701 2815081714 27.039256 80.670661 17.847058 
4996361924 4323001436 25.488499 77.879299 17.197335 
4545898409 5349843596 24.679314 76.422766 17.031146 
4223367761 6960290432 24.286586 75.715854 16.857298 
3876850908 8181702198 24.616427 76.309569 16.626107 
3596629238 8630966544 25.204788 77.368618 16.707162 
3327113455 8606039002 26.135406 79.043732 17.137985 
3175636605 8051529734 27.462127 81.431828 17.408966 
3174422965 7781127464 28.539458 83.371024 17.439663 
3240016622 7456787388 29.096343 84.373417 17.33872 
3284622979 7081741454 29.931539 85.876771 17.436527 
3318265101 6084786285 31.163353 88.094036 17.634276 
3314496193 5592336472 32.902113 91.223804 18.215656 
3437787478 4914417050 33.560946 92.409704 18.487455 
3651514430 4355778122 33.801467 92.842641 19.300917 
4093937291 3581929696 33.105043 91.589077 19.606398 
4579994966 4940574917 32.10524 89.789432 20.270655 
5019323146 5605962760 31.580873 88.845571 20.623876 
5330664403 6193141947 30.972069 87.749724 20.40542 
5582075155 7116165377 29.906452 85.831614 20.368853 
5905843952 7309005058 29.727823 85.510082 21.190239 
6114568139 7401271618 29.636325 85.345386 21.160177 
6249026882 8643410782 29.224351 84.603831 21.056189 
6329110867 11251306465 27.327674 81.189813 20.25666 
6002546174 11514202461 27.797296 82.035133 20.195367 
5849744041 9311412122 28.208284 82.774912 19.725973 
5651856110 5520399924 28.217946 82.792302 20.977556 
5392978526 4975490087 25.97307 78.751526 20.785417 
3749533976 6691721117 37.055453 98.699816 25.054111 
3774264064 5229148342 37.127457 98.829422 25.272677 
3756420973 3619448716 37.598724 99.677703 24.719732 
3744770698 1799644674 39.355979 102.84076 24.293772 
3797503652 5755589271 37.203886 98.966995 24.866055 
3927463696 6360563354 37.005961 98.61073 25.566371 
3919954648 5463001280 36.838847 98.309924 26.28511 
3873680256 3201793147 37.202064 98.963715 27.001645 
3906391176 2505571923 37.295868 99.132562 27.236175 
3929942294 4343507862 35.754283 96.35771 27.41049 
3930433630 5062565904 35.351016 95.631829 28.452321 
3919944841 5289745251 35.199832 95.359697 29.551317 
3896564182 5003687755 35.076454 95.137618 30.111066 
218 
 
3999696473 2789130663 35.528823 95.951882 30.437295 
4456691998 7312895508 33.501943 92.303497 30.567615 
5059257669 9342922953 32.548884 90.587991 29.657495 
5586734794 8780399789 31.831744 89.297138 28.332025 
5825436118 6468614316 31.562636 88.812745 27.465646 
5912028531 4398063492 31.654469 88.978043 26.493426 
5949356357 3134907371 32.004462 89.608032 24.98654 
5958515886 3977636885 31.304744 88.34854 23.586225 
6511643554 4821623606 30.973613 87.752504 22.945905 
6967906208 5822096671 30.642654 87.156778 22.638442 
7222613585 6722763319 30.484054 86.871298 22.192279 
6997288696 7641674414 30.601839 87.083311 21.668388 
6117170481 8413291115 30.770937 87.387686 21.15169 
5049901221 9174888578 30.903559 87.626406 20.806348 
4125103043 9745774786 30.997001 87.794601 20.68734 
3670872405 10070260579 30.976312 87.757361 20.684291 
3505439147 10198833238 30.400322 86.72058 20.367611 
3419262164 9610547657 30.12325 86.22185 20.329778 
3401436636 8451278583 30.146657 86.263983 20.39738 
3448316209 6829574650 30.53518 86.963324 20.423473 
3528342579 6357456676 30.860528 87.54895 20.272708 
3578433487 6632806226 30.897161 87.614891 20.009266 
3595963125 7208472285 30.772228 87.390011 19.875268 
3607004730 7771420577 30.588927 87.060068 19.902366 
3610901533 7891648696 30.539722 86.971499 20.005985 
3581853910 8063007709 30.404151 86.727471 19.961366 
3550605437 8352251391 30.073337 86.132007 19.809341 
3543595204 8929506940 29.45036 85.010648 19.513548 
3579521927 8897881858 29.038083 84.268549 19.283579 
3674863440 8441160697 28.759088 83.766359 19.100577 
3769793022 7792892545 28.539031 83.370255 19.02154 
3786335127 7088593994 28.402881 83.125186 18.923071 
3718828538 6329446925 28.560115 83.408208 18.921096 
3830199230 5490693207 28.699085 83.658352 18.864538 
4316691822 4848143356 28.882569 83.988624 18.769585 
5363073212 4466653061 29.093493 84.368287 18.583091 
6311336220 4115547851 29.273739 84.692731 18.485942 
6784750642 3386864655 29.17574 84.516333 18.403184 
6842450371 1664186277 30.841473 87.514651 18.601984 
6507956733 3143270563 27.528476 81.551256 18.479275 
5958863419 5229148342 26.445898 79.602617 18.194109 
5360888166 6205799422 25.723122 78.30162 17.298913 
4752721598 6769241398 25.095808 77.172454 17.038273 
219 
 
4170553250 7337053312 25.000924 77.001663 16.95683 
3780476259 8310391857 26.013027 78.823449 17.061808 
3574870524 8670742553 26.37778 79.480005 16.911263 
3482518647 8483129572 26.859922 80.34786 17.198196 
3534450641 7813290382 28.089005 82.56021 17.468941 
3432619748 7627017907 29.508186 85.114735 17.75791 
3378598486 7495470974 30.667785 87.202013 18.141888 
3378319761 7247022737 31.852266 89.334078 18.376695 
3455201376 6834336770 33.0785 91.541301 18.514392 
3646925276 6268808638 33.757047 92.762685 18.45151 
3843243641 5370938311 33.777112 92.798802 18.38306 
4101017318 4376173137 33.627454 92.529417 18.86423 
4465754307 3443462888 33.693963 92.649134 19.616094 
4880376024 4820160440 32.701404 90.862527 20.191354 
5148298213 5592336472 32.08195 89.74751 20.537479 
5399557326 6259386554 31.410526 88.538947 20.437711 
5634885372 6890196273 30.538879 86.969983 20.492292 
5810012343 7176118939 29.967762 85.941971 21.01996 
6093949211 6898986228 29.264085 84.675353 20.706441 
6262213277 7362230514 28.326118 82.987013 20.323845 
6106323346 9817678542 27.136776 80.846197 20.35797 
5823536238 10651912212 27.320288 81.176518 20.689627 
5496245371 9044653361 27.100186 80.780334 20.420552 
5165311749 5707406411 26.843461 80.318229 21.087633 
4869114062 2047891414 28.258273 82.864892 21.319169 
3776555685 7000943543 36.993093 98.587567 25.361731 
3746289450 6268808638 36.991251 98.584252 25.091743 
3739697231 3789443794 37.639702 99.751464 24.288364 
3739108479 3564884048 37.723602 99.902483 24.685295 
3735425125 6908895663 36.71248 98.082465 25.857726 
3800421599 7388419619 36.29608 97.332943 26.263948 
3857239401 6923512419 36.013366 96.824058 26.690156 
3891676228 5511395952 35.877909 96.580236 27.595505 
3909138688 2668746930 36.668164 98.002696 28.012446 
3941471912 427676495.8 48.469515 119.24513 27.99464 
3950650906 3350516620 35.298506 95.537311 28.935835 
3960515076 4600082875 34.715242 94.487436 30.023685 
3988665400 4372099648 34.701624 94.462923 30.629499 
4128924891 2828428734 35.064801 95.116642 30.915741 
4470999232 7377266214 33.475517 92.255931 31.139576 
4923253805 9569017004 33.038056 91.468501 30.373558 
5336271887 9139102787 32.668357 90.803042 29.228226 
5652751836 6323210339 32.329756 90.193561 28.203508 
220 
 
5880470361 3421057031 32.846125 91.123025 27.140599 
6062996632 315512077 54.347117 129.82481 25.534175 
6174795743 1883480514 34.07177 93.329185 23.890528 
6406282211 4275092444 31.827117 89.288811 23.069316 
6611957083 5755589271 31.370162 88.466291 22.737288 
6685363493 6926433092 31.180315 88.124567 22.462308 
6411889383 8146406605 31.12696 88.028528 21.942732 
5738456091 8489142808 31.610075 88.898135 21.483877 
4943461448 9009424262 31.911405 89.440529 20.915597 
4243060849 9455293869 32.084635 89.752344 20.633703 
3787110666 9727518758 32.081677 89.747019 20.642661 
3619614654 9483235694 31.869295 89.364731 20.609138 
3530757364 8990097628 31.630367 88.934661 20.571669 
3529577579 8159381853 31.440568 88.593022 20.638893 
3629893524 6993364281 31.27857 88.301426 20.617153 
3721529896 6369876805 31.440908 88.593634 20.543727 
3749786242 6450184475 31.546698 88.784056 20.298773 
3724686260 6844313916 31.516847 88.730324 20.206738 
3665603432 7256585634 31.270374 88.286672 20.133026 
3569788067 7598070104 31.093607 87.968493 20.033304 
3560776004 8000046371 31.007164 87.812895 19.986689 
3581016697 8413291115 30.774873 87.394771 19.960857 
3585676621 8841729428 30.186223 86.335202 19.750534 
3637028988 8858846576 29.640593 85.353068 19.546377 
3772519712 8589521658 29.271439 84.68859 19.445135 
3900769778 8172342180 28.931332 84.076398 19.369272 
3912135314 7674259758 28.524301 83.343742 19.146263 
3960662300 6728729453 28.810147 83.858265 19.258017 
4160147845 5525166552 28.953802 84.116843 19.142358 
4729522019 4381812020 28.999368 84.198863 18.904873 
5826350785 3616576319 28.735241 83.723433 18.382573 
6692379491 2944024910 28.804807 83.848652 18.121395 
7104341080 1554958216 30.899726 87.619507 18.038952 
7135878441 2124486796 28.967579 84.141643 18.060776 
6752065546 3945314422 26.388687 79.499636 17.777901 
6178997934 6033309350 25.624787 78.124617 17.475305 
5627347686 7161877260 25.153635 77.276542 16.765709 
5112087012 7673214785 25.021668 77.039003 16.712291 
4638951308 7605207963 25.820083 78.476149 17.088322 
4210751545 8256519155 27.301516 81.142729 17.35161 
3886236364 8424990788 27.966617 82.339911 17.369161 
3625346671 8116804935 28.677457 83.619423 17.861231 
3447830165 7367816981 30.152503 86.274506 18.22501 
221 
 
3285998198 7651500238 31.560491 88.808883 18.493119 
3232834403 7610664693 32.348326 90.226986 18.796266 
3333167113 7345452653 32.814962 91.066931 18.748968 
3683610178 6977734195 32.902835 91.225103 18.413297 
4263212534 7058724710 33.328152 91.990673 18.48659 
4743297502 6697707264 33.380103 92.084185 18.29908 
5053417553 6110406808 33.288623 91.919522 18.636109 
5020315282 5289745251 33.275971 91.896747 19.43058 
4992273794 5356881852 32.781026 91.005847 19.900897 
5047026745 5886792384 32.255388 90.059698 20.401859 
5249206866 6549910919 31.664989 88.996981 20.572724 
5620892466 6998045424 30.973234 87.751821 20.529234 
5974596746 6458220269 29.674466 85.414039 20.367347 
6272906385 5890076931 28.868128 83.96263 20.681918 
6422710936 6151875096 28.098745 82.577741 20.957626 
6306607791 8080297860 27.16994 80.905893 21.195926 
6045125197 9431063265 27.130476 80.834858 21.645561 
5734732895 8845679751 26.798879 80.237983 21.481571 
5413866338 7161877260 26.432303 79.578146 21.568982 
5119235497 5919578377 26.320533 79.37696 21.770647 
3775661452 7348250892 36.836144 98.305059 25.399104 
3770669041 7244196243 36.908662 98.435591 24.857777 
3748718917 3345573061 37.877138 100.17885 24.129025 
3729236750 5122352742 37.124851 98.824732 24.877525 
3703816120 6814812314 36.540449 97.772808 26.176482 
3762163268 7652547358 35.996004 96.792807 26.656977 
3832737443 7725649353 35.732482 96.318467 27.417879 
3906402767 7094335698 35.643369 96.158063 28.6054 
3948878637 4613365487 35.832742 96.498936 29.048212 
3979353785 3849594232 35.795507 96.431912 29.370585 
4036440947 244346562.8 60.329482 140.59307 30.56197 
4085764175 3414309567 35.786154 96.415078 31.575467 
4166881686 3702854956 35.215926 95.388667 31.661223 
4272197900 3579035522 34.639916 94.35185 31.44929 
4489162072 7725649353 33.46364 92.234552 31.330208 
4673342537 9686351674 33.289811 91.921659 30.756894 
4917472820 8958627504 33.288649 91.919569 30.007834 
5291592749 5930647978 33.342822 92.01708 29.008518 
5739119836 2402719208 34.706721 94.472099 27.589877 
6053009718 2232461252 34.496064 94.092915 25.918884 
6241574235 1352450752 36.036723 96.866101 24.087191 
6107090797 4426399439 32.050969 89.691744 23.188671 
6094575756 6089228703 31.629726 88.933506 22.847668 
222 
 
5876190795 7137291753 31.595444 88.871799 22.781353 
5588952203 7752597303 31.741674 89.135013 22.372373 
5159554423 8254938648 32.305422 90.149759 21.87649 
4905959538 8853958406 32.5191 90.534379 21.22075 
4483058100 9312320475 32.42895 90.37211 20.805761 
4133556503 9345273985 31.169219 88.104595 19.687275 
3646869889 9139102787 32.062212 89.711981 20.361471 
3527401745 8733581030 31.990181 89.582327 20.450342 
3561470178 8213715595 31.785111 89.213201 20.588236 
3718230888 7382844440 31.575796 88.836434 20.593167 
3865413715 6532821645 31.813047 89.263484 20.60544 
3847861806 6156282401 32.080474 89.744853 20.431068 
3771721426 6369876805 32.118854 89.813937 20.256525 
3661103303 6920590857 31.834187 89.301537 20.060832 
3555424095 7402344253 31.589227 88.860609 19.905449 
3544437615 7881015596 31.527935 88.750284 19.916586 
3624978066 8385354517 30.97489 87.754802 19.634614 
3765065832 8809876599 29.4929 85.08722 18.734292 
3833272350 8703917429 30.120349 86.216629 19.60969 
3990630484 8336940947 30.029012 86.052222 19.771081 
4134128785 7881015596 29.538274 85.168894 19.418347 
4200206735 7515819525 29.008803 84.215845 19.162674 
4365978272 6493128450 28.340442 83.012795 18.826222 
4612200727 5154977709 28.164388 82.695899 18.664454 
5178883426 3813726926 27.92221 82.259979 18.116638 
6091682735 3232324247 27.625642 81.726155 17.720985 
6769689950 3160753912 27.197816 80.956068 17.648515 
7065395756 1883480514 28.915327 84.047589 17.793115 
7083259092 2165433637 28.251676 82.853017 17.582304 
6776905295 4572529879 26.48709 79.676762 17.677078 
6268568363 6243660217 26.012562 78.822612 17.45715 
5791266598 6989345845 25.771021 78.387838 16.944524 
5431002375 7024097307 25.938049 78.688487 16.933466 
5067192347 6974829096 26.568169 79.822705 17.206109 
4659721739 8127213702 27.245532 81.041958 17.052983 
4164486252 8116804935 27.528447 81.551205 16.746889 
3766664586 7506496894 28.200164 82.760296 17.159369 
3346672449 6300141806 29.91957 85.855225 17.800731 
3169926886 7643345774 31.877189 89.37894 18.624646 
3130743950 7840019753 32.655303 90.779545 18.86935 
3373465640 7640626219 33.014974 91.426953 18.764606 
3940564447 6989345845 33.43033 92.174594 18.831889 
4808081030 7348250892 33.290546 91.922983 18.811363 
223 
 
5558726248 7721910618 33.016281 91.429306 18.480539 
5889430668 7610664693 32.831342 91.096415 18.479898 
5497825989 7323038907 32.753502 90.956303 19.028156 
4948358327 6863777547 32.535263 90.563474 19.522691 
4860413948 7012527345 32.096488 89.773678 20.096993 
4964686855 7345452653 31.545589 88.78206 20.442355 
5347121981 7970052262 30.831169 87.496104 20.358865 
5848107889 7599748400 30.321184 86.57813 20.842803 
6198217238 6452074057 29.921832 85.859297 21.778625 
6396753441 5860468094 29.226826 84.608287 22.268598 
6605154378 4839118006 27.752457 81.954423 21.582084 
6407425278 5899922611 27.123904 80.823027 21.955088 
6134203180 6667737649 26.758771 80.165788 21.972602 
5850217572 7659648418 26.469837 79.645706 22.005292 
5572714023 7558710736 26.271059 79.287906 22.155755 
3813600929 8054148091 36.897328 98.41519 25.101513 
3827678844 8503284213 37.056537 98.701766 25.002678 
3791952606 4623604951 37.540883 99.573589 24.249235 
3730780350 6431716426 36.711164 98.080096 23.961035 
3701266810 9081633458 36.04069 96.873242 24.706196 
3820066366 8768096619 35.866531 96.559756 26.003856 
3926043401 9141491661 35.895216 96.611388 28.03941 
3999615623 8871058460 35.825723 96.486302 29.640599 
3967750591 6282563411 35.626786 96.128215 29.697445 
3967501944 5748907924 35.661607 96.190893 30.223463 
4032197470 3579035522 36.27279 97.291022 31.616899 
4134688392 1842781183 37.841592 100.11487 32.527142 
4239839784 2219173207 36.695836 98.052504 32.235888 
4379210803 4971778381 34.780557 94.605003 32.131982 
4422373567 7904925498 34.170415 93.506746 31.982241 
4547552541 9534308168 33.990431 93.182777 31.500529 
4575813212 8534419078 33.850313 92.930564 30.658102 
4802916898 5259101490 34.104064 93.387316 29.437575 
5218695721 1307939744 37.711562 99.880812 27.72651 
5543721209 2219173207 34.741628 94.53493 25.991387 
5838015138 382019017.3 49.859332 121.7468 24.227594 
5663105784 4585870262 32.212497 89.982495 23.473456 
5429699486 6200692480 31.95673 89.522113 23.123936 
5165891683 7168674233 31.968687 89.543637 23.037406 
4849814741 7391206064 32.024236 89.643624 22.583949 
4691047034 7891648696 32.68828 90.838904 22.171339 
4454818383 8587022554 32.821675 91.079015 21.400964 
4363627876 9072029625 32.293496 90.128294 20.654124 
224 
 
4181016052 8922216049 31.095968 87.972743 19.63408 
3724677306 8878379752 31.917822 89.452079 20.357135 
3529617815 8731111852 32.052206 89.693971 20.711521 
3549378804 8267790305 31.847308 89.325154 20.724627 
3666546342 7717551687 31.714194 89.085549 20.702903 
3808393431 6740650240 31.533733 88.760719 20.524388 
3809655709 6143551152 31.956463 89.521633 20.462915 
3746835373 5871618302 32.494051 90.489291 20.314797 
3643384500 6611688946 32.425114 90.365205 20.208713 
3540287602 7265052251 32.09155 89.764791 20.083044 
3535040182 7606259693 31.928659 89.471586 19.962923 
3616689598 8002676917 31.339961 88.41193 19.617445 
3577057428 8078692463 30.577458 87.039425 19.329938 
4007548453 7747213145 30.273795 86.492831 19.441171 
4243701261 7421806939 30.295891 86.532603 19.714188 
4673487792 7045423323 30.058508 86.105314 19.498147 
4936581698 6551082782 29.764527 85.576149 19.322795 
5158241421 5483779718 29.020898 84.237617 18.973993 
5384577893 4621199492 28.669551 83.605191 18.814106 
5856468663 3522183214 28.561435 83.410584 18.313914 
6204161293 3124525466 29.181149 84.526069 18.745929 
6430775028 4115547851 28.360926 83.049666 19.057041 
6688767777 3176188612 28.808923 83.856062 19.22229 
6614555135 2012382166 29.946838 85.904309 18.702902 
6356675049 5616166753 27.10213 80.783833 18.085507 
5911939766 7247022737 26.14122 79.054195 17.336656 
5610918263 7161877260 25.826724 78.488104 16.590538 
5281074659 6887264485 26.052303 78.894146 16.409874 
5003894075 6087993118 26.970613 80.547103 17.086657 
4590682980 7345452653 27.467081 81.440746 17.393038 
4119612299 7459555316 27.956812 82.322261 17.263156 
3687257713 7009632695 29.147964 84.466335 17.770582 
3300973629 5984759199 30.983427 87.770168 18.472251 
3109423067 7384558021 32.268712 90.083682 18.870132 
3096594016 7946284364 32.590742 90.663336 18.841716 
3352031001 7791859117 32.855696 91.140253 18.805267 
4000457049 7314620940 33.279411 91.90294 18.955421 
4991314861 7654216998 32.825838 91.086509 18.842218 
5748748431 8150598211 32.539736 90.571525 18.7806 
6017203115 8683145479 32.281042 90.105876 18.737771 
5518856594 8678185850 32.140972 89.85375 19.005802 
4891610618 8348718017 32.006298 89.611337 19.418677 
4625582875 8297588005 31.773957 89.193123 20.027831 
225 
 
4737880257 8576056754 31.285522 88.31394 20.434265 
5296338563 9283096897 30.713813 87.284863 20.464719 
5820951684 9558878971 30.626091 87.126964 20.924561 
6144451802 8648384848 30.136992 86.246586 21.34191 
6417824330 6649708978 29.338696 84.809653 21.752553 
6754142840 3225293206 28.815243 83.867437 21.667152 
6716484324 2450245409 29.233097 84.619574 22.376027 
6548189613 4925639882 27.372801 81.271042 22.445139 
6281261868 6610524872 26.851612 80.332901 22.443242 
5989332351 8095958346 26.50359 79.706461 22.760986 
3863152838 8823643809 37.439757 99.391562 24.859648 
3818143592 9044653361 37.319158 99.174485 24.763693 
3768616354 3762255982 37.749476 99.949057 23.961596 
3716362498 7208472285 36.477504 97.659507 23.965573 
3793939907 9443633782 35.898661 96.61759 24.747706 
3780377931 8519346352 36.050017 96.89003 25.899094 
3865257214 9019076330 36.040855 96.873538 27.785808 
3866716767 9284007258 35.859127 96.546429 29.719085 
3895189483 6608668201 35.695012 96.251021 30.145842 
3961330898 6298219325 35.78612 96.415016 30.79717 
4081286864 4863250430 36.130058 97.034105 32.248643 
4189195477 2274508249 37.511324 99.520384 33.038413 
4308454922 1258438155 39.436663 102.98599 32.690053 
4513627268 5904465335 35.128949 95.232109 32.566708 
4546360372 8456334239 34.585957 94.254723 32.397445 
4441225644 9217698564 34.013595 93.22447 31.502649 
4375192310 8443690994 33.832967 92.89934 30.458445 
4467526639 5514840935 34.047909 93.286236 29.166999 
4609064786 1760589957 35.953712 96.716682 27.505101 
4945156583 2131350781 34.512878 94.12318 25.938768 
5090081591 985528801 38.080187 100.54434 24.873025 
5040208657 4025429341 32.760645 90.969161 23.933515 
4802443393 5651387777 32.432748 90.378946 23.419562 
4611768009 6276293133 32.619437 90.714986 23.173457 
4287324482 6791144281 32.807989 91.054381 22.909196 
4181046530 7298847542 33.349596 92.029272 22.57159 
4102300128 8331832937 33.286045 91.91488 21.642927 
4003293031 8890572198 32.741342 90.934416 20.867656 
4042901970 8649343111 31.358129 88.444633 19.746026 
3760332075 8636905061 32.410505 90.338909 20.628243 
3571577017 8549472551 32.517532 90.531558 20.929238 
3555918789 8534419078 32.166752 89.900153 20.82569 
3623231360 8128216076 31.941311 89.494359 20.884382 
226 
 
3733810447 7105809028 31.576724 88.838103 20.918699 
3779063757 6200692480 31.90386 89.426947 20.848431 
3725583804 5930647978 32.439353 90.390836 20.567491 
3720354785 6581436380 32.208355 89.975038 20.387894 
3619814044 6541956828 32.066779 89.720202 20.275313 
3560851755 6832524344 31.883901 89.391022 19.827144 
3386045377 6686885668 31.581053 88.845895 19.708192 
3375904111 6811857064 30.869438 87.564989 19.558638 
3972306402 6291960344 30.684428 87.23197 19.450765 
4758379769 6285696855 30.274776 86.494598 19.26518 
5214358718 5976267379 30.011673 86.021011 19.22152 
5873598048 5487237249 30.056378 86.10148 19.281247 
6128659060 3933825500 30.537778 86.968 19.50621 
6313593355 2927714059 30.673019 87.211434 19.306056 
6241526539 3013963143 30.613876 87.104976 19.397995 
6177457398 3035247027 30.879999 87.583999 19.8967 
6037453778 3822716592 29.965976 85.938757 20.176258 
5697995098 1133408221 33.810079 92.858143 19.959209 
5551604245 3975954879 28.80533 83.849594 19.308957 
5476286140 7417957929 26.49157 79.684825 17.644309 
5303487150 7802580078 25.656562 78.181812 16.811211 
4984450862 7637905959 25.595093 78.071167 16.244564 
4761356248 6268808638 27.434254 81.381658 16.834963 
4475825580 5196860944 28.965496 84.137893 17.697984 
4120521796 6433609935 29.586552 85.255793 18.321974 
3875164893 7370609065 30.269353 86.484836 18.367031 
3466005513 7113301327 31.416945 88.550501 18.654781 
3262624305 6482762878 32.342818 90.217073 18.924427 
3146490252 6910693562 32.506306 90.511351 18.779744 
3133925199 7462322501 32.746448 90.943607 19.06297 
3339762174 7564191738 32.272569 90.090624 18.998785 
3888389907 7465088942 32.243026 90.037447 19.16501 
4712846981 8014807736 31.889802 89.401643 19.120399 
5243862618 8845679751 31.975585 89.556054 19.2472 
5488411065 9374894605 31.817394 89.271309 19.039017 
5093039360 9235765333 31.809219 89.256594 19.27554 
4579091700 9278371610 31.441369 88.594464 19.671304 
4353233191 9320836679 31.223957 88.203122 20.266045 
4774034932 9896839830 31.061602 87.910884 20.762105 
5440664050 10475515077 30.755201 87.359362 20.828931 
5985517292 10973424726 30.748574 87.347433 20.757633 
6218796905 10992247463 30.501356 86.902441 20.59276 
6493367012 9480012855 29.570226 85.226407 21.108193 
227 
 
6957196029 5055233316 28.596562 83.473812 22.005746 
7057623048 1375048059 32.38441 90.291938 22.927074 
6920992338 3707448702 28.278587 82.901456 22.952195 
6667445899 7210215773 26.903737 80.426726 22.794233 
6380502675 8979490474 26.643324 79.957983 23.210213 
3827974701 9353768451 37.755661 99.96019 24.613089 
3777580702 9287820440 37.250914 99.051646 24.107474 
3727548511 4236092827 37.506488 99.511678 23.778113 
3709093099 5340632358 36.675657 98.016183 24.84542 
3779633367 7859718167 35.894333 96.609799 25.809329 
3747227593 8213715595 35.860348 96.548626 25.782108 
3767175097 9485561487 35.808315 96.454967 26.730309 
3769948961 9727518758 35.634126 96.141426 28.885284 
3832008437 6114835738 36.01813 96.832635 30.252711 
3974139719 5403815593 36.486268 97.675283 31.308828 
4095294100 3768546251 37.047281 98.685105 32.726852 
4342750061 3440484838 37.03023 98.654414 33.509724 
4506101751 3124525466 36.924211 98.463581 33.239571 
4681660309 6382279422 35.481018 95.865832 32.850106 
4606261037 8443690994 34.376737 93.878127 32.044252 
4499752519 9215324012 33.79575 92.83235 31.059704 
4213424130 8809876599 33.489838 92.281708 29.700311 
4137824077 6692874947 33.801004 92.841807 28.787068 
4279550040 3804721895 33.845768 92.922382 27.698224 
4238663521 2735802664 33.937359 93.087246 26.642523 
4313232036 2096868587 34.668307 94.402953 25.505104 
4315928224 2568335612 34.096574 93.373832 24.3511 
4285932736 4170625749 33.197735 91.755923 23.621864 
4087749613 4942012179 33.257466 91.863438 23.197934 
3917200477 6149919160 33.275383 91.895689 22.936922 
3835029424 6653874936 33.734779 92.722603 22.653385 
3748109862 7752597303 33.65057 92.571025 21.715471 
3724156623 8549472551 32.944452 91.300014 20.805468 
3800619390 8375179032 31.32717 88.388906 19.427869 
3620466761 8433566519 32.543355 90.578039 20.31846 
3603699166 8671699026 32.629725 90.733506 20.759678 
3588642249 8659284234 32.27165 90.088969 20.822502 
3613193232 8621962255 32.055514 89.699925 20.949469 
3697090987 7747213145 31.7354 89.12372 21.198347 
3743635395 6891325942 32.027352 89.649234 21.328554 
3846573096 6037779165 32.078199 89.740758 20.766989 
3891806682 6369876805 31.684911 89.03284 20.600127 
3792520255 5681782285 31.784364 89.211855 20.471421 
228 
 
3511306884 4840577021 31.800419 89.240754 19.669073 
3336183022 4652439847 31.520557 88.737003 19.452693 
3303612927 5792236782 30.455529 86.819951 19.180082 
4140922416 4942012179 30.653409 87.176136 19.124261 
4912809189 4927080297 30.265505 86.477909 19.098371 
5746253365 4726034293 30.337856 86.608141 19.51505 
6435712647 4275092444 30.778015 87.400426 19.734191 
6697675896 2427769044 32.585911 90.65464 20.155082 
6892852808 961342993.8 38.007022 100.41264 20.567155 
6824098369 1133408221 36.710187 98.078337 20.708381 
6002963882 1016513607 36.455805 97.620449 20.588759 
5061076013 3169067638 30.418474 86.753253 20.353303 
4661895810 5018454164 28.899221 84.018598 19.868894 
4320868876 5984759199 27.31157 81.160826 18.445948 
4318182857 7775757615 25.780077 78.404139 17.115514 
4345660733 7514758644 25.843271 78.517888 16.946719 
4321530310 7141904382 27.818055 82.0725 17.828246 
4074459886 5720833609 29.700388 85.460698 18.013514 
3769897607 5106401055 30.891818 87.605272 18.340638 
3552705820 5843971842 31.318618 88.373512 18.74328 
3290894489 6852012230 31.981632 89.566938 18.895678 
3301118990 7528513629 32.434734 90.38252 18.965987 
3201227727 7058724710 32.684036 90.831265 19.294371 
3144032337 6995146432 32.569157 90.624482 19.337897 
3205349943 6742480517 32.184594 89.93227 19.304204 
3411258002 6852012230 31.70867 89.075606 19.46876 
3713656293 7605207963 31.39914 88.518452 19.625222 
4177522762 8302711263 31.296773 88.334191 19.677797 
4736290577 9116660167 31.390949 88.503707 19.67088 
4766033390 9512544475 31.513572 88.724429 19.620644 
4442610771 9353768451 31.550514 88.790926 19.960309 
4069436557 9602746598 31.176053 88.116896 20.500455 
4327567441 10301322313 31.057019 87.902635 21.069527 
4752968838 10845226320 30.90646 87.631628 21.154171 
5566933729 11359851021 31.025584 87.84605 21.26592 
6312807803 12326277792 30.689031 87.240255 20.846157 
6549593782 12341660832 30.44708 86.804745 20.403028 
6864898538 11183337507 29.784319 85.611774 20.807283 
7319327096 7484433297 28.245926 82.842666 21.655432 
7385646134 4058273689 28.487646 83.277762 22.976056 
7255857738 5131846136 27.927584 82.269651 23.395475 
7027099518 8163568633 27.050851 80.691532 23.315111 
6815782133 10390860281 26.77482 80.194675 23.636902 
229 
 
3792883144 9712929426 37.658006 99.78441 24.594126 
3764936983 9611963403 37.144476 98.860057 24.163453 
3746372614 8223041481 36.859048 98.346286 23.830426 
3727015531 3270773223 37.480444 99.4648 24.435047 
3722117289 5861738222 36.054907 96.898833 24.951062 
3729940631 10359008436 35.300864 95.541555 25.051463 
3749915538 11456264736 35.296753 95.534155 26.486898 
3939946665 10079165751 35.591563 96.064814 28.847639 
4030804396 5963259061 36.235654 97.224177 30.346694 
4205265795 4632932495 36.836078 98.304941 31.659168 
4518724482 3082745359 37.276444 99.097599 32.776522 
4756856103 2697761840 37.417206 99.35097 33.329953 
4997303639 4233529880 36.536699 97.766059 33.308309 
4913567440 6397758193 35.457659 95.823785 32.727898 
4838178422 8466438988 34.347008 93.824615 31.751302 
4382564921 9732085089 34.001983 93.203569 30.945084 
4027784019 9545887933 33.676302 92.617344 29.658676 
3951805198 7704041887 33.81307 92.863525 28.909437 
3917594459 4848143356 33.81725 92.871049 28.351081 
3878968808 682416931.5 40.995941 105.79269 27.440012 
3889995947 3807490784 33.776662 92.797991 26.399798 
3983560149 3054387671 34.001392 93.202505 24.897358 
3952157165 382019017.3 48.550984 119.39177 23.895126 
3805760000 3795701398 33.778621 92.801517 23.18501 
3704745762 5368780263 33.445387 92.201696 22.85107 
3615953379 6034553033 33.871067 92.967921 22.563254 
3545145412 7377266214 33.859897 92.947815 21.661237 
3513986541 8200802642 33.143096 91.657573 20.805656 
3587285286 8104784836 32.071284 89.728312 19.897902 
3535443693 8349701063 32.534954 90.562918 20.247633 
3519459713 8589521658 32.619097 90.714375 20.875478 
3579053870 8708866441 32.2843 90.11174 20.986646 
3634976619 8770558252 32.14251 89.856518 20.910218 
3777213085 8010564801 31.960872 89.52957 21.116953 
4103153003 7102941955 31.983772 89.57079 21.109864 
4194258836 6270018312 32.022933 89.641279 20.715852 
4267970765 5884773044 31.569624 88.825323 20.453643 
4140721217 3862982207 32.403033 90.32546 20.447119 
3870918073 2674568135 32.946735 91.304122 19.624009 
3646483997 3160753912 31.847187 89.324936 19.267778 
3574537862 5100518929 30.225498 86.405896 19.032897 
4353264885 4200065900 30.457635 86.823744 19.108325 
4848186410 3352420455 31.744405 89.13993 20.453724 
230 
 
5706026014 3077494006 31.998137 89.596647 20.746851 
6210180935 2007986048 34.428296 93.970933 20.999846 
6582269786 84661021.52 123.77027 254.78649 20.530571 
6778559196 2131350781 34.268085 93.682553 21.177222 
6730962249 2887276575 31.94572 89.502295 20.564548 
5796046033 4010764511 30.124266 86.223679 20.20386 
4659853958 6123187936 28.707101 83.672781 19.538605 
3853291134 7044311603 27.986501 82.375701 18.681724 
3469016365 7821316136 26.529169 79.752505 17.568328 
3571337708 5945712786 27.019764 80.635575 17.854124 
3796398509 5724186843 28.944489 84.100081 18.832562 
3762427527 5268415759 30.976827 87.758289 19.198096 
3544794619 5850574385 31.915332 89.447597 19.004129 
3238974037 5544453837 32.427763 90.369973 19.269323 
3055031341 5991249002 32.528069 90.550524 19.584612 
2959604326 6887264485 32.574089 90.63336 19.374158 
2967529087 7561451598 33.030113 91.454203 19.534414 
2969986649 7599748400 32.833402 91.100124 19.562503 
3064744606 6555990561 32.486642 90.475956 19.459919 
3126470600 6290753722 32.108715 89.795686 19.793249 
3349519672 6772210099 31.457415 88.623346 20.066582 
3600426882 7890624650 31.236125 88.225025 20.212278 
3934734746 8473039238 31.2196 88.19528 20.279296 
4061529817 8843233278 31.059355 87.90684 20.321943 
4107669284 9252351323 31.180098 88.124176 20.5302 
3936128051 9445067603 31.289477 88.321059 20.849423 
3859010900 10015847657 31.12821 88.030779 21.234619 
4122279594 10696747507 31.016291 87.829324 21.54846 
4646528852 11355768654 31.185832 88.134497 21.613687 
5461270146 11858117392 31.410784 88.539411 21.555074 
6265030067 12834290112 30.972801 87.751041 21.258462 
6697733593 12938608240 30.876667 87.578 21.139604 
7018368592 11816517036 30.204265 86.367676 20.847479 
7451752675 8850571229 28.558681 83.405626 21.153809 
7521156205 5257727530 27.990258 82.382464 22.468379 
7407116819 6180465710 27.631552 81.736794 23.57659 
7408665904 9419381466 27.22183 80.999293 23.856733 
7321206893 11758893935 26.990727 80.583309 23.983659 
3845575893 10171476547 37.566759 99.620167 24.507447 
3801957162 9881044330 37.406518 99.331732 24.402681 
3787407165 8894506800 37.102417 98.784351 23.901024 
3778048374 6510293138 37.374393 99.273908 23.905488 
3754086033 4308132959 37.25945 99.06701 23.985047 
231 
 
3773081463 10693305146 36.015022 96.827039 25.629635 
3967663937 12883517658 35.815494 96.46789 28.478165 
4174889071 11527102569 36.089865 96.961756 30.616803 
4497014976 6908895663 36.526352 97.747434 31.428896 
4842861816 4550342825 36.622558 97.920605 32.137191 
5153028380 2938595240 37.167012 98.900622 32.979638 
5484802507 2720812038 37.158378 98.885081 32.911933 
5711222553 5060313417 36.119802 97.015644 33.019876 
5460449085 6996263804 35.261765 95.471177 32.740275 
4788943706 8626945274 34.712712 94.482882 32.167792 
4287803871 9841215826 34.491206 94.084171 31.317113 
3892484273 10236296307 34.42165 93.95897 30.500515 
3877119870 8602009294 33.84448 92.920064 29.274876 
3844269892 6095637761 33.768215 92.782787 28.627577 
3883063885 2036473811 35.592113 96.065803 27.989902 
3918817258 4265204763 34.225028 93.605051 27.315362 
4014501107 4485140142 33.710361 92.67865 25.756457 
3892151459 3394773488 33.981983 93.16757 24.276906 
3731206716 1791883104 35.714747 96.286545 23.258167 
3637146764 4357352626 33.889852 93.001734 22.783935 
3566981133 5884773044 33.940608 93.093095 22.351957 
3496055891 7267872873 33.908949 93.036109 21.566951 
3448882502 8115204767 33.750765 92.751377 21.302175 
3488472745 7968430808 33.46985 92.245729 21.128746 
3436675237 8236921945 33.09241 91.566338 20.923181 
3405342831 8329278083 32.613839 90.70491 21.065351 
3466753786 8433566519 32.290379 90.122683 21.123503 
3720861658 8296013167 32.289467 90.121041 21.062314 
4168847740 7606259693 32.27657 90.097826 21.155114 
4503098095 6665892535 32.271421 90.088558 20.975676 
4758609539 5828717147 32.078817 89.74187 20.529455 
4791194217 5223366625 31.732878 89.11918 20.342545 
4648427002 2651227856 33.262074 91.871733 20.181224 
4497332332 1606039487 34.462416 94.032349 19.373618 
4313824574 2248235385 32.490934 90.483681 19.633795 
4167630502 4434471323 30.649558 87.169204 20.049201 
4390722527 3526946226 31.210489 88.17888 20.032807 
4814746076 2364785592 33.387009 92.096616 21.150096 
4835770245 1865532563 34.279119 93.702415 21.243393 
5197093559 3496451850 33.682898 92.629216 21.512501 
5684028626 3721205287 32.278239 90.10083 20.366252 
6134181827 3661323830 30.916833 87.6503 19.802969 
6098493514 4135159607 29.091345 84.364421 19.138768 
232 
 
5641360246 4888157970 28.270378 82.88668 18.9462 
4818421108 7055843792 28.796358 83.833445 18.951739 
3986931543 7684055387 28.259029 82.866252 17.668511 
3511184463 6709667943 28.73185 83.71733 18.369827 
3572734853 2781305442 31.070513 87.926924 19.471256 
3699570967 3883510263 32.594642 90.670356 20.227448 
3526108951 5113680434 32.807408 91.053334 19.635975 
3305829026 5893360148 33.656855 92.582338 20.1298 
3116782103 5710765353 33.918176 93.052718 20.387616 
2927844813 5656849254 33.545099 92.381178 20.153528 
2820212052 6598434354 33.475036 92.255064 20.196167 
2783768982 7459555316 33.060936 91.509685 20.063489 
2760086020 7832007877 33.220159 91.796287 20.202404 
2921844181 6452074057 32.896782 91.214207 19.953382 
3113091557 6100808242 32.45506 90.419108 20.479878 
3355983120 6571171847 31.724999 89.104999 20.795969 
3596064695 8090740622 31.506519 88.711735 20.867759 
3702422253 8207556921 31.40458 88.528244 20.962169 
3822793973 8548506198 31.174181 88.113525 21.21642 
3863772077 8984329083 31.044293 87.879727 21.324189 
3735964029 9438067313 31.192256 88.146061 21.538652 
3732146044 10064947268 31.12407 88.023325 21.657963 
4021142025 10925215590 31.250756 88.25136 21.983266 
4542950478 11578745783 31.443007 88.597412 22.067972 
5218172694 12033264254 31.831598 89.296876 22.021256 
5855069862 12351268184 31.669403 89.004926 21.973022 
6326113339 12483301773 31.553931 88.797075 22.067897 
6759096247 12381975417 31.616707 88.910073 21.910359 
7247464139 9824481883 30.340828 86.613491 21.831089 
7445270401 6075158429 29.040827 84.273489 22.906199 
7567114300 6010687951 27.711805 81.881248 23.554975 
7585888870 9356117506 27.243363 81.038053 24.053979 
7886633793 12637019013 27.286571 81.115827 24.37385 
3900641894 10747821794 37.727135 99.908844 24.628798 
3846858133 10197982775 37.89725 100.21505 24.481808 
3828504877 9107083093 38.289686 100.92143 24.63634 
3819227903 6828437593 38.729861 101.71375 24.630782 
3786466694 911595180.3 44.80741 112.65334 24.484611 
3819968182 11095120513 38.022857 100.44114 26.368222 
4062715229 13491725283 37.749017 99.94823 30.084095 
4445739353 13491725283 37.62701 99.728618 32.292635 
4856954024 9141491661 37.491838 99.485308 32.631408 
5303165622 7199957545 36.992118 98.585812 32.875502 
233 
 
5692581076 3827205686 37.484528 99.47215 33.365366 
6053462152 3051139266 37.829938 100.09389 33.282375 
6228332649 5735528340 36.321116 97.378009 33.015604 
5673959816 7468920347 35.196787 95.354217 32.44576 
4936924828 9062418425 34.663861 94.394949 31.875296 
4342498713 9729802117 34.512011 94.12162 31.253065 
3953883433 10096959024 34.683358 94.430045 30.937085 
3945078176 8661768222 34.379192 93.882546 30.099193 
3928776879 6829574650 34.559613 94.207303 29.705403 
4001716789 3507866120 35.297203 95.534966 29.074484 
4074796231 3793961367 34.634519 94.342134 27.785219 
3980809316 5643312023 33.784533 92.812159 26.496445 
3890264633 4716840401 33.68502 92.633037 24.930401 
3784046096 2185698044 35.078702 95.141664 23.520858 
3675227615 3406433595 34.56159 94.210863 22.907893 
3580101172 5573169265 34.093074 93.367533 22.214372 
3512682503 7205634846 33.808768 92.855783 21.506153 
3466228605 8023698790 33.616689 92.51004 21.233376 
3486347755 7926134864 33.534228 92.361611 21.238854 
3371132227 7976343206 32.936242 91.285236 20.993709 
3340369863 8052538921 32.479689 90.463441 21.048702 
3489026788 7910231701 32.298963 90.138133 21.17173 
3877188087 7474448951 32.339405 90.210929 21.260689 
4485383191 6710819538 32.360661 90.249189 21.171387 
5015121521 6156282401 32.465436 90.437785 20.861179 
5268380142 5487237249 32.325591 90.186064 20.649386 
5228563729 4102761665 31.72326 89.101868 20.338401 
5134758396 1448950735 34.344154 93.819477 19.914118 
5021059963 688425352.1 39.316801 102.77024 19.668694 
4881882897 2161265174 32.814415 91.065947 20.86602 
4740637328 3845124078 31.700287 89.060517 21.526034 
4564316324 2099541039 34.505346 94.109623 21.939365 
4193626608 3080722261 33.429998 92.173997 21.529762 
4028253633 4925639882 32.136094 89.844969 21.288403 
3923781315 5797601841 30.441535 86.794762 20.334598 
4569991043 5541022196 29.032826 84.259088 19.341012 
5183109395 5520399924 27.96661 82.339897 18.231908 
5672311734 5830750527 27.531916 81.557449 17.769734 
5539042505 5687222607 27.449726 81.409506 17.657144 
4970298857 6772210099 29.194136 84.549445 18.19458 
4631317759 5724186843 30.336291 86.605323 17.920895 
4224451753 4248587058 31.449395 88.608911 19.176138 
4126712607 1781089821 34.911546 94.840782 20.511037 
234 
 
4031883904 4732250006 33.60111 92.481998 20.512711 
3857355496 5472062859 33.318305 91.972949 20.355449 
3550646904 5568432424 33.424307 92.163752 20.594007 
3466748135 5740931728 34.761815 94.571267 21.061033 
3231808146 5527280203 34.711721 94.481097 20.829101 
3340888243 4977770306 34.003593 93.206467 20.816777 
3323107304 5693956299 33.151843 91.673317 20.921832 
3472522939 7070239863 32.79598 91.032764 20.883641 
3498290389 6691721117 32.751248 90.952246 20.798079 
3677387621 6374885228 32.421667 90.359001 21.221611 
3593142905 6359366172 32.092687 89.766837 21.717761 
3752845550 7583352636 31.877097 89.378775 21.870392 
3769086942 7451249295 31.533618 88.760513 21.90902 
3743863064 7922464878 31.330432 88.394777 22.148034 
3777810380 8417386047 31.241611 88.234899 22.164336 
3753303991 8894506800 31.353374 88.436073 22.413983 
3857187083 9561191428 31.328807 88.391852 22.525166 
4128181576 10546760981 31.503384 88.70609 22.605835 
4588353560 11374130956 31.85424 89.337632 22.670875 
5217972591 11854160008 32.33545 90.20381 22.651359 
5796505426 11685076544 32.091734 89.765121 22.57489 
6415561432 12216268345 31.56304 88.813472 22.807234 
6915170132 12337816375 31.66472 88.996496 23.026344 
7312661352 11832377279 31.774327 89.193789 23.667456 
7656023374 7681346276 29.593208 85.267775 23.379637 
7829740112 7484433297 28.038195 82.468751 23.71265 
8104438253 9662541913 27.384946 81.292902 24.006264 
8506704758 13297208236 27.608829 81.695893 24.613756 
3865987366 10923116047 37.752164 99.953895 24.625179 
3811108098 10469020778 38.283322 100.90998 24.578159 
3795372679 9216783466 38.679906 101.62383 24.78983 
3788537101 7314620940 38.981349 102.16643 25.049977 
3734729450 4075450136 39.797774 103.63599 24.500784 
3804438243 10088065228 38.382682 101.08883 24.94507 
4107916883 14601345946 37.891138 100.20405 28.151122 
4531479968 15804542190 37.680998 99.825797 31.07386 
4867464586 13020859660 37.852624 100.13472 32.829729 
5249952058 8484101315 37.453347 99.416025 33.243537 
5560170012 5230527734 37.454411 99.41794 33.236349 
5744955349 4098493189 37.29389 99.129002 32.755312 
5857645114 5291113185 36.311138 97.360049 32.281763 
5473680899 8290886911 35.096264 95.173276 31.619939 
5110638827 9243789481 34.75184 94.553311 31.313098 
235 
 
4654674057 9291091417 34.63921 94.350578 31.303835 
4266772299 8352251391 34.437498 93.987497 30.917086 
4175620424 7231142737 34.036705 93.266069 30.000465 
4066466655 5525166552 34.451876 94.013377 29.870889 
3992944829 3267682034 35.499246 95.898644 29.762264 
4114185413 2931060961 35.399647 95.719364 28.522566 
4018737635 4854245424 34.430838 93.975507 27.379253 
3894751722 5247023545 34.119544 93.41518 26.193133 
3762267458 4062572729 34.321751 93.779152 24.72663 
3652559199 1950112686 36.008674 96.815613 23.042041 
3563823673 6124418376 33.835256 92.903461 21.926135 
3521876903 7482736313 33.649841 92.569713 21.546446 
3546769231 7857053051 33.538868 92.369962 21.339666 
3588845831 7698633160 33.34869 92.027641 21.340458 
3448234724 7628067460 32.721433 90.898579 21.303284 
3365787883 7551541082 32.395357 90.311643 21.353855 
3498133379 7371684929 32.322187 90.179937 21.40018 
3965685957 6692874947 32.451216 90.412188 21.500696 
4673488188 5956747188 32.66567 90.798206 21.518407 
5240261275 5312376615 32.721224 90.898204 21.298718 
5580510917 4389943199 32.574447 90.634005 21.093465 
5579939877 2235015274 33.080303 91.544545 20.767902 
5471908029 607213134.3 41.084828 105.95269 20.832845 
5345844682 2287562565 32.421511 90.35872 21.216853 
5206888103 3372134055 32.000313 89.600563 21.827912 
5039389910 2471161970 34.035626 93.264126 22.246912 
4486944638 2974376751 33.578224 92.440803 21.620139 
3942969896 5444302393 32.065124 89.717224 21.307799 
3455111413 6825486620 30.98194 87.767492 20.905329 
3104674207 7075992353 29.468026 85.042447 20.053362 
3883143672 6706679222 28.77535 83.795629 19.579348 
4663878245 7064483985 28.606432 83.491578 18.697787 
5274549471 7700295559 28.568271 83.422888 18.08796 
5617501173 7797220930 28.220965 82.797738 18.027516 
5597542097 7006737175 29.577156 85.238881 18.448845 
5478795463 5200455597 31.198439 88.157191 18.56239 
5426325619 3270773223 33.214671 91.786409 19.966809 
5398827797 3424047309 34.362987 93.853376 21.140055 
5266561763 5860468094 33.698918 92.658052 20.866698 
4986950472 6346931157 33.503812 92.306861 21.080642 
4633678671 6356259071 33.923175 93.061716 21.349444 
4206787750 6649708978 35.311279 95.560303 21.776256 
4195647943 5328688480 35.034367 95.061861 21.628826 
236 
 
4514018328 3847871882 34.547219 94.184994 21.692393 
5102209194 3443462888 33.969389 93.1449 21.677577 
5589283292 5405963498 33.099378 91.57888 21.983943 
5381725392 5784303884 32.714476 90.886057 21.966831 
4972953911 5588926143 32.452133 90.41384 22.182937 
4639209624 5342798633 32.260734 90.069321 22.606241 
4299912550 5571851832 32.211158 89.980084 22.941688 
4079560568 5807560832 32.097619 89.775714 23.169833 
3981524539 6574205055 31.850133 89.33024 23.199476 
3964755956 7429067053 31.671084 89.007951 23.036286 
4026693158 8059382961 31.647532 88.965558 23.188038 
4191169632 8732629470 31.825834 89.286502 23.441923 
4579849107 9524143399 32.15809 89.884563 23.474637 
5059402478 10301322313 32.534061 90.561309 23.588575 
5607804717 10790249816 32.692417 90.84635 23.613405 
6313179970 10609084514 31.51193 88.721473 23.004904 
6993927302 11402651952 30.513133 86.923639 23.324322 
7537842825 12733112818 29.743075 85.537536 23.580964 
7886515899 13816162345 29.290877 84.723579 23.747524 
8165616668 12191077923 28.544304 83.379748 23.777035 
8471553671 12123069389 28.005422 82.40976 23.985412 
8750742511 13023844611 27.66267 81.792806 24.056874 
9032533155 14783649301 27.708016 81.874429 24.393188 
3812450184 9644171954 38.458374 101.22507 24.370686 
3814206093 8994000648 39.169746 102.50554 24.662505 
3834354405 7850693039 38.877117 101.97881 24.342016 
3851961672 6418193804 38.572703 101.43087 24.336264 
3830918224 4789715489 39.455441 103.01979 24.419572 
3879108018 6704841873 39.118593 102.41347 24.37277 
4080894242 12550621868 38.743855 101.73894 26.561484 
4384594691 15594639980 38.535808 101.36445 29.958772 
4705018371 15628685395 38.027204 100.44897 32.859964 
4935396175 9647354983 38.01795 100.43231 34.538579 
5067068908 5511395952 37.953009 100.31542 33.755536 
5100249401 4585870262 37.337307 99.207153 32.082157 
5109369904 7199957545 35.730182 96.314328 31.164538 
5128077389 8554486114 35.121361 95.21845 31.071288 
5153674490 8619469966 34.82872 94.691696 30.936314 
5047151260 7827693429 34.577065 94.238716 30.949208 
4798322413 5979516255 34.161197 93.490154 30.502129 
4515815239 4514613381 34.31498 93.766965 30.120474 
4267215116 3056423371 35.0045 95.008101 29.940949 
4061386508 1736853284 36.863766 98.354779 29.879122 
237 
 
4002148301 919365278.5 40.68622 105.2352 29.511388 
3966424621 1812125620 36.76851 98.183318 28.12445 
3860809939 3901240899 34.566572 94.21983 27.111739 
3723477429 4536926913 34.196389 93.553501 25.495478 
3592137897 2355964012 35.498538 95.897368 23.185112 
3528409546 5671663889 34.004662 93.208392 21.794738 
3597641390 7287595057 33.892786 93.007014 21.605419 
3738557072 7741826274 33.864349 92.955828 21.521867 
3846791430 7910231701 33.53316 92.359688 21.822191 
3651765848 7608988142 32.757667 90.9638 22.164911 
3556678826 7128715542 32.4148 90.34664 22.358657 
3672752007 6459404155 32.454539 90.41817 22.398612 
4093417123 5354719704 32.908834 91.235901 22.337484 
4667171975 5111444275 32.890339 91.202609 22.02813 
5176968777 4621199492 32.544298 90.579737 21.965407 
5551401078 3663109257 32.450007 90.410012 21.859286 
5731673116 1217798272 36.434605 97.582288 21.674034 
5756211173 1537659461 35.101818 95.183273 21.781047 
5613956605 2274508249 33.420206 92.15637 22.274591 
5337389017 2022266251 34.097707 93.375873 22.323403 
4905922543 2786955389 34.177784 93.520012 22.155737 
4395855265 4712982303 32.471556 90.4488 21.239017 
3843348351 6445923607 31.622665 88.920797 21.324021 
3370595376 7662363082 31.235003 88.223005 20.801945 
3116546014 8192051178 31.200654 88.161177 20.233494 
3822593083 7673214785 30.12003 86.216053 19.549279 
4597445701 7176118939 29.84717 85.724907 19.234637 
5306090681 6963199925 30.033467 86.060241 19.15254 
5936606297 7052962026 30.451832 86.813297 19.848945 
6199957353 7187497563 31.82719 89.288942 20.582772 
6373380145 5971764274 33.438299 92.188938 20.732595 
6534567578 4277637338 35.020847 95.037525 21.875179 
6642681908 3330710528 35.954262 96.717672 22.715628 
6645892607 5113680434 34.509399 94.116918 22.136126 
6357592467 5478987047 34.152833 93.475099 22.068995 
5880820951 5243452036 34.349176 93.828516 22.070558 
5259000999 4732250006 34.790621 94.623118 22.232843 
5306656838 3910084369 34.57009 94.226162 22.428857 
5906897345 3265742555 34.321998 93.779596 22.344044 
6581060607 3059667712 33.926 93.0668 22.225822 
7041229592 3250616780 33.36978 92.065605 22.613696 
6874010961 2075980861 34.624506 94.324111 22.965258 
6394569436 1796656244 35.086441 95.155594 23.094109 
238 
 
5711939257 2764305484 33.525136 92.345245 23.422636 
4985761023 4732250006 32.522999 90.541397 23.639887 
4646960012 5666986803 32.546702 90.584064 23.779476 
4451501099 6473567295 32.581679 90.647022 23.875082 
4386867977 7196022979 32.526479 90.547663 23.81801 
4468312504 7797220930 32.216703 89.990066 23.664328 
4747303891 8297588005 32.43918 90.390525 23.938422 
5244204967 8874999326 32.685416 90.833749 24.048579 
5858666585 9372548958 32.62164 90.718953 24.01695 
6588000984 9514865078 31.678543 89.021378 23.427088 
7110758208 9662541913 31.192333 88.146199 23.729543 
7592841450 10906309170 30.249092 86.448365 24.22983 
7973562527 12780026262 29.289471 84.721047 24.496691 
8208800344 14743133879 28.637375 83.547274 24.503519 
8537985962 15395145614 28.45969 83.227442 24.617968 
8738150947 15946472216 28.117943 82.612297 24.401495 
8852086310 16529481438 27.7557 81.96026 24.255829 
8973018384 17256808392 27.51723 81.531013 24.34443 
3821680470 9223904981 38.626424 101.52756 23.88578 
3899662533 8422456428 38.471538 101.24877 23.844337 
3980065887 7495470974 38.113486 100.60428 23.546299 
4029702568 6170946163 38.060478 100.50886 23.596002 
4122553722 3816491088 39.200825 102.56149 23.849047 
4236712501 3035247027 40.471502 104.8487 24.109998 
4397176466 9766283269 39.151004 102.47181 24.851256 
4506967030 14084185483 38.82362 101.88252 27.232803 
4552818632 16606172249 38.165835 100.6985 30.796511 
4543999261 13072553962 37.72346 99.902227 33.51362 
4425069717 10128042746 37.461042 99.429875 33.494325 
4359659516 8873499376 36.869609 98.365296 31.788314 
4271008887 9750334927 35.528886 95.951994 30.640613 
4760755349 8912488146 35.162602 95.292683 30.919532 
5084024579 7878355699 34.83565 94.70417 30.783106 
5376315804 5835332186 34.648306 94.366951 30.475892 
5196869576 4546382935 34.456421 94.021558 30.239625 
4919796579 3134907371 34.928964 94.872134 30.085783 
4503118777 2446434241 35.90203 96.623655 30.382626 
4209153522 1830451816 37.303008 99.145414 30.521517 
4190791959 2050609945 37.434287 99.381716 29.999054 
4151056511 1647724758 37.618445 99.713202 28.374128 
4058792689 3698257073 35.189922 95.341859 27.34876 
3921981110 5451252102 34.605936 94.290685 25.761593 
3749981595 3006566057 35.562212 96.011981 23.332019 
239 
 
3674085806 5487237249 34.582855 94.249139 21.861017 
3741870654 7446776219 34.469158 94.044484 21.766985 
3875458832 8065623368 34.442085 93.995753 21.908189 
3976833050 8494182130 33.8292 92.892561 22.474415 
3947687674 7693221683 32.98159 91.366862 22.92798 
3947682139 6958501821 32.657769 90.783984 23.134024 
4124969107 5855144801 32.451651 90.412972 23.015516 
4441489029 4482681104 32.224928 90.00487 22.181434 
4849326143 4506645680 33.130198 91.634357 22.522041 
5222988066 3741248658 33.346102 92.022984 23.05449 
5585297812 2078672736 34.416874 93.950373 23.069925 
5986095225 2865203203 33.488671 92.279608 22.296947 
5991518505 1051243905 37.883146 100.18966 21.754066 
5822427926 1791883104 34.735917 94.524651 22.155916 
5452231105 1356120158 36.040967 96.873741 22.348485 
4935351951 4023761826 33.162827 91.693088 22.237253 
4402245722 6371783604 32.074043 89.733277 21.471867 
3935642604 7837349788 31.647588 88.965659 21.403033 
3565926090 8663294627 31.46459 88.636262 20.626335 
3501337134 8279638538 31.661807 88.991253 19.709439 
4151109344 6718628334 31.234265 88.221678 19.56592 
4890991725 5639924041 31.488836 88.679904 20.326127 
5612533080 5066229320 32.572042 90.629676 21.143498 
6240325212 6007451290 33.451582 92.212848 22.11955 
6599499016 6989345845 33.725067 92.705121 22.211046 
6929314858 5978264291 34.217579 93.591641 21.752616 
7124757253 3847871882 35.300667 95.541201 22.311267 
7290257086 1776286428 36.416291 97.549324 22.031975 
7341027377 2400295673 35.339156 95.61048 22.352165 
7161312277 3572505418 34.211521 93.580738 22.462048 
6759802931 3993387161 34.152073 93.473732 22.688726 
6190419957 3325745671 34.686856 94.436341 22.964628 
6225663061 1669221257 36.663418 97.994152 23.20488 
6749285220 2532212255 34.782507 94.608512 23.174782 
7108325133 3639896636 33.343887 92.018997 22.983181 
7118089985 4179052540 32.691944 90.845498 23.164167 
7139549321 4237699409 32.742056 90.935701 23.509211 
6876845410 3621249078 32.929683 91.27343 23.670916 
6177419375 1085162413 37.714138 99.885449 23.977051 
5469037669 4880636602 32.835725 91.104305 24.274764 
5238497991 5720833609 32.720372 90.896669 24.095303 
5132882837 6393472056 32.536016 90.564829 24.023016 
5104999190 7064483985 32.400649 90.321169 23.981529 
240 
 
5130287456 7832007877 32.527769 90.549985 24.191218 
5450813069 8116804935 32.522317 90.54017 24.353695 
5965687539 8872558706 32.345013 90.221024 24.458771 
6620281954 9883301948 31.941996 89.495592 24.38356 
7283607468 10686084795 31.7099 89.07782 24.561005 
7806727668 11447366597 30.139973 86.251951 23.972269 
8072975893 12875345216 28.994938 84.190888 24.037477 
8285973058 14513713471 28.299504 82.939107 24.149142 
8432060126 15884120824 28.399324 83.118784 24.677837 
8629666672 16979270482 28.047829 82.486092 24.633174 
8565151232 17825994314 27.775103 81.995186 24.466758 
8357094856 18727093483 27.608021 81.694437 24.508922 
8412780374 19399086250 27.530282 81.554507 24.682525 
3914280846 9018146683 38.317098 100.97078 23.565961 
4121112426 8129814385 38.401849 101.12333 23.741202 
4265518156 7412398849 38.005296 100.40953 23.460603 
4589325415 6555990561 37.812732 100.06292 23.376062 
4897112771 4181639623 38.64905 101.56829 23.497298 
5114552706 2133991888 40.696326 105.25339 23.720827 
5079194156 5644617356 38.971116 102.14801 24.091255 
5061992491 10201039705 38.386241 101.09523 24.629345 
4656327461 13797352676 37.853428 100.13617 26.844056 
4250318749 14915418794 38.461554 101.2308 31.128618 
4123815669 12686799983 38.019392 100.43491 32.894562 
3985550186 11563410955 37.172645 98.910761 32.343014 
3900684807 11184133026 35.829014 96.492226 31.005787 
4494316982 9807206973 35.346194 95.623149 30.817117 
5061813144 7608988142 34.964972 94.936949 30.768646 
5355235725 5445642100 34.816589 94.66986 30.64079 
5395097828 4836790642 34.083265 93.349878 29.823102 
5212229846 5255535926 33.876355 92.977439 29.57241 
4868556523 4518593420 34.570398 94.226716 29.999239 
4677031424 2402719208 36.612213 97.901983 30.639247 
4722395323 2678141309 36.710787 98.079416 30.145589 
4867038327 2809472772 36.327177 97.388918 28.244775 
4784176024 3510802661 35.561045 96.009881 26.471632 
4615032910 4384311895 35.051696 95.093053 24.766036 
4347716625 1520218604 37.798232 100.03682 22.8461 
4111728688 6037779165 34.712006 94.48161 22.033158 
4090418214 7728347208 34.54557 94.182026 22.11136 
3959408755 8023698790 34.145923 93.462661 22.261447 
3934921929 8319052985 33.295343 91.931617 22.64124 
4103688995 7504803524 32.946196 91.303153 22.990333 
241 
 
4451583460 6623761934 33.102981 91.585365 23.144821 
4703581918 5511395952 33.028068 91.450522 23.330211 
4916585759 3667739010 33.51988 92.335783 23.38056 
5059257336 3616576319 33.560869 92.409564 23.265102 
5431892662 2709304694 34.166712 93.500081 23.804506 
5819987706 944328027.9 38.856632 101.94194 23.732306 
6135854180 3771334350 32.844836 91.120705 22.95744 
6318889934 2631356943 33.663831 92.594896 22.454355 
6222020014 1193088864 37.361204 99.250167 22.826454 
5883644148 1835152076 35.339653 95.611375 22.922443 
5119386659 4884398335 33.553664 92.396596 22.910625 
4512696251 7484433297 33.288399 91.919118 22.415654 
4146287001 8749900949 32.908876 91.235976 21.961341 
4172579063 9018146683 32.771129 90.988032 21.468836 
4347274282 8343615229 32.94994 91.309891 20.780877 
4881668065 6595409219 33.133554 91.640398 20.786651 
5437455846 5196860944 33.527546 92.349583 21.583818 
6021258048 4712982303 34.37062 93.867115 22.455125 
6619575551 5660229896 34.650977 94.371758 23.109402 
6915381734 6271947053 34.605354 94.289637 23.281785 
7176320252 5318088085 34.946162 94.903091 22.937167 
7345366066 3122522004 35.642366 96.156259 22.624352 
7479913020 2064675871 36.103916 96.98705 22.577533 
7522663174 1150799840 38.867531 101.96156 22.761533 
7507446499 2212507542 35.345549 95.621988 22.846028 
7259177437 2595869655 34.925535 94.865964 23.111483 
6963929368 2758621992 34.947291 94.905124 23.238349 
6899975230 2326406127 35.67037 96.206667 23.523291 
7151445090 4458623398 33.488131 92.278636 23.686884 
7149713713 5631058845 32.405609 90.330096 23.699375 
7196644278 5107804373 32.385092 90.293166 23.677454 
7063644420 4304012946 32.952667 91.314801 23.944763 
6623554996 2592214739 34.125355 93.425639 24.420012 
5819702296 2577993704 34.090466 93.362838 24.780144 
5526862530 5544453837 32.814899 91.066818 24.820179 
5714579954 6139137231 32.900682 91.221228 24.864547 
5738310257 6679737178 32.740557 90.933003 24.856937 
5955429209 7047195934 32.592492 90.666485 24.69625 
5986461017 7670502903 32.595417 90.671751 24.815077 
6287685757 8374198153 31.556004 88.800808 24.41663 
6657784763 10237648848 30.113656 86.204581 24.073797 
7257521533 11536418718 29.489712 85.081482 24.31338 
7486907065 14158479025 29.131792 84.437225 24.557307 
242 
 
7720569090 15543657073 28.785139 83.81325 24.739132 
8050879810 16382791575 27.93653 82.285754 24.430061 
8304116170 16904398314 27.926443 82.267597 24.632441 
8546539978 17902458007 27.879251 82.182652 24.811325 
8778215810 18964743445 27.332747 81.198944 24.530807 
8478137135 19825134345 26.827053 80.288695 23.912572 
8153384060 20602322545 26.600253 79.880456 23.538449 
7985293323 20909666186 26.599759 79.879566 23.635241 
4007399922 8680665921 38.722133 101.69984 23.739667 
4312253250 8033183928 38.766981 101.78057 23.983554 
4625986200 7417957929 38.864377 101.95588 24.007716 
5097932288 6948643654 38.584107 101.45139 23.773568 
5582109508 4974059837 39.01303 102.22345 23.751152 
5946155155 1298149006 43.372283 110.07011 24.034048 
5875062669 4229357375 39.087558 102.3576 24.292381 
5429139845 5708701115 38.772652 101.79077 24.42156 
4857415268 9349974760 38.28739 100.9173 24.794736 
4217528532 11500828262 38.786585 101.81585 27.59256 
3957689098 13533123546 38.036358 100.46544 30.03138 
3910062728 12656629922 37.057945 98.704301 31.111066 
3972563191 11442059093 36.095693 96.972248 31.002758 
4442712851 9770836474 35.573352 96.032033 30.832031 
5005698537 8298575433 34.823241 94.681833 30.498032 
5502528687 6329446925 35.029702 95.053463 30.788039 
5536314581 6584466163 34.040336 93.272604 29.939404 
5402647954 6856088800 33.620675 92.517215 29.495952 
5146175894 5891342438 34.078332 93.340998 29.804321 
5191618796 3008625147 35.979126 96.762426 30.789177 
5411187029 5444302393 35.320763 95.577373 30.701156 
5648951357 6155056577 35.154719 95.278494 28.600886 
5568967296 5945712786 35.008469 95.015244 25.862821 
5346057240 1822785408 37.396721 99.314098 24.067726 
5058753313 5354719704 34.384707 93.892472 22.9881 
4760976970 7366100585 34.314041 93.765274 22.720136 
4505558392 7731044382 34.507523 94.113541 22.699552 
4218506149 7581671709 34.416103 93.948986 22.893804 
3984645042 7617169228 33.654787 92.578617 23.057753 
4486220681 6698860343 33.543517 92.37833 23.207369 
5022773629 5855144801 33.367109 92.060796 22.989892 
5339305783 4695148995 33.611913 92.501443 23.650642 
5495125453 2872862209 34.444222 93.999599 24.129507 
5430426288 1890967841 35.807189 96.45294 24.38345 
5450888612 1860887977 35.498345 95.897021 24.629488 
243 
 
6007071855 1903011797 35.175661 95.316189 24.574141 
6374560986 3693655053 33.222018 91.799632 24.025128 
6695424773 3496451850 33.452414 92.214345 23.734245 
6641059947 3980318130 33.62864 92.531553 23.854359 
6178159068 4540892774 33.985125 93.173224 23.711281 
5435448503 6350041566 34.059188 93.306538 23.424903 
4628448946 8181702198 33.949891 93.109804 22.920697 
4568870930 9181115939 33.814958 92.866925 22.497737 
4787287060 9459056921 33.478625 92.261524 22.026029 
5163233061 8668260427 33.502965 92.305336 21.564012 
5599694954 7204541087 33.713705 92.684669 21.429036 
6049859856 5700684225 33.717801 92.692042 21.697787 
6483391354 4778262459 33.713804 92.684846 22.079608 
6944570039 5437346249 33.953205 93.115769 22.907524 
7245129141 5981512381 34.049713 93.289483 23.307151 
7512215353 5619565106 34.313366 93.764058 23.139506 
7558060943 4962916377 34.529547 94.153184 23.062795 
7650576170 3510802661 34.468414 94.043146 23.029632 
7660657076 3486860907 34.051037 93.291866 23.230196 
7604144369 3491658763 34.07319 93.331742 23.441892 
7696292114 4049665695 33.583989 92.45118 23.359159 
7497014961 4277637338 34.207251 93.573051 23.886839 
7369044414 2012382166 36.67665 98.017971 24.058475 
7268008894 3272710535 34.604213 94.287583 24.40184 
6987371816 3920613064 33.398451 92.117212 24.862491 
6688262712 1669221257 35.819743 96.475538 24.933229 
6357732005 4135159607 33.629816 92.533668 25.182396 
5988437360 4219392226 33.777219 92.798993 25.583576 
5547068485 5356881852 33.170883 91.70759 25.730551 
5521235474 6913618156 32.841703 91.115066 25.730209 
6007783697 7456787388 32.702632 90.864738 25.682271 
6568914714 7643345774 32.488925 90.480065 25.488693 
6741105443 8020061187 32.138928 89.850071 25.167295 
6860787664 8904248924 31.621185 88.918134 25.064434 
7225047396 10591918345 30.015794 86.028429 24.448441 
7188092591 12815597237 28.889322 84.00078 24.573343 
7279017818 14678819026 28.168244 82.70284 24.826525 
7359479018 16684506676 27.949135 82.308443 24.981876 
7473666183 18101331513 27.805356 82.049642 24.913081 
7703886590 18550275163 27.963657 82.334583 25.08154 
8064102271 19043481948 28.020482 82.436868 25.00317 
8504574676 19965230393 27.913546 82.244383 24.917748 
8851645545 21017054025 27.50185 81.503329 24.692656 
244 
 
8671031413 21880083740 27.070385 80.726693 24.139891 
8068635030 22394988898 26.019977 78.835959 22.988412 
7985805203 22746303245 25.768387 78.383097 22.937128 
4011530869 7770385082 39.018061 102.23251 24.026742 
4310750756 7412398849 38.652751 101.57495 24.29776 
4668328118 7107570721 38.782667 101.8088 24.27069 
5205289415 6452074057 38.795791 101.83242 23.933042 
5715185679 5571851832 39.504825 103.10869 24.308369 
6069485527 2131350781 41.462866 106.63316 24.334645 
6001809355 3145264445 39.867394 103.76131 24.424203 
5643884351 4132551481 39.46997 103.04595 24.834423 
4907029790 6532821645 39.089094 102.36037 24.940921 
4277546828 8149002851 38.752647 101.75476 25.270683 
4075669889 11082659041 37.884087 100.19136 26.519335 
4101476225 10892398644 37.002744 98.604939 28.299939 
4315610936 11313628333 36.395521 97.511938 30.125411 
4672344792 9841215826 35.799816 96.439668 31.165569 
4901777155 9913485220 34.641866 94.355358 30.826187 
5367350639 8290886911 34.665082 94.397148 30.734915 
5479961840 8034194783 34.054172 93.297509 30.262082 
5524216873 3718390017 34.92993 94.873873 30.262489 
5410050131 1925244732 36.731065 98.115916 30.027384 
5576730078 5342798633 34.951031 94.911856 30.584786 
5940899191 8269369036 34.649818 94.369672 30.760173 
6134884773 8845679751 34.597902 94.276223 28.600702 
6165699347 3753161716 35.599949 96.079908 25.078827 
5904622040 6031325651 34.885098 94.793176 23.907711 
5625920037 7695927766 34.160727 93.489308 23.93512 
5281437564 7231142737 34.408945 93.936101 23.765606 
4959958315 7307278670 34.819457 94.675023 23.40448 
4674787691 7051190468 34.639908 94.351834 23.331617 
4441954778 6814812314 33.867736 92.961925 23.368328 
4922825027 5654770783 33.748478 92.74726 23.454861 
5399480544 4170625749 34.138623 93.449522 23.548284 
5794537558 2691976987 34.797125 94.634824 23.748913 
6035254161 1258438155 38.118904 100.61403 24.299906 
6017129976 1508051922 36.992868 98.587162 24.636624 
6035022623 1644538933 36.160954 97.089716 25.135998 
6473759958 2952776373 34.039829 93.271692 25.469644 
6872836485 4096847261 33.356692 92.042045 25.094646 
6994984910 4732250006 33.108306 91.59495 24.66196 
6929160423 5416439044 33.10638 91.591485 24.48216 
6579303437 6322008043 33.591077 92.463938 24.376777 
245 
 
5586629614 6854954929 34.533416 94.160149 24.441992 
4694353496 8033183928 34.679823 94.423682 24.06704 
4683488021 9247614665 34.353827 93.836888 23.441186 
5128245660 9772235366 34.033647 93.260565 22.971975 
5542518650 9188257462 33.839173 92.910511 22.77139 
6108087517 8435122717 33.102817 91.585071 22.273441 
6517450901 7224388366 32.951006 91.31181 22.327822 
6944282342 6854954929 32.778745 91.00174 22.549971 
7353122666 6706679222 33.11549 91.607883 23.221452 
7693009452 7139047813 33.425813 92.166464 23.83909 
8053284181 7348250892 33.169952 91.705913 23.766644 
8120814780 7286510217 33.214681 91.786425 23.850215 
8063504983 6852012230 32.873008 91.171414 23.667446 
7828163584 7104704158 33.031959 91.457527 24.084511 
7845569518 7087487182 32.94963 91.309335 24.011743 
7885717015 7730004973 33.073914 91.533045 24.164216 
7814013790 7740787913 33.678456 92.62122 24.711477 
7641533135 6790002567 34.2053 93.56954 24.970744 
7285957212 6268808638 34.182442 93.528395 25.313369 
6789224537 6227905140 33.404386 92.127895 25.68271 
6263290126 7550483838 32.776366 90.997458 25.776783 
5888499788 8465465777 32.971194 91.348149 25.79923 
5544270921 8551013449 33.173214 91.711785 26.116034 
5592965353 8369106622 32.879454 91.183017 26.345571 
5842331216 9032611854 32.53179 90.557223 26.41027 
6522558033 9254718992 31.998456 89.597221 26.146338 
7268872821 9881044330 30.998575 87.797435 25.528032 
7565225532 10167053980 30.582208 87.047975 25.507664 
7627743939 12105536794 29.915454 85.847817 25.544214 
7904870142 14025783145 28.729082 83.712348 25.099527 
7819413751 15815168329 28.109931 82.597876 25.095703 
7669755766 16942628337 28.142013 82.655624 25.435855 
7608454887 18521641737 27.981323 82.366381 25.308722 
7408621037 19158354200 27.950489 82.31088 25.279096 
7496433087 19724038711 28.007339 82.41321 25.424877 
7838856494 20611604335 28.008083 82.414549 25.359749 
8168908260 22166932211 28.007866 82.414159 25.267643 
8691294205 23168123653 27.790961 82.023729 25.100732 
8794035076 23962261115 27.573991 81.633183 24.92122 
8576918837 24266375572 26.470288 79.646519 23.922487 
8501044951 24621415871 25.808475 78.455254 23.460857 
3923378201 6610524872 39.158066 102.48452 24.150496 
4137456608 6100808242 38.558391 101.4051 24.367733 
246 
 
4481546962 5857171532 38.762419 101.77236 24.456569 
4776077861 5541022196 38.925869 102.06656 24.253831 
5332587113 4532958541 39.771565 103.58882 24.778222 
5599140725 3290840107 39.955206 103.91937 24.552946 
5572613597 1776286428 41.990412 107.58274 24.674995 
5163915108 3082745359 40.462262 104.83207 24.980495 
4966514464 4934550326 39.376639 102.87795 25.031908 
4373624643 6407032453 38.813329 101.86399 25.241349 
4417209547 7682390448 37.962286 100.33212 25.288737 
4636172832 7976343206 37.70023 99.860413 26.191846 
4831431515 8504254288 37.061302 98.710343 27.986269 
4848767473 10829146324 35.83327 96.499886 30.06876 
4913484092 11442059093 34.646497 94.363694 31.057248 
5230794750 10247295971 34.396258 93.913265 31.33864 
5280961968 8395521067 34.492571 94.086628 31.632638 
5333513984 4316364444 35.128617 95.231511 31.626394 
5638224130 7654216998 33.93982 93.091676 30.457412 
5841622973 10127187981 34.060454 93.308818 30.724174 
6223341432 11683076795 34.135072 93.443129 31.327681 
6466793959 10847336769 34.098764 93.377775 29.294342 
6496700994 6869654730 34.34061 93.813097 25.304894 
6251308468 7491017030 34.657518 94.383533 24.117339 
6008450629 8829488188 34.16957 93.505226 24.565776 
5703401740 8083915817 34.402411 93.92434 24.489594 
5551297616 7324119826 34.568895 94.224011 23.844891 
5331681175 7079975114 34.381275 93.886295 23.968015 
5237523348 5845244570 33.529552 92.353194 23.76575 
5447911535 4204259438 33.668336 92.603006 23.74175 
5855203391 2106463818 35.375739 95.67633 23.616818 
6115362203 697929345.5 42.986927 109.37647 23.757098 
6356799611 2047891414 36.222842 97.201115 24.039525 
6570762601 2444042170 35.204672 95.368409 24.516277 
6888087824 3275798287 33.923458 93.062225 25.163091 
7163899643 4198448902 33.246505 91.843709 25.35447 
7412296787 5346321954 32.950101 91.310182 25.067251 
7353495791 5873640920 32.534874 90.562774 24.600488 
7315597322 6246807777 32.317513 90.171524 24.477862 
6824506008 6180465710 33.059741 91.507534 24.77724 
5930265033 6721613207 34.004146 93.207463 24.925923 
4618913220 7130473130 34.882558 94.788604 25.245649 
4609672109 8318067317 34.426337 93.967407 24.787611 
5127002203 9092703792 34.159246 93.486643 24.34134 
5828769771 9542680433 33.571773 92.429192 23.822447 
247 
 
6371482568 8808931014 32.824061 91.08331 23.507314 
6916330497 8752366287 32.593424 90.668164 23.642074 
7414944720 9054278215 32.435417 90.383751 23.789822 
7810345883 8872558706 32.734118 90.921413 24.256274 
8295001707 8943140514 32.717707 90.891872 24.362734 
8661776105 9087907029 32.392725 90.306905 24.284378 
8815458957 9297262314 32.356977 90.242558 24.370402 
8470371709 9794976039 32.377328 90.279191 24.313696 
8157376459 10000188470 32.570378 90.62668 24.53178 
7958518630 10798720928 32.556323 90.601382 24.649095 
7997145588 11372091762 32.895957 91.212722 24.774948 
8006934063 11310792227 33.498062 92.296511 25.146148 
7849912820 11052740424 33.833091 92.899563 25.475676 
7479106418 10696747507 33.740803 92.733446 25.630285 
7391483351 10084983540 33.282988 91.909378 25.766784 
6968501602 10477679194 32.813606 91.064491 25.839108 
6650518306 10954578579 32.806038 91.050869 25.907185 
6438801974 10715921019 32.578113 90.640603 25.890205 
6476948955 10559677350 32.275447 90.095805 26.103598 
6621496917 10807187230 31.203675 88.166615 25.579059 
7195792364 11019394733 30.321517 86.578731 25.318595 
7929284657 11885792342 29.212886 84.583194 25.062346 
8182884534 13895699860 28.940079 84.092143 25.519907 
8211254162 15504589270 28.342198 83.015957 25.4013 
8154991165 16922756530 28.073612 82.532501 25.47313 
8160184067 18010865832 27.973336 82.352005 25.466975 
8174902237 18980228601 28.066598 82.519876 25.473287 
8117557329 19310282655 28.165572 82.698029 25.574443 
7947728401 19763701886 28.14182 82.655275 25.774799 
7714673632 20420050662 28.090387 82.562697 25.986926 
7563209447 22287436454 28.012312 82.422161 26.024403 
7940231241 23766726993 28.018923 82.434062 25.968154 
8138652151 24878051235 27.982216 82.367988 25.860225 
8578908545 25593682759 27.865126 82.157226 25.734597 
8803658431 25806121811 27.025398 80.645716 24.921905 
8952052891 25909621012 26.528732 79.751717 24.393528 
3877770518 5971764274 39.554859 103.19875 24.117113 
3979903995 4615773907 39.282969 102.70934 24.226795 
4115403642 4015100332 39.717654 103.49178 24.528676 
4398056979 3605412226 39.907364 103.83326 24.592017 
4481258900 2974376751 40.132853 104.23914 24.772297 
4726164389 2291563342 40.567524 105.02154 24.591685 
4742965109 1853312898 42.052583 107.69465 24.976302 
248 
 
4765856983 4613365487 39.763489 103.57428 24.801087 
4539336047 6114835738 39.17332 102.51198 24.911815 
4610008993 6379180406 38.92614 102.06705 25.585992 
4868953244 5354719704 38.456462 101.22163 25.585857 
5119242265 5712059505 38.287113 100.9168 25.440456 
5260245793 7652547358 37.126811 98.828259 25.876562 
5252791325 10441681132 35.74786 96.346148 27.951643 
5031230832 11759661065 34.742662 94.536791 29.970768 
5054362360 11617719284 34.309413 93.756944 30.999197 
5137241204 10001051080 34.461626 94.030927 31.802707 
5489404659 7377266214 34.426891 93.968404 31.809119 
5890014921 5697320982 33.994056 93.1893 30.673671 
6085304348 10777534110 33.687469 92.637443 31.053031 
6410566200 13058933244 34.054966 93.298938 32.195301 
6611477306 12333971049 34.170844 93.50752 30.986247 
6610000748 9822214483 33.851894 92.93341 27.017479 
6452370093 5291113185 34.369729 93.865513 24.57391 
6261923647 8433566519 33.671232 92.608217 24.493162 
6097259113 8109996015 34.196393 93.553508 24.877945 
5971562345 7357718313 34.350675 93.831215 24.549967 
6025121015 6608668201 34.072734 93.330921 24.550309 
6027068970 4597668506 33.4863 92.275341 23.996092 
6069206490 2550320244 34.604429 94.287971 23.762869 
6102259807 1594350230 36.360313 97.448563 23.564246 
6340876609 2947358388 34.67384 94.412911 23.583751 
6610619611 2481092685 35.353599 95.636479 23.76538 
6964911405 2375036653 35.039615 95.071307 24.276128 
7301249446 3852339726 33.323445 91.982201 24.594915 
7650140527 5605962760 32.778085 91.000552 24.484658 
7739076291 6622599398 32.763446 90.974203 24.388775 
7781784805 6215280275 31.974278 89.553701 23.778518 
7761204047 6075158429 31.766545 89.17978 23.770477 
7366122735 5873640920 32.735177 90.923319 24.459992 
6261351707 6840232266 33.760742 92.769335 25.042209 
4963675540 7087487182 34.562126 94.211826 25.504089 
4887886148 7150469134 34.316046 93.768882 25.469273 
5418417785 7309005058 33.986661 93.175989 25.201232 
6123416792 7980599305 33.398447 92.117204 24.733064 
6817959850 9010907793 32.718761 90.89377 24.549242 
7340850631 9360814336 32.353714 90.236686 24.532994 
7849513120 10044882071 32.129261 89.832671 24.542324 
8258629841 10360349360 31.86361 89.354499 24.407787 
8706200840 10423478725 31.841916 89.315448 24.161083 
249 
 
9060961410 10713791856 32.045201 89.681361 24.226261 
9155027360 10862101600 32.102059 89.783706 24.489904 
8660135653 11536418718 31.952133 89.51384 24.530169 
8299348158 12103587594 31.79891 89.238038 24.499725 
8132959779 12852963295 31.772535 89.190563 24.586507 
8208430631 13623904724 32.317013 90.170623 24.747402 
8159466530 13616746374 33.371799 92.069238 25.200585 
8014547481 13440506534 33.734993 92.722988 25.551592 
8078868989 12852963295 33.413373 92.144072 25.620654 
8153277641 12243354494 32.862052 91.151693 25.536958 
8178104345 11788724451 32.201284 89.962311 25.316546 
7824011386 11782762725 32.178243 89.920837 25.479248 
7618539574 11618953362 31.991496 89.584694 25.463905 
7482875199 11834358726 31.089722 87.9615 25.169853 
7687857940 11960676005 29.616753 85.310156 24.570788 
7823179597 12776277777 28.613441 83.504194 24.516179 
7846766330 14864439941 28.257321 82.863177 25.03419 
8168043631 16645848426 28.085204 82.553367 25.304429 
8299713048 17962580336 28.02489 82.444802 25.405162 
8092575625 19001329989 27.962479 82.332462 25.501279 
8110103065 19778731468 27.878038 82.180469 25.387078 
8426762510 20482714215 27.950934 82.311681 25.271138 
8595253086 20796609142 28.062975 82.513354 25.44138 
8422305665 20867650270 28.198794 82.75783 25.881994 
7981000526 21477459856 28.201536 82.762765 26.156822 
7636228331 23500169134 28.187396 82.737313 26.285803 
7295974330 24869951950 28.216874 82.790374 26.317243 
7501454456 25954527380 28.166905 82.700428 26.223405 
7802800872 26376150508 28.135604 82.644087 26.226936 
8275502119 26638028715 27.806671 82.052008 25.933661 
8750344198 26713921840 27.3663 81.25934 25.404545 
3850486025 5534154290 39.732881 103.51919 24.104798 
3865330591 3624118799 39.820094 103.67617 23.922862 
3946635762 2278525607 41.066668 105.92 24.144688 
3987920398 256798479.3 63.661279 146.5903 24.37677 
3981237390 1830451816 41.547966 106.78634 24.750464 
3951351483 2261399442 40.847798 105.52604 24.898381 
4101387874 3488710565 40.151518 104.27273 25.015837 
4255138991 5562908235 39.445698 103.00226 25.078674 
4427314101 6647860237 39.079929 102.34387 25.289972 
4705619130 7007853208 38.836403 101.90553 25.759519 
5101653987 5963259061 38.620227 101.51641 25.86923 
5416659241 5917567145 38.665194 101.59735 26.138381 
250 
 
5522213178 7393991749 37.511621 99.520918 26.427081 
5447973397 8834386160 36.049737 96.889527 27.316051 
5141711747 10187795714 34.796807 94.634252 28.466266 
5091387546 11124157942 34.391888 93.905399 29.794686 
5343463371 11741737273 34.485291 94.073523 30.797443 
5724428499 10036815268 34.363258 93.853864 30.944709 
6239200717 6102041948 34.333964 93.801135 30.678191 
6431137472 6359366172 34.385011 93.89302 31.214505 
6682359967 10836781546 34.211953 93.581516 32.157398 
6684588178 13856856157 33.654309 92.577756 31.344126 
6664660947 12383892788 33.100309 91.580556 28.160742 
6567843915 4310663712 34.062351 93.312233 25.033523 
6464067839 8172342180 33.451533 92.21276 24.301907 
6335124630 7928783148 33.903762 93.026772 24.834615 
6401164489 6973043183 33.955529 93.119952 24.68699 
6518314908 5966513064 33.704637 92.668347 24.483725 
6620078230 3616576319 34.281154 93.706077 24.332151 
6512995562 2106463818 36.026882 96.848387 24.157142 
6477801697 1917854499 36.077761 96.93997 23.713055 
6496473004 2865203203 34.536516 94.165728 23.564986 
6730067271 2232461252 35.240475 95.432856 23.689426 
7130622785 2541969586 34.579472 94.243049 24.083813 
7478857884 4670391157 33.538792 92.369825 24.869554 
7776966767 6142323489 32.85497 91.138946 24.573715 
7956131288 6583298610 32.14798 89.866365 24.135815 
8094103821 5547883947 31.749694 89.149449 23.832105 
8149799161 5582100957 32.110454 89.798817 24.19793 
7933213258 6834336770 32.184112 89.931401 24.45858 
7133910522 7991136268 33.227418 91.809352 25.206778 
6223805443 8752366287 34.21054 93.578971 25.573197 
6161359867 7539504528 34.078773 93.341791 25.202274 
6546765324 6495008981 33.404866 92.128758 24.829095 
7029762823 6901914409 33.012712 91.422881 24.902069 
7575576546 8246228816 32.31518 90.167324 24.600329 
7860501434 9461387020 31.890431 89.402776 24.275222 
8150897267 10406091437 31.595688 88.872238 24.055887 
8459404482 10931512467 31.456871 88.622367 24.012776 
8710372469 11372091762 31.555246 88.799442 23.956899 
8963819976 11764864421 31.733759 89.120767 24.053126 
8987466811 11748938247 31.697167 89.0549 24.391196 
8675995891 12161965130 31.601341 88.882415 24.638348 
8316823897 12640797355 31.553684 88.796632 24.542899 
8229817953 13268049510 31.642176 88.955917 24.467867 
251 
 
8377014338 14245289837 32.264912 90.076841 24.731608 
8405219844 14194986388 33.089478 91.561061 25.012606 
8252326967 13713155507 33.219579 91.795242 25.091796 
8357541377 13106838935 32.86425 91.155651 25.166826 
8595349075 12614331748 32.386469 90.295645 25.166456 
9046548687 12249153025 31.142958 88.057325 24.452501 
8498900687 12105536794 31.737706 89.127871 25.412501 
8400643726 12614331748 31.093027 87.967449 25.291569 
8339589023 12877209104 30.145738 86.262329 25.224492 
8235667292 14188037850 28.862407 83.952332 25.005644 
8035600332 15628061065 28.011912 82.421442 24.893088 
7910630313 17795047350 27.95517 82.319306 25.263054 
7981261354 19130382647 27.910339 82.23861 25.39148 
8161608715 20267476345 27.836114 82.105006 25.401355 
7993960981 20772889691 27.756258 81.961264 25.450772 
8040414365 21222860047 27.804805 82.04865 25.455481 
8389342056 21880083740 27.900381 82.220685 25.304594 
8607682222 22346261568 28.055854 82.500537 25.386437 
8466756335 22522068238 28.203639 82.76655 25.721111 
7910159722 23064414869 28.219422 82.794959 25.966465 
7367037351 24381616517 28.266884 82.880391 26.107973 
6904457443 25650306829 28.326438 82.987588 26.084739 
6708272186 26307331201 28.307875 82.954176 25.956444 
6819487766 26560875353 28.346973 83.024551 26.058785 
7228504086 26856486429 28.274671 82.894408 26.110421 
7916407740 27148673834 28.158991 82.686184 25.976634 
3902846925 4269351865 39.943357 103.89804 24.023001 
3913481053 2554018494 40.602794 105.08503 23.968 
3966835226 547444668.4 49.830297 121.69453 24.090905 
4008295138 2339249919 40.588837 105.05991 24.208061 
4060997031 3307754738 39.754551 103.55819 24.589533 
4091269155 3644547727 39.802939 103.64529 25.004608 
4222740398 4851923316 39.696848 103.45433 25.230938 
4335225028 6153101378 39.265938 102.67869 25.296211 
4481431986 6853146453 38.920546 102.05698 25.654421 
4660676254 6920590857 38.672058 101.6097 25.896774 
4925661076 6407032453 38.688063 101.63851 25.915238 
5235575899 6941023087 38.176445 100.7176 26.164451 
5390467761 6938106862 37.392855 99.307138 26.950502 
5366302851 7537816527 36.216358 97.189444 27.353424 
5252119250 9476255831 34.842388 94.716299 27.78734 
5439720386 11595615905 34.116341 93.409414 28.973872 
5779117401 12090688678 34.179885 93.523792 29.900449 
252 
 
6261754400 11338172502 33.868317 92.96297 29.838416 
6750223313 9076832460 33.449369 92.208865 30.120302 
6985738939 3663109257 34.964203 94.935565 30.958338 
6934393997 7266785902 34.022095 93.239771 31.113547 
6835546185 12208521455 33.317913 91.972244 30.532554 
6717865792 13202272059 33.074162 91.533492 28.435436 
6652323470 7991136268 33.618984 92.514172 25.420496 
6571173794 7410689936 33.834703 92.902465 24.049828 
6660578408 8154193550 33.622989 92.521381 24.307287 
6759743169 7199957545 33.746291 92.743324 24.533722 
6887488286 5874908986 34.062901 93.313222 24.792358 
7076205667 3597841377 34.727159 94.508886 24.810875 
6946657372 1680530728 37.283533 99.110359 24.62112 
6841889530 2406580385 35.81909 96.474363 24.330622 
6801252068 3290840107 34.819436 94.674986 24.196551 
6820259538 2724341173 35.220917 95.39765 24.169037 
7030596575 2019520149 36.126614 97.027906 24.463353 
7415008704 3424047309 34.130221 93.434398 24.728129 
7804733161 4820160440 33.01783 91.432095 24.815256 
8061510032 5419927632 32.488483 90.47927 24.730277 
8195017880 4988889723 32.463409 90.434137 24.68113 
8110326338 5398971631 32.346992 90.224586 24.962979 
8106780193 6863777547 32.104169 89.787505 25.476865 
7902185742 8323181444 31.92982 89.473676 25.580925 
7568005700 9323191744 31.930083 89.47415 25.076957 
7575751645 8678185850 31.868137 89.362646 24.344923 
7700303146 7651500238 32.00764 89.613752 24.386709 
7896546813 7977963491 31.987152 89.576873 24.606126 
8037869827 9071103909 31.909375 89.436876 24.465758 
8007952082 9973302756 31.75371 89.156678 24.243813 
7967296125 10847336769 31.588514 88.859325 24.230308 
8084302334 11637013936 31.697072 89.054729 24.190462 
8248163825 12011717151 31.80599 89.250782 23.997107 
8409995884 11858117392 31.815846 89.268523 24.162213 
8503146603 11699067856 31.853158 89.335685 24.712392 
8535474269 12351268184 31.88287 89.389166 25.087079 
8594312211 12890250854 31.866361 89.359449 25.028177 
8545627965 13393467678 31.832772 89.298989 24.84548 
8373458708 13812619650 31.831845 89.297321 24.718941 
8287046723 13652510933 32.152938 89.875288 24.822945 
8311180628 13165626304 31.895842 89.412516 24.537759 
8408587586 12776277777 31.792885 89.227193 24.615797 
8588219582 12397308371 31.806344 89.251419 24.927391 
253 
 
8841190675 12274257059 31.642929 88.957273 25.333904 
8851439392 12721834958 30.910808 87.639455 25.476932 
8897780076 14352406172 29.622581 85.320647 25.165833 
8781765852 16462496094 28.568021 83.422438 25.053429 
8489949528 18393832143 27.912883 82.24319 25.056053 
8177551762 19626687579 27.741843 81.935318 25.13253 
7853125785 20832151636 27.64114 81.754053 25.16462 
7720788339 21651956045 27.571538 81.628768 25.16287 
7653893409 22039637478 27.602242 81.684036 25.166848 
7662461647 22222222059 27.706845 81.872321 25.27967 
7708757318 22371259544 27.806028 82.050851 25.311246 
7730242207 22791944429 27.90151 82.222718 25.204578 
7665148368 23306690008 28.05399 82.497182 25.237169 
7520447627 23801387768 28.27227 82.890086 25.470574 
7133027877 24387485579 28.452098 83.213777 25.720764 
6766723468 25084517232 28.488934 83.280082 25.846842 
6541546988 25591415909 28.447059 83.204706 25.789747 
6365833531 26075494563 28.343534 83.018362 25.581651 
6337809013 26243946625 28.22464 82.804352 25.512239 
6610995847 26573010193 28.172378 82.71028 25.588976 






WBGT C WBGT F surf total x y z B2 
28.153108 82.675594 755.72659 4020336.7 4228769.9 1332896.2 6235402020 
28.449373 83.208871 754.22336 4017622.1 4240204.7 1315177 6229561013 
28.50918 83.316524 750.43581 4014559.5 4253105.5 1284312.2 6205636186 
28.131157 82.636082 744.49658 4009617.6 4273922.7 1288274.8 6168355708 
28.174109 82.713396 749.80209 3997854.5 4323473.6 1306436.3 6240655659 
28.489244 83.28064 763.44906 3987761.9 4365987.6 1287260.1 6378949495 
28.908133 84.03464 771.6284 3972588.2 4429905.3 1250672.7 6484853274 
29.137703 84.447865 768.35666 3964792.5 4462743.8 1190545.7 6476544194 
29.262863 84.673153 768.0177 3958528.2 4489131.8 1136387.4 6489088731 
28.257761 82.863969 772.2179 3953447.1 4510535.4 946798.77 6536985550 
29.012437 84.222387 763.78802 3956022.4 4499687 987245.36 6459356812 
30.452537 86.814566 757.73089 3952681.4 4513760.6 1084370.4 6416369031 
30.167518 86.301532 758.57093 3951776.6 4517572.2 1094142.8 6425695930 
30.101295 86.182332 755.66763 3940848.7 4563604.7 1080387 6427620553 
29.509428 85.116971 757.39193 3946138.6 4541321.4 978770.31 6429312507 
28.765326 83.777587 754.9455 3916208.8 4667397.6 860862.46 6481015857 
28.131439 82.63659 750.53897 3852590.6 4935382.7 768386.96 6596484820 
27.276488 81.097678 741.82908 3726746.3 5465488.9 678539.96 6819745907 
26.06804 78.922472 719.17747 3507771.6 6387897.1 588737.7 7117330762 
24.863803 76.754845 695.19949 3301952.1 7254890.5 524666.76 7339636213 
24.032106 75.25779 666.24021 3108243.7 8070867.1 497854.43 7448470932 
23.644226 74.559606 657.01451 3023813.8 8426519.1 485908.02 7523520714 
23.503482 74.306267 655.29021 2992004.7 8560511.6 478405.39 7570729298 
23.308718 73.955692 661.30313 3028198.9 8408047.4 476845.56 7563302355 
23.065626 73.518127 686.91699 3171305 7805227.6 480294.25 7540446985 
22.912697 73.242854 694.80157 3389235.7 6887217.3 482390.74 7140578097 
22.752891 72.955203 710.3939 3622548.9 5904409.8 483001.86 6768376267 
22.700712 72.861282 731.96966 3828438 5037123.2 493054.76 6489814876 
22.590718 72.663292 749.00626 3941684 4560086.3 493870.82 6368373023 
22.577282 72.639108 755.34341 4017830.9 4239325.1 505449.54 6237493819 
22.457428 72.423371 759.82362 4069059.6 4023529.7 518953.66 6149459421 
22.639326 72.750787 775.22436 4097249.3 3904783.5 549446.68 6203920171 
22.694637 72.850347 771.02416 4104070.5 3876049.9 564296.84 6153429870 
22.67306 72.811509 776.03492 4100451.1 3891296.3 575160.46 6202450205 
22.568267 72.622881 785.27536 4090358.5 3933810.4 572557.84 6301754634 
22.490472 72.48285 779.12981 4079917.8 3977790.4 557684.21 6278558343 
22.572582 72.630648 777.34656 4069964.4 4019718 553796.56 6289040678 
22.700802 72.861444 782.16574 4066275.4 4035257.7 565191.11 6337306817 
22.614664 72.706396 777.16971 4073931.9 4003005.6 569157.28 6277720362 
22.458572 72.425429 777.15498 4084650.9 3957852.8 566917.19 6250838681 
22.251505 72.052709 781.11938 4094743.5 3915338.7 556055.04 6257386499 
255 
 
22.090921 71.763657 783.89003 4099685.4 3894521.5 553958.8 6267133094 
21.934067 71.48132 776.99286 4102191.2 3883966.3 548032.38 6205735380 
21.806264 71.251276 777.61184 4104140.1 3875756.7 536074.84 6205798279 
21.710495 71.07889 780.76567 4111030.9 3846729.9 529737.8 6213676174 
21.609001 70.896202 781.36991 4116042.4 3825619.4 518762.76 6205894377 
21.56025 70.808451 791.21459 4106854.6 3864321.9 499621.28 6307410811 
21.443116 70.597608 795.59165 4064048.1 4044640.1 479938.62 6451684489 
21.461107 70.629992 789.22503 4011218.5 4267179.1 479929.31 6533998525 
21.460688 70.629239 784.83324 3925883.8 4626642.7 458944.55 6712766041 
21.450691 70.611243 779.45403 3879597 4821621 425339.96 6782624799 
21.104426 69.987967 777.33183 3857254.1 4915738.3 387120.3 6819913301 
21.015074 69.827133 774.97382 3846535.1 4960891.1 380658.22 6825905360 
20.850881 69.531585 774.56117 3843402.9 4974085.1 359601.2 6830043408 
20.818152 69.472673 773.1611 3789668.5 5200435.8 333934.64 6951132834 
22.045301 71.681542 766.44078 3670297.3 5703274.4 298885.89 7184586473 
19.366228 66.85921 761.01736 3610925 5953374.3 244762.81 7278842530 
18.302497 64.944494 755.85922 3616702.1 5929038.6 196457.29 7215432623 
17.314058 63.165305 756.15397 3679693.9 5663692.3 163671.88 7065202272 
16.598794 61.877829 758.36461 3779993.5 5241190.6 154218.17 6841500953 
17.338911 63.210039 769.65357 3894422.7 4759169.3 201417.88 6660469365 
18.125579 64.626042 770.40518 3926997.5 4621951.5 256954.56 6586411556 
18.979594 66.16327 779.57193 3983098.4 4385632.1 323963.42 6524351378 
19.701306 67.46235 777.81817 3997576.1 4324646.4 387884.46 6473563719 
20.453313 68.815964 776.72759 4005859 4289755.6 460012.41 6443892687 
21.223539 70.20237 780.6183 4023190.4 4216748.7 550434.08 6432797683 
21.664086 70.995355 781.63519 4016786.9 4243723.1 592705.34 6457297972 
22.730524 72.914943 780.01406 4007738.3 4281839.1 652021.2 6466638987 
23.357173 74.042912 775.28331 3938482.2 4573573.5 677157.01 6599931811 
23.688979 74.640161 776.10861 3867416.3 4872931 709631.64 6784168447 
23.462625 74.232725 773.26426 3747766.7 5376942.4 643409.44 7056454906 
23.565123 74.417222 751.01057 3585728.2 6059512.8 601788.59 7244279748 
23.046768 73.484182 731.23278 3417634.2 6767591.6 547598.63 7448318595 
22.535708 72.564274 712.36873 3285247.1 7325258.6 494749.59 7559087165 
22.485 72.473001 715.00675 3227545.2 7568321.7 455186.58 7719572858 
22.136788 71.846218 749.4926 3237011.4 7528446.4 405708.44 8069036713 
21.95924 71.526632 746.95775 3281349.2 7341677.8 409389.09 7935361731 
22.368352 72.263034 718.89746 3327496.8 7147286 499279.09 7530794018 
22.639145 72.75046 726.89995 3372113.1 6959344.6 585342.19 7510521359 
23.095719 73.572294 760.86999 3415963.7 6774628.4 571787.63 7754287456 
23.094339 73.56981 816.35685 3504013 6403730 376339.61 8088630105 
28.178133 82.720639 756.30135 4022494.4 4219680.7 1388325.2 6234956450 
28.483831 83.270895 755.26972 4018248.5 4237565.9 1375378.6 6236742045 
28.62902 83.532236 751.70324 4012332.2 4262487.9 1356767.6 6221565813 
256 
 
28.770543 83.786977 750.09684 4007738.3 4281839.1 1364481.3 6219350360 
28.737271 83.727087 750.25896 4003492.5 4299724.4 1411943.7 6230974726 
28.98953 84.181154 766.66184 4001613.1 4307640.8 1389300.9 6371777230 
29.3255 84.7859 771.23048 3999455.4 4316730 1358633.9 6415054314 
32.426549 90.367788 774.16325 3993399.9 4342238.4 1295983 6454440828 
29.626109 85.326996 772.6895 3981776 4391202.9 1209397.5 6470922217 
28.327538 82.989569 777.25814 3970500.1 4438701.3 955020.98 6537075252 
29.400823 84.921481 765.71864 3966045.4 4457466.1 1021192.4 6451061015 
30.328271 86.590888 762.66797 3973910.7 4424334.5 1094923.7 6406167528 
31.274803 88.294645 764.48069 3979687.8 4399998.9 1118999.2 6407227654 
30.639048 87.150286 760.41312 3967785.5 4450136.1 1099131 6402197239 
30.250547 86.450985 748.97679 3886487.9 4792594.1 1006376 6501437330 
29.638512 85.349322 743.92181 3828090 5038589.2 902262.98 6597018284 
28.92127 84.058286 731.89597 3709066.8 5539961.8 815179.68 6770141986 
28.017893 82.432208 721.68286 3577793.4 6092937.6 726006.01 6979926753 
26.756673 80.162012 708.49275 3411717.8 6792513.6 629416.8 7230253431 
25.553187 77.995736 706.6653 3329306.5 7139662.8 568117.6 7398625411 
24.594051 76.269293 685.28112 3176316.5 7784117.1 538468.77 7511516716 
24.072384 75.330291 677.11652 3096898.2 8118658.7 519617.39 7594758456 
23.750991 74.751784 672.5184 3003628.6 8511547.2 501701.87 7744669330 
23.480142 74.264256 684.42634 3049985 8316275.7 496992.72 7779865223 
23.27244 73.890393 706.57687 3171026.6 7806400.4 504837.89 7756900851 
23.077804 73.540048 712.08871 3427100.4 6727716.3 512470.33 7231642817 
22.935052 73.283093 722.33131 3652896.3 5776574.5 517879.71 6811719790 
22.881226 73.186207 741.2101 3879875.5 4820448.2 524985.47 6449292747 
22.794201 73.029561 757.95195 3994304.7 4338426.8 527846.85 6316337988 
22.817781 73.072006 761.17948 4056878.9 4074839.7 546077.34 6190243358 
22.670521 72.806938 763.87645 4086669.4 3949350 550999.17 6139076954 
22.801591 73.042864 771.6284 4111587.7 3844384.3 569587.74 6139623486 
22.879931 73.183876 768.87248 4121680.3 3801870.2 588038.45 6092787948 
22.913157 73.243682 778.80558 4115137.5 3829431 609930.41 6187884269 
22.72703 72.908653 786.64596 4105184.1 3871358.7 603845.42 6275318991 
22.647779 72.766002 784.92166 4090845.7 3931757.9 590123.17 6297705502 
22.717879 72.892182 778.58452 4078038.5 3985706.8 580852.89 6278888120 
22.960854 73.329538 777.18445 4077272.9 3988932 594725.05 6269523738 
22.815864 73.068555 778.73189 4085764.6 3953161.6 591307.91 6260759488 
22.632327 72.738188 781.64993 4097110.1 3905369.9 583710.74 6255721603 
22.351639 72.23295 787.57442 4108664.4 3856698.7 561156.66 6273877317 
22.134797 71.842635 781.63519 4108455.5 3857578.3 547704.23 6227080048 
21.918344 71.45302 776.87496 4109778 3852007.5 531019.76 6185842811 
21.819515 71.275127 778.71716 4110543.7 3848782.3 517066.98 6198580705 
21.700577 71.061039 780.95726 4120427.5 3807147.8 509344.84 6191606820 
21.60056 70.881009 796.4759 4130728.9 3763754.2 504089.12 6288269547 
257 
 
21.446979 70.604563 798.55389 4119383.4 3811545.8 480317.6 6333754700 
21.332208 70.397975 798.33283 4065927.4 4036723.7 460099.25 6469072438 
21.302495 70.344492 785.68801 3903958.5 4719000.8 451637.5 6775407443 
21.368896 70.464013 774.92961 3736769.3 5423268 440947.24 7098825075 
21.289976 70.321957 766.29341 3662710.5 5735233.2 412946.41 7201995193 
20.922379 69.660282 757.67194 3639601.9 5832575.7 370927.47 7177174103 
20.736425 69.325566 756.74348 3674752 5684509.5 347471.16 7082907562 
20.513993 68.925188 759.67625 3725215 5471939.3 319233.35 6987178896 
21.45489 70.618802 766.97133 3807069.5 5127135.7 288703.35 6852567970 
19.577011 67.23862 769.50619 3789111.6 5202781.4 256382.55 6919573716 
18.867317 65.961171 776.58021 3826280.2 5046212.4 230813.95 6890433045 
18.276917 64.89845 779.10033 3910918.9 4689680.8 211776.18 6700941877 
17.976665 64.357997 785.79118 4034048.7 4171009.4 207022.62 6447669291 
18.224878 64.80478 795.34111 4130241.6 3765806.6 238222.15 6280289939 
19.165913 66.498644 813.70409 4264716.9 3199343.5 323540.55 6073860009 
19.901524 67.822744 811.52293 4246619.8 3275575.6 405405.75 6104839477 
20.057576 68.103637 804.37522 4217038 3400185.7 437446 6127543517 
20.330581 68.595046 797.93491 4179451.8 3558513.9 473130.35 6174866140 
20.947518 69.705532 795.62112 4167827.9 3607478.4 542687.44 6186740571 
21.834903 71.302826 804.051 4187177.9 3525968.7 662415.86 6202425575 
22.37422 72.273596 806.11425 4195321.5 3491664.2 736399.78 6197325197 
22.926695 73.268051 799.95396 4140125.4 3724172.1 742682.19 6291818634 
23.439381 74.190886 790.96406 4028550 4194172.2 718236.61 6504595939 
23.515738 74.328328 780.63304 3880989.1 4815757 683893.39 6789651190 
23.620359 74.516646 756.03607 3715261.6 5513866.9 657858.46 6978211968 
23.529385 74.352892 726.92942 3543130.5 6238951.4 633697.33 7111516813 
23.215613 73.788104 703.65884 3387704.4 6893667.7 580318.01 7235158667 
23.144728 73.660511 706.09053 3273901.6 7373050.3 528047.9 7518239946 
22.758605 72.965489 725.52935 3221837.7 7592364.1 471842.03 7846492681 
22.425597 72.366075 758.77726 3248913.7 7478309.2 430373.29 8140003116 
22.112599 71.802678 776.40336 3291302.6 7299750.2 404934.25 8223333930 
22.771911 72.989441 742.22699 3346986 7065189.9 515965.87 7728713961 
22.240369 72.032664 766.70606 3421949.6 6749413.2 551113.71 7798996572 
23.008249 73.414848 809.88706 3486751.1 6476443.6 516750.47 8069579308 
22.018791 71.633824 839.05267 3566587.1 6140142.9 334561.11 8144792217 
28.173706 82.712671 753.01488 4023468.9 4215575.9 1428730.1 6205551977 
28.526741 83.348135 754.38547 4020336.7 4228769.9 1428561 6224434671 
28.670283 83.60651 751.58533 4017622.1 4240204.7 1436136.5 6207897656 
28.672614 83.610705 749.80209 4013515.5 4257503.5 1458545.8 6203085875 
28.431261 83.17627 754.81286 4010104.9 4271870.3 1464345.5 6252805700 
28.593204 83.467767 763.1101 4007320.7 4283598.3 1443632.4 6328327646 
29.064913 84.316843 767.91454 4005441.4 4291514.8 1416861.4 6372770069 
30.015904 86.028627 765.43863 4000917.1 4310572.8 1366586.1 6363301992 
258 
 
29.756371 85.561468 761.01736 3990894.1 4352793.6 1287786.9 6350979025 
29.681093 85.425967 759.30781 3981427.9 4392668.9 1208044.9 6359725140 
30.211416 86.380548 763.27221 3986787.5 4370092.4 1172670.2 6379746845 
30.747788 87.346019 767.67873 3997436.9 4325232.8 1156528.1 6390293062 
31.101108 87.981994 772.30632 4011496.9 4266006.3 1152933 6393921043 
31.186685 88.136032 765.57127 3982402.4 4388564.1 1104677.7 6409676063 
30.881036 87.585864 749.28628 3869226 4865307.8 1012074.9 6545678417 
30.171819 86.309274 723.89349 3674404 5685975.5 909936.13 6776827694 
29.128207 84.430772 701.86086 3493711.5 6447123.6 811257.25 6977894334 
28.281133 82.906039 691.1614 3376010.9 6942925.4 734976.38 7132785405 
27.3653 81.257541 693.23939 3331533.8 7130280.4 672506.27 7253214246 
26.125748 79.026347 696.43744 3287404.8 7316169.4 615327.16 7385341394 
25.133581 77.240446 703.12829 3263669.8 7416150.7 588968.41 7509872839 
24.539849 76.171728 691.57405 3085343.9 8167330 564134.44 7782621375 
24.202594 75.564669 683.71894 2959569.2 8697143 542948.64 7970457800 
23.847914 74.926245 682.5252 2905138.7 8926425.6 535942.15 8075876729 
23.537583 74.367649 697.02694 3017131.8 8454666.3 548398.94 7996700755 
23.234184 73.821532 713.69511 3330489.8 7134678.4 560160.84 7469499461 
23.150472 73.67085 735.46246 3679137 5666037.9 570011.15 6873595382 
23.12486 73.624749 753.5749 3934723.5 4589406.3 575440.26 6424145757 
23.187971 73.738349 774.53169 4051797.7 4096243.3 591343.45 6311507395 
22.900391 73.220704 769.29986 4093421 3920909.5 579357.8 6166002780 
22.892393 73.206307 767.82611 4118757 3814184.6 578325.23 6091697990 
22.948391 73.307103 769.03459 4128014.3 3775189 582398.65 6078419080 
23.014991 73.426984 771.89367 4136506 3739418.5 608135.68 6079984458 
23.181163 73.726094 781.48781 4129128 3770497.8 652440.98 6174113695 
23.040075 73.472134 779.45403 4115764 3826792.2 657233.21 6191514698 
22.908726 73.235707 773.20531 4100242.2 3892175.9 644290.69 6180424473 
22.870997 73.167795 771.25996 4086043 3951988.8 625463.46 6200037506 
23.006091 73.410963 779.793 4086669.4 3949350 623429.75 6267055081 
22.972614 73.350706 779.05612 4095996.4 3910061.1 618253.71 6237786352 
22.741696 72.935053 779.07086 4108873.2 3855819.1 597919.95 6205657514 
22.487453 72.477416 786.05645 4120845.1 3805388.6 570178.42 6231037317 
22.30979 72.157622 784.14057 4114441.5 3832363 553319.69 6231965172 
22.046878 71.68438 783.35948 4099128.6 3896867.1 532054.36 6264271099 
21.929164 71.472496 785.7617 4096901.2 3906249.5 518732.09 6289088101 
21.835124 71.303224 795.62112 4110474.1 3849075.5 510489.15 6333296189 
21.706705 71.072068 803.96257 4133025.8 3754078.5 499447.95 6341436144 
21.47994 70.663892 802.3267 4117782.5 3818289.4 474670.83 6367797086 
21.368994 70.464189 790.83142 3992147 4347516 460326.81 6595727839 
21.308904 70.356026 777.49394 3759738.7 5326511.9 454593 7064959366 
21.346937 70.424487 760.58998 3521692.4 6329257.1 450768.28 7492984197 
21.200069 70.160124 744.42289 3352136.7 7043493.1 419311.1 7739164035 
259 
 
21.085736 69.954325 734.90243 3316777.7 7192438.9 375106.46 7723623967 
21.241963 70.235533 733.00129 3402251.7 6832388.8 325959 7502330658 
20.349055 68.6283 737.77625 3551970.2 6201714.9 301495.29 7196338802 
19.522586 67.140655 748.28412 3673638.3 5689200.7 271715.73 7006335545 
19.19882 66.557876 765.37968 3830386.9 5028913.6 250757.06 6780979307 
18.990534 66.182962 783.06473 3945094.6 4545719.4 246772.5 6649103763 
18.9442 66.099559 792.29043 4049222.4 4107091.7 265567.35 6462435243 
19.18334 66.530012 798.87812 4130032.8 3766686.2 293606.53 6308809609 
19.765453 67.577815 807.69117 4208615.9 3435663 339360.35 6174555940 
20.348871 68.627969 817.15267 4256225.2 3235114 412687.79 6121980498 
20.691146 69.244062 813.7483 4253232.2 3247721.6 478559.49 6104366949 
20.784076 69.411337 806.02583 4229010 3349755.3 513546.87 6109194068 
21.098615 69.977507 802.22354 4213766.6 3413966.2 569744.94 6119716559 
21.59212 70.865816 801.56035 4204509.3 3452961.8 656684.88 6138581901 
22.511167 72.5201 809.666 4213975.5 3413086.6 802562.78 6176175360 
22.882366 73.188259 807.97118 4180983.1 3552063.5 856775.41 6248935583 
23.505079 74.309142 801.973 4119661.8 3810373 871222.44 6360545055 
23.472344 74.250219 786.43963 3984420.9 4380061.3 779629.68 6578939890 
23.683004 74.629407 768.6072 3826419.5 5045626 735713.9 6819853736 
23.785867 74.814561 746.53036 3663824.1 5730542 706588.51 7013886076 
23.460226 74.228407 726.47256 3531576.2 6287622.6 666594.52 7134045085 
23.128881 73.631986 704.14518 3403156.5 6828577.2 593332.01 7205219307 
23.64935 74.56883 711.3371 3320745.2 7175726.4 582778.96 7467112453 
23.598563 74.477413 736.50883 3320814.8 7175433.2 572915.74 7731152227 
23.414409 74.145936 767.91454 3357009 7022969.1 550004.53 7971486001 
22.304816 72.148669 811.24292 3430580.6 6713056.3 435543.1 8229389121 
22.40644 72.331592 811.53767 3518769 6341571.5 468094.59 8002505865 
22.184738 71.932528 833.58504 3600623.5 5996767.9 482174.16 8000724070 
23.005558 73.410005 852.67016 3684078.9 5645220.7 443847.42 7955259239 
22.184444 71.931999 862.22009 3763636.5 5310092.7 312495.39 7823864090 
28.562552 83.412593 746.86932 4023190.4 4216748.7 1493775.8 6155651496 
28.710637 83.679146 751.95377 4023399.2 4215869.1 1464250.6 6197013152 
28.41318 83.143724 747.65041 4022355.2 4220267.1 1454934.8 6164054852 
28.471465 83.248638 744.03971 4020545.5 4227890.3 1457893.7 6138621661 
28.459526 83.227147 751.61481 4016508.4 4244895.9 1478807.7 6210872657 
28.897645 84.015761 772.6895 4010174.5 4271577.1 1460223.8 6400682719 
29.334796 84.802632 765.92497 4002866 4302363.2 1411724.8 6362594111 
29.866099 85.758978 752.66118 3996880.1 4327578.4 1349329.8 6266846021 
30.00254 86.004571 755.8887 3992425.4 4346343.2 1283809.8 6304464761 
29.767964 85.582335 757.56878 3988318.7 4363642 1219458.6 6328404187 
30.396387 86.713496 763.37537 3996392.8 4329630.8 1193199.4 6357074579 
31.125255 88.025458 769.84515 4008225.5 4279786.7 1179111.1 6381665198 
31.472913 88.651243 775.66648 4022424.8 4219973.9 1151354.3 6394503745 
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31.734527 89.122148 767.33977 3983098.4 4385632.1 1078061.4 6422737802 
31.357254 88.443058 746.75142 3824540.1 5053542.4 1001266.5 6630722033 
30.45106 86.811907 716.90789 3592271 6031951.9 910347.79 6900591742 
29.300768 84.741382 686.75487 3357705 7020037.1 823866.9 7127788801 
28.582545 83.448582 678.28078 3257544.6 7441952.3 760873.49 7258024056 
27.874403 82.173926 687.06436 3253925.2 7457198.8 713720.47 7359945254 
26.854177 80.337519 701.65453 3281766.9 7339918.6 678732.47 7453432482 
25.712555 78.282599 716.22996 3317056.2 7191266.1 657428.26 7527032673 
25.191489 77.344681 699.4439 3096411 8120711.1 649587.53 7846397191 
24.899881 76.819786 690.91086 2920590.8 8861335.2 636064.69 8140896695 
24.556026 76.200846 689.36342 2830592.6 9240443.2 628081.59 8321958612 
24.24129 75.634322 696.49639 2929430.6 8824098.7 640066.49 8186930786 
23.946144 75.103058 725.70621 3292764.3 7293593 662496.17 7683247669 
23.758287 74.764916 757.12665 3675308.8 5682163.9 684829.58 7085476841 
23.712981 74.683366 777.2434 3963191.6 4469487.4 702002.86 6554946112 
23.709928 74.67787 774.97382 4081727.5 3970167.2 704823.54 6240712434 
23.317623 73.971721 768.50404 4117921.7 3817703 660836.73 6099220469 
23.205148 73.769266 764.62806 4136366.8 3740004.9 637657.37 6023132520 
23.251071 73.851928 763.99435 4140403.9 3722999.3 634318.95 6008229890 
23.367962 74.062332 772.29159 4137758.9 3734140.9 652510.38 6080054503 
23.352172 74.033909 777.67079 4122933.2 3796592.6 671207.98 6159455092 
23.182242 73.728035 778.11292 4110195.6 3850248.3 676186.47 6194800403 
23.05845 73.505209 775.32752 4102121.6 3884259.5 670917.36 6192731936 
23.028957 73.452122 768.99038 4091263.3 3929998.7 658708.09 6168932032 
23.087715 73.557887 772.04105 4094047.5 3918270.7 655630.79 6186494175 
23.017566 73.431619 774.48748 4104836.1 3872824.7 645017.73 6179243429 
22.814587 73.066257 778.1866 4117643.3 3818875.8 618437.51 6176711290 
22.42518 72.365325 783.44791 4125787 3784571.4 570556.57 6197924262 
22.140441 71.852795 775.53385 4106715.4 3864908.3 538717.5 6182802708 
21.923997 71.463194 777.84764 4084233.3 3959612 514988.47 6257401053 
21.795156 71.23128 786.13014 4069546.8 4021477.2 494451.19 6361092334 
21.676288 71.017318 798.09703 4080126.6 3976910.8 479304.16 6430776940 
21.711538 71.080769 802.7983 4103235.2 3879568.3 482981.16 6409064111 
21.69688 71.054384 802.16459 4073792.7 4003592 480770.48 6479872753 
21.664249 70.995649 790.86089 3931591.4 4602600.3 477750.37 6749836191 
21.572133 70.829839 762.85956 3597909 6008202.7 472332.1 7328586438 
21.531059 70.755905 736.24355 3261024.8 7427292.3 466377.09 7869670931 
21.394878 70.51078 718.80903 3067246.8 8243562.1 429590.85 8130741186 
21.784573 71.212231 712.02976 3028616.5 8406288.2 381224.3 8142373737 
20.942201 69.695962 715.33097 3143881 7920748.5 331329.86 7915203511 
20.524639 68.94435 728.03474 3346568.3 7066949.1 326487.39 7581728930 
19.709637 67.477347 742.59543 3557120.9 6180018.1 300967.8 7231055944 
19.353626 66.836526 760.29522 3764402.1 5306867.5 276247.88 6897119243 
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19.279784 66.703612 784.80376 3961660.4 4475937.8 277439.46 6622136184 
19.669951 67.405912 795.98956 4079013 3981602 330163.07 6416495524 
19.678647 67.421564 798.28862 4134974.7 3745868.9 351513.59 6291539293 
20.023135 68.041643 800.41082 4161145.9 3635625.6 378570.14 6240998859 
20.574165 69.033496 807.92697 4156273.6 3656149.6 449886.6 6312317323 
21.201362 70.162452 804.00678 4177920.5 3564964.3 546076.77 6225878003 
21.817043 71.270677 804.44891 4192189.4 3504858.3 633930.06 6192515490 
22.333816 72.200869 806.0553 4193999.1 3497235.1 730626.62 6200290666 
22.792216 73.025989 805.45106 4173813.9 3582263.2 838469.64 6247978934 
22.941664 73.294995 803.34359 4122446 3798645 897164.4 6364254855 
22.880954 73.185717 797.00645 4064117.7 4044346.9 890665.31 6463389217 
23.142601 73.656682 787.98707 3984699.3 4378888.5 858473.95 6591257525 
23.642512 74.556522 776.8897 3870826.9 4858564.2 830184.76 6782604231 
23.798582 74.837447 769.34408 3744913 5388963.6 791753.19 7027885604 
23.873169 74.971705 754.19388 3641829.2 5823193.3 753311.1 7139215364 
23.614152 74.505473 735.37404 3530532.1 6292020.6 705386.78 7223955658 
23.399888 74.119798 722.93555 3432251.1 6706019.5 643385.01 7329959559 
23.600494 74.480889 722.11024 3377194.2 6937941 602912.29 7449267663 
23.160009 73.688016 764.37752 3393272.7 6870211.7 539949.49 7845716760 
22.613225 72.703805 813.67461 3453619.5 6616007 474242.8 8193873723 
22.30805 72.15449 838.77265 3543965.7 6235433 418208.3 8203110413 
22.60284 72.685111 856.84088 3648093.6 5796805.3 433053.37 8093208530 
22.33685 72.206331 867.89404 3747070.7 5379874.4 413734.07 7921635013 
22.67897 72.822146 874.36382 3837138.5 5000473.2 372136.3 7727660067 
23.032456 73.458421 877.94505 3913146.2 4680298.4 322650.62 7544894826 
28.762732 83.772917 750.45054 4020684.7 4227303.9 1492359.4 6191199868 
28.563358 83.414044 748.22517 4025974.6 4205020.7 1474540 6160112405 
28.13122 82.636195 749.41892 4029454.8 4190360.6 1467759 6161552941 
28.423884 83.162991 750.36212 4030916.5 4184203.4 1457080 6165771876 
29.025196 84.245352 747.16407 4027505.9 4198570.3 1430302.9 6147658845 
29.189435 84.540983 752.91171 4017482.9 4240791.1 1376816.8 6219128043 
29.396548 84.913787 756.0066 4006137.4 4288582.8 1327118.2 6272190299 
29.966009 85.938816 756.27187 3997019.3 4326992 1274496.2 6296490098 
30.372825 86.671084 756.43399 3992425.4 4346343.2 1214224.1 6308942216 
32.655364 90.779656 758.73304 3986787.5 4370092.4 1134715.6 6341775643 
30.654965 87.178937 760.45734 3986717.9 4370385.7 1104878.9 6356325552 
31.292654 88.326778 762.35848 3986717.9 4370385.7 1095184.3 6372203909 
31.704524 89.068143 766.49973 3984908.1 4378008.9 1080387.8 6411254013 
31.930501 89.474902 766.54394 3946765.1 4538682.6 1026518.5 6505495059 
31.749838 89.149709 754.69496 3833797.5 5014546.8 1003987.9 6678804791 
31.100921 87.981657 734.22451 3667791.6 5713829.6 972884.16 6889189033 
30.18287 86.329167 712.85507 3499558.3 6422494.8 921820.77 7073907618 
29.326501 84.787702 706.23791 3386451.5 6898945.3 839733.38 7264776882 
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28.634777 83.542599 709.52438 3324016.6 7161946 783924.63 7440830048 
31.772392 89.190305 715.1836 3282114.9 7338452.6 743344.21 7596399020 
26.536729 79.766112 717.99847 3254969.2 7452800.8 711562.86 7688874035 
25.514559 77.926207 702.74511 3139913.6 7937460.9 711432.53 7785282168 
25.189497 77.341095 700.35763 3066898.8 8245028.1 705006.81 7923099254 
24.96226 76.932069 704.95574 3057293.4 8285489.7 699886.74 7996859971 
24.601833 76.2833 712.72243 3166711.2 7824578.8 703240.45 7834442093 
24.433942 75.981095 733.81186 3426682.7 6729475.5 744489.55 7453453822 
24.136466 75.445638 757.96669 3706909.1 5549051 779338.92 7016488789 
23.998998 75.198197 773.8685 3926510.2 4624003.9 803223.78 6617776840 
24.009505 75.217109 773.30848 4048526.4 4110023.8 805232.31 6309881182 
23.921211 75.058179 785.20168 4107968.3 3859630.7 784414.79 6256956480 
23.820197 74.876354 787.81022 4134348.3 3748507.7 760121.39 6210954671 
23.803366 74.846058 786.54279 4133165 3753492.1 738152.64 6203931500 
23.725887 74.706596 787.04387 4107481.1 3861683.1 714101.01 6272795883 
23.714108 74.685395 778.58452 4072818.2 4007696.8 720685.33 6292084593 
23.575242 74.435436 779.5572 4066553.8 4034084.9 729827.9 6315641012 
23.50753 74.313554 782.54892 4076994.5 3990104.8 731146.47 6313630948 
23.387861 74.098151 781.19306 4090915.3 3931464.8 714163.92 6267741802 
23.270365 73.886657 771.58418 4104488.1 3874290.7 702561.06 6157002075 
23.215618 73.788112 776.94865 4113467 3836467.8 697227.75 6177388403 
23.13105 73.63589 784.31742 4117016.9 3821514.6 678081.27 6227006627 
22.81102 73.059836 779.98458 4110543.7 3848782.3 629566.67 6208781084 
22.504446 72.508003 775.01803 4090776.1 3932051.1 586994.44 6218422761 
22.319155 72.17448 782.46049 4064187.3 4044053.7 555590.06 6344933806 
22.158692 71.885645 790.99353 4041357.1 4140223.4 526128.29 6472103383 
21.875403 71.375725 788.37025 4034953.5 4167197.8 493980.38 6466826078 
22.026535 71.647763 795.62112 4031682.1 4180978.2 504351.07 6534670396 
21.965186 71.537334 794.67792 3978226.1 4406156.1 496504.77 6663379915 
21.774085 71.193353 779.27718 3803032.5 5144141.3 471444.33 6972799820 
21.279654 70.303377 740.90061 3417007.7 6770230.4 420642.46 7548151632 
21.055312 69.899561 700.31341 3040727.6 8355271.4 387717.39 7981158695 
21.369915 70.465848 681.18408 2841520.5 9194410.7 361347.62 8199046105 
20.946192 69.703145 679.13556 2823562.6 9270056.4 333140.37 8213539912 
20.15873 68.285714 691.32351 2992979.2 8556406.8 296620.22 7984658696 
19.792881 67.627186 714.85937 3245155.1 7494142 292811.94 7677379967 
19.179224 66.522604 731.71912 3454802.8 6611022.6 279688.2 7365636635 
19.112756 66.402961 748.03359 3640019.5 5830816.5 276813.68 7084780238 
19.617557 67.311602 769.88937 3812220.2 5105438.9 315263.73 6865926167 
20.256216 68.461188 781.85625 3946765.1 4538682.6 395203.03 6634795545 
20.471615 68.848908 792.21675 4046716.6 4117647 435898.89 6468381476 
21.027969 69.850344 801.60456 4125856.6 3784278.2 482171.39 6341282291 
21.718349 71.093028 808.07435 4178477.3 3562618.7 587085.96 6255968221 
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22.332818 72.199073 810.34393 4221840.7 3379954.9 705896.92 6160774840 
22.781444 73.0066 809.666 4234578.3 3326299.3 778946.26 6122564434 
22.884757 73.192562 806.24689 4205692.6 3447977.4 823001.96 6171570603 
22.668971 72.804148 798.25914 4106993.9 3863735.5 830109.49 6363537650 
22.8445 73.120099 782.94683 3934445.1 4590579.1 866130.33 6675506831 
22.719699 72.895458 771.65787 3786675.5 5213043.4 870875.76 6945574791 
22.915329 73.247592 764.15646 3687489.5 5630853.9 861338.98 7121533668 
23.450154 74.210277 762.60902 3693893.1 5603879.5 852707.5 7091417927 
23.632286 74.538115 769.80094 3714774.4 5515919.4 814782.43 7106611497 
23.837062 74.906712 763.72907 3688464 5626749.1 779711.59 7115078748 
23.790666 74.823199 749.83157 3604382.2 5980935.1 737919.2 7188111368 
23.556963 74.402534 735.96354 3466496.3 6561764.9 685410.48 7381120030 
23.041554 73.474798 733.01603 3354155.2 7034990.3 572925.92 7615983068 
23.002497 73.404495 763.52275 3339816.7 7095389.5 500592.42 7968017947 
22.9658 73.33844 802.17933 3385755.5 6901877.3 448325.15 8252974695 
22.885516 73.193929 827.73423 3470394.1 6545345.7 410135.85 8290780878 
23.20417 73.767505 845.33086 3571807.4 6118152.8 417266.21 8191639703 
22.986043 73.374877 855.14607 3667443.5 5715295.6 396743.51 8024009185 
22.918663 73.253593 860.14209 3755284 5345276.8 366366.25 7828141743 
23.006539 73.411771 862.618 3831431 5024515.6 348710.35 7639647619 
28.746058 83.742905 749.47787 4019571 4231995.1 1474078.2 6185840236 
28.387355 83.097239 754.91602 4028480.4 4194465.5 1476099.4 6209109616 
28.068063 82.522514 756.97928 4037320.1 4157229 1462543.8 6204566382 
28.431006 83.17581 755.71185 4040939.5 4141982.6 1439047.2 6185370214 
29.195679 84.552223 748.7852 4038503.4 4152244.6 1393080.2 6134503931 
29.377898 84.880216 750.92215 4025278.6 4207952.7 1333595.6 6183849248 
29.83136 85.696448 755.12235 4011636.1 4265419.9 1299929.9 6251489926 
30.627637 87.129746 760.36891 3998759.4 4319662 1281187.7 6326350184 
30.945439 87.70179 764.31857 3992703.8 4345170.4 1242258.9 6374034398 
31.132003 88.037605 764.24489 3984281.7 4380647.7 1201902.6 6394056393 
36.860072 98.34813 765.68917 3970778.5 4437528.5 1186726.3 6439336314 
32.648874 90.767973 767.61978 3960129.1 4482388.2 1170903.7 6481814161 
32.551406 90.592532 765.67443 3935141.2 4587647.1 1112670.4 6526793697 
32.222764 90.000974 761.29738 3899573.4 4737472.5 1034343 6576394733 
31.883408 89.390135 758.39408 3834841.6 5010148.8 1009400.7 6708997715 
31.44625 88.60325 757.86353 3782568.8 5230342.2 1006000.7 6831562584 
30.914523 87.646142 747.51777 3694937.2 5599481.4 995139.47 6948738249 
30.187749 86.337949 742.02067 3576262.1 6099388 946254.23 7180478599 
29.414195 84.945551 736.67094 3433155.9 6702207.9 882411.24 7467310390 
28.148367 82.66706 733.44342 3331742.6 7129400.8 821258.85 7673478037 
27.102431 80.784376 711.17499 3215782.1 7617872.5 746651.86 7705370839 
25.675958 78.216725 706.38528 3244876.6 7495314.8 743478.52 7587456657 
25.357657 77.643782 708.74329 3255178.1 7451921.2 744235 7589328967 
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25.320652 77.577173 720.69544 3353598.4 7037335.9 753876.02 7489452795 
25.088467 77.15924 732.35284 3467818.8 6556194.1 766361.19 7341880674 
24.919186 76.854535 743.9955 3618511.8 5921415.4 817944.94 7098480860 
24.530619 76.155115 770.62624 3740110.3 5409194.4 839951.49 7051534278 
24.218878 75.593981 793.89683 3892125.8 4768844.9 836080.35 6876753233 
23.059896 73.507813 810.99238 4007042.3 4284771.2 724215.03 6725321713 
23.803415 74.846147 778.1866 4092168.2 3926187.1 805078.45 6240581763 
23.841741 74.915135 778.36345 4124046.9 3791901.4 795798.14 6162280631 
23.871862 74.969351 780.76567 4117921.7 3817703 772418.89 6196635807 
23.802694 74.84485 779.64562 4075045.5 3998314.4 745311.18 6295105056 
23.870359 74.966646 773.10215 4027227.5 4199743.1 755344.11 6361043954 
23.823063 74.881513 769.32934 4026879.5 4201209.1 774032.35 6330883928 
23.716605 74.689888 769.80094 4048039.1 4112076.2 780435.22 6282444853 
23.502659 74.304787 776.43284 4086182.2 3951402.4 759804.48 6241404392 
23.327376 73.989276 774.06009 4111378.9 3845263.9 742761.58 6159662387 
23.321662 73.978991 778.36345 4119522.6 3810959.4 741127.29 6173538503 
22.961638 73.330948 792.06937 4114789.5 3830897 694671.47 6294229625 
21.888388 71.399098 809.75443 4099685.4 3894521.5 574354.1 6473918790 
22.688705 72.839668 797.05066 4066693 4033498.5 622183.51 6456885184 
22.77 72.986 792.8652 4020267.1 4229063.1 611025.65 6541217815 
22.370043 72.266078 793.89683 3984003.3 4381820.5 567967.16 6642168898 
22.028494 71.65129 779.24771 3945860.2 4542494.2 524872.69 6615055616 
21.576694 70.838049 781.81204 3905141.8 4714016.4 467212.41 6739028875 
21.380682 70.485228 779.54246 3835259.2 5008389.6 435435.48 6894435126 
20.869919 69.565855 759.23412 3642803.7 5819088.5 387103.75 7184178479 
20.456938 68.822488 713.66563 3269098.9 7393281.1 344123.86 7609718260 
20.263244 68.47384 669.85091 2915648.9 8882152.4 312726.04 7903080658 
20.702603 69.264685 652.13638 2747902.9 9588765.2 309848.68 8045499901 
20.410503 68.738906 654.34701 2750060.6 9579676 304367.44 8068230657 
20.145921 68.262659 682.21571 2955044.9 8716201 314651.85 7962621942 
19.89957 67.819225 717.60056 3224761 7580049.7 312038.75 7753850226 
19.485271 67.073487 734.07713 3411439.4 6793686.4 305208.15 7491654691 
19.531141 67.156054 743.25862 3538119 6260061.8 312900.14 7282895254 
19.913104 67.843587 755.01918 3666329.9 5719986.8 346594.11 7087195726 
20.026145 68.047061 768.87248 3804842.2 5136518.1 389028.23 6875154842 
19.900112 67.820201 779.82247 3956231.2 4498807.4 407276.59 6593836393 
20.38667 68.696006 789.47556 4074558.3 4000366.8 448540.47 6375404613 
21.338468 70.409242 803.88888 4199706.6 3473192.6 565719.84 6168724111 
22.520235 72.536422 819.20119 4259705.4 3220453.9 733875.02 6128489320 
22.927437 73.269386 817.06425 4267431.5 3187908.7 810789.85 6092302693 
22.958594 73.32547 806.43848 4195669.6 3490198.2 848029.98 6199027569 
23.118267 73.612881 793.64629 4034466.3 4169250.2 881832.23 6511731010 
23.060028 73.50805 771.36312 3768369.6 5290155.1 871926.38 6988283789 
265 
 
22.745346 72.941622 750.76003 3517237.7 6348021.9 852447.56 7407295098 
22.685558 72.834004 741.22484 3399258.7 6844996.5 840052.76 7594136441 
23.045009 73.481015 753.6928 3540972.8 6248040.6 838168.87 7378747086 
23.323396 73.982113 769.46198 3726328.7 5467248.1 824644.81 7074932396 
23.597062 74.474711 765.88075 3744356.1 5391309.2 790202.75 6997620470 
23.678389 74.621101 746.01454 3678510.6 5668676.7 745399.54 6973883077 
23.411796 74.141233 711.38131 3492806.7 6450935.2 688746.41 7074480897 
23.58919 74.460541 701.65453 3313645.6 7205632.9 647404.24 7381546785 
24.102168 75.383903 717.88057 3247382.4 7484759.6 601911.49 7704998104 
24.219424 75.594963 753.07383 3278356.2 7354285.4 534887.59 8007699057 
23.259635 73.867343 805.74581 3343784.2 7078677.1 404180.9 8398258737 
23.36445 74.05601 822.06028 3432181.5 6706312.7 386720.2 8334840032 
23.285623 73.914122 831.69863 3523293.3 6322513.5 377748.43 8189121766 
23.23999 73.831983 836.75361 3606191.9 5973311.9 372843.17 8016057171 
23.286605 73.915889 840.04008 3682895.7 5650205.1 362048.62 7840540780 
28.562499 83.412498 760.39839 4024234.5 4212350.7 1489288.8 6264575364 
28.544467 83.380041 770.93573 4034675.1 4168370.6 1507754.6 6325528824 
28.100516 82.580928 770.56729 4043793.3 4129961.4 1478210.9 6299906201 
27.689381 81.840886 762.72692 4049918.4 4104159.7 1407097.2 6220742025 
28.038633 82.469539 756.18345 4049222.4 4107091.7 1348770.2 6169018527 
28.890527 84.002949 772.1 4038224.9 4153417.4 1325487 6326092517 
30.325443 86.585797 786.1154 4028550 4194172.2 1339706.2 6465348287 
31.422363 88.560254 792.55571 4017691.7 4239911.5 1331323.5 6545941899 
31.373195 88.471751 782.56366 4012749.8 4260728.7 1269392.5 6475792994 
31.743007 89.137413 774.13378 4001334.7 4308813.6 1265393 6434431907 
32.832781 91.099007 773.69165 3983307.2 4384752.5 1254457 6475552405 
33.767797 92.782035 768.62194 3948296.4 4532232.2 1230312.8 6519550623 
33.278264 91.900874 762.77113 3910779.7 4690267.2 1154816 6561785108 
32.793148 91.027667 758.24671 3865189 4882313.4 1116161.3 6633881039 
32.55432 90.597777 759.80889 3855722.8 4922188.7 1100904.7 6670636044 
32.176655 89.91798 759.82362 3820990.3 5068495.6 1093997.5 6755535433 
31.536045 88.764881 766.02813 3823426.5 5058233.6 1063774.2 6804665252 
30.70632 87.271375 753.94334 3739275 5412712.8 1025385.5 6901105708 
30.177503 86.319505 740.75324 3594846.4 6021103.5 958019.22 7124004068 
28.290074 82.922133 718.26374 3448956.1 6635651.4 866785.29 7244274724 
29.982401 85.968322 706.34107 3329028.1 7140835.6 766899.66 7396061625 
25.936403 78.685525 708.24221 3388191.6 6891615.3 774322.01 7281367549 
25.657751 78.183952 724.70405 3498096.6 6428652 787684.05 7194742616 
25.617989 78.11238 739.86899 3608349.6 5964222.7 799751.04 7083249087 
25.322944 77.581299 743.08177 3705934.6 5553155.8 802371.57 6881063694 
25.240418 77.432752 746.26508 3757163.3 5337360.3 860254.22 6787785687 
24.748934 76.548081 765.37968 3855653.2 4922481.9 876784.95 6719482980 
24.071337 75.328407 788.11971 3915234.4 4671502.4 828748.9 6768205233 
266 
 
22.996208 73.393175 823.93194 4011705.7 4265126.7 719301.18 6820265977 
23.753799 74.756838 790.41877 4086808.6 3948763.6 795898.12 6352262975 
24.043409 75.278136 773.54428 4117643.3 3818875.8 808511.13 6140057449 
23.987106 75.17679 771.99684 4110474.1 3849075.5 785339.91 6145532374 
23.925965 75.066737 767.17766 4072957.4 4007110.4 766066 6199613593 
23.733799 74.720838 767.51662 4035092.7 4166611.4 735977.23 6295680245 
23.808573 74.855431 766.57342 4033491.9 4173355 764417.77 6291915079 
23.86176 74.951167 771.11258 4056461.2 4076598.9 807748.17 6272312754 
23.779614 74.803306 773.82429 4087643.9 3945245.2 812146.31 6216856821 
23.600794 74.481428 776.46231 4118339.3 3815943.8 788680.17 6161460509 
23.470362 74.246652 797.00645 4143884.1 3708339.3 773544.87 6259046201 
23.054104 73.497387 816.74002 4145345.7 3702182.1 720523 6410110583 
22.6265 72.727699 794.98741 4130659.3 3764047.4 655363.9 6276847700 
22.606258 72.691265 794.79582 4018387.7 4236979.5 625241.44 6561956598 
22.79875 73.037749 785.74696 3943632.9 4551876.7 621986.12 6675942811 
22.568216 72.622789 773.58849 3808948.8 5119219.3 595812.63 6907323900 
22.347871 72.226168 763.59643 3719020.2 5498034.1 565250.35 7038675093 
21.856994 71.342589 762.87429 3655610.8 5765139.6 495281.16 7187343647 
21.612756 70.902962 753.76649 3573477.9 6111116 455043.57 7300377443 
21.17448 70.114065 731.6307 3386173.1 6900118.1 413067.52 7526179501 
21.63159 70.936861 705.33892 3211327.4 7636637.4 434503.05 7651926253 
21.661005 70.989809 680.72722 3065437.1 8251185.3 419718.68 7703952569 
21.852152 71.333874 663.79378 2922470.1 8853418.7 409386.22 7817171158 
21.688627 71.039528 671.58994 2974325.2 8634984.5 389412.22 7797085039 
20.652819 69.175074 698.72176 3143950.6 7920455.3 366784.02 7731307940 
19.873857 67.772943 727.93157 3360489.2 7008309 327249.65 7548102858 
19.25792 66.664255 743.55337 3486263.9 6478496 307961.7 7409638823 
19.197671 66.555807 753.19173 3601876.4 5991490.3 316402.87 7225960844 
19.935904 67.884627 757.93722 3689716.9 5621471.5 361025.26 7057657202 
20.322798 68.581037 761.0321 3810828.1 5111302.9 401866.94 6790429982 
20.383649 68.690569 773.78008 3959641.8 4484440.6 434011.83 6534296756 
21.093485 69.968272 791.02301 4097249.3 3904783.5 512908.8 6330304935 
22.122511 71.82052 810.24077 4217942.9 3396374.1 649058.18 6170079115 
22.807394 73.053308 817.19689 4272860.6 3165039.1 775676.58 6079004118 
22.890174 73.202313 814.98625 4273974.2 3160347.9 815575.44 6059685916 
22.941075 73.293935 805.7016 4200333 3470553.8 844232.53 6181290058 
23.163112 73.693601 792.8652 4017761.3 4239618.3 876984.03 6547865914 
22.944161 73.299489 774.84118 3724031.7 5476923.7 837154.83 7130116332 
22.815555 73.067999 755.72659 3473178.3 6533617.7 817083.06 7563218865 
22.711842 72.881316 749.10943 3380187.1 6925333.4 801946.69 7720764506 
22.8609 73.149621 758.55619 3545079.4 6230741.8 798596.57 7416308299 
23.110461 73.59883 773.47059 3749019.6 5371664.8 795346.82 7055376493 
23.469301 74.244741 765.33546 3808461.6 5121271.7 780382.36 6835021954 
267 
 
23.610342 74.498615 742.40384 3736769.3 5423268 740162.02 6801187094 
23.464389 74.235901 696.23111 3473108.7 6533910.9 697240.18 6967895663 
23.759972 74.76795 660.56626 3207847.2 7651297.4 695470.09 7173879958 
23.894216 75.009589 671.6931 3132813.9 7967367.3 649274.05 7456564466 
23.911322 75.04038 700.82923 3130586.6 7976749.8 560737.94 7784906711 
23.554628 74.39833 758.39408 3186826.8 7739843.9 423069.61 8287145411 
24.090423 75.362761 788.4292 3272857.5 7377448.3 395707.25 8397407761 
23.75351 74.756318 808.19225 3364735 6990423.8 387792.57 8369346880 
23.641507 74.554713 814.8094 3450835.4 6627735 384832.71 8212498766 
23.78431 74.811757 823.79931 3546053.9 6226637 380183.91 8051116117 
28.561402 83.410524 777.1255 4033422.2 4173648.2 1570553.6 6379494305 
28.460279 83.228503 774.76749 4042331.6 4136118.6 1547554.7 6337944890 
27.931052 82.275894 769.97779 4049292 4106798.5 1462743.3 6281471328 
27.632951 81.739311 763.61117 4054999.5 4082756.1 1388802.4 6215469936 
28.025695 82.44625 781.94468 4058062.1 4069855.3 1333578.7 6356915354 
28.870163 83.966293 776.99286 4055278 4081583.3 1346345.8 6323629483 
30.190997 86.343794 788.0755 4047134.3 4115887.8 1356927 6434434568 
31.491852 88.685333 787.02913 4045394.2 4123217.8 1341474.2 6430277024 
31.712877 89.083178 789.06291 4040521.9 4143741.8 1288022.6 6459186943 
32.190425 89.942765 791.59777 4026461.8 4202968.3 1296308.1 6515694815 
33.277748 91.899946 788.87132 3991242.1 4351327.6 1301232 6582515278 
34.089137 93.360447 782.57839 3953795.1 4509069.4 1274631.5 6624129518 
34.188333 93.538999 764.83439 3895118.8 4756237.3 1216687.6 6618071300 
33.221315 91.798367 760.58998 3831709.4 5023342.8 1191227.4 6736255132 
32.974027 91.353248 761.71003 3824470.5 5053835.6 1164099.3 6763858940 
32.183309 89.929956 762.27006 3854469.9 4927466.3 1098093 6695305094 
31.391921 88.505459 764.48069 3876186.4 4835987.8 1064680.2 6661353607 
30.510692 86.919246 749.38944 3825932.2 5047678.4 1035188.9 6650825306 
29.658966 85.386139 740.54691 3770388.1 5281652.3 950102.63 6704410672 
28.189788 82.741619 722.28709 3637513.7 5841371.7 853655.27 6847330303 
28.136845 82.646321 708.96435 3565821.5 6143368.1 827891.82 6884297168 
26.409558 79.537204 725.52935 3615936.5 5932263.8 820419.16 6928320009 
26.00245 78.80441 741.82908 3717210.5 5505657.3 835192.04 6842626766 
25.899701 78.619461 749.81683 3785909.8 5216268.6 861751.67 6750846650 
25.783184 78.409731 742.71333 3865745.8 4879967.8 884000.23 6496442120 
25.716335 78.289403 752.41064 3911058.1 4689094.4 933440.69 6471779688 
25.05821 77.104778 763.08062 3948922.8 4529593.4 928847.35 6470720259 
24.356512 75.841721 785.34905 4006972.7 4285064.4 876832.06 6513020233 
23.1515 73.6727 830.51963 4054581.9 4084515.3 744122.88 6760424124 
24.088603 75.359485 799.29077 4088409.5 3942020 844818.83 6419492987 
24.333043 75.799477 783.07947 4118060.9 3817116.6 856029.7 6214730640 
24.155534 75.479961 779.30666 4117643.3 3818875.8 822249.3 6185804429 
24.125066 75.425119 775.15067 4094673.9 3915631.9 795448.27 6209989387 
268 
 
24.027355 75.249239 779.94037 4071286.9 4014147.2 749125.31 6306905649 
24.062549 75.312588 783.9932 4064465.7 4042880.9 765346.89 6356869912 
24.022163 75.239894 787.73653 4083258.8 3963716.8 809072.67 6339705748 
23.837907 74.908233 785.85013 4082284.4 3967821.6 795282.26 6326972078 
23.716302 74.689343 796.03377 4120845.1 3805388.6 777404.78 6310327100 
23.351345 74.032421 810.56499 4152584.6 3671689.3 761142.28 6342843593 
23.17729 73.719121 805.61318 4191562.9 3507497.1 728635.38 6203192797 
22.861615 73.150907 795.94535 4183697.6 3540628.7 666695.21 6148808301 
22.717452 72.891414 788.32604 4019083.8 4234047.5 640731.98 6506798992 
22.457869 72.424165 765.52705 3771989 5274908.7 600749.2 6926245661 
22.338566 72.20942 751.40848 3617467.7 5925813.4 571824.46 7171474258 
22.37519 72.275343 745.98507 3414919.6 6779026.4 565131.15 7605096636 
22.619289 72.71472 733.19288 3308286 7228209.3 561283.48 7725844629 
22.448831 72.407895 726.42835 3234644.8 7538415.3 521484.89 7826377694 
22.504756 72.508562 726.70836 3257405.4 7442538.7 527703.58 7776266541 
22.939261 73.29067 711.73501 3237289.8 7527273.6 551189.84 7662067874 
22.916742 73.250135 700.10709 3249679.3 7475084 526049.76 7509008874 
23.469614 74.245305 709.09699 3379421.5 6928558.6 475496.53 7309833146 
21.9754 71.555721 719.31011 3448886.5 6635944.6 445426.22 7254566387 
20.200411 68.360739 734.75506 3506449.1 6393467.9 350720.37 7274364848 
19.372815 66.871067 739.66266 3567700.8 6135451.7 306740.57 7177366280 
18.95761 66.123698 755.85922 3691317.8 5614727.9 300554.87 7034360975 
19.904123 67.827422 766.80922 3773311.5 5269337.9 389113.44 6934376000 
20.948059 69.706506 771.8642 3860107.9 4903717.1 474775.42 6764957465 
21.599542 70.879175 776.80127 3963748.5 4467141.8 538845.81 6549665127 
21.850432 71.330778 786.74912 4042610 4134945.8 602105.16 6434286898 
22.395637 72.312146 803.49097 4168872 3603080.4 699805.59 6245393317 
22.854857 73.138743 814.27885 4231724.5 3338320.5 774469.68 6164902017 
22.809522 73.05714 815.57576 4262071.9 3210485.1 796675.51 6095233053 
23.086564 73.555815 813.89568 4263603.2 3204034.7 830257.68 6078708494 
22.899116 73.218409 808.78175 4206667 3443872.6 792469.38 6188409270 
23.001518 73.402733 795.79797 4050823.3 4100348.1 789080.79 6487474763 
22.864599 73.156278 775.43068 3801292.4 5151471.3 762085.25 6943009746 
22.983927 73.371068 760.53102 3627073.1 5885351.8 777949.84 7235272201 
22.793865 73.028956 754.34126 3545009.8 6231035 771539.12 7375245434 
22.957975 73.324355 769.40303 3686097.5 5636717.9 780540.54 7173782887 
23.128538 73.631369 774.23694 3835816 5006044 756962.5 6846451600 
23.482063 74.267713 765.48284 3883703.7 4804322.1 744250.69 6651278934 
23.783244 74.809839 737.08359 3716514.5 5508589.3 735500.26 6800408144 
23.739417 74.730951 694.34471 3423272.1 6743842.4 711966.34 7060194106 
23.688719 74.639694 654.4207 3133162 7965901.3 716625.45 7264173382 
23.498473 74.297252 635.82192 2989986.2 8569014.4 701593.61 7350167515 
23.565942 74.418695 661.83368 2983025.8 8598334.5 611639.26 7665545945 
269 
 
23.819432 74.874978 721.49127 3021168.9 8437660.7 477186.2 8267922624 
25.144684 77.260432 761.66582 3106155.5 8079663.1 422384.49 8520278041 
24.320362 75.776651 782.75524 3201095.6 7679737.8 409220.88 8517438642 
23.910321 75.038578 800.48451 3314759.2 7200941.7 394330.27 8418050010 
24.147995 75.46639 813.05564 3420557.6 6755277.2 394818.98 8273914591 
28.487933 83.27828 777.06655 4042749.2 4134359.4 1617964.9 6355775525 
27.982807 82.369052 770.41992 4047482.3 4114421.8 1538253.2 6289631695 
27.749547 81.949184 765.52705 4054512.3 4084808.5 1453825.4 6232324113 
28.278103 82.900586 765.02598 4058827.8 4066630.1 1374169.8 6217560507 
28.754017 83.757231 783.12368 4063352 4047572.1 1312874.5 6353169633 
28.728881 83.711985 776.94865 4064048.1 4044640.1 1311677.9 6301345997 
29.387043 84.896678 779.12981 4061542.3 4055195.3 1314127.3 6325306343 
30.844952 87.520913 778.24555 4059663 4063111.7 1299505.7 6322812817 
31.878237 89.380826 778.84979 4043932.5 4129375 1314671.4 6367093492 
32.741901 90.935423 785.57011 4015116.4 4250759.9 1362683.7 6494788044 
33.848867 92.92796 783.02052 3979479 4400878.5 1367351.9 6563359231 
34.3704 93.86672 782.51944 3912659 4682350.8 1338694.5 6727100987 
34.12844 93.431191 768.0177 3845908.6 4963529.9 1295079.2 6767099790 
33.53195 92.357509 762.13742 3787649.9 5208938.6 1249515.5 6857886266 
32.66349 90.794282 760.54576 3805886.2 5132120.1 1141506.3 6798904350 
31.807506 89.25351 761.10579 3836372.9 5003698.4 1075513.5 6729304892 
30.763814 87.374864 746.19139 3892265 4768258.5 1034447.9 6463442542 
30.195538 86.351968 745.01239 3911684.6 4686455.6 1038791.1 6406759743 
29.372742 84.870936 736.12565 3857114.9 4916324.7 953423.19 6459307321 
28.596817 83.47427 731.05593 3860386.3 4902544.3 889984.31 6407082357 
27.948601 82.307483 720.45964 3820572.7 5070254.8 886502.99 6406368912 
27.021803 80.639245 738.91105 3851337.7 4940660.3 879499.73 6497383968 
26.339259 79.410666 739.63319 3861082.3 4899612.3 883704.6 6480584146 
26.08664 78.955951 747.19355 3929085.6 4613155.5 911301.18 6383618743 
25.93684 78.686312 743.34705 3971126.5 4436062.5 931312.67 6250390459 
25.88353 78.590353 759.39623 4016856.5 4243429.9 976120.87 6273806471 
25.215155 77.387278 770.16938 4054929.9 4083049.3 971704.38 6268594136 
24.373093 75.871568 786.63122 4082284.4 3967821.6 900091.89 6333364744 
22.9192 73.254561 824.78672 4108316.3 3858164.7 741459.86 6571389206 
23.91102 75.039836 797.52226 4122446 3798645 859143.3 6318105545 
24.248412 75.647141 789.71136 4117573.7 3819169 871022.94 6268606933 
24.18519 75.533342 785.95329 4117016.9 3821514.6 836045.06 6240150976 
24.208488 75.575278 790.10928 4115555.2 3827671.8 812963.3 6276830308 
24.277017 75.69863 801.36876 4107202.7 3862855.9 775765.2 6387731710 
24.444791 76.000623 805.15631 4099755 3894228.3 791715.18 6437197847 
24.053639 75.29655 792.52624 4057574.9 4071907.7 779672.82 6443607915 
23.824204 74.883568 789.07765 4041287.5 4140516.6 745099.17 6456823854 
23.751855 74.753338 800.42556 4081449.1 3971340 738818.37 6446397054 
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23.179117 73.722411 800.83821 4154324.7 3664359.2 718014.34 6262218864 
22.94146 73.294627 795.94535 4193929.5 3497528.3 686869.78 6122666839 
22.456981 72.422566 800.66136 4207293.5 3441233.8 618561.81 6124498794 
22.449794 72.409629 780.92779 3964166.1 4465382.6 615644.69 6583484428 
22.306526 72.151747 758.04038 3715609.6 5512400.9 577039.92 6995781676 
22.604089 72.68736 733.60553 3423829 6741496.7 575207.21 7457914353 
22.862506 73.152511 723.83454 3190167.8 7725770.3 593763.63 7901926716 
23.553935 74.397084 708.56644 3064253.8 8256169.7 626602.84 8021898783 
24.949139 76.90845 710.70338 3008570.5 8490729.9 643792.45 8173235527 
24.792206 76.625971 711.11604 3031748.7 8393094.2 651277.83 8125040273 
24.603951 76.287112 719.56065 3311905.5 7212962.9 603632.02 7573884723 
23.151557 73.672803 740.35533 3639671.5 5832282.5 535440.42 7013147016 
22.442818 72.397072 749.50734 3771084.1 5278720.3 483059.52 6783377910 
20.995295 69.791532 760.02995 3883982.1 4803149.3 391654.31 6602871716 
19.629663 67.333393 765.05545 3892543.4 4767085.7 316343.2 6625412800 
19.527185 67.148933 766.19024 3886766.3 4791421.3 316632.83 6649459290 
20.731792 69.317225 773.72113 3904933 4714896 427438.54 6669771249 
21.404957 70.528922 784.65639 3987065.9 4368919.6 543191.75 6557120594 
21.981126 71.566027 789.22503 4073444.6 4005058 627872.36 6376384352 
22.408774 72.335793 794.76634 4136714.8 3738538.9 678134.83 6259664762 
22.731919 72.917454 804.71419 4214810.7 3409568.2 753758.05 6136199583 
22.924684 73.26443 809.9018 4217594.9 3397840.1 796412.93 6168550949 
23.22444 73.803991 815.32522 4248151.1 3269125.2 814688.24 6129839621 
23.22013 73.796235 816.16526 4263255.2 3205500.7 806109.23 6096545221 
23.077433 73.539379 814.54413 4246341.4 3276748.4 775328.59 6128663948 
23.049695 73.489451 809.38599 4189196.4 3517465.9 739025.75 6238403462 
23.073351 73.532032 800.05712 4101355.9 3887484.7 721819.47 6392250640 
23.083422 73.550159 789.15134 3966045.4 4457466.1 721582.65 6648147001 
23.110647 73.599165 774.01588 3792522.2 5188414.6 736642.88 6952124336 
23.11592 73.608657 760.35417 3760921.9 5321527.5 755452.35 6906633815 
23.365188 74.057338 773.85377 3872358.2 4852113.8 767662.81 6752233175 
23.635317 74.543571 776.21177 3976694.9 4412606.5 743941.12 6512618415 
24.001456 75.202622 763.8175 3888158.4 4785557.3 741218.13 6625877014 
24.017363 75.231254 735.38877 3719437.9 5496274.9 732760.14 6777864468 
24.130856 75.435541 695.14054 3385477.1 6903050.1 743115.32 7152715425 
23.737705 74.727868 667.18341 3062165.7 8264965.7 717975.92 7557992151 
23.354269 74.037685 648.65832 2917876.3 8872770 703273.65 7648804036 
23.429416 74.172948 661.67157 2854118.9 9141341.5 640629.58 7937695708 
23.519105 74.334389 712.25083 2876740.2 9046051.4 490652.41 8492508806 
24.415533 75.94796 744.95344 2959499.6 8697436.2 435534.87 8684309903 
24.585849 76.254528 766.54394 3061191.2 8269070.5 427726.72 8685571236 
24.330465 75.794838 784.40585 3175063.7 7789394.7 412770.64 8600998063 
24.496221 76.093198 800.94137 3274876 7368945.5 411349.7 8525488366 
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28.448333 83.207 772.73371 4046438.2 4118819.8 1608733 6311178848 
27.992479 82.386463 769.47671 4049640 4105332.5 1526852.5 6276588350 
27.662936 81.793285 768.12086 4052841.8 4091845.3 1460408.9 6257564505 
28.157879 82.684183 767.60505 4057366.1 4072787.3 1380272.7 6242127042 
28.175331 82.715597 773.30848 4066066.6 4036137.3 1292048.5 6266794977 
28.065657 82.518183 775.26857 4066484.2 4034378.1 1248429 6281592354 
29.074825 84.334685 777.46446 4063978.5 4044933.3 1251338.9 6305642069 
30.807227 87.453008 773.0432 4007251.1 4283891.5 1280140.1 6410691576 
32.005411 89.609739 766.63237 3973701.9 4425214.1 1322673 6440203526 
33.070692 91.527245 767.10397 3926858.3 4622537.9 1365465.7 6559641235 
33.907654 93.033777 762.35848 3833240.7 5016892.4 1327341.5 6748301321 
34.30014 93.740253 761.87214 3766281.5 5298951.1 1299352 6907847496 
34.110141 93.398253 758.96885 3693753.9 5604465.9 1305787.2 7058364903 
33.43762 92.187715 756.30135 3712407.8 5525888.2 1245557.5 6988181280 
32.448188 90.406738 754.69496 3730713.7 5448776.5 1137533.5 6928852495 
31.794446 89.230002 748.79994 3848901.6 4950922.3 1111828.2 6590419433 
30.798426 87.437167 729.46428 3918505.8 4657722 1070883.1 6257122672 
30.299524 86.539143 736.74463 3951498.1 4518745 1062120.7 6241468254 
29.86302 85.753436 733.42868 3956161.6 4499100.6 1003657.8 6202335455 
30.605757 87.090362 728.34423 3959433 4485320.2 937652.46 6151624881 
28.450381 83.210685 734.13608 3965071 4461571 950804.09 6187252671 
27.420909 81.357637 753.36858 3967367.9 4451895.3 922871.95 6343731239 
29.637133 85.34684 754.09072 3977112.5 4410847.3 927379.26 6326209982 
26.2006 79.16108 741.90277 4000290.7 4313211.6 935540.07 6168745864 
25.915394 78.647708 745.67558 4033839.9 4171889 940392.95 6119752040 
25.853775 78.536795 762.99219 4081309.9 3971926.4 987764.95 6145544212 
25.237116 77.426809 778.98243 4120149 3808320.6 998763.64 6177137325 
24.430835 75.975502 795.50322 4147642.7 3692506.5 925347.37 6237789250 
23.471254 74.248256 813.7483 4149452.4 3684883.3 813769.03 6375991102 
23.858688 74.945639 800.13081 4147364.3 3693679.3 862957.83 6274723472 
24.326095 75.786971 792.26096 4142492 3714203.3 874689.46 6225427629 
24.304409 75.747936 785.24589 4118687.4 3814477.8 840989.04 6230326316 
24.208246 75.574844 788.93027 4108455.5 3857578.3 825472.44 6285470708 
24.28999 75.721982 797.12435 4081379.5 3971633.2 801788.53 6420054309 
24.279237 75.702626 787.85443 3983933.7 4382113.7 789818.22 6592017313 
24.002856 75.205141 775.22436 3941684 4560086.3 777598.53 6591556953 
23.676256 74.617261 767.17766 3909666 4694958.4 724437.19 6602000075 
23.864299 74.955739 774.48748 3955048 4503791.8 742951.49 6552008437 
23.382557 74.088603 774.88539 4028132.3 4195931.4 722022.17 6373428922 
22.84337 73.118066 783.43317 4098711 3898626.3 660041.51 6266039326 
22.268249 72.082849 788.75342 4123977.3 3792194.6 590591.22 6244498249 
22.353708 72.236674 774.59064 3897694.1 4745388.9 585694.37 6695436913 
23.632056 74.5377 768.69562 3752639 5356418.4 655996.27 7002748573 
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23.879229 74.982612 744.15761 3459883.9 6589619 653927.63 7479067997 
24.642135 76.355842 727.34207 3268681.3 7395040.3 738963.81 7756912305 
42.149673 107.86941 709.40648 3103441 8091097.9 710769.88 7942189178 
24.724778 76.504601 711.54342 3047548.8 8326537.7 729853.54 8093886366 
23.699291 74.658724 714.72673 3072119.1 8223038 613079.76 8073563847 
22.993649 73.388568 729.42007 3399049.9 6845876.1 541944.17 7473396506 
22.177483 71.919469 761.0321 3791617.4 5192226.2 485248.95 6837478590 
21.382227 70.488008 783.72792 4044419.7 4127322.6 446202.51 6404868788 
20.177274 68.319094 794.28 4157735.3 3649992.4 360353.67 6201882351 
20.498518 68.897332 792.34939 4128988.8 3771084.2 375300.56 6259993233 
21.754334 71.157801 790.40403 4067945.9 4028220.9 493450.22 6399736288 
22.609971 72.697948 797.94965 4086182.2 3951402.4 647130.35 6414234947 
22.770077 72.986139 800.92664 4145833 3700129.7 734029.89 6284774512 
23.106836 73.592305 804.4047 4227687.5 3355326.1 778494.25 6100590225 
23.367447 74.061405 809.22387 4278916.1 3139530.6 796164.9 6003980419 
23.247394 73.845309 815.92946 4308985.1 3012868.1 810198.15 5974925944 
23.503706 74.306671 821.13181 4311699.7 3001433.3 854805.99 6005900945 
23.464714 74.236486 821.42656 4311351.7 3002899.3 838477.08 6008958508 
23.275632 73.896138 817.65375 4284414.9 3116367.8 798977.56 6052076700 
23.391178 74.10412 816.03262 4267501.1 3187615.5 768253.53 6084386556 
23.391812 74.105262 816.34211 4212026.5 3421296.2 723884.18 6232126640 
23.438634 74.189541 811.95032 4144092.9 3707459.7 717074.52 6375787696 
23.484029 74.271253 803.25517 4048247.9 4111196.6 724232.75 6554840192 
23.469138 74.244448 784.30269 3990058.9 4356312 717359.01 6546798457 
23.654802 74.578644 770.61151 3958389 4489718.2 735653.22 6510944217 
23.913545 75.044381 774.07483 4009548 4274215.9 754041.47 6413007208 
24.139127 75.450429 775.25383 4031821.4 4180391.8 749837.91 6367299580 
24.328206 75.790771 762.81534 3943006.4 4554515.5 747240.47 6482787326 
24.426191 75.967144 737.65835 3754379.1 5349088.4 766303.77 6716015162 
24.451968 76.013542 698.44175 3426891.5 6728595.9 786644.9 7093803050 
24.113828 75.40489 676.29122 3106782 8077024.3 751028.74 7564260952 
24.000314 75.200565 662.06948 2913491.2 8891241.6 747300.99 7816300663 
23.585887 74.454597 675.14169 2849455.4 9160985.9 681630.06 8109431217 
23.278621 73.901518 703.74726 2804839.1 9348927.3 527321.6 8553707169 
23.958894 75.126009 732.63285 2879106.7 9036082.6 437269.22 8729896385 
24.651635 76.372944 754.31178 2981007.2 8606837.3 429413.07 8741277046 
24.772764 76.590975 768.71036 3022282.5 8432969.5 433843.07 8806204753 
24.810922 76.659659 781.9152 3084299.8 8171728 432154.28 8801691420 
28.362435 83.052383 781.70888 4044141.3 4128495.4 1607146.5 6390229776 
28.239884 82.831792 773.42638 4044906.9 4125270.2 1572400 6320602877 
27.790533 82.022959 773.01373 4048247.9 4111196.6 1506691.6 6308869275 
27.849125 82.128425 776.37389 4055138.7 4082169.7 1505633.9 6319099428 
27.820674 82.077213 780.1467 4066345 4034964.5 1407562.4 6321617403 
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28.685986 83.634775 781.10464 4062516.8 4051090.5 1351206.9 6338927478 
30.629323 87.132782 776.99286 4005232.6 4292394.4 1334379.7 6448531272 
32.201807 89.963253 771.81998 3942101.6 4558327.1 1364615.2 6562165317 
32.860788 91.149419 761.01736 3837068.9 5000766.4 1371233.1 6727117323 
33.330954 91.995717 750.34738 3721526 5487478.9 1313812 6911266515 
33.994332 93.189797 745.04186 3622618.5 5904116.6 1274964.7 7099091412 
33.916423 93.049561 745.86717 3528304.8 6301403 1242970.6 7332899324 
33.80197 92.843546 744.59974 3459535.9 6591085 1271399.2 7484961067 
33.392084 92.105752 747.16407 3538119 6260061.8 1224074.4 7322072728 
32.852032 91.133657 742.53648 3722500.4 5483374.1 1191271.2 6836888973 
32.203672 89.96661 735.87511 3854400.3 4927759.5 1180428.1 6463753259 
31.616712 88.910082 727.69577 3954630.3 4505551 1173682.9 6157611884 
30.573952 87.033113 733.94449 3968481.6 4447204.1 1083603 6177729773 
30.069111 86.1244 730.03904 3971961.8 4432544.1 1035781.4 6136653223 
29.967312 85.941162 733.00129 3965349.4 4460398.1 1007948.8 6177091751 
29.241387 84.634496 746.23561 3974954.7 4419936.5 1025105.4 6265591863 
27.999477 82.399059 765.05545 3975790 4416418.1 967359.05 6421471912 
27.003096 80.605572 755.44657 3995627.2 4332856 943959.29 6292668031 
26.654055 79.977298 740.75324 4019571 4231995.1 954430.82 6113328752 
25.97571 78.756278 751.099 4059941.4 4061938.9 964083.48 6101300244 
25.724067 78.30332 770.46413 4103931.3 3876636.3 997509.8 6149738549 
25.184503 77.332106 786.60174 4142074.4 3715962.5 1007581.4 6182153065 
24.96037 76.928666 796.44642 4165531 3617154 996585.11 6199488169 
24.75221 76.553978 808.57542 4168802.4 3603373.6 964555.66 6285354989 
24.498495 76.097291 801.42771 4174161.9 3580797.1 926804.14 6215965877 
24.455808 76.020455 796.65275 4176946 3569069.1 876691.28 6171760969 
24.400352 75.920633 789.12186 4152584.6 3671689.3 843753.46 6175149294 
24.354833 75.8387 775.09172 4068572.4 4025582.1 839855.35 6274551913 
24.405949 75.930709 762.31427 3929503.2 4611396.3 826032.96 6511675617 
24.263935 75.675082 754.06124 3823704.9 5057060.8 809333.61 6697450566 
23.877655 74.979778 738.64577 3723892.5 5477510.1 770918.08 6797348045 
23.630066 74.534119 728.03474 3694310.7 5602120.2 722024.04 6768846723 
23.853199 74.935759 731.83702 3743172.9 5396293.6 743286.67 6689343244 
23.486459 74.275627 744.40815 3808948.8 5119219.3 705353.12 6646906462 
23.19847 73.757246 755.44657 3878761.8 4825139.4 640245.39 6575972533 
23.081998 73.547597 766.79448 3936463.6 4582076.3 614031.42 6532583442 
23.194689 73.75044 780.972 3897276.5 4747148.1 630643.63 6751684193 
24.524389 76.143901 776.83075 3775817.2 5258782.7 735079.13 7019090081 
24.775987 76.596776 781.34044 3777696.5 5250866.2 737381.69 7055118591 
24.956698 76.922056 767.4282 3653453.1 5774228.8 830409.18 7235899358 
23.738924 74.730063 747.07565 3472830.3 6535083.7 700225.32 7477369040 
22.926434 73.267582 729.86219 3298193.4 7270723.4 573038.25 7714425822 
21.938504 71.489308 730.64328 3310931 7217067.7 459549.34 7692671071 
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21.591592 70.864865 741.81434 3473526.3 6532151.7 429396.68 7422784871 
21.805807 71.250452 773.89798 3769761.7 5284291.1 491723.29 7007404844 
20.760385 69.368693 795.70955 4024930.5 4209418.7 460655.63 6552610917 
21.384673 70.492411 806.65954 4160797.9 3637091.6 492873.77 6290734829 
22.722468 72.900442 811.93558 4151053.3 3678139.7 575602.9 6357375942 
23.772454 74.790418 806.45322 4112562.2 3840279.4 759562.39 6414354268 
23.464276 74.235697 805.9374 4156273.6 3656149.6 810884.86 6297134969 
24.083375 75.350075 807.92697 4214393.1 3411327.4 902585.69 6161927793 
24.339892 75.811806 821.52972 4275157.5 3155363.5 924709.4 6105318566 
24.065653 75.318175 817.1232 4317964.1 2975045.3 888835.02 5960175956 
24.090071 75.362127 823.82878 4350330 2838707.1 895204.42 5923430897 
23.883263 74.989874 829.54695 4363972.4 2781239.8 867015 5928156061 
24.032196 75.257954 830.32804 4370376 2754265.4 887719.45 5916677265 
23.743675 74.738614 822.63504 4324298.1 2948364 845782.13 5983592453 
23.972737 75.150927 817.49164 4272234.1 3167677.9 806852.2 6082872711 
23.979682 75.163428 817.63901 4211748.1 3422469 754214.98 6242787942 
23.979981 75.163966 822.51714 4156900 3653510.8 751982.18 6424948794 
24.017097 75.230775 800.18976 4104418.5 3874583.9 747178.76 6385463174 
24.129145 75.43246 782.32785 4050753.7 4100641.3 734097.48 6377797476 
24.169307 75.504753 775.43068 4030777.3 4184789.8 730919.5 6371333747 
24.368157 75.862683 774.94434 4064326.5 4043467.3 753665.56 6283842595 
24.435355 75.983639 775.66648 4066275.4 4035257.7 757568.27 6284845247 
24.704855 76.46874 761.56265 3968899.2 4445444.9 775571.47 6408825799 
24.823163 76.681693 735.96354 3781176.7 5236206.2 796970.04 6637262039 
24.906267 76.831281 712.67822 3535056.4 6272962.6 837610.73 6990799108 
24.82272 76.680895 685.98852 3269377.3 7392108.3 825326.63 7314482060 
24.852984 76.735371 670.08671 3066968.4 8244734.9 820145.52 7580642152 
24.758839 76.56591 660.2715 2885928 9007348.9 826595.03 7853618411 
24.299402 75.738924 682.86416 2799201.2 9372676.5 685765.25 8312424825 
24.604584 76.288252 721.75654 2867761.3 9083874.2 528637.58 8626699748 
24.655237 76.379426 746.07349 2907366 8917043.2 433500.59 8822311819 
24.915679 76.848223 760.28049 2945021.9 8758421.8 436459.14 8898336354 
25.175768 77.316382 752.30747 2829131 9246600.4 455587.98 9085118547 
28.498052 83.296494 791.98095 4042958 4133479.8 1642514.6 6477225458 
28.443845 83.198921 780.57409 4042331.6 4136118.6 1658135.1 6385544400 
28.662511 83.592521 778.21608 4044141.3 4128495.4 1711587.2 6361788847 
28.76722 83.780996 781.60571 4051032.1 4099468.5 1746006.1 6372223881 
29.883092 85.789565 785.59959 4064813.7 4041414.9 1747257.1 6369997115 
29.807158 85.652885 782.41628 4051867.4 4095950.1 1680666.5 6376665710 
32.335262 90.203472 778.52557 3981984.8 4390323.3 1647751.1 6519703617 
33.843071 92.917528 769.01985 3864144.9 4886711.4 1626429.2 6731208673 
34.01366 93.224587 753.94334 3724170.9 5476337.3 1564650.9 6938226583 
34.010553 93.218996 743.77444 3576679.7 6097628.8 1454723.3 7196958084 
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34.406522 93.931739 739.78056 3454176.4 6613661.4 1393013.6 7449383690 
34.393907 93.909032 741.96172 3352623.9 7041440.7 1365210.8 7713363223 
33.870535 92.966962 743.31757 3304040.2 7246094.5 1319711.4 7843420225 
33.171498 91.708696 740.17847 3460510.4 6586980.2 1223501 7438159711 
32.635726 90.744307 734.7698 3664937.8 5725850.8 1191979.3 6901259783 
32.164251 89.895652 729.75903 3828298.8 5037709.6 1186782.4 6471236457 
31.999507 89.599113 729.3169 3939526.2 4569175.5 1209173.9 6206749154 
31.311559 88.360807 730.34853 3943632.9 4551876.7 1153657.7 6205836569 
31.07056 87.927008 736.1846 3957205.7 4494702.6 1148888.7 6223313599 
30.761594 87.370868 742.94913 3946834.7 4538389.4 1125655.9 6305215551 
29.670245 85.406441 760.95841 3953377.5 4510828.6 1052359.9 6441961178 
28.570926 83.427667 748.53466 3961033.9 4478576.6 1013826.2 6318354816 
27.424217 81.36359 747.79779 3985186.6 4376836.1 972411.71 6254074406 
26.703577 80.066439 755.87396 4025974.6 4205020.7 949543.65 6222544530 
26.221683 79.199029 768.45982 4072331 4009749.2 993950.28 6211747890 
25.666476 78.199656 782.07732 4114650.3 3831483.4 1010507.1 6215501457 
25.111001 77.199801 786.63122 4137758.9 3734140.9 1003828.8 6193285965 
24.871091 76.767964 794.54528 4158918.6 3645008 990560.95 6201563584 
24.84842 76.727156 804.97946 4165391.7 3617740.4 975780.98 6266237296 
24.498929 76.098071 804.03626 4193720.6 3498407.9 910596.41 6185660812 
24.401768 75.923182 798.716 4195878.4 3489318.6 862854.76 6139152710 
24.431715 75.977086 788.17866 4145693.8 3700716.1 841820.25 6185214622 
24.499213 76.098584 771.40733 4021798.4 4222612.7 838737.44 6360637864 
24.428794 75.971829 750.76003 3823148.1 5059406.4 825827.19 6669492724 
24.229742 75.613536 731.54227 3635564.8 5849581.3 819895.32 6939605278 
24.024193 75.243548 713.00244 3520509.1 6334241.5 785908.2 7027247161 
23.585009 74.453015 697.80803 3497957.4 6429238.4 688404.9 6927965357 
23.767128 74.78083 705.33892 3544105 6234846.6 647559.44 6898122645 
24.563933 76.215079 718.38165 3606748.7 5970966.3 627113.64 6881081754 
24.132518 75.438533 737.0099 3685123 5640822.7 655722.49 6873970047 
24.399598 75.919276 756.78769 3761757.2 5318009.1 688228.48 6872143585 
25.384945 77.6929 768.38614 3830386.9 5028913.6 813084.03 6808176760 
24.884583 76.79225 783.6395 3954003.9 4508189.8 810536.83 6632119741 
24.409108 75.936394 795.91587 4014489.9 4253398.7 757633.57 6581301413 
23.253761 73.85677 803.07832 4050823.3 4100348.1 614821.73 6546643865 
22.124877 71.824778 776.86023 3842428.4 4978189.9 496142.94 6852883703 
21.022251 69.840052 757.68668 3638627.4 5836680.5 416842.55 7179731438 
20.570663 69.027194 742.30068 3465521.9 6565869.7 389225.07 7446698042 
20.465399 68.837719 744.80606 3509998.9 6378514.7 385216.53 7365410144 
21.389862 70.501752 767.92927 3717419.3 5504777.7 505355.57 7082500441 
21.524881 70.744786 779.10033 3829412.4 5033018.4 585793.6 6905308600 
22.700737 72.861327 790.61035 3955674.4 4501153 660390.15 6686715694 
24.459023 76.026242 792.37886 3983933.7 4382113.7 790704.38 6629869764 
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24.300925 75.741665 788.16392 4003214 4300897.2 882671.69 6545883531 
24.12695 75.428509 786.77859 4047412.7 4114715 870475.41 6422657775 
24.33034 75.794612 799.09918 4142283.2 3715082.9 880829.88 6279695618 
25.059941 77.107894 833.17239 4200263.4 3470847 1017776.1 6392375178 
24.882742 76.788936 814.2199 4239450.6 3305775.2 1009278.2 6144482306 
24.648627 76.367528 807.55853 4205135.7 3450323 925595.76 6183156603 
24.481899 76.067419 814.05779 4216342 3403117.7 860770.07 6203541325 
24.368437 75.863186 810.9629 4175414.7 3575519.5 849229.57 6286569415 
24.290299 75.722538 804.74366 4162050.7 3631814 846043.69 6272909298 
24.481695 76.067051 800.66136 4111448.5 3844970.6 816713.56 6371214108 
24.730303 76.514545 808.87017 4142492 3714203.3 793133.19 6355839602 
24.787232 76.617017 808.42805 4101286.3 3887777.9 790349.93 6459373923 
24.711065 76.479916 785.7617 4069338 4022356.8 762070.17 6358905987 
24.823075 76.681534 779.793 4068433.1 4026168.5 753147.89 6312866782 
24.81243 76.662374 776.80127 4055556.4 4080410.5 754518.24 6320783969 
25.025092 77.045166 773.73587 4058131.7 4069562.1 772239.32 6289460459 
25.099974 77.179954 769.49145 4024582.5 4210884.7 778394.49 6337899999 
25.213888 77.384998 756.53715 3932009 4600841.1 802724.92 6456220812 
25.367138 77.660848 738.91105 3773381.1 5269044.7 843152.92 6682391420 
25.496925 77.894466 730.08326 3572851.5 6113754.8 898392.85 7072927468 
25.366937 77.660487 705.48629 3339816.7 7095389.5 874146.98 7362769139 
25.370375 77.666675 697.88172 3122721.3 8009881.4 822459.13 7770062393 
25.552313 77.994164 687.44754 2926576.8 8836119.9 832937.23 8087069835 
26.029092 78.852366 676.40912 2753471.2 9565309.2 834125.95 8333369479 
25.130329 77.234593 704.48414 2740246.4 9621017.2 595531.91 8708909731 
24.890968 76.803743 726.41361 2760849.3 9534229.9 474998.91 8931787830 
24.925437 76.865786 723.20082 2661176.1 9954092.8 447909.32 9123820759 
25.44195 77.795509 704.17465 2454590.9 10824311 480042.95 9351146465 
28.50428 83.307704 790.33034 4049918.4 4104159.7 1646455.9 6446061849 
28.629095 83.532372 777.70027 4048108.7 4111783 1732660.4 6347682581 
28.888231 83.998816 775.5928 4049570.4 4105625.7 1789149.9 6326900541 
29.142782 84.457008 778.62873 4055347.6 4081290.1 1810798.2 6337230662 
28.935222 84.0834 779.46877 4070730.1 4016492.8 1827709.1 6305565421 
28.913136 84.043646 785.11325 4059454.2 4063991.3 1740437.6 6379565142 
31.02795 87.850311 788.44394 3983724.9 4382993.3 1694189.7 6598382364 
33.012706 91.422871 780.45619 3858855 4908994.7 1668503.6 6844591009 
34.283471 93.710247 748.53466 3711294.2 5530579.4 1679160.8 6919541851 
34.422471 93.960448 737.26044 3578698.2 6089126 1573708.3 7129278062 
34.362042 93.851676 729.86219 3470951 6543000.1 1489870.4 7310294181 
33.935813 93.084464 726.28097 3407193.6 6811571.6 1405000.1 7423099688 
33.34877 92.027786 726.76731 3374340.4 6949962.2 1319723.4 7504685320 
32.575643 90.636158 725.73568 3487377.6 6473804.8 1235240.4 7230420729 
32.269439 90.08499 721.93339 3587607.6 6051596.4 1206177.6 6960069376 
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32.233098 90.019576 718.61745 3716584.1 5508296.1 1194705.3 6630354570 
31.897534 89.415561 709.45069 3814865.2 5094297.3 1159942.3 6321771405 
31.123348 88.022027 730.86435 3878274.6 4827191.8 1093358.1 6363608314 
31.130879 88.035582 736.37619 3918366.6 4658308.4 1109916.1 6316769112 
31.290243 88.322437 745.51347 3953168.6 4511708.2 1139470.2 6311819151 
30.362659 86.652786 775.357 3963539.7 4468021.4 1087048.3 6538556868 
29.362499 84.852497 764.14172 3973353.9 4426680.1 1072002.8 6419888432 
28.450466 83.210838 762.41743 4004745.3 4294446.8 1040093.1 6328488803 
27.450765 81.411376 769.29986 4049988 4103866.5 1013958.4 6273773181 
26.609653 79.897375 787.11756 4101703.9 3886018.7 1002367.3 6288279085 
25.396696 77.714053 793.04205 4131912.1 3758769.8 998931.49 6258641476 
25.094188 77.169539 793.32206 4143118.4 3711564.5 995328.87 6232288581 
24.919916 76.855849 793.18943 4136506 3739418.5 984425.38 6248084489 
24.861156 76.750082 797.3012 4130380.9 3765220.2 956632.48 6296128795 
24.647278 76.3651 799.45288 4169011.2 3602494 886730.07 6213838910 
24.585276 76.253497 791.36197 4181331.1 3550597.5 852222.86 6119606479 
24.593414 76.268145 779.04138 4132608.2 3755837.7 841976.06 6146267795 
24.690296 76.442532 766.55868 3991172.5 4351620.8 843536 6396084198 
24.748982 76.548167 744.59974 3759181.8 5328857.5 844591.46 6767796327 
24.592363 76.266253 726.59046 3558791.4 6172981.3 827670.42 7071840879 
24.37266 75.870788 713.63616 3426752.3 6729182.3 781440.28 7248423611 
24.139544 75.451179 703.18724 3401486 6835614.1 686806.02 7199284913 
25.733159 78.319687 706.59161 3443248.5 6659693.9 640105.79 7139294410 
24.26805 75.68249 716.28891 3504361 6402264 640667.98 7096646286 
24.669487 76.405077 734.66663 3585658.6 6059806 693089.9 7086894101 
25.495912 77.892642 763.43432 3690064.9 5620005.5 811412.28 7108438658 
24.979996 76.963992 771.25996 3856210 4920136.3 822977.13 6769667463 
24.415466 75.947838 792.59992 4032447.8 4177753 773248.34 6508177786 
23.836276 74.905297 812.40718 4181331.1 3550597.5 689783.1 6282164138 
22.792279 73.026102 811.69978 4268753.9 3182337.9 562917.27 6048612531 
22.241468 72.034642 795.7685 4052076.2 4095070.5 497516.76 6483740189 
21.572889 70.831201 770.71467 3806791.1 5128308.5 482729.78 6886895052 
21.138557 70.049402 748.47571 3594289.6 6023449.1 480784.87 7199124606 
20.991023 69.783841 734.13608 3463294.5 6575252.2 456577.68 7370115895 
21.682181 71.027926 736.6562 3474918.4 6526287.7 547474.33 7367997981 
22.212697 71.982855 741.37222 3520230.7 6335414.3 655701.69 7307357083 
23.719019 74.694235 740.5027 3533733.9 6278533.4 770875.85 7266781352 
24.89566 76.812188 737.86468 3536170.1 6268271.4 905318.96 7235256399 
24.5951 76.27118 730.28958 3558930.6 6172394.9 924434.74 7107610093 
24.697972 76.456349 739.57424 3659717.5 5747840.8 913343.17 6958501074 
25.01453 77.026154 757.81932 3793566.3 5184016.6 954251.28 6804339959 
25.737009 78.326615 782.34259 3948714 4530473 1106515.1 6634735652 
25.526927 77.948469 773.76534 3939247.8 4570348.3 1046898 6585477410 
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25.375111 77.675201 750.15579 3814099.5 5097522.5 947088.52 6686051950 
25.163523 77.294342 719.57539 3585032.2 6062444.8 866490.73 6942953466 
25.184665 77.332398 710.46758 3416450.9 6772576 848527.84 7239821845 
25.067454 77.121418 723.18609 3509094.1 6382326.3 826056.23 7154163649 
25.138544 77.249379 749.30102 3682408.4 5652257.5 805728.6 6995280397 
25.374225 77.673606 768.34192 3809714.5 5115994.1 791574.97 6858787654 
25.602342 78.084215 782.34259 3923726.1 4635732 800455.53 6697229036 
25.736296 78.325332 771.7463 3967646.3 4450722.5 800181.31 6497645165 
25.697177 78.254919 767.25135 3987831.5 4365694.4 793930.39 6410047963 
25.540518 77.972933 768.47456 3994095.9 4339306.4 791418.32 6404799103 
25.645611 78.1621 773.36743 3984212.1 4380940.9 797086.62 6470133905 
25.882236 78.588025 764.58385 3926788.7 4622831.1 825977.18 6537727197 
26.008959 78.816126 751.12847 3797185.7 5168770.2 868155.24 6735452873 
26.2045 79.1681 732.9276 3625402.6 5892388.6 914739.89 6976766626 
26.269824 79.285683 712.17714 3414919.6 6779026.4 936750.82 7260832054 
25.483859 77.870947 712.17714 3196153.7 7700555 812509.05 7761199378 
25.40863 77.735535 710.9834 2977179 8622963.3 715744.67 8248224333 
25.362028 77.65165 700.44605 2764886.3 9517224.3 649057.89 8603604954 
25.347054 77.624697 677.54391 2559275.6 10383338 615381.85 8769804433 
25.133819 77.240874 668.77507 2423686.7 10954492 547219.07 8947539804 
25.116116 77.20901 654.22911 2245221.6 11706258 505833.19 9127969922 
25.067192 77.120945 641.65798 2076083.5 12418735 484718.92 9301200606 
25.323661 77.58259 621.67387 1852862.9 13359028 493655.51 9457328970 
28.530676 83.355217 787.75127 4060707.1 4058713.7 1740724.4 6397824757 
28.943742 84.098735 784.33216 4055904.4 4078944.5 1850222.5 6382273841 
28.620999 83.517797 786.10067 4052841.8 4091845.3 1783088.8 6404327074 
28.506916 83.312448 790.65457 4054025.1 4086860.9 1703135 6438331836 
28.79596 83.832727 793.54313 4063212.8 4048158.5 1793708.4 6438516658 
28.699762 83.659572 797.4191 4055556.4 4080410.5 1801703.2 6489577103 
30.163709 86.294676 790.33034 3993469.5 4341945.2 1815145.2 6589546267 
32.488758 90.479764 776.74232 3892821.8 4765912.9 1798900.6 6727404641 
34.366194 93.85915 761.22369 3779715.1 5242363.4 1717739.8 6869537622 
35.50987 95.917767 755.26972 3704473 5559313 1676147.1 6998333182 
34.886525 94.795745 751.46743 3659926.3 5746961.2 1583283.4 7070552904 
33.504402 92.307923 748.22517 3644126.1 5813517.7 1455480.3 7077902687 
32.436217 90.38519 742.83123 3630831.7 5869519 1309618.6 7058466842 
32.204832 89.968697 721.75654 3582039.2 6075052.4 1250678.7 6971319738 
32.023927 89.643069 704.21886 3535961.3 6269151 1211950.6 6906156983 
31.950972 89.51175 693.0478 3543687.3 6236605.8 1168454.4 6779379120 
31.489756 88.68156 688.22863 3610646.5 5954547 1086065 6584126120 
31.234221 88.221598 717.37949 3755353.6 5344983.6 1059224.7 6529454475 
31.247531 88.245555 745.35135 3875768.8 4837747 1059538.3 6495690321 
31.602569 88.884624 766.89764 3965697.4 4458932.1 1090418.4 6461918968 
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32.163111 89.893599 771.55471 3988388.4 4363348.8 1152739.1 6444974896 
30.364009 86.655216 769.38829 3995000.7 4335494.8 1090303.8 6410476030 
29.185399 84.533717 771.8642 4026879.5 4201209.1 1046423.2 6352013353 
27.966926 82.340467 779.80773 4073931.9 4003005.6 1020512.9 6299478845 
26.612424 79.902364 794.61897 4126413.4 3781932.6 1010485.7 6285132206 
25.347539 77.625571 796.0043 4144510.5 3705700.5 1011349.3 6249813022 
25.204801 77.368641 802.73935 4134417.9 3748214.5 1021562.7 6328720833 
25.141342 77.254415 807.94171 4104418.5 3874583.9 1021508.9 6447590323 
25.253323 77.455982 803.94783 4071843.7 4011801.6 985831.43 6499815024 
25.259809 77.467657 791.8041 4107550.7 3861389.9 903446.9 6310743218 
25.288413 77.519144 783.8753 4122933.2 3796592.6 862563.94 6208783197 
25.318607 77.573493 777.05181 4083885.3 3961078 854455.17 6252207736 
25.387598 77.697676 769.40303 3960546.7 4480629 873790.38 6495539892 
25.155013 77.279024 738.99947 3750898.9 5363748.4 859308.51 6736578852 
24.987719 76.977894 719.64907 3562758.9 6156268.9 808336.93 6995097663 
24.839501 76.711103 711.27815 3430023.7 6715401.9 758647.82 7216978214 
25.498162 77.896691 714.26987 3381927.2 6918003.3 748071.19 7357678157 
25.293997 77.529194 726.64941 3404479 6823006.4 736292.15 7432532530 
25.293857 77.528942 736.71515 3470254.9 6545932.1 728164.15 7379804932 
25.498215 77.896787 745.83769 3570833 6122257.6 758988.22 7230231311 
25.512734 77.922922 751.06952 3704821 5557847 865032.75 6957772630 
24.465949 76.038708 776.22651 3888715.2 4783211.7 792755.47 6732172314 
24.313116 75.763609 800.07186 4067876.3 4028514.1 744597.37 6478438689 
23.850104 74.930187 820.18861 4210704.1 3426867 717675.49 6264966430 
23.448537 74.207366 831.19755 4284136.5 3117540.6 710400.96 6152966287 
22.63616 72.745089 801.56035 4075045.5 3998314.4 614272.85 6471899519 
22.323252 72.181854 767.7819 3820224.7 5071720.8 585809.31 6827660617 
22.313772 72.16479 738.82262 3565264.6 6145713.7 595888.21 7175286318 
22.923016 73.261429 720.73965 3335222.9 7114740.8 632254.11 7532335404 
23.850167 74.930301 697.69013 3191281.4 7721079.1 753436.53 7614199667 
24.415845 75.948521 682.90837 3091329.9 8142114.7 892047.62 7672305424 
25.638377 78.149079 667.89082 2989359.7 8571653.2 1008727.6 7722503107 
26.455038 79.619069 652.65219 2899500.8 8950174.9 1057288.3 7734774079 
25.697114 78.254806 649.29203 2886276 9005882.9 989847.95 7722473874 
25.555743 78.000337 665.75387 3042467.7 8347941.4 965820.33 7584174774 
25.613629 78.104532 693.84363 3282602.1 7336400.2 983568.18 7368910712 
25.850207 78.530373 729.39059 3559278.7 6170928.9 1020779.4 7098142629 
25.891634 78.604941 706.50318 3494059.6 6445657.6 959915.44 7023401739 
25.716307 78.289353 657.6777 3170121.8 7810212 892460.52 7222413052 
25.492125 77.885826 599.14017 2713240 9734779 833952.48 7458942111 
25.605544 78.08998 557.28554 2321577.4 11384617 792024.18 7639056052 
26.09257 78.966626 602.1761 2612314 10159919 786835.4 7691920548 
26.269788 79.285619 659.57884 3009475.4 8486918.3 784519.98 7583562527 
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26.188568 79.139423 709.42122 3376010.9 6942925.4 788698.89 7321261032 
26.157383 79.083289 743.78917 3668209.2 5712070.4 809456.77 6977759837 
26.289876 79.321777 752.52854 3780689.5 5238258.6 842438.07 6787858305 
26.384181 79.491526 753.6928 3837556.1 4998714 867157.45 6660700331 
26.338555 79.409398 754.47389 3856906.1 4917204.3 877546.77 6620714745 
26.144167 79.059501 758.70357 3841105.9 4983760.7 857453.68 6696315302 
26.405919 79.530655 754.38547 3755701.6 5343517.6 890352.25 6865209073 
26.559098 79.806377 742.06488 3590113.3 6041041.1 922788.23 7147864270 
26.518302 79.732944 726.45782 3373157.1 6954946.6 919269.27 7503850977 
25.81879 78.473822 714.13723 3115482.5 8040374.2 820605.96 7967633250 
25.882842 78.589115 695.37634 2888433.7 8996793.7 769810.83 8265475719 
25.956955 78.72252 684.7653 2688878.6 9837399.1 687036.24 8578247352 
25.865646 78.558163 669.32036 2494543.7 10656014 612485.23 8802548747 
25.683502 78.230303 640.78847 2278910 11564349 568688.19 8871169467 
25.712165 78.281897 598.83068 1921423 13070226 555400.9 8978014714 
25.459919 77.827855 558.52349 1566302.6 14566134 530400.1 9010875222 
25.251173 77.452111 530.27162 1288999.6 15734244 505103.68 9027448095 
25.243505 77.43831 519.18898 1129466.8 16406259 489273.27 9104845105 
28.238442 82.829195 790.15349 4061333.5 4056074.9 1740637.1 6415739228 
28.155566 82.680019 793.01257 4044558.9 4126736.2 1706148.6 6481645902 
27.829375 82.092875 791.77462 4021868 4222319.5 1635461.7 6529173841 
27.829068 82.092323 791.37671 4008295.1 4279493.5 1598965.6 6560361886 
28.281297 82.906334 789.99138 3981984.8 4390323.3 1676481.2 6615727643 
28.797848 83.836126 791.25881 3953655.9 4509655.8 1811738.3 6698481639 
29.071404 84.328527 793.42523 3914399.1 4675020.8 1845930.1 6816908367 
30.661208 87.190175 791.36197 3882242 4810479.3 1827126.1 6880916210 
32.966312 91.339361 770.31675 3836929.7 5001352.8 1731281.7 6810008335 
34.724739 94.504531 764.90808 3830526.1 5028327.2 1656912.1 6777865340 
34.618159 94.312686 766.45552 3865745.8 4879967.8 1605351.6 6704805827 
33.237716 91.827888 765.45337 3882102.8 4811065.8 1507575.6 6655722686 
32.040117 89.672211 752.278 3885861.4 4795232.9 1326434.7 6531922723 
32.117579 89.811643 712.60453 3673151.1 5691253.2 1265081.3 6674381935 
31.912525 89.442544 692.78253 3531576.2 6287622.6 1204416.8 6803773820 
31.608687 88.895636 678.47237 3404061.4 6824765.6 1136130.1 6941112664 
31.355929 88.440671 667.36026 3433991.2 6698689.5 1074436.9 6763222873 
31.322899 88.381219 709.18542 3618094.2 5923174.6 1049187.9 6767577880 
31.767502 89.181504 740.06057 3799900.3 5157335.3 1100438.1 6629997371 
32.19946 89.959027 759.971 3914956 4672675.2 1167927.5 6527518541 
31.908449 89.435209 774.92961 3942310.4 4557447.5 1226339.8 6587940348 
30.751328 87.352391 768.20929 3943215.2 4553635.9 1147493.5 6528507411 
29.525693 85.146247 772.73371 3974745.9 4420816.1 1109867.2 6488643687 
28.296806 82.934251 781.2078 4023051.2 4217335.1 1095408.4 6438549468 
26.789684 80.221431 787.9576 4077203.3 3989225.2 1083515.2 6357087116 
281 
 
25.562681 78.012825 787.67758 4096762 3906835.9 1074355.1 6305329051 
25.492 77.8856 793.38101 4086043 3951988.8 1093786.4 6378315576 
25.587932 78.058277 797.64016 4056600.4 4076012.5 1097501.8 6487996225 
25.804136 78.447444 789.82926 4019988.6 4230235.9 1033324.2 6517302101 
25.859842 78.547715 786.20383 4022842.4 4218214.7 936605.29 6480087240 
25.898003 78.616405 786.63122 4023399.2 4215869.1 894164.26 6482159833 
25.733412 78.320141 789.29871 3980175.1 4397946.5 852800.32 6613693349 
25.043414 77.078145 778.1866 3879388.2 4822500.6 790369.9 6772483655 
25.551226 77.992206 748.72625 3716584.1 5508296.1 874204.77 6907784190 
25.952995 78.715391 728.94847 3568953.6 6130174.1 856619.12 7071020866 
26.123595 79.02247 720.76913 3442204.5 6664091.9 802048.52 7285108425 
25.38918 77.700525 728.18211 3338842.3 7099494.4 793104.46 7601803122 
25.875006 78.57501 715.62572 3305362.7 7240523.7 774386.53 7547681964 
25.513087 77.923556 724.74826 3379908.7 6926506.2 761420.05 7470317722 
25.919087 78.654357 740.72376 3526634.3 6308439.9 773023.62 7285846176 
25.340698 77.613256 758.04038 3709345.2 5538789 847556.23 7011306736 
24.546402 76.183523 781.51729 3895049.2 4756530.5 797038.77 6762156116 
24.393257 75.907863 795.31163 4037876.9 4154883.4 764902.27 6516562478 
23.804744 74.848539 807.36694 4147712.3 3692213.3 746229.33 6330442970 
23.21899 73.794182 811.09554 4168245.5 3605719.2 758976.32 6306187088 
22.96793 73.342275 786.54279 3969386.4 4443392.5 706777.67 6617717418 
23.551526 74.392747 753.85492 3714147.9 5518558.2 712880.23 6960833760 
24.427945 75.9703 720.28279 3432807.9 6703673.9 801972 7301935348 
25.392409 77.706337 691.54458 3160655.6 7850087.2 914832.03 7615334292 
25.554784 77.998612 656.98503 2929848.2 8822339.5 962780.02 7721974190 
25.360995 77.649791 627.40678 2699249.6 9793712.2 988669.56 7839157583 
26.002821 78.805079 606.44999 2533800.5 10490649 1024719.9 7899702208 
25.900446 78.620802 584.47631 2360625.3 11220132 890515.65 7938521327 
25.917019 78.650635 577.88863 2305081.2 11454106 899513.95 7952177121 
25.765907 78.378633 598.60961 2482711 10705858 898310.76 7895702805 
25.933613 78.680503 636.85354 2799062 9373262.9 920725.76 7752908984 
26.255338 79.259608 677.51443 3135319.7 7956812.1 942855.34 7516022244 
26.796474 80.233654 656.21868 3056527.8 8288714.9 917771.61 7445877936 
26.358454 79.445218 593.93781 2624494.7 10108609 873815.39 7563545805 
25.883502 78.590304 524.58292 2097869.6 12326963 821821.23 7567842740 
25.846545 78.523781 459.42824 1605976.9 14399010 792471.59 7353935340 
26.100423 78.980761 518.62896 2044413.6 12552141 798344.91 7570994193 
26.237731 79.227916 587.82173 2545424.4 10441685 788952.36 7634894044 
27.412851 81.343131 662.4674 3093070 8134784.7 796183.69 7438883868 
26.696171 80.053108 713.45931 3460440.7 6587273.4 849445 7169484576 
26.558564 79.805415 734.78453 3576679.7 6097628.8 868167.62 7109400435 
26.466085 79.638952 745.36609 3628952.4 5877435.4 867759.77 7086606868 
26.40711 79.532798 747.19355 3640576.3 5828470.9 869015.13 7076080001 
282 
 
26.601846 79.883323 743.47968 3625959.5 5890043 899240.17 7075853728 
26.714311 80.085759 744.64395 3535474 6271203.4 901646.84 7303384688 
26.738635 80.129543 737.76152 3368424 6974884.2 890776.79 7631785564 
26.569621 79.825318 727.76946 3144298.6 7918989.3 855863.6 8052378951 
26.626493 79.927687 711.2192 2884953.5 9011453.7 835596.15 8461788810 
25.74572 78.342295 698.98704 2670085.4 9916563.2 683694.08 8798587885 
25.455428 77.81977 679.7398 2503174.6 10619658 591579.72 8920702936 
25.33228 77.598104 656.92608 2326658.5 11363214 542716.18 8993776741 
25.737709 78.327876 624.69507 2110676.7 12273014 553563.45 8985974411 
25.605211 78.08938 548.53144 1543542 14662011 529088.68 8889784105 
25.410571 77.739029 490.43603 1079769.4 16615604 511006.23 8678959933 
25.393795 77.708832 443.64433 694719.19 18237589 501081.63 8399712021 
25.493332 77.887998 437.18928 577714.58 18730458 496156.24 8441822420 
27.919265 82.254677 794.47159 4042610 4134945.8 1686607.5 6498522361 
28.058169 82.504704 788.14918 3979827 4399412.5 1686744.6 6605777541 
27.733981 81.921165 782.56366 3933470.7 4594683.9 1613871.1 6675437680 
27.603209 81.685776 765.33546 3818693.4 5078171.3 1566163.7 6810652200 
27.876259 82.177267 754.28231 3713451.9 5521490.2 1598739 6967352122 
28.482239 83.268029 744.76185 3633267.9 5859256.9 1668189.4 7071338561 
28.430291 83.174525 746.16192 3646214.3 5804721.7 1726332.4 7053654828 
28.687476 83.637456 744.62921 3648163.2 5796512.1 1723225 7034504330 
30.097237 86.175026 763.99435 3797951.4 5165545 1677741.5 6849738253 
33.284037 91.911267 776.09387 3928111.1 4617260.3 1795513.6 6633805952 
34.380268 93.884482 779.74878 3967367.9 4451895.3 1721033.6 6566631300 
33.735965 92.724737 778.96769 4003214 4300897.2 1582326.4 6470216682 
32.396356 90.31344 757.6572 3996532 4329044.4 1383497.9 6309316461 
32.109072 89.79633 724.57141 3774982 5262301.1 1302793.5 6549459747 
31.938102 89.488583 696.71745 3547446 6220773 1220452.8 6806909057 
31.766355 89.179439 678.5608 3411091.4 6795152.4 1150298.4 6926707236 
30.95826 87.724869 669.45299 3374479.6 6949375.8 1038446.2 6912374352 
30.732453 87.318416 692.79727 3491414.6 6456799.2 1027421.6 6893122768 
31.220646 88.197163 718.45533 3652617.9 5777747.2 1088707.3 6776384807 
32.152831 89.875096 727.57787 3727024.7 5464316.1 1184825 6688601015 
31.861854 89.351336 741.26905 3739275 5412712.8 1226799.9 6785312184 
30.420766 86.757379 763.24273 3737952.6 5418283.6 1173979.3 6989604721 
29.000769 84.201385 765.07019 3764193.3 5307747.1 1130787.5 6941801975 
27.696042 81.852876 765.20283 3811245.7 5109543.7 1106819.3 6827320111 
26.896566 80.413819 759.27833 3875560 4838626.6 1093494.2 6617586555 
25.729394 78.312909 765.08493 3949340.4 4527834.2 1113467 6486872001 
25.757286 78.363114 774.62012 3968899.2 4445444.9 1120077.3 6519040311 
25.745761 78.342369 789.19555 4023747.3 4214403.1 1076892.9 6502588482 
25.759604 78.367287 787.64811 4028132.3 4195931.4 981992.57 6478650268 
25.889973 78.601951 776.87496 3968481.6 4447204.1 932508.47 6538868016 
283 
 
26.03108 78.855945 762.47638 3851894.6 4938314.7 934151.67 6703261105 
26.115294 79.007529 757.4214 3773311.5 5269337.9 901883.15 6849998038 
26.232808 79.219054 748.5494 3697094.9 5590392.2 887902.58 6953030841 
26.159112 79.086402 746.88406 3653105.1 5775694.8 885721.06 7043106070 
26.645883 79.962589 734.54873 3519256.3 6339519.1 870625.24 7242621568 
27.480756 81.465361 721.07862 3371695.4 6961103.8 814478.16 7451575050 
25.724368 78.303863 686.32748 3179309.5 7771509.5 797415.22 7516645495 
25.529392 77.952905 669.8067 3068499.7 8238284.5 787310.61 7574147033 
26.553118 79.795612 682.93785 3141166.4 7932183.3 812120.24 7563221771 
26.243536 79.238366 703.79148 3308146.8 7228795.7 842419.65 7416652750 
25.95871 78.725679 744.83554 3631806.2 5865414.2 924583.08 7074791825 
25.586357 78.055443 778.1866 3860177.5 4903423.9 944686.04 6820661845 
25.169903 77.305825 788.53236 3973493.1 4426093.7 907762.4 6624253748 
24.786156 76.615082 783.44791 3959363.4 4485613.4 890075.7 6617089476 
24.351255 75.832258 777.18445 3903332.1 4721639.6 898866.61 6704092767 
24.38594 75.894691 744.89449 3700227.1 5577198.2 902053.17 6911605049 
25.029729 77.053512 710.04019 3462111.2 6580236.6 917392.09 7131387983 
25.872988 78.571379 676.6007 3188497.3 7732807.1 997126.83 7390359338 
26.434439 79.581991 666.91814 2957133 8707405 1051216.1 7780343170 
26.552956 79.795322 643.60334 2768923.4 9500218.7 1055944.4 7897516744 
26.389899 79.501818 615.66095 2555586.6 10398878 1064298.1 7976622147 
26.272798 79.291036 595.60316 2394452.9 11077636 1021065.5 8025040032 
26.24561 79.242099 575.25061 2232275.2 11760793 928618.83 8050449737 
26.893695 80.408652 567.21864 2168796.2 12028192 896764.03 8053693142 
26.230207 79.214372 580.49717 2249328.2 11688959 880470.93 8092016896 
26.346148 79.423067 614.96829 2520506.1 10546651 895771.44 8036782818 
26.463803 79.634846 641.52535 2743239.4 9608409.6 920362.59 7924816283 
26.828263 80.290873 644.88551 2779364 9456238.6 939335.52 7891502130 
26.450541 79.610973 596.60531 2477073.1 10729608 880347.89 7880056198 
26.173758 79.112765 562.22262 2301740.2 11468179 813273.23 7742573435 
26.140363 79.052653 522.56388 2043021.5 12558005 801723.37 7630770778 
26.467279 79.641103 578.92025 2425844.4 10945403 830164.44 7741716194 
27.037889 80.6682 628.30577 2815767 9302894.9 836217.17 7615061342 
27.28962 81.121315 691.08771 3294643.6 7285676.6 846211.12 7312775477 
27.08828 80.758904 716.87842 3450835.4 6627735 876754.1 7225986325 
27.156163 80.881094 708.75803 3373574.7 6953187.4 902133.07 7320077702 
27.111659 80.800986 716.49524 3385407.5 6903343.3 898964.5 7372739925 
26.958478 80.525261 714.31408 3313158.3 7207685.3 889265.62 7516076019 
27.050826 80.691486 715.78784 3307381.2 7232020.9 902818.91 7544878647 
26.46461 79.636298 737.3636 3271117.4 7384778.3 796987.44 7858066635 
25.805267 78.449481 763.18378 3227475.6 7568614.9 673662.12 8240074840 
25.791145 78.424061 762.25532 3048732.1 8321553.3 626295.11 8667686839 
25.867601 78.561681 751.05478 2947179.6 8749332.6 607582.29 8785329058 
284 
 
25.895686 78.612235 737.45203 2832402.4 9232820 583781.87 8898106472 
25.426646 77.767962 719.56065 2665352.4 9936500.8 519594.85 9068317214 
25.566473 78.019651 694.31523 2483267.9 10703513 520356.95 9156303086 
25.680286 78.224516 658.82722 2239514.1 11730300 519093.16 9204213200 
25.323483 77.58227 571.59569 1640987.8 14251530 480037.89 9084574854 
24.743625 76.538525 481.46087 1039886.2 16783608 446850.45 8581761934 
24.417246 75.951042 427.87515 631936.23 18502055 433560.49 8187393118 
24.486332 76.075397 404.29508 428761.67 19357907 433662.66 8000086498 
28.158881 82.685986 794.01473 4017691.7 4239911.5 1755174 6558413735 
28.334637 83.002347 790.53667 3932635.4 4598202.3 1752015.6 6745692033 
28.37246 83.070428 767.41346 3812081 5106025.3 1762370.4 6845637155 
28.11531 82.607557 742.58069 3633755.1 5857204.5 1707275.4 7049510692 
28.183436 82.730185 719.7375 3441021.2 6669076.3 1704184.4 7278320443 
29.26297 84.673346 698.27963 3274040.8 7372463.9 1719890.2 7435957255 
28.555923 83.400662 702.3472 3307311.6 7232314.1 1676347.2 7404152892 
28.600533 83.48096 729.12532 3508398 6385258.3 1710248.1 7215425567 
28.768101 83.782583 758.68883 3732662.6 5440566.9 1722948.7 6961349728 
30.892936 87.607284 784.64165 3949340.4 4527834.2 1839796.3 6653384085 
32.384619 90.292314 795.47374 4032587 4177166.6 1732260.8 6532375719 
32.843688 91.118638 797.93491 4048108.7 4111783 1572784.9 6512635255 
32.474571 90.454228 769.81568 3994026.3 4339599.6 1423554.2 6416779430 
32.187116 89.936809 737.83521 3813403.5 5100454.5 1335031 6578293244 
31.712995 89.08339 715.27202 3605008.6 5978296.3 1212511.4 6855882381 
31.948172 89.50671 696.40797 3409072.9 6803655.2 1198875.1 7113424063 
31.061841 87.911314 688.81813 3379212.7 6929438.2 1077962.5 7101863555 
30.630836 87.135505 693.71099 3433782.4 6699569.1 1033417.5 7030650731 
30.971128 87.74803 682.67257 3488212.8 6470286.4 1073098.9 6799467404 
32.117574 89.811634 692.812 3497957.4 6429238.4 1172978.1 6878853385 
31.955937 89.520687 715.5373 3482992.5 6492276.5 1210250.1 7138887257 
30.446281 86.803305 742.99335 3474152.8 6529512.9 1193890 7433850919 
28.482683 83.26883 740.01636 3490997 6458558.4 1161819.4 7363995608 
27.673012 81.811421 732.42653 3540067.9 6251852.2 1109990.7 7172972012 
26.27732 79.299176 727.28312 3614126.7 5939887 1061659.8 6949534634 
26.106367 78.991461 733.31078 3713312.7 5522076.6 1095486.1 6773505965 
26.15551 79.079917 750.77477 3817579.7 5082862.5 1125657.6 6683353089 
26.263367 79.274061 774.97382 3934862.7 4588819.9 1111271.5 6606742162 
26.151662 79.072992 783.35948 4009269.6 4275388.7 1019400.2 6490885073 
26.207496 79.173493 766.83869 3849388.8 4948869.9 990138.15 6747835379 
25.983145 78.769661 747.69462 3665146.6 5724971.2 949045.08 7021889624 
26.486405 79.67553 732.07282 3541251.2 6246867.8 943314.82 7166559217 
26.972516 80.550529 721.12283 3470324.5 6545638.9 929639.88 7223669544 
27.431452 81.376614 719.42801 3485985.5 6479668.8 936661.69 7170507529 
27.504539 81.508169 717.79214 3476032.1 6521596.5 893912.4 7177113157 
285 
 
27.362277 81.252099 695.68583 3247312.8 7485052.8 850310.3 7467204921 
26.581339 79.846411 642.5275 2958107.5 8703300.2 838873.41 7493613980 
26.432741 79.578933 609.08801 2711291.1 9742988.6 848157.21 7586600569 
26.595875 79.872575 620.39171 2778180.7 9461223 890444.54 7594115026 
26.628708 79.931674 671.72258 3121746.9 8013986.2 951556.01 7481074869 
26.501527 79.702749 728.90425 3505822.7 6396106.8 1013475.8 7218571937 
26.144784 79.060611 784.28795 3838600.2 4994316 1029028.8 6928578702 
25.818149 78.472668 779.33613 3846813.5 4959718.3 1021060.2 6864269490 
25.388858 77.699945 756.19819 3747697.1 5377235.6 984007.27 6901241592 
25.064413 77.115943 732.5739 3594220 6023742.3 978344.39 7046846499 
25.01476 77.026568 696.49639 3378655.9 6931783.8 989481.95 7182173459 
25.174917 77.31485 662.64425 3136920.6 7950068.5 962399.34 7347691968 
25.411709 77.741076 639.0347 2906878.8 8919095.6 937953.63 7558145996 
26.076144 78.93706 636.66196 2731058.7 9659719.7 985590.36 7889722783 
26.394855 79.510738 628.09944 2584193.9 10278372 1010710.7 8079981417 
26.344538 79.420169 624.54769 2467258.9 10770949 1027281.3 8268919460 
26.337116 79.406809 604.6078 2354012.9 11247986 1027692.3 8224902198 
26.226932 79.208478 586.80484 2223783.5 11796564 945345.84 8228152966 
26.241652 79.234974 574.04213 2148471.8 12113806 901232.78 8188049783 
26.397667 79.515801 577.9181 2194410.6 11920294 903184.81 8158046584 
26.221529 79.198753 597.79905 2263527.5 11629146 882947.43 8305910148 
26.791374 80.224474 609.36802 2401552.6 11047730 963756.93 8196526508 
27.439195 81.390551 621.33491 2507281.3 10602359 1000301.9 8146477304 
27.216962 80.990532 613.75981 2511596.7 10584180 947768.71 8038609430 
27.222986 81.001374 620.46539 2648438.5 10007748 866137.24 7853592196 
27.737985 81.928374 636.86828 2825024.3 9263899.2 848517.63 7699900479 
27.532352 81.558234 673.93321 3068569.3 8237991.3 913105.17 7620779729 
27.864474 82.156052 700.82923 3267289.2 7400904.3 936787.09 7477518599 
27.827135 82.088843 721.16704 3454733.2 6611315.8 917852.64 7260220631 
27.758556 81.965402 726.47256 3474709.6 6527167.3 917390.12 7267006484 
27.687708 81.837875 704.36624 3270699.8 7386537.5 908147.86 7507506288 
27.486217 81.47519 688.40548 3044068.6 8341197.8 885585.31 7838565337 
27.159768 80.887582 683.39471 2971053.9 8648764.9 852838.29 7941775548 
26.940765 80.493378 694.00575 2966112 8669582.1 809045.28 8076047599 
26.038111 78.8686 736.64146 2983721.8 8595402.5 664855.97 8530327907 
25.801186 78.442134 753.86965 3045599.9 8334747.4 581846.47 8579880311 
25.769467 78.385041 775.88755 3080193.2 8189026.8 532646.37 8744180094 
25.819192 78.474546 779.61615 3067038 8244441.7 521689.48 8819133863 
25.731552 78.316793 780.8541 3037386.6 8369345 514320.78 8907507471 
25.897405 78.615329 774.32537 2951564.7 8730861 526636.94 9046525205 
25.85999 78.547983 751.04005 2770454.6 9493768.3 530517.81 9211453060 
25.769689 78.38544 702.55352 2448674.6 10849233 523749.52 9343015848 
25.491161 77.884091 618.57899 1908337.4 13125348 493844.09 9300015537 
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24.978594 76.96147 521.65015 1308071.1 15653907 466005.11 8848684631 
23.861627 74.950928 433.41647 757780.56 17971949 397990.06 8118171307 
23.75127 74.752287 415.18613 580150.73 18720196 382352.45 8013618697 
28.440297 83.192535 784.98061 4004536.5 4295326.4 1799859.1 6517031306 
28.514033 83.325259 779.29192 3916556.9 4665931.6 1736870.3 6690000760 
28.527683 83.34983 766.11655 3798229.8 5164372.2 1756506 6868154208 
28.281974 82.907553 736.03722 3589278.1 6044559.6 1744060.3 7092607158 
28.736041 83.724874 707.80009 3371277.8 6962863 1825158.4 7316330930 
29.124227 84.423609 679.6219 3181745.7 7761247.5 1784548.8 7438882372 
28.821153 83.878076 687.34437 3226013.9 7574772.1 1713466.1 7425572971 
29.047419 84.285354 724.65984 3433921.6 6698982.7 1747077.5 7344655851 
29.077978 84.340361 763.4638 3727372.7 5462850.1 1806739.1 7018209140 
29.232582 84.618647 794.29474 3947182.7 4536923.4 1795057.4 6740675935 
29.868911 85.76404 800.33713 4008225.5 4279786.7 1689919.2 6634893920 
30.849838 87.529709 797.83175 3998132.9 4322300.8 1551024.4 6639857243 
31.947037 89.504667 785.36379 3924143.7 4633972.7 1462774.5 6722697535 
32.486628 90.47593 754.14967 3776513.3 5255850.7 1363495.6 6813117744 
31.902136 89.423845 722.19867 3650320.9 5787422.9 1208506.5 6817134505 
31.827869 89.290164 722.13972 3511182.2 6373530.3 1187857.8 7139331377 
31.310689 88.35924 708.30116 3444988.6 6652363.8 1105639.8 7153072148 
31.472715 88.650887 683.02627 3368145.6 6976057 1088304.6 7066450491 
31.679097 89.022374 669.01087 3368424 6974884.2 1101887.7 6920887524 
31.762802 89.173044 670.60252 3317961 7187454.5 1167694 7046125820 
31.837669 89.307803 689.93818 3252741.9 7462183.2 1178986.8 7393814927 
30.313868 86.564962 706.50318 3236593.7 7530205.6 1170467.8 7607948516 
28.031799 82.457238 707.40217 3229354.9 7560698.5 1140070.1 7634047296 
27.078345 80.741022 695.73004 3280166 7346662.2 1140082.8 7394543664 
26.909385 80.436893 694.27102 3364735 6990423.8 1083770.8 7190370477 
26.862005 80.351609 702.40615 3492389.1 6452694.4 1107609.4 6986595367 
26.734949 80.122909 725.26408 3639253.9 5834041.7 1158920.7 6871799902 
26.62783 79.930094 748.94731 3766629.5 5297485.1 1134983 6789679253 
26.420058 79.556105 760.2068 3850920.1 4942419.5 1037797.5 6685794361 
26.420302 79.556543 744.12814 3687002.3 5632906.3 998023.9 6936204243 
26.553535 79.796362 723.55452 3504639.4 6401091.2 986120.98 7168322272 
26.790092 80.222166 704.74942 3338563.9 7100667.2 949696.2 7357991650 
27.850693 82.131247 695.98058 3239169.1 7519357.2 963075.09 7488688434 
27.848314 82.126964 694.59525 3241118 7511147.6 944640.88 7469417254 
27.989829 82.381693 690.20346 3223090.5 7587086.5 896998.52 7462118585 
27.783063 82.009514 652.12164 2956715.4 8709164.2 881244.49 7608453788 
27.385547 81.293984 602.20558 2612940.4 10157281 880127.11 7691178445 
27.035492 80.663886 553.8959 2323108.7 11378167 878901.4 7589959251 
26.928738 80.471728 574.57268 2459741.6 10802615 891474.99 7621079005 
27.02093 80.637675 631.4596 2844095.9 9183562.3 958195.55 7595938456 
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27.363052 81.253493 722.15446 3445127.8 6651777.4 1076134.8 7292601277 
27.16402 80.895236 785.34905 3822591.2 5061752 1113295.2 6978423845 
26.639981 79.951965 778.21608 3813960.3 5098108.9 1088593.9 6936604134 
26.217993 79.192388 745.54294 3630692.5 5870105.4 1054976.3 7084307782 
26.013298 78.823936 710.48232 3430928.6 6711590.3 1029764.1 7207110126 
25.434314 77.781765 669.06982 3137059.8 7949482.1 950249.57 7418620836 
25.410011 77.73802 635.88087 2883074.2 9019370.1 920797.77 7569457412 
25.504956 77.908921 613.27347 2633960.9 10068734 901323.84 7791127197 
26.068985 78.924174 611.44602 2467815.7 10768603 931457.79 8094287167 
26.597729 79.875912 617.65052 2364940.8 11201953 976146.29 8380575440 
26.46938 79.644884 625.373 2262761.9 11632372 948762.21 8690589960 
26.540402 79.772723 609.33855 2152856.9 12095335 950645.12 8682923088 
26.304432 79.347978 583.85733 2033346.5 12598760 906107.76 8543968667 
26.652665 79.974797 553.68958 1951631.2 12942977 926377.39 8247915706 
26.576679 79.838023 551.05156 1926712.9 13047943 914889.58 8252722195 
26.729009 80.112217 571.69886 2037662 12580581 941374.58 8358174400 
27.29326 81.127868 594.35046 2197055.5 11909153 1008195.5 8385039556 
27.618203 81.712765 619.0948 2391947.2 11088192 1052867.9 8346536785 
27.842919 82.117254 655.27548 2681848.5 9867012.3 1040949.4 8224001717 
27.87146 82.168628 678.88502 2940010.4 8779532.3 954536.68 7957176537 
27.774514 81.994126 709.43596 3204227.8 7666543.8 916822.61 7713033064 
27.862094 82.15177 723.61347 3357148.2 7022382.7 956330.14 7511724694 
28.147149 82.664868 742.41858 3503456.1 6406075.6 982952.68 7358003415 
28.217602 82.791684 739.17632 3482018 6496381.3 948135.99 7376744633 
28.163855 82.694939 725.1167 3374827.6 6947909.8 916004.97 7486105322 
27.816109 82.068997 720.00278 3152720.7 7883512 853729.49 7946971955 
27.083184 80.749732 722.22814 2925323.9 8841397.5 752095.76 8499009496 
26.944705 80.500469 712.33925 2797600.3 9379420.1 714137.38 8674883749 
26.784905 80.212829 673.25528 2632360 10075478 666668.86 8556285532 
26.125307 79.025553 693.12149 2614680.5 10149951 573204.41 8848013397 
25.944084 78.69935 706.16422 2692358.8 9822739.1 531524.56 8838245820 
26.195222 79.1514 744.48184 2870823.9 9070973.4 536764.87 8890987932 
26.06229 78.912122 763.53748 2948014.9 8745814.2 528400.52 8929205249 
26.033776 78.860796 801.70773 3111793.5 8055913.8 526640.68 8953763887 
26.153808 79.076855 805.56896 3097246.2 8117192.7 531451.97 9034535382 
26.109619 78.997315 786.39542 2947249.2 8749039.4 531727.55 9198439520 
26.047784 78.886011 751.89482 2740942.5 9618085.2 534229.28 9293223177 
25.867359 78.561246 672.29734 2250372.3 11684561 518821.72 9368937553 
25.678816 78.221869 591.41769 1766414.5 13723183 504258.96 9161326349 
24.650781 76.371406 513.5445 1286841.8 15743333 427955.94 8746180834 
24.13019 75.434341 482.65461 1038772.6 16788299 385855.93 8604704293 
28.55582 83.400477 775.34226 4014977.1 4251346.3 1806138.5 6411036031 
28.518036 83.332464 769.04933 3948296.4 4532232.2 1700139.3 6523644931 
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28.633722 83.5407 760.58998 3840757.9 4985226.7 1729191.6 6714684646 
28.531469 83.356644 751.58533 3742824.9 5397759.6 1748389.2 6871677627 
29.11918 84.414524 723.40715 3524615.8 6316942.7 1832922.3 7121286655 
28.954585 84.118252 702.68616 3394595.2 6864640.9 1758940.7 7210782150 
29.462975 85.033354 710.01072 3420766.4 6754397.6 1784987.8 7226260453 
29.394083 84.909349 748.25465 3626029.1 5889749.8 1826107.7 7122051866 
29.191847 84.545324 768.38614 3719646.7 5495395.3 1795510.3 7082506023 
29.206482 84.571667 797.99387 3927206.3 4621071.9 1767103.2 6823240682 
29.001854 84.203338 794.45685 3910570.9 4691146.8 1657279.7 6835350867 
29.557658 85.203784 780.91305 3831291.7 5025102 1618774 6917692222 
30.626603 87.127885 768.41561 3757024.1 5337946.7 1527685.7 6990245273 
31.733956 89.121121 757.39193 3732662.6 5440566.9 1375483.5 6949105464 
32.074282 89.733708 724.61563 3651713 5781558.9 1221352.8 6836717550 
32.186519 89.935735 736.72989 3583083.3 6070654.4 1176324 7113373411 
32.407111 90.332799 707.88851 3505196.2 6398745.6 1169028.5 7012055651 
32.516538 90.529768 682.55467 3428144.4 6723318.3 1150998.1 6930079324 
31.409351 88.536831 673.46161 3305571.5 7239644.1 1086832.9 7102884674 
31.654007 88.977212 662.27581 3206107.1 7658627.4 1130595.8 7196581449 
32.105511 89.78992 673.889 3113394.4 8049170.2 1144646.7 7523474105 
30.664899 87.196818 668.92244 3015809.3 8460237.1 1126462.3 7677711482 
27.903488 82.226279 669.8067 3008570.5 8490729.9 1096990.2 7703405418 
27.17939 80.922903 662.45266 3068012.5 8240336.9 1143360 7492389451 
27.363878 81.254981 665.91598 3160934 7848914.4 1101201.1 7332735249 
27.375 81.275 673.74162 3284968.6 7326431.4 1120970.6 7150462840 
26.965409 80.537736 682.33361 3357635.4 7020330.3 1132216.9 7082366983 
26.992614 80.586705 705.69262 3484523.8 6485826.1 1107233.4 7037109524 
26.574827 79.834689 715.7731 3536100.5 6268564.6 983846.86 7018899367 
26.550201 79.790361 707.80009 3453619.5 6616007 943708.39 7128226259 
26.797076 80.234736 687.0791 3272370.3 7379500.7 935385.11 7319613286 
28.456848 83.222327 678.29552 3162465.3 7842464 978573.26 7465572843 
27.323366 81.182059 669.96881 3056319 8289594.5 1004014 7602412144 
27.407147 81.332864 660.40414 2951634.3 8730567.8 947279.83 7715921935 
27.551103 81.591986 641.02427 2768714.5 9501098.3 891843.81 7866139656 
27.533585 81.560452 602.82455 2501573.7 10626401 876091.98 7914741697 
27.283622 81.110519 559.87935 2174503.8 12004150 883022.26 7939218156 
26.849345 80.328821 512.73394 1900472.2 13158479 852510.49 7722087978 
26.705014 80.069025 541.11845 2105526 12294711 831704.13 7793065697 
27.136873 80.846372 620.99595 2711987.1 9740056.6 902592.6 7733571251 
27.538014 81.568426 711.9266 3314828.8 7200648.5 1016516.3 7487264522 
28.039428 82.47097 787.7218 3846604.7 4960597.9 1132981.3 6938758417 
27.596265 81.673277 781.4436 3839157 4991970.4 1097046.1 6902125024 
27.208642 80.975555 748.96205 3637792.2 5840198.9 1071858.7 7099727506 
26.66963 80.005334 710.21705 3341904.9 7086593.5 1011279.5 7407508591 
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26.215989 79.18878 668.65717 3047131.2 8328297 931814.2 7607193387 
26.238087 79.228556 626.27199 2699388.8 9793125.8 909318.06 7824621268 
26.294173 79.329512 598.0938 2378792 11143607 899341.61 8088562086 
26.705106 80.069191 595.67684 2205686.4 11872796 925411.95 8387151257 
26.77116 80.188089 595.48526 2003695.1 12723663 921805.51 8770846519 
26.616804 79.910246 603.87092 1899915.3 13160825 887136.39 9095630144 
26.667725 80.001905 589.36917 1744071.6 13817300 884261.76 9172277220 
26.643545 79.958381 543.66805 1583425.2 14494007 892032.47 8741678048 
26.85949 80.347083 513.26449 1501640.3 14838517 912293.38 8387734872 
26.945058 80.501105 516.13831 1625187.7 14318087 917955.97 8229852605 
27.137917 80.848251 540.55842 1785834.1 13641380 962738.76 8340273383 
27.576471 81.637648 587.57119 2078937.2 12406714 1028359.6 8512379513 
27.905439 82.22979 633.066 2378304.8 11145659 1064840.2 8562626402 
27.984658 82.372384 669.34983 2669041.4 9920961.2 1052818.6 8428168901 
27.93804 82.288471 685.85588 2761406.1 9531884.3 994838.77 8432420395 
27.853127 82.135628 706.04632 2969801 8654042.5 950878.97 8207922803 
27.903917 82.22705 708.89067 3080332.4 8188440.4 958878.83 7989286727 
27.823379 82.082082 710.67391 3152511.9 7884391.6 934549.41 7844573945 
27.880749 82.185349 707.41691 3131073.8 7974697.3 900909.54 7857311257 
27.191752 80.945153 732.01387 3155713.7 7870904.4 786374.15 8072423843 
26.741444 80.134599 756.74348 3051516.3 8309825.3 697811.83 8598318942 
26.230373 79.214672 764.14172 2853701.2 9143100.7 601752.84 9167858638 
26.480012 79.664022 718.54376 2618578.4 10133531 588756.61 9163537629 
26.225376 79.205677 678.6787 2450205.9 10842783 547582.26 9022215979 
26.201555 79.162799 620.55382 2198238.8 11904168 531790.95 8751834327 
26.170218 79.106392 622.83814 2207983.4 11863120 527064.04 8764547015 
26.204196 79.167553 664.118 2399812.5 11055060 535458.72 8936158529 
26.304099 79.347378 740.67955 2718808.4 9711322.9 542453.31 9207286510 
26.437988 79.588378 784.98061 2911472.7 8899744.4 540491.1 9272116916 
26.572972 79.831349 804.30153 3032723.1 8388989.4 537617.03 9187038558 
26.580014 79.844025 805.86371 3079357.9 8192545.2 534876.79 9084152601 
26.544644 79.78036 771.25996 2872424.7 9064229.8 537398.33 9206801073 
26.459607 79.627293 748.9031 2740246.4 9621017.2 536148.44 9257924841 
26.337342 79.407215 682.03886 2335080.6 11327736 527635.83 9319099713 
25.517006 77.930612 622.69076 1951422.4 12943857 466680.25 9275619349 
24.998278 76.996901 587.07012 1669038.3 14133370 432959.06 9277554861 
28.641851 83.555332 772.66002 4023608.1 4214989.5 1857322.8 6367492292 
28.604348 83.487827 771.92315 3995070.4 4335201.6 1763375.3 6432093122 
28.922271 84.060089 777.70027 3966741.5 4454534.1 1804014.6 6551032281 
29.000797 84.201435 769.68304 3878274.6 4827191.8 1806565.5 6702256357 
29.154746 84.478543 760.95841 3841454 4982294.7 1782395.6 6716288209 
29.086106 84.35499 751.90956 3757511.3 5335894.3 1734739.8 6839153408 
29.728344 85.51102 757.17086 3762105.2 5316543.1 1857198.2 6875945201 
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29.139113 84.450404 770.27254 3778392.6 5247934.2 1842275.7 6954573987 
29.07749 84.339481 790.47772 3872288.6 4852407 1811566.2 6898489021 
29.479235 85.062623 789.78505 3852381.8 4936262.3 1782514.1 6942922256 
29.315111 84.767199 778.95296 3764889.4 5304815.1 1670296.3 7066543416 
29.169267 84.504681 761.17948 3663684.9 5731128.4 1650764 7152789843 
29.157724 84.483904 748.25465 3598257 6006736.7 1521151.6 7188502350 
30.222197 86.399954 737.92363 3579185.5 6087073.6 1359090.6 7134320067 
31.343172 88.417709 733.20762 3634312 5854858.9 1234067.2 6958766433 
31.93154 89.476772 750.18527 3660970.4 5742563.2 1176907.6 7055569253 
32.530698 90.555257 720.2091 3575983.7 6100560.8 1182737.2 6970318138 
32.497842 90.496116 701.56611 3425847.5 6732993.9 1142547.8 7128241362 
31.540108 88.772195 696.83535 3287752.8 7314703.4 1048436.4 7389214761 
31.774919 89.194855 663.55798 3127802.4 7988477.8 1085368.2 7377381767 
32.695214 90.851386 654.62702 2987410.8 8579862.8 1142616.9 7573392558 
31.879384 89.382891 644.90024 2882587 9021422.5 1146332.4 7678044967 
28.990071 84.182127 635.48295 2848202.5 9166263.5 1081649.1 7636069984 
27.370444 81.266799 636.82407 2910011 8905901.6 1058599.4 7525716151 
27.158664 80.885595 643.48544 3001331.7 8521222.8 1040510.9 7415636524 
27.58347 81.650246 644.59076 3062931.4 8261740.5 1101002.7 7300879776 
27.391715 81.305087 652.56377 3132257.1 7969712.9 1110471.3 7245853878 
27.296491 81.133684 657.48611 3129333.7 7982027.4 1063624.2 7306629181 
26.683608 80.030494 663.7643 3148057.2 7903156.5 940681.83 7336341845 
26.726632 80.107938 663.18954 3132048.3 7970592.5 919547.21 7364074794 
26.937879 80.488182 669.93933 3141653.7 7930130.9 918365.66 7418342342 
26.654471 79.978047 662.04001 3036064.1 8374915.8 962185.35 7555487460 
26.933119 80.479615 641.17165 2869153.4 9078010.2 977753.18 7661160272 
27.17599 80.916782 616.35362 2639390 10045865 919171.89 7819521698 
27.006377 80.611478 592.56722 2397097.9 11066495 869932.56 7978953682 
26.827992 80.290386 555.64967 2043996 12553900 877754.68 8112193917 
26.779762 80.203571 514.07505 1719292.5 13921680 895086.46 8041528746 
26.108382 78.995087 492.4256 1525236.1 14739122 804126.95 8009790562 
26.035815 78.864467 529.26946 1818896.1 13502110 780090.15 8109720792 
26.804648 80.248366 610.50281 2458280 10808772 863609.55 8100436021 
27.546058 81.582904 694.15312 3161490.9 7846568.8 998003.13 7642276969 
28.121381 82.618485 771.87893 3726467.9 5466661.7 1105727.3 7097088784 
28.024727 82.444509 772.83688 3749019.6 5371664.8 1077985.4 7049879222 
27.73689 81.926401 750.36212 3556912.1 6180897.7 1039874.7 7307923490 
27.23717 81.026907 711.60237 3253925.2 7457198.8 983593.7 7623044826 
26.912119 80.441814 667.47816 2891078.7 8985652.1 923043.08 7928381487 
26.79251 80.226518 619.24218 2508534.2 10597081 889804.72 8116439568 
26.735018 80.123032 584.65316 2128565 12197662 873094.52 8376746839 
26.561069 79.809923 568.61871 1854394.2 13352578 846183.49 8647815030 
26.378851 79.481932 568.42712 1651776.5 14206084 842744.6 9014880762 
291 
 
26.485159 79.673287 563.75532 1454379.1 15037600 863636.78 9298304676 
26.687698 80.037856 544.40492 1256076.8 15872928 869295.43 9325983799 
26.680712 80.025282 495.10783 1072530.6 16646097 861696.35 8773493143 
26.620174 79.916313 465.89802 983576.48 17020807 850888.71 8389057603 
26.67815 80.020669 468.53604 1109072.8 16492167 852680.44 8247667893 
26.956176 80.521117 523.86079 1560247 14591642 913685 8462255187 
27.58843 81.659175 592.02193 2040446.1 12568853 1031267.1 8650056996 
27.941821 82.295278 637.94412 2338978.4 11311317 1071751 8709197584 
27.889721 82.201497 657.7956 2406633.7 11026326 1028594.4 8837170588 
27.661325 81.790385 673.7711 2449857.9 10844249 961658.04 8958146609 
27.306219 81.151194 662.01053 2389371.8 11099040 885659.6 8930356455 
27.41586 81.348547 650.50051 2467328.5 10770656 888969.34 8612204485 
27.349352 81.228834 652.25428 2549809.4 10423213 870712.53 8462580335 
26.874113 80.373403 682.33361 2717277.1 9717773.3 779245.23 8485632065 
26.010866 78.819558 724.09981 2798296.3 9376488.1 638567.08 8816397714 
25.673987 78.213177 770.68519 2905486.7 8924959.6 558416.72 9118108255 
25.939085 78.690354 790.4335 2956576.2 8709750.6 538203.04 9221993755 
26.083101 78.949581 741.38695 2705374.7 9767910.6 530227.18 9248061245 
26.141193 79.054148 645.56343 2267703.7 11611554 529817.67 8960471298 
26.19492 79.150856 563.82901 1897479.2 13171087 528542.68 8496623189 
26.091476 78.964656 555.57598 1835601.1 13431742 523878.23 8482692991 
26.031513 78.856723 608.43956 2023462.7 12640394 528814.4 8922599469 
26.182925 79.129265 685.20743 2343363.5 11292846 536148.57 9344167887 
26.531393 79.756508 761.57739 2695630.2 9808958.6 545853 9523757963 
26.726824 80.108284 791.09669 2919755.6 8864853.6 547587.27 9323312917 
26.817502 80.271503 800.41082 3044347 8340025 549869.86 9112724429 
26.851306 80.332351 809.87233 3163857.4 7836600 554475.81 8909520492 
26.77187 80.189367 791.62725 3058894.3 8278746.1 551915.95 8975736959 
26.764863 80.176754 780.22039 2939801.6 8780411.9 549842.98 9144899297 
26.460346 79.628623 753.73702 2714214.5 9730674.2 524641.38 9380697865 
25.957188 78.722938 715.90574 2420554.5 10967686 491436.5 9585209879 
28.678134 83.62064 777.2434 4037041.7 4158401.8 1873719.5 6371728075 
28.51565 83.328169 779.94037 4036624 4160161 1794148.5 6394797725 
28.934905 84.08283 796.07798 4036276 4161627 1824386.3 6527994500 
33.607523 92.493541 798.78969 4029037.2 4192119.8 1814361.9 6568789857 
29.432499 84.978499 794.14737 4024721.7 4210298.3 1794568.1 6541614000 
29.398332 84.916997 778.45188 4011705.7 4265126.7 1802148.6 6444917946 
29.367223 84.861001 791.17038 3989223.6 4359830.4 1844846.6 6607369113 
29.268078 84.682541 792.52624 3950593.3 4522556.6 1839257.2 6717032858 
29.324415 84.783948 789.74084 3900965.5 4731608.5 1810609.5 6819306829 
29.583114 85.249605 782.59313 3815282.8 5092538.1 1779994.8 6972979404 
29.574655 85.23438 763.24273 3672524.6 5693892 1715853 7150565255 
29.773486 85.592274 744.08392 3544453 6233380.6 1723538.3 7277252294 
292 
 
29.653845 85.376922 731.66017 3486333.5 6478202.8 1579336.8 7292233728 
29.854645 85.738361 723.62821 3490370.5 6461197.2 1384550.7 7202619733 
30.296737 86.534126 725.69147 3586285.1 6057167.2 1228284.7 6999399301 
31.110063 87.998114 753.42753 3656654.9 5760741.6 1182224.8 7096508005 
31.842833 89.317099 729.93588 3535474 6271203.4 1197594.4 7159443337 
31.897194 89.414949 710.67391 3375384.5 6945564.2 1164855.1 7335993766 
31.649519 88.969135 700.07761 3185643.5 7744828.3 1094266.8 7653272874 
32.045878 89.68258 661.39156 3003071.8 8513892.8 1106753.9 7618329864 
32.702404 90.864328 645.79923 2860661.6 9113780.6 1143035.3 7734228703 
31.98171 89.567077 634.5987 2817785.5 9294392.1 1089354.7 7687461472 
29.58103 85.245853 623.98767 2783749 9437767 1011330 7627086626 
27.567219 81.620994 621.06963 2808180.1 9334853.7 987213.75 7542656767 
26.955097 80.519175 627.74574 2872146.3 9065402.6 1012036.1 7494757539 
27.462247 81.432045 624.03188 2905486.7 8924959.6 1066254.6 7383641940 
27.361038 81.249868 623.11815 2877784.3 9041653.4 1058778.6 7428276735 
27.123871 80.822968 625.80039 2844861.5 9180337.1 1007320.4 7526381255 
27.106608 80.791894 626.49305 2810059.4 9326937.3 976010.18 7604720097 
27.358996 81.246193 635.64507 2883839.8 9016144.9 1003980.2 7565170582 
27.027198 80.648956 645.47501 2932005.9 8813250.3 967311.47 7582236672 
26.59134 79.864412 645.71081 2926228.8 8837585.9 939532.55 7596961845 
26.810836 80.259504 624.72455 2762380.6 9527779.5 928708.57 7678893372 
26.923592 80.462466 594.04098 2473105.6 10746320 899517.29 7853780086 
27.298734 81.137721 566.06911 2181185.8 11976002 936902.73 8014883823 
26.925736 80.466324 531.598 1827735.8 13464874 907014.61 8130427532 
26.415403 79.547725 496.18367 1464402.1 14995379 840965.32 8167915787 
26.058597 78.905475 484.99788 1290391.6 15728380 771896.87 8254840117 
26.42098 79.557764 523.86079 1589341.5 14469085 798513.38 8413178313 
26.653213 79.975784 575.16218 2037731.6 12580288 833117.61 8408565240 
27.511497 81.520695 655.15758 2735443.7 9641248 963240.87 8109646635 
28.076909 82.538436 703.67358 3200678 7681497 1089524.4 7658588522 
27.76373 81.974715 712.26556 3243902.2 7499419.6 1054430 7653152588 
27.280999 81.105798 694.24155 3069404.5 8234472.8 960887.66 7848582201 
27.217709 80.991877 674.27217 2842564.6 9190012.7 924394.07 8114156424 
26.81352 80.264336 632.90388 2481179.7 10712309 872536.52 8351082691 
26.471134 79.648041 585.3753 2128008.2 12200007 843833.82 8388110217 
26.236299 79.225338 546.01132 1751588.9 13785635 821485.56 8484321395 
26.166556 79.099801 527.81045 1466281.4 14987463 808596.71 8685266734 
26.158203 79.084766 525.6735 1322270.4 15594094 818879.01 8893303610 
26.280041 79.304073 517.06678 1115128.4 16466659 837721.54 9091795638 
26.505795 79.710431 497.31847 911605.77 17323976 833370.14 9069725115 
26.655523 79.979942 462.44943 716783.71 18144644 829513.63 8723286133 
26.580072 79.844129 436.26082 629778.5 18511145 828381.84 8351263085 
26.557765 79.803977 441.28632 748592.81 18010652 840192.72 8279038088 
293 
 
26.93166 80.476988 500.28071 1275496.4 15791125 908430.44 8539009945 
27.373738 81.272729 575.86958 1836297.1 13428810 1001516.2 8791712355 
27.466098 81.438977 607.87953 2091674.8 12353058 1012255.3 8781669617 
27.408037 81.334466 621.60019 2123831.9 12217599 967028.83 8915603393 
27.260008 81.068014 631.31223 2081860.6 12394399 910380.54 9139950205 
26.382077 79.487739 631.04695 1901864.2 13152615 774705.77 9500858103 
27.235969 81.024743 605.47731 1976967.1 12836252 840030.8 8969908176 
26.961048 80.529886 622.01284 2108867 12280637 777802.68 8951234311 
26.63076 79.935368 654.93651 2297633.5 11485478 689623.06 9027752727 
26.098413 78.977144 697.46907 2519462 10551049 584546.79 9116861469 
25.769954 78.385917 750.02316 2775883.8 9470898.7 522369.85 9185892761 
26.018833 78.8339 780.94253 2910359 8904435.6 522598.51 9227198147 
26.099408 78.978934 746.50088 2781034.5 9449201.8 522249.16 9130404435 
26.088078 78.95854 646.69823 2324918.4 11370544 519599.16 8857350558 
26.101871 78.983367 565.34698 1951004.8 12945616 516089.79 8422275483 
26.120598 79.017077 554.0138 1857039.2 13341436 520673.89 8420685837 
26.042675 78.876815 608.99958 2041907.8 12562696 526908.02 8894724674 
26.145544 79.06198 677.02809 2302297 11465834 537657.99 9321948962 
26.423499 79.562297 758.04038 2669876.6 9917442.8 548443.28 9542244810 
26.602159 79.883886 790.78721 2939314.4 8782464.3 551283.64 9269983840 
26.718932 80.094077 807.7796 3138939.1 7941565.7 557554.81 8951163248 
26.723341 80.102013 824.55092 3305014.6 7241989.7 564400.59 8697106565 
26.629106 79.932392 837.79997 3385685.9 6902170.5 564093.37 8619729927 
26.71232 80.082175 847.65939 3377333.4 6937354.6 567491.17 8743909605 
26.726137 80.107046 843.04654 3260607.2 7429051.5 561430.02 9012441232 
26.596833 79.874299 811.99453 2997016.2 8539401.2 551236.01 9368059093 
28.647593 83.565667 790.44824 4040452.3 4144035 1843846.9 6471257410 
28.705217 83.66939 788.75342 4035440.8 4165145.4 1790365.4 6470030795 
30.624592 87.124265 789.53451 4022424.8 4219973.9 1776869.5 6509435092 
28.843468 83.918242 787.08808 4008225.5 4279786.7 1757218 6525152904 
28.941853 84.095335 779.82247 3984281.7 4380647.7 1758571.5 6524918465 
29.265865 84.678557 770.27254 3962634.8 4471833 1804148.4 6498643082 
29.434012 84.981221 780.1467 3941475.1 4560965.9 1853445.6 6635004720 
29.378143 84.880658 779.6751 3910570.9 4691146.8 1829046.6 6708374126 
29.535135 85.163244 777.25814 3867416.3 4872931 1791666.8 6795297762 
29.629694 85.333449 773.72113 3812985.9 5102213.7 1755667.9 6899633904 
29.637952 85.348314 755.84449 3708301.2 5543187 1750831.5 6994437145 
29.665017 85.397031 744.48184 3597769.8 6008789.1 1681754.4 7153590368 
29.979321 85.962778 733.635 3529696.9 6295539 1553613.8 7209690625 
29.917528 85.85155 723.62821 3514871.2 6357990.7 1387723.8 7145669134 
29.82989 85.693801 711.79396 3522875.7 6324272.7 1225853.2 7010366600 
30.454098 86.817377 734.93191 3517864.2 6345383.1 1145730.1 7249960881 
31.123279 88.021902 711.08656 3359514.7 7012413.9 1152349.8 7376491355 
294 
 
30.980349 87.764628 685.11901 3134762.9 7959157.7 1103608.4 7601759446 
31.03219 87.857941 668.37715 2917458.6 8874529.2 1029463.6 7882524725 
31.942166 89.495899 651.66478 2774700.5 9475883.1 1055807.6 7984329618 
31.877053 89.378696 646.9635 2775048.5 9474417.1 1072162.7 7926029294 
31.303952 88.347114 644.01599 2799201.2 9372676.5 1037322.8 7839921215 
29.768444 85.583198 640.75899 2829131 9246600.4 1011597.9 7738645075 
27.784295 82.011732 631.97542 2819456 9287355.2 1028572.5 7652235646 
26.883527 80.390349 620.40644 2804351.9 9350979.7 1046509.1 7542292559 
27.008889 80.616001 616.75153 2756255.4 9553581.1 1035159.7 7593145715 
27.19116 80.944088 614.3051 2708715.7 9753837 1035872.6 7656845575 
27.441607 81.394892 613.86297 2658252.7 9966407.2 1043123.5 7750854423 
27.565605 81.61809 620.80436 2616351 10142914 1018183.2 7922025398 
27.95335 82.31603 624.85718 2682266.2 9865253.1 1028338.9 7841435880 
27.453894 81.41701 629.16055 2738784.7 9627174.4 1024538.8 7781198170 
27.147597 80.865674 631.6954 2763842.2 9521622.3 1009549 7761681046 
27.199335 80.958803 631.01748 2754167.3 9562377.2 997913.21 7772952700 
27.572727 81.630908 616.50099 2615028.5 10148485 985666.27 7869704229 
27.312122 81.161819 601.86661 2397445.9 11065029 934217.52 8103548306 
27.104141 80.787454 569.60613 2060352.9 12484998 882273.82 8286003313 
26.903739 80.426731 526.32196 1651706.9 14206377 843148.26 8347300983 
26.848407 80.327133 488.97702 1271459.3 15808131 825612.85 8352352543 
27.025279 80.645503 479.95764 1234151.5 15965286 827578.31 8255828979 
27.343766 81.218779 506.63259 1473172.2 14958436 834111.07 8325622449 
27.386924 81.296463 525.51139 1723677.6 13903208 839412.48 8212945829 
27.047074 80.684733 543.19644 2003068.7 12726302 854036.04 8001795810 
26.509386 79.716895 548.7525 2034669 12593189 841074.38 8027914708 
26.566894 79.82041 546.09974 1961027.8 12903395 840170.37 8118297583 
26.717104 80.090787 536.40244 1804348.8 13563389 841262.15 8244133210 
26.607225 79.893005 521.09013 1623656.4 14324537 844894.74 8311290995 
26.414651 79.546371 488.99175 1373916.6 15376540 835727.21 8191670772 
26.363217 79.453791 462.24311 1142413.2 16351724 825440.1 8087369826 
26.372057 79.469703 462.7884 1078795 16619709 839103.37 8191501481 
26.270294 79.286528 467.03281 1025895.8 16842541 850260.63 8345996728 
26.386587 79.495857 473.82682 1001464.7 16945455 849051.54 8504580827 
26.781321 80.206377 468.00549 884460.15 17438325 851096.81 8576014883 
27.056339 80.70141 454.84486 715461.23 18150215 859552.33 8581815390 
27.0127 80.622859 449.65724 615579.25 18570957 861126.43 8628226332 
26.877558 80.379604 452.23631 678014.19 18307957 860885.86 8587006397 
26.791656 80.224981 462.15468 898659.4 17378512 864803.01 8447744992 
26.960148 80.528267 490.93711 1239023.8 15944762 897215.24 8437055327 
26.68031 80.024558 521.45857 1489738 14888654 868296.79 8541521294 
26.700756 80.061361 549.96098 1658736.9 14176764 854336.91 8709761894 
26.91906 80.454307 571.96413 1729245.9 13879752 851238.08 8928638234 
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27.151445 80.872602 599.42018 1797110 13593882 830913.82 9226501939 
27.033973 80.661152 619.36008 1913070.5 13105410 757960.43 9302605225 
26.437145 79.586862 645.18026 2038079.6 12578822 645301.27 9431181770 
26.050634 78.891142 664.84014 2181742.6 11973657 564490.75 9411642190 
25.862793 78.553027 682.80521 2369882.7 11181136 519133.62 9253225428 
25.868887 78.563997 707.43165 2578207.9 10303588 509214.58 9113499076 
25.864772 78.556589 718.69113 2726395.2 9679364.1 504642.34 8916413856 
25.844978 78.52096 706.75372 2727021.6 9676725.3 501515.29 8766895824 
25.858195 78.54475 692.07513 2695560.6 9809251.8 504821.69 8654774451 
25.969356 78.74484 664.85488 2586351.6 10269283 513048.84 8547644583 
26.02113 78.838033 674.77325 2610086.6 10169302 520736.49 8623710224 
25.975036 78.755065 713.38562 2747554.9 9590231.2 527935.67 8802127060 
26.043723 78.878702 763.52275 2931031.5 8817355.1 539388.63 8970699765 
26.273115 79.291606 802.14985 3081585.3 8183162.8 556329.19 9036572324 
26.503882 79.706988 821.95711 3237568.2 7526100.8 571586.66 8847845928 
26.605047 79.889085 832.05233 3358122.6 7018277.9 576172.66 8634284392 
26.553666 79.796599 840.48221 3434687.2 6695757.5 573977.12 8515032509 
26.377817 79.48007 852.36067 3503177.7 6407248.4 566774.93 8447824176 
26.293648 79.328567 863.19277 3530532.1 6292020.6 557882.69 8479314378 
26.331368 79.396463 863.17803 3461763.2 6581702.6 553613.37 8669852607 
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